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Abstract
The starting point of this thesis was comparatively simple, even if the consequent 
musicological survey, the formation of a suitable methodology and the subsequent 
analytical enquiry proved far from straightforward. The thesis sets out to explain 
why some recordings not only have the capacity to provide an extreme and highly 
specific response from a listener but also manage to achieve this regardless of who is 
listening to them. In essence, does a level exist on which all listeners are essentially 
hearing the same 'song', and if so what is it we are all listening to?
The thesis tracks the writings of Philip Tagg and Eric Clarke, among others, 
discussing Tagg's exploration of semiotics and music, and Clarke's analysis of both 
music perception and the notion of subject-position and music. An outline analytical 
methodology is then proposed, followed by two case studies: Radiohead's 'Paranoid 
Android' (1997) and Christina Aguilera's 'Beautiful' (2002). For each 'song', a 
detailed sectional analysis is provided, along with an analysis of lyric content, 
subject-position and the related promotional video.
From Chapter 6, the thesis uncovers different layers of responses, both 
written and musical, from both music professionals and unsolicited listeners. This 
takes the topic into the new area of Youtube postings. For this purpose, a new 
analytical methodology has been created. The thesis includes detailed appendices 
that highlight the complex nature of the analytical process required in order to 
analyse these Youtube postings as unsolicited listener responses.
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Prelude
Tucked away at the end of a list of dedications in the sleeve notes to her debut 
album, and written with the discerning listener in mind, is an insightful yet 
paradoxical statement from the singer and songwriter Kate Bush, then only 
nineteen years of age:
.. .to all of you with open ears -  please feel it (Bush, 1978: 8).
Highlighting the need to link musical listening to human responses in simple 
English, it is a comment that encapsulates much of what follows.
As an established songwriter, Linda Perry would have been well aware 
upon completing her projected comeback single ‘Beautiful’ that its most 
significant lyric (‘we’re the song inside the tune’) would pass by unnoticed for 
the majority of those who heard it. Featuring in neither the song’s verse nor 
refrain sections, the line is featured once in the bridge section and nowhere else. 
The apparent paradox that Perry presents in this line is directly comparable to the 
one presented by Kate Bush: she is effectively stating to any listener of her song 
that both she (as the writer of the lyric) and they (as listeners to the musical 
recording) can and should directly relate themselves to the messages expressed 
elsewhere within the lyric (i.e. ‘the song’) and which are being sung (i.e. ‘the 
tune’).
The fact that Perry's line passes by in a few seconds and is not repeated 
(unlike the song’s recurring “I/You/We are beautiful” message) is central to its 
effectiveness: if these six words had been more conspicuous they might have 
had much less subconscious influence on the listener. This subtlety is also 
crucial to the success of Kate Bush’s statement: if her words had been placed 
separately and in big type the message would have appeared overbearing, and as 
such might have solicited a negative response from the reader. Kate Bush 
effectively poses a question to her listeners and Linda Perry presents a statement 
to hers, but the end result in both cases is identical: the listener/reader is given 
little option but to connect emotionally with the music being presented to them. 
Through a combination of subtlety and communication that can operate at 
multiple levels of consciousness, both songwriters demonstrate their skill at 
manipulating their respective and unsuspecting audiences.
‘the song inside the tune’ -  on musical listening and academia
The musicological survey, the formation of a suitable methodology and the 
subsequent analytical enquiry that comprise the major part of this thesis all 
proved far from straightforward, yet the starting point was comparatively simple: 
to explain why some recordings not only have the capacity to provide an extreme
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and highly specific response from a listener, seemingly regardless of the situation 
and circumstances under which they are heard, but also manage to achieve this 
regardless of who is listening to them. In short, I set out to discover whether 
Perry’s assertion is true in a more general sense: does a level exist on which all 
listeners are essentially hearing the same ‘song’, and if so what is it that we are 
all listening to?
After conducting a review of the existing literature concerning popular 
musicology, it quickly became apparent that the basic premise of this issue is as 
old as popular musicology itself and is one that has been directly addressed by a 
number of writers, as the following two quotes demonstrate:
‘.. .this study initially grew out of an ongoing search to find terms whereby I 
could express what I felt to be interesting about similarly “functional” pieces 
which come from a very different musical context’ (Brackett, 1993:xi).
‘There is a ‘subjectivity’ in the work itself, with which a listener may become 
actively engaged, not following his or her own impulses but guided by those 
of the work’ (Gumming, 1997: 7).
With both the Kate Bush quote and the Linda Perry lyric in mind, it is 
perhaps unsurprising that the clearest and most concise comment relating to this 
issue is to be found outside music academia. It is surprising, however, when its 
source and stance towards critical musical discussion are considered:
‘A comic strip: two members of the heavy metal band Billy and the Boingers... 
pore over a long-awaited review of their work in Time. It reads, “With their 
latest record, the newly relevant Boingers weave trance-like melodies that slip 
over the transom of social consciousness and insinuate themselves into your 
dreams.” In the following frame, the two creatures stare disconcertedly at the 
magazine. Finally Opus (his brow furrowed with anxiety) asks, “Yeah, but 
do we kick butt?”’ (Breathed, 1987: 17, quoted in McClary and Walser,
1988:277).
Whilst the use of the word ‘kick’ in both the Kate Bush album title and this quote 
is coincidental, the choice of the word by both is instructive: “to kick butt” can 
be construed as both a physieal movement and a somatic response. It is a term 
most eommonly associated with heavy rock music, where distorted guitars and 
driving rhythm lead listeners to switeh off their brains and respond on a basic 
and very physical level (e.g., ‘head-banging’ or ‘moshing’). In much the same 
way, the word ‘feel’ relates to both a physical sensation and a bodily aetion. 
Although Kate Bush is seeking a primarily emotional response and Opus a 
primarily physical one, both are addressing the same issue with regard to their 
respective listening audiences: the former is quietly hoping that her listeners will 
override the urge to analyse and instead respond instinetively to her musie, whilst
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the latter expresses exasperation at the (fictitious) Time magazine reviewer's 
apparent inability to do so. As regards popular musicology, and the following 
diseussion in particular, the issue is therefore one of a balancing act between the 
two extreme and yet equally valid viewpoints presented in the cartoon sketch.
The two recorded musical examples I have chosen as analytical case 
studies in this thesis represent both ends of the spectrum with regards to musical 
complexity. They were also chosen as the effect they both had on myself 
remains consistent and powerful.^ With both ‘Paranoid Android’ (1997) and 
‘Beautiful' (2003) I was struek by the intensity of my personal response to these 
reeordings on almost every listening occasion, under a variety of situations and 
circumstanees. Not only do they represent different genres, contextual situations 
and approaches to the produetion of popular music, but the responses they 
provoke are equally intense but entirely different. I maintain the belief that both 
recordings are actively communicating with me, not just through my own 
interpretative moves, but on a less immanent level, one deeper than can be 
expressed by mere discussion of lyric content, chord changes, melodic patterns 
or sonie features. Furthermore, repeated listening exposure alone has failed to 
elucidate, in either case, the preeise reasons for (and/or nature of) the reaetion 
being provoked.
Having heard both recordings on innumerable oecasions before 
commencing work on this thesis, my own understanding of why and how these 
reeordings provoke an intense response has beeome, since the initial listening 
experience, ever more elusive. As was suggested by the Linda Perry lyrie, I 
consider the musical, lyrical and sonic content in both recordings to be clearly far 
more than the sum of their parts. The fact that this ‘something else’ has beeome 
ever more elusive as my knowledge of these recordings has increased over time 
suggests that neither a mere study-of-the-notes analytical approach nor a 
contextual study of these recordings will provide a satisfactory answer.
Semiotics and subject-position: Eric Clarke and Philip Tagg 
Eric Clarke: a summary
Within the small pool of popular music scholars to have concerned themselves 
with the issue of specified listener responses, the writings of two individuals 
clearly stand out. With a eontinuing academic background in psychology, Eric 
Clarke has embraced a wide variety of theoretical and analytical challenges with 
regard to music academia in his work.^ In addition to a joint article with Nieola
 ^The recording to which I continue to respond to most strongly, (Suede (1999): ‘High Rising’ by 
Brett Anderson and Bernard Butler, on Sci-fi Lullabies [music album]: Nude) has not been 
discussed here as I am as yet unable to gain a sufficient degree of objectivity towards it.
 ^As is demonstrated by the diverse nature of the journals in which he has published, such as 
Popular Music, Musica Scientae and Music Analysis.
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Dibben (Clarke and Dibben, 2000), he has written two articles which directly 
address the issue of popular musical listening, and which jointly established the 
notion of ‘subject-position’ as being eentral to this field (Clarke, 1999 and 
Clarke, 2001). His W^ ays o f Listening (2005) represents the culmination of many 
years of research in this field, providing an extended discussion on how subject- 
position can be viewed as eentral to the act of musical listening.
Philip Tagg: a summary
Having devoted a substantial proportion of his career to the exploration of music 
perception, Philip Tagg is one of the most heavily cited authors within the field 
of popular music studies. Not only has his academic activity and published 
scholarship spanned three decades, but the theoretical thread of his writings has 
been remarkably constant. His work has almost single-handedly made it possible 
for an undertaking such as is being proposed here to be viewed as acceptable 
within the realm of musical academia.
The noticeable influence of Tagg’s work within the field of popular 
musie studies in general is clearly demonstrated by the sheer number of people 
who have responded to his approaches to music analysis. His writings can be 
split into two distinct periods: the first covers his two single-subject studies 
(Tagg, 1979 and Tagg, 1991) and explanatory articles (e.g. Tagg, 1982 and Tagg, 
1983). The second period is notable for its recognition of and responses to the 
critiques of his initial approach and contains one multi-subject study (Tagg and 
Clarida, 2003) as well as related research (e.g. Tagg, 1992 and Tagg, 2001). The 
2003 volume co-written with Clarida is by no means his last or most recent work 
on the subject. His website http://www.tagg.org is exhaustive and eonstantly 
updated, with its musicologieal content including articles relating to his 
university teaching and currently featuring work-in-progress chapters from his 
upcoming book, tentatively titled Music’s Meanings: Musical Semantics for  
musos and non-musos.
Tagg and Clarida (2003) is a culmination of 20 years' work and lays out 
in full their approach to popular music analysis. Its remit is somewhat wider 
than the question being posed here, being ‘to help establish a musicology of the 
mass media’ (Tagg and Clarida, 2003: 8). The book is split into three distinct 
sections. The first (pp. 3-92) airs in some detail their views and grievances with 
regards to both musicology and popular music studies. The second (pp. 93-154) 
outlines their chosen analytical method, whilst the final section (pp. 155-679) 
contains 10 separate analyses (of vastly differing lengths) on listener responses to 
short extracts of popular music.
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In response to Tagg and Clarida (2003) and Clarke (2005): a plan of action
Each section of this dissertation will reflect an aspect of the contribution to the 
popular musicological discourse provided by Tagg and Clarida (2003) and 
Clarke (2005) in a manner that parallels Tagg and Clarida’s three divisions: a 
response to musicology and popular music studies, discussion of an analytical 
methodology, and a series of analytical studies.
Section 1 : on Musicology and Popular Music Studies
Chapter 1 will consider the field of popular music studies, its authors and their 
agendas, and will conclude with an overview of those academic writings that are 
speeifically related to musical listening practices. It will also consider the 
various theoretical and analytical approaches which have been put forward by 
popular music scholars in their diseussions of popular music listening, including 
Tagg (1982) and Tagg and Clarida (2003). Chapter 2 will consider Clarke 
(2005) within the more specific context of subjeet-position as discussed by other 
music academics. In both chapters, key points from Tagg’s and Clarke’s 
writings will be compared to the views of other academic writers on the subject 
of popular musical listening, with published views on speeific aspects of their 
writings by these other writers included wherever possible. These first two 
chapters will provide not only an overview of relevant literature, but also will set 
out to understand and critique both authors’ ideological standpoints and 
analytical enterprises.
Sections 2 and 3: discussion of an analytical methodology and analytical studies 
The understanding gained from Section 1 (Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis) will be 
used to inform the subsequent chapters in this thesis, namely the formation of a 
new analytical approach to popular music listening (Chapter 3), and the 
application of this new method to both ‘Beautiful’ and 'Paranoid Android’ 
(Chapters 4 and 5 respectively). In order to provide an analytieal eontext within 
which these analyses can be understood, two additional sets of information will 
be sought: Chapters 6 and 7 will eontain a eonsideration of unsolicited musical 
and non-musical responses to both recordings (from Youtube and various internet 
discussion sites), while an analytieal discussion of recordings of both songs by 
established recording artists will be provided in Chapters 8 and 9.
By compiling and comparing the results of these two analytical 
investigations, the final two chapters will address the central issue: can musical 
analysis uncover what repeated listening exposure alone cannot, and locate 
within the recordings for both ‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid Android’ that seemingly 
elusive ‘song inside the tune’?
Chapter 1 
Popular musical listening in music academia
The academic study of musical listening
Following the example of Hamm (1995) and Griffiths (1999), among others, it is 
beneficial to have an awareness of the ideological and disciplinary context of 
those authors of key writings eonceming popular music listening practiees before 
their writings are considered in any detail/ A chronological list of these key 
writings in this field of study has been provided in Appendix 1, alongside their 
authors’ profession and the academic discipline with which they are most closely 
assoeiated. In addition, any reference made to another of the listed authors 
within these writings has been noted.
From this chronological list three points beeome apparent: of the four 
disciplines represented (broadly categorised as musicology, sociology, 
philosophy and cultural studies) the last to make a significant contribution to the 
discourse was musicology. In spite of this, the majority of these key writings are 
by music academics. Five of these contributions—Adorno (1941), Frith (1978), 
Hebdige (1979), Tagg (1982) and Middleton (1990)—have been referenced by a 
significant number of other authors: all four académie disciplines are represented 
here, with Adorno primarily a philosopher. Frith a music journalist and 
sociologist, Hebdige a cultural theorist, and the final two being musicologists. 
Even such a cursory glance at this list of existing literature indicates that whilst 
listenmg is a primarily musical concern, the study of listener^' is an 
interdisciplinary activity. Tagg (1982) encapsulates the key issues that a musie 
analyst should address as 'why and how does who say what to whom and with 
what effect?'.^ Whilst this question will be used to inform the following 
discussion, not all of the component questions require expounding upon here.^
For the purposes of this study, the most pertinent question is "to whom?". 
For both music creators and music academics, this question is, in almost all 
cases, impossible to answer with any level of authority or aceuracy. Treated as a 
theoretical construct, this question has been tackled with reference to either 
‘listeners’ or (more recently) ‘consumers’ and has been discussed in relation to 
audience and reception theories.
Adorno’s initial view of popular music listeners was of a single, 
collective ‘mass’ (1941: 309-11). Nine years later, Reisman (1950: 8) was the
 ^The first chapter of Hamm (1995) notes a number of different ‘authenticities’ running 
concurrently through popular musicology, while Griffiths (1999) splits the key authors on 
popular music into three overlapping groups.
 ^This is, in effect, a revision of Lasswell’s 1948 Model of communication: "Who says what to 
whom in what channel with what effect?"
 ^Namely “why” and “who”.
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first to suggest a ‘majority7‘minority’ split, with the latter occupying an elevated 
status over the former through its more critical viewpoints and highly developed 
and discriminatory tastes. With the benefit of hindsight, a number of scholars 
saw this majority/minority split as recast by the ‘birth’ of rock ‘n’ roll in 1954,"^  
with ‘youth’ now the minority group, and with this group further specified as 
‘teenagers’ by the late 1960s (Shuker, 1994: 225-7, quoted in Negus, 1996: 13). 
Dick Hebdige (1979a: 48) was the first to discuss listeners in terms of cultural 
theory, suggesting that, while gender and ethnicity are equal in importance to 
age, class is the single most significant defining eharacteristie for listeners. He 
too perceived a majority/minority split, while identifying a small number of 
‘subcultures’ unified in their opposition to mainstream culture. More recently, 
and as Negus (1996: 23) notes. Straw (1991) reclaimed listeners from the 
clutches of cultural theorists by replacing the term ‘subcultures’ with ‘musical 
scenes’.^
In general, cultural theorists and sociologists have preoccupied 
themselves with audiences, while musicologists and some sociologists have 
concerned themselves with the concept of ‘fandom’. If Adorno (1941: 310) 
considered such individuals as obsessive and having soeial behavioural 
deficiencies, Cohen (1991) and Lewis (1991) have reinstated the sanity of the fan 
in their more recent work. That music scholars are necessarily fans themselves 
has been openly acknowledged, with the writings of those at the journalistic end 
of the spectrum being elose in both character and use of language to unauthorised 
‘fanzines’. In this light, the final chapters of Frith (1981) fulfil Reisman’s views 
on the ideal aeademic discussion of listeners, in that ‘the quickest shortcut to 
understanding what popular culture does for people... is to make oneself the 
relevant audience and to look imaginatively at one’s reactions’ (Reisman, 1950: 
6). It is worth noting that whilst the highly discursive, loosely analytical 
approach favoured by Frith does represent a compromise between discussing 
musical listening and listeners in theoretical terms and detailing ‘real’ (i.e. non- 
theoretical) musical listening experiences, his interests do not extend to the 
effects of individual performances or recordings on himself, or on listeners in 
general.
On listening: Tagg (1982)
Whilst our understanding of listeners has developed considerably in the years 
since Adorno’s 1941 treatise, only a select few writers have made any attempt to 
address the issue of real as opposed to theorised listening experiences. Those 
scholars who have diseussed real listeners have historically tended to be non-
On July 5 1954 Elvis Presley recorded ‘That’s All Right” and “Blue Moon of Kentucky” with 
producer Sam Philips. They are generally regarded as the first rock ‘n’ roll recordings.
 ^Examples of scenes include Madchester, Shoegazing and Britpop.
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musicologists, working within the fields of sociology, music therapy or musie 
education/ If these writers tend not to comment upon or indeed have any 
involvement with those writings detailing theories of listening, the converse can 
be said for musicologists, with their writings making little or no referenee to 
either discussions of real listening experiences or those writings concerned with 
it.
An exception to this rule has been provided by the work of Philip Tagg. 
The best entry point into Tagg’s work is his 1982 essay for Popular Music, as it 
provides the most coneise account of his unique and complex analytical 
approach. His methodology is essentially coneemed with semiotics: musical 
codes are placed by the ‘emitter’ (the music creator(s)) in a ‘channel’ (the 
analysis object, usually a musical recording) to be identified by a ‘receiver’ (the 
rriusical listener). For Tagg, the musical codes, which are the manifestation of 
this musical communication, gain interpretative significance only in relation to 
pre-existing musie and established generic boundaries.
It is instructive that many more scholars have quoted or referenced 
Tagg’s work than have attempted to extend (or even test) his analytieal 
hypothesis: there is to date only one academic who has attempted to apply 
Tagg’s approach.^ This situation may be due to unwillingness by others to 
engage with his work, or may express a generally held belief this that his 
analytical approach is untenable. In either case, it is therefore crucial that an 
accurate pieture of the reception to Tagg’s analyses and also his views on music 
is established before they can be used to inform to any extent the analytieal 
enquiry which will feature in Chapter 2.
On listening: levels, codes and signification
In the broadest terms, what has been the level of response afforded to Tagg by 
his fellow academics? As Tagg (2003) notes, reaetion to his work has eovered 
the full spectrum of possible responses:
The responses of music scholars to those earlier hermeneutic-semiotic 
works ranged from ‘ungrounded speculation’ to ‘naïve overinterpretation’ 
to enthusiastic reviews about paradigm shifts. Out-and-out criticism of 
earlier work never appeared in print: it was either communicated orally 
or in letters sent to someone other than myself (Tagg, 2003: 103).
For example, Finnegan (1989) and Cohen (1994).
 ^A survey of the 2007 on-line version of RILM shows that no PhD thesis catalogued on its 
system either cites any of Tagg’s key terminology in its title or names Tagg within its abstract. 
Fred Everett Maus, however, drew on Tagg for a recent paper: 'Conversations about Popular 
Music', Society for Music Theory Conference, University of Cambridge, 15 November 2007.
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As Tagg (1982) is one of his most cited writings, it is important to compare the 
views on listening and musical communication it presents with those of its 
contemporaries. Many different (but not altogether separate) theories and 
strategies have been drawn up to explain the apparent communication between a 
listener and a musical recording. Despite the claim in Tagg (1982) that 
communication occurs between emitter(s) and receiver(s), or that such 
communication is through the encryption and identification of musical codes, no 
consensus on the exact nature and content of this communication has yet been 
reached. What follows is a brief outline of the methods used by emitters to 
encode their music, as suggested by other academics.
According to Laing (1985: 63), musical communication occurs on two 
levels: on the ‘external’ level the performer addresses the audience, while on the 
‘internal’ level communication occurs between the protagonist of the lyric and 
the listener. Frith (1996: 117-22) presents a less simplistic tripartite alternative, 
one which has been successfully deployed in film studies, involving the 
separation of emotional, cultural and dramatic codes. Eco (1976: 137-9) 
distinguishes between ‘undercoded’ and ‘overcoded’ songs, with the former best 
understood on their own terms, the latter in relation to clearly defined stylistic 
conventions, rules and practices. Informed by Stefani (1987), Middleton (1990: 
174) splits these codes into the distinct levels of General Codes, Social Practices, 
Musical Techniques, Langue, Norms, Sub-norms, Dialects, Styles, Genres, Sub­
codes, Idiolects, Works and Performances. He also posits a tripartite model for 
music/word relationships used by a sender: affect (‘words as expression’), story 
(‘words as narrative’), and gesture (‘words as sound’) (Middleton, 1990: 231). 
Frith (1996: 159) presents an almost identical tripartite model, using the terms 
‘voices’, ‘words’ and ‘rhetoric’ respectively.
It is beyond the scope of this study to update Tagg’s model in order to 
consider these further complications of addressing each level of code for each 
piece of interobjective comparison material (lOCM) relating to a musical 
recording. While his model clearly explains “how” musical communication 
takes place and also details “what” is being communicated, it has no way of 
accounting for exactly how a listener will interpret these musical codes, or how 
this communication will affect their overall listening experience. Furthermore, 
in its current state his model cannot take account of the differences between 
individual listener reactions to musical recordings.
It is possible that the problem faced here by Tagg stems from an over­
reliance on film theory: with Frith’s ‘codes’ taken from the discipline and Tagg’s 
largest and most successful analysis being of a TV theme, could it be that such 
notions of listening are only valid when a strong visual element is also present? 
Without such a visual component, the intended significances of musical 
recordings become far more abstract, making any listener responses necessarily
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more personalised and introspective. Tagg himself has noted a number of ways 
in which musical recordings can mimic real-life sounds and events: Tagg (1992) 
lists the three possibilities as
sonic anaphones (perceived similarity to paramusical sound)
kinetic anaphones (perceived similarity to paramusical movement)
tactile anaphones (perceived similarity to paramusical sense of touch)
All sonic aspects that do not mimic real life will therefore only have relative
instead of literal interpretative value. In short, they will best be understood in 
terms of their comparison to and interaction with each other as opposed to their 
individual characteristics.
With this in mind, and with the complicating personal factors of the 
individual listener also to be considered, is it still fair to expect musicologists to 
be able to discuss real musical listening habits and experiences with any level of 
analytical rigour? As was most clearly indicated by an earlier quote, the answer 
must be affirmative, regardless of the tricky nature of the task at hand. As well 
as addressing the “how”, “what” and “to whom”, the thorny issue of “with what 
effect”, or more precisely how some musical recordings “kick butt”, must also be 
addressed if a valid contribution to the current discourse is to be made.
On listening: competence and interpretation
As was the case for musical listeners, there is a fair amount that can be found 
within existing scholarship that directly relates to the concept of musical 
listenmg. As Frith (1996: 244 and 267) has noted, while it may be true that all 
sounds ‘carry an equal value as signs’, not all listeners will hear music in exactly 
the same way, with there being a range of effects a listener could hear. 
Furthermore, Frith (1996: 267) states that it is impossible for a listener to hear 
exactly what the emitter hears in their music. A lack of common perception is, 
however, the least of our worries. If the mediatory effects of the music industry 
on listeners have been discussed at length by Negus (1992: 20), the debate on 
how listeners respond to such mediation began over sixty years earlier with 
Adorno (1941). For Adorno (1941: 310-11), both the mode of dissemination and 
the standardisation of popular song forms had a detrimental effect on listeners, 
contributing to the domination over and suppression of the individual. More 
recently. Chambers (1985) takes an opposing stance, suggesting that no matter 
how popular music is produced and distributed the industry cannot prescribe how 
the music is used.^ Whilst acknowledging both viewpoints, Negus (1996: 26) is 
more cautious on this issue, stating that ‘if audiences are so active... why do
As noted by Negus (1996): 26.
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entertainment corporations spend so much money on promotion, marketing and 
advertising?’
It appears that the question “with what effect” therefore resides primarily 
with the individual listener, with the key issues being whether they actively 
respond to or passively accept the information being communicated, and also 
whether they make allowances for any such mediating factors. Adorno (1941: 
312-313) perceived popular music listeners as adopting de-concentrated, 
regressive, essentially passive listening tendencies, being unable to escape the 
detrimental effects of the manipulative music industry. Western art music 
listeners, in his,perception, were far more active through the engagement of their 
critical faculties. Reisman (1950: 365) also perceived a split between a passive 
majority and an active minority, this time existing within the realm of popular 
music listening. While adopting Adorno’s split between art music and popular 
music listeners. The more recent model of ‘high’ and ‘low’ competences 
presented in Stefani (1987) sidelines the associated issue of the relative 
intelligence of listeners. For Stefani (1987: 12), if Western art music listeners 
concentrate their listening on the idiosyncrasies of the musical recording, for 
popular music listeners musical meaning is most strongly informed by the 
recording’s perceived attitude to General Codes and Social Practices. If 
Stefani’s suggestion that listeners to popular music focus more on the general 
formal characteristics of a recording than its idiosyncratic musical events is 
accurate, Tagg’s analytical approach to musical listening is therefore not only 
problematic but also applicable only to Western art music.
Philip Tagg: a critical overview
As was noted in the Prelude, the writings of two authors, Philip Tagg and Eric 
Clarke, may be considered as central to the limited field of popular musical 
listening. Both have recently published large-scale volumes on the subject, and 
these works will be considered in the following section and in Chapter 2 
respectively, both within the context of the authors’ other writings and within the 
discipline of popular music studies in general.
Tagg and Popular Music Studies
Before any discussion of specific aspects of Tagg’s (early or late) approach to 
musical listening can be conducted, his views must be clarified with reference to 
popular music studies as a whole. What is most apparent in Tagg and Clarida 
(2003) is the level of politicism.^ One has the sense that Tagg in particular feels 
aggrieved for his experience as an academic in the UK under both the
This is also apparent on Tagg's website, which showcases his personal political views as much 
as his musicological philosophy. ,
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contemporaneous academic and political systems, as the following examples 
demonstrate:
The RAE was a particularly insidious obstacle to progress on this book 
(Tagg and Clarida, 2003: viii).
certain types of popular music have been appropriated by the establish­
ment to boost popular support for a political system that clearly fails 
the popular majority in terms of public health, education and transport, 
not to mention its record on those articles of the UN charter of Human 
Rights which concern unemployment, poverty and political asylum 
(Tagg and Clarida, 2003: 62).
While such an explicit level of political expression cannot be located in his 
earlier work, the above quotes should be kept in mind during the following 
discussion.
The opening chapter of Tagg and Clarida (2003: 7-10) presents a dualism 
apparent in Popular Music Studies^®, one which reflects the epistemological 
divide between traditional musicology and the “semiotic musicology of the mass 
media” that they so desire:
' Music as knowledge 
Knowledge about music
“knowledge in rather than about music” (p.9)
“. .. is by definition metamusical and always 
entails verbal denotation.” (p. 10)
In line with the first of these quotes, the following discussion will substitute 
‘music as knowledge’ with ‘knowledge in music’. Tagg and Clarida split these 
two strands into four sub-categories:
Knowledge in music
/  \
Constructional 
competence
i
Receptional
competence
i
Knowledge about music 
/  \
Metamusical
discourse
I
Metacontextual
discourse
i
“the ability to compose, 
arrange, perform and 
otherwise make music”
(p. 9)
“the ability to respond 
to music in a culturally 
competent manner.”
(p. 9)
“houses the ability to “involves explaining how music
identify and name music practices relate to the culture
elements and patterns and society that produces them and
o f  musical structure.” (p. 10) which they affect.” (p. 10)
Fig 1.1: The bipartite split existing in Popular Music Studies
The layout of Figure 1.1 implies that each of these four sub-categories is equally 
integral to popular music studies. Tagg and Clarida certainly afford receptional
If ‘Popular Music Studies’ is usually used to describe any academic writings on popular music 
from any date, for Tagg and Clarida the term is used specifically for those academics and their 
writings which date from the post-semiotic period of the early 1990s onwards.
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competence and metamusical discourse an equal weighting, although they assert 
that other music academics have considered them as less equal, even within their 
own area of enquiry:
Words and numbers may be the symbolic systems privileged in public 
education, but it is the audiovisual media rather than the written word 
that carry the most pervasive and persuasive messages... television, 
still the most pervasive of audio-visual media, favours non-verbal 
aspects of sight and sound... These circumstances underline the 
importance of further developing and popularising studies of non-verbal 
communication in the mass media. Unfortunately, discussion of music’s 
structures and meanings is so often absent from such studies, that it is 
necessary to propagate for the construction of a solid empirical and 
theoretical foundation on which a semiotic musicology of the mass media 
can be built. This book is intended as a contribution towards the 
establishment of such a musicology (Tagg and Clarida, 2003: 7).
Taken from the way in which both ‘music’ and ‘musicology’ arc italicised in the 
above quote it is clear that not only is receptional competence an issue which is 
sidelined, but the actual discussion of musical details (metamusical discourse) is, 
in their opinion, unjustifiably pushed to one side within many academic studies 
of popular music. Such an opinion may appear substantiated when the various 
writings of Frith and also Gumming (1993) are taken into consideration,^^ 
although Moore (1995) and Everett (2000) both tackle the notion of a popular 
musical discourse directly. As is stated towards the end of the quote, these two 
issues are the central justification for their enterprise, and for this reason it is 
worth exploring their validity in some depth.
It is not difficult to find examples of academic writings on popular music 
that have sidelined musical content. For instance, articles concerning music 
taken from The Journal o f Aesthetics and Art Criticism fit into this category, 
while the general historical trend towards a focus on the social as opposed to the 
musical is ever-increasing. In addition, almost all sociological studies concerning 
popular music eschew musical details in favour of cultural theories (Hebdige, 
1979), or with interviews with real-life musician-listeners (Green, 1997). 
Furthermore, any musicological study that elevates certain aspects of a musical 
recording (e.g. pitch or rhythm) at the expense of others (e.g. timbre and sonic 
detail) will present an unbalanced view of its meaning.
With the exception of Clarke and Cook (2004), there is an apparent lack 
of discussion of receptional competence in the discourse surrounding popular 
music: as was previously noted, sociologists would rather focus on listener^' than
"  Gumming (1993) is discussed at length in Chapter 2. 
See points 13-15 on page 17.
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the act of musical listenmg, while cultural theorists privilege the monetary or use 
value^^ of popular music as a commodity. As will be demonstrated within the 
second half of this chapter, the number of scholars who are willing to engage 
with issues concerning musical listening and receptional competence is relatively 
small.
What factors have caused such a situation to exist and be perpetuated? 
For Tagg and Clarida, the reasons for this are twofold, with both being 
institutional. Firstly, they perceive a clear separation between the teaching of 
practical and compositional skills (knowledge in music) and the musicological 
aspects of study (knowledge about music). Secondly, they highlight an evident 
split between metamusical and metacontextual discourse. The initial split 
concerns the separation between romantic notions of musical connotation (for 
instance, an arpeggio representing a spinning wheel in the Schubert lieder 
‘Gretchen am Spinnrade’) as well as 19^^-century formalist views of music, and 
the notion of ‘absolute music’. The second split concerns popular music studies, 
with a move away from the undesirable focus on formalism and lyric content to 
the equally extreme focus on music as a bodily experience. In any case, it is 
clear that the vast majority of writings concerning popular music sideline both 
constructional and receptional competence, that metamusical and metacontextual 
discourse are rarely discussed within the same article, and that there is no text 
other than Tagg and Clarida (2003) that discusses both discourses and both 
competences.
On constructional competence
With regard to the purpose of this thesis, to propose a new methodology for the 
study of popular musical listening experiences, it would be unwise to treat Tagg 
and Clarida's four sub-categories as equal. Instead, receptional competence and 
metamusical discourse will be considered as having greater importance, with 
constructional competence and metacontextual discourse secondary concerns, 
being of indirect relevance only. If (as was previously noted) a subconscious 
level of communication is to be sought, distinctions such as ‘composer’, 
‘arranger’ and ‘performer’ become largely irrelevant -  what is most important is 
the recording and its constituents. Furthermore, a possible way to locate such a 
subconscious level of communication would be to highlight and account for the 
effects of all other factors, for instance any specifically musical knowledge 
brought to a recording by the listener (constructional knowledge), and also any 
non-musical knowledge which relates to either that same recording and its 
creator(s), or which links the recording to any other pre-existing recordings
For instance, music can be used as a background to other activities (played in a supermarket or 
whilst a telephone customer is being kept on hold).
See points 4-6 on page 16.
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(metamusical discourse). The notion of constructional competence will, 
however, be of increased importance with regard to the discussion of cover 
versions of both ‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid Android’, and more particularly vGth 
regard to how these cover versions differ stylistically from the original 
recordings made by Christina Aguilera and Radiohead respectively.
Tagg and Clarida (2003) -  a summary
With the basic premise of their work established, issues of a more specific nature 
relating to their discussion of Popular Music Studies (or PMS) can now be 
addressed. The key points raised by Tagg and Clarida (2003: 1-89) and their 
discussion of the history of PMS (or ‘a musicology of the mass media’^^ ) can be 
summarised within five sub-categories:
Popular Music Studies vs. musicologv
1. (a) A new terminology is required that can be understood by cultural theorists
and ethnomusicologists, in order to encourage them to discuss musical sounds
(b) Popular music cannot be analysed using the same tools as musicology
2. Lack of notational centricity of popular music
3. Unlike European ‘art’ music, popular music is essentially capitalist
Ideologies
4. A clear overall ideological trend in US/British PMS since the late 1960s towards 
idealistic notions of radicalist, subversive, subcultural underdogs engaged in body 
music
5. The above notion replaced in the late 1980s by the idealist notion of a music whose 
highest aesthetic ideal is bodily immersion and mental oblivion
6. General trend towards over-theorising and bodyist celebration of individual 
consumers in PMS since the late 1980s (influence of cultural studies)
Dualisms
7. (a) Receptional competence neglected in higher education
(b) Accepted terminology denoting musical structure is almost exclusively 
constructional as opposed to receptional
8. (a) The central contradiction of institutionalised music studies: music as
knowledge and knowledge about music
(b) Popular music scholars have tended to focus on Knowledge About Music 
rather than Knowledge In Music, while a balance is more desirable
Tagg & Clarida (2003: 12).
For a discussion of ‘body music’ see the Ideologies section on page 20.
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9. (a) MOMM (Musicology of Mass Media) in opposition to the notion of absolute
music (objectivism versus subjectivism) -  the Great Epistemological Divide
(b) Adorno’s influential socio-based writings on popular music are hugely 
problematic, and have encouraged others to ignore text
(c) Exclusion of film studies from classical canon is also instructive
Semiotics
10. Most semioticians with an interest in music demonstrate congeneric formalism 
(notation-centric) and neglect of semantics (paratextual connections) and 
pragmatics (musician intentions/listener responses)
11. Semiotics has the potential to bridge the gap between muso formalism (text) and 
social/cultural theory (context)
12. Socio-phase provided few answers to semioticians' key question of why and how 
does who communicate what to whom and with what effect?
On academics
13. (a) PMS as interdisciplinary and interprofessional
(b) Three broad 20th-century approaches to the understanding of music which 
inform popular music studies: ETHNO, SOCIO and SEMIO
14. On-going conflict between the MUSOs and the CULT STUDS
15. The existence of the ‘pomo-rockologist’, who marginalises or disregards the
musical text, focuses on otherness, and who has a tendency to conflate meaning 
with sexuality, believes that true experiences of music are inscrutable, and 
marginalises knowledge in music.
It is instructional to look for comparisons between items in the above list 
and their presence in the three most significant of Tagg and Clarida’s sub­
categories for popular music studies:
R eceptional C om p eten ce^  ( a \  1(b) 2 3 4 5 6 ( 7 ^  7(b) ^ (a \j^ (b \  9(a)
M etam usical D iscourse \ l ( a ) l ( l ^ ( f )  3 4 5 6 7(a) 7(b) \8(a  
M etacontextual D iscourse 1(a) 1(b) 2 (3 )(lX lX i)7 (a ) 7(b) 8(a)
Figure 1.2: A comparison of the employment of Receptional Competence, Metamusica" 
Discourse and Metacontextual Discourse within Popular Music Studies with 
the 15 key issues raised by Tagg and Clarida (2003).
9 (b l 9(c)
a^ ^W@ 10
14 15
14 15
With receptional competence and metamusical discourse being the most 
pertinent to this thesis, it is clear that points 1(a) through to 6 are of limited 
relevance, and for this reason the following discussion of them will be brief. 
Points 7(b) and 9(c) are also of limited relevance, referring only to eonstructional 
competence and metacontextual discourse respectively.
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Beyond Tagg and Clarida (2003)
Popular Music Studies vs. Musicology (points 1-3)
The need for new, less muso- and more user-friendly terminologies for the 
discussion of popular music has a wide acceptance. Indeed, it provides the 
primary aims behind not only Brackett (1995) and Tagg (2003), but also 
Middleton (1990) and Moore (1993). There is not at present, and indeed never 
has been, a consensus on how to tackle the issue of a suitable terminology for 
popular music, leaving academics to address the matter in their own 
individualised ways, usually with regard to a specified musical genre.
While many have noted the problems of existing terminologies when 
discussing popular music, few have actually attempted to address the issue. This 
situation is reflective of a wider trend: since the mid-1990s there has been an on­
going move away from generalisation in music theory, with a parallel move 
towards the discussion of specific repertoires and/or artists within a single study. 
In this sense, the fetishisation of the musical work has effectively been replaced 
by some scholars with a move towards studies concerned more with musical 
styles than specific musical recordings (see Popular Music, from 1995 onwards 
in particular).
With regard to a possible link between traditional musicology and the 
more recent field of popular music studies, Tagg and Clarida (2003: 54) argue 
that ‘popular music cannot be analysed using only the traditional tools of 
musicology developed in relation to European art music’ because the former, 
unlike the latter, is:
(i) ‘conceived for mass distribution to large and often socioculturally 
heterogeneous groups of listeners’
(ii) ‘stored and distributed in mainly non-written form’
(iii) ‘subject, under capitalism, to the laws of ‘free’ enterprise according to 
which it should help sell as much as possible of the commodity... to as 
many as possible’
Tagg and Clarida’s assertions concerning the relative inapplicability of 
musicological methodologies to a musicology of the mass media may appear 
commonsense, as is also implied by Moore (1993: 15):
Pitch (melody and harmony) or rhythm are considered prior; texture, 
timbre, sound manipulation and so on are secondary. Nowhere does this 
position, which derives directly from the theoretical position adopted 
towards concert music, seem to be argued.
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and also Dunbar-Hall (1991: 128):
popular music, being inherently different to art music, does not respond 
to a system of analysis based on functional tonality.
Such views do not, however, represent a universally held position:
There is some validity to using musicological discourse to describe 
popular music: the popular music texts studied in this book emerged... 
from cultural contexts similar to those that spawned and subsequently 
nurtured musicology (Brackett, 1995: 20).
I do not think one should use rock or popular music as a kind of club 
with which to beat the avant-garde and the structuralism and formalism 
that that music may be seen to represent. I also do not think that one must 
necessarily adopt a sociological orientation in the study of rock music 
(Covach, 1997: 133).
While there are exceptions to the rule, such differences of opinion can be 
attributed to a significant extent to the UK/US split in the teaching and 
discussion of popular music, with US authors finding it far more acceptable to 
employ conventional musicology when discussing popular music recordings or 
performances.^^
The assertion that popular music is essentially a recorded as opposed to 
transcribed art form is almost universally agreed by popular music scholars in 
theory. In reality, and in spite of warnings by Moore and others, many studies of 
popular music have demonstrated an over-reliance on pitch and rhythmic 
relationships. One scholar whose work regularly exists on the knife-edge 
between close detail and notational centricity is the US musicologist Walter 
Everett.
That Tagg and Clarida believe popular music production to be an 
essentially capitalist enterprise is unambiguous: as was stated earlier under point
(iii) on page 17, they assert that popular music is ‘subject, under capitalism, to 
the laws of ‘free’ enterprise according to which it should help sell as much as 
possible of the commodity... to as many as possible’ (Tagg and Clarida, 2003: 
54). However, this viewpoint is one which is not held by the majority of 
popular music scholars:
Not everything made for money is without merit; but we are surely 
justified in thinking that the lasting value of a work of art depends 
on its springing, partly at least, from motives other than commercial 
ones (Reeves, 1958: 15).^ ^
The comparison between scholarship within the UK and the rest of Europe on this issue is far 
more complex, and as such is outside the realm of this enquiry.
Especially those of a semiotic nature -  see point 13 on page 16.
Quoted in Laing (1994: 182). It is noteworthy that Laing also shares this view.
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Ideologies (points 4-6)
If Tagg and Clarida are to be believed, the notion of a radical and subversive 
music creator first appeared in the 1960s, which is roughly contemporaneous 
with the emergence of the singer-songwriter late in that same decade, and with 
the pre-eminence of the ‘protest singer’ in particular. That this creator individual 
is also subcultural (and therefore anti-establishment) could also be linked to the 
prevailing chasm in the US between the views of the artistic community and 
government foreign policy (and the Vietnam war in particular).
In a similar way, it is again worth noting the correlation with the apparent 
move towards discussions of bodily immersion and contemporaneous musical 
developments, namely the evolution of electronic dance music and the mind- 
altering drugs with which this music has become associated. If the assertion 
made by Tagg and Clarida is true, it would appear that, in both cases, musicology 
has attempted to retain its validity by changing itself fundamentally in order to 
reflect the predominant subcultural musical genre(s).
But is there evidence of authors changing their style of writing in order to 
reflect current musical trends? While no other writers have employed the same 
terminology as Tagg and Clarida, mention of ‘the body’ does occur in several 
important articles: in Middleton (1993), which represents a slight departure from 
his earlier work, specific reference is made to ‘the body’ in several places. This 
article is essentially an extended discussion on how the theory of ‘gesture’ can be 
incorporated into popular music analysis:
often the fields of gesture and connotation... are actually correlated, 
through the action of what some semiologists have termed a ‘semantic 
gesture’: a unifying, generating principle... For example, the bourgeois 
‘arch’ relates on one level to a gestural agenda as we have seen: the 
personal masteiy of the body; the individualisation of emotion; the 
expansive-but-controlled, rationally-timed symmetries of the self as 
‘little home’ (Middleton, 1993: 186).
Dualisms (points 7-9)
Even a brief on-line survey of university music department courses will reveal 
that skills of constructional competence are more highly prized than those of 
receptional competence. The vast majority of syllabuses include performance, 
composition and/or orchestration, but no available syllabus shows a module (or 
even a section of a module) which is devoted to listening [as opposed to aural 
perceptive skills in general].
Within the previous discussion both points 8 and 9 were addressed in detail and will not be 
discussed here.
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Semiotics (points 10-12)
In line with their views on metamusical discourse in general, Tagg and Clarida 
attribute the problems they perceive in the use of semiotics within musicology to 
the historical institutionalisation of this field, with semiotics being ‘bound up 
with the historical and ideological peculiarities of institutionalised music studies 
in Europe over the last century-and-a-half (Tagg and Clarida, 2003: 48). While 
both the ‘Ethno-’and ‘Socio-’ centred musicological writings previously 
considered by Tagg and Clarida had ultimately failed to meet the pair’s 
requirements (through not being able to successfully combine metamusical and 
metacontextual discourses), they believe that ‘Semiotics has at least the potential 
to bridge the gap between conventional muso formalism... and conventional 
social or cultural theory’ (Tagg and Clarida, 2003: 47).
As before, the use of italics in the above is instructive, for whilst 
semiotics holds the promise to solve their issues regarding a suitable musicology 
of the mass media, the proportion of those semiotic studies of music which are 
relevant to their aims is small, as was the case with the ethno- and socio-focused 
writings. The issue is again one of formalism, also reflecting the inapplicability 
of traditional musicological approaches to popular music:
Indeed, the vast majority of articles collected in volumes of music- 
semiotic scholarship in the 1980s and 1990s show, with few exceptions, 
an overwhelming concern with theories of music’s internal congeneric 
structuration (syntax). This literature shows much less interest in 
music’s interrelation with other modes of expression and pays scant 
attention to music’s paracontextual connections (semantics).
Evidence linking musician intentions or listener responses to musical 
structure (pragmatics) is conspicuous by its virtual absence (Tagg and .
Clarida, 2003: 51).
Agreement on this issue can be easily sourced: 'Unfortunately, the science of 
music semiology... has paid virtually no attention to popular music' (Middleton, 
1990: 172). Whilst agreeing with Tagg and Clarida in principle, Middleton 
ultimately believes that a solution can be achieved in conjunction with 
musicology:
The deconstruction, within musicology itself, of ‘structural listening’, 
together with the ideology of structural autonomy which is linked to it, 
brings into sharp focus the historical and cultural limits within which 
they have validity... But if the relevance of structural analysis is now 
being revealed as distinctly partial, it is tempting to wonder if the last 
200 years have been, in one sense, something of a diversion, the 
popular/classical split a side-effect of the gigantie, if glorious, failure 
of post-Enlightenment bourgeois thought (Middleton, 1990: 187).
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The key distinction between the views of Middleton (1990) and Tagg/Clarida 
(2003) concerns the nature of popular music: Tagg and Clarida’s enterprise is, as 
expressed by the nature of their initial exploration, obsessed with the idea of 
music as a mass media commodity, and furthermore the idea that the ultimate 
purpose of all recorded popular music is to make us purchase either itself or an 
associated product (see points 1(b) and 3). In contrast, Middleton is far more 
concerned with a possible link between specific musical features (or codes) and 
their physical effect on the listener:
More clearly than in, say, classical symphony or chamber music, this 
[popular] music is unquestionably rooted in the structures, inner 
processes and operational patterns of the secular human body. Even 
with pieces not intended for dancing, listeners usually find themselves 
moving, really or in imagination (Middleton 1990: 178).
For Tagg and Clarida, then, physical or emotional responses (intended or 
otherwise) would only have been created for monetary purposes, and as sueh 
would only have been made possible through the use of established codes. The 
possibility of musieal eommunieation in popular musie oeeurring in a fashion 
more elosely related to the bourgeois notion of aesthetic (as opposed to use) 
value is not diseussed by them, and the notion of researchers wishing to locate an 
alternative, non-obvious form of eommunieation (for instance, one whieh 
involves ambiguous codes or whieh works on a non-eonscious level) is 
diseouraged:
popular music should elicit some ‘attraction’ at first listening if the music 
is to stand a chance of making a sell... It also means that music produced 
under such conditions will tend to require the use of readily available 
codes as a basis for the production of (new or old) combinations of 
musical message (Tagg and Clarida, 2003: 54).
On academics (points 13-15)
The final three points made by Tagg and Clarida all deal with eategorising 
popular musie seholars, and will be treated together. In light of the objections 
being voiced to Tagg's assertions eonceming popular musie studies, it may 
appear that his subsequently formed semiotie approaeh to popular musieal 
analysis has been severely eompromised. However, it may have already beeome 
apparent that ideological agendas have played a signifieant role in informing the 
opinions presented. For Tagg, these potential agendas ean be spotted in one of 
two ways: firstly in relation to the diseipline within which they are most elosely 
aligned (Ethnomusieology, Soeiology, Semiology, Popular Musie Studies), and 
also in relation to their attitude towards popular musical recording as an analysis
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object (namely, musie as essentially textual ('musos'), or music as essentially 
contextual (‘cult studs’ and 'pomo-rockologists').
In addition to Tagg’s views on the academic field, one other seholar has 
previously provided terminology for the categorisation of his fellow academics. 
In Griffiths (1999: 397), three overlapping groups are suggested: ‘Earnest On­
lookers’, ‘Street Fighting Men’ and ‘The Managers’. F o r  Griffiths, ‘Earnest- 
Onlookers’ (including Charles Hamm, Allan Moore and Richard Middleton) care 
perhaps a little too mueh, and as a result are slightly detaehed from their subjeet- 
matter and are extremely methodieal:
earnest onlookers put in the effort, and eonseientiously so... bibliography 
and discography are two of the staple activities of earnest on-looking.
(Griffiths, 1999: 399)
‘Street Fighting Men’ are “often nuts” and are far more politically charged - 
“raising the issue of political purpose is par for the course” (Griffiths, 1999: 
400). Being eoncemed with both cultural studies and sociology, Griffiths 
includes Hamm (again), Laing, Frith, Hebdige, Shepherd and Wicke in this 
eategory, as well as Middleton, of whose 1990 book he states that “reading it as 
anything other than an example of a literature of the left... is akin to reading 
Animal Farm as a story of some disgruntled pigs” (Griffiths, 1999: 405). A link 
between ‘Street Fighting Men’ and Tagg’s notion of ‘cult studs’ is possible.
‘The Managers’ are far less coneerhed with eultural issues, but share the 
earnest on-lookers’ methodical nature. Being primarily a US phenomenon, the 
key term is “Power Analysis”, with this being the main distinetion between them 
and the first group:
The line from Power Analysis to pop music is suspiciously direct... 
there is one clearly established theory for tonal music... Pop music is 
tonal music; and so there is no need not to apply Schenkerian models 
to pop music...
No ardent Schenkerian would dream of adapting the [analytical] 
technology to reflect the presence of, say, the things that Allan Moore 
has so cogently described: voice, recording or performance (Griffiths,
1999: 409).
Griffiths includes Cook, Brackett and Everett in this category, and the link to 
Tagg’s notion o f ‘musos’ is striking.
Whilst most scholars note the divide between musicology and PMS, Tagg 
cites a more important divide within the field of PMS. For Tagg, the ETHNO,
21 Griffiths notes that these categories are essentially caricatures.
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SOCIO and SEMIO periods in popular musicological history all represented 
separate (and ultimately unsuccessful) challenges to the on-going supremacy of 
the notion of absolute music. Each phase presented a singular viewpoint and/or 
methodology, and in each case this singularity was the primary reason for its 
ultimate failure to overthrow formalism. In his view, the most recent 
developments in popular musicology can be termed ‘popular music studies’ and 
as such represent the greatest applicability to his chosen task.
On Tagg: the applicability of his analytical method
The previous section provided a comprehensive overview of the musicological 
context for Tagg’s work. There are three stages to the analytical process 
presented in Tagg (1982) and which is employed to a lesser extent elsewhere. 
Firstly, the analysis object is considered in relation to an exhaustive list of 
musical parameters of expression (to ensure that no important aspect is 
overlooked during the course of the analysis). With this list in mind, the analysis 
object is then split into its constituent ‘musemes’, with these being the smallest 
self-contained units of expression. Finally, the individual musemes are treated as 
interobjective comparison material (lOCM). As it has been assumed that 
instances of the same museme occurring within the same style or genre will hold 
the same interpretative meaning for listeners, the significance of the musical 
codes contained within the museme will be explained with reference to previous 
appearances of that specific museme in music from the same style or genre. To 
reduce the risk of subjectivism, Tagg suggests that the meaning of individual 
musemes should be decided by consensus achieved between a number of music 
analysts.
In spite of its theoretical self-sufficiency and incorporation of real 
listening experiences, there are two key problems with the application of Tagg’s 
theory of musical semiotics to popular music recordings. Firstly, due to the 
exhaustive nature of his analytical method (with every musical event needing to 
be accounted for in terms of musemes) it would be a mammoth undertaking to 
analyse a full-length recording: for example, Tagg (1979) takes over 200 pages 
to analyse a 50-second instrumental TV theme. Furthermore, the analysis of a 
large number of other musical examples existing within the same genre or style 
would be required to ensure that enough lOCM exists to account for every 
museme present in the analysis object, with the interpretative significance of 
each lOCM requiring verification from a number of other music analysts. Even 
if this were to be conducted, such an approach fails to acknowledge the fact that, 
as is the case with language, the meanings of musical expressions are in a 
constant state of flux within any culturally-defined group.
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A crucial distinction between Tagg (1982) and Tagg (2003) can be 
related to a question he asks in both: with any mention of the emitter from the 
“emitter-channel-receiver” model so prominently featured in Tagg (1982), the 
notion of authorial intent is removed. In Tagg (2003), therefore, any codes 
located within the recording are social constructions. If the key question for any 
semiotician is “how and why does who say what to whom and to what extent”, 
the ‘who’ is for Tagg now a question of little or no relevance.
The crucial difference between the aim of Tagg’s enterprise and my own 
is that while Tagg is looking to catalogue and categorise different musical 
associations as demonstrated by his respondents, my aim is to explore and 
understand why specific recordings, and more particularly specific musical 
moments, have the ability to provoke a response from listeners, to explore 
whether respondents have the same kind of response, and only as a final stage 
explore whether a musical moment can plausibly provoke a specific kind of 
response from any listener within the same culture. In essence, we are tackling 
the same problem but from different (even opposite) positions.
With reference to ‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid Android’, the strong response 
I was experiencing to both musical recordings was due to an apparent attempt to 
communicate on more than a straightforward semiotic level. If Tagg’s 
respondents envisaged, for example, sheep and the countryside on hearing the 
Emmerdale Farm theme, I am not denying that such a level of communication 
exists in both of these recordings. What I am suggesting, however, is that a level 
of communication was also occurring on a more abstract level. As useful as 
Tagg’s work has been in demonstrating that it is possible to discuss the specific 
responses of listeners to musical examples, it still does not fully explain the 
‘how’ and ‘why’ aspects of ‘how and why does who say what to whom and with 
what effect’. If music has the power to communicate at all times, why do some 
recordings implore us to be aware of the act of listening, to want to understand 
as well as comprehend?
Chapter 2 
Subject-position and music academia
The notion of ‘subject-position’ was first employed by film theorists to help to 
explain the complex relationship between a film and its viewing audience:
On the one hand there is the empirical spectator whose interpretation 
of film will be determined by all manner o f extraneous factors like 
personal biography, class origins, previous viewing experience, the 
variables o f conditions o f reception, etc. On the other hand the abstract 
notion of a ‘subject-position’, which could be defined as the way in 
which a film solicits, demands even, a certain closely circumscribed 
response from the reader by means o f its own formal operations. This 
distinction seems fruitful, inasmuch as it accepts that different individuals 
can interpret a text in different ways, while insisting that the text itself 
imposes definite limits on their room to manoeuvre (Johnston, 1985: 245, 
quoted in Clarke (1999: 352)).
Four key studies
Clarke and Dibben (2000); ’Sex, Pulp and critique’
Subject-position was first introduced to musicology in Griffiths (1994). The 
only popular musicologists to discuss the term in any depth, however, are Eric 
Clarke and Nicola Dibben. These two authors have a shared understanding of 
how the term relates to musical listeners. Even though the music and lyric 
content are perceived simultaneously, the musical aspects of a recording can be 
seen to provide a commentary on the lyric content, and in so doing encourage the 
listener to take a particular view with regards to the significance of the lyric. For 
example, as Clarke and Dibben (2000) states, if the lyric of the Sheffield-based 
pop group Pulp’s 1998 single ‘This is Hardcore’ can be considered as providing 
a commentary on socially-constructed, normative understandings of masculinity 
and femininity, the music can be seen to highlight or contradict this commentary 
depending on whether it complies with or works against the musical conventions 
or ‘norms’ of the genre which the song inhabits:
Affirmation is not only an acceptance o f musical conventions, but 
is also complicitous with the social situation that these materials embody.
By contrast, when the material questions the conventions from which it 
has sprung, it has a critical perspective (Clarke and Dibben, 2000: 233).
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In essence, the two authors are suggesting that following existing conventions is 
equivalent to social conformity (e.g. AOR or M OR)\ whereas music that can be 
seen to push against or break existing conventions is inherently non-institutional 
(e.g. punk or hardcore). Regardless of the validity of this assertion, their take on 
subject-position provides a potential solution to the issue of interpreting music 
where no visual element is present. In their musical example, ‘This Is Hardcore’, 
the music is being interpreted in relation to the lyric content of the recording.
Following Tagg (1982), Clarke and Dibben assert that musical 
communication occurs through the use of musical codes. Similarly, their theory 
also appears to incorporate both ‘high’ and ‘low’ competences described in 
Stefani (1987): for them, the musical communication occurs through ‘invariants’, 
with these isolated musical events or unusual characteristics of a constituent 
timbre providing a clear parallel to Stefani’s idiosyncrasies. Also, the rules or 
norms which the invariants must either comment upon or negate in order to 
command a listener’s attention are the same as those with which a listener will be 
preoccupied in Stefani’s concept of ‘low competence’.
The notion of existing ‘norms’ has a clear bearing on listener 
interpretations of subject-position: if the musical content of a song is seen to 
negate or critique existing norms, then a subject-position is unquestionably being 
presented. For Clarke, this is clearly the case for PJ Harvey’s ‘Taut’:
This is chilling, even terrifying, music whose position is clear -  
a direct confrontation with power, desire and manipulation. We are 
made to stare this frightening mixture in the face and experience its 
hold on a person (Clarke, 1999: 368).
In those cases where either the musical content does not appear to negate norms 
or few invariants are present, the subject-position is said to be ambiguous or non­
committal. Clarke finds this to be the case for Frank Zappa’s ‘Magdelena’:
We are not allowed the easy comfort o f a clear ideological 
perspective: the song is neither a crushing and serious-minded 
indictment of abuse, nor a simple indulgence in the smutty humour 
that is a part o f the violence and abuse that are described (Clarke,
1999: 362).
Whilst Clarke and Dibben are the only popular musicologists to have 
discussed the existence of a musical subject-position, the notion has been 
introduced into musicology in general through the recent writings of Naomi 
Camming and Lawrence Kramer. Their writings are significant for their
 ^Adult-Orientated Rock and Middle Of the Road respectively.
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apparent similarities with each other and for their deviation from the views 
expressed by Clarke and Dibben.
Gumming (1997): 'The subjectivities o f  Erbarme Dich"
Although she does not use the phrase ‘subject-position’ anywhere in her 1997 
article, Naomi Cumming’s views on musical listening can easily be related to the 
term. The premise of Cumming’s article is simple: to explore precisely why she 
was ‘moved’ on a number of occasions by the aria ‘Erbarme Dich’ from J.S. 
Bach’s St. Matthew Passion. Having deduced this to be the result of a sense of 
‘identification’ with the music, she expounds her personalised take on musical 
listening, created through a combination of elements from hermeneutic theory, 
musical semiology and Gadamer (1990) and Lidov (1987) in particular.
Gadamer (1990) considers participation in a cultural tradition as a 
prerequisite for musical understanding, with any experience of art therefore 
never purely subjective. Gumming reinforces this point by stating that while the 
‘individuality of an interpreting subject’s experience cannot be denied’, it must 
not ‘be dislodged from the social context of a learned tradition’ (Gumming, 
1997:6).^ Gadamer also provides Gumming with a conception for the act of 
listening itself. He views musical listening as analogous to appearing in a ‘play’, 
where one is required to suppress one’s own personality traits in order to express 
successfully those of the character role being assumed. Those cases of musical 
listening where one allows the subjectivity of the music to be mapped onto one’ s 
own subjectivity could therefore, in the broadest of terms, explain how a sense of 
‘identification’ can be achieved. However, this sense of identification is 
apparently not a choice but inevitable, with the listener unaware of either the 
music’s control or this sense of identification:
There is a ‘subjectivity’ in the work itself, with which a listener 
may become actively engaged, not following his or her own impulses 
but guided by those o f the music (Gumming, 1997: 7).
Bach makes full use of the potentiality o f the listener’s identification 
with this ‘subject’ in the violin’s introduction to ‘Erbarme Dich’, 
opening up a space for the listener to become involved in the drama.
This involvement may not be a self-conscious event (Gumming,
1997: 17).
The similarity between Cumming’s ‘subjectivity’ and subject-position, and also 
with my own notion of an unconscious level of listener response, is striking.
 ^ Tagg can be seen to express the same thoughts when he states that ‘no analysis of musical 
discourse can be considered complete without consideration of social, psychological, visual, 
gestural, ritual, technical, historical, economic, and linguistic aspects relevant to the genre.’ 
(Tagg, 1982; 74). A similarity between the views of Adorno and Clarke is also apparent 
(Clarke, 1999: 347).
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Despite these assertions, Gumming is hesitant in following this argument through 
to its logical conclusion, that a sense of identification will be counterbalanced by 
a loss o f ‘self :
Allowing oneself to ‘play’ the music as a listener is, rather, a form
o f  being present to it that m ight even be described as a loss o f  self.
It is at boundary moments that distance, and a sense o f  separate
‘s e lf ,  are regained (Gumming, 1997: 17-18).
Cumming's reasoning for being so non-committal is clarified when she combines 
Gadamer’s views with those of Lidov. If a loss of ‘self were assumed, then the 
apparent void created would be filled by the music’s subjectivity. This 
subjectivity would then have a direct and physical effect on the body of a 
listener, and we could be said to be ‘lost in music’. Referring back to Glarke and 
Dibben, a pertinent issue is raised by this notion: does a listener need to be ‘lost 
in music’ for a subject-position to have its desired impact, or can it have its 
desired effect regardless of how well engaged the listener is with the musical 
recording?
It is disappointing that Gumming does not explore this notion of being 
‘lost in music’ any further. Instead, she turns to the notion of the musical ‘body’. 
She invokes Edward Gone, who states that any work ‘can be interpreted as the 
symbolic utterance of a virtual persona’ (Gone, 1974: 94). Another touchstone 
for Gumming is Lidov, who has written extensively on how the body is 
represented in sound, noting timbrai qualities (heard as ‘signs’) and melodic 
figures which assume the shape of a ‘gesture’ as the key ways.^ For Lidov, 
‘gesture’ is a kinaesthetic metaphor, with a kinaesthetic experience defined as 
‘the image we form of what it would feel like to move the way we see another 
person moving.’'^  In relation to these actual musical events or gestures, and in 
place of Glarke’s and Dibben’s discussion of musical codes. Gumming refers to 
Eero Tarasti (1994: 106) and his discussion o f ‘actorial agency’, which states that 
the subject of the music ‘is either striving towards something as an actor, or 
receding from it, suffering action’. While it may therefore appear that Gumming 
is removing the culture from the music, she retains it in other ways, through 
reference to contemporaneous music theorists and a consideration of 
performance practice issues in her essay. For Gumming, then, a listener’s sense 
of ‘identification’ causes their subjectivity and that of the music to be united 
external to the listener, with a virtual ‘body’ being created whose actions are then 
unconsciously copied by the listener.
 ^The similarity between Lidov’s ‘gestures’ and Tagg’s ‘musemes’ is worthy of note. It is also 
worth noting that the ‘sign’ is a key term within the field of semiotics.
Quoted in Gumming (1997: 8). As the work being referenced is a work-in-progress no page 
numbers are provided.
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If for Clarke and Dibben the sum of the musical codes amounts to a 
subject-position, Gumming argues against this, positing that any attempts at 
‘creating fixity will flounder in recognition of a flux of states, but a tolerance of 
change as the mode of being of any subject (real or symbolic) will allow a free 
participation in the unfolding states’ (Gumming, 1997: 12-13). Whilst this is 
sensible advice, it does limit what Gumming is able to achieve: in spite of her 
impressively eclectic approach, her resultant analysis is not entirely convincing.
Kramer (2001): ’The Mysteries of Animation'
Like Gumming and Glarke before him, Lawrence Kramer’s concept of musical 
subjectivity (as expressed in his 2001 article for Music Analysis) is reliant on 
both the social significance of music and the listening experience as having 
shared and universal elements, with a subject-position occupying the border 
between the two. In a similar way to Gumming he views the music’s subjectivity 
as an authoritative musical persona, for which he borrows the Lacanian term ‘big 
Other’. Kramer considers this virtual subject to be incomplete even when a 
listener is involved. This is the key difference between his views on listening 
and those of Gumming, for while she views the listener’s subjectivity as 
completing the virtual persona, for Kramer instability is reached when both 
subjectivities exist outside their respeetive ‘bodies’. Kramer’s listening subject is 
therefore credited with more involvement than that of Gumming or Glarke: if the 
music is incoherent or undesirable, then the ‘call’ of the big Other is not 
answered. Similarly, if  this call is heeded whole-heartedly, then musical 
subjectivity becomes impossible. For Kramer, this call must be transformed as 
part of an ongoing dialogue if it is to be successfully heeded. In essence, 
identification is reached only when both parties experience a loss of ‘self :
The subjectivity o f the listener qua listener arises in a process of 
dialogue in which music acts as the ideal or authoritative subject in 
whose place I, the listener, come to be, whose subjective character I 
reproduce as my own (p. 157).
At no point does subjectivity settle in either the call or the respondent; 
when it seems to, the subjective drama threatens to subside into an 
empty performanee, a lifeless routine. The subjeet is never fully 
comprehended in a single eall (p. 163).
Through allowing the listener a more active role in the listening process, 
Kramer’s concept of subjectivity is even more flexible than Gumming’s, 
allowing for levels of listener ‘identification’ to fluctuate both during and 
between listening experiences.
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On the downside, Kramer’s virtual musical ‘persona’ lacks the integrity 
of Cumming’s, and with musical identification occurring external to this ‘body’ 
any possible use of Lidov’s theory of kinaesthetic gestures becomes invalid: we 
are interacting with instead of reacting to musical subjectivity. The fact 
that no comparative theory is cited by Kramer prevents him from being able to 
explore a Chopin Nocturne to the high level of detail with which Cumming’s 
explored ‘Erbarme Dich’ and Clarke and Dibben explored ‘This is Hardcore’. 
For Kramer, this is not a problem. In fact, he sees no point in treating the listener 
as a theoretical ‘subject’ and argues against the use of those analytical techniques 
currently available for the furtherance of musical understanding. For him, 
‘analysis opens up a latent interval in which subjectivity is suspended’ (pp. 171- 
172). And yet, he does not dismiss music analysis entirely, suggesting that the 
best way forward is to establish a means whereby ‘the subjectivity cut out of 
musical analysis be cut back in’ (p. 172). As was the case with Cumming’s 
essay, it appears that even the most sophisticated of arguments cannot facilitate 
an understanding of musical listener.^, or of the realities of musical listenmg.
Clarke (2005): Ways o f Listening
Eric Clarke’s 2005 publication Ways o f Listening: An Ecological Approach to 
the Perception o f Musical Meaning is the most recent and also the most 
developed consideration of the application of subject-position within popular 
music studies to date. It represents the culmination of his work on the notion of 
musical listening, and as with Tagg and Clarida (2003) it encapsulates his 
personal views with regard to music analysis and the field of musicology in 
general. For this reason it will be considered in greater depth than the articles 
previously discussed.
In a similar way to Tagg and Clarida, Eric Clarke employs a noticeably 
defensive stance towards his subject material. The following examples clearly 
illustrate this point:
This chapter has challenged those information-processing accounts o f  
music perception (p. 46).
Because ecology is first and foremost about adapting to, and conforming 
with, the world, it runs diametrically counter to the idea o f art as 
critique... In the end, because music is the product of socialized and 
empirical human beings, there is no avoiding the “worldliness” o f  
music... Music affords ways o f listening that extend from the mundane 
to the transcendent, from the inertia o f being held on the telephone to 
the sound of a Haydn symphony, to the knife-edge responsiveness of 
co-performers -  and ecological theory provides a way to understand and 
explore that diversity (p. 206).
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The second example is taken from Clarke’s closing remarks in his volume and as 
such offers a condensed representation on his views. Its meaning is, however, 
not entirely self-evident, as any music scholar who has had no previous 
encounter with the field of music perception might be confused by the use of 
both “ecology” and “affords” in relation to musical listening.
Use of terminology in Clarke (2005)
In this and his other writings on music perception Clarke uses a number of terms 
that are key to understanding his work but which are either not employed by 
other writers in this field or are employed by him in a way which notably differs 
from their normative usage. This is an issue that Clarke is acutely aware of:
One consequence of adopting an ecological approach is the need to 
reassess the terminology that is habitually used to describe music from 
the perspective o f a listener, and the assumptions about listening that 
come with that terminology (p. 197).
With this in mind, Clarke is very economical with his use of terminology in this 
volume. The complete list of the terms that he does use is as follows:
Action
Adaptation
Affordance
Cognitive theory
Connectionism
Ecology
Evolution
Invariants
Motion
Perception
Self-motion
Source specification
Subject-position
Before a detailed consideration of Clarke’s approach is undertaken it would be 
beneficial to detail exactly how Clarke uses these terms, both individually and 
collectively, to expound his view on musical perception.
Ecology and Perception
As is indicated by the book's subtitle. Ecology is used as a fundamental principle 
upon which Clarke’s particular approach to the analysis of musical perception is 
based. As such, every individual chapter and, more specifically, the concluding
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remarks in each chapter, make reference to the concept. In the following extract 
Clarke sets out to explain his subtitle:
Perception is the awareness of, and continuous adaptation to, the 
environment... Ecology is the study of organisms in relation to their 
environment, and the approach to perception presented in this book is 
characterised as ecological because it takes as its central principle the 
relationship between a perceiver and its environment (pp. 4-5).
Clarke’s concept of ‘ecology’ is largely indebted to the writings of J.J. Gibson, 
and to his 1966 book The Senses Considered as Perceptual Systems in particular. 
Although it is used throughout his book, Clarke only offers a brief explanation of 
his usage of the term. He does, however, refer to it constantly in relation to what 
it is not:
Rather than considering perception to be a constructive process, in 
which the perceiver builds structure into an internal model of the world, 
the ecological approach emphasizes the structure o f the environment 
itself and regards perception as the pick-up o f that already structured 
information. What is important is to consider what is being directly 
specified by environmental information -  not what a perceiving 
organism can interpret in, or construct from, a stimulus (pp. 17-18).
Clarke considers ecology and perception to be intrinsically bound together, with 
the latter term involved solely with aspects of a musical recording^ that are 
“directly specified”.
Cognitive theory
Clarke’s references to cognitive theory, also referred to as the information- 
processing approach, are unusual in terms of his negative view of their impact on 
the study of music perception to date. His two issues with the concept are its 
apparent incompatibility with his notion of ecological perception, and the 
widespread acceptance that it has achieved within music academia:
A general outline o f the information-processing view is as follows... 
the environment is... a maelstrom o f sensory stimulation which 
perceiving organisms organise and interpret with the processes and 
structures o f their perceptual and cognitive apparatus (p. 12).
As well as insisting that perceivers impose order on an unordered environment in 
order to make sense of it, this approach also suggests that perception is 
fragmentary, occurring ‘as a set of stages or levels, proceeding from simpler and
 ^As all of the examples Clarke utilises in his book are either recorded performances or studio 
recordings any other manifestations of music other than will not be considered here.
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more stimulus-bound properties through to more complex and abstract 
characteristics that are... more the expression of general cognitive schemata and 
cultural conventions’ (p. 12).
Action
For Clarke, action is a necessary and inevitable consequence of perception: 
‘Actions lead to, enhance, and direct perception, and are in turn the result of, and 
response to, perception’ (p. 19). It is worth noting, however, that while activities 
such as dancing, head-banging and air-guitar are encouraged in some social 
situations^, in others any kind of action is either severely restricted (in pop 
concerts in China the audience is required to sit at all times) or positively 
discouraged (audience participation is largely discouraged at the vast majority of 
concerts of Western art music).^ The actions of perceivers as a result of 
perception are referred to by Clarke solely in conjunction with other concepts, 
and as such play a crucial role within the notion of subject-position which will be 
discussed later in this chapter.
One further, and perhaps more contentious example of action is 
considered by Clarke -  the notion of analysis as action: ‘Interpretative writing 
and speaking are forms of action, but of a comparatively discreet kind. In 
musicology they play a crucial role -  indeed they more or less constitute the 
discipline’ (p. 204).
Adaptation/Evolution
It is with the introduction of this concept of adaptation that Clarke’s theory 
distances itself significantly from previous discussions of music perception. 
Informed by Gibson, and linked in with the concepts of nature and culture, he 
argues that the relationship between perceivers and their environment is 
“mutual”: their mutual adaptation has evolved not only over the thousands of 
years since the initial discovery of music, but also throughout the lifetime of an 
individual listener/perceiver. While this may appear to be a straightforward 
proposition, the reality is, unfortunately, far from simple:
This mutual adaptation between human beings and their (musical) 
environment is neither reducible to conventional evolutionary 
principles, nor is it independent o f them: culture and biology are 
tangled together in complex ways, but nonetheless constitute a single 
connected system... the actions of the organism on the environment 
reveal previously unnoticed distinctions which in turn result in
The London-based waxworks museum Madame Tussauds recently had an exhibit named “Air 
Guitar Star” where visitors could practice their moves alongside a life-size model of The 
Darkness’ Justin Hawkins. Author unknown (2006), available from: http://attraction. 
tussauds.com/newsarticle.cfm?issueid=22&articIeID=13 [Accessed 12 August 2006].
Clarke (2005: 20) has a more detailed exploration of both these points.
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modified actions (pp. 22-23).
In order to clarify this position Clarke offers the notion of 'perceptual learning', 
which through its link to ecological theory is necessarily at odds with an 
information-processing approach:
According to a cognitive view, perceptual skills develop through 
the accumulation o f knowledge that guides and informs them, and 
which fills in the information that is missing in a chaotic and imperfect 
environment. By contrast, the ecological approach views learning as 
progressive differentiation, perceivers becoming increasingly sensitive 
to distinctions within the stimulus information that were always there 
but previously undetected (p. 22).
Connectionism
Most significantly, Clarke considers the connectionist model for perception to be 
‘a relatively concrete “metaphor” for the ecological approach’ (pp. 25-26). As 
such, it proves to be a rather complex one, with its basis in the concept of 
Artificial Intelligence as employed by computer programmers. Linked in with 
the concept of perceptual learning, a perceiver (in the case of AI, a ‘system’) will 
move from an initial position of lack of understanding, due to lack of exposure, 
to one of increased understanding through repeated exposures to the same object. 
After a point the same connections will be made on any subsequent exposures, 
although these will not necessarily be identical to those made initially:
in a self-regulating network, the final state o f the system is not known 
in advance... and the system changes over time simply through 
repeated exposure to “stimulus” information (pp. 26-27).
The basic idea o f competitive learning is that an existing connection 
(which may or may not have been made fortuitously) is strengthened 
every time the connection is reiterated, while adjacent (“competitive”) 
connections are weakened (p. 29).
In terms of musical perception the closest comparison (although not a direct 
equation) can be made with the connections (or synapses) between neurons in the 
brain (p. 30).
Invariants/Source specification
Along with the notions of ecological theory and subject-position, that of 
‘invariance’ is central to Clarke’s ideological viewpoint with regard to musical 
perception. As with connectionism it is not easy to clarify by itself but can be 
understood more fully in relation to the concept of source specification^:
Whilst the term ‘source specification’ is not used solely by Clarke in relation to music 
perception, it is used by him more pervasively than any other writer within this field.
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Perception is not a process o f taking in “raw sensations” and then 
interpreting them... It is the objects and events that are specified in 
perception that are important: whether people notice a fire because they 
see the flames, hear the crackle, smell the smoke, or feel the heat is of 
little importance compared to the fact that they detect the event (p. 32).
The implication is that, whilst a perceiver may use any number of musical 
attributes to recognise a particular feature (source specification), if  these 
attributes all point to the same conclusion (e.g. the recurrence of a musical motif) 
then the feature in question is said to be ‘invariant’. Clarke evokes ecological 
theory to introduce this term to his readers:
How are the stability and constancy of the perceived environment to 
be explained? The key to this lies in the principle o f invariance -  the 
idea that within the continuous changes to which a perceiver is 
exposed there are also invariant properties. As the ecological approach 
emphasises, these invariant properties are those o f the stimulus 
information itself -  not a representational projection by the perceiver 
(p. 34).
Following Dowling and Harwood (1986), Clarke further posits that invariance 
can therefore occur either within a piece or within a body of pieces that exhibit 
the same stylistic characteristics, (p.35)
Affordance
Another term borrowed from J.J. Gibson, ‘affordance’ builds on the notions of 
perceptual learning, invariance, action and mutual adaptation, as presented 
earlier in this chapter. Whilst their precise nature is dependent on the object in 
question, they are ‘the product both of objective properties and the capacities and 
needs of the organism that encounters them... To a person, a wooden chair 
affords sitting, while to a termite it affords eating’ (p. 37). As Clarke notes, the 
way that both he and Gibson employ the term is unusual:
The term “affordanee” has been used by other authors in relation to 
musical meaning... but not in ways that really preserve the radical, 
but problematic, sense that Gibson intended... Central to the concept 
is the idea that the perceiver/event relationship affords action... 
interpretation is also action -  the speaking, writing, gesturing, and 
grimacing in which interpretation is manifest (p. 204).
As before, Clarke is at pains to point out that affordance is in opposition to the 
determinism of cognitive theory, noting that ‘the principle of affordance does not 
imply that perception will always be obvious and unambiguous, since objects 
and events can give rise to more than one perceptual experience' (p. 38). Clarke 
is aware that such a view is also at odds with the notion of autonomy that has
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historically been pervasive in discussions of Western art music, and for this 
reason he goes to great lengths to argue against that notion. This could even be 
construed as the primary motivation for his book, with the final two analytical 
chapters and concluding sections dominated by discussion of the issue, which 
again aligns Clarke’s views to those of Tagg. Key to his approach is a call for 
the erasure of the distinction between nature and culture. This is a double-sided 
argument, inasmuch as while art objects such as music should not be considered 
outside their cultural context, it is possible for the affordances of these art objects 
to become an invariant part of the perceiver’s music environment:
The theoretically arbitrary nature o f linguistic and other semiotic 
codes is largely irrelevant to the way in which they function once a 
system and community are established: once embedded in a system, 
they are subject to enormous systematic inertia... Although arbitrary 
in principle, they take on a fixed character in practice (p. 40).
Such invariance will occur only at a later stage -  it can never be an instantaneous 
occurrence. One key issue regarding the notion of invariance involves the use of 
synthetic tones within a recording. For example, a synthesized string sound 
cannot afford the same response as a ‘real’ string sound for a listener, just as a 
plastic wood-effect chair will not afford eating to a termite. There is also the 
special case scenario where the sound in question has no direct equivalent in 
‘real life’ (e.g. sine waves or white noise). Clarke circumvents this particular 
issue through reference to Virtual' sources (p.70-71).
Motion/Self-motion
Linking forward to subject-position as well as to the notions of ecology, 
invariance and action, Clarke argues that ‘the varieties of motion specified in 
musical sound together constitutes a crucial component of listeners’ perceptions 
of meaning in music... [it] should be regarded as a truly perceptual relationship -  
even though the perceived motion may be illusory’ (p. 63). This quote highlights 
one of many issues that concern the perception of motion. Who or what exactly 
is moving? Is the movement real or imagined? And, furthermore, can the 
perceiver be encouraged by the music to move or act even when the music is in 
stasis? Whilst it may be possible to extend the ‘virtual source’ notion mentioned 
earlier to incorporate musical movement, Clarke does not promote this. Another 
solution, put forward by Roger Scruton, would be to suggest that musical motion 
and space are metaphorical,^ but Clarke (following Bregman) goes a stage 
further, suggesting that musical sounds are not metaphorical but instead fictional:
Scruton (1997: 353), noted in Clarke (2005: 69).
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Experiences o f real sources and o f virtual sources... are different not 
in terms of their psychological properties, but in the reality o f the 
things that they refer to in the real world. Real sources tell a true 
story; virtual sources are fictional (Bregman, 1990: 460, quoted in 
Clarke (2005: 72)).
This raises an important issue: should we distinguish between what is fictional 
and what is perceived as fictional within a musical recording in a similar way to 
how Clarke suggests we should distinguish between what is directly specified 
and the interpretations of the perceiver?
With regard to the distinction between motion and self-motion, Clarke 
has a simpler explanation. For him, ‘music with complex harmonic properties is 
likely to be heard... as the movement of external objects/agents in relation to one 
another and the listener, while monodic or homophonie music may more easily 
specify self-motion -  movement of the listener in relation to the environment' (p. 
76).
Subject-position
By now it should be apparent that all of the key terms employed by Clarke are 
interdependent: indeed, the explanations that he offers for each can be found to 
contain at least one or two of the other terms listed above. The one most 
dependent on the validity of the other terms is the notion of subject-position. As 
Clarke notes, it is effectively a companion piece for the notion of affordance:
While the sense o f motion and agency both assume a close 
identification of a listener with the musical material, this chapter is 
concerned with the way in which music may afford a less immediate 
relationship... This relationship is the focus o f discussion of what has 
been called the “subject-position” -  the way in which characteristics of 
the musical material shape the general character of a listener’s response 
or engagement (involved, repelled, indifferent) (pp. 91-92).
In essence, whilst the term ‘affordance’ refers to the meanings or significances 
derived from specific attributes or invariants within a musical recording, 
‘subject-position’ is a more global proposition, concerning the significance 
derived from a whole section of or indeed an entire recording. As before, the 
distinction between ‘subject-position’ and cognitive theories is that the former is 
non-prescriptive. An observation made by Clarke (2005: 92-93) on film in this 
regard could easily be transferred to musical recording:
Every spectator has a unique perspective on a film resulting from the 
individual’s particular circumstances, experiences, background, and 
aesthetic attitudes, as well as the specific viewing occasion. But the 
claim made by the idea o f the “subject-position” is that there is a limit
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to this potentially infinite plurality, and that it is a limit that can be 
attributed to the properties of the film itself - understood within a 
certain shared cultural context.
A crucial distinction between a listener’s arbitrary responses (i.e. like/dislike) 
and the subject-position of the object in question is also necessary. As Clarke 
notes, ‘it is the separation between what the. film  seems to be doing (i.e. the 
subject-position that it adopts) and an individual’s reaction to it that demonstrates 
that subject-position is distinct from “subjective reaction” (i.e. the response of an 
individual)’ (p. 94).
For the purposes of musical analysis, he further argues that a distinction 
is required between “content” and "technique” for it to be possible for a subject- 
position to occur: in effect, the musical recording must be seen to both contain 
musical material and afford a prescribed response by perceivers to that same 
material, with the latter achieved only through the listener's response to 
performative aspects of the material in question (i.e. not as a “subjective 
reaction”). In his subsequent analyses in Ways o f Listening Clarke posits 
examples of a recording’s subject-position as including confusion, ambivalence 
and personal identification.
Clarke (2005) and music perception
Having considered the key terminology employed by Clarke in his volume, the 
question must be asked as to what he has achieved with Ways o f  Listening and 
how it reflects on his views regarding musicology in general. In essence, his 
volume provides an extensive justification of a philosophical grounding for the 
notions of invariance, affordance and subject-position, with these three notions 
proving to be key with regards to his analytic approach to music perception. As 
was noted on page 30, a defensive tone is maintained almost throughout the 
book, with the implication being that the enterprise undertaken here goes 
contrary to popular opinion and as such might upset other writers in the field. 
The two circumstances under which this is most evident involve discussions of 
cognitive theory and, to a lesser extent, the notion of musical autonomy. While 
he does admit at one point that ‘the information-processing approach has a 
number of positive attributes’ (p. 14), within the first four chapters every new 
term or concept introduced by Clarke is compared to cognitive theory, with the 
latter shown to be restrictive and inadequate in every case. With regard to 
musical autonomy and ‘absolute’ music, Clarke is slightly less dismissive, 
arguing that although it has been strongly challenged and even rejected in recent 
literature it cannot be wholly ignored, as it still represents ‘a powerful social 
construct’. He therefore aims to consider ‘what it is like to listen to music (36- i f  it
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were autonomous" (p. 128). In spite of this statement, Clarke questions the 
prominence that the type of concentrated listening supposedly required by 
perceivers of absolute music (and arguably also assumed by a cognitive 
approach) has been given relative to other kinds of listening:
Stereotyping it, this “particular form” o f listening is silent, stationary, 
uninterrupted, ears glued to the musical stmcture and eyes closed. It 
hardly needs pointing out how uncharacteristic this actually is o f most 
people’s listening habits (p. 136).
The idea of autonomy and its associated listening practices has its 
staunch defenders and has acquired powerful cultural prestige. It 
is nonetheless just one among many ways o f listening (p. 188).
It is instructive that while he does ultimately argue against the viewpoints 
associated with the Western art music repertoire, Clarke still devotes the two 
longest analytical chapters of his book to music from this repertoire, with the 
implication being that his approach can be extended out and adapted to suit the 
specifics of any possible musical example:
As the analyses in this book have demonstrated in music ranging 
from Mozart and Beethoven to Hendrix, Zappa, and Fatboy Slim, 
the sounds o f music specify a huge diversity o f sources (p. 189).
The question that must be asked, therefore, is whether or not Clarke’s ideology 
as presented here is successful in its intended inclusiveness. Broadly speaking, I 
find his writings useful for a number of reasons. Firstly, each of the analyses that 
Clarke presents provides an insight into the musical recording in question that 
would not have been highlighted by any other approach. Secondly, as his 
approach does not specify a particular method (in fact he actively discourages 
this), the fundamental principles he employs can, in theory, be applied to any 
Western musical recording without need of reinterpretation or adaptation, while 
the avoidance of determinism offered by an ecological approach in general make 
it possible for a detailed analysis to be offered in a far less problematic way than 
was previously possible. Finally, as the key term of subject-position has been 
imported from film studies, it will be unproblematic to use his approach to 
discuss perceiver responses to music videos.^®
In theory, therefore, Clarke’s approach to the discussion of music 
perception is unproblematic. Upon a closer inspection, however, there are a 
number of areas where doubt could be cast, and assumptions made that require 
further testing. It must be noted here that the book is by no means the final word
This is significant, as from C  January 2007 music video downloads were eligible for inclusion 
in the weekly UK singles sales chart.
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on the subject of music perception. Clarke himself notes this, and in so doing 
points out a key issue: the lack of any empirical evidence to support his 
assertions:
The approach adopted in this book is therefore something of a 
compromise. There simply is not the empirical evidence in which to 
base a discussion of listening that would take into account all o f the 
different ways in which people listen and the different phenomena 
that they hear (p. 193).
Clarke is within his rights as a musicologist to avoid such an activity, however, 
as the problems associated with empirical data collection are well documented: 
as the data required would constitute qualitative research^ \  in order to collect 
analytical results of a suitable level of detail a small but specific sample set 
would be required, with this sample set then analysed using a variety of different 
analytical methods. In addition, a large number of similar qualitative studies 
(each regarding a different way in which listening can occur) would need to be 
undertaken in order to produce the body of information that would be considered 
as adequate ‘empirical evidence’ for Clarke’s assertions. In any case, as Denzin 
and Lincoln (2005: 5) have noted, qualitative data can only ever provide a 
representation of the reality being studied (which in this instance is ‘real’ musical 
listening habits):
Qualitative research is inherently multi-method in focus.
However, the use of multiple methods.., reflects an attempt to 
secure an in-depth understanding o f the phenomenon in question.
Objective reality can never be captured.
A closely related issue, that of empirical data collection, concerns the 
categorisation of the perceiver: in short, who exactly is the empirical listener? 
On several occasions, Clarke mentions that his approach is intended to expose a 
‘range’ of possible responses available to listeners, namely by specifying the 
invariant characteristics to which all will respond, regardless of whether we as 
perceivers identify them. Conversely, he admits that the analyses ultimately 
represent his own views (or hypotheses) and not those of any other real listeners. 
In this respect, his detailed discussions of specific musical recordings end up 
being highly specific with regards to a singular outcome. The question must 
therefore be asked as to whether it is possible for a single academic to provide 
this range of possible responses, or whether it is necessary for a number of 
different academics to employ the approach in order to highlight the variety of
The best entry point into the history of qualitative research and the issues surrounding its use is 
Denzin and Lincoln (2005).
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different specific outcomes available to listeners. My own experience has 
suggested that each new listening experience further ingrains an individual’s 
understanding and response, therefore reducing the perception of the ‘range’ of 
available responses.
In defence of this notion of invariance, it could be argued that all 
analysis, from Schenker through to set theory, is ultimately concerned with the 
specification of invariants of one kind or another. The metaphor that Clarke uses 
to explain his notion of invariance is, in this respect, both misleading and 
unrepresentative of his approach to the term. For instance, a musical feature 
need not point to a greater significance to be of importance: with regards to a 
downward movement of a semitone, one listener may perceive and 
acknowledge this shift whilst another may not, but both can still potentially enjoy 
it as a pure sensory event. Furthermore, the level at which Clarke specifies his 
invariants is not at the determinate level of Deryck Cooke or Tagg: specifying 
that motion is occurring is nowhere near as problematic as suggesting that the 
same invariant is a kinetic anaphone.
On a more specific level, two of the three key terms that Clarke employs 
(affordance and subject-position) have been taken from disciplines other than 
music scholarship. While this is not necessarily a problem, he does not offer 
thoughts on whether they need to be reconsidered or adapted to suit the 
discussion of music perception. Of even greater concern is Clarke's reliance on 
highly complex and confusing metaphors in order to explain his philosophical 
approach. Longer discussions would have helped even the most 
musicologically-informed reader to pass judgement on these issues.
Even for a reader who comprehends the intricacies of Clarke’s argument, 
problems occur when trying to put them into practice. In general, Clarke’s book 
raises far more issues regarding music perception than it answers. With regards 
to the one big ‘answer’ it does provide, namely a way forward for the detailed 
discussion of the perceptions of music listeners, he goes to great lengths to argue 
that it should not be considered as any kind of solution, partial or otherwise. In 
agreement with Kofi Agawu, Clarke is keen to assert that analysis should not be 
led by any big theory:
An implication of the ecological approach, as I’ve already argued, 
is to pay careful attention to musical materials... But this looks rather 
like ecological theory driving analysis... analysis as [Agawu] argues, 
should remain an essentially speculative activity that, in resisting the 
constraints of theory, retains a critical capacity (p. 201).
12As occurs between the second and third bass notes in the repeating verse material to ‘Dear 
Prudence’ by The Beatles, ‘Changing Man’ by Paul Weller, and also ‘Beautiful’ as performed 
by Christina Aguilera.
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While calling for a focus on analysis as opposed to method is admirable, having 
an understanding of Clarke’s approach does not therefore provide much guidance 
as to the best possible approach to take with regards to musical examples not 
included in his discussion. Whilst not foregrounding any particular methodology 
is admirable, in practice it is methodology that most often evolves in response to 
the piece, and not the other way around.
This open-ended approach raises more localised issues: for instance, 
while Clarke locates the subject-position of a purely instrumental musical 
recording through the separation of ‘content’ and ‘technique’ within the 
instrumental timbres (with the latter term involved with performance-specific 
characteristics), where a recording has both a music and lyric content Clarke 
locates the content/technique critique as existing solely between the two. Is this 
an oversight, or it is not possible for this content/technique divide to occur within 
the music once there is a lyric content? Furthermore, could this potentially be the 
case because the vast majority of listeners are incapable of perceiving any other 
divide when a lyric is present? On an even more detailed level, can this 
content/technique divide be perceived within a single musical timbre located 
within a recording of a song? In any case, Clarke’s attempts to distinguish 
between content and technique are frustratingly problematic and inconclusive. 
Whilst this potentially crucial issue is not discussed by Clarke, an answer of sorts 
can be found, however: if the aim is to provide a range of possible responses, 
then it may be necessary to provide an account of all plausible content/technique 
possibilities that occur within a musical recording. By doing this, the individual 
analyst may be able to avoid (in part) the production of a singular perceived 
response whilst still following Clarke’s approach.
Finally, there is a potential problem in how Clarke’s approach differs 
from that of Agawu, Tagg and many others who have relied on musical semiotics 
to explore musical responses. It is not difficult to equate Clarke’s employment 
of ‘source specification’ with notions such as ‘kinetic anaphone’ used by Tagg, 
and as was noted earlier the similarity between Clarke’s notion of ‘invariants’ 
and Tagg’s identification of ‘musemes’ is striking. Indeed, both theorists argue 
that all meanings originate from specific materials located within the musical 
recording: if the only apparent difference between the two is that Clarke argues 
that invariants can possess more than one meaning for listeners, then the 
difference between the ecological and semiotic (or cognitive) approaches to 
perception is one of determinism.
Chapter 3 
An analytical methodology of focus and forces
Introduction: on boundary moments
The first section of this chapter will examine those writings that indirectly relate 
to the notion of listener responses. This will be followed with a discussion of 
how they can be incorporated with Clarke’s concept of subject-position. A third 
and final section will explain in detail the precise nature of the analytical method 
which developed in response to these writings.
The approach being taken here is informed by Cumming’s assertion that 
out-of-body experiences occur when listeners find themselves existing on the 
‘boundary’ between self and subjectivity/ as well as by Eric Clarke’s view that 
his employment of subject-position is a possible middle route between these two 
polarities (as well as between those of sociological studies and formalist 
analytical approaches to musical listening).^ With this in mind, locating a 
theoretical middle ground between the cultural and the inherent in a musical 
recording is, alongside the location of the juncture between formalist analytical 
theory and listening practice, of paramount importance to any discussion of 
musical listening. By successfully locating the border/crossover territory 
between these two junctures, it should be possible to highlight and discuss 
precisely what elements of the two recordings under discussion provoked such a 
strong response in both myself and in other listeners.
Part One: On musical listening
Semiotics and semantics
The reliance on theories of musical semiotics by musicologists discussing 
musical listening (Tagg for Clarke and Dibben, and Tarasti for Cummings) 
indicates that these authors view musical performances as containing encoded 
information. Stefani (1987: 173-174) was the first to suggest that musical codes 
can exist on a number of different levels, with his list spanning from General 
Codes to Performances. Whilst the notion of musical encoding is not challenged, 
no assumption is made, however, that these codes hold an inherent meaning.
 ^Gumming (1997: 17-18): ‘allowing oneself to ‘play’ the music as a listener is, rather, a form of 
being present to it that might even be described as a loss of self. It is at boundary moments that 
distance, and a sense of separate ‘self, are regained’.
 ^Clarke (1999: 347-348): ‘The aim of this article is... to propose that perceptual theory can 
provide a systematic basis on which to ground the relationship between musical material and 
social meaning'.
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Instead, there is a general acknowledgement that the vast majority of codes rely 
on culturally specific information.
The introduction to Agawu (1993) provides a concise account of the 
shared history between semiotics and discussions of musical meaning. While his 
writings are concerned with the Classical period, the methodologies Agawu 
discusses have been applied in discussions of both Popular and Western Art 
music. In relation to the latter, he views semiotics as maintaining a clear link 
with traditional analytical methods:
It is worth noting the sense in which this semiotic interpretation 
draws on traditional categories o f theory, analysis and criticism.
To analyze is to take apart and show how constituent elements 
interact with one another to create a larger, not necessarily unified 
whole. To criticize is to spice this analytical activity with evaluative 
comment, to return the clinical dissection to a humane environment.
To analyze or criticize is necessarily to invoke certain theoretical 
postulates, whether or not these are made explicit. There is no such 
thing as a “neutral” analysis, an analysis free o f theoretical prejudice... 
a semiotic interpretation uses the descriptive mechanism of 
semiotics to force a reading o f a particular work (Agawu, 1993: 4).
To prove this point Agawu analyses the writings of Charles Rosen and Leonard 
Ratner on the Classic style. While neither author makes explicit reference to 
semiotics, Agawu demonstrates the extent to which ‘a semiotic awareness is 
already implicit’ in both cases.
On a superficial level there appears to be a large overlap between 
Agawu’s application of semiotics and Clarke’s application of subject-position. 
Agawu expresses his desire ‘to approach the preferred meanings dictated by both 
historical and theoretical limitations’, further stating that ‘it seems more useful, 
in the face of the multiplicity of potential meanings of any single work, to frame 
the analytical decision in terms of the dimensions that make meaning possible’ 
(Agawu, 1993: 5). In a similar vein, Clarke (2005: 92-93) posits that ‘the claim 
made by the idea of the “subject-position” is that there is a limit to this 
potentially infinite plurality”. If the key word for both authors is ‘limit’, Clarke 
highlights the fact that neither author is seeking a determinist approach by stating 
that ‘analysis as [Agawu] argues, should remain an essentially speculative 
activity that, in resisting the constraints of theory, retains a critical capacity’ 
(Clarke, 2005: 201).^ In light of this, the assertion in Agawu (1993: 5) that he 
hopes ‘to reduce away the fanciful meanings that are likely to crop up in an 
unbridled discussion’ implies that Agawu views some meanings to be more
 ^ It is worth noting that Clarke’s contribution to the multi-authored Musical Structure and 
Cognition (Lot\âon, 1985) is included in the bibliography of Agawu (1993).
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appropriate than others. Such an approach to musical meaning will not be 
appropriated for the purposes of this discussion, for if a listener response is a 
genuine expression of their listening experience then it retains its validity, 
regardless of how ‘fanciful’ it may appear in comparison to other listener 
responses.
In order to determine the extent to which semiotics can be used to inform 
a discussion of musical listening, it is necessary to consider in more detail the 
nature of the application of the term within musicology. If semiotics is 
essentially the study of ‘signs’, Benveniste (1981: 12) sought to categorise them 
in terms of ‘reality’, ‘the conceptual’ and ‘the experiential’. Eco (1976: 9-14) 
presents a contrasting and more exhaustive list of categories of semiotics study, 
comprising of zoosemiotics, olfactory signs, tactile communication, codes of 
taste, paralinguistics, medical semiotics, kinesics and proxemics, musical codes, 
formalized languages, written languages, unknown languages, secret codes, 
natural languages, visual communication, systems of objects, plot structure, text 
theory, cultural codes, aesthetic texts, mass communication and rhetoric."  ^ For 
Agawu (1993: 5), the central semiotic question is ‘not “what does this piece 
mean?” but, rather, ''how does this piece mean?”’  ^ In relation to this question, 
Innis (1985: vii) offers the following additional questions:
What is a sign?
Why are there signs?
Where do signs come from?
How many types and kind o f signs are there?
What is the basis for their classification?
What are their respective powers?
How do they stand to one another?
What are the various uses to which they can be put?
If Innis’s questions are concerned with the nature of communication, and if 
‘signs’ can be located within Eco’s suggested semiotic mode of ‘musical codes’, 
then the fields of semiotics and cognitive theory are complementary. With its 
basis in the notion of communication from ‘emitter’ to ‘receiver’ via musical 
codes, Phillip Tagg’s analytical methodology is reliant on both semiotics and 
cognitive theory. As such, through substituting ‘interobjective comparison 
material’ for ‘sign’ Tagg can be seen as attempting to answer all of the questions 
listed by Innis. Tagg can be seen to employ a formal semantic approach in his
 ^Zoosemiotics is the study of communication in living organisms.
 ^While Agawu does not include any writings by Philip Tagg in his bibliography, it is possible 
that his questions refer to Tagg’s adaptation of Harold Lasswell’s “who says what to whom and 
with what effect?” to “why and how does who say what to whom and with what effect?”
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work: through his attempts to restrict formal meaning in his constituent 
‘musemes’ he effectively discards any figurative associations.
Morris (1938: 7) noted that the academic study of semiotics could be split 
into three distinct fields. While their relationship to current academia is 
disputable^, they are highly insightful for the purposes of this discussion:
Semantics: Relation between signs and the things they refer to, their denotata 
Syntactics: Relation o f signs to each other in formal structures 
Pragmatics: Relation of signs to their impacts on those who use them.
In relation to the act of musical listening, semantics is preoccupied with inherent 
musical meaning, while a pragmatic approach would be more concerned with 
how culturally-determined significances impact on individual listeners. As such, 
the work of Phillip Tagg can be seen to exist in the ideological middle ground 
between semantics and syntactic studies, whereas the writings of Eric Clarke 
betray his essentially semantic and pragmatic interests. If Tagg’s approach is the 
most literal and complete application of semiotics within popular music studies, 
in Chapter 1 of this thesis an extended argument was provided as to why his 
approach cannot be used as a basis for the undertaking being proposed here. 
Clarke’s conception of subject-position is concerned with both semantics and 
pragmatics, and as such provides the most logical theoretical basis for a 
methodological approach to musical listening. With regard to the work of Philip 
Tagg, the incorporation of any semiotic theory that excludes pragmatics into an 
analytical study of musical listening experiences would prove highly 
problematic.
Before semiotics is disregarded as being entirely inapplicable to a 
discussion of real-life listening habits, it is worth examining the academic field 
of musical semiotics in order to ascertain whether any of its principles can be 
usefully adapted. In terms of musicology, Agawu perceives a split between two 
distinct schools of thought, which he loosely groups as the ‘taxonomic- 
empiricists’ and the ‘semanticists’. The most well respected example of the 
former is Jean-Jacques Nattiez, who describes his own analytic methodology as 
follows:
The goal o f a musical semiotics is to inventory the types and 
modalities of symbolic references to which the music gives rise, 
and to elaborate a appropriate methodology to describe their 
symbolic functioning (Nattiez, 1975: 27).
Sub-categorisations exist that cover more than one field: for instance, one sub-category of 
semantics is syntax pragmatics.
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The link between this statement and Innis’s questions, and also Tagg’s use of 
interobjective comparison material, is clear. Borrowing from Jean Molino, 
Nattiez suggests a tripartite split within musical semiotics similar to that of 
Sanders Peirce noted earlier, consisting of ‘the poetic’, ‘the esthesic’ and ‘the 
neutral’. Nattiez (1982: 247) suggests that the ‘neutral’ level is of greatest 
interest, being “a descriptive level containing the most exhaustive inventory 
possible of all types of configurations conceivably recognizable in a score.” It is 
instructive that Agawu does not seek to develop the work of Nattiez within his 
own semiotic analyses. In relation to the Agawu-referencing comment made by 
Clarke and cited on page 44, Nattiez’s preoccupation with analytic rigour (to the 
point of creating an almost empirical analysis) undermines the premise of his 
enterprise, to account for the symbolic nature of music. With regard to a 
discussion of musical listening. Nattiez’s insistence on the priority of the 
‘neutral’ level poses further problems: if his ‘poetic’ level describes the
production process of a work, while his ‘esthesic’ level describes the perception 
process (as described by Agawu, 1993: 12), it becomes apparent that the 
‘neutral’ level and its high level of determinism is of least interest when the 
focus of the analytical enterprise is to illuminate the interpretative moves made 
by musical listeners.
In regard to the other school of semiotic thought he mentions, the 
‘semanticists’, Agawu (1993: 12) is much more favourable. Noting that ‘the 
relationship between semantics and semiotics has sometimes remained obscure’, 
he quotes Benveniste (1981: 12) who defines the latter in the following terms:
All semiotic research, in the strictest sense, consists o f the 
identification of units, the description o f characteristic features, 
and the discovery of increasingly fine criteria of their 
distinctiveness.
In contrast, Agawu (1993: 14) views the semantic as a mode of meaning 
‘generated by discourse... Semiotics (the sign) must be recognized; semantics 
(the discourse) must be understood.’ For Benveniste (1981: 14), then, semiotics 
is a non-discursive exercise:
Semantics takes over the majority o f referents, while semiotics 
is in principle cut off and independent o f all reference. Semantic 
order becomes identified with the world o f enunciation and the 
universe o f discourse.
While Agawu (1993: 14) asserts that ‘we need both modes in order to gain the 
richest understanding of music’, his approach is clearly based in semantics.
The fundamental problem with employing a semantics-based semiotic 
approach (as opposed to a pragmatic-based semiotic approach) in a discussion of
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musical listening experiences is provided by the act of listening itself: if for 
semioticians the ‘work’ upon which analysis is undertaken is a musical score, in 
the vast majority of instances the ‘work’ being heard by a listener is a musical 
recording. While the kind of syntactic-based semiotic approach employed by 
Nattiez is essentially reductivist, the potential still exists to adapt the kind of 
voice-leading graph he employs into a form to account for sonic as well as 
musical details. To date, no music academic has attempted such an enterprise. 
In any case, any analytic approach that privileges the harmonic/melodic dualism 
as heavily as Nattiez (1975) does will create an unbalanced account of a musical 
recording. For this reason alone, such a formalist application of the principles of 
semiotics cannot be employed within an analytic methodology primarily 
concerned with the analysis of listener responses. As the ideal approach would 
embrace both semantics and syntactic studies a theoretical basis must be sought 
elsewhere.
Towards a moment-to-moment analysis: in theory
While a semiotic approach to analysing ‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid Android’ such 
as those employed by Nattiez or Agawu would undoubtedly highlight a wealth of 
useful information with which listener responses can be interpreted and 
understood, comparing the analytic results to ‘real life’ listening experiences 
would prove problematic at best. If a more appropriate yet equally systematic 
approach to analysing popular musical listener responses is to be found, one 
which will provide the empirical evidence desired by Clarke, it is therefore vital 
to create an approach that views all recordings as equally data-rich while not 
privileging (following Eco (1976: 137-139)) the ‘undercoded’ (recordings which 
are best understood on their own terms) above the ‘overcoded’ (recordings which 
are best understood in relation to clearly defined stylistic conventions).
The most logical way to achieve this would be to locate a subject-position 
that occurs on a level below cultural encoding. B y focusing on such a non-culturally 
encoded level of communication, the issue of semiotics (and the general 
disagreement between music academics on the existent levels of musical codes) 
can be bypassed entirely. If such an enterprise has not been previously 
undertaken, it becomes a possibility if the associations and references that occur 
between musical moments on the same musical recording (as opposed to locating 
musical similarities that occur between different recordings within the same 
musical genre) are examined. As such, it then becomes possible to employ the 
notion of subject-position without the need to make reference to culturally- 
determined musical codes existing above the level of ‘works’ J
 ^Middleton (1993: 174) provides the following hierarchy of musical codes: General Codes, 
Social Practices, Musical Techniques, Langue, Norms, Sub-norms, Dialects, Styles, Genres, 
Sub-codes, Idiolects, Works and Performances,
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The most logical way to locate a non-culturally encoded subject-position 
would be to analyse a musical recording on a moment-to-moment basis, 
considering the different musical timbres within a recording as distinct (e.g. bass 
guitar, lead guitar, drums and vocal) and providing a discussion of each of them 
both in terms of their relationships with each other, and also of their relation to 
the recording in general. As well as negating the notion of cultural encoding, 
such an approach will, in theory, provide the most complete account of a 
recording possible. The raw data created by such an analysis could then be used 
to locate a subject-position which will not privilege either the most overcoded (in 
this case ‘Beautiful’) or undercoded recording (in this case ‘Paranoid Android’) 
and crucially will view both types of recordings as equally data-rich.
Towards a moment-to-moment analysis: in practice
If a timbre-centric subject-position could (in theory at least) answer the question 
being posed in this thesis, the issue remains as to how to conduct such an 
analysis in practice. If I (as a listener) perceive timbres to operate in several 
dimensions simultaneously (height/width, depth and time), any analytic approach 
will need to take account of this. As a moment-to-moment analytical 
methodology is being sought, the most logical way to achieve this would be to 
create a diagrammatic representation of the constituent timbres at every key point 
in a musical recording. Diagrammatic representations of music are by no means 
a new concept: for instance, with regard to the use of ‘graphic’ scores by some 
Western Classical composers, it could even be argued that an accurate 
diagrammatic representation existed prior to the creation of any recorded musical 
performances. While a number of popular music scholars have employed 
graphic representations within their analyses, the first attempt to define the 
parameters of a systematic approach to graphic representation within the field of 
popular music studies was made by Allan Moore.
On Moore (1993) -  defining the ‘sound box’
With Gumming (1997) and Clarke (2005) being the other key writings, the third 
and final influence on the formation of the analytical methodology provided in 
this thesis is the most pertinent to the task at hand, but is sadly the least 
developed. In his 1993 book Rock: The Primary Text, Allan Moore makes the 
following statement:
For rock, the ‘strand’ of texture is often equivalent to 
‘instrumental timbre’. It can best be conceived with reference 
to a ‘virtual textural space’, envisaged as an empty cube o f finite 
dimensions, changing with respect to real time (almost like an 
abstract, three-dimensional television screen). This model is not 
dissimilar to that employed intuitively by producers, but I shall
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refer to it as the ‘sound-box’ rather than the ‘mix’. to indicate that 
my analysis privileges the listening, rather than the production, 
process (Moore, 1993: 121).
While Moore’s view of a recording as a ‘virtual textural space’ may seem 
perfectly reasonable, the statement quoted above was the first published 
discussion of a popular musical recording in such terms. If his comments are 
made with specific reference to rock music, his approach can easily be extended 
to cover all studio recordings of popular music. Moore (1993: 121) also provides 
an explanation as to how his three-dimensional ‘sound-box’ is filled:
All rock has strands at different vertical locations, where this 
represents their register. Most rock also attempts a sense o f  
musical ‘depth’ (the illusory sense that some sounds originate 
at a greater distance than others), giving a sense o f textural 
foreground, middleground and background. Much rock also has 
a sense o f horizontal location, provided by the construction o f the 
stereo image. The most important features o f the use o f this space 
are the types and degrees o f density filling it (whether thin strands 
or ‘blocks’), and the presence in this space o f ‘holes’, that is, 
potential areas left unused.
If Moore (1993: 121) views individual timbres as being ‘often equivalent’ to 
musical strands, for the purposes of this discussion ‘strands’ will be considered 
as equivalent to individual timbres in all instances. In order to avoid confusion 
with the word ‘timbre’ (which is concerned with sound quality), ‘individual 
timbres’ will instead be referred to as ‘sound sources’. For Moore, sound 
sources with a low register (such as the bass drum, electric bass and human 
baritone and bass voices) will be placed towards the bottom of the mix, while 
sound sources with a higher register (such as a flute and human soprano voices) 
will be placed towards the top of the mix. Sound sources which occupy more 
than one register simultaneously (harmonic instruments such as guitar, piano and 
synthesiser) will be spread across the mix vertically.
Moore (1993) considers the separation of individual sound sources 
through registral distinction as providing an accurate reflection of how they will 
be differentiated and perceived by listeners. With vertical placement therefore 
being defined by register, what factors can be seen to affect the horizontal 
placement of an individual sound source in the sound-box? With relative 
dynamic level primarily determining whether or not an instrumental sound 
source is placed in the foreground, middleground or background, the key 
determining factor within the horizontal plane must be sought elsewhere. With 
reference to the notion of sound sources, it becomes possible to take account of 
horizontal presence with regard to the effect an individual sound source has on
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any other sound sources present in the horizontal mix, and in so doing to create a 
visual representation of the changing levels of attraction and repulsion over the 
course of a musical recording: the more dominant a sound source is at a
particular point within a recording, the closer and more prominent it will appear 
to a listener, giving it an increased horizontal presence when compared to other 
co-existing sound sources.
IMiddleton (1993)
While Allan Moore’s description of the sound-box, its contents and its 
parameters is compact yet complete, he makes no attempt to put his ideas into 
practice. Indeed, while he refers to the sound-box in an analytical context on a 
number of occasions, nowhere in his 1993 volume (or within its 2001 reprint) 
does Moore attempt even a partial diagrammatical representation of the sound­
box. It is also disappointing to note that, given the variety of benefits any such 
diagrammatic representation would provide in an analytical context, no music 
academic has sought to develop the ideas put forward by Moore. In fact, the 
only academic to make specific reference to the sound-box is Middleton (1993), 
and in so doing he makes a strong case for the validity of the kind of sound 
source-focused analysis being proposed in this thesis:
popular music analysis has insisted (rightly, I think) on the priority 
o f meaning. Much of the best work has been semiotic or interpretative 
(Laing, Tagg, Bradby, Grossberg) or has pursued theories o f social or 
cultural homology (Hebdige, Shepherd). However imposing this body 
of work, though, there is a suspicion that sometimes insufficient 
attention has been paid to the sounds themselves -  to the intra-musieal 
structures o f what I call the ‘primary’ level o f signification (Middleton,
1993: 177).
It is also significant that, in formulating his own analytical methodology, 
Middleton (1993) makes no reference to semiotic theory (and the work of Phillip 
Tagg in particular) nor to the musico-sociological writings of Hebdige and 
Shepherd. Indeed, Middleton’s belief that a new form of analysis is necessary is 
all too apparent:
Within the sphere o f analysis, the main problem felt to be attached to 
mainstream methods has been the tendeney to formalism... Somehow, 
we need to find ways o f bringing the patterns created in the sounds 
themselves baek into the foreground, without as a consequence 
retreating into an inappropriate formalism (Middleton, 1993: 177).
While the similarities between Middleton’s statement on the need to 
place emphasis on the sound of a recording and the sound source-centric subject-
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position being put forward here are striking, with both enterprises being 
concerned with listener responses, his analytical methodology is of limited 
comparative value: Middleton’s analysis is primarily concerned with the creation 
of a theory of ‘gesture’, with individual musical details leading to the creation of 
a specifiable physical response by the listener. In contrast, the primary concern 
of this thesis is with emotional responses, where listeners feel emotionally or 
intellectually moved to the extent that they feel compelled to respond in a written 
form. In spite of this clear distinction, Middleton’s use of Moore’s sound-box as 
a reference point ensures that much of his theoretical justification and reasoning 
are highly pertinent to the task being undertaken within this thesis. Indeed, 
Middleton can even be seen to provide support for one of the other key 
influences on the analytical approach to a sound source-centric subject-position, 
that of a non-culturally determined level of communication:
musical gestures... are underlaid with still deeper generating 
‘gestures’: kinetic patterns, cognitive maps, affective movements.
But these are probably specific to a culture too: people seem to 
emote, to order experience, even to move their bodies, through 
locally acquired conventions... But this need not rule out the 
proposition that culturally specific structures are rooted in human 
biology (Middleton, 1993; 178).
Middleton (1993: 180) can also be seen to be in agreement with the important 
assertion made on page 7 that the analyst is also a respondent. Furthermore, he 
asserts that the link between the cultural and the musical/sonic aspects of a 
recording is provided by the analyst:
in principle the analyst can double as ‘informant’ from within the 
culture -  laying out the gestures through participation -  and as 
‘critical outsider’, cross-checking the information against schemas 
drawing on a wider body of musical data. The role of the ‘scholar- 
fan’ becomes vital.
In the above statement, Middleton effectively solves the conundrum posed in the 
opening of this chapter, namely the location of the juncture between self and 
subjectivity and of formalist analysis and sociological discussion. With a great 
deal of self-awareness (and self-analysis), Middleton (as a listener-analyst) views 
himself as the provider of the necessary social aspects in his otherwise purely 
musical analysis. With this in mind, it becomes possible for any analyst 
(including Middleton) to create an analysis that sits on the divide between the 
social and the musical, without their analytical enterprise being compromised 
due to a high level of music-specific analytical detail.
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Middleton (1993) on Moore (1993)
Middleton views Moore’s sound-box as an ‘imaginary cuboid’ existing in four 
dimensions: height, width, depth and time. This highlights a crucial distinction, 
as while Moore viewed his sound-box as akin to ‘an abstract, three-dimensional 
television screen’, Middleton (1993: 179) has a far more interactive conception, 
with the listener being placed in the centre of the action:
In modem popular songs, the listener seems to be related to this 
sound-box not only -  often, perhaps, not mainly -  through a 
perspective, derived from a single, objective point o f view, but 
through a feeling o f being inserted into the mix, a process which 
produces gestural identification and resonance... as a participating 
actor.
Middleton’s purpose in applying this distinction is clear: the aim of his article is 
to define an approach to theorising the link between musical gestures and the 
physical gestures made by listener/respondents. As such, it would be far simpler 
for his enterprise if the listener and the recording could be viewed as a combined 
entity. But can listeners always be seen to be ‘inserted’ into a recording during a 
listening performance? Middleton (1993: 179) quotes Marothy (1986: 98) to 
suggest that this could be the case, further suggesting that sheer volume is a 
contributing factor:
‘The producer of sound can make us dance to his tune by forcing 
his activity upon us’... Boosting the volume can force zonal 
crossover, as when very loud performance makes us ‘feel’ a pitch 
rather than hearing it in the normal way: our skin resonates with it, 
as with a rhythm.
The parallels between this notion of forced activity and that of subject-position 
are clear. Furthermore, Middleton’s discussion of relative volume can be seen to 
provide evidence to support the importance placed on the presence and proximity 
of a sound source being suggested in this thesis.
In spite of his championing of Moore’s ideas, Middleton (1993: 181) also 
fails to incorporate the sound-box into his analytic technique. As before, no real 
explanation is offered:
so often one feels the need for more dimensions. There may be a 
future for moving real-time three-dimensional images... This is not 
possible here. In discussing a couple o f examples, I will just try to 
bring out what strike me as the basic gestural features, using two- 
dimensional diagrams and a few words.
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On Echard (1999): graphic representation of musical forces
In his article for Popular Music, William Echard (1999: 133) neatly summarises 
Middleton (1993) in his opening paragraph, noting that Middleton ‘considers the 
body both as a code-bearing surface, and as the ground for musical feeling, 
exploring how embodied experiences generate and interact with other levels of 
code’. As was the case with Middleton’s theory of gesture, the analytic method 
and results that Echard presents are of limited relevance to a sound source- 
centric subject-position: what is again of great significance is the argument he 
uses to legitimise his approach, and the resultant critique he provides of existing 
analytic approaches.
Echard’s paper is effectively an expounding of a methodology presented 
by Johnson (1987). Johnson’s work is within the field of cognitive semantics 
and is concerned with the notions of image schemata and metaphorical 
projection. For Echard (1999: 134), image schemata ‘are dynamic gestalt 
patterns based on recurring features in the physical interaction between our 
bodies and the environment... Each schemata abstracts the essential features of a 
particular sort of embodied experience’. While there may appear to be a parallel 
between image schemata and subject-position, a distinction emerges when 
Johnson’s conception of metaphor is considered:
metaphor is not just a linguistic device, but is the means by which 
all o f cognition remains coherent and ultimately grounded in the 
body... cognitive semantics provides one way o f placing under­
standing and uttering, encoding and decoding, play and logic, all 
under the same rubric (Echard, 1999: 135).
By highlighting the link between cognitive theory and Johnson’s concept of 
metaphor(ical projection), Echard demonstrates a clear distinction between the 
views of Johnson and those of Eric Clarke with regard to listener responses. As 
was noted previously in this chapter, Clarke is strongly opposed to the use of 
cognitive theory in discussions of musical listening, viewing his use of 
ecological perceptual theory as a more appropriate theoretical basis for his 
analytic purposes. In a similar vein, Echard (1999: 135) also appears to be 
opposed to Tagg’s notion of inter-objective comparison material (and therefore 
also Clarke’s notion of invariance), as is suggested by his comments regarding 
shared body experiences:
Johnson sometimes falls into the trap of suggesting an abstract 
realm o f identical bodily experiences shared across people and 
cultures. But the model does not require this... family resemblances 
between different bodies can lead to inter-subjective agreement in 
body-related language games. The claim that there are similar 
experiences should not be taken to endorse a totalising notion of
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some ideal, shared body somewhere.
The area in which Echard’s analysis is of most relevance to a sound source- 
centric subject-position lies in the schemata themselves, which are visual 
representations of forces and counter-forces occurring within the musical 
recording at a particular moment. In his analysis Echard firstly describes the key 
musical events occurring in a live recording of ‘Powderfinger’ by Neil Young^, 
using ‘methods already common in popular music analysis’. He then re­
describes the same events separately through ‘an interpretation... in image- 
schematic terms’, with both approaches comprising a combination of images and 
the written word. Whilst this may sound promising, his analysis (as was the case 
for both Middleton and Moore) is far from fully-formed:
This is a pilot analysis, so I am not attempting to be complete...
Notably absent here (among other things) are the lyrics, and any
sort o f cultural context or reception history. I do not suggest that
this would be acceptable in a full analysis (Echard, 1999: 136).
Furthermore, Echard describes his chordal analysis as ‘simplified’ and his 
transcription of the rhythm guitar as ‘approximate’. Nonetheless, it is worth 
making a comparison of Echard’s two approaches as they may offer a solution to 
the issue of finding the most appropriate descriptive terminology for a supporting 
commentary to any sound-box drawings.^ In his description of the double guitar 
texture Echard (1999: 139) creates a two-dimensional registral transcription (no 
reference to depth, proximity or time is made), using the following qualitative 
statements:
• the two guitars... have the same basic pumping movement
• the guitars hang for a moment
• there is a notable levelling-out o f the texture
• there is the pivotal gesture o f bar 20 and 23
• the guitars play a strongly directed melodic line
• In terms of register, the guitars gradually move upwards 
and then down again through the tumbling gesture
•  the use o f register is effective.
Echard’s image-schemata for the guitar texture is abstract and firmly one­
dimensional, making no specific reference to time elapsed, height, depth or 
width. In addition to the written description incorporated into his diagrams, 
Echard (1999: 140-141) uses the following terminology:
Young, N. (1979) ‘Powderfinger’ by Neil Young, on Rust Never Sleeps, Reprise: 
B000002KDG.
 ^The issue of locating appropriate descriptive terminology is also discussed in depth within 
Tagg and Clarida (2003).
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• Twin-pan Balance... the fulcrum is the sense o f together-untogether, the 
enlivened sameness
• {Path) t u m b l i n g  guitar gesture is being set up as a singular, perhaps 
even transcendental moment^®
• Removal o f Restraint... the moment is made more poignant by the sudden 
textural unity
• ... the together-untogether concerted movement along a clear melodic 
path... the wallowing, blurring-together accompanying texture used by the 
guitars up to this point.
From the above example it is apparent that Echard’s use of descriptive 
terminology such as ‘pumping’ and ‘tumbling’ in a supposedly popular 
musicological sense betrays the fact that his primary concern is with 
metaphorical movement. As such, Echard is not presenting a rounded account of 
the musical events being described in this section of his analysis. It is therefore 
unsurprising that Echard’s use of image-schemata presents a superior level of 
description, both in diagrammatic and descriptive terms. That said, his use of 
terminology restricts the value of his analytic results: ‘tumbling’ is again used, 
along with ‘transcendental’, ‘poignant’ and ‘wallowing’.
From the brief summary provided above, it could be construed that 
Echard is implying a direct link between musical materials and specific listener 
responses, or even ascribing human emotions to the guitar texture itself in his 
analysis. As both his choice of these specific terms (as opposed to other 
descriptive terminology) and also his reasoning for choosing specific schemata is 
not fully explained, Echard’s results can only be viewed as highly subjective. As 
such, a great deal of research would need to be conducted for his overall 
approach to be used as the basis of a more widely applicable methodology.
The use of image-schemata by Echard (1999: 143) to create an ‘overall 
effect’ diagram is superficially akin to a focus-based subject-position:
‘Path’ is described by Echard (1999: 140) only in relation to harmony, as follows: ‘Renewed 
sense of movement and increased potential, through slightly higher register and arrival on V 
chord. Path in the sense that the meaning of the preceding oscillation is now interpreted as 
definitely a stage towards further harmonic movement’.
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The many kinds of Balance could also be heard as 
a kind of Containment, where any movement 
outside the balance is kept into a particular range.
So distinctive movements of whatever kind, such as 
those which impose the sen se  of Path, or more 
local features, have the effect of decentring the 
Containment.
At the most dramatic moment, many such features 
overrun the containing effect of the Point Baiance, 
and imply that we are actually moving Out, getting 
into a singular and somehow new space.
But as noted, this impression does not last. The Path 
to such a space is revealed as part of a Cycie, and the 
texture does not break totally free (perhaps into a 
jam), but returns to Containment. Overall, then, there 
is a continuing Equiiibrium, where many forces in 
many directions all balance in multi-dimensional 
relationships (here represented as a  sphere, with 
pressures on all points, inside and outside, balancing).
many directions alt balance in multi-dimensional 
relationships (here represented a s  a sphere, with 
pressures on all points, inside and outside, balancing).
While the discussion of a succession of forces provided in Figure 3 is both 
concise and insightful, Echard’s use of an ‘overall effect’ image schemata is, as 
with his use of image schemata elsewhere, of limited use to a timbre-centric 
analytical methodology. As well as the incomplete nature of his analysis and the 
issues surrounding his use of descriptive terminology, there are further concerns 
that prevent his approach from being applicable. Echard’s use of Johnson’s 
image-schemata is suggestive of a way in which metaphorical movement and 
forces (i.e. between features of the same timbre, such as ‘Guitars’) differ between 
different sections or at different moments in the same section of music. While he 
does describe events occurring in different sections at the same time, he does not 
explore the possibility of an interaction between different forces. His method 
would therefore require adaptation for a methodology focused primarily on the 
interaction between individual sound sources. In this light, his categorisation of 
‘Backing Vocals’, ‘Guitars’ and ‘Harmony’ as elements that can be described in 
isolation contrasts markedly with Moore’s assertion of ‘individual timbres’ (or 
sound sources), and in so doing creates a false impression of the musical events 
occurring in ‘Powderfinger’, effectively compromising the validity of the
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analysis he provides in his discussion of ‘Overall Effect’. While such issues 
could easily be addressed, there is a fundamental problem with combining the 
Echard/Johnson approach with my own: the notion of image-schemata is, as 
Echard notes, based on the notion of cognitive semantics. In contrast, the notion 
of subject-position being employed in this thesis is informed directly by the work 
of Eric Clarke. As was noted previously, Clarke views his own notion of 
ecological perceptual theory (which he employs as the basis of his conception of 
subject-position) as both opposed to, and a more appropriate replacement of, the 
use of cognitive theory in discussions of musical listening. As such, while 
Echard’s approach highlights the need for a more descriptive and depictive 
approach to discussing listener responses, the use of any of the techniques and 
ideas he presents in his 1999 article to the creation of a focus-based subject- 
position would create more problems than they would solve.
Mason et al. (2000): The ‘sound-box’ and the science of spatial sound
Before any analytical decisions can be made with regard to the depiction and 
description of the sound-box, it is essential to consider how the notion of the 
sound-box compares to our current scientific understanding of human perception, 
as displayed by those writers working within the realm of sound technology and 
subjective listening tests. In their conference paper. Mason, Ford, Rumsey and 
de Brutyn (2000) provide an in-depth overview of the existing literature 
concerning the non-verbal responses of listening subjects, highlighting issues 
with existing techniques and suggesting future improvements. Their paper is 
highly relevant to my proposed analysis in two key ways. Firstly, the authors 
articulate the limitations of ‘verbal elicitation techniques’ (such as spoken and 
written responses) throughout their paper. Secondly, the ‘non-verbal elicitation 
techniques’ being discussed by Mason et al. are essentially concerned with 
graphic depictions of a listener’s perception of spatial events (defined in terms of 
their height, depth and width), making their findings directly comparable to a 
listener’s perception of the individual sound sources present on a musical 
recording, and also any subsequent graphic representations of their perceptions 
(such as a ‘sound-box’ drawing). Any insights into these limitations are crucial, 
as my approach will analyse both verbal (in the form of fan internet postings) 
and non-verbal responses (in the form of ‘cover’ versions), and also as my 
proposed analysis will combine non-verbal (‘sound-box’ drawings) and verbal 
analysis (written description of musical events).
Before their views on listener responses are considered, it is important to 
note the ideological context in which they have been placed. It is apparent that 
Mason et al. believe listener perception to be a cognitive process, and make no
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attempt to argue with this position. Following on from this, it is perhaps 
surprising that the authors assert that interpretation is a primarily subjective act:
So it appears that whilst a communication is taking place, the 
event being discussed (in whatever language) is subject to 
interpretation not only by the communicator but also the individual 
receiving the communication. Thus Levy believes that any event, 
be it verbal, visual or auditory, should be viewed with respect to 
this wider context. He declares that events themselves do not 
carry any meaning, the meaning attributed to them being imposed 
by the interpreter according to context, interest and personal history 
(Mason et al. (2000: 369, with reference to Levy (1963)).
The problem of verbal elicitation
For Mason et al., if an ideal response within a subjective experiment were to be 
sought, it is unlikely that it would include verbal responses. However, it appears 
that such an undertaking would not be possible: using a quote from Cherry 
(1966), Mason et al. (2000: 369) note that the analyst ‘cannot easily remove 
language from subjective experiments... the only way to pin down a thought 
before it can slip away and fly out of the window is to jump on it with both 
verbal feet, to pin it down with language... though such language may be 
inadequate’. One reason they give for this inadequacy suggests the existence of 
a subconscious level of cognition:
verbal language is sometimes inadequate for communicating 
what is perceived. More specifically, so much of spatial cognition 
is subconscious, and not readily explicable in words... some 
[elicitation experiment] subjects do find it very difficult to verbalise 
certain attributes (Mason et al., 2000: 371).
Sadly Mason et al. do not list what these attributes are within their paper. As 
was noted in relation to Echard’s use of metaphorical terminology, a word that 
for one person appears to perfectly describe a musical event may mean 
comparatively little to another. The authors make a distinction between 
symbolic language and emotive language. With regard to the former. Mason et 
al. (2000: 368) reference Ogden and Richards (1966), stating that ‘symbolic 
language [is] truly empirical and arbitrary... Take, for example, the object 
known as a ‘pen’ in the English language. Depending upon cultural and 
linguistic boundaries the object has many names, yet the object remains constant 
in its appearance and purpose’. If we relate this to Clarke’s notion of invariance.
‘According to Olson and Bialystok, the way we cognise spatial events is by assigning to them a 
structural description’ (Mason et al.. (2000: 369) and ‘A detailed theory of the relative roles of 
verbal semantics and imagery in human cognition was set out by Kosslyn in 1981’ (Mason et 
al., 2000: 370).
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the objective word ‘pen’ has an invariant descriptive value, while symbolic 
words such as ‘tumbling’ and ‘pumping’ (as used by Echard) are not invariant, 
and as such provide an imprecise account of the musical events they describe.
Mason et al. (2000: 368) make a clear distinction between emotive 
language and symbolic language, noting the former to be even less precise than 
the latter. Employing a further reference to Cherry (1966), they make the 
following assertion:
if  a word acts solely as an ‘emotive stimulant’ and does not name 
objects with precision, then language truly must be a source of 
communicative ambiguity... the meaning of a word does not appear 
until it is placed in context, the word’s meaning altering according to 
how it is used, the relationship and communication and the situation 
which the communication is presented.
In comparison to an object such as a ‘pen’, a non-concrete entity such as a 
musical sound can therefore be legitimately described using a variety of 
terminology, depending on the respondent’s perception of it. Quoting from 
Letowski (1989: 2825), Mason et al. (2000: 368) note that ‘the sheer number of 
terms used when describing a sound “is a blessing for artistic freedom, but a 
problem when it comes to meaningful communication between people’” .
While the use of language is clearly unavoidable, and the wide choice of 
terms available undeniable, obtaining the necessary sense of context required to 
understand precisely what is being communicated through the word chosen is, in 
itself, a difficult task. For example, in Echard (1999) the word ‘pumping’ is 
given no metaphorical context. Even within the immediate context of his bi­
partite analysis (employing popular musicology and image-schemata 
respectively, with ‘pumping’ appearing only in the former), it is unclear as to 
whether the word ‘pumping’ should have a positive or negative connotation for 
the reader, or indeed whether its metaphorical use should be related to human (as 
in pumping iron/weightlifting) or non-human activities (such as pumping 
oil/water). An even bigger problem arises where shorter or anonymous sources 
are considered: locating a context for a word used in a single-line fan forum 
posting will be nigh on impossible, as factors such as the age and level of 
linguistic understanding cannot be assessed. In short. Mason et al. (and the 
authors they quote) are in agreement that while verbally elicited responses are 
integral to subjective assessments, their use-value to the analyst is, potentially at 
least, far smaller than that of non-verbally elicited responses: for them, the issue 
is clearly a conundrum:
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By using a variety o f methods there will be an increased 
redundancy in the information elicited, and by not relying on one 
method o f  communication the risk o f misinterpretation is reduced.
(Mason et al., 2000: 384).
The benefits of non-verbal elicitation
As was stated previously in this thesis, the aim of using a sound source-centric 
subject-position as a basis for my analytical discussion was to provide a set of 
data that would be exhaustive without being overtly formalistic. The following 
quote from Mason et al. (2000: 370) suggests that their own research has a 
similar purpose:
What we are in essence trying to do is take the individual event along 
various different paths until all interpretations have been exhausted.
Referencing Leibowitz et al. (1993), Mason et al. (2000: 371) believe words to 
be an ineffective way to achieve their aims, blaming the Targe cognitive distance 
from visually processed information to a verbal descriptor’ as a key reason for 
this. In contrast, graphic representations of auditory events are relatively 
immediate. They quote Novitz (1977), who states that such pictures “can reveal 
in a matter of seconds what it would take minutes to describe... pictorial 
describing, reporting or explaining differs radically from its verbal counterpart, 
since in some cases at least, it is much more effective than using words” (Mason 
et al., 2000: 370). In relation to a subject’s description of the spatial aspects of an 
object, the authors assert that ‘accurate linguistic descriptions may be 
impossible... On the other hand, a graphical representation such as drawing 
allows for different aspects of the space to be elicited compared to ordinary 
language’ (Mason et al., 2000: 371, with reference to Olson and Bialystok 
(1983)).
With non-verbal communication being far less problematic than verbal or 
written communication, a series of ‘sound-box’ diagrams would therefore make a 
far more effective basis for my own analytical method than any other form of 
analysis currently available. But what form should such a diagram take, and 
what factors do they suggest should be taken into account in its construction? 
The most important factor is the perception of the location of individual sounds. 
Crucially, Mason et al. (2000: 373, with reference to Knudsen, du Lac and 
Esterly (1987)) confirm a key assertion made by Allan Moore, in that listeners 
instinctively separate sounds vertically, with reference to their relative frequency 
level:
The ear separates the sound spectrum by frequency, and then the 
frequency bands are processed to elicit the localisation cues.
Interaural time difference and inter-aural intensity difference cues 
are mapped in different sections o f the brain, but in a different way.
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The maps contain both a location dimension and a frequency 
dimension.
If ‘intensity difference cues’ essentially relate to an the illusion of auditory depth 
for an object, Mason et al. (2000: 379, with reference to Amheim (1956)) 
suggest that representing this in a two-dimensional form (i.e. on a piece of paper) 
is a far from straightforward task: ‘when depicting graphically in plan view an 
auditory space, the concept of object depth will be difficult to represent, although 
left-right width, object size and proximity of the object to the listener will be less 
so’. The authors are unable to suggest an immediate solution to this issue:
How do we know if  an auditory object, represented smaller on a 
plan, where it is at a greater distance from the listener than an object 
in the foreground of larger size, is really smaller? More questions must 
be asked in order that an intuitive and unambiguous graphical technique 
for conveying auditory depth, distance and height information can be 
created (Mason et al., 2000; 379).
At the present time, then, both the object's depth and its perceived proximity to 
the listener are impossible to represent accurately within a two-dimensional 
graphic representation, and as such both aspects will require clarification in an 
accompanying written commentary... even if providing effective communication 
through the use of such a commentary is a tricky task.
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Part Two; Methodology
Step One: Focus and forces
Through a combination of Clarke’s employment of subject-position, the notion 
of a non-culturally specific level of communication and Moore’s notion of the 
‘sound-box’, it is theoretically possible to construct an analytic approach for the 
discussion of the act of musical listening which exists at the juncture between 
social and musical meaning. In order to locate a subject-position which is not 
culturally-specified, it will be necessary to shift focus away from both the 
generic conventions highlighted by Tagg and also from the music/lyric dualism 
discussed by Clarke and Dibben. While wishing to avoid the kind of detail on 
affekt provided by Deryck Cooke in The Language o f Music (1965), such an 
undertaking becomes possible through a consideration of how the individual 
sound sources heard on a musical recording work both in isolation and also in 
conjunction with one another to focus and re-focus a listener's attention. This 
continual play with a listener's focus will effectively create a subject-position that 
exists independently to the one identified by Clarke and Dibben.
A subject-position concerned with the interactions between individual 
sound sources will affect all listeners of a particular musical recording who relate 
to the same culturally-specifiable group in a similar way^^, and as such will form 
the basis of their subsequent and more mediated responses (whether physical or 
emotional) and interpretative moves.
Invariants (or key features) of a sound source
Informed by Tagg, and also by more recent writings by Moore (1993) and 
Gracyk (1997), all musical parameters of expression will be considered in the 
location of this focus-based, sound source-centric subject-position. To ensure 
that this occurs, each individual constituent sound source will be systematically 
considered within the analysis. While parallels can be drawn to such an 
exhaustive approach and that of Phillip Tagg, there is a key distinction: while 
Tagg considers every musical utterance as an equally important museme, only 
idiosyncratic or unusual features will be noted in the creation of a sound source- 
centric subject-position. All such key features of a musical recording will 
require identification by the analyst; as the analyst will be informed by generic 
norms and cultural understanding, this undertaking will provide the crucial link 
between inherent and culturally-determined meaning which is being sought. 
Such an approach can be legitimately viewed as equally valid to the one 
employed by Tagg (and therefore also Clarke and Dibben) as any non-
A direct parallel can be drawn between the notion of the focus and re-focus of a listener’s 
attention and Clarke’s discussion of motion and self-motion.
For instance, Westem-European or North American.
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idiosyncratic features will be backgrounded by a listener, and as such will 
therefore have a negligible effect on the overall subject-position as perceived by 
the listener/analyst.
The significance and identification of such idiosyncrasies or ‘invariants’ 
will not be explained with reference to other recordings: instead of being used as 
interobjective comparison material (and therefore compared to a large number of 
pre-existing recordings) the significance of both the existence and location within 
the recording of a key feature will be considered. This approach will reflect the 
fact that (as Clarke (2005) noted) the significance of an invariant can vary during 
a musical recording.
Fluctuations in significance for an individual sound source will be 
assessed in three distinct ways:
The three factors affecting the relative level of significance of a sound source:
a) The relationship between a specific sound source and the overall nature o f the 
individual timbre in question
b) The relationship between a specific sound source and any simultaneously 
occurring musical events
c) The relation between a specific sound source and both the general character of 
the lyric and any localised lyric content.
This tripartite approach is a natural extension of the approach to subject-position 
employed by Clarke and Dibben.
Subject-position within a musical recording
In an attempt to avoid the determinism on behalf of the listener/analyst which is 
likely to occur when a singular subject-position is sought, and informed by the 
assertion made by Clarke (2003: 74) that purely instrumental recordings may still 
hold a subject-position, it will be possible to highlight and distinguish between 
four separate subject-positions, which when considered as a whole will constitute 
the overall subject-position of a musical recording:
Four subiect-positions constituting the subject-position of a musical recording:
(i) The attitude (or critique) o f the music to its own content
(ii) The attitude (or critique) o f the lyric to its own content (as demonstrated by 
the sound source-centric subject-position)
(iii) The attitude (or critique) o f the music towards the lyric content
(iv) The attitude (or critique) o f the lyric towards the musical content
In addition, if a large number of key features can be seen to relate to individual 
sound sources in a recording it will also be necessary to determine the attitude of 
a sound source to these four overall subject-positions, and in so doing consider 
these key features as a cumulative and singular expression.
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In order to conclude on exactly how the effects of individual sound 
sources and their key features combine to present an overall focus-based subject- 
position for a musical recording, it must be noted that each key feature will have 
a unique effect on a listener. Furthermore, and as Gumming (1997) noted in 
relation to ‘Erbarme Dich’, individual sound sources (in her example a solo 
violin) can play an important role in determining the subject-position of a 
musical recording as perceived by a listener.
Analysing individual sound sources
In an often-quoted passage, Abbate (1992: 13) describes ‘an aural vision of 
music animated by multiple decentered voices localized in several invisible 
bodies'. While a number of scholars have related this conceptualisation to the 
use of the voice in popular music, and also to the possible existence of a number 
of protagonists within a recording, a far more straightforward application is 
possible when related to individual sound sources. In addition to considering the 
voice as existing within ‘several invisible bodies’, it is possible to equate 
Abbate’s views with those of Moore (1993) and consider all of the sounds placed 
within the recorded mix as individual ‘bodies’. Informed by the discussion of 
timbrai and spatial significance provided by Moore (1993) and also Mason et ah 
(2000), it is possible to view their relative audibility or integrity being affected 
by six distinct factors:
1) The level o f recognition o f a sound's nature by listeners: factors here 
include the clarity or brightness o f the image, and the extent to which 
the timbre is perceived as ‘natural’ (i.e. acoustic versus treated or 
distorted guitar), or ‘instrumental’ (i.e. acoustic piano compared to 
synthesized piano or a computer-generated sine wave).
2) The level o f presence can be defined with reference to both the extent of 
space occupied in the mix, and also the duration of the timbre’s 
existence up until and including the specific timbrai event under 
consideration.
3) The proximity o f presence is predominantly determined by relative 
volume, although the use o f extreme left or right panning can also create 
prominence, as can the use o f spaces previously unoccupied in the mix.
4) The nature o f overall texture is crucial to understanding o f a specific 
sound source because, if the texture remains homogenous or 
unchanging, the listener will then perceive the sound sources as less 
individual and more as a collective or unified body as the recording 
progresses. In such cases, the use o f panning or repositioning within the 
mix of a single sound source can be viewed as a reassertion of that 
sound source’s individual nature.
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5) The relative level o f musical/rhvthmic activity o f a sound source is 
central to understanding its relative importance, as those timbres which 
have a consistently varied content will be perceived as more individual 
by the listener, therefore making any individual events relating to them 
o f a greater significance,
6) The perceived level o f importance/integral nature o f a sound source is
the most subjective area to be considered, but it too can be related to 
normative positions without a need to refer to generic norms. For 
instance, the voice is usually perceived as the most integral aspect o f a 
song, followed by any harmonic filler (usually piano or guitar), 
followed by bass and drums, and finally any occasional instruments or 
atmospheric sounds. It is true, however, that these hierarchical 
positions will fluctuate within a musical recording, with this being 
dependent both on the level o f musical detail and the presence or 
absence of other instruments.
If a mere description of the properties and activity of individual sound sources is 
incomplete, a consideration of the level of proximity and integrity of a sound 
source in conjunction with that o f other co-existing sound sources will create a 
greater understanding of their relative significance.
Attractive and repulsive forces
Even in a truly homogenous texture, the relative individuality of separate sounds 
will never be equal and may even have changed considerably by the end of the 
recording. In any case, and at any given moment during a musical recording, all 
of the six factors outlined on pages 65-66 can be considered collectively to 
ascertain the relative force of an individual sound source (whether attractive or 
repulsive) both on the other sound sources present and on any listener of the 
recording. For example, if a particular sound source is seen to be dominant, with 
other sounds copying or playing simplified versions of its musical material 
(whether harmonically, rhythmically or melodically based) or through its level of 
presence in the mix or its dynamic level, it will become a focal point through 
which the listener will view the other sound sources present. Consequently, this 
will also facilitate the interpretation of the ‘meaning’ of these other individual 
sound sources as well as the lyric content. Conversely, if a sound source is in 
direct opposition (either in terms of textural qualities or musical material) to all 
the other sound sources present at that moment, it may still appear as the 
dominant force (albeit one which is repellent to the other sound sources present) 
if it can be seen to have a significant effect on a listener. For instance, if the 
musical material or textural identity of a sound source is viewed as harsh and 
unwelcome within its sonic context, it will appear dominant by being a repulsive 
force, regardless of its proximity or dynamic level. The resultant interpretative
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moves made in relation to this dominant repulsive force will result in a very 
different ‘meaning’ of the musical moment being heard by the listener than if it 
were an attractive dominant force.
Step Two: Focus, ‘real’ listeners and internet-sourced responses
The use of a sound source-centric, focus-based analysis, with the relative force of 
a sound source being used to assess its localised importance and also as a 
constituent of an overall subject-position, makes it possible to create an 
analytical approach to musical listening that is as exhaustive as Tagg’s semiotic 
approach without being as exhausting on the analyst. Unlike Tagg’s approach, 
however, it will not account for the experiences of real-life listening experiences. 
The most straightforward way to rectify this problem, therefore, involves a 
comparison of analytical results with real-life listening experiences.
While this thesis is primarily concerned with the notion of popular music 
listening, and the apparent divide between culturally-determined and inherent 
meaning in particular, the need to redress the apparent theory/practice separation 
that exists in this field of enquiry (as was the case for Clarke (2005)) is an 
equally important concern. As was noted in the previous chapter, none of the 
authors who have theorised on musical listening provided any significant 
empirical evidence to support their assertions. Historically, the collection of 
empirical data from individual listeners, with the subjects being asked to analyse 
their responses via a series of guided questions, has been viewed as the only way 
to substantiate any claims or views with regard to musical listening. Although 
the value of such research is undeniable, it will not be employed in the following 
discussion for one key and straightforward reason: when dealing with issues of 
listener perception and interpretation, the act of asking listeners to interrogate 
themselves automatically compromises the results obtained^R elating back to 
the discussion of Kate Bush and Linda Perry on pages 1-2, the moment that the 
listener is made aware that an act of listening is taking place the situation is 
falsified, as any subconscious responses will come to an abrupt end. Having 
been deprived of these subconscious responses it is likely that, no matter how 
accurate or faithful the subject’s descriptions, their resultant responses will differ 
quite substantially from those which would have occurred outside of test 
conditions. This highlights a further issue, concerned with the consistency of 
listener responses: while every response will be treated as equal by the analyst, 
some listener responses will be of greater analytical value than others, as the
The most recent volume on this subject, Empirical Musicology, was co-edited by Eric Clarke. 
It is perhaps surprising to note that Mason et al. (2000) does not make reference to this issue.
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level of accuracy will vary depending on (a) how truthful the subject is and (b) 
how perceptive the subject is to the situation under discussion/^
For these reasons, I have chosen to seek a viable alternative to empirical 
data collection in relation to the verification of my own views and assertions as 
expressed in the analytical methodology being outlined here. With the belief 
that soliciting a response from a listener is highly problematic, an alternative 
source of unsolicited responses is required. Whilst analysts and music 
sociologists in previous decades were left with no option but to use empirical 
data collection, regardless of its relative inaccuracy, the advent of the internet 
provided researchers with a new means of obtaining listener responses. For 
instance, internet fan sites, forums and news groups all provide such responses, 
as do printed and on-line reviews of the recordings in question. There are a 
number of advantages to the use of internet fan sites to obtain information. 
Firstly, the nature of the audience will be automatically specified (albeit to a 
limited extent), being composed of ‘fans’ of the group or artist in question. 
Secondly, the forum sections of these websites provide a means of direct 
communication between fans at a far greater speed and scale than the ‘letters’ 
pages of fanzines ever p rov ided .N o t  only is this communication no longer 
limited to a one-on-one level, but by removing the knowledge of possible 
censorship by an editor^ ^  fans are presented with an opportunity to communicate 
directly with their anonymous audience.
While there are clear issues relating to the evaluation of internet-sourced 
data (including the lack of author profiling and assessing of the level of honesty 
and accuracy in the responses provided), the existence of such sources cannot be 
ignored. The fact that such responses are unsolicited makes them of far greater 
importance to this enquiry than the results of any empirical data survey.
The importance of internet-based fan responses to any discussion of 
musical listening experiences is undeniable. To date, however, no attempt has 
been made to incorporate these data-rich sources within a discussion of musical 
listening practices. For this reason, a new methodology for the systematic 
discussion of internet-sourced listener responses must be created.
The same can be argued of many academics' views on musical listening, for whilst they may be 
highly detailed their claims must always be considered within the specific context of the 
agenda behind that specific piece of writing and the trajectory of the writer’s work in general. 
For example, on 21/01/07, a link to a live recording containing the previously unreleased song 
‘Antichrist Blues’ by the Canadian band Arcade Fire was placed within the ‘Arcade Fire 
discussion’ section of Us Kids Know (available from http://fbrums.arcadefire.net/ search.php? 
st=0&sk=t&sd=d&sr=posts&kevwords^antichrist&start=275 [Accessed 10 June 2006]). It 
received 30 replies/posts and over 300 hits in the first thirty minutes after being posted.
Each forum has a designated ‘moderator’, although they will only intervene if an on-going 
dispute develops into more personal attacks on individual contributors.
As a person's choice of username usually has little or no relation to their birth name or personal 
circumstances, the vast majority of internet forum posts are anonymous.
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Part Three; Towards an analytical methodology of 
focus and forces
Through a constant reference to both the notion of subject-position and the six 
key factors highlighted on pages 65-66, the musical recordings ‘Beautiful’ and 
‘Paranoid Android’ will be considered in the closest level of musical detail 
possible. By presenting a highly detailed picture of the individual sound sources 
that occur within each recording, and by then discussing the extent to which the 
interaction of these sound sources presents a subject-position to a listener, the 
resultant analysis will be able to take account of (and also highlight the basis for) 
any response expressed by a listener. The pitfalls normally associated with close 
musical analysis (formalism and determinism) will be avoided by referral to 
responses by real listeners. While conclusions will be drawn with regard to the 
focus-based subject-position of each recording, any conclusions with regard to 
the subject-position of the recordings as a whole (and their relative success on 
listeners) can only be determined after these listener responses have been 
considered.
Analytical methodology for a timbre-centric, focus-based subject-position
Following the arguments presented by Mason et al. (2000), my analytic method 
will be bipartite, comprising a series of sound-box diagrams and an 
accompanying written commentary. The ultimate ideal for a sound-box diagram 
would be a real-time representation in three-dimensions, with decisions 
regarding the proximity and placement of sound sources being determined 
directly by listeners under test conditions. Not only would such an approach be 
analytically complete, it would also be directly comparable to the musical 
recording at any given instance, and would therefore greatly reduce the need to 
rely on a supporting written commentary. Unfortunately, Mason et al. (2000) 
highlights the fact that scientific methods are as yet unable to produce such 
results. Furthermore, there is no computer program currently available that can 
represent the sound-box in both three-dimensions and in real-time. As such, it 
will be necessary for the purposes of this thesis to represent the sound-box in two 
dimensions, and rely on the analyst (i.e. myself) to make decisions regarding the 
nature of the sound-box and its content for both ‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid 
Android’. In order to minimise the cognitive distance between my perception 
and the depiction of the sound-box, I will include my original hand-drawn 
diagrams within the analysis: transcribing these diagrams into a computer 
program would involve the transcription of my initial hand-drawn diagrams, and 
as such would add an unnecessary further degree of separation between my 
response and the analytical results.
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Whereas both Moore (1993) and Middleton (1993) viewed the sound-box 
as having fixed dimensions, such a view cannot take account of a listener’s 
perception of the nature of this space. As a result, each sound-box diagram will 
be drawn in relation to the largest perceived size of the sound-box that occurs in 
the recording, and will also show the relative size of the sound-box at any given 
moment in relation to this largest extent. The crucial issue of expressing 
proximity in a two-dimensional form will be addressed with reference to shading 
and the use of dotted lines: if two sound sources exist in the same two- 
dimensional area of the sound-box they will be filled with diagonal lines in 
opposing directions, with the object perceived as the most prominent featuring 
unbroken lines.
In light of the discussion of Echard (1999), the use of emotive language 
in the written commentary will be avoided. The use of musical examples within 
the written commentary will be kept to a minimum, in an attempt to avoid their 
promotion over the discussion of timbrai and sonic aspects of the recordings that 
cannot be easily notated.
In the analysis reference will be made throughout to ‘the listener’, and 
also to how momentary changes within an individual sound source will affect 
‘the listener’s attention’. The use of such terminology should not be confused 
with authorial determinism: while providing a list of properties for the 
constituent sound sources would potentially provide a less problematic account 
of the musical recording, it is essential to remember that the act of analysis is (as 
was noted in Chapter 1) a highly personal act. As such, and in acknowledgement 
of the fact that empirical analysis is neither possible nor desirable, the analysis 
that follows should be considered as a highly detailed account of my own 
response to the two recordings being discussed. With this in mind, making a 
comparison between the resultant analytic findings and the collated listener 
responses will be a more straightforward task than if a more objective 
presentation of the analysis (such as one informed by the work of Phillip Tagg) 
had been attempted.
Adapting the methodology for the analysis of promotional videos
In addition to this musical analysis, the accompanying promotional videos for 
both ‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid Android’ will be analysed in depth, as any 
correlations between musical and video content are highly likely to inform a 
listener’s interpretation of a musical recording. By taking the video into account, 
the task of recognising which aspects of a listener’s response relate directly to the 
recording (as opposed to those aspects which relate to external factors introduced 
to the listener primarily through the promotional video) will be greatly 
simplified. The promotional music video for a musical recording provides a
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complex proposition, being both a listener response to the original recording 
whilst being highly influential in the shaping of responses for all other 
listener/viewers. For the purposes of this discussion it is imperative that both 
aspects of the significance of a promotional video are fully explored, and that 
they are treated with an equal level of analytical rigour to the musical recordings.
As the notion of subject-position was first used within film studies, 
adapting the methodology as described above is a relatively straightforward task. 
Instead of sound sources, a promotional video will have individual characters. 
These characters will most likely (but not necessarily) be human or animal 
representations, but could also be any inanimate object or feature (such as a car 
or a mirror) that appears in a number of different scenes. Instead of sections, a 
promotional video will be comprised of separate scenes. These scenes may 
occur on more than one occasion during a video, and may return in an altered, 
shortened or elongated form. The comparison (and/or correlation) of these 
scenes to the sections within a musical recording will help illuminate the 
distinction between the video as part of the art object, and the video as a listener 
response.
As well as taking account of the individual characters and how they relate 
to the constituent scenes, any momentary events which occur in the video that 
appear to directly reflect specific musical events or lyric content (whether 
simultaneous or not) will be noted, in addition to the significance of the camera 
position during a scene.
Adapting the methodology for the analysis of listener responses
For a comparison between these fan-derived sources and the sound source- 
centric, focus-based subject-position of a recording to be possible, both the 
musical recording and any written responses to it will need to be treated as 
equally data-rich, and as such be evaluated in an equally rigorous way. The most 
logical way to treat written responses as data-rich can also be seen to fit in with 
the notion of listener focus: the key words in every response will be listed and 
carefully categorised. Informed by Tagg, the information from these individual 
responses will be collated, and the frequency of different word types (also if they 
relate to specific moments within the recording) will be noted. A more detailed 
discussion of this methodology can be found in Chapter 6.
Fan-derived musical responses (such as those found on fan forum sites or 
posted on Youtube) will not be analysed to the same level of analytical rigour as 
the recordings upon which they are based. Instead, they will be systematically 
compared to the original recording, in order to establish the extent to which they 
replicate (or deviate from) the original. A more detailed discussion of this 
methodology can be found in Chapter 7.
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By comparing the analytic results of the music and video analyses with 
the results of an analysis of all existing listener responses, it will be possible to 
pinpoint any specific features of the recording that inform the majority of these 
listener responses. In so doing, it should be possible to locate (as was so 
succinctly put by Linda Perry) the ‘song inside the tune’. Whilst a high level of 
analytical detail has been sought, no strict formal outline has been followed. In 
response to both the Reisman quote cited in Chapter 1, and also the following 
insightful remark made by Kramer (1993: 14), concluding comments have been 
kept to a minimum:
The usefulness o f all such theories... depends on our according 
each particular theory only a provisional, implicit, occasional 
authority. To do otherwise leads merely to the conventionalised 
recycling o f theoretical terms in concrete instances, and not to 
anything we can properly call interpretation.
Chapter 4 
Paranoid Android’: an analysis of focus and 
forces
Outline structure of ’Paranoid Android’
Section Sub-sections
A Introduction - Verse 1 - Bridge 1 - Verse 2 - Bridge 2
B (part 1) Break 1 - Interlude 1 - Break 2 - Interlude 2
B (part 2) Break 3 - Interlude 3 - Break 4 - Interlude 4
C Refrain 1 -  Refrain 2 -  Refrain 3 -  Refrain 4
B1 Break 5 - Interlude 5 - Break 6 - Interlude 6
Notes on sound-box diagrams
- The black box indicates the largest extent of the sound-box used within the 
recording.
- The vertical broken lines indicate the perceived boundaries of the sound-box 
with the specific section of the recording under consideration.
Circular or oval broken lines indicate sound sources existing in the 
background.
-  Shaded circles or ovals indicate the sound source perceived as closest to a 
listener if two or more sound sources exist in the same two-dimensional 
position.
Abbreviations used in sound-box diagrams for individual sound sources
AG acoustic guitar LGl first lead guitar
AMV additional main vocal LG2 second lead guitar
AV android vocal MV main vocal
BG electric bass guitar R ‘rasp’ (percussion)
CC crash cymbal S ‘shaker’ (percussion)
Cym additional cymbal (kit) SD snare drum (kit)
K distorted keyboard Syn single-note synthesizers
Kit basic drum kit (bass drum, 
snare and cymbal)
WB woodblock (percussion)
WV wordless vocal
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Analysis of 'Paranoid Android'
Section A
Introduction: (0:00 -  0:18)
Although there is a clear sense of space between individual sound sources, there 
are no discernable ‘gaps’ in the sound-box.
The acoustic guitar is clearly the dominant sound source: placed in the 
foreground, it occupies more space in the sound-box than any other sound source 
present. It simultaneously fills the bass and primary melodic layers and from 
0:08-0:17 also occupies the harmonic filler layer. In general, and as is the case 
here, the presence of a sound source within more than one textural layer will 
significantly increase its level of interest, and therefore also its attractive pull on 
a listener’s attention. The texture up until 0:08 is transparent, with each sound 
source being well defined and clearly audible.
In contrast to this clarity, it is important to note the sense of confusion 
created elsewhere within this introductory section. On the simplest level, it is 
unclear just how many different percussion instruments are present in the mix: at 
0:06 a new woodblock sound source of a lower pitch is heard extreme left (below 
original woodblock sound source), and from 0:03-0:05 a shaker is heard at both 
extreme left and right of the sound-box. Whether this is a projected echo is 
unclear. It is also unclear as to whether the striking of the woodblock and the 
rasp are slightly out of sync, or if there is projected echo of the woodblock in the 
top right hand comer of the sound-box.
In any case, this rapid diversion of the listener’s attention from left to 
right creates a sense of movement within the sound-box, one which is pre­
empted by the very opening of the recording: on successive beats we have the
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entries of the rasp (upbeat), acoustic guitar (beat 1) and woodblock (beat 2). The 
effect of this opening is to send the listener’s attention from extreme left to 
centre and then extreme right within the space of a second. The perceived 
microsecond delay between woodblock and rasp effectively continues this 
shifting of focus. The listener will be unsure as to which sound source(s) they 
are intended to maintain their focus upon. Such a situation will, of course, 
inhibit a listener’s ability to engage or identify with a particular sound source. 
The sense of confusion is also heightened by the acoustic guitar: there is sense 
of randomness about the playing style employed, with the irregular appearance 
of bass notes, lack of subtlety of attack, and with the melodic element from 0:08- 
0:18 being submerged within strummed chords. All of these factors contribute to 
an overall sense of clutter and also of a slight lack of control for this sound 
source.
At 0:08, the transparency of the texture is threatened by the entry of lead 
guitar 1. It is foregrounded in the same place in the mix as the woodblocks. This 
creates the effect of moving the percussion sound sources from the foreground to 
the middle ground, thereby reducing their role in the ongoing dialogue between 
the sound sources. This technique of reducing prominence through envelopment 
or suffocation becomes a key element of the recording.
In spite of the multi-textural role of the acoustic guitar, the entry of the 
lead guitar sees it sharing the role of main focal point. While it shares melodic 
material with the acoustic guitar, it amplifies the melodic line submerged within 
the acoustic guitar’s chordal strumming and shows a small level of independence 
from the other guitar sound source with the final notes of its two phrases (at 
0:09-0:12 and 0:15-0:17 respectively). In addition, the tone colour presented by 
the lead guitar is new, and it employs a flange effect to vary its tone colour. As 
the level of prominence of the acoustic and lead guitars in the sound-box is 
effectively equal, there is again confusion for the listener in terms of which 
sound source to focus upon: whilst the acoustic guitar is more spatially 
prominent, the lead guitar is more clearly articulated.
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V erse li (0:18-0:46)
The musical structure of this sub-section is identical to that of the Introduction.
The entry of the vocal (0:18) effectively redefines the dynamic 
parameters of the recording: in the Introduction the entry of the lead guitar was 
prominent over the percussion only due to its larger surface area, whereas the 
vocal’s dominance over the acoustic guitar (both are positioned at the centre of 
the sound-box) occurs through its possession of a louder dynamic. As such, the 
main vocal sound source appears to partially superimpose itself upon the acoustic 
guitar’s virtual space. In general, the louder the relative dynamic of a sound 
source, the nearer to the listener the sound source will be positioned (with a 
relatively loud dynamic placing a sound source in the foreground).
There is a slight confusion, however, as to whether the vocal exerts a 
greater force on the listener than the lead guitar: for its first phrase, the vocal 
fades out when the lead guitar enters (0:26-0:28). Although for its second phrase 
there is a long held note, the dynamic level (and breath control) is reduced (0:44- 
0:48). Both of these occurrences suggest that the vocal has, at this point, a 
subservient relationship with the lead guitar.
The brief lead guitar phrase heard at 0:41 neither reinforces nor 
comments upon the vocal material, being an extended resolution of the previous 
lead guitar line. In any case, its presence detracts from the force being exerted 
by the vocal. The fact that the vocal does not (at this stage) demonstrate any 
rhythmic independence prevents it from being truly dominant over the slightly 
syncopated lead guitar line.
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BridgeJi (0:47-1:07)
MV
As occurred with the vocal in the Introduction, the entry of the second lead guitar 
(extreme right - Example 4.2 on page 78) redefines the size of the sound-box, 
this time in terms of width (left to right). Being superimposed over the 
percussion heard on the right hand side, the second lead guitar sound source 
(combined with the first lead guitar) effectively forces all the percussion sound 
sources into the middle ground.
The fact there are two sound sources occupying the same two- 
dimensional space in the sound-box creates a combined force at the point of 
superimposition. In this first Bridge section, there are four places of 
superimposition which effectively combine to create a single force with the sole 
aim of distracting the listener’s focus from the vocal.
The second lead guitar assumes dominance over the first through being 
not only a new sound source but also through its clearer articulation (consistent 
tone quality, a piercing bell-like note) and slightly louder dynamic. Through not 
changing in volume or intensity of delivery, the acoustic guitar is effectively 
pushed back into the middle ground.
To counteract the presence of the two lead guitars (and in particular the 
second lead), a more strident vocal tone is employed, using noticeably more 
effort, less vibrato and a louder dynamic. Furthermore, the superimposed nature 
of the percussion and electric lead guitar is countered through the use of a spoken 
voice placed in the centre of the sound-box just below the vocal, with the novelty 
of this additional voice drawing the listener’s attention to the main vocal (‘T may 
be paranoid... but no android”: 0:51-0:56, identical repeat at 0:59-1:04). The 
effect of this, however, could be seen as cancelled out by the derivative vocal 
melody, whose contour (ascent then descent of a tone) was previously heard in 
all three guitar lines simultaneously (Example 4.1).
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Example 4.1:
0:49 - 0:5%: Main Vocal
-Ù
Wljat's lIlCTC?-
Example 4.2:
0:47 - Lead gUtar 2
2 #
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Verse 2: (1:07-1:36)
m v
AG
The musical structure in this section is identical to that of Verse 1.
In the absence of the second lead guitar, both the first lead guitar and the 
right-hand percussion sound sources become more prominent. As the vocal is no 
longer superimposed over the android voice, the combined force of the first lead 
guitar and left hand percussion should become the dominant force. However, the 
vocal now works in collusion with the acoustic guitar and the bass guitar to 
produce a countering force of similar (if not greater) strength.
If there is an apparent power struggle between these two instrumental 
groups, the lead instruments of these groups engage in a similar battle. The main 
vocal sound source employs a new melodic line, although it is composed entirely 
of previously heard elements: the first four notes correspond to the descent heard 
in the voice on ‘there’ in Bridge 1, the next three to the opening notes of the 
guitar lines in Bridge 1 (see Example 4.2), and the remaining notes outline the 
descending fifth outlined by the first lead guitar in the Introduction (0:08-0:11).
The first lead guitar also provides a compilation of old ideas. It is 
essentially an embellishment of the melody outlined by the acoustic guitar, but 
with new bass movement (1:09-1:11) and with a three-note chromatically 
descending figure shared with the bass guitar at 1:24-l :25.
The use of new material displayed here would appear to make the guitar- 
led group the dominant force, but when the fact that there are three sound sources 
constituting the voeal-led group is taken into account their two combined forces 
appear to be equal. In addition, the split-octave nature of the lead guitar line 
could be seen as presenting not a unified voice but two separate voices.
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Bridge 2t (1:37-1:57)
MV
R
The musical structure of this section is identical to that of Bridge 1.
The instrumental sound sources here are a near-identical repeat of those 
found in Bridge 1, with the notable exception of the first lead guitar. It plays an 
embellished variant on the original line, and by thus providing the only new 
material its force increases. Furthermore, at 1:53 it becomes the first sound 
source to demonstrate rhythmic independence, playing a repeated 3-note figure 
and creating syncopation.
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Section B 
Break 1; (1:57-2:09)
AGr
TL
As both the two vocal sound sources and also the two electric guitar sound 
sources drop out of the sound-box (the second after a long held note), there is a 
return to the texture of the Introduction, with the acoustic guitar again the 
dominant force. When considered in combination, the acoustic guitar and 
percussion sound sources could be seen to represent a reassertion of the 
‘acoustic’ or ‘natural’ as opposed to the ‘mechanical’ or ‘synthesized’, with the 
latter represented by the electric guitar sound sources.
There is no sound source occupying the harmonic filler layer. While the 
acoustic guitar shares a 10-note riff with the bass guitar (Example 4.3), the 
former appears more dominant through its use of extra notes/embellishments:
Example 4.3:
1:57 - 2;0D : AoDizsti : Guitar and Electric Bass G'jitar
?
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Interlude 1; (2:09-2:20)
n
R
The most significant feature of the Interlude sub-sections (of which this is the 
first) is the predominant use of a 7/8 time signature. As the alternating Break 
sections are all exclusively in 4/4, it is worth considering the use of 7/8 as 4/4 
with a semi-quaver beat removed. Such a view is supported when the drum 
patterns before and during Interlude 1 are considered. A comparison of 
Examples 4.4a and 4.5 (see page 83) shows the latter to be identical to the former 
with the exception of the final semi-quaver beat (which has been omitted). This 
situation does not recur, however, in the relation between Break 3 and Interlude 
3, or between Break 4 and Interlude 4: in both instances the removed semiquaver 
occurs between beats 5 1/2 and 6 1/2 (see Example 4.7, bars 2 and 5). Although 
such a distinction may not be aurally perceptible, the level of syncopation is 
lessened, with a noticeable change in the ‘feel’ of the drum pattern.
The loss of a semiquaver from the middle of the bar to create the 7/8 
drum pattern holds a specific purpose, enabling the drum kit sound source to 
share rhythmic material with the first lead guitar sound source. Whereas in 
Break 1 the two guitars both used the same rhythmic outline, here the second 
lead guitar gains rhythmic independence. With all of its notes in even 
semiquavers, the character of this line clashes with the syncopation heard 
elsewhere, creating a conflict reminiscent of that held between the acoustic guitar 
and the drum kit in the very first bar of the song.
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Example 4.4a:
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Example 4.4b:
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It is also noteworthy that in this section the electric bass guitar gains its greatest 
melodic and rhythmic freedom from the two lead guitar sound sources. The 
texture of the sound-box is the same as for Break 1, but with the addition of a 
half-sung, half-uttered vocal sound source (middle ground, centre of the sound­
box), and with distorted keyboard fading in just left of the vocal. The vocal is 
also ‘noisy’, taking noticeably greater energy to produce than before, and with 
non-pitched grunts between phrases (2:11,2:14 and 2:16).
With the guitar now placed firmly and solely within the harmonic filler 
layer, and with the voice singing unmelodic material, the bass guitar takes on the 
duel role of providing the harmonic bass and melodic interest. Having been 
superimposed by both the acoustic guitar and vocal, the bass guitar sound source 
was previously held in the middle ground. With a significantly lower vocal 
dynamic, however, the bass can now be heard clearly, moving to the foreground 
and becoming the main attractive force for the first time in the recording.
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At 2:10, the percussion on both sides of the sound-box are faded out, 
creating for the first time a sense of space either side of the centre (filled only 
partially by the reverb/echo on the keyboard on the right hand side)
A “Grrrrrrrrr” sound is employed by the vocal towards the end of, the 
section (2:18-2:20), along with what could be viewed as either a processed and 
pre-emptive echo, or a complementary mechanical sound heard centre-right in 
the sound-box. In any case, it pre-empts the upcoming re-entry of electronically 
produced sound sources, with the echo panning from left to right while the vocal 
remains in the centre (2:17-2:19).
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Break 2: (2:20-2:32)
Mv
The musical structure of Break 2 is identical to that , of Break 1. The texture, 
however, has some important differences from Break 1 : for the first time since 
the Introduction, the overall texture is transparent, with no overlapping of sound 
sources except for the vocal and acoustic guitar. As a result, the sound sources 
are once again perceived as individual entities.
This sense of individuality is heightened by the sense of space between 
the sound sources (although there are no discernable ‘gaps’ in the sound-box). In 
addition, they are not directly competing for the listener’s attention. For 
example, when either the main vocal or one of the two electric lead guitar sound 
sources is heard the other two are not present. This does not, however, mean that 
it is clear which sound source the listener should be focussing upon. The 
introduction of a new vocal sound source (“aha-ha”: foreground, extreme right, 
2:21-2:22 and 2:28), heard while the main vocal is present, causes the listener to 
keep shifting focus from centre to right. With the arrival of the first lead guitar 
sound source, the focus is moved immediately to the extreme left. In addition, a 
mirror-image echo of the lead guitar (extreme right, middle ground) causes the 
listener to shift focus from left to right at a very fast rate, just as was encouraged 
in the Introduction (with the time delay between the woodblock and rasp sound 
sources).
The tremolo effect heard on both the first lead guitar and its echo can be 
related to the “Grrrrrrrrr” sound heard at the end of Interlude 1, with the tremolo 
representing a slowed down version of the “Grrrrrrrrr” sound. Both the previous 
“Grrrrrrrrr” and the use of a grunt by the vocal at the end of this sub-section 
(2:30-2:31) suggest inarticulacy on the part of the vocal sound sources.
In spite of their physical and temporal separation, the bass guitar, first 
lead guitar, vocal and acoustic guitar sound sources all share the 10-note ‘riff  
originally introduced by the acoustic guitar at the beginning of Break 1, with this 
implying a sense of harmony (as opposed to conflict) in this sub-section.
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Interlude 2: (2:32-2:42)
A Ç
The musical structure of this sub-section is identical to that of Interlude 1.
A slight textural variation occurs relating to the distorted keyboard sound 
source, which by starting at a louder dynamic level now possesses a stronger 
force than the main vocal, and is therefore now an equal force to the bass guitar. 
However, by being very close in proximity to both the bass guitar and the 
keyboard, the voice is the indirect focus of attention, and therefore increases its 
relative prominence.
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Breaks: (2:42-2:54)
SD
L.
The musical structure of Break 3 is identical to that of the previous break 
sections (Breaks 1 and 2). In terms of texture, however, there are a number of 
key differences. The immediate re-entry of the two lead guitars (both now 
heavily distorted and placed firmly in the foreground), synchronised with a 
forceful vocal delivery (“You don’t remember”: 2:42-2:43), is the sonic 
equivalent of a punch in the face, noticeably increasing the size of the sound-box, 
with this effective use of superimposition providing a direct contrast to the use of 
juxtaposition in Break 2. Its employment here also leads to a now familiar 
problem for the listener: with the two lead guitar sound sources placed at extreme 
left and right, and the voice in the centre, on what are they to focus? This 
situation temporarily resolves itself when the guitars drop out almost 
immediately, but after a couple of seconds they return with similar force.
For both their entry and re-entry, the two lead guitars begin with rapid 
downward glissandi, ending on an indefinite pitch. In order to compete with the 
guitars, the main vocal employs punk-influenced speech-singing for the first (and 
only) time, although by 2:48 this has evolved back into pitched singing. The 
effect of the combination is to de-familiarise the familiar, making an already 
unstable harmonic progression appear tonally ambiguous. In the midst of this, 
the acoustic guitar sound source (which was the primary focus in the 
Introduction) is greatly reduced in importance, being shifted to the background 
by the second arrival of the lead guitar sound sources (at 2:44). When 
considered in combination with the loss of both opening sound sources 
(percussion and acoustic guitar) a sense of disorientation and uncertainty as to 
what will happen next is created.
To complement this sense o f , there is the contrast between the characters 
of the main vocal and the two lead guitar sound sources. After an apparently 
confident opening gesture, the main vocal’s indecisiveness as to how to continue 
(or indeed on what melodic material to use in particular) makes it appear lost and 
directionless. In comparison, the guitars follow the second glissandi with the 10-
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note riff and display confidence through the addition of their own 
embellishments: a slight upwards bend for the second lead guitar, and a larger 
bend accompanied by an independent rhythmic figure for the first lead guitar 
(2:48-2:50). The main vocal picks up on this rapid rhythmic movement in the 
first lead guitar for its next phrase ("Off with his head man... remember my 
name”), but despite varying its employment the effect is one of frantic 
borrowing, leading the voice to appear subservient to another sound source for 
the first time in the recording. The implication of this is clear: although a listener 
may feel disorientated, the lead guitar sound sources know what will happen 
next. Having removed the competition (the main vocal) the listener should focus 
upon them from now on, and upon the first lead guitar sound source in particular.
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Interlude 3: (2:54-3:04);
% A O'#
Whilst the musical structure of Interlude 3 is identical to that of Interludes 1 and 
2, on this occasion there is no real distinction between the end of Break 3 and the 
start of this Interlude, primarily due to the continuation of the two guitar and 
vocal lines.
The two lead guitars appear to switch roles, with the first lead guitar 
sound source using the held-note idea first used by the second lead guitar sound 
source in Break 1, and with the second guitar introducing new material for the 
first time (Example 4.6 on page 83). The opening gesture of the second lead 
guitar line is a large leap (a major tenth). As this idea is almost immediately 
copied by the main vocal (which uses an octave leap at 2:59), the latter again 
appears subservient to the lead guitar sound sources.
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Break 4: (3:04-3:16)
In a similar way to the transition between Break 3 and Interlude 3, Break 4 loses 
its individual identity through the continuation of sound sources from Interlude 
3, along with an (almost) identical spatial and textural layout. In this case it is 
the first lead guitar providing the connection, beginning its solo passage with a 
glissandi at the very end of the Interlude 3 (3:03). The overall effect is one of 
structural disintegration, disorientating for the listener by threatening the now 
established break-interlude-break-interlude pattern.
As in Interlude 3, the role of the second guitar sound source is elevated 
from merely imitating the first lead guitar to (in the absence of the voice) 
challenging the listener’s focus on the first lead guitar: while its material here is 
the 10-note riff, the second lead guitar embellishes the riff with new ideas (pitch 
bend combined with tremolo, then tremolo combined with oscillating glissandi).
Meanwhile, the first lead guitar presents new melodic material, although 
all elements relate to material that has been previously heard. Firstly, the rapid 
tremolo picking of its opening phrase (3:03-3:10) could be seen as derivative of 
the vocal “Grrrrrrrrr” in Interlude 1. Its second phrase (3:10-3:15) uses a 
repeated 4-note pattern in a similar way to the 3-note pattern used in Bridge 1 
(irregular and syncopated repetition). Finally, it ends on a descending tremolo 
onto an unspecified pitch, and in so doing announces quite clearly that this is the 
end of a sub-section.
It is perhaps coincidental, but the melodic detail of the first lead guitar 
line also demonstrates the transitional nature of this sub-section. After the 
glissandi the line begins with an ascending then descending tone (3:05-3:08), and 
closes with an ascending then descending semitone (3:14-3:15). As the material 
prior to the re-entry of the lead guitars in Break 3 was relatively stable in terms 
of tonality, and the melodic line for the guitar in the next section (Interlude 4) is 
tonally unstable, this shift from tone to semitone movement could be viewed as 
pre-emptive.
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It is worth noting that the drum pattern heard throughout the piece (and 
which is present until the end of the first bar of this sub-section) is not only 
syncopated but has a bass/snare drum pattern which is almost identical to that 
most prevalent in Break 3 and Break 4. In this respect, it could be argued that, 
although the lead guitar sound sources are the most prominent sound sources at 
this point, the main rhythmic figure they employ in all four break sections (which 
is also the 10-note riff) is clearly derivative of the original drum pattern. The 
supremacy of the lead guitars in this respect, therefore, is due to relative dynamic 
levels: the initial drum pattern is barely audible. Furthermore, the first
appearance of this rhythmic pattern in the acoustic guitar is also low in dynamic 
level and does not draw emphasis to its rhythmic aspects. In this respect, the 
loud re-entry of the lead guitars in Break 3 makes the syncopated rhythmic figure 
appear both startling and new.
Of similar importance is the emphasis placed on the first and last semi­
quavers made in the first bar of both Break 4 and Break 3, being indicative of a 
wider concern with accenting behind the beat. In Example 4.4a (on page 83) the 
expected drum accent on the 5  ^ semiquaver is placed a 1/4 beat early, whilst in 
the opening material for the acoustic guitar (Example 4.4b, page 83) the expected 
accents on 3^  ^and 7^  ^are placed a 1/4 beat early. Whilst melodic syncopation is 
a common feature of vocal lines in popular music, in this context its deployment 
gains extra significance. For example, the first phrase of the verse melody is 
entirely syncopated (with the exception of the first note), and a similar use of 
syncopation occurs in Breaks 1 and 2.
Of even greater importance is the more specific relationship between a 
guitar sound source and the drum kit in terms of synchronicity: by comparing 
Examples 4.4a and 4.4b it becomes clear that for both the drum kit and the 
acoustic guitar the first material heard from both sound sources is syncopated, 
but crucially with different off-beats being accented in each. This situation 
remains when the acoustic guitar introduces a second rhythmic idea, where the 
off-beats 4 and 7 are now accented, splitting the bar into 3+3+2.^ In Break 4 the 
use of parallel but contrasting syncopated figures is also in evidence, with the 
rhythmic displacement of the second lead guitar clashing with the bass/snare 
drum syncopation (compare Example 4.6 with third bar of Example 4.7 on page 
83). In addition, rhythmic conflict exists within the drum kit sound source, 
firstly between the various cymhals (sounded either on the beat or the half-beat) 
and the aforementioned bass/snare combination (predominantly syncopated), and 
also between the syncopated cymbals and the drum fill (Example 4.7, bar 4).
For most of Break 3 the drum kit was in rhythmic unison with the two 
lead guitars. In Break 4, however, the relationship is one of call-and-response.
 ^As opposed to the prevailing 4+4.
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with the second lead guitar taking a leading role over the drum kit. In the space 
of a single section the drums have therefore been reduced in importance from 
being rhythmically independent and influencing the acoustic guitar figuration in 
Break 1 to being subservient to the two lead guitars. This position is affirmed 
when comparison is made with Break 3: whereas the second lead guitar has 
entirely new melodic interest, the only new feature for the drum kit is the mini­
fill at the end of the sub-section.
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Interlude 4: (3:16-3:33)
L A  i .
The musical structure of Interlude 4 is identical to that of the previous Interlude 
sections, but with the addition of a playout (in this case, a long held chord).
The first lead guitar sound source has the main melody, and is therefore 
the dominant force. Its melody constitutes new material, using both versions of 
the whole-tone scale. This creates a sense of confusion regarding the harmonic 
goal, and in so doing suggests that the section will end in a different manner to 
the previous Interludes.
This final interlude sub-section also contains the most complex melodic 
writing found in the recording. Within the space of four bars the lead guitar 
sound source employs four distinct melodic fi'agments, each relating to a 
different musical mode: G-A-B-A-B-A-G (C Ionian), Ab-Bb-C-Bb-Ab (C 
Aeolian), Gb-Ab-E-Gb-B-D (B Dorian or possibly D Ionian) and A-Ab-G-Gb-A 
(A Chromatic).
This guitar solo is also a study in the use of string bends, with 1/4, 1/2 
and full-step upwards pitch bends being used. With the exception of the last five 
notes, there is also an emphasis placed on the interval of a whole tone, one which 
is complemented by the relationship between the three chords used in the 
repeating harmonic sequence (C-Ab-Bb-C). This emphasis on the whole tone 
has a noticeable effect on listener perceptions, for whilst the previous three 
Interludes had effectively made the material redundant in terms of harmonic 
content, by highlighting the angularity of the chord sequence the guitar solo re­
characterises this material, forcing the listener to maintain focus on the two lead 
guitar sound sources.
In stark contrast to such rhythmic complexities, for the final half bar of 
Interlude 4 all the sound sources present are in rhythmic unison, and also move 
in parallel motion. A syncopated figure is used, and the four-note chromatic 
descent is clearly derived from the 3-note figure heard at the end of Bridge 1 
(1:06-1:07). If the melodic figure was previously used to highlight the end of a
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sub-section, here the effect is more dramatic and may signal (in conjunction with 
the following chord) to a first-time listener the apparent end of the piece.
Complementing the previous rhythmical confusion, the nature of the final 
sustained chord of this Interlude is not readily apparent, with its identity is 
camouflaged by disappearance of the electric bass guitar, the immediate move of 
the first lead guitar from the left to the centre of the mix, the use of upper 
harmonics (created by feedback) by both lead guitars, and the incessant and 
distracting cymbals. Whilst this may have a negligible effect on a listener. 
Example 4.7 highlights that in no two bars can the material sounded by the drum 
kit be seen as identical. For instance, bars 5-7 of Example 4.7 are distinguished 
by the presence of a crash and single cymbal on the first and last semi-quavers 
respectively (bar 5), the single cymbal crash (bar 6), and the absence of crash or 
single cymbals (bar 7).
At 3:25, there is a homophonie texture, with all three guitars playing a 
chromatic line descending a minor third (Example 4.8 on page 96). At 3:27 the 
held ‘chord’ starts: the two guitars play just single harmonics a minor ll/^ apart. 
While this marks the end of the section, the unresolved nature of the harmony 
means that a sense of closure is not possible. From 3:27 onwards the crash 
cymbals become the focus of attention.
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Section C
Refrain 1: (3:33-4:04)
WV
A new section is announced with a crash cymbal (3:33-3:35). With the first 
chord of this new section the question of tonality left unanswered in the previous 
section is immediately resolved: the upper of the two held harmonics from the 
fourth interlude (played by the second lead guitar sound source) becomes the 
tonic note for Refrain 1.
As the second lead guitar fades away, its space in the sound-box is 
occupied by two sound sources, a single-note synthesiser and tenor voice 
(wordless), both of which maintain the new tonic note. The first lead guitar is 
replaced by a wordless bass vocal sound source which enters on the tonic note an 
octave lower than the tenor voice. In spite of the relatively quiet general 
dynamic level, and the fact that all sound sources are clearly defined, there are no 
perceivable holes in the sound-box.
The most significant textural change is the re-emergence of the acoustic 
guitar sound source which, as it was in the Introduction, is placed centrally and 
in the foreground. Stripped of its previous dual bass and primary melodic roles, 
and existing solely within the harmonic filler layer, it is now supported by a 
softly played drum kit as opposed to strident percussion. The percussive nature 
of the guitar playing and the placement of both sound sources at the centre of the 
sound-box means that the kit and guitar are heard more as a single entity than as 
separate sound sources. Similarly, the tenor voice and the single-note synthesiser 
sound sources are heard as a single entity. Taken as a whole, the opening few 
seconds of the refrain section provide a complete contrast to the previous section: 
the dynamic level is lower and the texture transparent, with a clear tonal goal and 
with sound sources working together to create an overall calming effect.
The new lower dynamic is complemented by a noticeably slower tempo, 
a slower rate of strumming on the acoustic guitar (space can now be heard 
between strums), and the first wholly diatonic chord progression to be heard in
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the recording. Where the previous section ended with a homophonie 4-note 
chromatically descending figure (Example 4.8) the first refrain also begins with a 
4-note chromatically descending figure (Example 4.9), this time monophonic, 
and crucially resolving onto a recognisable chord (submediant -  A minor).
Example 4.8:
3:25 - 3:33 : Lead Guitar 1
: -------------------------^ ------------------------------   I        — ,
Example 4.9:
3:34 - 3:41 : Word]css tenor voice
d ;
The tenor and bass vocal sound sources are placed in the foreground and 
involve no discernable effects, processing or change in dynamic. A second tenor 
vocal sound source, also wordless, enters at 3:40 at the extreme left of the sound­
box, with audible use of reverb and a varying dynamic level. Being the 
dominant force, when combined with the solenmity of the other sound sources, a 
‘church’ ambience is evoked. Initially, this second tenor voice is partially 
submerged by the bass voice, but it cuts straight through the bass vocal sound 
source at two points (3:59 and 4:03). These two moments, when combined with 
its tremulous nature and an echo that reaches to the centre of the sound-box, 
(from 3:59-4:04), create a ‘ghostly’ persona.
It is perhaps also worth noting that while there were three guitar sound 
sources and one vocal sound source earlier in the song, this situation is reversed 
in Refrain 1, with three vocal sound sources and one guitar sound source present. 
On a macroscopic level, this could be construed as a counter-force to the force 
exerted in the previous sections.
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Refrain 2; (4:04-4:34)
The musical structure is essentially the same as in Refrain 1, but with three key 
differences: the main vocal sound source returns, placed in the centre of the 
sound-box, with no use of reverb and a slight overlap with acoustic guitar (as 
occurred in Verse 1 after the Introduction). With the arrival of the main vocal the 
second tenor vocal (ghostly, placed to the extreme left) disappears. Also, from 
4:17-4:34 the synthesiser pad sound source becomes distinct from the tenor voice 
sound source.
The main vocal also starts with a chromatic descent [Eb-D-D-C#], but 
subsequently ceases to interact with the other vocal lines. For example, on the 
words “From a great height, from a great”, the main vocal has a stepwise 
ascending line whilst all other voices descend in conjunct motion. With the 
second tenor vocal sound source no longer present, the main vocal is the only 
voice not to conform to the prevailing homophony, and on the second “height” is 
the only sound source to use syncopation. Despite being clearly the main force 
present, its shaky vibrato and soft, fade-in entry suggests a lack of confidence.
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Refrain 3; (4:34-5:05)
The musical structure of Refrain 3 replicates its two predecessors, but there are 
notable differences in texture from Refrain 2. The second tenor vocal sound 
source returns at 4:34, with the same reverb but a constant dynamic (extreme top 
left, foreground), providing a counterpoint to the main vocal sound source. On 
the first “down” (4:36-4:38), the main vocal appears unsure which of two notes it 
is supposed to be singing. Also, on the first “me” (4:46-4:50), there is a 
noticeable loss of breath control. When combined, these events suggest that the 
main vocal is less confident than in the second refrain. As in Refrain 2, the 
synthesiser pad sound source becomes audible from just before the second “from 
a great height” (4:53-4:57).
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Section
Refrain 4: (5:05-5:35)
At 5:05, a new vocal sound source enters, placed directly behind the main vocal. 
Whilst the new sound source sings the “Rain down... From a great height” 
material, the main vocal sound source has new lyric and melodic material, 
becoming more confident in tone (less vibrato). For the first couple of seconds 
(5:05-5:07) there appear to be two new vocal sound source behind the pre­
existing one, but one has been lost by the next word, “down” (5:08).
The remaining new vocal sound source has a slightly lower dynamic 
level: it is located in the middle ground and as such does not detract from the 
force of the main vocal. Perhaps in response to the presence of this second main 
vocal, the acoustic guitar strumming increases slightly in both intensity and 
dynamic level.
In a similar way to the new vocal at 5:05-5:07, there is an illusion of 
double-tracking for the main vocal with the words “ ...o f pig skin, The dust 
and...” (5:11-5:14), which further bolsters its position within the mix. At the 
words “God loves his children” (5:29-5:35), the acoustic guitar has melodic 
through the use of a 4-3 suspension, which could be viewed as an anticipation of 
its primarily melodic role in the ensuing Break 5.
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Break 5: (5:36-5:47)
Break 5 begins with crash cymbals, and a final word from the main vocal sound 
source (“yeah”: 5:35-5:37). The acoustic guitar regains both the aggressive 
strumming pattern and dual harmonic bass and primary melodic roles it held in 
earlier break sections, but it is almost immediately forced into the background by 
the return of the two lead guitar and bass guitar sound sources. As occurred in 
Break 3, all enter with an isolated descending glissando, followed by the 10-note 
riff, which is (as before) followed by a pitch bend (5:41 -5:44).
A solitary vocal sound source is heard in the centre of the mix, (5:41- 
5:47), but it is placed so far into the background that no words can be made out. 
The definition is so poor that it cannot be discerned whether the voice is human 
or the android of the song's title. Combined with the shock re-entry of the 
electric guitars, it is unclear which sound source the listener is to focus upon, as 
both the lead guitars and the voice draw attention to themselves.
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Interlude 5: (5:47-5:58^
R
Whether human or android, the vocal sound source becomes completely 
inaudible with the entry of the ‘gasping’ noises (slightly right of centre, 
foreground) at 5:47. Again, it is initially unclear as to whether these new noises 
derive from a human or a machine: they could easily be construed as air pressure 
being released from a valve. Elsewhere, the first lead guitar sound source has 
new melodic material and employs a new tone colour, which appears to 
randomly create very high frequency sounds of non-specific pitch (5:48, 5:52- 
5:53, 5:55 and 5:58), with these sounds varying in both tone quality and duration.
The combined effect of the loss of the vocal and the random nature of the 
first lead guitar sound source is, as in the preceding Break 5, one of 
disorientation and continual shifting of focus: the first lead guitar is the most 
dominant force, but only when the ‘gasping’ noises are not present.
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Break 6: (5:58-6:09)
The first lead guitar sound source adds to the confusion by splitting itself into 
two personae, both of which possess their own distinct timbrai quality: the first 
involves simultaneous string bends with an over-driven tone (5:58-6:00 and 
6:04-6:06), whilst the second combines the overdriven sound with a tremulous 
echo, the echo also incorporating the randomly pitched noises first heard in 
Interlude 5.
The second lead guitar sound source also demonstrates its independence, 
albeit to a lesser extent. It still plays the 10-note riff, but follows its first 
appearance with a long pitch bend (6:01-6:03), and the second with a smaller 
pitch bend followed by a leap to an unrelated high pitch (6:07-6:09).
There are two instances in this section where sound sources of a possibly 
human origin are heard. The first is a long ‘gurgling’ sound source (placed 
centrally and in the middle ground: 5:59-6:02), which is followed almost 
immediately by a held “baaaa” sound source (centre, middle ground, 6:03-6:06). 
The latter is distinguished from the former through its use of slow tremolo effect. 
As occurred in Interlude 5, a potentially human vocal sound source (the “baaaa” 
sound source) is replaced with the ‘gasping’ noise (6:07-6:09).
With all of this activity occurring within the sound-box, the effect is the 
complete opposite of focus: the listener is being bombarded with so much 
information that the likely response would be to focus on none of the presented 
sound sources.
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Interlude 6: (6:09-6:23)
The most striking distinction with Interlude 5 occurs through the addition of the 
shaker sound source (extreme right, foreground) at 6:09, which evokes the sound 
of galloping horses. The shaker works with the second lead guitar to provide a 
countering force to the first lead guitar sound source. The latter employs new 
melodic material based around the whole-tone scale. Perhaps to compete with the 
shaker, the first lead guitar also appears to emanate ‘wailing’ noises (6:11-6:12, 
6:14-6:15 and 6:16-6:17), and by so doing asserts itself as the dominant force.
The final musical material is directly related to the end of Interlude 4. 
Instead of following the homophonie chromatic descent with a held note, 
however, it ends abruptly. The last sound heard is the crash cymbal, which has 
been used previously to highlight sectional boundaries.
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Analytical conclusions
Sections and sub-sections
Whilst listeners will undoubtedly draw different conclusions on the significance 
of the musical recording of ‘Paranoid Android’, a number of key trends and 
ongoing narratives can be identified, all of which will contribute (to different 
extents) to their personal interpretation.
The recording can be split into four sections, A-B-C-Bl :
Section Name Start Time (sec): Sub-sections Approximate 
Dynamic level
A 0:00 Introduction mp
0:18 Verse 1 mf
0:47 Bridge 1 mf
1:07 Verse 2 mf
1:37 Bridge 2 mf
B (part 1) 1:57 Break 1 mf
2:09 Interlude 1 mf
2:20 Break 2 mf
232 Interlude 2 mf
B (part 2) 2:42 Break 3 f
2:54 Interlude 3 f
3:04 Break 4 f
3:16 Interlude 4 f
C 3:33 Refrain 1 mf
4:04 Refrain 2 mf
4:34 Refrain 3 m f
5:05 Refrain 4 mf
B1 5:36 Break 5 f
5:47 Interlude 5 f
5:58 Break 6 f
6:09 Interlude 6 f
Table 4.1: The component sections and sub-sections o f ‘Paranoid Android’
Although sections A and C are musically distinct they share the same basic 
dynamic level. Section 131 is a reprise of the section B (part 2), whilst section B 
(part 1) has a transitional nature, combining the sound sources present in section 
A with the musical material of section B (part 2).
Forces and sound sources
In the three B sections the sound sources are concerned with power struggles: 
the acoustic guitar and percussion are ultimately subservient to the electric lead 
guitars and drum kit respectively. The main vocal is overpowered by the lead 
guitar sound sources, which also have a tussle for superiority. The proximity of 
the individual sound sources to the listener is also indicative of their strength, 
with ‘weaker’ sound sources banished into the middle ground or background.
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In the shift from section B (part one) to section B (part two) force is 
answered with counterforce, which in combination with the constant oscillation 
between break and interlude sections leads to an ever-increasing sense of tension. 
Perhaps in response to this, section C is slower in tempo and contains only one 
musical thematic idea. Furthermore, the sound sources in section C are more 
concerned with being complementary (as opposed to their reactionary nature in 
the B sections), with predominantly homophonie movement and parallel or 
similar motion occurring between them. Even the nature of these sources is 
similar, with the wordless tenor vocal and the synthesiser pad sound sources 
being practically indistinguishable for the majority of the section. The android 
voice is no longer present, and all the vocal sound sources heard are similar in 
timbre (i.e. adult male human), have a consistent timbre and are present 
throughout the section. In contrast, there are a number of sound sources in 
section B1 which are brief in their presence, and which may or may not be 
human in origin.
The employment of a main vocal sound source in both provides a firm 
link between sections A and C. In section A there are slight variations in the 
main vocal (vibrato-laden in the verse, more strident in the bridge), but it 
maintains a constant presence and is clearly adult male in origin. The 
relationships between sound sources displayed in this section are somewhere 
between the situations apparent in the C and B sections, although closer in 
character to Section C: the music is polyphonic and the sound sources have their 
own distinct identities (as in the B sections), but a sense of equilibrium is 
achieved by a lack of direct competition. In Section A the presence of a stronger 
force does not necessitate action, as is displayed by the fact the lead guitar and 
the main vocal sound sources overlap but are not heard simultaneously. By 
contrast, the strong arrival of the two lead guitars in section B (start of Break 3, 
2:42) is met with an active response by the main vocal sound source.
It is now apparent that the structure of the song represents a macroscopic 
tussle, one between order and complementarity (sections A and C), or 
individuality and chaos (B and Bl). This situation is also clearly present on a 
microscopic level, as the relationships between individual sound source clearly 
demonstrate: the sense of confusion and chaos is present in the Introduction with 
the erratic use of percussion, but this is countered by the lulling regularity of the 
plucked acoustic guitar. In the concluding Interlude 6 the percussion are again 
present, but any sense of order and calm has been obliterated: the random pitches 
and ‘wailing’ noises emitted from the lead guitar sound source are greeted with a 
threatening-sounding (and slightly out-of-time) shaker. Order may prevail in 
section C (and to a lesser extent section A), but ultimately confusion reigns.
The macroscopic layout also reveals a more particular set of opposing 
forces. In sections A and C the main vocal sound source is prevalent (if not
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always dominant), whilst in sections B and Bl the two lead guitars are the most 
consistently present sound source. As was demonstrated by the analysis, these 
two sets of sound sources are battling for supremacy from the start. As there is 
no consistent vocal presence in section B l, it can be stated that the lead guitar 
sound sources are ultimately the more dominant force.
This opposition between the lead guitar and vocal sound sources can be 
taken a stage further when it becomes apparent that, on particular occasions, 
individual sound sources work together as a combined force. Two possible 
conclusions can be drawn from this: the main vocal presence is a stronger force 
when the acoustic guitar is present, as is clearly apparent in sections A and C. On 
both occasions where the two lead guitar sound sources increase dramatically in 
dynamic level (at 2:42 and 5:36) the acoustic guitar moves to the background and 
becomes inaudible. The main vocal sound source is subsequently left exposed 
and soon falters. Furthermore, the entry of the second lead guitar sound source is 
accompanied by that of the electric bass guitar, and the percussion sound sources 
and acoustic guitar are absent in sections B and Bl,^ all of which suggests a split 
between two opposing groups of sound sources, one which could be termed 
‘electronic’, the other ‘acoustic’. The one potential problem with this split is the 
drum kit: it is an acoustic instrument, but its constant presence suggests it fits 
with neither group. As it changes character (from soft to aggressive) in the 
electric lead guitar-led sections it too, however, is clearly affected by the 
apparent split between electric and acoustic sound sources.
The only sound source which does not fit neatly into the acoustic/ 
electronic divide is the android voice, intended to sound like a human, but 
created by an electronic machine. It is worth noting that it appears when the 
main vocal sound source receives its first major threat from the electric guitars 
(Bridge 1, 0:51), and that the only vocal sound source present in section Bl is 
processed (5:41-5:47). It is also important that the android voice stutters slightly, 
and the processed vocal sound source appears incoherent, as this mirrors the 
overall move from order to chaos discussed earlier. If the correlation between 
the electric sound sources and the android voice is assumed, then not only is 
there a distinction between natural (human, acoustic sound sources) and 
unnatural (computerised, electric sound sources), but any listener who finds 
themselves identifying with the main vocal sound source will effectively make 
themselves a member of the natural group. This situation will have significant 
consequences on their interpretation of the song, as through identification with 
the main vocal sound source they too will feel defeated by the two lead guitars, 
making their experience of the song a largely negative one.
With the exception of the shaker in the Interlude 6.
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As the focus-based sound source-centric subject-position of ‘Paranoid 
Android’ concerns a losing battle, a listener interpretation of the sonic aspects of 
‘Paranoid Android’ will most likely concern defeatism and failure. The shift of a 
listener’s focus between individual sound sources occurs throughout the 
recording: this will be disorientating, and will prevent them from noting much of 
the middle ground and background detail. Whilst there are a number of mini­
conflicts between many of the individual sound sources, and there is an overall 
conflict between individual and group identities, the most perceptible dispute 
involves the main vocal sound source and the two electric lead guitars. As the 
listener is most likely to relate to the main vocal sound source, this conflict will 
manifest itself as one between a listener and a (perhaps unspecified) threatening 
and opposing force. Although the vast majority of listeners will perceive this 
struggle, the precise identity of this other force, and whether this conflict is 
considered as indicative of a larger narrative, is far more open to listener 
interpretation. In any case, the significance of these finer details of the sonic 
content will depend on their interpretation of the entire recording, and in 
particular their conception of the relationship between its sonic and lyric content.
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Subject-position in Paranoid Android’
Lyric content
There are a number of factors which, when combined, suggest that the lyric is 
not the most important aspect of this recording. For instance, there are extended 
passages where either no vocal is present or where the main vocal sound source 
has wordless melismatic passages. Also, it is the first electric guitar (and not the 
main vocal as expected) which is the most consistently present of the two main 
sound sources.
A cursory glance at the lyric sheet would suggest that there is no apparent 
logic or reasoning for the order and choice of the phrases used. Unlike 
‘Beautiful’, there is no obvious key phrase through which the listener can 
interpret the remainder of the lyric. In fact, the exact opposite appears to be true; 
there is no continuous topical thread and (perhaps most crucially) no sign of a 
verse/chorus differentiation. In this respect, there appears to be a conscious 
effort by the lyricist to both confuse and disorientate the reader or listener, with 
this position upheld when the poor diction and overlaying of text are also 
considered.
A semblance of lyric order is achieved if reference is made to the ‘cut-up’ 
style of lyric production favoured by David Bowie (who was in turn influenced 
by William Burroughs) in the late 1970s and the early 1990s. If Bowie would 
juxtapose sentences of differing lengths and avoid producing rhyming couplets, 
the employment of this technique in ‘Paranoid Android’ is not the same: that 
‘Paranoid Android’ does not employ a true cut-up lyric style is shown by the 
four-line section involving conventional rhyming couplets in Refrain 4 (starting 
with “That’s it sir...”), and also as the potential for juxtaposed contrast is not 
fully exploited elsewhere. If some sub-sections contain clear rhyming couplets 
(“wall” with “all”, “ugly” with “piggy”), others end in pairings that are close 
enough in terms of phonetics to be related (e.g. “rest” with “head”, “leaving” 
with “pigskin”). It becomes apparent, then, that a cut-up style is not so much 
being employed than it is being referenced, and when it is combined with the use 
of rhyme indicates that, although it appears at first to be unintelligible, the lyric 
is still to be considered as an unfolding narrative and not as a randomly chosen 
series of ideas.
With the lyric construction appearing less random and more cryptic, it 
becomes possible to locate narrative threads, albeit employed in a ‘cut-up’ style. 
Whilst no two adjacent lines in the lyric appear to relate to each other, and there 
is no thematic thread within any of the sections, no clear thematic relation 
between adjacent sections, and also no common link between the different
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sections, a number of patterns are present. Most noticeable is the nature of the 
juxtaposition of lines: they are grouped essentially in couplets, one line of which 
is a non-sense, with the other appearing to be a quote taken from a conversation. 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the order of the sense/non-sense lines varies. The 
following is a list of all of these paired lines, along with an indication of their 
nature:
1. Please could you stop the noise I’m trying to get some rest 
From all the unborn chicken voices in my head
(sense)
(non-sense)
2. What’s there?
I may be paranoid, but no android
(sense)
(non-sense) Section A
3. When I am king you will be first against the wall 
With your opinion which is of no consequence at all
(non-sense)
(sense)
4. What’s there?
I may be paranoid, but no android
(sense)
(non-sense)
5. Ambition makes you look pretty ugly 
Kicking squealing Gucci little piggy
(sense)
(non-sense) Section B
6. Off with his head man
Why don’t you remember my name I guess he does
(sense)
(non-sense)
7(a). Rain down on me from a great height (non-sense)
8. That’s it sir
You’re leaving the crackle of pig skin
(sense)
(non-sense) Section C
9. The dust and the screaming, the yuppies networking 
The panic, the vomit
(sense)
(non-sense)
7(b). God loves his children, yeah! (sense)
[no text] Section B l
Table 4.2: The ‘sense’ and ‘nonsense’ couplets used in the lyric for ‘Paranoid Android’
In terms of the sense/non-sense model, the only problematic section is 
Refrain 4 (“That’s it sir...”); as this is the section where a cut-up technique is 
employed most loosely, and the only one to make any narrative sense, it is the 
most logical place to begin a search for any overall narrative threads.
There are five distinct elements which constitute the lyric of Refrain 4: 
the escape (“you’re leaving”), a reference to a farmyard animal (“the crackle of 
pig skin”), the downside of modem city living (“The dust and the screaming”) 
and a high-powered city job (“the yuppies networking”). The next line (“the 
panic, the vomit”) is more ambiguous and could be interpreted as evoking a 
situation of extreme danger or a description of the downside of a high-powered
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job. Woven into a narrative, it is quite easy to picture a real-life situation: for 
instance, our protagonist could be the manager of a merchant bank firm situated 
in the city of London, with the four lines spoken to him by an assistant envious 
of the fact he has just announced his retirement, with the implication of a move 
to a cleaner, more peaceful countryside location.
Although it is true that not all listeners will form such a complete 
narrative picture from this lyric fragment, it is clear that the lyric content is not 
intended to be interpreted literally. While it is unequivocal that the protagonist is 
“leaving” something, the nature of what is being left behind (a place, a job, a 
situation, all three) is open to interpretation.
The possible interpretation of the final lyric section outlined above does 
not fully explain the lyric content found elsewhere. However, four of the themes 
of this final section can be traced back to earlier lyric content:
Farmyard animals: “unborn chicken voices”, “Gucci little piggy”
Downside of city living: “please could you stop the noise I’m trying to get some rest”
High-powered city job: “Ambition makes you look pretty ugly”
Dangerous situation: “you will be first against the wall”, “Off with his head”,
“rain down from a great height”
It is significant that the lyric to Refrain 4 (from couplet 8 in Table 4.2) is 
superimposed on a repeat of the preceding “rain down...” line, as this represents 
an attempt to confuse the listener (by providing two sets of lyrics to focus on) 
whilst providing them with a key to lyric understanding. The function of “rain 
down...” is now apparent: as it bears no relation to the unfolding narrative, the 
listener will still be pondering its significance when Refrain 4 unfolds, therefore 
will not engage as critically as they would on this final section had there been no 
distraction. Further validity for this assertion comes through an identical case 
earlier in the song:
What’s there...
[I may be paranoid, but no android]
As with “rain down...”, “What’s there...” holds no real significance, being a 
mere distraction from what transpires to be the most important line in the lyric. 
Most significantly, as well as being superimposed, the second line does not 
appear in the lyric sheet. This second line betrays a new theme, linked in with 
but distinct from the concluding lyric: a wish to be recognised as a free-thinking
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individual. This new theme can be directly linked to those lines of the lyric 
which had not previously been explained:
With your opinion which is o f no consequence at all
Why don’t you remember my name?
Both of these lines could then be linked to the protagonist by means of an 
explanation of why he wishes to flee his current situation.
If a cursory glance at the lyric will highlight its apparently guarded 
nature, a little investigative work reveals both a protagonist and a narrative. 
What is more difficult to discern, however, is the attitude of the lyric to its 
protagonist, as expressed by the language and turns of phrase. The reference to a 
cut-up lyric style suggests that the protagonist is distracted, as does the lack of an 
ongoing narrative (indicating a static emotional state) and a continual shift 
between pronouns both between adjacent lines and within the same line (“Why 
don’t yow remember my name, I guess he does”). The use of specific words such 
as paranoid, squealing, screaming, panic and vomit are also suggestive of a 
character who is ill at ease with his surroundings. The lyric is selective in the 
information it provides the reader/listener, providing only a snapshot of the 
protagonist’s surroundings. As such, the majority of the lyric content is 
concerned with the immediate present, portraying the thought processes and 
momentary mental state of the protagonist. We are not being encouraged to 
identify with the protagonist, but are instead being encouraged to empathise with 
and experience a similar sense of confusion and disorientation as the protagonist. 
The emergence of a protagonist in lyric couplet 8 makes it possible to link the 
entire lyric content to a singular narrative thread. Instead of dissuading the 
listener’s identification with the protagonist, the lack of definite statements will 
actually aid those listeners who perceive a protagonist with whom they have 
empathy, as they can easily relate the vague lyric content to a potentially 
dangerous situation from which they have needed to escape.
Subject-position of the lyric (as a response to sonic content)
In relation to the sonic aspects of the recording, there are a number of similarities 
of content. In the broadest terms, it can be noted that on a superficial level both 
the lyric and the sonic content appear random, and that upon a closer 
examination both reveal a singular narrative thread. As such, they appear to 
share the same narrative, with the main vocal sound source manifest in the lyric 
as the protagonist. Of most significance is the outcome of the sonic narrative: 
as is clear from the list of lyric couplets in Table 4.2, there is no lyric content in 
the final section (Bl), indicating that the lyrical narrative has either finished by
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this point or has been ended prematurely. At the start of Bl the main vocal 
sound source fades out with the re-entry of the distorted lead guitars. 
Considering these two facts together will lead to the conclusion that the 
protagonist of the lyric has come to grief. Further support for this conclusion is 
provided by the unintelligible voice and human-like gasping noises heard in this 
final section. However a listener interprets these events, it is clear that the 
narrative is completed by the sonic content of the recording in isolation, and that 
(as was stated earlier) the outcome for the protagonist is a negative one.
Similarities also exist on a more detailed level: whilst the continual 
shifting of a listener’s focus between individual sound sources creates a 
disorientating effect, a similar outcome is achieved through the alternation 
between sense and non-sense lyric lines. Also, the central concern of the lyric 
(the fight to be both an individual and a valued member of society) is mirrored in 
the on-going tussle between the individual sound sources to be the most 
dominant and prominent force. With this in mind, the fact that the lyric most 
concerned with fleeing society is situated in section C, the section where the 
individual sound sources (including the main vocal) are most concerned with 
promoting unity and a group identity, makes the lyric appear contradictory or 
even ironic in content. This irony can also be linked to the overall narrative: 
although the protagonist is professing to be leaving, the listener is being 
encouraged to believe that this freedom will never materialise.
Whilst the lyric does not offer any literal interpretations of individual 
sonic events, it is clear that the two aspects of the recording are closely related. 
If the subject-position being promoted by the lyric is one of empathy as opposed 
to identification, a listener will be further distanced from the protagonist by both 
the ironic interpretation of the sonic narrative and also the use of a second person 
perspective during lyric couplets 8 and 9 (the only lyric sections that directly 
relate to the protagonist). In addition, the colloquial endings of lines such as “off 
with his head, man” and “God loves his children, yeah!” suggest a lack of 
seriousness, as does the comic nature of lyric couplet 5. This differing attitude 
towards the narrative is indicative of both the focus-based subject-position of 
lyric with regards to sonic content and of the overall subject-position of the 
recording. In fact, the overtly secretive nature of both lyric and sonic content is 
such that the casual listener is highly unlikely to perceive a narrative at all.
In spite of all the insights detailed above, the subject-position of the lyric 
with regard to the sonic content of the recording is not one of interpretation but 
of confusion, a situation further compounded by the use of irony. The apparent 
disparity between the lyric and sonic attitudes to the narrative is one of three 
main strategies employed, the other two being the constant shifting of the 
listener’s focus and the metaphorical nature of the lyric content.
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Sonic content as a response to lyric content
In spite of the fact that it is not the dominant sound source, the main vocal does 
provide the most direct link between the lyric and the sonic content of the 
recording, and as such requires separate consideration.
The main vocal
With the lyric being extremely guarded both in terms of its subject matter and 
subject-position, the main vocal performance will, in this case, provide listeners 
with their most direct port of call when attempting to interpret lyric content. 
Remaining static in the sound-box throughout, the main vocal is a reassuring 
presence. In broad terms, the fact that there is a singular dominant vocal sound 
source implies the presence of a singular protagonist. Also, the use of different 
vocal sound sources and tessituras for different lyric sections suggests that the 
main vocal holds its own subject-position with regard to the lyric content, one 
that is distinct from those of the other sound sources.
The main vocal would need to emphasise or interpret individual words or 
phrases to relate directly to the lyric content, with its five themes of modem city 
living, a high-powered job, farmyard animals, danger and escape. Of these, three 
can be found to be portrayed by the main vocal. While there is no interpretation 
of the words “chicken” or “piggy” by the main vocal, the highly rhythmic 
wordless melismas heard between the fourth and fifth lyric couplets (at 2:09-2:18 
and 2:32-2:40) could be constmed as the “unborn chicken voices” referred to in 
the first lyric couplet. Similarly, whilst the two lyric lines specifically relating to 
danger are not given any special treatment, there are two moments in the vocal 
performance where a sense of danger is evoked, both relating to the second line 
of the sixth lyric couplet. The first occurs immediately after the wordless 
melismas (2:42) with the line “you don’t remember, you don’t remember, why 
don’t you remember my name”: the first six words are speech-sung in a punk- 
rock vocal style, and throughout the line not one syllable is allocated a definite 
pitch. In addition, the combination of an increased volume, high tessitura and 
indefinite pitches creates a startling effect. The second instance occurs at the end 
of the section: on “does” an octave leap is performed, with the second note held 
and embellished with wide vibrato. This use of vibrato here is suggestive of 
temporary mania on the part of the main vocal/protagonist.
As will be demonstrated in ‘Beautiful’, a high vocal tessitura can be seen 
as indicative of a heightened emotional state. In the two instances detailed 
above, a combination of high tessitura with uncontrolled elements (in terms of
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pitch and vibrato respectively) creates a situation where the main 
vocal/protagonist is not entirely in control of its output. These two instances 
could easily be construed, therefore, as relating to the ‘danger’ strand of the lyric 
content.
Whilst there are no overt instances of word painting, a number of 
individual words are highlighted through the use of vocal effects. In the third 
lyric couplet, “first” and “against” feature prolonged ‘s’ sounds (effectively 
creating a rhyming couplet), “wall” is followed by a croaking sound, while the 
“con” and “quence” syllables of “consequence” are preceded by a rasping sound. 
In the fifth lyric couplet, the words “ugly” and “piggy” are emphasised via the 
use of an “uh-hah” vocal sound heard simultaneously at the extreme right of the 
sound-box. In none of the instances noted above is there a direct link between 
the vocal effect used and the word being highlighted. The only instance of 
apparent word painting occurs in the second and fourth lyric couplets, where the 
phrase “I may be paranoid, but no android” is sung with a treated vocal timbre 
which could be envisaged as belonging to an android.
The use of diction can also have a big impact on a listener’s interpretation 
of a particular lyric. The only instance where diction is a concern in ‘Paranoid 
Android’ occurs in the second and fourth lyric couplets: the phrase “What’s 
there?” is sung without clear diction, leading to the possibility of a number of 
different heard permutations (e.g. “What’s this?” or “What’s that?”). Whether 
intentionally or not, the effect created is a momentary distraction of a listener’s 
attention, for whilst they are contemplating the nature of this phrase their 
attention is diverted from the second line “I may be paranoid...”, which was 
highlighted on page 111 to be the key lyric of the song. This could be interpreted 
as an attempt (whether conscious or unconscious) to further camouflage this lyric 
from the listener.^
By holding a uniform timbre within a lyric section, the main vocal therefore 
makes no real distinction between the sense and non-sense lines of the lyric. 
This leads to the suggestion that the sense / non-sense distinction is purely 
structural in significance, bearing no relation to the subject-position of the lyric 
or its subject matter. There are two exceptions to this rule, however, both of 
which occur when two vocal sound sources are heard simultaneously. The first 
of these occurs in Break 1 (lyric couplets 2 and 4) where the android-style 
processed vocal is pitted against a natural human vocal tone. The former sound 
source is quiet in dynamic, fragmented and unpitched in tone, whilst the latter is 
louder, pitched and features long held notes. The second exception occurs in 
Refrain 4 (lyric couplets 7-9), and is a more subtle contrast: the vocal sound
 ^It is worth noting again that this line is the only one contained in the lyric to be absent from the 
song lyric provided in the booklet provided for OK Computer.
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source providing the “rain down...” lyric features heavy vibrato, whilst the 
wordless backing vocal sound sources feature considerably less vibrato. As with 
the first exception, these backing vocals have been processed, making them 
clearly human-derived yet inhuman in sound.
This second exception also features a further distinction between two 
superimposed vocal sound sources, this time in relation to the rate of change 
between syllables. Whilst sharing both the same vocal tone and position in the 
mix, the “that’s it sir...” vocal sound source features a rate of syllable change 
approximately twice the speed of that found in the “rain down” vocal phrases. 
Similarly, the first and third lyric couplets are sung at a noticeably faster rate of 
syllable change than the second and fourth, although this is of no consequence in 
terms of lyric interpretation. The noticeable increase from couplets four to five 
and from five to six is more significant, however, effectively heightening the 
sense of danger felt in lyric couplet 6.
Additional vocal sound sources
The only section where vocal sound sources other than the main vocal are 
present for a significant length of time is section C. Three wordless vocal sound 
sources are present, effectively creating a four-part male-voice choir of bass, 
tenor (doubling the bass line an octave above), counter-tenor and treble. This 
allusion to Bach-style choral writing (with its religious connotations) is not to be 
ignored, as it holds a direct bearing on listener perceptions not only of this 
section, but also of the lyric in general. There are two plausible interpretations as 
to why the sixth lyric couplet (with its sense of danger) is followed by an 
extended chorale-like passage, both of which relate to the lyrical theme of 
escape. Firstly, the protagonist could be experiencing a loss of self (thus the 
multiple voices), caused perhaps by a euphoric reaction to a drug taken in order 
to escape the chaos of his current situation. Conversely, the protagonist did not 
escape the danger posed, having died and entered some form of afterlife, with the 
supporting choir representing angelic voices.
As noted above, two of the lyrical themes were clearly expressed by the 
main vocal performance: danger and escape. Although no real elaboration on the 
lyric content is provided, the main vocal performance does hold a clear subject- 
position on the lyric, with the continual changes in tone colour and use of 
uncontrolled elements (wide vibrato, unpitched singing) implying that the 
protagonist is emotionally volatile. Whilst these constant changes in tone colour 
may confuse a listener, they do clarify the distinctions between adjacent sections 
(and some adjacent lines), and in so doing they highlight the key elements of the 
lyric:
I may be paranoid, but no android
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With your opinion which is o f no consequence at all 
Why don’t you remember my name?
When combined with the use of processed, computerised vocal sound sources, 
the emphasis on these particular lines indicates a broader lyrical concern: the 
protagonist is primarily concerned with being valued as an individual and for 
their intellectual as opposed to their mechanical value, with their need to escape 
from a high-pressured work situation being a secondary concern (and one which 
represents a possible solution to this issue).
Individual sound sources
There are a number of factors which suggest that the instrumental sound sources 
are, in the case of ‘Paranoid Android’, more important in the creation of a 
subject-position than either the lyric or its vocal performance. As well as the fact 
the vocal is not a continuous presence, and the unusually complex nature of the 
chordal progressions used, in all but one instance new musical ideas are 
presented without the main vocal being present. This final point suggests that the 
sonic content is setting the mood for the lyric before it is sounded, making it the 
primary interpreter of lyric content.
Drum kit/percussion sound sources
The kit is present throughout the recording and shows little textural variety 
between sections. There are four distinct phases in terms of drum texture: up 
until the end of Break 2 the kit maintains a low profile, with no use of bass drum 
or cymbals. For the start of Break 3 (“you don’t remember...”) the full kit is 
deployed, with drum fills used to punctuate the vocal phrases. For Refrain 1, the 
texture fi*om the first phase is supplemented with closed cymbals and lightly 
struck bass drum. At the end of the central section (start of Break 5: 5:36), the 
texture is identical to that of the second phase. As such, this shows that the kit 
uses only two distinct textures. By merely mirroring the general dynamic level 
of the recording it offers no real interpretative insight into lyric content.
Similarly, whilst the use of unpitched percussion is striking, and their 
disappearance immediately prior to the first use of wordless vocals may be of 
significance (2:10), it is difficult to relate their use to either localised lyric 
content or the subject-position. At best, their presence at the start (along with the 
syncopated and unpredictable nature of their use) is indicative of the unusual 
nature of the sonic content that follows.
Acoustic guitar sound source
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Alongside the kit, the acoustic guitar is present throughout the recording. It is, 
however, of far greater significance, with a number of factors indicating its status 
as the key sound source. Firstly, it is the only sound source to share a significant 
amount of melodic material with the voice,"  ^making it the direct link between the 
main vocal and the other sound sources. Similarly, as it shares melodic and 
harmonic material with the electric guitar sound sources (and the bass guitar), it 
provides a link between the acoustic (voices, kit and percussion) and electric 
sound source groups.
In the majority of popular music recordings, by sharing musical material 
with the main voice any other sound source is seen to be providing a 
commentary on the vocal performance and/or lyric content. In ‘Paranoid 
Android’ the main vocal is seen to respond to the acoustic guitar, effectively 
reversing this relationship, and is so doing making the latter appear to be more 
significant with regard to the interpretation of lyric content. The communication 
between acoustic guitar and main vocal occurs in two distinct ways, both 
involving a form of call-and-response, with the guitar the leading sound source in 
both cases. The first occurs in Break 2 (starting at 2:20), where melodic material 
used by the acoustic guitar in Break 1 (see Example 4.10) is used by both as call- 
and-response:
Example 4.10:
1:57 - 2:0D : AooEEtic Guitar and Electric Baaa Gdtai
I e = ^ = eeee^
The second is more complex, and occurs where the guitar repeats previously 
heard material but is accompanied by the main vocal for this second hearing. 
Whilst this is not classic call-and-response usage, the vocal can be seen as 
closely linked to the melodic aspect of the previously heard acoustic guitar 
material. This second guitar/voice relationship occurs throughout the recording.^ 
For all the reasons outlined above, the textural and sonic content of the acoustic 
guitar sound source is central to the subject-position of the sound sources as a 
whole.^
The bass guitar also shares material with the voice, although it could be argued that due to its 
independent role elsewhere (contrasted with the close links between the main vocal and the 
acoustic guitar) it is of less significance.
 ^It could even be argued that the bridge (the only place where previously unheard material by 
both acoustic guitar and main vocal is heard simultaneously) is also call-and-response, as the 
three-note vocal contour is identical to the motif sounded first in the acoustic and main electric 
guitars.
 ^As the main vocal sound source has displayed interpretative independence from the other 
sound sources, the possibility of other sound sources also having an individual subject-position 
is being entertained here.
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There are four key characteristics of the acoustic guitar sound source: 
firstly, the music is it employs clearly sectional, with each section containing 
music unrelated to that of any other (non-identical) sections, and with each 
section comprised of localised repetition of short harmonic patterns. This use of 
repetition is suggestive of a static situation for the protagonist, whilst the unusual 
nature of the harmonic sequences further suggests a sinister element (unease, 
danger or entrapment).
Secondly, there is a strong sense of voice-leading in the acoustic guitar: it 
continually juggles its dual harmonic and melodic roles, with their simultaneous 
presence creating chord sequences with both a sense of progression and also a 
clear melodic content. In this respect, the relationship between the acoustic 
guitar and the main vocal is one between two (single-note) voices.
Thirdly, the melodic aspect of the guitar writing is almost entirely modal, 
with these modes also usually employed by the main vocal, and with the use of 
different modes/scales in adjacent sections working to counter the sense of stasis 
produced by the constant repetition within individual sections:
Verse: guitar - C harmonie minor (diminished 3rds)
voice - C melodic minor / mixolydian
Bridge: guitar- Bb whole tone
voice -  unspecified minor on D
Interlude: A harmonic minor
Break: guitar - F Ionian
voice -  F Ionian/Lydian
Finally, all of the chord progressions found in ‘Paranoid Android’ are 
cyclic in nature, which when considered in conjunction with the use of repetition 
indicates a static situation for the protagonist. Furthermore, a sense of lack of 
fulfilment is created by the complete absence of conventional cadence patterns, 
suggesting entrapment in an unhappy situation. However, the music’s cyclic 
nature creates a continual sense of anticipation, leading to a somewhat 
paradoxical situation where stasis and progression are continually present and 
equally important.
In relation to localised lyric content, there does not appear to be a direct 
link between lyric content and sonic content employed by the acoustic guitar 
sound source. However, the unusual nature of the chord progressions, the 
distinctions between adjacent sections, and the symbiotic relationship between 
stasis and progression throughout all work to disorientate a listener. In this
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respect, the subject-positions presented by the lyric and the acoustic guitar sound 
sources are complementary.
Keyboard / synthesizer sound sources
As the distorted keyboard sound source is only present in Interludes 1 and 2, 
neither of which have a lyric content, its presence in the recording has no direct 
effect on lyric interpretation. The single-note synthesizer sound sources are of 
slightly greater importance: they occupy the same space in the mix and also 
double the material heard in the wordless bass vocal sound source.
With its ‘fuzzy’ tone quality and low tessitura, one of the synthesizer 
sound sources can be seen to closely mimic the vocal sound source. The second 
synthesizer sound source is an octave higher and cleaner in tone and is almost 
inaudible except between 4:53-4:57 and 5:24-5:28; on both occasions, it is freed 
from the parallel movement and given its own melodic line. As this melody 
commences with a rising third, and its tessitura is noticeably raised, it is possible 
that the sound source is portraying the word “height” heard immediately prior in 
the lyric.
Electric bass guitar sound source
Whereas the acoustic guitar is present throughout the recording, the electric bass 
guitar makes its first appearance in Bridge 1 (at 0:47). By following the lowest 
notes played by the guitar in Verses 1 and 2, and by playing the root of the chord 
in the bridges, it does not have the capacity to make any independent statements 
regarding the lyric. Its first (and sole) moment of significance occurs in Break 2, 
where its continuous presence is halted for the first time.^ It should also be noted 
that the bass guitar is absent only for those parts of Breaks 2 and 3 where the 
main vocal sound source is present, as these absences create a greater emphasis 
on the vocal, and therefore also on lyric content. The bass guitar sound source is 
also absent throughout all four Refrains, although its absence in those sections 
has no real effect on lyric interpretation.
The two electric lead guitar sound sources
The subservient nature of the main vocal towards the acoustic guitar has already 
been detailed earlier in this chapter. In addition to this, both the acoustic guitar 
and main vocal sound sources are ultimately subservient to the combined force 
of the two lead guitar sound sources. This situation does not, however, appear to 
have a direct impact on the interpretation of individual lyrical lines. For 
example, in Verse 1 the first lead guitar sound source is present only when the
At 2:20 - it is worth noting that the downward glissando employed here and at 2:26 are 
precursors to those used by the two lead guitar sound sources in Break 3, albeit quieter in 
volume and therefore having no real impact on a listener.
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vocal is absent, with the slight exception of 0:40-0:42. At this point the lyric 
being heard is “unborn chicken”, and the lead guitar’s three-note figure does not 
bear any relation to this lyric fragment. Furthermore, by sharing material with 
the acoustic guitar in Bridge 1 it appears subservient to the acoustic guitar sound 
source at this point. By Verse 2 the first lead guitar sound source is a constant 
presence, and by presenting new material it creates a mild diversion from the 
main vocal. Its presence in Bridge 2 is similarly increased, again providing a 
diversion. In Break 2 the lead guitar sound source reprises its previous role, 
punctuating the phrases of the main vocal sound source.
The reappearance of the first lead guitar sound source in Break 3 
represents its first truly distracting force. Heard simultaneously with the main 
vocal, through possessing a louder dynamic level its presence will divert a 
listener’s focus away from the vocal. Between 2:54 and 3:02 it can be heard 
mimicking the held note of the main vocal sound source, at pitch. Just as the 
main vocal follows this held note with an octave leap, the first lead guitar sound 
source undertakes an octave glissando and uses tremolo to mimic the wide 
vibrato employed immediately prior by the main vocal sound source (3:04- 
3:07).*
Bearing no direct relation to lyric content, the first lead guitar sound 
source therefore has no direct effect on lyric interpretation. It does, however, 
have an indirect effect on lyric interpretation: by providing a number of
diversions it actively discourages listener focus from the main vocal sound 
source, and by eventually silencing the main vocal it demonstrates its total 
disregard for both the main vocal sound source and its lyric content.
The second lead guitar sound source enters at the start of Bridge 1 (0:47) 
and is also present in Bridge 2. As it doubles the material heard in the acoustic 
guitar it does not comment upon the lyric content in either section. The only 
appearance of the second lead guitar without the first occurs in Break 2 (at 2:26): 
when the word “kicking” is heard it emits a held tone, but again its presence has 
no effect on lyric interpretation. Although having different musical material, at 
the start of Break 3 it works in conjunction with the first lead guitar sound 
source, and therefore has no independent involvement with either the vocal 
sound source or its lyric content.
' With this in mind, the held chord at the end of Interlude 4 (3:27-3:33) could be considered as 
the entire instrumental forces (led by the first lead guitar) mocking the vocal timbre, with the 
use of cymbals imitating the wide vibrato.
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Subject-position in Taranoid Android’: a conclusion
In general, the relatively large proportion of instrumental music in ‘Paranoid 
Android’ indicates that the lyric content is subservient to the sonic content, both 
in terms of interpretation of their shared narrative and also in its contribution to 
the overall subject-position. With the exception of the main vocal, the only 
sound source that has a significant effect on lyric interpretation is the acoustic 
guitar. With its unpredictable and unusual chord progressions, erratic and 
syncopated strumming patterns and its shifting proximity to the listener 
(foreground to background) creating a volatile and unpredictable sonic climate, 
the acoustic guitar presents a clear emotional context for the protagonist (one 
which is not provided by the lyric) whilst effectively preventing the listener from 
being able to relate to the protagonist. If its use of localised musical repetition 
may provide the listener with a brief sense of security the unpredictability of its 
content will repel the listener. Whilst the acoustic guitar is clearly supportive of 
the lyric content and subject-position, it holds an ambivalent subject-position to 
the recording, expressed both in its attitude to the protagonist and in not 
providing guidance in terms of intended listener-protagonist relationship.
As was noted in Chapter 1, the acoustic guitar and main vocal sound 
sources exist in opposition to the two lead guitar sound sources, with the former 
pair promoting a lyrical interpretation of an unhappy stasis for the protagonist, 
the latter actively discouraging the act of interpretation.
If may appear that the two opposing subject-positions described above 
are similar (if not identical) to those found when lyric content is interpreted as a 
response to the sonic content. There is, however, one crucial distinction: when 
the lyric was viewed as a response to sonic content the need for escape was 
identified as the primary lyrical concern, with the expressed desire to be 
recognised as an individual a secondary concern. When the sonic is viewed as a 
response to lyric, however, the importance of these two concerns is reversed. 
This situation adds one final layer of confusion for listeners, who will not only 
have to decide for themselves whether the sonic content or lyric content is the 
most important aspect of the recording, but will also be faced by one of two 
differing subject-positions depending on the decision they make. It can be said, 
however, that in both cases the overall subject-position is one of confusion.
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Promotional video for Taranoid Android’
The video as video
As many listeners will have had exposure to the accompanying promotional film 
for ‘Paranoid Android’, it is possible they will use their viewing experience not 
only to aid their interpretation of lyric content, but also to determine whether the 
sonic or lyric content is the most significant.
Existing at the junction between art and audience, the promotional video 
accompanying a single release is arguably the most influential aspect of the 
product for the consumer, and is certainly one of the most important marketing 
tools available to the music industry. Whilst by no means an isolated case, the 
accompanying video for ‘Paranoid Android’ represents not only a product being 
offered to the consumer but also a consumer response in itself.
Creating the video: Thom and Magnus
Thom Yorke was first alerted to the work of Magnus Carlsson through Robin, a 
series of 5-minute adult cartoons, produced by the Swedish filmmaker, which 
had received late-night airings on Channel 4 between 1994 and 1995.
Robin is 21 and unemployed. He has regular night-time adventures with 
his best friend Benji, involving a mixture of alcohol, vagrants, weirdos and fat 
neighbours. In a later interview Thom can be found enthusing about Robin:
Robin is great. He is so much more than the kid who showers 
with the cap on. In him I see the totally innocents. Defiance his bad 
habits and the tuff (sic), big city he lives in, he is soft and gentle. And 
what ever (sic) happens he never loses his temper. Nothing affects him.
He gets bossed and makes stupid things. People convince him to swallow 
things and dance naked. Next morning he wakes up anyway and feels 
rather okay and has forgotten last night. I wish I could be like that. Just 
forget. Never really bother. It never works in the real world. When we 
record I can live like that. Just get drunk until I forget (Percy, 2005).
While there is no documentary evidence to suggest that Thom’s knowledge of 
Robin had any influenee on the genesis of ‘Paranoid Android’, it is clear that 
Thom saw something of himself within the main character.
Thom had introduced the other members of Radiohead to Robin, and it 
was a group decision to ask Carlsson to create a video for one of the songs on 
OK Computer, preferably using the same main characters Robin and Benji. 
Carlsson originally requested ‘No Surprises’, but was more than happy with 
‘Paranoid Android’. There is unfortunately no evidence to suggest which party
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made the final deeision/ but it is important to note that the band did not send 
Carlsson a copy of the lyric:
When we did it, we deliberately didn’t send Magnus the lyrics, 
because we didn’t want it to be too literal. So what he did was he 
sat in his garden one Sunday with the song playing very loud, 
continuously, all day long, and he just wrote down the pictures that 
came into his head (Yorke, 1997)
In any case, Carlsson did not attempt to decipher the lyric himself:
When I first got the song I spent a whole day listening to it in my 
office. I have a window where I see a bridge with lots o f streetlights.
I tried not to listen to the lyrics, and after spending eight hours looking 
at the bridge, I started sorting out something (Percy, 2005).
As is indicated by the apparent confusion between the two parties regarding the 
exact genesis of the video, the level of communication between the members of 
Radiohead and Magnus Carlsson was kept to an absolute minimum. Having 
been given full control of the project, with the animated nature of the video not 
even requiring the band’s physical presence, and in apparent contradiction to the 
exact circumstances of its coneeption as expressed above, Carlsson’s completed 
video can be legitimately eonsidered as a highly detailed listener response to the 
studio recording of ‘Paranoid Android’.
The following discussion will provide a brief outline of the video’s 
structure, an exploration of the relationship between the video and the musical 
recording, and a concluding discussion on whether Carlsson’s video response 
upholds or refutes the subject-position(s) presented by the musieal recording as a 
whole.
Narrative structure
In keeping with Carlsson’s original cartoon series, the nature of the animation is 
fairly basic: primary colours predominate, with no subtle shading or use of 
shadows. As is shown by the cartoon stills on pages 128-129, the screen is often 
filled with one single background colour, and although the objects and characters 
portrayed are reeognisable they are crudely drawn in a caricature-like style. The 
video has been created in the style of a 'real' film, with zoom-ins and zoom-outs, 
changes in 'eamera' angles, links between sections, plot development and a
 ^ There is circumstantial evidence to suggest it may have been Carlsson’s decision: this was his 
first music video, and in a later interview for the industry-orientated Promo Magazine he can be 
found noting the obvious cinematic qualities of ‘Paranoid Android’ (“The good thing about the 
song is that it is very filmic in structure. There are three or four different songs there, more or 
less, with different tempos and different characters” (Carlson, 1999)).
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central protagonist. There is one crucial difference from a ‘real’ film, however, 
as neither the character’s voices nor any sounds from their surroundings can be 
heard, with the only voice being that of an adult male narrator.
Of the human characters, five are significant. The first is Robin himself, a 
young Caucasian male who wears a blue woolly hat in every scene. The second 
main character is Benji, a young black male, who wears a grey t-shirt and a gold 
earring. The third main character is an older Caucasian male, large in size and 
with a ‘Bobby Charlton’ sweep-over hairstyle. He is portrayed as an EU 
conference chairman and is wearing a blue suit and white shirt. In a supporting 
role there is a thinner, bespectacled French EU conference delegate (who also is 
wearing a blue suit), and a middle-aged taxi driver (wearing a jumper, shirt and 
tie in different shades of blue), both of whom are also balding Caucasians.
All of the remaining human characters, many of whom the ‘camera’ 
focuses on, are essentially stereotypes: there is a busty barmaid, myriad town 
drunks and two leather-clad gay men. In addition, these other characters are 
even more crudely drawn and are also given limited screen time, perhaps to 
ensure the listener neither focuses upon them nor for a moment considers them to 
be of importance to the unfolding narrative. The only exception occurs in the 
bar sequence, where five characters sat around a table are drawn more 
realistically. Two of these characters are identifiable as Thom Yorke and Ed 
O’Brien through hairstyle, stature and facial f ea tu re s .A n o th e r  character is 
clearly one of the Greenwood brothers and, whilst the other two characters are 
less well defined, the choice of five characters implies that the whole band is 
being portrayed. In any case, their characterised presence makes no impact on 
the unfolding narrative.
The animated short film is 6 minutes and 30 seconds in length. A 
summary of each of the video’s 41 separate scenes can be found in Appendix 2. 
There are two clear storylines contained within this video, the first concerning 
Robin and Benji, the second detailing the fate of the EU conference chairman. 
Table 4.3 highlights which characters are involved in each scene:
Other human figures are noticeable, such as the conference audience, other drinkers in the bar, 
a cleaner, and people walking in the street, but they are even more crudely drawn than the 
peripheral characters and receive almost no screen time.
Whilst the Ed ‘O Brien characters is clearly the tallest, Thom Yorke is unrealistically portrayed 
as being a similar height to the other members of Radiohead.
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Scene no. R obin R obin and B enji B oth  m ain character groups E U  chairm an
1 X
2 x - -
3 - - - -
4 - X - -
5 - - - X
6 x - - -
7 - X - -
8 - X - -
9 - X - -
10 - X - -
11 - - - -
12 - X - -
13 - X - -
14 - - X -
15 X - - -
16 - - X -
17 - - - -
18 - - X -
19 - - - -
20 - X (no Benji) -
21 - - - X
22 - - - X
23 X - - .
24 - - X -
25 - - X -
26 - - X -
27 - - X -
28 X - - -
29 ■ - - X (no Robin) -
30 X - - -
31 - - - -
32 X - - -
33 X - X (no Robin) -
34 - - - X
35 - X - -
36 - - - X
37 - X - -
38 - - - X
39 - - - X
40 - X - -
41 - X
Table 4.3: The presence of the three main characters within the constituent scenes in 
the promotional video for ‘Paranoid Android’
There are 5 scenes that do not involve any of the principal characters: two 
involve the madman dancer in the bar, two involve blurred visions, with the fifth 
involving the French EU delegate. Each of these scenes has a specific 
importance, as will be seen later.
Table 4.3 clearly shows that Robin is the most important character, 
appearing in 27 of the 41 scenes. By comparison, the EU chairman appears in 18 
scenes, and Benji appears in 19 scenes.
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Main
section Start time Finish time
Percentage of  
total length Nature o f  sectional content
A 0 m in 2  m in 21 sec 36.2% A lm ost ex c lu siv e ly  concerned  w ith  R obin  
and B enji
B 2 m in 21 sec 5 m in 35 see 49.7% Predom inantly in vo lv ing  all three m ain  
characters
C 5 m in  35  sec 6  m in 30  sec 14.1% A lternates betw een  the tw o  m ain character 
groups
Table 4.4: The relative length and content of the three main sections of the promotional 
video for ‘Paranoid Android’.
The two storylines begin and end separately, but are fused together from the start 
of Scene 14 until the end of Scene 33 (section B in Table 4.4). This mid-section 
is made doubly important by its relatively long duration, and also by the fact the 
majority of the plot development occurs here. There are two main locations in 
which both sets of characters cohabit: in and outside the bar (Scenes 14-20) and 
on or under the road bridge (Scenes 21-37).
Of the other two sections shown in Table 4.4, the first has the primary 
function of introducing the main characters and explaining their personal 
situations. Whilst the final section contains little in the way of plot development 
for Robin and Benji, the story continues for the EU chairperson. Although the 
weight of importance lies more with the duo, the implication is that somewhere 
in main section B the most important character switches from being Robin to the 
chairman. It is most likely that the switch occurs in the dramatic sequence where 
Benji and the chairman are alone together on the bridge. The switch is further 
hinted at by the nature of main section C: the chairman is in more scenes and 
receives more screen time than Robin. Furthermore, whilst the first character the 
viewer is presented with is Robin, the only character present in the final scene is 
the chairman. In any case, it is worth noting that the two main characters do not 
converse with one another, with the effect being of two unrelated stories 
connected only by circumstance and coincidence.^^
General themes and patterns
As well as the two interlocking storylines, there are a number of consistencies 
and coincidences in the video that require exploration. Firstly, there is the issue 
of the two sets of blurred images (Scenes 3 and 31). In Scene 3 the implication 
is that they are a daydream or vision produced by Robin and are blurred due to 
the shampoo he gets in his eyes in Scene 3. There is a slight problem with this, 
however: whilst Robin does see a fish in Scene 13, and the drinking man is 
undoubtedly the chairman as he appears in Scene 14, there is no suggestion that 
Robin notices his presence in the bar. Furthermore, the dismembered leg (as is
Although both Robin and the chaiq^erson are present on the bridge in Scenes 24-27, there is no 
suggestion that Robin is aware of who (or indeed what) is causing the lamp post to shake.
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later shown in Scene 34) is never actually seen by Robin (or indeed by Benji) 
from an underwater perspective.
The second blurred image (of a fish's tail) turns out to be a link between 
the two storylines, representing both the fish in the pet shop and also the two 
mermaids shown in main section C. This is not the only link between the two 
stories, however: the water dripping from Robin's head due to his early exit from 
the shower in Scene 3 is mirrored by the sweat on the chairman's brow in Scene 
4. As the viewer is the only person to see both characters, to see the 
premonitions and the 'real' events from the same perspective, and is also the only 
person to have the benefit of hindsight after the initial viewing, the implication is 
that the blurred images represent an attempt to communicate with the viewer.
In addition to the linking sections, there are a number of ways in which 
the viewer is encouraged to consider the two storylines as interrelated, even in 
main sections A and C where the location is not shared. Most notable is the taxi 
cab: even in a small city, it is unlikely that Robin and Benji would hail the same 
taxi twice in one day (Scenes 7 and 40), and even more unlikely that the 
chairman should also hail the very same taxi (Scene 20)/^ In a similar vein, both 
storylines have a main character in common: it is significant that there are a 
number of scenes where not only Benji and Robin but also Benji and the 
chairman are the only figures present on screen (see the fourth column in Table 
4.3). In addition, there is the fact that both Robin and the chairman leave the bar 
by the side door (Scene 20), and that they are both taken by others to the tree by 
the small stream (Scenes 39 and 41 respectively). Finally, by the end of the 
video it becomes apparent that the only main character who has not acquiesced to 
a strong female figure is Benji: Robin is forced by the young flasher to pay her 
money, is humiliated by the barmaid and then temporarily kidnapped by the 
angel. Similarly, the chairman is completely dependent on the mermaids, with 
his eventual fate reliant upon the flasher woman (assuming she is still in the 
tree).
There are also a number of other links between all three main characters 
which, while being more tenuous, are perhaps not coincidental. There is the use 
of water, which first occurs in the shower (Scene 2), then in the blurred visions 
(Scenes 3 and 31), then in the stream by the tree (Scenes 9, 39 and 41) and 
finally in the river running under the road bridge (Scenes 22-38). Then there is 
the constant reference to big breasts, which are first seen on a poster on Robin's 
lounge wall (Scene 1), then with the young flasher woman (Scene 9), then as 
Benji feels the barmaid's breast (Scene 16), and finally as belonging to the two 
mermaids (Scenes 36, 38 and 39). Less contentious is the (over) consumption of
Perhaps also coincidently, the taxi driver therefore appears at the beginning, middle and end of 
the video.
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alcohol: Robin is lying next to a bottle in Scene 1, Benji is clearly drunk in Scene 
18, and the chairman is quite possibly drunk in charge of an axe in Scenes 25-29 
and 33.
A number of the themes mentioned above link the main characters to the 
more peripheral characters. The tears of the French conference delegate could be 
linked with Robin's wet head and the chairman's sweaty brow. Also, a 
significant number of the minor characters are involved with alcohol, either as 
drinkers in the bar or as vagrants with bottles of liquor. In addition, there may be 
some importance in the use of white cloth: as well as being worn by the angel, it 
is the colour of the flasher woman's robe and is also the wrapping used by the 
mermaids on the chairman.
Regardless of whether the viewer considers the phenomenon described 
above as deliberate or coincidental, the sheer volume and rich variety of 
associations and connections between the seemingly distinct events that 
constitute the video suggest that, whilst the viewer may not always understand 
what is going on, the events are anything but random.
Video and listener responses 
An insight into Robin
As was highlighted in the introductory comments at the start of this main section, 
Magnus Carlsson's video for 'Paranoid Android' represents a highly detailed 
listener response to the musical recording. However, the fact that this 
promotional video involves the same characters and similar scenarios to Robin 
complicates substantially the task of determining the exact nature of Carlsson's 
response. It will be useful to establish first which sequences in the video are 
typical of the cartoon series, and which are specific to the musie video for 
‘Paranoid Android’. Whilst common scenes and scenarios may have been 
synchronised by Carlsson with the sonic and/or lyric content of the recording, in 
terms of a listener response they will be of less importance than scenes unique to 
the music video.
Information on the Robin cartoon series is extremely limited: there is a 
dedicated French-language website, but it contains a mere four web pages. 
Another French website entitled Burger Stuff also contains reference to Robin, 
but has only one page of information on the cartoon. A non-exhaustive video 
compilation was released in France in 1995, entitled Robin: Non-heros 100% 
grunge. It contains 27 episodes, but was not made available outside of France 
and is now deleted. In spite of his appearance in the ‘Paranoid Android’ video, it
Unknown author (2004) Robin [Internet] Available from: 
http://www.perso.wanadoo.fr/mavlis/robin [Accessed 27 June 2005].
Unknown author (2004) Burger Stuff [Internet]. Available from 
http://www.lescahiersduburger.free.fr/Burger-stuff/Robin [Accessed 22 June 2005].
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appears that Robin was a critical success (at least with Thom and the 
programmers at Channel 4) but nonetheless a commercial failure.
With reference to these internet sources for Robin, it appears that both 
Robin's hangover and big-breasted wom en are common themes o f  the cartoon, as 
the following three images demonstrate:^^
All three images from Les Cahiers Du Burger (2004) [online image]. Available from: 
http://www.lescahiersduburger.free.fr/Burger-stuff/Robin.htm [Accessed 22 June 2005].
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Conte (2004) has noted that "Robin and Benjamin are the only recurring 
characters" in the cartoon, which suggests that all the other characters (including 
the EU chairperson) were created specifically for the 'Paranoid Android' video. 
Two other comments by Conte provide useful information on this issue. 
Concerning the cartoon's nature, he notes the cartoon for its
black and cold humour, passages o f  great twisted poetry and 
others which involve gore and pornography.
From this quote, the presence o f  the woman flasher, the exposed breasts o f  the 
mermaids, the rat antics and the bizarre series o f  events involving the axe can be 
accounted for. Conte’s second comment also concerns the general nature o f  the 
cartoon:
The feature is simple: the sharp language is reduced to the minimum 
o f vocabulary, the situations on the other hand often take unforeseen 
cataclysmic turnings. This series is a pitiless chronicle o f the modern 
trouble, a true parcelled out treaty o f  human cruelty...
the two heroes are torturers or victims in turn.
The humiliation o f  Robin (which occurs at the bar), the chairperson's tormenting 
o f  Robin whilst on the lamp post and the tragic fate o f  the chairman were 
therefore all to be expected: in this cartoon both are, ultimately, victims.
In essence, it appears that none o f  the events or situations o f  the 'Paranoid 
Android' cartoon can be considered as unique to the video. O f the tw o key
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locations, the first is characteristic of the cartoon series (a pnb/bar), and although 
the second is more unusual it is more than likely that the sequence involving the 
road bridge and a street lamp was inspired more by the immediate surroundings 
of Carlsson's office than the Radiohead's musical recording V  As the supporting 
characters are therefore the most unique feature, they and their actions become of 
at least equal interpretative importance to those of Robin and Benji.
A multimedia experience
Carlsson’s video for ‘Paranoid Android’ is best understood as a listener response 
to the original recording. For all viewers of the video except Carlsson, the video 
is inseparable from the musical recording, with their views on and interpretations 
of the recording being at least partially informed by their experience of the video. 
Before either Carlsson's or anyone else's viewpoints can be considered, it is 
necessary to consider how the subject-position put forward by this video relates 
to those of the lyric-sonic combination (as expounded previously in this chapter).
Both the musical recording and the video for 'Paranoid Android' contain 
three main sections. Carlsson's three sections are almost identical in length to 
those of the recording, but their basic formal compositions differ: whilst the 
musical recording is essentially ABCB^ in structure, the video is best described 
as ABC, as no earlier themes or ideas are reprised or revised.
Initial viewings of the video appear to suggest that there is no correlation 
or relationship between sonic and visual events. A closer examination, however, 
reveals that correlations are apparent but not synchronised, and that two of them 
have also been distorted to a certain extent. The most straightforward involves 
the line
With your opinion which is of no consequence at all.
Within the video this is heard as Robin and Benji walk away from the flasher 
woman (Scene 9). The visual related to this lyric does not arrive until Scene 11, 
however, where the French delegate is crying alone after the chairperson ignored 
his vote.
There are four further instances where the lyric appears to directly inform 
the visual content. The first involves the line "off with his head, man": as 
beheadings have historically taken place using an axe, the concept for the 
chairman removing his own limbs almost certainly originated from repeated 
exposure to this line. The second involves the last line of the lyric
God loves his children, yeah!
As was suggested by the comments by Magnus Carlsson (quoted on page 123).
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The presence of an angel may be related to this reference to God. Furthermore, 
the final image of the chairman wrapped up in white linen and perched in the tree 
bears more than a passing resemblance to the traditional Nativity images of the 
infant Jesus wrapped in swaddling clothes. Thirdly, the lyric “rain down” can be 
seen as acted out by the chairman, whose severed limbs and torso fall from the 
bridge. Fourthly, related to this is a possible interpretation of “from a great 
height”, as a shot from water level reveals the bridge to be a significant distance 
above the river.
Although the video makes no acknowledgement of the ongoing battle 
between the main vocal and the two lead guitar sound sources, or indeed of the 
electric versus acoustic struggle of forces, there are several moments where what 
happens on-screen appears to be synchronised with sonic events. The only 
instance of a synchronised correlation between the video and a specific sound 
source occurs in the bar scene, where the barmaid’s laughter coincides with the 
tremolo of the first electric lead guitar (Break 4, 3:05-3:10). With added 
emphasis created by the camera zooming into the barmaid’s mouth, the 
connection is unmistakable. The parallel between the barmaid’s laughter and the 
tremolo lead guitar is important, as both parties are displaying their disrespect 
towards the narrative’s current focal point (Robin and the main vocal sound 
source respectively).
The majority of the synchronisations between the video and the musical 
recording involve the start of a new section in the recording coinciding with a 
new camera shot. As this is not the norm (in most cases a camera shot will run 
over into the new section on the musical recording), any such occurrences will 
refocus a listener’s attention onto the sonic content and also upon the 
corresponding video image. The first instance is particularly noticeable, 
occurring at the start of Section B (start of Break 1, 1:57). Furthermore, as the 
close-up on the crying delegate is matched with a sudden change in timbre and 
the introduction of new material, the impact upon the listener is increased. In 
this case, the drama contained within the musical recording is being used to 
emphasise a key scene in the video. Two further instances can be found with the 
next two divisions in Section B, the first involving a zoom out from the pet shop 
snake (start of Interlude 1, 2:09) the second a zoom out on the pet shop fish (start 
of Break 2, 2:20). In both cases the zoom-out is slow, and as a result neither the 
musical recording nor the video receives emphasis from the association.
At the start of Break 3 (2:42), another dramatic use of synchronisation 
occurs: the background colour switches from crimson to bright yellow, and the 
viewer is presented with a towering shot of a fellow drinker. As this is the first 
time the action has been viewed from the perspective of Robin, the viewer is 
suddenly and unexpectedly required to become the protagonist. Coupled with 
the threatening nature of the fellow drinker, a strong sense of surprise is
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achieved, one which complements the sudden entry then re-entry of the distorted 
electric lead guitar sound sources (at 2:42 and 2:45). In Break 4 (from 3:04- 
3:16), the sudden lack of orientation felt by the listener due to the sudden 
absence of the main vocal sound source is mirrored by the on-going action in the 
bar scene: the rate of change of shot is greatly increased, with the viewer now 
being presented with three situations which are alternated between at random 
(the humiliation of Robin by the fellow drinker and barmaid, the madman 
dancing on the table, and Benji’s fascination with the barmaid).
The final example of synchronicity occurs at the end of the video: the 
music recording fades out at 6:23, and there is a scene change from a distant shot 
of the taxi to a close-up on the chairman in the tree. This final scene is just 7 
seconds long and is silent. The sudden absence of the musical recording will 
have a strong effect on the listener, allowing them to focus intently on the 
chairman. As with the crying delegate, this is a key scene, as it reinforces for the 
viewer that the chairman has become the main protagonist. This has a further 
effect on the listener, inasmuch as it creates the impression that, although the 
musical recording has ended, neither of the protagonists is dead and the narrative 
is ongoing.
This final scene is significant in terms of viewer interpretation as, 
combined with the general lack of synchronisation with section changes in the 
musical recording, the implies to the viewer is that the video content is greater in 
importance than the sonic content of the recording. The video can be seen to 
have a fairly reverential relationship with the lyric, with key scenes being 
directly related to specific lyric content. In this respect, the video can be seen to 
promote the importance of the lyric over that of the recording’s sonic content.
In a more general sense, the video shares a number of thematic strands 
with the studio recording of ‘Paranoid Android’. As with the sonic content of the 
musical recording, distracting forces are apparent in the video which actively 
dissuade the viewer from comprehending and interpreting the action: the random 
nature of the unfolding narrative (with no logical procession of events) will leave 
the viewer unsure as to what will happen next. The viewer will be attempting to 
assess the importance of what they have just seen whilst a new event is 
occurring, and as such will eventually lose track of the on-screen action. At 
some point during the video (most likely during the bar scene) they may even 
give up trying to interpret the on-screen events altogether.
Just as the protagonist of the lyric has professed a desire to leave his 
current unpleasant situation, Robin also manages to escape two unpleasant 
situations. Firstly, by leaving the bar (at 3:14) he escapes further humiliation at
This is not ‘heard’ within the lyric, but is referred to in the lyric “that’s it sir you’re leaving” in 
lyric couplet 8 in Table 4.2.
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the hands of the barmaid. Soon afterwards he escapes the apparent wrath of the 
chairperson by being taken from the lamp post on the bridge and into a helicopter 
(at 4:39). In relation to the preoccupation with individuality within a group 
identity shared by both the sound sources and the lyric content, the video clearly 
represents this through the two scenes involving the crying delegate. As this 
theme is related only to a minor character, it could be stated that within the video 
the desire for individuality is secondary to the desire for escape, with the video 
therefore promoting the subject-position presented when the lyric is viewed as a 
response to the sonic content of the recording.
It is hard to feel concerned for a protagonist who does not seem to be 
concerned for his own welfare, and who does not appear either to have or to want 
complete control of his destiny. As a result, the video’s relationship with its two 
protagonists is ambivalent. The use of ‘fly-on-the-wall’ camera shots as opposed 
to those from the viewpoint of the protagonist(s) encourages the viewer to 
empathise with as opposed to identify with them, which is the same position 
encouraged by the musical recording towards its own sonic protagonist(s).^^
Overall, with the video's confusing narrative and two protagonists, the 
viewer will not only be unsure as to what is going on , but will also be unsure 
which of the onscreen narratives is the more important and therefore the one they 
are intended to empathise with. In this respect, the subject-position of the 
promotional video is therefore identical to that of the musical recording, 
encouraging a sense of chaos and confusion and through this dissuading the 
interpretative act.
19 As in the individual sound sources, when considered either separately or in combination.
Chapter 5 
‘Beautiful’: an analysis of focus and forces
Outline structure of ’Beautiful*
Section Sub-sections
A Introduction - Verse 1 - Refrain 1 - Break
B Verse 2 - Refrain 2
C Bridge
B Refrain 3
A Coda
Notes on sound-box diagrams
- The black box indicates the largest extent of the sound-box used within the 
recording.
- The vertical broken lines indicate the perceived boundaries of the sound-box 
with the specific section of the recording under consideration.
- Circular or oval broken lines sound sources existing in the background. 
Shaded circles or ovals indicate the sound source perceived as closest to a 
listener if two or more sound sources exist in the same two-dimensional 
position.
Abbreviations used in sound-box diagrams for individual sound sources
AF alto flute S strings (as a unified group)
BV backing vocals SC solo cello (in Break only)
C cello (playing separate 
material to strings)
SI strings -  group 1
EB electric bass guitar S2 strings -  group 2
Kit drum kit SD distant ‘military’ snare drum
MV main vocal SS synthesised strings
P acoustic piano U unspecified pitched sound source
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Analysis of Beautiful* 
Introduction; (0:00-0:26)
SS
The first sound is a glissando from the electric bass sound source, placed just below 
centre in the sound-box. It appears to move upwards towards the centre, where a 
whispered utterance occurs three quarters of a second later. Considering that the 
words spoken are “don’t look at me”, this guiding of a listener’s attention to the 
centre of the sound-box is a somewhat ambiguous gesture. The sense of movement 
that began with the electric bass continues with the synthesised string sound sources, 
which start quietly, reach a peak in dynamic level at 0:05, fade away and become 
almost inaudible at 0:10, are completely drowned out by the strings at 0:16, then 
suddenly reappear at 0:24.
At the outset the acoustic piano sound source is the most dominant force: its 
accented fourth beat cuts through all other sound sources to place it in the 
foreground, but it remains in the background from the entry of the strings at 0:15 
until its six-note melodic interest at 0:23.
When the main vocal makes its first pitched sound at 0:06 the sound-box appears 
full. However, its boundaries are expanded three times, firstly by the entry of the 
synthesised strings (at 0:03) playing a high sustained tonic note in top centre of 
the sound-box, secondly with the movement within the sound-box of the cello 
sound source (which switch rapidly between centre left to centre right after their 
appearance at 0:08), and finally with the entry of the violin and viola sound 
sources at 0:15. The subsidiary vocal phrase at 0:05 (the first to involve a pitched 
utterance) occupies no more space in the sound-box than the main entry, but its 
increased dynamic level creates an increased focal pull: this could be considered 
as a response to the equally loud cello and synthesised strings (and also later the
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strings), which through their timbrai similarities could be construed as a combined 
force.
A distant snare drum sound source also enters at 0:05 and is heard
continuously until 0:09. Its quiet entrance, followed by a gradual increase in
dynamic level, complements the simultaneously fading synthesised string sound 
sources. As it appears simultaneously with subsidiary vocal phrase, the snare drum 
and main vocal sound sources become instantly and intrinsically linked. The feature 
of combined string forces (cello and synthesised string sound sources) is instructive 
in understanding the main vocal’s relationship with the distant snare drum. The 
snare drum is placed towards the bottom centre of the space occupied by the main 
vocal, effectively sandwiched between it and the acoustic piano sound source. The 
positioning of the snare drum sound source as adjacent to the main vocal, its
simultaneous entry with and also its lower dynamic level than the vocal all
contribute to its status as a focal multiplier, it does not itself wish to be the focus of 
attention, so instead it encourages a listener to focus specifically elsewhere through 
its association with and proximity to another sound source.
For the first half of the introduction (from 0:00-0:15) the cello increase 
steadily in dynamic level, but at the beginning of the second half they find their 
movement restricted by the combined synthesized and natural string sound sources. 
At 0:12 the synthesised strings split into two octaves. By 0:14 the natural strings 
(sound source ‘S’) enter and double at the lower octave, with their use of heavy 
vibrato clearly distinguishing them from the synthesised strings sound source. As 
the voice momentarily fades (at 0:18) it becomes apparent that yet another string 
sound source has been added (sound source ‘S (Va)’), this time directly above the 
cello on the left-hand side of the sound-box. The sound is of a group of violas 
playing a sustained tonic note and employing heavy vibrato. They steadily increase 
in dynamic level until 0:24, then suddenly fade away, becoming inaudible at 0:25. 
From 0:24 onwards the other vibrato strings also rapidly fade, being instantly 
replaced in the sound-box by the synthesised strings which now resurge in dynamic 
level and increase their presence within the sound-box.
By the entry of the violas (0:18) the strings and synthesised strings have 
grown not only in volume but also in terms of the spatial area occupied: in a similar 
way to the relationship between the distant snare drum and the main vocal, these 
two sound sources now work as a unified presence, one which is strengthened by the 
fact that all three groups play a sustained tonic (with the strings playing an octave 
below the synthesised strings). At this point the size of the space occupied by the 
synthesised strings in the top left comer of the sound-box has spread from a small 
presence at the top centre of the mix to occupy approximately four times its original 
size (original space shown using dotted lines on the diagram). The same occurs for 
the strings in the right hand comer of the sound-box, effectively forcing the cello
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sound source to pan between the bottom left and right hand comers, whereas up 
until 0:15 it had panned from left to right via the top centre of the sound-box.
The opening four-note descending cello line shares melodic material with 
the electric bass guitar, although the prominence and spatial interest of the former 
essentially makes the latter redundant. If the cello and electric bass are considered 
in conjunction with the three string sound sources, the voice can be seen as 
effectively surrounded by string sound sources at this point. Being similarly 
surrounded by the string sound sources, the acoustic piano becomes grouped with 
the main vocal and distant snare sound sources from 0:15 until the end of the 
introduction at 0:26.
It is significant that all sound sources except for the main vocal vary in 
prominence and presence during the Introduction,^ and that no single sound source 
poses a significant threat to the focal dominance of the voice (unlike in ‘Paranoid 
Android’). Furthermore, the main vocal is the only sound source to demonstrate any 
level of rhythmic freedom. As such, the main vocal at this point represents a 
relatively confident presence in the midst of a number of less confident sound 
sources, all seemingly unable to gain an individual identity.
The interplay between the different string sound sources, and also the 
constant flux of dynamic levels create two outcomes. Firstly, they are all part of a 
unified group, one which is being controlled by an extemal force which imposes 
limits upon the overall level of space they can occupy within the sound-box (i.e. 
they cannot encroach on the space occupied by the main vocal) and also upon the 
dynamic level of the group presence (as is shown by the fact that they all peak in 
volume at different times). Secondly, the unified group has a singular aim, to create 
as much spatial and dynamic variety as possible in the hope of distracting a 
listener’s attention away from the main vocal. In contrast, the main vocal has a 
uniform dynamic level (from 0:05-0:26).
As they are heard prior to the strings, and also due to their spatial placement 
directly behind the main vocal, the acoustic piano and distant snare drum sound 
sources also work as a unified force, effectively preventing the string sound sources 
from encroaching on space occupied by the main vocal.
Clearly distinct power relationships between sound source groups, and also 
between the individual sound sources in each group, are apparent within this 
opening section. Within one group the main vocal sound source is clearly of most 
importance, with the other sound sources taking an unwaveringly supportive role. A 
unified front is therefore presented, with a singular purpose: to promote but not in 
any way detract from the focus on the main vocal. For the second group the 
situation is very different: although the four string sound sources superficially
' Whilst both the acoustic piano and electric bass are unvarying in dynamic level, they are 
backgrounded by the string sound sources and therefore their prominence in the mix is 
constantly changing.
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represent a more unified presence through their similar sonic characteristics 
(synthesised strings, violins, violas and cello), there is no clear lead sound source. 
The sound sources within this second group also appear to work in isolation, only 
contributing to a common goal by default: through the constant flux in the fix and 
dynamic level, with both seemingly employed as an attempt to momentarily become 
the focus of attention, they create a constant series of distractions from the vocal and 
in so doing detract from the level of focus paid by the listener to the main vocal.
At the end of the Introduction, both the cello and the acoustic piano have 
material of melodic interest. As the dominant main vocal sound source is no longer 
present at this point, their increase prominence here can be construed as their first 
opportunity to demonstrate their individuality.
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Verse 1: (0:26-0:51)
The cello and synthesised string sound sources rapidly fade away, becoming 
inaudible by 0:28. As a consequence, the sound-box appears to have shrunk in size, 
in both the horizontal and vertical planes.
The acoustic piano sound source has not increased in dynamic level, but is 
now further forward in the sound-box. Similarly, while the main vocal maintains 
the same dynamic level as in the Introduction, it now occupies a larger area of the 
sound-box due to the sudden absence of the various string sound sources. The main 
vocal’s increased prominence within the sound-box is further enhanced by an echo 
effect, which may have been present in the Introduction but if so was inaudible until 
this point. With only members of its own group of sound sources present (acoustic 
piano and distant snare drum), and with the electric bass sound source revealed as 
belonging to neither group, the main vocal is now an unchallenged focal centre, with 
the echo effect (most clearly audible at 0:36-0:37) providing an additional 
subservient element.^ The distant snare drum returns at 0:36 and 0:49, and as in 
both cases the main vocal is present its role as a focal multiplier is strengthened 
further.
The audible use of vibrato by the main vocal sound source in the 
Introduction is now countered by a more consistent vocal tone. While much less 
‘noise’ is heard (caused in the Introduction by an excess of air being passed through 
the vocal folds, creating a breathy tone), vocal rasps are consistently used by the 
main vocal at the beginning of phrases. Whilst they instantly grab the listener’s
This role is later provided by the backing vocals in Verse 2, Refrain 2, Bridge and Refrain 3.
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attention, they also demonstrate considerable effort on the part of the singer and as 
such are an emotional signifier. If the heavy vibrato employed by the string sound 
sources could also be viewed as an emotional signifier, the one they present is less 
forceful and ultimately less successful.
The acoustic piano sound source (both in this section and elsewhere) has a 
duel role, to provide a descending bass line and also to outline the harmonic 
progression. It achieves the latter by providing not only held chords but also two 
further ‘melodic’ lines, one doubling the bass line an octave higher, the second 
based around an alternating whole-tone figure. While it is clearly subservient to the 
main vocal sound source, the acoustic piano is allowed a limited level of melodic 
interest. At this point, this melodic interest is reduced in comparison to the 
Introduction. It is perhaps significant to note, therefore, that the acoustic piano has 
its greatest extent of melodic interest in the Introduction and Coda sections, and that 
in these sections the main vocal is at its most vulnerable, both in terms of spatial 
dominance and force of presence.
The electric bass guitar sound source is still present and demonstrates its 
presence through an upwards mini-glissando at 0:38, an unexpected extra note at 
0:41, and a four-note conjunct ascending passage from 0:49-0:51: The four-note 
figure also represents its first material of sustained melodic interest.
As the main vocal effectively fills the space previously jointly occupied by 
itself and the various string sound sources there are no perceived gaps in the sound­
box. This may suggest that the vocal did previously occupy this entire area, but was 
submerged at the edges by the combined string presence. Such a view could, 
however, be seen to undermine the perceived authority of the main vocal in the 
Introduction.
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Refrain 1; (0:51-1:19)
The non-synthesised string sound sources return at 0:51, playing long held notes as 
in the Introduction but with a reduced level of vibrato. As a result of this, the 
sound-box is instantly widened to the extent it possessed in the Introduction. In 
contrast to their previous spatial segregation and dynamic independence, the string 
sound sources now provide a unified, homophonie presence and also maintain a 
constant dynamic level.^ They fade out suddenly and completely at 1:18 before the 
main vocal sings “so don’t you bring me down... today”.
The arrival of the string sound sources prompts an instant, instinctive and 
pronounced rasp from the main vocal, one that is reprised for the repeat of this vocal 
phrase. That the word being sung is “I” is instructive, as the main vocal is 
effectively reasserting its unequivocal status as the most important sound source. 
This vocal rasp is followed by a more confident (and therefore less confiding) vocal 
tone, with noticeably reduced noise and less use of vibrato. The two statements of 
“I am beautiful” contain slight melismatic embellishments, and there is the first use 
of a full melisma since the Introduction with “oh no” (1:14-1:16). Both aspects of 
the main vocal are significant, as they indicate a direct link between the strength of 
the string presence and the use of vocal embellishments.
The string sound sources can be viewed as subservient to the main vocal 
through their use of shared material with the main vocal (on the words “bring me” at 
0:59-1:00 and 1:12-1:13) and also in the way they emphasise the start of the second 
half of the Refrain: the combined string sound sources move from a unison (at 1:01- 
1:03) to a full chord just prior to the re-entry of the main vocal (at 1:04), with this 
textural variety effectively refocusing a listener’s attention on the recording in
 ^There is still, however, some flux in terms of presence and individual volumes, but this does 
not detract from the sense of uniformity they present in this section.
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general. Similarly, there is a move from a unison to a full chord just prior to the 
sudden fadeout in the string sound sources and the start of a new vocal phrase at 
1:16.
The electric bass guitar sound source has an increased melodic significance, 
doubling the three-note conjunct descending acoustic piano motif at 0:53-0:54 and 
also at 1:06-1:07. It also employs two mini-glissandi (at 1:03-1:04 and at 1:19) to 
mark the halfway point and end of the Refrain respectively.
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Break: (1:19-1:32)
The most notable feature within the Break section is the immediate entry of the 
drum kit sound source, clearly announced by a cymbal clash at 1:19. This 
employment of the cymbal at the start of a new section continues throughout the rest 
of the recording. The kit has a straightforward accompanying role, with a notable 
syncopated 4^  ^beat achieved through the addition of an accented semiquaver. The 
kit is spread across the sound-box in four distinct places, most noticeably during the 
mini-fill at the end of the section (from 1:30-1:32). The combined presence of the 
drum kit with the resurgence of the string sound sources ensure that the sound-box 
in the Break section is larger than at any other point during the recording.
From 1:22-1:30, and for the first time in the recording, a sound source other 
than the main vocal - a solo cello - performs an extended melodic line. The fact this 
line is a simplified version of the main vocal’s melody from Verse 1 is of great 
significance: even when it is not within the sound-box, the presence of the main 
vocal is clearly still felt. The remaining string sound sources are split into two 
groups: the first group sustains a high-pitched tonic note (as did the synthesised 
string sound sources in the Introduction but now with heavy vibrato) which 
increases in dynamic level until 1:30 then fades rapidly. The other group of string 
sound sources performs a countermelody that is not clearly audible until 1:30. Only 
the final five notes are discernible: the first three double the six-note melodic motif 
in the acoustic piano, while the final two are independent of the motif. As such, 
they represent a small demonstration of individuality within the larger string sound 
source group identity.
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The electric bass guitar sound source is homophonie with the five-note string 
countermelody, but transposes it down a 5^  ^ and in so doing ends the phrase on the 
tonic. The acoustic piano is far less audible than in either the Introduction or Verse 
1, primarily due to the return of the string sound sources, although its three-note and 
five-note motifs are clearly discernible.
Although it has a vastly reduced presence in this section, the main vocal is 
still the most dominant sound source. Whilst the string sound sources play 
previously heard melodic material, the main vocal performs wordless melismatic 
material in a form similar to that heard in the Introduction. As in the Introduction, 
the main vocal is the only sound source to demonstrate any rhythmic freedom or 
flexibility.
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Verse 2; (1:32-1:57)
(1:32-1:44)
BY'
V
L. R
Verse 2 is split into two halves: 1:32-l :44 and 1:45-l :57.
The texture at the start of the first half of Verse 2 is very similar to that of 
Verse 1: while the string sound sources fades out after two seconds, the acoustic 
piano and electric bass guitar remain present. However, the addition of the drum kit 
sound source makes the sound-box appear wider than it was during Verse 1. The 
presence of the drum kit also creates a substantially different feel, with the static and 
contemplative nature of the Verse 1 being replaced in Verse 2 with a greater sense 
of momentum, one which had only been hinted at previously through the electric 
bass guitar sound source’s use of glissandi.
The addition of the drum kit to the main vocal-led group of sound sources 
prompts an immediate response from the acoustic piano, which is now struck more 
firmly. In spite of this, the acoustic piano is now less prominent, with this caused 
not by the prominence of the drum kit but primarily due to the addition of a backing 
vocal (sound source ‘BV’).
The main vocal occupies the same spatial area in the mix as in both Verse 1 
and Refrain 1, but is now noticeably more strident in tone and its the use of vibrato 
now sounding affected (as opposed to being a consequence of a lack of breath 
control). The backing vocal sound source is equally strident and occupies a slightly 
over-lapping position within the sound-box (central, but slightly higher). On those 
occasions where the backing vocal sound source is present it is extremely difficult to 
focus upon the acoustic piano sound source.
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Whilst being clearly derivative and subservient to the main vocal, the 
backing vocal sound source does have a moment of independence: after 
harmonising on “delirious” and “all your”, from 1:42-1:44 it performs “doom” alone 
in a melismatic style. The main vocal follows this with a short melisma of its own, 
with its use of a similar tone colour suggesting that it is providing a comment upon 
the first melisma. Whether this comment demonstrates solidarity with the backing 
vocal or whether it is intended to reassert its own authority is unclear. In light of 
this, it is noteworthy that the backing vocal is sung at the same dynamic level but at 
a higher pitch, making it more likely to be focused upon by a listener. As such, the 
backing vocal sound source effectively masks the main vocal when it is present. It 
becomes apparent later in the recording that both vocal pitch and tessitura are linked 
to hierarchical status. At this time, therefore, it appears that the main vocal is 
allowing the backing vocal equal status, and as such they share the position of focal 
centre.
At 1:44 a new sound source is introduced: firom 1:44-1:45 an alto flute 
doubles the electric bass guitar glissando. This event announces two further events, 
the first being the unexpected return of the string sound source, the second being the 
first solo line for the violins. This new material (placed top left in the sound-box) is 
not, however, of any melodic interest, being merely a series of staccato crotchet 
tonic notes.
The return of the string sound sources effectively widens the sound-box to 
the same extent as in the Introduction and Refrain 1.
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(1:45-1:57)
EB
In the second half of Verse 2, the remaining string sound sources represent a unified 
group, fading in with a held dominant note at 1:45 and continuing to get louder. 
This note is doubled an octave below at 1:53 by the viola sound source. The string 
sound sources employ a glissando for the first time at 1:54, descending from the 
dominant to the sub-dominant. The spatial area and positions occupied by both the 
string group and the violins remain constant throughout this section.
From 1:45-1:54 the alto flute sound source performs a countermelody which 
is essentially an embellished version of the four-note descending bass line. This is 
followed by a long glissando (at 1:54-l :56) which spans an octave. The alto flute is 
placed centre left within the sound-box, and in spite of its position within the middle 
ground it is both clearly audible and unaffected by the presence of either string or 
vocal sound sources. While the acoustic piano was moved further back into the 
middle ground by the re-entry of the string sound sources, it too is still clearly 
audible. In spite of this, it is extremely difficult to focus upon.
In response to the sudden increase of textural activity, the main vocal sound 
source performs previously unheard melodic material, incorporating melismatic 
elements within a verse section for the first time on “gone” at 1:51-1:52 and 
employing part of the final melodic phrase of the Refrain for the additional phrase 
“and I know where it is” from 1:55-1:57. The backing vocal sound source is not 
present in the second half of Verse 2.
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Refrain 2; (1:57-2:25)
L
Refrain 2 marks the first time the size of the sound-box has not altered between 
adjacent sections in the recording. After the mini-fill at the end of Verse 2 (at 1:56- 
1:57), Refrain 2 is announced with a cymbal clash. The string sound sources are 
again a unified group, now sounding full chords and employing musical material in 
an identical fashion to their appearance in Refrain 1. The alto flute sound source is 
also present at the start of this section but is inaudible by 1:59.
The acoustic piano remains firmly within the middle ground, with the 
exception of its three-note descending motif (1:59-2:01 and 2:13-2:13), where it 
increases momentarily in dynamic level and can be clearly heard at both the middle 
right and middle left simultaneously. The effect created at this point is of the sound 
source occupying the whole centre of the sound-box whilst being forced into the 
middle ground in those spatial areas where other sound sources are also present.
The backing vocal sound source returns for both instances of “words can’t 
bring you down” (at 2:03-2:07 and 2:16-2:20). While its material is now at a lower 
pitch and contains no melismatic content (being therefore less prominent than in 
Refrain 1 on two accounts), by its second appearance it becomes clear that the 
backing vocal has been double-tracked. This is made apparent by the use of an 
upper neighbour note on the second “down” (2:20) by one of the two backing vocal 
sound sources. As this backing vocal is clearly subservient to the main vocal sound 
source within this section, the use of double-tracking effectively increases the 
prominence of this sound source, not only within the sound-box but also within the 
group of sound sources led by the main vocal, and as such it now acts as a focal 
multiplier for the main vocal.
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Whilst in Refrain 1 the main vocal sound source featured a single vocal 
melisma, in Refrain 2 two are performed, with both occurring at the end of a phrase. 
The first melisma (at 2:08-2:09) is an embellished variant on the melisma in Refrain 
1. The second (at 2:20-2:22) is further embellished and represents the first instance 
where the melodic aspect plays a subsidiary role to virtuosic display in this sound 
source. In a similar vein, the drum kit employs a fill halfway through the section at 
2:08-2:09, and after a momentary dropout performs another fill to end the section at 
2:24-2:25. In response to the increased presence of the drum kit, the electric bass 
guitar sound source no longer provides a glissando to indicate the end of a section or 
phrase.
If the use of melismatic material by the main vocal can be construed as an 
instantaneous response to the changes in the surrounding texture, the string chord 
(2:23-2:24) heard immediately after its second melisma could therefore be viewed 
as a counter-response : it is performed at an increased dynamic level, and with the 
drums momentarily absent the string sound sources are able to move unobstructed 
into the foreground. In addition, the strings are now more widely spaced within the 
sound-box, with their highest note a 6^  ^ above that of the final chord of Refrain 1. 
With the return of the main vocal at 2:24 the string sound sources are again placed 
in the middle ground. This exchange between the combined string sound sources 
and the main vocal suggests the former's willingness to strike out at any given 
opportunity, further implying that the following section will involve a more 
prolonged exchange between their two groups.
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Bridge; (2:25-2:51)
c
The string sound sources immediately split into two groups: reflecting the violin 
part in the second half of Verse 2, the violins and violas perform staccato crotchets 
on the tonic note. Starting at a relatively loud dynamic level, they fade almost 
immediately and are positioned within the middle ground by 2:28. Within this time 
they have panned in position from top centre to top left within the sound-box. The 
cello sound source enters at 2:28 with a new melodic line based on the four-note 
descending bass line. The cello is located in the centre of the sound-box at extreme 
left and right, and with a consistent dynamic level is placed in the middle ground 
throughout this section.
When considered as a unified group, the positions of the three string sound 
sources could be construed as an attempt to surround the vocal sound source group, 
in a similar way to that which occurred in the Introduction. An unspecified pitched 
sound source enters at 2:48, doubling the staccato tonic notes of the string sound 
sources, but it fades away completely by 2:50-2:51.
The acoustic piano is still present, but is now positioned so far into the 
background as to become almost inaudible. Its alternating whole-tone melody can 
be discerned in the centre of the sound-box, however, with regular crotchets playing 
tonic-dominant from 2:25-2:28, then alternating between the flattened seventh and 
the dominant from 2:28-2:31. Although it continues in a similar vein, the acoustic 
piano sound source fades out and becomes almost impossible to focus upon from 
2:32 onwards. Similarly, at 2:38 the acoustic piano can be viewed as doubling the 
staccato strings by playing a high-pitched tonic, although this fades away after only 
three notes.
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With what could be construed as an attempt to match the strengthened force 
of the combined string sound sources (and the subsequent submergence of the 
acoustic piano sound source), a new vocal sound source group appears at 2:27. 
Instead of a double-tracked single voice there are now two groups of multi-tracked 
backing vocal sound sources, placed at the centre of the extreme left and right of the 
sound-box, performing the same material throughout this section. This melodic 
material is previously unheard but feels familiar through its incorporation of the 
‘mirror’ motif (ascending then descending) on the words “full of beautiful mistakes” 
at 2:36-2:38.
In addition to the two separate 'backing vocal sound sources, a single 
additional backing vocal is placed just below the main vocal in the centre of the 
sound-box, being slightly louder in dynamic level and more prominent primarily 
due to its spatial distinction. Occupying a similar spatial area to that occupied by 
the backing vocal sound source in Refrain 2, this single vocal sound source can be 
considered as a relocated continuation of the original backing vocal sound source.
The main vocal sound source returns at 2:28: occupying the same location 
and level of presence within the sound-box as before but with a slightly increased 
dynamic level, it immediately resumes its role as focal centre. Its delayed entry 
emphasises a newly altered role, one of commenting on the backing vocal sound 
sources. This situation is clearly indicated by its use of material derived from the 
other sound sources but performed at a higher pitch. Its use of rhythmic freedom, 
added melismatic elements, and an accented flattened seventh (2:37) all ensure that 
it maintains its position as focal centre, with the derivative nature of the melodic 
material countered by its use of melismatic invention. With this in mind, it is worth 
noting that in the first half of the Bridge section the main vocal sound source 
provides the most complex melodic material contained within the musical recording.
Halfway through the Bridge section, the centrally placed backing vocal 
sound source begins to distance itself from the other backing vocal sound sources in 
two ways. Firstly, it employs a vocal melisma on “go” (2:41-2:42). Secondly, it 
does not join the sound sources on the next vocal line, and by way of a commentary 
performs the last two words “always shine” in a melismatic manner after the other 
backing vocals have finished singing these words. The centrally-placed backing 
vocal sound source then becomes almost inaudible (singing a free, melismatic 
melody) until it rejoins the other backing vocals for “on the other side” at 2:49-2:52.
The single backing vocal sound source becomes distinct at 2:40 and 
increases slightly in tessitura. In response, the main voeal immediately increases its 
own tessitura. From 2:41-2:51 the main vocal works as a response to this backing 
sound source, which in turn is responding to the two other backing vocal sound 
sources. A clear hierarchy of vocal sound sources is therefore apparent, with 
relative centrality in the sound-box, height of vocal tessitura, complexity of melodic 
line and level of rhythmic freedom as the determining factors. The vocal hierarchy
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is, however, most clearly demonstrated by the relative dynamic level of the 
individual sound sources from 2:40 onwards. With the two group backing vocal 
sound sources merely reprising the melodic material they performed in the first half 
of the Bridge at this point, their dynamic level is reduced and their prominence in 
the mix is also reduced by the unchanging cello sound sources. In contrast, the 
increase in vocal tessitura for the main vocal (first occurring towards the end of the 
first half of the Bridge at 2:35) leads to an increase in its dynamic level, one which 
further increases at 2:42, with its final, highest and loudest note emphasised by the 
use of echo at 2:51.
The single backing vocal sound source exists somewhere between these two 
extremes, becoming more prominent when it distinguishes itself at 2:40. It is moved 
to the middle ground by the increased presence of the main vocal at 2:45-2:48. In 
response, it rejoins the two backing vocal groups for the close of the section, 
providing a slight variation on their melodic material. The relationship between the 
main vocal and the single backing vocal could therefore be viewed as follows: the 
backing vocal is allowed to demonstrate some individuality in Verse 2, returns to its 
subservient role in Refrain 2, and has its hierarchical status reaffirmed when it 
attempts to assume the identity and characteristics of the main vocal during the 
Bridge section.
The use of echo on the main vocal at 2:51 could provoke one of two potential 
responses from a listener:
1) it could reinforce in theirmind which is the main vocal sound source
2) it could create a link between the main vocal in this section and that o f Verse 1, 
which also employed echo. The purpose o f this would be a mental comparison 
of the two sound sources.
The vocal sound source in Verse 1 has a low tessitura, a quiet dynamic, no rhythmic 
freedom and use of vibrato. In contrast, the main vocal in the Bridge is noticeably 
more confident with a much higher vocal tessitura, a more consistent vocal tone, a 
limited amount of rhythmic freedom and no discernable vibrato.
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Refrain 3; (2:51-3:19)
Kit
EB
L
The start of Refrain 3 is again pre-empted by a mini-fill in the drum kit sound 
source at 2:50-2:51, and is announced by a cymbal clash. The material employed by 
the drum is identical to that used in Refrain 2, with the exception of the mini-fill 
omitted at the end of the section. With the drum kit absent at his point (at 3:18- 
3:19), the electric bass guitar sound source is able to resume its original role and 
immediately produces a long, slow glissando to end the section. This interchange 
clearly demonstrates in retrospect that there has been a power struggle between the 
drum kit and the electric bass guitar sound sources throughout the recording, similar 
in nature to that existing between the main vocal and the singular backing vocal. 
The subservient role of the electric bass guitar with regards to the other instrumental 
sound sources is further emphasised at 2:57-3:01, where it mimics the staccato 
crotchets employed by the unified string sound sources. In considering this brief 
unity between the two sets of sound sources it is worth noting that the lyric at this 
point is “words won’t bring us down”.
Whilst Refrain 3 is texturally less complex than the preceding Bridge 
section, the sound-box is effectively widened by the return of the unified string 
sound sources. The strings return at the start of the section, maintain both their role 
and dynamic level as defined in Refrain 2, and end similarly on a widely-spaced 
held chord. One significant change occurs in the second half of Refrain 3: whilst 
doubling the melodic material of the main vocal sound source for “bring us down” 
at 3:11-3:14 their rhythm is altered from quaver-crotchet-dotted crotchet to crotchet- 
quaver-dotted crotchet. This is the only moment of syncopation (and therefore 
rhythmic freedom) demonstrated by any of the string sound sources in the entire 
recording.
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The two group backing vocal sound sources disappear at the start of the 
section, which may confuse the listener given the continued use of “we” in the lyric. 
Even without this focal support the main vocal sound source remains the focus of 
attention. The single backing vocal is still present but returns to the double­
tracking, lower tessitura and essentially subservient role it possessed in Refrain 2. 
The main vocal also reduces its prominence in the sound-box, through a return to its 
original, lower tessitura and also the absence of the echo effect. The melodic 
material it employs is a slight variation on that found in Refrain 2, with an 
unexpectedly high note sung in falsetto on “they” (2:55) and with different 
melismas occurring at the end of each vocal line. These melismas are more 
complex in content than those in Refrain 2, but are less virtuosic in nature than the 
melodic material performed in the Bridge section.
The acoustic piano remains in the background. As in Refrain 2, its dynamic 
level and prominence in the sound-box is increased significantly for the three-note 
descending motif at 2:53-2:54 and also at 3:06-3:07. It is heard most clearly when 
the texture thins, which occurs firstly at the end of the first phrase due to a drum fill 
at 3:03-3:04 and also when the string sound sources fade out at the end of the 
section at 3:16-3:19.
The alto flute sound source returns briefly at 2:53 to double the three-note 
descending motif, then becomes inaudible until the next instance of this motif at 
3:06-3:07 and is briefly audible again at the end of the section at 3:16-3:17. In this 
respect, it appears to have no specified role in this section except as a focal 
multiplier for the three-note motif.
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Coda; (3:19-3:58)
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While the very top of the mix is no longer in use from 3:19 onwards, there are no 
discernable gaps in the sound-box. The first half of the Coda (3:19-3:32) has 
exactly the same sound sources as the Introduction (strings, solo cello, main vocal, 
electric bass, acoustic piano) but the texture has been altered substantially. Most 
noticeable is the increased presence of the string sound sources, which now have a 
lower dynamic level and occupy the whole sound-box except for where the main 
vocal and acoustic piano are present. The high, non-vibrato synthesised string 
sound sources are absent, and the violins and violas (which were single-tracked in 
the Introduction) are now double-tracked. In addition, the use of heavy vibrato for 
the string sound sources occurs for the first time since the Introduction.
The cello sound source is distinct for the first time since the Introduction. It 
is now placed in the bottom of the sound-box and begins each note on a quiet 
dynamic, then increases steadily in dynamic level and spreads to fill the middle 
ground whilst simultaneously panning continually from one side of the sound-box to 
the other throughout each held note. In a similar but less dramatic way, there is a 
limited amount of phasing and fluctuation in dynamic level within the group of 
string sound sources. For example, the string sound source placed at the top left of 
the sound-box appears to increase in both dynamic level and prominence at 3:21, 
and occupies the entire extreme left of the sound-box by 3:24. The acoustic piano is 
audible throughout, but it remains in the middle ground due to the continued 
presence of the string sound sources.
For the first time in the recording, it is the string sound sources and not the 
main vocal which provide new melodic material. Whilst the strings combine 
conjunct descending lines with the ‘mirror’ motif, the main vocal produces a 
shortened version of a melisma from the Introduction (compare 0:05-0:09 with 3:24- 
3:27). As a result of this localised lack of melodic invention, and also due to the
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strengthened string presence, it is the main vocal that appears to be subservient to 
the string sound sources for the first “don’t you bring me down” (3:30-3:32). The 
electric bass guitar sound source also has melodic interest at this point, rising a 
fourth to the supertonic whilst all the other sound sources fall a third to the tonic.
The halfway point of the Coda is marked by the drum kit with the use of a 
ride cymbal at 3:31-3:33, with a further clash at 3:35 marking the final appearance 
of the drum kit until the end of the section, where another two clashes mark the end 
of the recording at 3:48 and 3:51.
The cello sound source is less distinct in the second half of the Coda, as it 
employs no change in dynamic level and does not move within the sound-box. As a 
result it retreats into the middle ground but remains clearly audible. In a similar 
vein, the string sound sources lose their melodic role and now play a sustained tonic 
chord, clashing with the changing harmonies indicated by the cello and acoustic 
piano from 3:41-3:44. The only melodic interest for the string sound sources occurs 
through a three-fold expansion of the spacing of the tonic chord. In contrast, the 
main vocal now resumes its original role as the provider of new melodic material. It 
uses the second “today” (3:32-3:34) to launch an extended, three-part melisma, and 
in so doing displays a greater level of virtuosity than it presented in the first half of 
the Coda.
As a result of the newly decreased role for the string group the acoustic 
piano sound source moves to the front of the middle ground, to the extent that its 
individual notes are now clearly discernible. At 3:41 the acoustic piano disappears 
momentarily, with the strings also fading away by 3:44. As such, the final phrase 
for the main vocal is effectively unaccompanied, and therefore totally unchallenged 
as the focal centre.
On the second “down” (3:44-3:45) the echo effect returns, prompting the 
listener to recall again the main vocal from Verse 1, with this situation furthered by 
a more breathy tone quality and a less strident tone. As the main vocal fades away 
at 3:45 the distant drum returns, keeping the listener focused on the centre of the 
sound-box for the return of the vocal at 3:46. The suspension of regular time 
afforded to the main sound source at this point - a dramatic pause - provides 
conclusive proof of the central ironic conceit, with its effective “please look at me” 
stance in direct contrast to the spoken “don’t look at me” which constituted the first 
sound heard on the recording.
At 3:48 both the strings and acoustic piano sound sources return to 
accompany the final main vocal phrase. By 3:51 the main vocal has faded out on an 
affected vibrato. In contrast, the string sound sources return forcefully, gradually 
increasing in dynamic level until 3:52, then fading away gradually until 3:58. By 
3:57 they too sound vulnerable, with heavy vibrato and use of echo being the last 
sounds heard on the musical recording.
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Subject-position in BeautifuF
Whilst listeners will undoubtedly draw different conclusions upon the significance 
of the musical recording, a number of key trends and ongoing narratives can be 
identified in ‘Beautiful’, all of which will contribute (to differing extents) to their 
personal interpretation.
Instrumental sound sources and the main vocal 
Instrumental vs. instrumental sound sources
On a macroscopic level, the recording’s constituent sound sources appear to co-exist 
harmoniously, and with a clear two-tier hierarchy. Placed centrally throughout, the 
indisputable focal centre is the main vocal sound source, with the other sound 
sources reflecting (and in the majority of cases causing) any changes in its character. 
At no point in the recording does another sound source successfully obscure the 
vocal or force it into the middle ground by possessing a louder dynamic level.
There are four different levels on which the accompanying sound sources can be 
seen to reflect and comment upon this hierarchy:
1) The suppression of identity for individual sound sources by the main vocal 
sound source
2) The attempted suppression of the main vocal sound source by other sound 
sources
3) Tensions between different groups o f sound sources
4) Tensions within a group of sound sources.
The clearest evidence for (1) occurs when the main vocal sound source is not 
present. In all cases this is only for a few seconds, but in each instance one or more 
of the remaining sound sources produces material of an increased melodic content. 
In contrast, when the main vocal is present melodic interest rarely occurs in another 
sound source.
In response to (1), on two occasions the accompanying sound sources make 
an attempt to suppress the main vocal and assert their own dominance. In the 
Introduction and in the first half of the Coda the threat is provided by the combined 
string sound sources, which effectively surround the sonic space occupied by the 
main vocal on both occasions. This threat is unsuccessful, primarily due to the 
acoustic piano’s apparent role as a protector of the sonic area occupied by the main 
vocal within the sound-box. It is also worth noting that in both cases the main vocal 
counters with a display of increased confidence in the section immediately 
following the threat.
The two moments of conflict described above provide clear evidence for (3): 
there are three distinct sound source groupings, which include all of the recording's 
most frequently heard individual sound sources:
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Group A: main vocal, single backing vocal, multi-tracked backing
vocals, acoustic piano, distant snare drum
Group B: strings, cello, synthesised strings
Group C: drum kit, electric bass guitar, alto flute
Whilst Groups A and B can be seen to interact constantly throughout the recording, 
and Groups B and C share a small amount of melodic material. Group C can be seen 
as effectively neutral with regards to the power struggle occurring between the other 
sound sources. This group does, however, demonstrate a clear example of (4), with 
the omission of glissandi in the electric bass guitar (1:19 until 3:18) entirely due to 
its subservience to the drum kit. Indeed, it is apparent that a hierarchy exists within 
each of the groups of instrumental sound sources -  each of the groups listed above 
have been ordered with the most dominant instrumental sound source placed first. 
For instance, the hierarchical order of the three sets of vocal sound sources is clearly 
established during the Bridge section, whilst the comparatively small area of the 
sound-box occupied by the cello in the Refrain demonstrates the overall authority of 
the string sound source within that group.
Instrumental vs. vocal sound sources
The sense of an apparent struggle between common purpose and individual identity 
continues when the melodic material of the individual sound sources is examined. 
When considered as two separate groups, both the combined pitched instrumental 
sound sources and combined vocal sound sources have a melodic motif unique to 
themselves, and in both cases the motif is used by every member of the group. For 
the pitched instrumental sound sources a three-note descending motif (tone-tone) 
first employed by the acoustic piano and electric bass guitar in Refrain 1 at 0:53- 
0:54 also occurs in Refrain 2 and is finally adopted by the string sound sources in 
Refrain 3 (firstly at 2:53-2:54). The vocal sound sources also employ a shared 
three-note descending figure (tone-minor third), which first occurs for the main 
vocal during the very first pitched utterance at 0:08-0:09, for the singular backing 
vocal during the Bridge section at 2:38, and for the multi-tracked backing vocals at 
the very end of the Bridge section at 2:51.
The combined instrumental sound source and vocal sound source groups are 
linked by a common melodic motif, however: the reflective, symmetrical ‘mirror’ 
motif (ascending tone-semitone, descending semitone-tone), which first occurs in 
the acoustic piano at the end of the Introduction within its six-note melodic motif at 
0:23-0:26, in the main vocal at the end of Verse 1 on “don’t you bring me down... 
today” at 1:17-1:20, and in the single backing vocal on “we’re the song inside the 
tune” at 2:32-2:35. Variations on this five-note motif occur on a number of 
occasions, most notably for the strings and electric bass guitar (1:30-1:34) and in an 
embellished form in the main vocal's final phrase (3:42-3:47).
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The main vocal and the instrumental sound sources
In essence, the main vocal sound source goes through three distinct phases. The 
first phase ends at the close of the Refrain 1 : the vocal tone is breathy throughout 
the Introduction, and although it possesses a more consistent tone in both Verse 1 
and Refrain 1 this is achieved through audible effort. This effort is signified by the 
use of deep breathing between phrases, vocal rasping at the beginning of phrases, 
and a lack of melismas at the end of phrases. In an apparent response to this 
somewhat vulnerable main vocal the texture is greatly reduced for the start of Verse 
1, and although it thickens again for the start of Refrain 1 the effect is achieved by 
the strings employing a louder dynamic level and becoming a more unified presence 
than in the Introduction. Whilst their re-entry does feel obtrusive, it is accepted 
primarily as the forces employed are almost identical to those of the Introduction."^
The second phase for the main vocal commences with Verse 2 and finishes 
at the close of Refrain 3. Within these three sections the main vocal has a more 
confident and strident tone, employs falsetto only for effect (in Refrain 3), and is 
bolstered by both the appearance of the single backing vocal and two multi-tracked 
backing vocal sound sources. In response to the increased vocal presence, a drum 
kit is played throughout all three sections (and is absent elsewhere except for a few 
isolated cymbal clashes in the Coda), and the strings multiply in number.
The final phase for the main vocal consists of the Coda, where it returns 
firstly to the slightly hesitant and rasping nature last exhibited in Refrain 1, and then 
to the breathy falsetto of the Introduction. In effect, a ternary form is being 
employed (A-B-A), and could even be expanded to A-B-C-B-A if these phases are 
subdivided, s is shown in Table 5.1. If it were viewed in terms of musical notes 
instead of sectional divisions, the latter of these two structural outlines represents a 
macroscopic version of the ascending tone-semitone then descending semitone-tone 
shape of the ‘mirror’ motif. Whichever structure is perceived, the outcome will 
remain unchanged: the main vocal has gone on an emotional journey, but has 
essentially ended in the same emotional state that it was in at the start:
Section Name Timings Sub-sections
A 0:00-0:26 Introduction
A 1 0:26-1:32 Verse 1 
Refrain 1 
Break
B 1:32-2:25 Verse2 
Refrain 2
C 2:25-2:51 Bridge
B 2:51-3:19 Refrain 3
A 1 3:19-3:32 Coda (first half)
A 3:32-3:58 Coda (second half)
Table 5.1: The relative length of phrases employed by the main vocal 
sound source in ‘Beautiful’
The only distinction between the sections is the omission of the synthesised strings in Refrain 1.
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If a focus-based subject-position for ‘Beautiful’ were to be based on the brief 
analysis provided above, it would need to relate specifically to these three distinct 
phases in the main vocal sound source.
The first phase promotes the creation of an intimate relationship between the 
main vocal sound source and a listener, specifically through the vulnerability of the 
half-whispered opening vocal phrase. With the first significant lyric content of 
Verse 1, the continued fragility of the main vocal combined with the use of acoustic 
piano as primary harmonic accompaniment is suggestive of the ‘piano ballad as 
confessional’ genre. The use of a small (or chamber) string ensemble at this point 
also constitutes another emotional signifier, indicating both intimacy and personal 
emotional content. The overall subject-position for this section is therefore one of 
introspection, with the use of the distant snare drum as a focal multiplier serving to 
highlight the intended listener outcome: in effect, the listener is being actively 
encouraged to identify personally with the main vocal sound source and to feel 
similarly emotionally vulnerable.
In direct contrast, the second phase features a fuller, more projected vocal 
tone, suggestive of both self-confidence and a wish to communicate to a large 
number of people. Depending on the listener’s perception, the newly extrovert 
nature of the main vocal is either prompted or complemented by the expanded string 
presence. Through its effective masking of the acoustic piano sound source, the 
combined string sound sources remove the sense of intimacy and also the emotional 
signifiers linked to a piano ballad. By the start of the Bridge the acoustic piano has 
been placed so far into the background as to become almost inaudible, and when 
considered alongside the new roles for vocal and string sound sources it becomes 
apparent that all the introverted elements have been either replaced or obscured. 
When considered in conjunction with the addition of three new vocal sound sources, 
the subject-position being presented to the listener is of personal confidence gained 
through identification with (and inclusion within) a group identity.
The final phase combines elements of both previous phases, being both 
introvert (with a return to the acoustic piano-led accompaniment of the first phase) 
and extrovert (the newly-melodic string material, which although it possesses a 
‘chamber’ feel is at a louder dynamic than in the Introduction). The same is true of 
the main vocal, which is no longer bolstered by the presence of additional vocal 
sound sources but displays a greater melodic invention than in the Introduction. 
Whilst it may appear less forceful than in the previous two phases, the subject- 
position presented is still clear: when considered together, the main vocal, acoustic 
piano and string sound sources create the impression of a public (or extrovert) 
expression of personal vulnerability. The distinction from the subject-position of 
the first phase is most clearly demonstrated by the use of a vocal pause at 3:45, 
followed immediately by a vocal creak, both of which clearly demonstrate that
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whilst the main vocal is again vulnerable it is now in control, with this vulnerability 
occurring as much through choice as through necessity.
Lyric content
In addition to the subject-position of the empirical listener, the text 
embodies a subject-position onto its own material: this is the ethical 
position which the material itself encourages the listener to adopt 
towards its social content (Dibben 1999: 332).
A quick glance at the lyric sheet for ‘Beautiful’, or an unengaged listen to Christina 
Aguilera’s studio recording of the song, may lead to the conclusion that it is a 
simple, innocuous pop song, one with a clear message but which has no apparent 
‘ethical position’ on its lyric content. As the following discussion will demonstrate, 
appearances can be deceptive.
The lyric content of ‘Beautiful’ is repetitive, simplistic and straightforward, 
employing simple words and coherent phrases. Its social content therefore appears 
to be relatively unambiguous. The entire song is encapsulated in the refrain:
I am beautiful no matter what they say
This declaration carries three implications, all of which are hinted at but not 
expressed elsewhere: the protagonist cares deeply about how others perceive them, 
considers theirs to be a ‘me-against-the-world’ situation and consequently has 
suffered from low self-esteem.
Whilst the general message being conveyed by the lyric is clear, a key aspect 
of the lyric is the inherent ambiguity of many of its other phrases. Firstly, the 
listener is never entirely sure if the protagonist is Christina, if she is taking on a 
character role, or if she is singing from a generalised viewpoint (i.e. viewing the 
character as a particular type of person).^ In addition, we are not sure if the “you” 
found within Verse 2 and Refrain 2 is singular or plural, or how many people 
constitute the “we” mentioned within the Bridge and Refrain 3. On a less 
generalised level, information on the protagonist is provided within the lyric but not 
fully explained. In the first verse, we are not told why the protagonist finds it “hard 
to breathe”, or which actions have left them feeling “ashamed”. In fact, as the 
pronouns become more ambiguous so in turn does the lyric content in general. For 
instance, the phrases “the piece is gone, left the puzzle undone” and “from all the 
pain I’m so ashamed” are both easy to comprehend, but difficult to interpret due to a
 ^ This situation is hirther confused for those listeners who glance at the songwriting credits for 
either the single or album releases and realise that the song was written not by Christina 
Aguilera, with an extra layer of confusion added for those listeners who are aware that the song 
was written by Linda Perry for her own projected third solo record, and therefore was never 
intended to be sung by Christina at any point during its creation.
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complete lack of explanatory information. Similarly, the “they” of “no matter what 
they say” as heard in each Refrain remains unexplained at the close of the recording: 
is it the same “they” in each instance, even though each Refrain appears to be 
addressing a different individual or group? By the end of the recording, the only 
knowledge procured by the listener is that the protagonist, the listener and some 
unnamed other(s) are all “beautiful”. It is not possible, however, for the listener to 
have any idea why these three parties are, indeed, “beautiful”.
The open meaning of the phrases used in ‘Beautiful’ is not, however, a 
symptom of bad song writing but is instead closely linked to the subject matter of 
the lyric, namely the presentation of a personal account of a universally recognisable 
emotional state. The specific emotion or emotions in question are, perhaps 
understandably, hard to quantify. Although a lack of self-esteem (“I’m so 
ashamed”), outsider status (“they” pitted against “me” and “we”), and depression 
(being “down”) are all alluded to in the lyric, none of them represents a constant 
lyrical theme.
The apparent lack of emotional definition can be directly related to the 
subject matter: if a singular emotional state were being expressed, the intended 
universal appeal of the lyric to a listener would be severely limited. The argument 
for the this deliberate universality of lyric content is bolstered by the complete 
absence of “he” or “she”, or indeed any details of the protagonist’s relationships 
(with friends, family members or lovers), as if any such details were present the 
lyric’s ability to be ‘all things to all people’ would be compromised.
Pronouns and acoustic piano-led ballads
The use of pronouns in ‘Beautiful’ can also be seen to enhance the universal appeal 
of the lyric. Whilst the shift from “I” to “You” for Verse 2 and Refrain 2 is 
unexpected but not uncommon, the subsequent shift from “You” to “We” for the 
Bridge and Refrain 3 is surprising in this context. In fact, it is unusual for any 
popular song to appear to communicate with three separate groups of people within 
the same lyric, and is extremely unusual within the musical genre in question, 
namely a acoustic piano-led ballad. Two main sub-genres for the acoustic piano-led 
ballad exist, namely the acoustic piano ballad as a love song (such as Harry 
Nilsson’s 1971 recording “Without You”) and the acoustic piano ballad as 
confessional (such as John Lennon’s 1971 recording “Jealous Guy”). Of these two 
sub-genres, the lyric content for the latter focuses almost entirely on the protagonist, 
whilst the former is preoccupied with the protagonist and a singular other.
It is common for the terms of reference to change constantly within a 
acoustic piano-ballad, often within the same line (as in the line “7 didn’t mean to 
hurt you'' in ‘Jealous Guy’). In contrast, the lyric for ‘Beautiful’ is notable for the 
clear division of its pronouns, to the extent that within its three clear sectional 
divisions no mixing of pronouns occurs:
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Verse 1 and Refrain 1: “I” and “me”
Verse 2 and Refrain 2; “You”
Bridge and Refrain 3: “We” and “us”
The unusual nature of this segregation of pronouns in ‘Beautiful’ will have a 
significant impact on a listener’s perception and interpretation of the lyric. On one 
hand, the listener is presented with three different opportunities to view themselves 
as the subject of the lyric. On the other hand, the level at which a listener can 
engage with the lyric is severely limited by this segregation: for instance, a listener 
who has viewed themselves as the subject in Refrain 1 (“I and “me”) is forced to re­
evaluate their position at the start of Verse 2 -  are they supposed to continue to 
identify with the protagonist, or are they now being addressed by the protagonist? 
Similarly, whilst the use of “We” makes it almost impossible for a listener not to 
view themselves as part of the group being addressed, the emotional content of the 
lyric during the Bridge and Refrain 3 is negligible -  phrases such as “we’re the song 
inside the tune” and “everywhere we go, the sun will always shine” hold almost no 
interpretative value. Although there is a return to the first person singular (“me”) at 
the end of Refrain 3, the relatively unemotional “We” sections make it difficult for a 
listener to view the “me” in question as themselves. So for the listener who initially 
identified with the “I” of Verse 1, the song represents a clear case of diminishing 
returns.
In general, the lyric of a acoustic piano-led ballad will concern love, with the 
emotional relationship between the protagonist and a singular other being (in almost 
all cases) the primary subject matter. In this respect, ‘Beautiful’ again represents an 
anomaly, with its lyric making no reference to either love or human relationships. It 
could be argued that it is instead concerned with self-love, but only through the 
protagonist’s professed lack of it, and also with regards to the addressees (as 
represented by “You” and “We”). As was the case for the general lack of 
informative content, the choice of emotional content can be seen to contribute to the 
universality of the lyric in general. Not all listeners will be in a relationship or old 
enough to have been in one, but all will have questioned their own self-worth at 
some point.
Lyric content: conclusions
The lyric for ‘Beautiful’ presents to a listener a conflict between empathy and self­
reflection, and also one between private and public exclamation. From the careful 
construction of the lyric it is highly plausible that these in-built conflicts were a 
deliberate consequence of the approach to minimal content taken in its construction, 
with both the small changes that occur between sections and also between individual 
words becoming of great interpretative significance. As is clearly shown in the final
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two lines, the listener is being constantly requested to switch between self-reflection 
and empathy:
Yes, words can’t bring us down
So don’t you bring me down today.
Such a rapid shift in emphasis can only serve to confuse and disorientate a listener. 
Whilst the minimal approach to informative lyric writing employed in ‘Beautiful’ 
strengthens and enhances the subject-position of the recording, the resultant lyric 
has an extremely vague subject matter. Whilst this leaves the possibility for the 
listener to fill in the gaps and personalise the story, it could also lead to a situation 
where the listener has a grasp on neither the subject matter not the subject-position 
of the lyric, especially in Verse 2. When considered in isolation, therefore, the lyric 
is extremely difficult to interpret. It attempts to hold a paradoxical position by 
trying to present universal statements that a listener will personally relate to. 
Through its reluctance to focus on either, it is conceivable that it fails on both 
counts.
Crucially, the combined lyric content does not constitute the subject-position 
of the recording, which is expressed instead in three different ways by the use of 
pronouns. The subject-position is, in fact, extremely transparent -  that of a listener, 
regardless of their personal circumstances, age or gender, who has identified with 
the protagonist in at least one section of the recording by the time they have finished 
listening to it. Indeed, the subject-position of the lyric is so strong that there are 
only two options available to the listener. They could succumb to the relentless 
attempts to encourage identification, and in so doing produce an emotionally- 
charged response. Alternatively, they will be repulsed by the blatancy of the 
subject-position, and by focusing instead on the non-specified lyric content will 
denounce the song as emotionally empty. They may even deem it to be a load of 
nonsense.
Sonic content as a response to lyric content
On a superficial level, the comparisons between the sonic and lyric content when 
both are considered in isolation are striking. Both possess a clear distinction 
between content and critique, with the sound sources presenting a complicated 
matrix of suppression (matched by the introvert elements of the lyric) and attempts 
to possess individuality within a group identity (matched by the extrovert elements 
of the lyric), whilst the sonic content in general presents a simple message to the 
listener - to focus solely and exclusively on the main sound source. Through this 
clear instruction, the individual sound sources effectively act as focal multipliers for 
the lyric content.
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With the ambiguity of the specific lyric content being its most salient 
feature, the central issue regarding the individual sound sources is not the extent to 
which they enhance the siibject-position of the lyric, but is instead whether or not 
the moment-to-moment changes in the musical recording guide the listener in any 
way. In essence, should they most closely identify with the protagonist in the “I”-, 
“You”- or “We”-led sections?
Vocal presentation
Whilst the relationship between the accompaniment as a whole and specific lyric 
content is crucial to an understanding of the subject-position of the recording, the 
status of the main vocal sound source as the most significant sound source ensures 
that it will carry the vast majority of any interpretative significance placed on the 
sonic content of the recording (i.e. the main vocal and the supporting sound sources 
combined) by a listener.
The number of vocal sound sources present on the recording at any one point 
can be viewed as directly related to the use of pronouns within the localised lyric 
content. For the “I” sections a single human voice is present, which is 
supplemented by the single backing vocal sound source for the “You” sections, and 
is further supplemented by the two multi-tracked backing vocal sound sources for 
the first “We” section. As occurs for a number of sound sources, at the end of 
Refrain 2 and Refrain 3 the additional vocal sound sources suddenly depart from the 
sound-box, leaving only the main vocal remaining for the line “so don’t you bring 
me down today” in both cases. What is more surprising is the sudden disappearance 
of the multi-tracked backing vocal sound sources at the end of the Bridge: as 
Refrain 3 continues to use the pronoun “We”, their absence appears to counter the 
localised subject-position at this point in the lyric, namely for the listener to view 
themselves as part of a larger community.
With regard to the main vocal sound source in particular, both the level of 
prominence within the sound-box and the tone quality of the sound source can be 
seen to reflect the emotional state of the protagonist at that moment in the musical 
recording. Throughout the Introduction and in Verse 1 the vocal is breathy, 
employs a relatively low dynamic level and also has a low intensity in terms of 
performance. In verse 1 in particular, the vocal performance is reduced to essential 
melodic notes and as such uses no extraneous melismatic material. When compared 
to the lyric, both the sense of intimacy and the implied internal dialogue of the vocal 
performance serve to magnify the sense of singularity present by the lyric’s 
continual use of “I” at this point. During Verse 2 and Refrain 2 the main vocal is 
less breathy and more controlled and features significantly fewer instances of vocal 
rasping, all of which indicate that the dialogue is now external. Through not being 
extrovert in its performance, the implication for the main vocal is that when “You” 
is sung the communicative act is occurring on a one-to-one level between the
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listener and the protagonist. In contrast, within the Bridge section (and to a lesser 
extent in Refrain 3) the vocal is more prominent, possessing both a higher tessitura 
and an increased level of virtuosic technical skill which, when combined with the 
echo effect, is suggestive that the “We” being addressed in this section is no longer 
two individuals but instead a large number of people.
The return of the main vocal to a fragile, breathy tone for the Coda clearly 
guides listener comprehension of the lyric in general. The two most likely of the 
many possible interpretations available to a listener are as follows. The sudden 
return to a less confident, more confiding tone in the Coda could suggest that, in 
spite of the earlier outward displays of confidence and defiance (which reach a peak 
in the Bridge), an element of self-doubt still exists behind the bravado. 
Alternatively, the return to the vocal tone quality first heard in the Introduction 
could suggest that the song itself was never really sung to anyone, but instead was 
only heard by the protagonist, being only projected internally (i.e. not ‘sung’ at all).
On a surface level, the texture of the recording (and of the main vocal in 
particular) can therefore be seen to amplify the distinctions provided by the use of 
pronouns in the lyric. In addition to the changes in vocal sound source between 
sections, the profusion of vocal creaks, melismatic embellishments and momentary 
timbrai changes (such as the use of falsetto for a single note at 2:55) suggest that a 
continual commentary on the lyric content is taking place. Whilst this is certainly 
true on a general level, with the level of complexity of the embellishments in 
particular being directly related to the level of self-confidence as evidenced in the 
lyric, the exact nature of these or indeed any other vocal embellishments bear no 
correlation to the specific lyrics. In this respect, the vocalisations can be viewed as 
promoting a sense of universality, being clearly emotive but for no real purpose. 
One vocal event even appears to contradict the lyric content: the second sound heard 
on the recording is the softly spoken, half-whispered “don’t look at me”. Its 
sensuous nature is inviting and therefore does not dissuade a listener’s attention in 
the way that an extreme, harsh or loud sound would have done.
The diction of the main vocal sound source is not always perfect, leading to 
two moments where the lyric is not clearly discernible. One occurs with the multi­
track backing vocal group during the second half of the Bridge. The other 
occurrence is of greater significance:
From all the pain I’m so ashamed 
With only the recording as a guide, however, a listener may hear the following:
From all the fame I’m so ashamed
Whilst the difference may appear minimal, the effect on the perceived subject- 
position is enormous. In short, the word “fame” would constitute the one moment
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in the lyric where the universality of the message is compromised, as only a very 
small percentage of listeners will have experienced fame.
With the main vocal being the most significant sound source on the 
recording, Christina Aguilera’s technically excellent vocal performance is afforded 
a greater interpretative significance with regards to subject-position than would 
normally occur within the genre of the acoustic piano-led ballad. On a macroscopic 
level, the use of vocal creaks, melismas and extremes of vocal range all actively 
work against the subject-position of self-identification: as few listeners possess the 
vocal agility to match her performance, the remainder will feel separated from such 
obvious virtuosity. In addition, the level of self-referencing that occurs between her 
vocal melismas may suggest to a listener a high level of pre-performance planning. 
If so perceived, this would present a further barrier between the protagonist (as 
portrayed in the lyric) and a listener, and as such would further detract from the 
overall subject-position. In essence, whilst Christina Aguilera’s performance may 
be both complex and precise, upon close examination it is uncovered as being 
essentially unemotional.
Sonic content
If Christina Aguilera’s vocal performance involved only a minimum of pre- 
performance planning, the sonic content of the musical recording of ‘Beautiful’ was 
carefully arranged, with no aspect or momentary details being even partially 
improvised. With the exception of the relationship between the use of pronouns and 
the textural density of the musical recording, there are no clear-cut correlations 
between sonic and lyric content. The only other possible correlation occurs 
between the lyric content and musical content: the use of a non-diatonic chord (bVI) 
in the Introduction, Verse, Bridge and Coda sections contrasts with the completely 
diatonic use of harmony in the Refrain sections, indicating a link between the nature 
of the localised harmony and the emotional state being expressed in the lyric (self­
doubt in the verse, reinforced self-worth in the Refrain). Such an assertion becomes 
problematic, however, when the use of bVI during the Bridge section is considered.
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Subject-position in ’Beautiful’; a conclusion
In short, both the lyric and the sonic content of ‘Beautiful’ work on two distinct 
levels. On a macroscopic level, they both promote a subject-position of 
identification and acceptance within a group identity. On a microscopic level, 
however, there exists confusion, conflict and uncertainty. Almost all of the 
moment-to-moment events in both the lyric and also for the individual sound 
sources are of no consequence with regard to the overall subject-position of the 
musical recording. For the listener who ignores these moment-to-moment events, 
the subject-position is pervasive and persuasive, with the resultant self-related 
emotional response an intended outcome. In contrast, the listener who examines 
both the lyric and sonic content will struggle to locate a clear message, and as such 
is likely to find the musical recording to be both emotionally unrewarding and 
emotionally unconvincing.
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Promotional video for ^Beautiful’
Jonas Akerland
The promotional video for ‘Beautiful’ was directed by Jonas Akerland. Having 
accumulated over 10 years of directorial experience by the time he was asked to 
work on the Christina Aguilera recording, and having been involved professionally 
with a disparate list of artists (including Madonna, Metallica and Roxette), his 
name would have already evoked a level of controversy. For example, his 1998 
video for The Cardigan’s single ‘My Favourite Game’, an otherwise cheerful 
portrayal of the joys of speeding, ends abruptly with their lead singer Stina Persson 
being catapulted out of the open-top car onto the road ahead at a great height, 
presumably to her death.
Akerland had also explored the problematic nature of sexuality in his 
videos on at least one previous occasion: the video for The Prodigy’s 1997 single 
‘Smack My Bitch Up’ is essentially a sped-up account of a lad’s night out on the 
town, complete with drink driving, drug use and rough (presumably paid-for) sex. 
The irony is displayed at the end of the clip via a mirror, which reveals to the 
viewer that the protagonist was, in fact, not a lad but a young woman. Whilst the 
accompanying video for ‘Beautiful’ is nowhere near as extreme as these two 
examples, its power to shock upon first viewing should not be underestimated.
Narrative structure
A detailed, scene-by-scene storyboard of the video can be found in Appendix 3. 
The video for ‘Beautiful’ features a number of on-going narratives involving nine 
isolated characters. They never meet each other, and are apparently unaware of 
Christina’s existence: indeed, none of them is shown singing the lyric to the song, 
and as such they appear to exist in a separate time-frame to Christina.
As was the case for both the lyric and sonic content of the musical 
recording, the promotional video for ‘Beautiful’ can be split into clear sections, 
with each section defined by the actions of either Christina or the other characters. 
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 present a summary of the characters presented in the video and 
the content of each main section of the video respectively:
A key to the characters portrayed tin order of appearance:
1. Christina Aguilera (as herself) bullying
2. A semi-naked young boy 6. A teenage ‘goth’ boy with a punk-style
3. Two gay men in their late 20s haircut wearing entirely black clothing
4. A teenage ‘goth’ boy with a punk-style 7. (A sunflower)
haircut 8. A young anorexic girl
5. A young girl with brown frizzy hair and 9. A middle-aged, bald-headed man
‘train-track’ braces -  a victim of 10. A young dark-skinned girl
Table 5.3: the main characters in the promotional video for ‘Beautiful’
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A: Introduction and Verse 1
(stasis)
Christina is shown moving her head and arms constantly 
whilst singing, but remains sitting on the floor. A dead 
sunflower is shown. A series of characters is shown, all in 
a darkened room (or outside at night time for the two gay 
men, who also have their eyes closed), who are essentially 
motionless and look unhappy.
B: Refrain 1
(movement)
Whilst Christina remains on the floor, there is greatly 
increased physical movement for the characters, who 
continue to look unhappy.
C: Break
(movement)
A transition section -  Christina gets up from the floor and 
moves towards the brown chair, whilst a bald-headed man 
begins the transition from male to female by putting on a 
bra. The eyes of the two gay men are still closed and have 
not yet kissed.
D: Verse 2 and Refrain 2
(stasis)
Christina remains sitting in the brown chair. The characters 
are all essentially static or move towards a static location 
(the punk-haired teenager sits down on the bus). In Refrain 
2 the two gay men finally kiss, but with their eyes closed. 
At the end of the section Christina walks towards a full- 
length mirror.
E: Bridge
(movement)
Christina gestures continually in front of the mirror whilst 
singing. There is an increased level of physical movement 
for all the characters. At the end of the section the anorexic 
girl violently smashes a free-standing, full-length mirror 
with her fist.
F: Refrain 3
(stasis)
Christina continues to gesture and sing in front of the 
mirror, predominantly with her eyes closed. The characters 
all make eye contact with the camera, a mirror, a mirrored 
surface (window or table) or each other (the two gay men, 
who finally open their eyes), and all display relatively 
happy expressions.
G: Coda
(stasis)
Christina turns from the mirror and sits back down in the 
comer on the floor. The characters (including Christina) 
make no further eye contact with their reflections and they 
return to appearing unhappy. A healthy sunflower is shown. 
In the final shot Christina is shown slumped on the floor 
with her head bowed.
Table 5.3: a summary of the activities of the main characters in the promotional video 
for ‘Beautiful’
A further symbolic aspect of the production relates to the interaction 
between the characters and the camera. Whilst Christina Aguilera is makes eye 
contact with the camera at least once in every section, and on numerous occasions 
in most sections, the other characters only make eye contact with the camera at key 
moments in the video, predominantly during Refrain 3.
An analysis of focus and forces 
Production techniques
One of the most noticeable features of the video involves its production: while 
there is continual change in who is on screen and their activities, there is almost no 
movement in the camera itself at all. Only on a couple of occasions is there any 
noticeable camera movement, having no discernable impact on the ongoing 
narrative in either instance. Similarly, there are no instances where the camera
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pans in or pans out on an image. In this respect, the viewers can only be held or 
distracted by the movements of the characters, not by the camera itself.
Through this apparent lack of camera movement, the implication for the 
viewer is therefore one of a continuous presentation of 'freeze-frame' moving 
images: the video is effectively providing no commentary on its content, and is 
instead promoting the illusion that the images are occurring in real-time in front of 
the viewer’s eyes. In this respect, the video is encouraging the viewer to delude 
themselves, and furthermore into viewing themselves as an additional (but unseen) 
character.
If the illusion is therefore one of a continuous, real-time dialogue between 
the viewer and Christina, with the appearances of the other characters providing 
informative but momentary distractions from herself as the main character, the 
illusion is broken on several instances. Whilst singing the word “me” at 1:01, 
Christina's head is tilting to the right in one frame, then with a different camera is 
instantly shown continuing to sing the word with her head tilted to the left. For the 
following word “down” at 1:02 another camera shot is used, this time with the head 
raised, facing the camera. If the effect on the listener is unambiguous (three 
different shots of Christina over the word “me”, with the head bowing slightly 
during the word “down”), the discerning viewer is now aware that the apparent 
real-time dialogue is anything but, and is instead a very carefully crafted and 
meticulously planned series of shots filmed over a number of takes. A further 
instance occurs when Christina climbs into the brown chair at 1:29, where through 
another shift in camera angle she appears to get into the chair quicker than her 
initial movement suggests was possible. A third, more significant example occurs 
at the very end of the video, where Christina is slumped on the floor, facing to the 
left on the right hand side of the window (at 3:51-3:53), then facing to the right on 
the left hand side of the window (at 3:53-3:56). With these instances in mind, 
viewers may become cynical of the whole enterprise and be unmoved at best, or 
repulsed at worst, by what they have just seen.
Light and shade
Another symbolic feature of the video’s production is the use of lighting, and more 
specifically the level of light shown on the screen at any given time. It is no 
coincidence that, when the characters (including Christina) are shown from a 
distance in the Introduction, Verse 1 and Coda sections, the screen is 
predominantly dark, and that during any close-ups on a specific character the 
screen is considerably brighter. The viewer’s relationship with Christina is clearly 
informed by the use of lighting: the distant shot of a figure at 0:20-0:24, revealed to 
be Christina in the next frame, constitutes an early attempt to equate Christina’s 
emotional situation with those of the other characters portrayed in the Introduction, 
with the implication to the viewer that she is the spokesperson for this silent group
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of disparate individuals. Evidence for this apparent role is provided by the fact that 
the room Christina inhabits is similarly dark to their own environments, but the 
comer she sits in is bathed in natural light (albeit filtered though papered-over 
windows).
With regard to the stmctural summary outlined in Table 5.3, both the use 
and level of lighting in each scene contribute to a viewer’s response to the video on 
a generalised, section-by-section level. In sections A and B the use of darkness is 
clearly indicative of a sombre mood, with the choice of a bedroom location for four 
of the characters (the semi-naked young boy, anorexic girl, bald-headed man and 
the dark-skinned girl) suggestive of an introspective mood. It is also significant 
that Christina is similarly portrayed in a darkened room, albeit one which is much 
lighter than for the other characters, with this effectively being a visual link 
between herself with the other characters. As Christina is shown almost 
exclusively in close-shot images whilst the other characters are shown from a 
greater distance, the contrast of light (Christina) versus dark (the other characters) 
is striking.
In Section C Christina is again equated with the other characters, being 
shown this time in more distant shots. She also mirrors the sense of transition 
being achieved by the bald-headed man: she gets up and sits in a chair, he puts on a 
black bra.
In Section D the level of light for Christina and the other characters is more 
equal. The dark-skinned girls' room is now illuminated by the open fire (shown 
full-screen at 1:39), a more distant shot of the anorexic girl reveals a side-lamp (at 
1:42-1:44), natural light now shines on the head and back of the bald-headed man 
(at 1:47-1:49), a car’s headlights shine through the back window of the bus being 
occupied by the punk-haired teenager (at 1:53-1:55), the semi-naked young boy is 
shown standing by a brightly illuminated window (at 2:07-2:08), and the two gay 
men kiss whilst a billboard shines in the background (at 2:13-2:15).
In Section E the level of light remains relatively constant between scenes 
until 2:50. This is an intentional move to highlight both the increased intensity of 
physical movement for the characters in this section and more specifically the 
climax of the section at 2:50 where in a relatively dark room the anorexic girl 
smashes the mirror (which not entirely coincidently is reflecting the light from the 
side-lamp).
In Section F the use of close-shots for all characters creates an increased 
sense of lightness. This is also achieved for the two gay men: now being shot from 
the front, they are shown as sitting in front of a white wall.
In Section G the amount of light is reduced instantly: with no light source in 
view, the semi-naked young man is shown sitting on a bed with dark wallpaper 
behind him. Christina is now shot from a greater distance, and the anorexic girl’s 
room is darker now that the mirror has been broken. The shot of the punk-haired
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teenager is also widened to show the black seats on the bus, and the bullied girl is 
also shot from a longer, darker perspective. The sunflower provides the only 
notable contrast, being now rejuvenated and bright yellow in colour.
Mirrors
In much the same way as occurs with regards to the use of brightness, the 
placement and use of mirrors within the video for ‘Beautiful’ is also carefully 
planned and highly symbolic. In fact, the first time that one of the other characters 
is shown they are visible only through a mirror reflection (the anorexic girl at 
0:12). The first scene for the bald-headed man also features a mirror in the 
background (from 0:18-0:21), as does the first long focus shot of Christina (from 
0:21-0:24). During the Bridge section all the characters are shown responding to 
their mirror reflection, including Christina who is in front of a mirror for the 
entirety of the section. The bald-headed guy, the anorexic girl and the semi-naked 
young boy are all shown smiling at themselves in a mirror reflection, whilst the 
punk-haired teenager looks at his reflection in the window whilst on the bus. The 
bullied girl stares straight to camera, but as she was last shown staring into the 
reflective table the implication is that she is looking at herself. The dark-skinned 
girl also looks into the camera, and it is conceivable that she is looking into a 
mirror placed out of shot on the wall behind the camera. The only exception is the 
two gay men: in the absence of any reflective surface they look into each other’s 
eyes.
With the use of mirrors remaining constant throughout the video, and with 
the camera taking the place of the mirror on at least three occasions (for the 
anorexic girl, the bullied girl and Christina), a clear message is being projected to 
the viewer: not only are they being asked to relate to the characters, they are being 
invited to view themselves as the mirror reflection of the characters.
Eye contact
A third, and perhaps most significant aspect of the production of the video for 
‘Beautiful’ regards the level of eye contact afforded to the camera by both 
Christina and the other characters. By being the only character to make eye contact 
with the camera in every section, and also on a continual basis within each section, 
Christina effectively establishes herself as the focal centre of the video, and in so 
doing presents herself as an intermediary though whom the other characters are 
viewed. As a result, when the other characters eventually make eye contact with 
the camera (predominantly in the Bridge section) the effect is powerful and 
disarming.
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Movement and posture
The use of movement and posture in the video are also completely intentional and 
tightly controlled. Whilst Christina is afforded the most significant amount of 
movement, this entails her climbing into a chair, climbing out of the chair, 
gesturing in front of a mirror then returning to sit in the comer. She is, in effect, 
trapped within her surroundings. The same is tme of all the other characters: the 
anorexic girl, semi-naked young boy, dark-skinned girl and bald-headed man all 
remain in their bedrooms, whilst the punk-haired teenager remains on the bus and 
the two gay men do not move from their public bench. The only character to 
change scenes is the bullied girl who moves off-camera from a backyard 
(presumably her own) into the dining room of her home.
Changes of posture for the characters are also severely limited. Most of the 
characters are introduced in a reclining posture (including Christina at 0:22), and 
when the bald-headed man and the anorexic girl do stand up they are both slightly 
hunched. The punk-haired teenager is first shown walking down the centre of the 
bus, but in all his subsequent scenes he is seated. The use of movement by these 
characters is similarly limited: while Christina is shown gesturing with her arms 
throughout the video, the movement of limbs for all the other characters is minimal 
and is slow whenever it does occur. When considered in combination, the 
projected sense of lethargy and of feeling deflated will be transparent. As a result, 
when the anorexic girl strikes the mirror at 2:51 the effect on the viewer is greatly 
enhanced.
Release of information/rate of scene change
A further point highlighting the highly manipulative nature of the video’s 
production concerns the timed release of information on the characters. In his 
opening scene it is unclear whether the young boy is fully naked (from 0:02-0:04). 
The third and fourth characters introduced to the viewer (at 0:18-0:21 and 0:30- 
0:32 respectively) are shot in such a way that both their age and gender are 
indeterminate. The person presented in the scene immediately after the third 
character (at 0:21-0:24) is only revealed to be Christina ten seconds later (with the 
full-profile shot of Christina at 0:32-0:34). Similarly, the gender of the character 
shown being bullied at 0:56-0:59 is not revealed until a later scene, and the fact that 
the second androgynous character is in fact dark-skinned is not revealed until 1:01.
Each of the characters has been designated a different feature which sets 
them apart from their contemporaries, but not all of these are revealed straight 
away. The young boy is not revealed to be an unsuccessful body builder until 1:21, 
the fact the bald-headed guy is also a cross-dresser is not revealed until 1:29, the 
dark-skinned girl is not revealed as being unhappy with her appearance in 
comparison to the magazine models until she tears the pages out at 1:37, the 
extremely thin girl is not revealed as anorexic until 1:44 when her ribs are
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displayed. One final point regarding the controlling of the viewer concerns the two 
gay men: whilst they are shown on the point of kissing at 0:49, it is not until two 
scenes later at 2:16 that the viewer is invited to view the anticipated act.
A second, more discreet way in which the viewer is guided by production 
decisions through the recording concerns the rate at which the scene is changed. 
Table 5.4 shows the number of separate scenes shown in each section:
Title of 
section
Length of 
section 
(sec)
No. of scenes 
involving 
Christina
No. of scenes 
involving 
others
Total 
number 
of scenes
Average length 
of scene 
(sec)
Introduction 26 sec 4 4 8 3.25
Verse 1 25 sec 6 4 10 2.5
Refrain 1 28 sec 10 7 17 1.65
Break 13 sec 4 6 10 1.3
Verse 2 25 sec 7 9 16 1.56
Refrain 2 28 sec 9 10 19 1.47
Bridge 26 sec 23 12 35 0.74
Refrain 3 28 sec 18 9 27 1.04
Coda 39 sec 14 5 19 2.05
Total 238 sec 95 66 161 1.48
Table 5.4: The length and scene composition of the individual sections in the 
promotional video for ‘Beautiful’
What is most apparent is the link between hierarchal importance and the 
length of time spent on screen: Christina is given more scenes than the other 
characters combined in six out of the nine sections and features in more scenes in 
total. There is also a clear correlation between the rate of scene change and the 
amount of movement afforded to the characters; in the scenes involving less 
physical movement the scenes are longer in duration. It is also important to note 
that the rate of scene change is highest in the Bridge section, and that it is reduced 
again after the climax scene in which the mirror is broken by the anorexic girl.
The level of control of information and manipulation of viewer expectations 
highlighted by this discussion will undoubtedly have an effect on the viewer, 
regardless of whether or not they are aware of it having taken place. At those 
points when the rate of scene changes it as its highest (during the Bridge and 
Refrain 3) the viewer is likely to feel disorientated and confused, having not being 
given sufficient time to process one scene before another presents itself. This 
could be viewed as an intentional attempt to thwart any interpretative moves, and 
in so doing force the viewer to engage with the video on a purely emotional level.
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’Beautiful’ and subject-position revisited 
The video and subject-position
It is important to briefly consider the subject-position presented to the viewer by 
the video for ‘Beautiful’ when considered in isolation from the audio recording. 
The three key aspects of the video with regards to its subject-position are the 
significance of the mirrors, the use of eye contact, and the distinctions between the 
characters.
The mirror maintains both a constant presence and a symbolic significance 
throughout the video. It is the only common link between the characters, and none 
of the characters interacts with anyone other than with their own reflection. It is 
through an engagement with their mirror image that each of the characters 
expresses both joy and misery, as all bar the two gay men are shown to be unhappy 
as a result of their current appearance. As such, when the anorexic girl smashes the 
mirror it becomes a symbolic act of defiance against an image-obsessed society. 
That this act also serves to break down the barrier between the viewer and the 
characters is crucial, as in Refrain 3 the other characters are all now able to look 
straight to camera. On a deeper symbolic level, the fact that Christina makes 
almost no eye contact with the camera in Refrain 3 suggests that she too is a 
mirror, one which reflects the emotions of both the characters and the viewer, but 
who is ultimately also the barrier that separates them. As such, the video presents 
something of a paradox for the viewer: whilst it is Christina who is most often 
featured and who continues to makes eye contact with the camera in the final Coda 
section, it is ultimately the characters to whom the viewer is being encouraged to 
relate.
Two further complications for the viewer relate directly to the characters 
themselves. With the characters in the video being played by actors, and therefore 
not portraying their own ‘real-life’ situations, any viewer who keeps this 
information in mind whilst watching the video will be able to resist the strong urge 
to relate to the characters as is encouraged by the video. The fact that every 
possible demographical group is covered (young, old, male, female, gay, straight 
and transgender) potentially makes the viewer aware of the plausibly cynical and 
inarguably meticulously planned manipulation of the viewer by the video. 
Furthermore, the fact that each of the characters is essentially a one-dimensional 
stereotype of an individual from a particular demographic, combined with the lack 
of change in personal circumstances for any of the characters by the end of the 
video (including Christina) makes it impossible for the viewer to relate to them on 
anything other than an empathetic level. Finally, the fact that none of the actors 
used in the video could be construed as anything other than beautiful (none of 
them, for instance, displays a visible birth mark or disproportionately large facial 
features, or is overweight) will make it difficult for anyone who does have (or
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perceives that they have) a real physical impediment to find the message realistic 
or convincing.
In the lyric for ‘BeautifUr, the use of pronouns (with the switch from “I” to 
“You” and then “We”) represents three separate attempts by the lyric to engage 
with a listener, with the necessary consequence of diluting the extent to which the 
listener can engage with the lyric content. In a similar way, with the use of eight 
different characters the video provides the viewer with eight different opportunities 
to identify and relate with the message. A strong association with one character, 
however, may lead to a disengaged mode of viewing whilst any other character is 
present. In light of this possibility (and also the stereotypical nature of the 
characters), it is fortuitous that the characters are never present on screen for more 
than a few seconds at a time. Whilst this situation does effectively ensure that the 
viewer is never given sufficient time to develop an affiliation with a specific 
character, the constant shifting of a viewer’s focus may lead them to feel empathy 
fatigue and to therefore switch off emotionally. In this respect, the video will 
produce in viewers the same response as will occur with the audio recording in 
isolation: either they will be drawn in entirely by the unfolding scenarios, or they 
will remain unmoved and find them crude and offensive.
If the subject-position of ‘Beautiful’ is therefore potentially overbearing, 
the unmistakably pro-gay subject matter of the video also has the potential to create 
either a strong identification with or complete alienation for viewers. When 
combined, the choices available to a viewer are severely limited: they can either 
identify with the strong positive anti-prejudice message, be repulsed by the 
repeating images of two gay men kissing, or withhold their instinctive emotional 
response in protest at video’s unashamedly blatant attempt to force a specific 
emotional response out of them.
In the previous section it was highlighted that the repeated use of a 
restricted number of production techniques in the video for ‘Beautiful’ is of great 
significance. A closer analysis of the video content reveals that a similar 
minimalist approach permeates every level of the video, to the extent that not a 
single moment or movement is either unintentional or without consequence. It 
would therefore be beneficial to consider if any of these moment-to-moment details 
bear any correlation to events occurring at the same time in either the lyric or sonic 
content of the musical recording, as any such instances will greatly affect a 
listener's or viewer’s interpretation on all three levels: lyric content, sonic content 
and video content.
The video compared to lyric content
The lyric to ‘Beautiful’ is, as was stated earlier in this chapter, economical with its 
means. A number of correlations between video and lyric content can be found, 
occurring on both a general and a specific level. The first of these is within the
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very first scene. When Christina utters the spoken “don’t look at me”, she looks 
straight to camera. Although she looks away almost instantly, the message is 
ambiguous as she has already fixed the viewer’s gaze on her, with this ambiguity 
fiirther complicated by the fact the two following scenes involving Christina 
feature a close-up of her face.^  ^ When related to the other characters, the phrase 
“don’t look at me” takes on an added resonance; given that the first character we 
see is the anorexic girl looking into a mirror, the phrase could be more accurately 
translated as “don’t look at m yself.
A further phrase that has specific resonance for the other characters is 
“word’s can’t bring me down”. In terms of synchronicity it is sung in Refrain 1 
immediately after the bullied girl has been physically pushed to the ground, and on 
the word “down” Christina makes a downwards motion with her head (at 1:00). In 
a slightly less literal sense this emphasis on the word “down” can also be seen as 
explaining the use of semi-reclining or sitting postures by all the characters for 
most of the video. In a more metaphorical sense, the word “down” can also be 
related to the unhappy emotional state of all the characters in every section apart 
from Refrain 3. When viewed through Christina’s role as spokesperson, the 
message is clear: whilst the girl has been physically brought “down”, Christina is 
expressing inner strength on her behalf. Internally at least, the girl has not been 
defeated.
A further act of synchronicity also occurs in Refrain 1, as immediately after 
the line “I am beautiful in every single way” the bullied girl reveals that she has 
‘train-track’ braces on her teeth. When the scene is related to the lyric, the sense of 
pathos is magnified. A slightly more tenuous link is found in Verse 2, where for 
the word “consumed” a close up of the open fire is shown. Although this does not 
constitute word painting the phrase ‘consumed by the flames’ is standard in the 
English language. The fourth and final correlation between lyric and video content 
occurs in Verse 1 : that the gay couple first appear while Christina sings the word 
“ashamed” is no coincidence, as by being the most controversial image displayed 
their association with the word “ashamed” is crucial to both the subject matter and 
the subject-position of the video.
A significant proportion of the many physical gestures that Christina makes 
during the video can be construed as relating to specific lyric content. On every
 ^It is more than likely that these opening few seconds of the video were the inspiration for the 
recurring sketch involving a French maid (with her recurring catchphrase “don’t look at me, I’m 
shy!”) on the comedy sketch series Titty Titty Bang Bang (2007), BBC, available from 
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=YgdiOol20gU [Accessed 01 August 2010] and 
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=2woVBO6Zdm0&amp:feature=related [Accessed 01 August 
2010].
 ^It is also noteworthy that a partial, semi-spoken performance of ‘Beautiful’ appeared as part of 
a ‘Prime Minister and Sebastian’ sketch on the BBC TV comedy sketch series Little Britain 
(2004), BBC, available from: http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=DPrQnWPLg8E [Accessed 
01 August 2010].
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occurrence of the word “beautiful” where Christina is in shot she can be seen to 
move her head in order to place emphasis on the word, with the first instance of 
this occurring at 0:52-0:54. She also clearly shakes her head on the word “no” in 
both Refrain 1 (at 0:54) and the Bridge (at 2:29). Similarly, she shakes her head in 
Refrain 2 during the word “can’t” (at both 2:05 and 2:17), and in Refrain 3 during 
the words “won’t” (at 2:58) and “can’t” (at 3:11). In a slightly less literal way, 
Christina also closes her eyes and furrows her brow whilst singing “insecure” in 
Verse 1 (at 0:41) and bows her head whilst looking away from the camera for 
“ashamed” (at 0:48).
The video compared to the sonic content of the musical recording
It is perhaps surprising to note that none of the many gestures made by Christina in 
the video can be related directly to her vocal performance on the original studio 
recording. For instance, it would have been easy for her to replicate visually the 
sense of effort and anguish suggested by the heavy breathing and repeated use of 
vocal creaking found in Verse 1. With regard to the other characters, it could be 
argued that the suppressed identities of the individual sound sources in the musical 
recording have been reflected in the video by the suppressed identities of the 
individuals presented (with the obvious exception of the two gay men), but such a 
link should be considered tenuous at best.
There are only two instances of a direct correlation between sonic and video 
content. The first concerns the relationship between Christina and the vibrato- 
heavy string sound sources: when they are placed in the middle ground by the 
arrival of the drum kit at the start of the Break section Christina becomes animated 
and gets up from the floor and into the brown chair. When the drum kit sound 
source disappears from the sound-box at the start of the Coda the strings return 
unchallenged to the foreground, and Christina immediately moves away from the 
mirror she is standing in front of and sits back down on the floor. The implication 
is of a three-way link between the video, Christina’s vocal performance and the 
strings, as all of them indicate that a sombre mood is partially suppressed during 
the Break, Verse 2, Refrain 2, Bridge and Refrain 3 sections, and that the mood is 
fully explored during the Introduction and Coda sections.
The only other direct link between the video and the musical recording 
occurs in the Bridge section: as the anorexic girl strikes the mirror a cymbal is 
struck with significant force (at 2:51). When considered in conjunction with the 
high tessitura used by Christina and also the rapid changing of scenes up until this 
point, it becomes clear that this is the key moment in both the video and also the 
musical recording, further strengthening the assertion that the mirror is a primarily 
symbolic presence.
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‘Beautiful’, the listener/viewer and subject-position
The lyric content, sonic content, Christina’s vocal performance and the 
promotional video for ‘Beautiful’ all work together to achieve a common aim: to 
force the listener/viewer to identify with the protagonist(s) being portrayed at all 
costs. They are all highly manipulative and will have offered the listener/viewer 
either a great deal or nothing at all -  as the subject-position of all four is so strong 
the listener/viewer is given no alternatives.
In both the musical recording and the promotional video for ‘Beautiful’ Christina 
Aguilera is inarguably the focal centre. Within the musical recording the lyric 
content is clearly of far greater significance than the sonic content, with the 
majority of lyrical interpretation being undertaken by Christina through her 
performance in the video. While the video provides an interpretation of the lyric 
which does not exist solely within the musical recording, the presentation of the 
video is so striking that once it has been seen it is almost impossible to hear the 
musical recording without visualising the video: to do so would make the latter 
seem one-dimensional. As such, the subject-position for ‘Beautiful’ exists as much 
within the promotional video as it does within the musical recording.
Chapter 6 
Methodology for written listener responses
Listener responses: an overview
All of the responses produced by listeners (and other music makers) to both 
‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid Android’ can be categorised using the following broad 
headings:
(1) Critical written responses - reviews and critiques posted in an official 
review capacity.
(2) Unsolicited written responses -  posts on fan forum sites
(3) Critical musical responses -  ‘cover’ versions created by established/signed 
recording artists
(4) Unsolicited musical responses -  fan-created performances or cover versions 
posted on Youtuhe by am ateur performers (including fans)
The most important distinction between the fan-derived responses and those 
created by musicians or reviewers does not concern professionalism, but is 
instead involved with the process of creation of the response. With regard to 
listener responses placed on internet forums and also with videos posted on 
Youtube a significant proportion are either seemingly spontaneous or have 
involved only a minimum of consideration prior to their creation. For instance, it 
is clear that many of the Youtuhe performances of both ‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid 
Android’ were recorded in one take, having been saved directly to computer 
through a webcam. In contrast, it is to be expected that any performance or 
review created by a music professional^ will have been premeditated to a far 
greater extent. This distinction does not invalidate or privilege either source, but 
is instructive in highlighting the variety of available responses.
Listener responses and subject-position
Although any comparison between an original recording and any subsequent 
performance will provide valuable information on the evolution and continued 
importance of the song in question, the purpose of what follows is twofold. 
Firstly, I intend to ascertain how these subsequent performances relate to the
 ^A paid musician, songwriter or music critic for instance. The distinction between the 
aforementioned and a respondent with an amateur interest in music is instructive and will be 
noted wherever possible.
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subject-position of the original studio recordings of both ‘Paranoid Android’ and 
‘Beautiful’ as was uncovered in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. In addition to 
this, my further purpose is to uncover the precise nature of any distinctions 
between the subject-position obtained for ‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid Android’ 
through analytical musicology and the subject-position perceived by the listener- 
respondents, with the latter being evidenced through an analytical evaluation of 
all of the listener responses discussed in Chapters 8-10. In the analyses that 
follow, no attempt will be made to determine the subject-positions evidenced by 
each individual respondent. Instead, each version will be analysed only in 
comparison to the original recordings by Christina Aguilera and Radiohead, with 
the responses provided for each recording being considered as a whole in 
Chapter 10.
Key events in a musical recording
As was noted in the previous chapter, for a subject-position to be valid the 
listener must be aware of a significant proportion of those aspects within a 
recording that can be termed as invariant or ‘key’ moments. With this in mind, 
the various collated listener responses to ‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid Android’ will 
be analysed in relation to the key events occurring in each musical recording. 
For the musical responses, a direct comparison with the original recording will 
be far more beneficial, as the response has been made in the image of the 
original. With regard to any written responses, relating the respondent’s account 
to specific moments in the recording will be extremely difficult. In any case, it is 
important to establish a systematic understanding of the original recordings 
before any analysis takes place.
The purpose of the identification of key events in the musical recording is 
to establish, via consensus from the unsolicited and critical musical responses, 
which specific aspects and sonic events contained within ‘Paranoid Android’ and 
‘Beautiful’ as performed by Radiohead and Christina Aguilera can be considered 
as significant to the interpretative, emotional or physical responses produced by 
this specific group of listener-respondents. Once this has been established, the 
information collected will be compared to and considered alongside the analysis 
of the critical and unsolicited written responses in order to create a detailed 
understanding of exactly what specific features are being considered when a 
listener creates their own personal response to the song. The notion of whether 
or not there is a common or general level of response will only be considered 
once this process has been completed.
For both 'Paranoid Android" and ‘Beautiful’, the Appendices catalogue 
both their lyric content (Appendices 4 and 5 respectively) and the idiosyncrasies 
of the vocal performances they contain (Appendices 6 and 7 respectively). All 
other noteworthy melodic, harmonic, timbrai, textural or sonic features of the
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recordings have been noted in Appendices 8 and 9 for 'Paranoid Android') and in 
Appendices 10 and 11 for'Beautiful'. -
Critical and unsolicited written responses: an overview
With regard to unsolicited written responses, the likelihood of bias or personal 
opinion affecting the validity of their (necessarily incomplete) account of the 
listening experience is far greater than for any form of musical response made by 
a listener/respondent. For this reason, any clearly stated views (e.g. strong sense 
of empathy or dislike) they contain will need to be noted. Critical written 
responses are more likely to refer to specific aspects of the recording, and as such 
are less likely to explore emotional or physiological responses than unsolicited 
responses. For this reason, both sets of listener responses are equally valid, with 
any analysis of written responses that does not include both critical and fan- 
derived sources being incomplete and unbalanced.
Collecting unsolicited written responses
The range of sources for unsolicited written responses is smaller than that for 
critical written responses, with all of them located on the internet. With regard to 
‘Paranoid Android’, the majority were located on the forum pages of 
Ateaseweb.com, with a significant minority occurring on lyric discussion 
websites such Leos Lyrics, with the remainder existing on personal websites 
uncovered using the Google search engine.
While ‘Beautiful’ has also been discussed at length on fan forum pages, 
the majority of these discussion threads were made either to discuss Christina's 
image change for the video or to discuss specific issues raised by the video. The 
discussion titles included on the Forums 4 Fans internet forum included the 
following:
• Which song from Stripped can you relate to?
• Your favourite Christina music video
• Your favourite Christina song? 2
,3Which Christina do you like better? Old or New
One listener went a stage further, producing a tongue-in-cheek self-analysis quiz 
with the aim of enabling them (and therefore also any other respondents to the 
quiz) to compare their own responses to those of other listeners'^:
 ^Various anonymous authors (2002-2004) Forums 4 fans: Christina Aguilera Forum [Internet 
forum], available from http://www.fanforum.com/fl40 [Accessed 14 April 2004],
 ^Various anonymous authors (2002-2004) Celebrity CD Community: Christina Aguilera 
[Internet], available from http://www.celebritvcd.com/christina [Accessed 18 April 2004].
 ^Unknown author (2003) ‘which character from the Christina aguilera 'beautiful' video are you?’, 
Quizilla [Internet], available from http://www.quizilla.eom/quizzes/l 114597/which-character- 
from- the-christina-aguilera-beautiful-video-are-vou [Accessed 30 December 2003].
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which character from the Christina aguilera 'beautiful' video are you?
Created by boncioncs
Created by honcfones on 05/07/2008
Take the which character from the Christina aguilera 'beautiful' video arc you? quiz.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I dress in drag . . .
O  Once in a while O  Everyday O When i get around to it O N ever. . .  “stop denying it!!*
When i see two men kiss . . .
O I cringe at the site! O  I praise them for being so open C  Wish more people would do it O  Wish i was in on it
I work o u t . . .
0  On a regular basis O Almost everyday O When 1 remember C  "Hm, when i see that it requires effort, i stop there. My brain does all the 
'working-out' anyway"
1 wish i  like the models in the magazines.
0  was O  was not
1 like to . . .
0  Kick people O  Kick puppy's in the face . . .  just to wipe that smug grin off their dumb face O  Steal things. With my own money O  Ride the 
bus
f  S u b m it j
Although 'Paranoid Android' has also been discussed within threads of a 
similar style on both Ateaseweb.com and Followmearouhd, threads which 
discuss the recording in isolation are also in existence. For this reason, the 
responses chosen for inclusion here have been taken primarily from lyric 
discussion websites. In order to make any comparisons between the two sets of 
responses as valid as possible, as it features a large number of responses to both 
'Beautiful' and 'Paranoid Android' Leos Lyrics has been used as the primary 
source
Collecting critical written responses
It is perhaps surprisingly that sourcing critical written responses is a more 
difficult task: although both 'Paranoid Android' and 'Beautiful' were released as 
singles, reviews of either recording in isolation (as opposed to within the context 
of their respective parent albums OK Computer and Stripped) are relatively 
scarce, with the majority of those which do exist being either written by 
consumers or being essentially a list of references to other reviews, not all of 
which relate to the recording in question.^ In light of this, in order to make a 
realistic comparison between critical and unsolicited responses the number of 
unsolicited written listener responses being analysed has been limited to 100.
 ^For example, Amazon (UK) invite customers to review all their products, including music 
releases while Yahoo Music (UK and Ireland) provide general links within the context o f a 
review page.
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Written listener responses: analytical technique
A complete list of known critical and unsolicited written responses for 'Paranoid 
Android' and 'Beautiful' can be found in Appendices 12 and 13 respectively.
All written responses, whether critical or unsolicited in nature, will be 
analysed with regard to any key phrases or words they contain. Any references 
to the original studio recording will be noted and categorised in relation to the 
aspect of the recording being referred to (i.e. lyric, sonic or video content).^ Any 
direct references to the musical recording will constitute the most valuable 
information it is possible to obtain.
As it is important to have a complete understanding of the nature of the 
listener responses being provided, a number of other features of the written 
listener responses will also be considered and noted in the analysis: any 
references to either Christina or any member of Radiohead are of significance, as 
are any references made to their visual image as presented in the media. In 
addition, any reference made to the previous musical output of either artist is 
important, especially if it is made in a comparative context. Finally, any 
references made to specific recordings made by other artists are also of 
significance.
In addition to the information detailed above, it is essential to take into 
account the attitude of the listener/respondent to the musical recording, both in 
terms of their expressed opinion with regard to the recording and its specific 
contents and also with respect to the overall nature of their response. For 
instance, the distinction between a primarily emotional response, an 
interpretative response and a sarcastic response is enormous, as is demonstrated 
by the following three examples^:
rndunv/eli 12/Û3/2ÔÙ6 13:DG:40
i love this song.its so moving.but when i h ea r  this song î 
som etim es cry because my friend dies wgen she was IS.she 
commited sueiode because she was being bullied,they piyed thi: 
song a t  her funerald miss her  so much.
 ^If  it is ambiguous as to whether the comment refers to the song or to the lyric in general, it will 
be categorised as a response to the latter.
 ^Various unknown authors (2003-) ‘Christina Aguilera -  Beautiful Lyrics’, Leos Lyrics 
[Internet], available from http://www.leoslvrics.com/listcomments.php?text=&page=2 
&lvricld= 109805 [Accessed 24 September 2006].
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A a r o n  T a b e r 18/12/2002 0 8 : 3 0 : 0 6
I think tha t Christina did a great thing for the gay and 
transgendered communities with Beautiful. It's  so great to see  that 
an artist isn't scared of having gay people in their video or showing 
gay affection. I thank her from the bottom of my heart.
A n o n y m o u s 18/12/2002 0 9 : 1 8 : 0 4
As a fag shouldn't th a t  be from the heart of your bottom??
Turning written listener responses into a data-rich source
After a close examination of both the critical and unsolicited written listener 
responses to both ‘Paranoid Android’ and ‘Beautiful’ it became apparent that, in 
order to turn these responses into a data-rich source, an exhaustive methodology 
was required. Using the comprehensive labelling system outlined in Table 6.1, 
all comments made by the listener-respondents will be categorised in terms of 
the overall nature of their response.
LO = reference to specific lyric content, no reference made to musical or video content 
MO = reference to specific musical content, no reference made to lyric or video content 
VO = reference to specific video content, no reference made to musical or lyric content 
LM = reference to specific lyric and musical content, no reference made to video 
LV = reference to specific lyric and video content, no reference made to musical content. 
LM = reference to specific lyric and musical content, no reference made to video 
VM = reference to specific musical and video content, no reference made to lyric content 
NR = no reference made to any specific musical, lyric or video content
T = use of words (or their close relatives) from the title o f the song (e.g. beautiful,
beauty, beautifulness, paranoid, paranoia or androids)Z?wr excluding the quoting o f  
the song's title
SC = expresses belief (or implies) that the singer was the sole creative force involved 
with the song.
NC = explicitly notes that Christina did not write ‘Beautiful’
Table 6.1: Categorisation used to analyse the overall nature of a written listener response
In a similar way, every individual comment made within a written listener 
response will be analysed and categorised. Table 6.2 outlines every possible 
categorisation for an individual comment made by a listener/respondent within 
their written response:
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Context: recording
R = reference to the specific recorded performance in question (as opposed to song)
S = specific reference to the song in question (as opposed to recorded performance)
L = reference to lyric o f the song in question (note if  more specific)
M = reference to music o f the song in question (note if  more specific)
V = reference to the accompanying promotional video (note if  more specific)
I = reference to image/media representation o f the recording artist(s) in question 
MV = specific reference to the main vocal performance (note if more specific)
PA = paraphrase of a specific lyric from the song in question
Q = direct quote from the lyric o f the song in question
MQ = misquote or inaccurate quotation from the lyric o f the song in question
Context: external to recording
A = reference to notion o f alienation
AN = reference to Anorexia Nervosa
QA = quote (or paraphrase) from the artist(s) in question
RA = reference to notion of racial differentiation
SO = reference to the notion of sexual orientation
TP = thanks to the performer of the song
TW = thanks to the writer o f the song
U = reference to the notion of universality/inclusiveness
W = explicit reference to the songwriter(s) o f the recording in question
PC = reference to previous musical output o f the recording artist(s) in question
PR = comparison to a previously released song or recording by another artist
Context: particular to respondent
PC = personal comment or insight offered by the respondent (e.g. sexual orientation/ 
music taste)
ER = reference to an emotional response (e.g. eiying, being moved)
IR = reference to an interpretative response (e.g. this song is about... )
MR = reference to a mental response (e.g. pride)
Stance /  Attitude: for all except interpretative responses HR) 
i = ironic
a = ambivalent (non-personalised response)
n = negative
p = positive
s = sarcastic
For interpretative responses onlv (IR):
IR/1 = relates specifically to the lyric 
IR/m = relates specifically to the music 
IR/s = relates to the song in general 
IR/v = relates specifically to the video
IR/p = an expressed personal interpretation (i.e. “I think th a t.. .”)
Table 6.2: Categorisation used to analyse individual comments made within a written 
listener response
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Being primarily an intellectual as opposed to an emotional response to the 
recording, any interpretative responses will be treated as special cases, and will 
only be noted in terms of their relationship with the recording. Any comments 
which are neutral in nature have either been classed as ambivalent or have not 
been classified: for instance, the quoting of a portion of the lyric in itself is 
neither an emotional nor an interpretative move, and in relation to Table 6.2 will 
be classed a s ‘Q’.
Particular overriding themes, social issues and interpretative ideas were 
found to be recurring frequently in the unsolicited written listener responses, and 
the categorisation list provided below has taken this into account. All recurring 
interpretative trends will be accounted for in the discussion of the analytical 
results. Two more general pieces of information regarding the responses will be 
obtained: any occurrences of the themes suggested by the titles of the recording 
in question will be noted (in this instance, the notions of being beautiful or 
feeling paranoid), as well as any specific references made to the artists and their 
media image/representation. A further categorisation will highlight any incorrect 
references made to specific lyric content, as any such instances will be critical in 
terms of understanding the nature and content of the response provided.
A precise comparison between written responses and musieal recordings
In order to maximise the data value of the written responses, it has proved 
necessary to produce detailed accounts of the lyric, musical and sonic content of 
both ‘Paranoid Android’ and ‘Beautiful’ which match the exhaustive nature of 
the categorisation provided in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. This work has been 
undertaken and has been included in the Appendices section. In using 
Appendices 4-11 as reference material, it will be possible to accurately relate any 
references made within a listener response to specific lyric, musical or sonic 
content from the original musical recordings. In a similar way. Appendices 2 
and 3 will be used as reference material for any comments made which relate 
directly to specific content in the accompanying promotional video.
The analysis
The analyses for both the critical and unsolicited listener responses to 'Paranoid 
Android' and 'Beautiful' can be found in Appendices 14 and 15 respectively. In 
order to make the analytical process as transparent as possible, the exact phrasing 
of each comment (including spelling and grammatical idiosyncrasies) has been 
included. For example, the analysis for the listener-respondent 'Anonymous' 
(18/12/2002, reproduced above) is as follows:
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35. Anonymous NR 1 TxO
SO/s As a fag shouldn't that be from the heart of your bottom??
In relation to Table 6.2, the comment made by 'Anonymous' noted above can be 
classified as a sarcastic response to the previous respondent's sexuality, and as 
such has been noted in shorthand as 'SO/s'. The total number of comments made 
in the response was 'T, and as they made no reference to the notion of beauty or 
being beautiful the title score (the number of times the title of the song is 
referenced in the listener response) has been defined as 'TxO'. In relation to 
Table 6.1, as the response makes no reference to any specific music, lyric or 
video content it has be classified as 'NR'.
Chapter 7 
Methodology for unsolicited musical responses
While the critical musical responses for both ‘Paranoid Android’ and ‘Beautiful’ 
were searched for in a variety of places, unsolicited musical responses were 
found solely on the internet, and in only two specific places. A small number of 
fan-created versions of ‘Paranoid Android’ were found on the unofficial 
Radiohead site Ateaseweb.com. The remainder of the responses for ‘Paranoid 
Android’, and all of the listener responses to ‘Beautiful’, can be found on 
Youtube.
Y o u tu b e  and listener-respondents: a critical overview
With the slogan “broadcast yourself’, Youtube has always aimed its services 
squarely at the amateur. Since the advent of Youtube the relationship between 
the internet and music dissemination has become increasingly complex. The 
previously dominant Myspace has subsequently been greatly reduced in 
importance. Since Myspace can handle only audio content, in order to maintain a 
high level of exposure both major artists and amateurs now frequently feature 
links to Youtube videos on their Myspace pages. As a networking site Myspace 
has also been superseded, firstly by the ever-changing Facebook and more 
recently by Bebo. Whether Youtube will soon suffer the same fate remains to be 
seen. At this moment in time, however, it is of great significance to the music 
analyst, and any discussion of musical listening which does not take Youtube into 
account will provide an incomplete account.
So why have so many people taken the time to record and post videos of 
themselves on Youtube, and what compels someone to create and release onto an 
unsuspecting public their own version of a popular and well-loved song? Whilst 
such behaviour may appear creative at best, and a waste of a viewer’s precious 
time at worst, Levitin (2006: 6) has argued that such activities should be 
considered as normal, and perhaps even encouraged:
Only relatively recently in our own culture, five hundred years or so ago, 
did a distinction arise that cut society in two, forming separate classes 
of music performers and music listeners. Throughout most o f the world 
and for most o f human history, music making was as natural an activity 
as breathing and walking, and eveiyone participated.
Within popular culture, the disintegration of this performer/listener divide 
can be traced back to the advent of karaoke. It was bolstered by Punk and its 
DIY aesthetic, with its progress accelerated more recently by the ITV-produced
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shows Popstars (2001), Popstars: The Rivals (2002) and The X-Factor (2004 -), 
all of which imply to the viewer that almost anyone can (and would indeed wish 
to) become a pop star if they were given a chance. Youtuhe can be seen as the 
logical extension of this trajectory, as internet users can now unleash the 
‘wannabe’ pop star within themselves without having to seek permission from 
anyone else. Furthermore, as all viewing and responding occurs remotely, the 
risk of immediate ridicule present in karaoke and TV talent shows is eradicated. 
In short, a Youtube poster can seek peer approval (and move one step closer to 
their dream of superstardom) from the comfort of their own home, using their 
own webcam, and most crucially can do it completely on their own terms.
For most users, such delusions of superstardom are certainly present but 
are by no means their primary reason. So what could the more realistic of 
Youtube users hope to achieve from posting their video? Are there emotional 
and psychological benefits from exposing oneself in such a way? Whilst any 
number of theories could be put forward to answer this question, the following 
quote from Zane (1999: 64) is extremely pertinent:
ironic distance is constructed as a being-in-the-know... as Simon 
Frith and Howard Home contend, “It’s as if  artists, conscious of their 
own artifice, still crave for some unambiguous mark o f authenticity 
and are thus haunted by the idea o f real street credibility.”. .. this 
notion that one can get at a “real street credibility” requires that 
something stand as an obstruction to such an accomplishment, thus 
finally explaining the impossibility o f its fulfilment.
Having listened to all the Youtube performances of both ‘Beautiful’ and 
‘Paranoid Android’, it became apparent that not only could they be grouped in 
terms of their instrumentation, but also in terms of the nature of their response to 
the original recording. It is my hypothesis that, with both ‘Beautiful’ and 
‘Paranoid Android’, the respondent’s concern when creating their own version is:
(i) primarily one o f the replication o f the specific technical aspects o f the 
performances contained in the original
(ii) a desire to replicate the emotional intensity o f the original performance
(iii) a desire to ridicule or slight the more serious aspects or most salient 
features of the performance(s) contained on the original recording.
Crucially, only the first of these requires a high level of technical accuracy to be 
successfully achieved. Some Youtube responses may also be seen to fit into any 
combination of two categories. For instance, a listener-respondent of ‘Beautiful’ 
may be concerned with both (i) and (iii) by replicating Christina’s vocal 
intentionally badly in order to highlight what they perceive as the unnecessary 
and unintentionally amusing complexity of her performance. By separating the
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responses in terms of which category they most closely align themselves to (or 
by placing them in a response in more than one category) we can better 
understand and interpret any analysis of the response in question and also the 
nature of all the responses made. Whether a Youtube performance can be viewed 
as emotionally driven, technically driven or ironic will be noted as ‘(E)’, ‘(T)’ or 
‘(I)’ respectively on the individual analysis sheets for each musical response.
Whether or not the Youtube performers of both ‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid 
Android’ are attempting to break down the performer/listener divide, achieve 
“real street credibility” or were driven by some other motivation when creating 
their responses can only be established through a detailed analysis of them. As 
such, they will need to be viewed as musical responses as opposed to musical 
artefacts in their own right. Most significantly, this asserts that any striking 
musical features of the recorded response should only be understood in terms of 
how they relate to specific aspects of the original recording. A systematic 
approach is therefore required: the analytical process that will be undertaken here 
is by no means the only possible way to approach this task, but it is the most 
logical, being both systematic and chronological.
Musical listener responses -  analytical technique 
Categorisation
The musical listener responses to both ‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid Android’ can be 
split into twelve groups:
(a) An unaccompanied solo vocal performance
(b) A solo vocal performed over the original studio recording
(c) A solo vocal performed over a pre-recorded baeking traek (i.e. not the 
original or a subsequently reeorded version including a lead vocal 
performance)
(d) A solo instrumental performed over the original studio recording.
(e) A solo instrumental performed over a pre-recorded backing track
(f) A self-accompanied vocal performance
(g) An accompanied vocal performance (two performers only)
(h) A group ehoral performance ineorporating a lead vocal
(i) A group instrumental performance involving a lead vocal
(j) A group performance involving a lead instrumental
(k) A solo instrumental performance incorporating an approximation o f the lead 
voeal from the studio original.
(1) A solo instrumental performance o f a non-melodie nature
Of these twelve groups, the ones which potentially provide the least scope for 
personal interpretation and invention on the part of the performer are groups (b) 
and (d), followed closely by (c) and (e). Conversely, groups (a), (f), (k) and (1) 
will provide the greatest scope for deviation from the original.
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(a) Solo vocal performances:
As the main vocal is the most prominent element in both recordings, and as 
almost every musical response contains an approximation of Christina’s and 
Thom’s performances (not just the notes and rhythms of the original), a 
comparative vocal analysis is essential. In order to make the resultant analysis as 
full and as accurate as possible, every noteworthy melodic, timbrai or rhythmic 
aspect of the respondents’ vocal performances will be noted and categorised.
Christina Aguilera on Youtube
Before any solo vocal performances made by Youtube respondents are 
considered, it is important to take into account the two solo vocal performances 
of ’Beautiful’ made by Christina, and more specifically how they relate to her 
original studio recording. Both performances are available on Youtube.
According to the writer and producer of the original recording of 
‘Beautiful’, the main vocal performance heard on the recording was the original 
and sole attempt made by Christina in the studio, being therefore unadulterated 
and, in Christina’s opinion at least, far from perfect:
Working with Aguilera put paid to Perry's solo plans once and 
for all. She had written Beautiful as her comeback single while 
feeling low, depleted and drunk. She played it to Aguilera at her 
house one night. She wanted it. Peny wasn't sure but gave her the 
chance to demo the song. Aguilera's very first vocal take, reading 
the lyrics from a piece o f paper in Perry's living room, was used on 
the UK Number 1. "It had raw feeling" says Perry." Of course she 
wanted to do it over with all her technical perfection but I said no.
It took seven months o f arguing to get her to agree"
(Aguilera, 2003: 87).
In a similar way, the webcam-based nature of Youtube ensures that almost all of 
the solo vocal performances of ‘Beautiful’ are also presented to the viewer 
without editing and therefore constitute a historic document of a complete vocal 
performance.
It is also noteworthy that the majority of these recordings do not attempt 
to replicate Christina’s original performance in its entirety. The latter is even 
true of those occasions where Christina herself has performed Beautiful 
unaccompanied as an encore during her live shows. Her most widely known a 
capella performance of the song was not in concert, however, having been 
performed live on the American magazine show Saturday Night Live (Or SNL) 
on 15 March 2003, only a few days after the song had been released as a single. 
As this version is freely available on Youtube it should be considered as an 
important secondary source.
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(i) Christina Aguilera -  lyric of ‘Beautiful’, Saturday Night Live, 
15/03/03
Verse: Everyday , is so wonderful
Refrain:
Bridge:
Refrain:
(partial)
Then suddenly , (huh) it’s so hard... to breathe 
(huh)____
Now and then , I get insecure____
From all the pain , I’m so... ashamed
But I am beautiful no matter what they say-oh
Words can’t bring me down, oh no____
Said I am beautiful in every single way -oh
Words can’t bring me down, oh-no____
So don’t you bring me down today-oh
No matter what we do-oh__
No matter what we say (huh-oh)____
We’re the song inside the tune 
Full of beautiful mistakes__
‘Cause we are beautiful no matter what they say-oh
Words won’t bring us down 
So don’t you bring me down today.
Part 1 -  as an original performance
Christina was chosen as a guest host for SNL, and can be clearly heard on-mic 
during the applause immediately after her performance saying “that was on a 
whim”. A transcription of her performance can be found below:
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Figure 7.1: Transcription o f ‘Beautiful’ as performed by Christina Aguilera on 
SNL live (2003)
The SNL performance is essentially a complete miniature, comprising all 
the essential elements of a pop song (namely verse, refrain and a contrasting 
middle section). Christina’s performance lasts precisely one minute and forty 
seconds.
Her vocal performance is very self-assured, with the only one audible 
mistake being the uncharacteristically chromatic melisma in the bridge section 
(See Figure 7.1, line 9, note 20, corresponding to point 54 in Appendix 7). She
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initially employs a metrically free approach, pausing both in the middle and at 
the end of some vocal phrases. From the beginning of the refrain a loose sense 
of 4/4 metre is apparent. This is momentarily suspended at the end of the refrain 
(where the final “oh” creates a 5/4 bar), but is otherwise present up until the end 
of the penultimate line, where a 1V2 beat pause is omitted and the vocal instead 
continues straight on into the final line.
The style of singing used throughout is highly melismatic, with short 
embellishments occurring halfway through a line (noted above using a short 
underscore), and longer embellishments occurring at the end of each line (noted 
above using a longer underscore and also the addition of the words “oh” or “oh 
no”). There are also a number of ‘blue’ thirds, and a frequent use of vocal 
rasping employed by Christina. The similarity between the approach to vocal 
embellishments outlined above and that employed during church services in 
Black American Pentecostal churches is not coincidental, where vocal 
performances usually feature a significant amount of improvised melismatic 
material. A further indication of this influence is provided in Christina’s 
performance by the addition of improvised words at the start and end of phrases 
(“said” and “oh” respectively). The only line in the song featuring no vocal 
embellishments is the final “So don’t you bring me down today”. Finally, the 
use of heavy reverb on Christina’s voice in this recording is suggestive to the 
listener that she is performing in a confined space (namely a church hall), 
whereas in reality she was standing front of stage in a large TV studio.
Part 2 -  in comparison with recorded studio performance
Due to the large number of clear musical distinctions between Christina’s 
original vocal performance and her solo performance on SNL, it is a simpler task 
to create a list of idiosyncratic moments in the SNL performance and compare it 
to the original than to attempt the reverse.
The most noticeable distinctions from the original are the omissions of 
the second verse and refrain, the second half of the bridge section, and also third 
and fourth lines of the final refrain. Whilst this removes the section of the lyric 
which attempts to connect most directly to the audience (“you are beautiful” 
etc.), its positioning as the central section ensures that its removal does not 
impact significantly on the overall subject-position of the song. The absence of 
all instrumentation (except for the main vocal) makes the communication of 
meaning for the remaining lyrics even more direct in Christina’s SNL 
performance than in the original recording. It is also significant that Christina’s 
opening statement on the original recording (“don’t look at me”) is not 
replicated; the implied intimacy it relies upon between the listener/viewer and
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Christina in the original recording/video would appear comical in front of both a 
studio audience and a home audience of several million.
In relation to the lyric itself, it is noteworthy that Christina not only 
leaves out the second half of the bridge section, but sings the first half as an 
adaptation of the line sung by the supporting voices in the original; in the studio 
performance Christina does not sing the words “we’re the song inside the tune, 
full of beautiful mistakes”. The SNL performance also includes a number of 
additional words, either at the start of phrases (“But I am beautiful”), the end of 
phrases (“say-oh”) or as interjections (“huh”).
. A further major distinction between the two vocal performances by 
Christina relates to metre: as was outlined above the SNL performance employs 
a relaxed approach to metre, whereas the original is in strict 4/4 throughout. 
There is also a noticeable reduction in the variety of vocal timbres used in the 
SNL version, as well as a greatly reduced vocal tessitura, both of which could be 
due to the apparently spontaneous nature of Christina’s performance.
It is clear that although many of the key features of the original are 
replicated in the SNL performance, there are several occasions where key 
features are not replicated, with the primary reason for this being rhythmic 
simplification in the SNL performance due to its highly melismatic content.
In both the studio original and SNL performances the most noticeable 
characteristic of Christina’s vocal performance is the continual use of melismas 
and embellishments. In relation to its length the SNL performance features 
approximately twice as many melismas as the original. Both versions involve 
the continual use of a rapid 3-note descending figure (a tone then a minor third), 
with its use being more common in the original version. While the melismas are 
predominantly oscillatory in nature in both versions there is more variety in their 
composition in the SNL performance (as is shown through the use of the 
pentatonic scale). If almost every melisma is distinct in the original performance 
some exact replication does occur in the SNL performance. The melodic line in 
the original recording alternates between the Mixolydian and Ionian modes (save 
for the penultimate note, a flattened sixth), whereas the SNL performance also 
features prominent use of both flattened thirds and the pentatonic scale. This 
melodic distinction is the most clearly discernable between the two 
performances, with the former clearly a ‘pop’ vocal performance, and the latter 
being a pop/gospel hybrid performance.^
 ^ There are many antecedents for Christina’s hybrid SNL performance. Most notable are Maria 
Carey (particularly her early live TV performances in 1990-1) and Whitney Houston (in the late 
1980s), both of whom Christina is very likely to have been aware of. The hybrid of pop and 
gospel performance styles can be further traced back to the early 1960s records released on 
Motown, Chess and Atlantic records.
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(ii) Christina Aguilera: lyric of ‘Beautiful’, GLAAD Media Awards’, 
26/04/03
Bridge:
Christina:
Choir:
Christina:
Refrain: Solo:
w/choir:
Solo:
w/choir:
Solo:
(thank you so much)
No matter what we do 
(no matter what we do, huh)
No matter what we say
(no matter what we say )
We’re the song inside the tune
(yeah , oh, yeah, yeah yeah yeah
And everywhere we go
(and everywhere we go , huh)
The sun will always shine
(the sun will always, always shine )
But tomorrow we might awake 
On the other side
‘Cause we are beautiful__
no matter what they say, yeah 
Words, won’t bring us down, oh no__
We are beautiful in every single way,
yeah yeah
Words (they) can’t, bring us down ,
oh no___
(uh)
So don’t you bring me down... mmm today
Made only a few weeks after her SNL performance, and also made live on TV, 
Christina Aguilera’s performance of ‘Beautiful’ at the GLAAD awards on 26 
April 2003 performance is notable not only for its brevity (being only 68 seconds 
long), but also for the way it combines elements of both the SNL performance 
and the original. Apart from “and everywhere we go” and “shine”, her vocal is 
an exact replication of the original recording. It is likely that the changes were 
made in order to avoid the extremely high register employed in the original.
For the first two lines of the refrain (“‘Cause we are beautiful, no matter 
what they say”) Christina replicates the vocal at this point in the SNL
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performance. For the remainder of the GLAAD performance Christina reverts 
back to the original. The use of additional words throughout (“yeah” and “huh”) 
also features in the SNL performance. Unlike the SNL performance it is in strict 
4/4 time throughout.
Although performed only days apart, the clear distinctions between the 
SNL and GLAAD performances suggest that the latter was far more considered 
and rehearsed, perhaps due to the involvement of the additional singers.
By employing such obvious variation in her various live performances of 
‘Beautiful’, and as the Linda Perry quote at the start of this chapter insinuated, 
Christina Aguilera is making it clear that she does not consider her original 
studio recording of the song as definitive. If her ‘Back to Basics’ tour of 2006-7 
is also taken into consideration, it is clear that Christina’s tours each feature a 
stylistic reinvention of ‘Beautiful’ in keeping with the style evidenced on her 
then-current album. With this being the case, Christina is effectively 
encouraging any subsequent performers of the song to change the song to suit 
their vocal or musical styles.
(b) and (c) - solo vocal performances over the original or a 
backing track
Those Youtube performances which are made over either a pre-recorded backing 
track or the original recording constitute special cases, and the analysis will 
reflect this. With those performed over the original, all aspects other than the 
vocal performance will be identical to the original and will be labelled as such. 
For those performances made over a backing track, the timbrai and harmonic 
aspects will not be analysed, unless it is apparent that the respondent has had an 
influence over the timbrai and musical content of the backing track (for instance, 
the music is being generated by a programmed keyboard).
(d), (e) and (k) -  solo instrumental performances
All of the Youtube covers which do not contain a lead vocal but do feature an 
alternative lead instrument (or for (k) an approximation of the original vocal 
melody) will be considered in a similar way to those with a vocal, but with the 
lead instrument being analysed as if it were the main vocal.
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(f), (g), (h) and (j) - accompanied versions
Those performances which fall under the categorisation of 'accompanied' are 
potentially the most referential with regards to the original recording, and as such 
.any deviations made from the original recording will be highly significant. With 
category (g) in particular, it will be important to note if the accompanist is 
replicating the role of the piano (as lead harmonic instrument) or is instead 
attempting to represent the overall character of the recording by replicating any 
counter melodies, bass lines or areas of increased rhythmic activity which occur 
in the other sound sources in the original recording.
Every individual chord change in a musical response that differs from 
that of the original will be noted in the analysis of each Youtube response. Due 
primarily to the combination of synthetic and ‘real’ instrumentation used within 
the original studio recording of ’Beautiful’, and the sheer number and variety of 
instrumental timbres employed in ‘Paranoid Android’, the instrumentation in the 
Youtube cover versions differs substantially from that of the original^, making a 
direct comparison impossible. In light of this, and although a list of all 
noteworthy harmonic, melodic, timbrai and sonic features will be created, only 
those aspects of the ‘cover’ version which relate directly to the original 
performance will be noted. All other aspects of the ‘cover’ version, however 
interesting or distracting, will only be considered if they can be seen as a 
replacement for or a direct response to a specific feature in the original 
recording.
(1) -  non-melodic performances
Performances of either ‘Beautiful’ or ‘Paranoid Android’ that do not feature an 
approximation of the main vocal are a significant minority and can in most cases 
be considered intentionally incomplete, with only the main harmonic sound 
source (i.e. acoustic piano and acoustic guitar respectively) being replicated. For 
some of the Youtube responses to ‘Beautiful’ the performer has indicated that 
they wish for other Youtube users to employ their instrumental version as a 
backing track to a vocal performance. In contrast, some of the Youtube 
responses to ‘Paranoid Android’ are indicated as being guitar tutorials, designed 
to help other Youtube users to create their own, more complete recordings of the 
song.
 ^With the obvious exception of those performances (vocal or instrumental) made over either a 
pre-recorded backing track or the original recording.
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Methodology
Each of the musical responses to ‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid Android’, whether 
cover versions or unsolicited responses, will be analysed in the same way, using 
the same level of analytical detail for both. Each response will be compared to 
the original studio recording in question, firstly in relation to the idiosyncrasies 
of the original vocal performance and also any other key or invariant melodic, 
harmonic, timbrai, textural or sonic features of the recording. Comparisons will 
be made using the following abbreviations:
A altered - comparable but significantly altered from the original
I identical -  identical or replicated with a high level of accuracy.
N  not performed - when a section is present but the key feature in question
has not been replicated (even in an altered form)
O omitted -  used when a feature is absent due to either the parent section or
sound source having not been replicated 
S simplified - comparable but significantly simplified from the original
SU substituted -  key feature not performed, but is instead replaced with new
material o f a similar length and composition (if new material is derived from 
the original the invariant number o f the original source will be noted)
In addition to these, a second letter will be allocated depending on the nature of 
the feature:
E for expressive purposes
L a lack of technical skill
M a mistake
T a change o f timbre
Each of the key or invariant aspects has been clearly defined in relation to 
rhythm (R), melody (M), timbre (T) and dynamic contrast/volume (V), and any 
deviations have been noted in relation to these qualities. An explanatory list of 
every possible categorisation can be found in Table 7.1 :
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A comparable but significantly altered from the original
AE comparable but altered for expressive reasons
AL comparable but altered due to a lack of technical skill
AM comparable but altered due to a mistake made by the performer
AT significantly altered, and also performed by another instrumental timbre 
AET altered for expressive purposes, and performed by a different instrumental 
timbre than was used in the original recording 
ALT altered due to a lack o f technical skill, and performed by another instrumental 
timbre than was used in the original recording 
AMT altered due to a mistake, performed by another instrumental timbre than was 
used in the original recording
I identical or replicated with a high level o f accuracy
IT identical but performed by a different instrumental timbre than was used in
the original recording
N parent timbre present in this section but specific feature not performed
NL not performed due to a lack of technical skill
NT imitating timbre present in this section but specific feature not performed
O omitted -  section and/or corresponding instrumental timbre not present
S comparable but significantly simplified from the original
SL simplified due to a lack of technical skill
ST simplified and performed by a different instrumental timbre than was used in 
the original recording 
SU feature not performed, but is instead replaced with new material 
of a similar length and composition 
SUT feature substituted and performed by a different instrumental timbre than was 
  used in the original recording___________________________________________
Table 7.1: The abbreviations used to categorise the appearance of key features 
from the original recording in unsolicited musical responses.
For ‘Beautiful’, two melodic motifs occur so frequently in the vocal as to require 
being catalogued separately. Any appearances of the three-note descending 
motif (pre-dominantly in the main vocal) will be noted by MF, with any 
derivatives noted as being altered versions with the addition of an A ( as ‘AMF’). 
With regards to the instrumentation, the three-note descending motif that occurs 
regularly in the Refrain sections has been marked as ‘DM’, whilst the three-note 
ascending motif that occurs sporadically at the end of sections has been denoted 
as ‘AM’. To illustrate,
R-I M-A MF-0
will signify that the rhythm of the key point has been retained but that its melodic 
detail as found within the original recording has been significantly altered, and 
that more specifically the three-note descending vocal motif which occurred 
within this key feature has not been replicated in any way.
Indicating changes and omissions in Youtube responses
In relation to the categorisation provided in Table 7.1, harmonic features will 
only be considered in terms of whether they are identical ( as ‘I’), simplified (as
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‘S’) or substituted (as ‘Sub’), whereas timbral/sonic features will be noted in 
terms of their identical replication ( as ‘I’), representation (as ‘R’) or their 
absence ( as either ‘N ’ or ‘0 ’). Where an aspect of the recording is replicated 
but not by the original instrument, it will still be noted (using the designation ‘T’, 
indicating a distinction in instrumental timbre from the original recording). For 
the purposes of this analysis, such an aspect can still be considered as identical if 
its rhythmic and melodic content is replicated accurately or almost entirely 
accurately.
In addition to the list of possible vocal invariants, a similar list has been 
compiled of primarily harmonic and primarily sonic/timbral possible invariants 
for ‘Beautiful’ in Appendix 11. As the specific, moment-to-moment changes in 
timbre or sonic placement have not been replicated in almost any of the Youtube 
versions (with the exception of those performed over either a backing track or the 
original recording), the original recording has been considered in a far less 
detailed manner than for Christina’s vocal performance. Instead of analysing 
and categorising every idiosyncratic feature, only the key moments of change has 
been considered, such as chord changes, additions, subtractions or other changes 
to instrumentation or timbre. A chordal analysis of ‘Beautiful’ can be found in 
Appendix 8.
For ‘Paranoid Android’, the main vocal is a much less dominant presence 
than Christina’s performance on ‘Beautiful’. For this reason, the moment-to- 
moment changes in the individual sound sources are of far greater significance. 
For this reason, only the key moments in the vocal performance of ‘Paranoid 
Android’ have been considered and included in Appendix 6, while any salient 
features or changes in the instrumentation have been catalogued in Appendix 9. 
A chordal analysis of the recording can be found in Appendix 8.
The analyses of the 25 randomly-chosen Youtube responses to both 
Paranoid Android’ and ‘Beautiful’ have been provided in Appendices 22 and 23 
respeetively. Each individual analysis will demonstrate the nature of the 
relationship between the original recording and the Youtube recording in 
question. A table detailing the frequency of occurrence of the individual key 
points from the original recordings in the Youtube responses can be found in 
Appendices 24 and 25 respectively. Similarly, a table indicating the replication, 
omission or substitution of the individual chords that constitute the harmonic 
layer of the original recordings in the Youtube responses has been provided in 
Appendices 28 and 29. The results obtained from these four tables will form the 
basis of any conclusions regarding the subject-position of the original recordings 
of ‘Paranoid Android’ and ‘Beautiful’ as perceived by the unsolicited musical 
listener-respondents.
Chapter 8 
Paranoid Android' - critical musical responses
Critical musical responses: an introduction
Although critical and unsolicited musieal listener responses have been treated as 
equal for the purposes of the analysis, the critical musical responses will be 
considered as a special case. As such, they have been discussed not only as 
individual responses but also considered in terms of the subject-position they 
present, both with regards to the intended listener response but also as a listener 
response to the original recording. As the most significant information they 
contain concerns their individual subject-position, they will not be analysed in 
the systematic and comprehensive way outlined in Chapter 7. Instead, they will 
be discussed in the terms that best reflect their individual construction and 
composition.
As is demonstrated in Appendix 18, the number of available recorded 
'cover' versions of 'Paranoid Android' is not only large but also constantly 
growing. As amateur recordings will be considered in the analysis of unsolicited 
listener responses, only recordings made by established artists will be discussed 
in this chapter. Any performances by professional musicians who are only 
known for their cover version performances (for instance. The Section string 
quartet. Easy Star All Stars and Christopher O'Riley) have also been omitted 
from this discussion.
Brad Mehldau [live] (1999)
I don't like the term 'cover' although it's kind of in vogue now... 
the reason I don't like 'cover' is because cover always meant what 
you did at a wedding gig when I first started working as a professional 
musician... 'Dread Zeppelin' doing Led Zep and 'Crystal Ship' 
covering the Doors. They wouldn't do anything else with the music; 
they'd just play it like the original (Mehldau, 2004).
Having trained as a classical pianist before shifting focus to improvised jazz in 
1988, there was little danger of Brad Mehldau being a 'covers' artist when he 
eventually decided to play works written by others. As well as covering several 
Radiohead songs (including 'Knives Out' and 'Exit Music (for a film)' he has 
played songs originally recorded by Nick Drake, The Beatles and the Seattle 
grunge band Soundgarden amongst others. His 2002 studio recorded version of 
'Paranoid Android' (as featured on Largo: Warner Bros.) is anomalous as it is the 
only existent version of Mehldau playing the song with a band. All of his
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previous and subsequent versions have been solo live performances, including a 
nineteen minute version recorded live in Tokyo and included on his only official 
solo live release. Live In Tokyo (Nonesuch, 2004).
The earliest known live performance of 'Paranoid Android' by Mehldau 
originates from an FM broadcast from the North Sea Jazz Festival in July 1999. 
The structure for his performance (as related to the overall structure of the 
original recording outlined in Chapter 4) is outlined below:
Pre-intro: 00:00-02:36
A: 02:36-04:18
B: 04:18-04:57
B2: 04:57-07:45
C: 07:46-14:58
[Refrain 4: 14:58-15:23]
Bl: 15:23-15:50
The pre-intro section consists of a fragmented piano improvisation which is 
pointillist in style. At the onset the material employed sounds completely 
unrelated to the Radiohead recording, but by 01:17 elements from the bass 
melody of the acoustic guitar sound source from the Introduction section of the 
original recording begin to emerge. By 01:37 the chord sequence from the 
Introduction becomes discernable but is incomplete. By the start of the 'song' at 
02:36 a listener who is familiar with the original recording of ‘Paranoid Android’ 
will be in no doubt of the song Mehldau is performing.
Section A consists of Verse 1, Bridge 1, Verse 2 and Bridge 2. In the 
verse sections Mehldau plays a combination of material from the electric bass 
guitar, main vocal and the first lead guitar sound sources. In the Bridge sections 
Mehldau plays a combination of the acoustic guitar and the main vocal sound 
source material.
Section B opens with Break 1, and Mehldau is now playing exclusively in 
the bottom register of the piano, striking the lowest notes with considerable force 
and creating a loud resonance in the process. For the Interlude sections he 
reprises the pointillist texture of the opening, playing isolated chords but not 
deviating from the chord structure of the original.
Section B2 is an extended improvised section. Each repeat of the Break 
(B) and Interlude (I) sections incorporates a different use of material from 
Radiohead's original recording. The numbers in brackets relate to the list of key 
musical features provided in Appendix 9:
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B2 B Altered (47), played semitones apart
I (54) and (86) present in LH piano
B3 B Altered melody for (47) - both hands free melodically
I (54) and (86) present in LH piano, syncopated figure in RH
B4 B free-flowing melody in RH, Altered (47) in LH (first three notes
as a motif)
I (54) present, altered (86) in LH
B5 B Altered (47) in staccato LH, free-flowing melodic RH
I Altered (54), (86) not present in LH
B6 B Altered (47) in LH, free-flowing RH continues
I Altered (54), (86) not present in LH
B7 B Altered (47) treated chordally by LH, melodic RH continues
I Syncopated and chordal (54) in LH, (86) not present
B8 B (47) used as a melodic motif in LH, staccato RH with broken melody
I Radically altered (54) in LH, (86) not present
B9 B (47) used as a motif in LH, broken melody in RH
I Altered (54), syncopated (86) in LH
BIO B (47) used to create a new motif (four-note) in LH, chordal texture
I Altered (54), return of (86) in its original form
For Section C Mehldau uses a similar technique, starting with an almost 
faithful rendition of the harmonic and melodic material from the original 
recording but building ever-increasingly complex layers of countermelodies with 
each successive improvised section. After a straightforward rendition of Refrain 
3 the performance ends with Break 6 and Interlude 6, performed in the same 
style displayed in Section B.
With its long improvised repeated sections. Brad Mehldau's cover of 
'Paranoid Android' follows a standard jazz template for a live piano performance. 
What sets him apart from his contemporaries, however, is his ability to weave 
into his improvisations elements from the original recording with impressive 
ease. Although it deviates both musically and structurally from the original 
recording, as a jazz piano cover Mehldau's version of 'Paranoid Android' is 
remarkably faithful to the original recording.
Tenacious D [live] (2002)
Known primarily as successful Hollywood aetor Jack Black's side-project. 
Tenacious D achieved suceess in their own right when their debut single release 
'Tribute' became a hit both in the USA and the United Kingdom in July 2002. 
Black more recently combined his two careers with Tenacious D in The Pick o f
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Destiny (2006): the band provided the soundtrack for and were also the main 
characters in the film. While the film received a lukewarm critical reception it 
has been a slow-building commercial success, and subsequently led to a sold out 
UK tour in December 2006. The group's partial performance of 'Paranoid 
Android' can be found on their offieial live DVD of their previous UK tour, and 
was recorded at a sold-out date at Brixton Academy on 03 November 2002.
The group's version of 'Paranoid Android" is played as part of a medley, 
segued between 'Romeo and Juliet' by Dire Straits and 'Mr. Brownstone' by Guns 
'n' Roses. All three songs are played for almost precisely 30 seconds. Jack 
Black, draped in a cape, stands on top of a box which is being pushed around the 
stage by a rather conspicuous stagehand. He halts 'Romeo and Juliet' mid-ehorus 
with the words "Stop it", followed with a deadpan "it doesn't work without the 
eow bell anyway. Go straight into fuckin'..." and then mimics the acoustic guitar 
riff from the Break section of ‘Paranoid Android’. The riff is played three times 
on acoustic guitar before Blaek launehes straight into Break 3, singing the 
following:
"You don't remember, you don't remember 
Give me one of those fuckin' lights, yeah 
Off with his head man, off with his fuckin' head 
Why don't you remember my name?
I guess he does"
Without a pause Black then launehes straight into mimicking the opening guitar 
riff to 'Mr. Brownstone'. The whole medley feels scripted, and was most likely 
performed in that order for every show on the 2002 tour, although the fact that 
Black's improvised lyrics during 'Romeo and Juliet' directly address a speeifie 
member of the audience does indicate a certain level of improvisation in his 
performance. His singing style is non-pitched, and he makes no attempt to 
mimic Thom Yorke's vocal timbre on the original recording. As Black does 
mimic both Axl Rose's vocal style and also his stage persona during the partial 
performance of 'Mr. Brownstone' the implication is that the altered lyrics are his 
personal, comedic addition to ‘Paranoid Android’.
By including 'Paranoid Android' in a medley of other highly suecessful 
rock single releases. Tenacious D are asking their audience to view the 
Radiohead song as being of a similar stature. Whilst his subject-position may be 
one of ironic distance, it is clear that Jack Black takes his rock music seriously.
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Phantom Planet [live] (2007)
Having originally formed as a college roek band in Southern California in 1995, 
Phantom Planet was ideally suited for inclusion within the Fox TV series The 
O.C. The band were featured playing in a nightclub in one of its episodes, but 
more crucially have had their original song 'California' used over the opening 
credits since the second season of the show.^ Whilst the song was a hit single in 
both the USA and the UK, the band's greatest chart success in the UK is eourtesy 
of a song recorded by lead singer Alex Greenwald in 2004. Working with the 
then-unknown producer Mark Ronson, the pair eollaborated on a hom-heavy 
cover of Radiohead's 'Just'. The song was a radio hit and sold out when released 
on a limited vinyl pressing. It has more recently been re-released in order to 
promote the various artists cover album Exit Music: Songs with Radio Heads 
(BBE Reeords, 2006).
Phantom Planet have performed 'Paranoid Android' live on a number of 
occasions. Their performanee at The Roxy in Hollywood in 2007 can be found 
on Youtube. Unlike the Tenaeious D cover, it is performed without irony and is 
as faithful a rendition as is possible by a four-piece standard rock band. The only 
differences oeeur though the omission of Refrain 3, and with the transfer of 
Jonny Greenwood's final guitar solo from Interlude 6 into Interlude 5. Perhaps in 
acknowledgment of this mistake, the solo in Interlude 6 is subsequently replaeed 
with an improvised variation.
By performing 'Paranoid Android' in such a reverent way, and by 
continuing to perform the song in their live eoncerts. Phantom Planet are 
effectively displaying their inferiority in comparison to Radiohead. The 
existence of a studio reeorded acoustic cover (released as an mp3 download as 
part of the Sony-sponsored 'The Connect Acoustic Sessions' series in October 
2004) further suggests that the band consider the song a benchmark they wish to 
aim for.
Jason Mraz [live] (2006)
A singer-songwriter who achieved success in the United States with his debut 
album, Jason Mraz has also recently been fortunate enough to have a song 
included on a major US TV series: he re-worked his song "Plain Jane", changed 
the title to "The Beauty in Ugly" and had it prominently featured in an episode of 
the fashion comedy drama Ugly Betty in 2007. Mraz has incorporated a number 
of different cover versions into his live performances, ineluding 'Everything's 
Gonna Be Alright' by A1 Green, 'Our House' by Madness and also 'Beautiful'. In
 ^The song featured over the title credits during season one was 'California' by Rufus Wainwright.
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all three cases the covers were performed during a performance of one of his 
own compositions.
Sung as part of an encore at a concert in San Diego in October 2006, 
Mraz's partial cover of 'Paranoid Android' was, however, performed as a song 
fragment in its own right. Only the four Refrain sections are played, with the 
following altered chords:
| C m / G / B / | B b / A / | D m / A / C # / | D m / C / | B b / F / | G m / F / | E / / / |  A 6 / / / I
Mraz also makes alterations to the main vocal melody. After imitating the 
second wordless vocal sound source during Refrain 1, he starts Refrain 2 a bar 
late:
Hey man, come on rage on, hey man 
From a great wife, from a great high
Hey man, eome on age me, oh man 
From a great high 
From a grey house
Hey man, hey man, eome angel with man
From a great height
You're falling, you're falling
God loves his children
God loves his ehildren
The texture is very minimal, with only an acoustic guitar, main vocal, cello and a 
drum kit. The latter is played with such subtlety it is almost inaudible in places. 
The eombination of the altered lyrics, the use of eello and Mraz's heavy but 
controlled use of vibrato is suggestive of both fragility and a quasi-religious 
context in much the same way as Sia achieved with her studio version.
Sia (2006)
An Australian singer who first achieved success in the UK via a collaboration 
with the London-based group Zero 7, Sia (full name Sia Furler) was on the verge 
of being dropped by her reeord eompany when her 2003 single 'Breathe Me', an 
acoustic guitar and string-driven lament, was prominently featured in the series 
finale of the hit US TV series Six Feet Under in 2006. Alongside Alex 
Greenwald, her cover of 'Paranoid Android' also features on the album Exit 
Music: songs with Radio Heads. Unlike Phantom Planet, however, Sia is 
anything but reverential with her version. In a similar but much more sparse
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style than the one she employed throughout her 2003 album Colour The Small 
One, from which 'Breathe Me' was taken, a string quartet and subtle piano ehords 
feature prominently. Strueturally too Sia departs notably from the original: 
Break 3 and Interlude 3 are omitted, as is Refrain 3, and she turns Interlude 6 
into a repeating chord sequence:
| | C / / / A b / B b | |
Many elements of the original recording remain, but are altered 
signifreantly: the acoustic guitar riff is simplified radically and played in parallel 
movement by the two violins. Sia retains the original melody in the Verse and 
Bridge seetions but doubles it with a distantly-placed vibrating saw. The electric 
bass melodic writing in Interlude 1 (and also Interlude 2) is replicated exactly but 
played by a solo cello. The cello continues to play in Verse 2 but now replicates 
the bass material of the acoustic guitar sound source. The aeoustic guitar riff in 
Break 1 is played by the assembled strings but in a much simplified version.
The first key moment arrives with the line "Off with his head man, off 
with his head man": the eello disappears and the two violins play an atonal chord 
while Sia sings (as opposed to monotones) the lyric. The effect is startling and is 
enhanced by Sia's continual vocal creaking.
For the Refrain sections the ensemble is multiplied with the addition of 
an SATB choir, who sing the chords from the original but bear almost no relation 
to the wordless vocal sound sources of the original. Instead, the cello and viola 
return and replicate the first and second wordless vocal sound sources 
respectively in Refrain 2.
The second key moment occurs in Refrain 4, where Sia continues to sing 
"Rain down..." while the male members of the choir sing "That's it sir..." at a 
much lower dynamic level.
The third and final key moment occurs in Interlude 6: after one of the 
violins has played a note-perfect rendition of Jonny Greenwood's final solo the 
music continues with the repeated three-chord sequence noted above, and the 
instruments are removed from the texture one by one, eventually leaving a held 
piano chord to fade out. This much softer, feminine ending to the song removes 
much of the drama of the original, as does the use of a string quartet and a full 
choir. Sia's version of 'Paranoid Android' is effectively a very personal one, with 
a listener being eneouraged to view the song as belonging as much to Sia as it 
does to Radiohead.
Chapter 9 
‘Beautiful’ - critical musical responses
Prelude: ‘Genie in a Bottle’ (1999)
Although Christina Aguilera has been a recording artist for over ten years and 
has a history of recording cover versions of previously recorded songs, only two 
songs originally recorded by her have sinee been eovered by other recording 
artists. Christina’s international debut single ‘Genie in a Bottle’ was released in 
August 1999 and has been performed live by the American ‘emo’ band Thrice 
and live on a radio show by fellow Amerieans Something for Kate. The only 
group to record a studio version of the song are the Scottish pop/rock group 
Speedway, who released their Sex Pistols-referencing cover version of the song 
as their own debut single in August 2003.^
All three versions are straightforward, with all chord changes, melodic 
features and lyrical details retained. These three cover versions of ‘Genie in a 
Bottle’ provide a useful reference point to the existing covers of ‘Beautiful’, 
which has been covered by nine professional recording artists, with these 
recordings and performances demonstrating a noticeable diversity of genres and 
stylistic approaches.
Bratz (2007)
Bratz started in 2001 as a set of child’s dolls similar to Barbie, but has since 
grown into a vast branded enterprise including animated and live action feature 
films, a cartoon series, a UK concert tour and assorted merchandise. The 
recording of ‘Beautiful’ released under the Bratz name is on Forever Diamondz, 
an album featuring a mixture of eover versions and original material written by 
top US songwriters, which was released in the UK on 2 October 2006.^ The 
recording was produced by renowned American production team Engine.
The Bratz cover of ‘Beautiful’ is unique as it is the only one to feature 
more than one lead vocalist. There are four female vocalists heard on the 
recording, representing the four main Bratz charaeters, although the correlation 
between each voice and an individual Bratz is unclear. Indeed, their vocal styles 
share enough similarities to make it unlikely that the casual listener will identify 
the presence of more than one lead voice. Their appearances can be tabulated as 
follows;
* Speedway’s guitarist incorporates the descending three-note riff used throughout ‘Anarchy In 
The UK’ during the verse section of their cover version.
 ^The other cover featured on the album is an R’n’B reworking of ‘Fashion’ by David Bowie.
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Voice 1: (at 0:00) Intro, Verse 1, Refrain 1
Voice 2: (at 1:26) Interlude, Verse 2, Refrain 2
Voice 3: (at 2:31) Bridge (as Christina on original - voices 1,2 and 4
as backup choir)
Voice 4: (at 2:54) Refrain 3, Outro
Although Voice 3’s raspy tone can be clearly discerned in the Bridge, and Voice 
1 clearly starts the section as the loudest voice in the choir, by 2:35 voices 1,2 
and 4 are heard as a single unit. The Bratz version is essentially an attempt to 
reproduce every feature of Christina’s original recording, including all of 
Christina’s many vocal melismas.
The presence of four lead vocalists on the track clearly impacts on its 
resultant strength of subject position in comparison to the cover versions 
discussed below. Whilst emphasising fourfold the lyric’s “unity through 
diversity” message (i.e. you can be in our club), the apparent major similarities in 
their vocal style suggest a lack of diversity (i.e. we four are almost 
identical/'normaf). It is also somewhat confusing that a product which has had 
such success in bible-belt America, and has won parental approval awards, 
would not be disapproved by these same parents who would not wish their 
children to identify with the transvestites, punks and queers to be found in 
Christina’s video for the song. The message being projected from the Bratz 
recording of ‘Beautiful’ appears to be that you too can be beautiful like Bratz ... 
so long as you’re normal.
Alex Parks (2003)
As a 'student' on the second series of the BBC broadcast and Endemol-produced 
Fame Academy, Alex Parks sang a variety of cover versions ranging from recent 
rock (Coldplay’s ‘Yellow’) to classic pop (Blondie’s ‘Heart of Glass’). She 
performed ‘Beautiful’ twice on the show, first on the 27* September 2003, and 
also during the grand finale a week later on the 4* October. Due to the time 
restraints of the show both her performances on Fame Academy were 
abbreviated:
On 27/09/03: (no intro)
Verse 1 
Refrain 1 
Verse 2 
Refrain 2 
Bridge
Refrain 3 (last half only, with abbreviated Outro)
On 04/10/03 : As before but with an introduetion (half-length)
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As there are few stylistic differences between Alex’s live performances and her 
subsequent studio recording, only the latter will be discussed here.
In general, the instrumentation used throughout has been chosen to 
approximate Christina’s original, although the moment-to-moment details have 
not been replicated. For instance, the opening bass glissando and spoken “don’t 
look at me” are both absent in Alex’s version. On a more detailed level, in the 
second verse of the original there is a semi quaver offbeat on the fourth beat of 
the two-bar pattern which is not replicated in the Alex Parks version. In terms of 
the sound sources used, there is the notable new addition of a lightly distorted 
electric rhythm guitar part, and the piano is clearly synthesized (whereas in the 
original it is clearly an organic sound) and features a noticeably simplistic 
rhythmic content. The string sound sources heard in Alex’s version are also 
synthesized (as opposed to the mix of natural and synthesized string sound 
sources on the original recording) and only occasionally bear direct relation to 
the original in terms of their musical content. For instance, they do not sound the 
three-note descending bass line that occurs in the second bar of the Refrain. 
Similarly, the backing vocals are almost note perfect in the Bridge section, but do 
not appear on “all your” and “doom” during the second verse. More crucially, 
there is no discernable interaction between the main vocal and the string section, 
whereas in the original they share musical ideas at key moments (such as at 
“bring me” in Refrain I).
The simplified reproduction of the original recording outlined above 
continues with regard to Alex’s own vocal performance.^ In terms of vocal 
phrasing, a similar use of syncopation is present but is crucially employed in a 
stylistically contrasting manner: on both “suddenly” and “hard to breathe” in the 
first verse the emphasis in Christina’s original is on the third syllable, whereas 
Alex emphases the second syllable by elongating it. The result is an ‘affected’ 
vocal style,"^  with a consciously unusual approach to phrasing.
. With the recording purporting (on the surface at least) to be a faithful 
recreation of the original, it could be argued that the overall effect on the listener 
will be identical to that of the original. Whether or not this is the case depends 
almost entirely on the extent to which the instrumental details on the original 
recording contribute to the subject position of the original, and indeed whether 
the vocal performance or the melody/lyric combination is the key contributing
 ^This raises an interesting if tangential point: were the instrumental simplifications inadvertent, 
or were they intentionally made to reflect the characteristically simple nature of Alex’s vocal 
style?
Another singer with a noticeably affected vocal style is Brett Anderson -  on early Suede 
recordings he can be heard moving up a tone within a syllable, (for example: “see you in your 
next life, when we’ll fly  away for good” from ‘The Next Life’ (1993) (on Suede, Nude 
Records: B000025MOL). By the end of Suede’s career in 2003 this use of a whole-tone 
movement was employed so often to almost be considered a self-parody.
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factor. As the emphasis in this recording is clearly on Alex’s vocal, however, the 
backing track could therefore be deemed as largely irrelevant.
Being openly gay in a small village in deepest Cornwall, short in height, 
with very striking features and an individual vocal style, Alex Parks could easily 
claim outsider status in the same way that Christina does in her video for 
‘Beautiful’. With this video still fresh in people’s minds, it would have been 
known to those who suggested Alex perform the song that she had built up a 
large gay female following over the course of the Fame Academy series. This 
particular recording was therefore probably intended to create a bond between 
Alex and this specific fan base.
Clem Snide (2003)
Clem Snide are a country-tinged indie rock band from the United States. 
‘Beautiful’ features regularly in their live performances and is the only cover 
version that the band performs. It was used as the lead track on the 5-track ‘A 
Beautiful EP’ released on SpinART records in November 2003. The version 
discussed below is a 2006 soundboard recording from an unknown venue.
The most noticeable departures from the original recording are provided 
by the fact this is an unaltered recording of a live performance.^ Clem Snide are 
comprised of a standard rock set-up: two guitarists (one who also sings), a bass 
guitarist and a drummer. This is an instrumental combination which bears little 
relation to that found on Christina's recording. In addition to the instrumental 
contrast, the opening guitar vamp makes it clear that the song has been 
transported into a different genre and performance style. In the original, the 
piano chords are sounded on the beat, with the fourth crotchet emphasised by 
melodic interest in the piano writing. In comparison, Clem Snide’s rhythm 
guitarist and singer, Ed Barzelay, plays two-note chords (but notably not mere 
open fifths) in strummed semiquavers, with a slight emphasis on the third 
semiquaver within each bar. This provides a sense of urgency (through the use 
of syncopation) whilst maintaining the sense of continual movement (achieved in 
the original through the emphasis on the fourth beat). This emphasis on the third 
semiquaver beat is not usually found in standard piano ballads but is common 
within most rock genres. Furthermore, the reduction of harmonic interest 
through the use of two-note chords would not occur within a rock ballad, as this 
genre would probably replicate or indeed further embellish the extended chord 
voicings heard in the original.
On the first “no matter” of Refrain 1, the rhythm guitar begins to play 
three-note chords and progresses onto fully strummed chords by the first
 ^The studio version featured on A Beautiful EP features identical instrumentation to their live 
performances.
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“down”. This change in texture can be seen as a reflection of the addition of 
strings to the texture at this point on the original recording. The chord used here 
is bVI, a substitution for the II used in the original, and is also used elsewhere in 
the Refrain wherever a chord II should appear. Consequently, the melodic line in 
this features a flattened third (on “6cazAiful”, “what” and “don’t you bring me 
down”.
The use of an undistorted or ‘clean’ guitar sound at the opening implies 
that a loud/soft dynamic contrast will be employed, and this is confirmed at the 
end of the first Refrain with the entry of the bass guitar and sudden increase in 
dynamic and rhythmic interest for the drums and lead guitar. This action can 
also be seen to mirror the increase in instrumental activity found in the original at 
this point. For the second hearing of “words can’t bring you down” in Refrain 2, 
the rhythm guitar cuts down dramatically on its rhythmic interest, with no 
rhythmic movement at all for any of the instruments on “so don’t you bring me 
down today”. This could be related to the momentary absence of the drums after 
“words can’t bring you down” in the original recording.
Up until the Bridge section the Clem Snide version can be considered a 
faithful representation of the original. From the Bridge section onwards, 
however, a number of important deviations occur (2:39). The Bridge section is 
elongated to two and a half times the length of the original and omits its lyric, 
vocal melody and backing vocals. In their place an interplay between the three 
guitars occurs. Throughout the first two mini-sections the bass has the melodic 
and rhythmic interest, only reverting back to being a functional bass for the final, 
half-length section. The other two guitars start the first section being primarily 
melodic in nature, switching to playing scalic, ascending tremolo chords for the 
second section. The tremolo is maintained for the final section, but with the 
guitars operating separately and with no tonal direction. Whilst this gradual 
build up in both intensity and range could be related to Christina’s vocals in this 
section (culminating on a final top F), the correlation is not straightforward. The 
final Refrain is half-length and the Outro section is omitted completely. Instead, 
the stripped-back texture of the Outro in the original is transferred to the final 
Refrain.
Ed Barzelay’s vocal performance retains the syncopated nature of 
Christina’s, but makes no attempt to imitate any specific details of the phrasing 
she uses, makes some subtle changes to the melodic outline and makes no 
attempt to replicate any of her many melismas.
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Ed Barzelay [live] (2005)
This recording was taken from the encore of a solo concert by the lead singer and 
guitarist in Clem Snide at Indie Coffee, Madison WI on 26 October 2005. This 
concert was bootlegged and made available on the Dimeadozen website in early 
2006. The performance features Ed’s vocal and acoustic guitar only.
Vocally, Ed’s solo version is noticeably more faithful to the Aguilera 
original than to Clem Snide’s version. His guitar style during the verse sections 
combines an alternating bass (mainly using fifths) with strummed chords and 
therefore differs notably in this respect from the Clem Snide version. During the 
Refrain sections a more standard strumming pattern is employed. In every 
interlude section a blues-style alternation between flattened and major thirds can 
be heard in the chord voicings.
Similarities with the Clem Snide version can be found with the dropout of 
the guitar at the end of the second Refrain, the gradual build-up of intensity 
within the Bridge section, and the dropout that occurs at the start of Refrain 3. 
The structure is identical to the Clem Snide version up until the Bridge section, 
which is longer than the Aguilera original by five bars, but differs from the Clem 
Snide version by ending on a repeated bVI chord for two bars. In addition, the 
final Refrain features the line “don’t you bring me down today” repeated three 
times, followed by “today” repeated four times, both heard over a bVI-I chord 
change.
Jet Lag (2003)
Jet Lag are a successful pop/soft rock quintet from Madrid, Spain. Their cover 
of ‘Beautiful’ was featured on a 6-track EP entitled ‘3 Singles’ on 20 September 
2003. The other cover version featured on this release was ‘Hungry Heart’ by 
Bruce Springsteen. The forceful nature of their cover should be viewed as 
unusual for the band, who deal mainly in Belle and Sebastian-esque twee pop 
songs, all of which are sung in English.
From the opening few seconds of their cover it is clear that their version 
of ‘Beautiful’ is vastly altered. A distorted electric guitar plays first the seventh 
and then a harmonic of the supertonic of the Mixolydian mode. As the vocal is 
accompanied solely by these two notes for the first three beats, the tonal centre is 
ambiguous and remains so until the first tonic chord at the start of the fifth bar as, 
although the first note played in the bass is the tonic, it is swiftly abandoned. 
The opening two notes are also reminiscent of an Indian drone, with the use of 
cymbals also suggestive of Eastern music. However, this is a generic suggestion 
which is short-lived, being rebutted as soon as the electric bass guitar enters. In 
spite of the use of double-tracked distorted electric guitars from the second line 
of the lyric, the genre which this cover inhabits remains ambiguous until the start
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of Refrain 1, where the full use of the drum kit first occurs. The syncopated 
pattern employed here by the drums is retained throughout and bears no relation 
to those found on the original. The only similarity with Christina’s version in 
these first two sections lies in the held notes in the drone guitar, which are 
suggestive of the common note in the first three piano chords in the original. 
Thus the listener begins their experience of this recording with a sense of relative 
instability.
The use of a similar quiet/loud dynamic shift at the start of both verses 
suggests by its second occurrence that the genre can be further specified as 
‘grunge’. While this is further supported by the insistent nature of both the vocal 
performance and guitar style (fully strummed chords on every beat) it is 
simultaneously countered by the fact that the vocals are largely double-tracked 
and by thé overall cleanness of the production. The nearest aural comparison is 
Smashing Pumpkins circa Siamese Dream (1993), which could be more 
accurately described as the specifically American genre ‘college rock’. In 
particular, the guitar solo in the Jet Lag recording could also be viewed as a close 
reference to the twin-guitar style of the Pumpkins’ guitarists Billy Corgan and 
James Iha at this point. Somewhat ironically, the only moment that sounds 
anything like Jet Lag’s previous recordings occurs in the final Refrain with the 
move to falsetto, but even this is banished by the return of the electric guitars at 
the close. For any listener who has had prior exposure to a recording by Jet Lag, 
the generic and performative distinctions from their usual style make the band 
appear almost unrecognisable.
Jet Lag’s version also distinguishes itself throughout by its textural 
variety. For the second verse the descending bass line is replaced by a four-note 
ostinato figure, and there is an increase in rhythmic complexity for the drums 
(which now focus on the high hats and cymbals). With the drone guitar sound 
source also present, the listener is reminded of the opening, but with all the 
instruments playing new material. The brief return to normality provided by the 
re-entry of the distorted electric lead guitars in the second half of the second 
verse is countered immediately with the insertion of a pre-Refrain, double-guitar 
improvisation. In this section both electric guitars play lead, independently for 
the first half of the ‘verse’, then swapping thematic material based on the “no 
matter what we do” melody from the original in the second half.^ Being 
effectively a verse followed by a half-Refrain, it means that when the vocals 
return for the second Refrain their entry is four bars earlier than expected. There 
are no more textural or structural surprises until the final “words can’t bring us 
down”. At this point the electric guitars suddenly disappear, and the vocal 
becomes fragile and is sung in falsetto. The entry of a single-note piano line
Jet Lag’s vocalist sings this line with a slight change in vocal melody in the Bridge section.
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suggests a reference to Christina’s recording, which has a similarly reduced 
texture at this point. The falsetto for the main vocal sound source remains until 
the final “today”, upon which the guitars return.^ The final surprise is two-fold, 
with the lack of an Outro accompanied by an abrupt ending. From start to finish, 
the recording appears to play with the listener and command their attention.
In spite of the obvious textural and structural differences highlighted 
above, the Jet Lag cover of ‘Beautiful’ can still be seen to reference the original 
in a number of respects. For instance, in place of the descending three-note 
motif used by Christina, Jet Lag’s vocalist uses a different three-note idea to end 
key phrases (a descending fourth followed by a rising tone). Also, the 
syncopation used by the vocalist follows a similar (if simplified) pattern to that 
employed by Christina. Finally, the single-note synthesizer which enters for the 
Bridge section shares melodic material with (and is clearly intended as a 
substitute for) the backing vocal employed on the original at this point.
The insistent, confident nature of this performance has a direct impact on 
the subject position of the song. There are a number of changes to the lyric, 
which could also be seen as reflecting the confident mood:
Now and then, well I get insecure
From all the fame. I’m so ashamed
Told your friends you’re delirious
No matter what they do, no matter what they say 
The sun is shining through
And everywhere we go, the sun will always shine 
Tomorrow we 7/ fade away
As well as the change of words causing possible confusion, the security provided 
by the four-note ostinato bass line which enters at ‘Now and then...” is at odds 
with and undermines the “I get insecure” lyric.
So what are Jet Lag (and also Clem Snide) intending to achieve by 
covering ‘Beautiful’? By releasing their versions as a single they are most likely 
hoping to further their careers by tapping into a wider audience who would have 
been otherwise unaware of them. If is this the case, however, then the atypical 
nature of the Jet Lag cover, when compared to their previous output, is somewhat 
baffling. For a band who usually deal in subtle ballads to take a ballad and cover 
it in such a bombastic manner suggests a certain level of irony.
 ^The emphasis on the final “today” recalls the song ‘Today’, by Smashing Pumpkins, which 
features on Siamese Dream and employs a loud/soft, hard vocal/soft vocal contrast throughout. 
It also ends abmptly on the studio version.
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Brett Anderson [live] (2007)
Posted as one of a weekly series of videos on Youtube in the run-up to the release 
of his first solo single, ‘Beautiful’ was the only cover version amongst new 
material and solo arrangements of songs by his former band Suede. Brett’s 
recording is at a faster tempo than the original, finishing a whole minute sooner 
than Christina’s studio recording. By reducing the instrumentation down to an 
upright piano and vocal, and with the performance clearly being recorded in real­
time, Brett’s version of ‘Beautiful’ effectively strips the song down to what he 
views as its bare essentials. It therefore ends up sounding like a demo recording 
by a Tin Pan Alley songwriter in the 1970s (such as Carole King). The clear 
similarities between the performance style here and Brett’s recent recorded solo 
performances of Suede originals in concert may even lead the uninformed to 
believe the song was actually written by him, with this performance being the 
original demo.
The ‘demo’ feel is enhanced by Brett’s simplified approach to both the 
song’s structure and his piano and vocal performance. The Introduction section 
is omitted, as is the Outro, and the break between Refrain 1 and Verse 2 is 
reduced to a single bar. The Bridge section retains its length but loses all vocal 
and lyric content, and therefore feels unfinished. With regard to Brett’s vocal 
performance, a rhythmic pattern is established in the first phrase and is used 
throughout both Verse sections (and is identical to that used by Christina in the 
opening of Verse 1 in her version), with the three Refrain sections being identical 
save for the very last bar, where Brett uses the delayed/suspended note used 
throughout Christina’s version for the first and last time. Brett also makes no 
attempt to replicate any of Christina’s vocal melismas. In a similar fashion, the 
common/held note idea employed by the piano in Christina’s version is absent, 
as is the high-register melodic detail, with regular homophonie chords in parallel 
motion being used in their place.
There is an almost metronomic precision to Brett’s performance, a sense 
amplified by the tapping of a foot which is clearly audible at the start of the 
second verse. The emphasis on the fourth beat of the bar through melodic 
interest in the piano is sporadic, and in this respect is indicative of the studio 
original. There is also no variation in vocal style, piano style, dynamic level, 
texture, timbre or level of intensity. In this respect, Brett’s version could be 
viewed as being devoid of emotional content.
In addition to these simplifications, Brett alters the original in a number 
of ways. Most noticeable is the use of chord IV (instead of chord ii) at the end of 
the Refrain sections. The three-note, conjunct descending bass motif on the 
piano is moved by Brett to the last bar of the verse section. He also alters the 
two verses:
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Now and then I get so insecure
From all t h e / yèe / ashamed
To all your friends you’re delirious
So consumed in your room
Whilst these alterations make no impact on the overall meaning of the lyric, it is 
plausible that the changes were made in order to make Christina herself the 
subject of the lyric: she is indeed famous, and the ‘room’ could easily be 
interpreted as the room she is confined in her video. With both Brett’s and also 
Jet Lag’s covers changing “pain” to “fame”, it is possible that both parties 
misheard the lyric as performed by Christina. It is also possible that Brett’s use 
of “fame” is in response to the change made earlier by Jet Lag.
Brett’s performance of ‘Beautiful’ is transposed to a perfect fourth below 
the original. This was probably made for practical reasons: to fit the melody 
within his now-narrow vocal range. The removal of the vocal from the Bridge 
section could also be due to his inability to replicate its range, even at the 
reduced pitch.
In conclusion, Brett was clearly recalling the song (and not the vocal and 
instrumental performances contained within the original studio recording) when 
making performative decisions for his own version of ‘Beautiful’.
Elvis Costello (2007)
Costello is the only established artist to record a studio version of ‘Beautiful’, 
and his cover was a response to a commission from the US TV doctors drama 
‘House’. Demonstrating a similar approach to the Clem Snide and Jet Lag 
versions, Elvis Costello leaves the basic melodic and harmonic structure of the 
original intact whilst making some radical textural and sonic deviations.^ This is 
notable from the outset, where the prominent acoustic piano of the original is 
replaced with processed beats and a heavy, tonally ambiguous bass, the 
combination creating a slightly dated, ‘Trip-Hop’ feel. The combination of the 
two provides an ostinato for the recording which replaces the role of the four- 
chord descending sequence in the original. This is indicative of a wider trend in 
the recording, with texture and timbre being of equal importance, and with both 
being greater in importance than harmonic progression. The first harmonic 
indications are provided by the xylophone^ and treated electric guitar which enter 
for the second half of the introduction. Whilst the guitar plays strummed chords
Costello does make some alternations to the lyric, including the repetition of “in every single 
way” in the final Refrain. This instance may be a reference to the Jason Mraz version or an 
unchecked mistake.
 ^It is worth noting the similarity between the use of arpeggios by the xylophone here and the 
guitar arpeggios employed by Jason Mraz in his live versions, as in both they are played in 
straight quavers and occur only when the vocal is absent.
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on the first beat of every bar, the xylophone is clearly the more dominant 
presence and is crucially more melodically preoccupied than harmonically 
driven. With the entry of the main vocal sound source for the first verse, the 
xylophone disappears, keeping the equal status of the rhythmic and melodic 
elements intact. The use of a tonic pedal throughout (provided by the deep bass 
and beats combination) further ensures that harmonic progression remains a 
secondary concern.
The only textural similarity to Aguilera’s original is the use of a single 
main vocal sound source. Consequently, no attempt is made by any of the sound 
sources to mimic or align themselves with those present in the original: even the 
main vocal makes no attempt to replicate any of Christina’s many melismas. 
The simplicity of Costello’s phrasing is strikingly similar to that used by Alex 
Parks, as is most noticeable on the repeated line “words can’t bring me down”. 
The phrasing for this line is identical on each occurrence, even down to the vocal 
hiccup on “me”. None of the sound sources are either organic or 
straightforward. ^  ^ Much like the compressed and processed beats, the electric 
rhythm guitar sound source has been filtered through a bell effect and also has 
slight distortion. A second, cleaner electric guitar sound source enters for 
Refrain 1, but this has clearly been recorded and then played backwards. For 
Verse 2 a synthesiser sound source is added, one which bears no relation to an 
organic sound source and as such creates a dream-like, otherworldly effect. For 
the Bridge section and the Outro, an additional set of programmed beats is added, 
with double the BPM of the ostinato and a much more ‘jungle’ feel.
With such obvious care taken over the use of sound sources, they are 
more integral to the subject position of the recording than any features of 
Costello’s vocal performance. For instance, the slightly nasal tone, overtly clear 
enunciation of the second “beautiful” in Refrain 1, and the lack of a sounding ‘d’ 
in the subsequent “today” are features of Costello’s vocal style as opposed to 
attempts to clarify meaning. Similarly, Costello’s use of vocal creaking is 
apparently random. The use of vibrato at the end of phrases, however, is 
suggestive of both emotional engagement and fragility (especially when 
compared to the vocal sound sources on the Jet Lag cover), and the lack of 
double-tracking and of any other vocal sound sources indicates that he is alone: 
in short, Costello is conversing with himself. The sound sources suggest that 
there are three different Elvis Costellos present in the song. A tired and 
emotional present-day Costello is represented by the main vocal, with a 
sprightlier, more adolescent version represented by the additional processed 
‘jungle’ beats. A much younger Elvis is suggested by the music-box style 
arpeggios provided by the xylophone, and also by the otherworldly synthesiser
The xylophone may be an additional organic timbre but its status is not aurally perceptible.
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sound source. When he sings “no matter what we do”, the ‘we’ in question is 
actually these three different Elvis Costellos. This may also explain the change 
in the lyric made by Costello in the Bridge section:
Tomorrow we m ight wake up 
On the other side, on the other times
Informed by this lyric, it could be construed that the persona Costello is 
portraying is a man-child, or at least a daydreamer who wishes he could go back 
to being young and innocent again. In any case, the use of a fade-out at the end 
of the recording indicates that the mood and situation remain unresolved.
Pocket Symphonies (2006)
Pocket Symphonies are a little-known pop/rock quartet from Texas, USA. Their 
second album, entitled ‘Echo Park’, was released in 2006 and featured 
‘Beautiful’ as the sole cover v e r s i o n . T h e i r  performance of the song is not 
atypical for the band, being similar in both tempo and instrumentation to their 
own composition ‘Wife’, which can be found on the same album.
In terms of overall structure, the Pocket Symphonies version is the same 
as the original except for the lack of an Introduction and the fadeout over the 
Coda. Some lyric alterations have been made, but none of them affect the 
overall meaning of the song.
Whilst the drumming heard on this recording features a standard 4/4 
pattern throughout, almost everything else about the recording is exceptional.^^ 
The production is certainly unusual. There are clear variations with the treatment 
of the main vocal sound source, for instance, as significant reverb is used on it 
for Verse 1 and Refrain 1, and none from then onwards. From Verse 2 onwards 
the main vocal is double-tracked, but not uniformly: for instance, the Bridge 
section is completely double-tracked except to the words “for the other side”. 
The synthesized string pad sound source that enters for Refrain 1 is so loud as to 
completely dominate, which would be more logical were they not tonally 
independent of the acoustic piano (and therefore also very different tonally to the 
strings in the original) on their use of suspended chords.
When this use of reverb is considered alongside the very tinny, trebly 
sound of Verse 1 and Refrain 1, the suggestion of a movie soundtrack is 
apparent, with a implied change of scene occurring at the start of the Verse 2. 
This film-related hypothesis is supported by the fact the band took the unusual
The accompanying video (directed by Roger Timms) is available from 
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=CIu58s6N7KY [Accessed 20 March 2008].
As is the video, which is exceptionally (and clearly intentionally) amateur in terms of 
storyboard and quality of acting, as well as with regards to the band’s mimed performance.
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step of commissioning a video to accompany their cover of ‘Beautiful’. 
Furthermore, the use and suggestion of space within the sound-box (through 
wide spacing of sound sources and minimal instrumentation) creates a ‘wide­
screen’ feel, as if the song is accompanying the end credits of a movie. The 
production techniques used (especially the use of reverb) suggest this imaginary 
movie was either set or made in the early 1970s, a viewpoint which is supported 
by the choice of costumes for the main protagonist in the video, with the choice 
of instrumentation reflective of pop/rock ‘power’ ballads from this period. An
additional, slightly different interpretation is also supported by the video/music 
combination, in that the reverb-heavy opening sections suggest a hung-over 
reality, with the widescreen double-tracked sections accompanying a more 
jubilant fantasy world of the mind’s creation, represented partly by a black and 
white/colour distinction. In any case, the entry of the electric bass guitar sound 
source at the start of the first break section (with a glissando identical to the start 
of the Christina Aguilera recording) marks a key moment.
In a similar but contrary fashion to the production, the acoustic piano 
starts off in a low register, moves an octave higher for the first break section, and 
remains in this register until the final Refrain section. The use of syncopation in 
the piano during the verse section is clearly related to the original, but with the 
emphasis now shifted onto the third semiquaver of the third beat within each bar 
(although this emphasis is not uniform). There is a closer interaction between 
the acoustic piano and main vocal sound sources in the Pocket Symphonies 
version, with sharing of rhythmic and melodic material occurring on the first two 
appearances in each Refrain of “bring me down”.
The vocal performance places no real emphasis on any particular phrase, with the 
exception of “for the other side”, where the phrase is prolonged and extends into 
the start of the final Refrain. Elsewhere emphasis is provided by the temporary 
removal of double-tracking. With the exception of “oh no” at the end of each 
Refirain, no attempt is made to replicate or represent any of Christina’s many 
vocal melismas.
Guns’n’Roses [live] (2006)
The version of ‘Beautiful’ performed by Richard Fortus and Robin Finck, both 
lead guitarists in the current line-up of Guns’n’Roses, distinguishes itself from 
all those previously discussed by being purely instrumental. It is consequently 
the one which deviates most significantly from the original. Fortus and Finck 
performed their guitar duet version of ‘Beautiful’ at every date on the band’s 
2006 world tour. The recording analysed below is taken from the band’s 
Rock’n’Rio performance in Lisbon on 24 April 2006.
An obvious comparative recording is John Lennon’s ‘Jealous Guy’ (1971).
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The recording (as found on Youtube) can be split into eight distinct 
sections. As the music ends at 5:58 the remainder of the Youtube recording has 
been ignored. All bar one of these eight sections relates directly to Christina 
Aguilera’s original recording.
Section 1 (00:00-01:39)
This is an extended guitar solo by Richard Fortus and bears no relation to the 
original recording. The tonic chord is first heard at 00:04 and is followed by 
fast-moving, predominantly pentatonic-based passage work. There is a melodic 
alternation between the flattened and major third of the Ionian mode between 
00:22 and 00:28, the reason for this being unclear. At 00:50 Fortus’ guitar 
playing becomes noticeably more conjunct and melodic, relying as heavily on 
the Ionian mode as on the pentatonic scale. This continues to be the case up until 
01:27. At 01:28 another tonic chord is sounded, followed by a more rhythmic 
style of guitar playing. The playing throughout this section is very heavily blues- 
derived, betraying the direct influence of Jimi Hendrix in the combined bass/lead 
section.
Section 2 (01:39-02:17)
This section is equivalent to the 16-bar Introduction of the original recording. 
The first ‘bar’ is metrically free, though the music subsequently maintains a strict 
sense of metre. Throughout this section Fortus plays held bass notes as well as a 
lead guitar melody which incorporates the fragment used by Christina on her 
very final “so don’t you bring me down today”.
Section 3 (02:17-02:51)
This section is equivalent to Verse 1 in the original recording. With Fortus now 
playing rhythm guitar, Robin Finck enters as the lead guitar, playing a subtly 
embellished version of the original melody (with glissandi and string bends), 
using only single notes.
Section 4 (02:52-03:32)
This section is equivalent to the Refrain 1 in the original recording and again 
features a slightly altered rendition of the original melody at this point. Finck 
plays single notes throughout, except for a solitary double-stop at 03:12. His 
improvised melody (03:20-03:24) bears no relation to the original and is more 
ornate, but is as melodic as his playing earlier in the section.
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Section 5 (03:32-04:17)
This section is equivalent to the Break and Bridge sections of the original 
recording. In the four-bar Break both guitarists employ a chordal, ‘rhythm 
guitar’ style. For the Bridge section Finck remains as rhythm guitarist while 
Fortus plays a free improvisation in the same style as found in the opening 
section from 00:50-01:27.
Section 6 (04:17-04:54)
This section is equivalent to Refrain 3 in the original recording. Fortus can be 
heard playing a melody representative of the original for the first time, but is 
clearly distinguishable from Finck through his more prolific use of 
embellishments, and also by being less faithful to the original melody (most 
noticeable are his persistent use of double-stops). Fortus makes a second 
melodic alternation between the flattened and major third between 04:43-04:45, 
but its semi-accidental nature means it is probably unrelated to the alternation 
found in the opening section.
Section 7 (04:54-05:46)
This section is equivalent to the Break 1 and Refrain 2 sections in the original 
recording. The interlude features a free improvisation by Robin Finck (resuming 
lead guitar duties). For the second verse Finck plays a melodic line which is 
almost identical to that which he used in Section 4.
Section 8 (05:46-05:58)
This section is the equivalent of the final held chord for strings heard in the 
original recording. Finck plays a solitary tonic note, while Fortus elaborates on a 
broken tonic chord using hammer-ons and glissandi.
It is noteworthy that in none of the above sections does either guitarist 
make any attempt to replicate (or indeed represent) any melismas or specific 
melodic details made by Christina Aguilera in the original recording. 
Furthermore, the structure employed in the Guns’n’Roses version can be 
simplified as Intro-A-B-C-B-A-Outro.^'^, with this clearly symmetrical structure 
bearing no relation to that found in the original. In the Fortus/Finck version, the 
original’s harmonic and melodic ideas are used as the framework for a structured 
two-guitar set-piece.
14 If the break sections are ignored.
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No attempt is made at any stage by either guitarist to make a specific 
reference to the original recording, although the melodic and chordal 
components of the song remain intact. These factors both suggest that both 
Fortus and Finck view the song as a standard, and therefore consider Christina’s 
recorded performance of the song to be of secondary importance.
Chapter 10 
Discussion of analytical resnlts
’Paranoid Android’ - critical musical responses
Before any conclusions can be drawn with regard to the comparison between the 
subject-position of the original studio recording for ‘Paranoid Android’ (as presented 
in Chapter 4) and the subject-position evidenced by the listener responses analysed in 
Appendices 16 and 22, it is necessary to remind ourselves of both the overall nature 
of the subject-position and the key elements of the musical recording that lead to its 
creation. The key features of the original recording of ‘Paranoid Android’ with 
regard to its focus-based, sound source-centric subject-position can be summarised as 
follows:
Section Sub-sections
A Introduction - Verse 1 - Bridge 1 - Verse 2 - Bridge 2
B (part 1) Break 1 - Interlude 1 - Break 2 - Interlude 2
B (part 2) Break 3 - Interlude 3 - Break 4 - Interlude 4
C Refrain 1 -  Refrain 2 -  Refrain 3 -  Refrain 4
B1 Break 5 - Interlude 5 - Break 6 - Interlude 6
Musical content of greater importance than lyric content 
The acoustic guitar as the most consistently present sound source 
The first lead guitar as the most important sound source (as opposed to main vocal)
The acoustic guitar seen to provide the emotional context for the protagonist 
An ongoing conflict between acoustic and electronic sound sources 
A sense of complementation between sound sources in Section C 
A sense of opposition between sound sources in Section B
No vocal presence in final section - narrative completed by electronic sound sources.
The key factors affecting the formation of the subject-position of the original 
recording are as follows:
• The use of unusual chord progressions and disjuncture between sections will 
disorientate the listener
• Constant shifting of focus between different sound sources will have a disorientating 
effect on the listener
• A sense of confusion created by rhythmic complexity and time signature changes in 
Sections A and B
• A sense of order created by homophonie texture and cyclic chord sequence used in 
Section C
• A sense of either a drug-induced escapism or death of protagonist in Section C
• Use of cut-up lyric construction discourages the act of literal lyric interpretation
• Use of colloquialisms (“man” and yeah!”) indicative of a lack of seriousness
• Identification with protagonist discouraged, empathy with protagonist’s sense of confusion 
and stasis of personal situation (as expressed in lyric content) encouraged
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The lack of sense/use of nonsense in lyric content will confuse the listener.
The resultant focus-based subject-position encouraged by the studio recording of 
‘Paranoid Android’ is therefore one of empathetic confusion and disorientation. As 
the promotional video by Magnus Carlsson is best understood as a listener response, 
its possible contribution to the overall subject-position of ‘Paranoid Android’ as 
perceived by listeners will not be considered here. The following section will 
consider both the overall subject-position and its constituent elements in relation to 
the critical musical responses to ‘Paranoid Android’ discussed in Chapter 8.
Brad Mehldau [live]
The importance of both the main vocal and the acoustic guitar sound sources from 
the original recording is retained in Mehldau’s solo performance, with the key 
features of both sound sources being replicated within his piano figurations. From 
the outset his ‘cover’ version can be seen to promote the subject-position of the 
original recording: although the chord structure is recognisable as that of the 
Introduction, Mehldau’s pre-Introductory section effectively masks the identity of 
the song being performed. At 00:48 the chord pattern is interrupted by an insistent 
melodic detail, with the chord pattern not re-established until 00:55. As such, both 
the nature of the section and its improvised melodic content will confuse and 
disorientate a listener. Furthermore, both the extended nature of his ‘B’ section in 
comparison to the original recording and the fact this section ends abruptly with no 
prior warning will cause confusion for a listener. As was the case for Section B, the 
endless repetition of Section C will also disorientate a listener, as will the continual 
shifts in register for the main melodic material throughout this section.
Through its complete lack of both lyric and vocal content, the subject- 
position of actively dissuading the act of identification can be seen as occurring in 
Mehldau’s cover version. Even a lack of seriousness can be located, in both the use 
of the extreme bass register in Section B [from 04:18-04:57] and the use of a 
deliberately atonal melody in Section B9 [from 07:06-07:23 in particular]. With this 
in mind, the subject-position of the original recording has clearly had a significant 
impact on the performance and improvisatory choices made by Mehldau.
Tenacious D [live]
Although it deviates substantially from the original recording, the Tenacious D cover 
of ‘Paranoid Android’ can be seen as reflecting the overall subject-position of the 
original recording in several ways. Most significantly, the translation of the song 
into a Hip-hop style (with a declamatory vocal style and with the 10-note riff being 
treated as if, it were a sample) will confuse any listener who is aware of the original 
recording. Furthermore, by treating Break 3 as a fragment within a medley of songs 
by other artists the duo are effectively replicating the disjunctive and disorientating 
nature of the original recording, with the reversal of the acoustic/electric sound
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source conflict by employing an acoustic guitar providing a further level of 
confusion. Finally, it would be difficult for any listener to identify with the 
protagonist in such a short fragment of a song.
Phantom Planet [live]
As their version of ‘Paranoid Android’ is a clear attempt to replicate the entirety of 
the original studio recording, an important question is raised: if a recording is
replicated almost identically, and therefore no critique of the content of the original 
recording is being offered, is the overall subject-position of the original recording 
also replicated? In the case of Phantom Planet, it can be argued that, due to the 
obvious lack of technical perfection (due to the out-of-tune vocal on “some rest” 
[0:34-0:35] and “what’s there” [1:05-1:11] and also the misplaced guitar solo at 
4:56-5:05), such a replication of the subject-position is impossible. As such, a 
listener will most likely compare the Phantom Planet version to the studio original on 
a moment-by-moment basis, and as such will be distracted from the act of engaging 
with the subject-position of either recording.
Jason Mraz [live]
While his version is both as short and as incomplete as the Tenacious D cover 
version, Jason Mraz’s live performance of ‘Paranoid Android’ can also be seen to 
reflect the overall subject-position of the original recording. Being performed 
immediately after one of Mraz’s own songs (‘0% Interest’), the listener will be 
initially confused and disorientated. Furthermore, the lack of lyric precision is 
suggestive that the music content of the recording is of greater importance than lyric 
content. Indeed, his slurring of words in some places (and lack of clear diction in 
others) suggests that Mraz himself was confused, and was most likely making up the 
lyric as he went along.
Sia
In apparent contrast to the approach taken by Phantom Planet, the cover of ‘Paranoid 
Android’ made by Sia is the most divergent of those being discussed here. The most 
significant distinction is the absence of any drum or percussion sound sources on her 
version: consequently, a vital provider of confusion and disorientation in the original 
recording is removed. With the exception of the drums, the most significant aspects 
of Sia’s cover version with regard to the overall subject-position of the original 
recording relate to what has been replicated, and more specifically how replicated 
features have been altered to suit her purposes. Firstly, the acoustic guitar sound 
source of the Introduction becomes a two-part, voice-leading reduction for two 
violins. With the melodic material of the second lead guitar sound source in Bridge 
1 being performed instead by an acoustic piano, it becomes clear that the 
acoustic/electronic sound source divide of the original has not been replicated:
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indeed, there are no electronic sound sources to be found on Sia’s recording. The 
replacement of the lead guitar occurs throughout the recording, with the melodic 
material in Interlude 4 being performed by two violins playing a third apart, and with 
the guitar solo in Interlude 6 performed by a solo violin.
In relation to the lack of seriousness in the original recording (and in 
comparison to Mehldau’s cover version), there are several features which provide a 
sense of comedy. Most notable is the four-note motif, which is first heard at 2:41- 
2:42 and is clearly out-of-tune: being immediately followed by a pause, the effect of 
this feature on a listener will be greatly increased. The use of a loud squeak by the 
solo violin at 3:08 is both comedic and suggestive of a lack of control, and the return 
of the four-note motif at 3:32-3:33 is also out-of-tune.
Elsewhere in the recording, other distinctions from the original recording can 
be seen to counter the original subject-position of confusion and disorientation. The 
alteration of the rhythm on “ambition” at 2:44 creates a greater sense of unity 
between the main vocal and string sound sources, and her “You don’t remember...” 
is pitched and sung at the same volume to the previous line. The most significant 
change is made to the ending: instead of an abrupt end with the four-note motif, 
Sia’s version uses the three-chord pattern from the Interlude section as a cyclic 
sequence, over which the two violins improvise around the flattened seventh of the 
mode.
Through a lack of dynamic contrast, and also a lack of disjuncture between 
adjacent sections (with the exception of the Refrain), Sia’s version bears only a 
limited relation to the subject-position of the original recording. By removing the 
acoustic/electronic sound source division the sense of danger and conflict evident on 
the original recording is almost entirely absent. By substituting the acoustic guitar 
for an acoustic piano she moves the song into the ‘piano ballad as confessional’ sub­
genre, and in so doing encourages her listener to personally identify with the 
protagonist.
Conclusion
Overall, the obvious deviation from the original recording (with the exception of 
Phantom Planet) indicates that the intention of the subject-position to dissuade the 
interpretative move has led the artists concerned to reinterpret the song within their 
own styles and for their own purposes. As such, this aspect of the subject-position is 
more important to the critical musical respondents than the need to confuse and 
disorientate a listener.
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‘Paranoid Android - unsolicited and critical written responses
The analyses conducted on the unsolicited and critical written listener responses to 
'Paranoid Android' are located in Appendices 14 and 16. A summary can be found in 
Table 10.1:
fan responses 
(a lp h a b etica l 
o rd er)
critical
responses
(alphabetical
order)
fan responses 
(fre q u en cy  
ord er)
critical
responses
(frequency
order)
X no. % no. % no. % X no. %
ER/a 1 0 .2 6 IR/p 92 23.96 M 4 0 2 6 .1 4
ER/m 1 0 .26 IR/1 80 20.83 IR/1 25 16.34
ER/p 3 0 .78 IR/s 43 11.20 Q A 16 10.46
IR/a 5 1.30 Q 43 11.20 Q 15 9 .80
IR/1 80 20.83 25 16.34 S/p 43 11.20 IR/m 10 6 .53
IR/m 7 1.82 10 6 .53 • QA 14 3.65 IR/s 10 6.53
IR/p 92 23.96 M/p 9 2 .34 PR 9 5.88
IR/s 43 11.20 10 6.53 MQ 9 2 .34 PA 7 4 .5 8
IR/v 3 0 .78 IR/m 7 1.82 PO 5 3 .2 7
L/a 1 0 .26 PA 6 1.56 PO/a 3 1.96
L/n 1 0.26 IR/a 5 1.30 PR/p 3 1.96
L/p 1 0 .26 PA/a 4 1.04 S/p 3 1.96
M 40 26.14 PO 4 1.04 W 3 1.96
M/p 9 2.34 2 1.31 V/p 4 1.04 M/p 2 1.31
MR/a 1 0 .26 ER/p 3 0.78 MQ 1 0.65
MQ 9 2 .34 1 0 .65 IR/v 3 0 .78 PR/a 1 0 .65
PA 6 1.56 7 4 .58 PO/p 2 0 .52
PA/a 4 1.04 ER/a 1 0 .26
PA/p 1 0 .26 ER/m 1 0 .2 6
PO 4 1.04 5 3 .27 L/a 1 0 .26
PO/a 1 0 .26 3 1.96 L/n 1 0 .26
PO/p 2 0 .52 L/p 1 0 .26
PR 1 0 .26 9 5.88 MR/a 1 0 .26
PR/a 1 0 .26 1 0 .65 PA/p 1 0 .2 6
PR/p 1 0 .26 3 1.96 PO/a 1 0 .26
Q 43 11.20 15 9 .80 PR 1 0 .26
Q A 14 3 .65 16 10.46 PR/a 1 0 .26
Q/a 1 0 .26 PR/p 1 0 .26
S/p 43 11.20 3 1.96 Q /a 1 0 .26
V/n 1 0 .26 V/n 1 0 .26
V/p 4 1.04
W 3 1.96
T otal: 384 100 153 100 384 100 X 153 100
Table 10.1: A summary analysis of both critical and unsolicited written responses to ‘Paranoid 
Android’, made in reference to the categorisation outlined in Table 6.2 and presented 
in alphabetical and frequency order.
By rating the results in frequency order a clear distinction between the unsolicited 
and critical responses emerges: for the unsolicited written respondents making 
personal interpretative responses is a primary concern, while the critical written 
respondents are more interested in commenting on the musical content of the 
recording. In this respect, the overall subject-position of the recording has only been
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recognised by the critical respondents. In all other areas the two sets of responses are 
remarkably similar: lyric content is important for both groups, with interpretative 
responses to lyric content being the second most frequent response for both groups. 
Furthermore, quoting lyric content is an important secondary concern, as is the 
quotation of comments on the recording made by Radiohead themselves.
Music Lyric Video
Un­
solicited
IR/m = 7 
M = 0 
M/p = 9
Total: 16 (4.17%)
L/a = 1 
L/n = 1 
L/p = 1 
IR/1 = 80
Total: 83 (21.61%)
V/n = 1 
V/p = 4
Total: 5 (1.30%)
Critical IR/m = 10 
M = 40 
M/p = 2
Total: 52 
(33.99%)
IR/1 = 25
Total: 25 (16.34%) Total: 0 (0%)
Table 10.2: The percentage reference made to music, lyric and video content made in 
the critical and unsolicited written responses to ‘Paranoid Android’
As is shown in Table 10.2, the video is of almost no concern to the unsolicited 
respondents and is not referred to at all by any of the critical respondents: this can be 
seen to support the assertion made previously of the promotional video being best 
understood as a separate listener response. With interpretative moves featuring 
highly on both lists, emotional responses are of almost no concern to the unsolicited 
listener respondents, as Table 10.3 demonstrates:
Interpretative
responses
Emotional responses
Unsolicited IR/a = 5 
IR/m = 7 
IR/s = 43 
IR/v = 3
Total: 58 (15.10%)
E R /a= l 
E R /m = l 
ER/p = 3
Total: 5 (1.30%)
Critical IR/m = 10 
IR/s =10
Total: 20 (13.07%) Total: 0 (0%)
Table 10.3: The percentage of emotional and interpretative responses 
made by written respondents to ‘Paranoid Android’
Given the critical nature of their responses, it is unsurprising that the critical 
respondents make no reference to their personal emotional response to 'Paranoid
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Android'. It is noteworthy that the above results were taken from a relatively small 
proportion of the responses made. In total, 62% of the unsolicited responses made 
no reference to specific music, lyric or video content. With regards to the remainder 
the vast majority (31%) discuss only lyric content, with only 4% making any 
reference to musical details. In comparison, 15% of the critical respondents refer 
only to lyric content, with 85% referring to both lyric and musical content.
Similarities between the two sets of responses also occur when their specific 
contents are considered. Within the 100 responses analysed, 20 references were 
made to Douglas Adams' Hitchhiker's Guide To The Galaxy, as did 4 out of the 7 
critical respondents. Also featuring in both sets of responses is reference to the song 
being about the fall of the Roman Empire, as well as comparisons to Led Zeppelin’s 
'Stairway to Heaven' and Queen's 'Bohemian Rhapsody'. A quote from an interview 
made by Thom Yorke and featured in Q magazine in 1997 regarding the lyric 
'kicking, squealing Gucci little piggy' is also referred to three times in the unsolicited 
responses and four times in the critical responses.
With interpretation of lyric content being of prime importance to both sets of 
respondents it is important to note any references made to specific lyric content. A 
list of all specific lyric references can be found in Appendix 20, and is summarised in 
Table 10.4:
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Specific lyric content unsolicited critical
"Please... rest" 4 1
"From... head" 2 3
"Whafs that?? whafs that??" 1 1
("I... android") 3 1
"When... wall" 9 3
"With... all" 1 1
"Whafs that?? whafs that??" 1 1
( I ... android") 1 1
"Ambition... ugly" 5 1
"Kicking... piggy" 9 4
"You... name?" 5 1
"Off... man" 3 2
"Why... does" 3 1
"Rain... me" 4 2
"From... height" 1 I
"That's... leaving" 4 1
"The... pigskin" 5 3
"The... screaming" 5 1
"The yuppies networking" 6 3
"The panic, the vomit" 7 3
"God loves his children, yeah!" 5 4
Table 10.4: References made to specific lyric content in unsolicited and critical 
written responses to ‘Paranoid Android’
Two trends are apparent in Table 10.4: firstly, neither the unsolicited nor critical 
responses considers any part of the lyric to be superfluous, as is demonstrated by the 
fact that each line of the lyric is quoted by at least one respondent in both groups. 
Secondly, the lines ’’When I am king you will be first against the wall", "Kicking 
squealing gucci little piggy" and "God loves his children, yeah!" are of the increased 
significance to both sets of respondents.
‘Paranoid Android’ -  written responses and subject-position
If the fact that none of the three lyric phrases noted as being of the greatest 
significance by the unsolicited written listener-respondents makes sense in regard to 
their surrounding musical or lyric context is considered, and in light of the fact that 
lyric-related interpretative moves were shown to be of great importance to both 
critical and unsolicited respondents, the subject-position of the original recording, to 
confuse and disorientate the listener, has clearly been successful with regard to the 
responses analysed. With the cut-up, non-sense lyric style actively dissuading a
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literal lyric interpretation, the respondents have been forced to turn to reference 
points external to the recording in order to gain an understanding of lyric content. In 
this sense the subject-position could be viewed as counter-productive, as by actively 
discouraging a listener from the interpretative act whilst also discouraging them from 
personally relating to the protagonist, the desire to locate the author-determined 
meaning of the recording (and of lyric content in particular) has been actively 
promoted.
’Paranoid Android’ - unsolicited musical responses
At the time this analysis was started there were 246 unique performances of 
'Beautiful' and 118 unique performances of 'Paranoid Android' made available on 
Youtube} As analysing such a large number of performances is not feasible a sample 
size of twenty-five was chosen. In order to avoid bias an alphabetical list of their 
Youtube usernames was created, with the first 25 in those two lists being chosen for 
analysis. All twenty-five of the unsolicited musical responses to both 'Paranoid 
Android' and 'Beautiful' were sourced on 30 September 2007.
The analysis conducted on the unsolicited musical responses to 'Paranoid 
Android' can be found in Appendix 22. Of the twenty-five Youtube responses to 
'Paranoid Android' which have been analysed, twelve feature no replication of the 
main vocal or of its lyric content. Of the remainder, nine are performed by amateur 
groups, and four are vocal performances accompanied by either piano or guitar. A 
tabulation of these results of the individual analyses can be found in Appendix 24. 
An analysis of the lyric content of these performances can be found in Appendix 26. 
The most striking aspect of Appendix 26 is the correlation between its content and 
the results of the written responses, as almost all of the Youtube respondents who 
replicate the main vocal perform the lyric in its entirety, doing so with a very high 
degree of accuracy. In comparison, the chordal analysis of these responses provided 
in Appendix 28 betrays a far more complex situation. If nine of the twenty-five 
performances omit the Introduction section in its entirety, eleven of them omit 
Interlude 3, whilst both Refrain 3 and Interlude 6 are omitted in ten performances. 
Even when a section is performed, the level of accuracy is not comparable to that of 
the lyric: substitutions occur on the majority of chords in the Introduction and Verse 
sections, and almost every chord in the Refrain sections is substituted by at least one 
respondent. The addition of an 'F' chord in the Interlude sections from Interlude 3 
onwards appears to be of the least importance: in only one performance is this noted 
and replicated. Whilst lyric accuracy is the norm for the respondents, it appears that 
the specific chord voicings employed by the acoustic guitar sound source on the 
original recording of 'Paranoid Android' are of far less significance.
' These figures exclude any videos which either constitute official recordings by professional 
recording artists or unofficial recordings of performances made by professional artists.
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The level of accuracy of replication for the main vocal sound source is shown 
in Table 10.5:
Identical
(I)
Altered (A) or 
Simplified (S)
Not performed 
(N)
Rhythm 127 17 4
Melody 153 21 31
Timbre 103 12 140
Pronunciation 115 1 57
Table 10.5: The number of identical, altered or unperformed key features 
of the main vocal sound source (see Appendix 6) in unsolicited 
musical responses to ‘Paranoid Android’.
This information correlates with both the written responses and the lyric analysis, 
and demonstrates that replicating the main vocal sound source is of great importance 
to the respondents. While timbrai effects (such as vocal creaking and falsetto) are of 
less importance, the majority of the respondents imitate Thom Yorke's idiosyncratic 
pronunciations, and almost all of them replicate his continually syncopated vocal 
delivery. A table highlighting the relative accuracy of the other key sound sources 
present on the recording can be found in Table 10.6:
Identical
(I)
Altered (A) or 
Simplified (S)
Not performed 
(N)
Acoustic
Guitar
794 215 72
Electric Bass 
Guitar
190 53 41
Lead Guitar 1 254 79 118
Lead Guitar 2 98 20 25
Lead Guitar 3 3 0 0
Drum Kit 138 64 11
Table 10.6: The number of identical, altered or unperformed key features 
(see Appendix 9) in unsolicited musical responses to 
‘Paranoid Android’.
In reflection of the results of the chordal analysis, almost a quarter of all replicated 
features for the acoustic guitar sound source and nearly half of the replicated features 
for the Drum Kit are altered. Whilst the Acoustic Guitar is the most important sound 
source to the respondents, the Lead Guitar 1 sound source is of secondary 
significance and is replicated with a higher level of accuracy. As is shown in 
Appendix 20, the lead guitar sound source solo in Interlude 4 is also the only specific 
musical reference made in the unsolicited written responses.
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‘Paranoid Android’ - unsolicited musical responses and subject- 
position
The fact that twelve out of the twenty-five respondents do not feature any lyric 
content would appear to indicate that the musical content is of greater significance to 
the unsolicited musical respondents. Conversely, the fact that lyric content is 
replicated far more accurately than the guitar chord voicings would suggest that (to 
those who include it at least) lyric content is of the greatest importance. If the 
subject-position of the original recording indicated that the acoustic guitar provided 
the emotional context for the protagonist, the high level of accuracy of its replication 
(as shown in Table 10.6) indicates that the acoustic guitar is the most integral sound 
source present on the original recording. This assertion is supported by the fact that 
nineteen of the twenty-five responses feature either an acoustic guitar or an electric 
guitar replication of the acoustic guitar sound source. When considered in 
conjunction with the respondents’ attempts to imitate Thom Yorke’s idiosyncratic 
vocal phrasing, the implication is that localised, individual features are of the most 
importance to the respondents, with different respondents replicating different 
aspects of the recording. In contrast, overall technical accuracy is of far less 
importance. If Tables 10.5 and 10.6 are considered, it could be argued that for the 
unsolicited musical listener-respondents the overall subject-position of the recording 
retains its integrity so long as either the lyric, vocal melodic or acoustic guitar 
content is replicated to a high level of accuracy.
In marked contrast to the critical musical respondents, none of the unsolicited 
musical respondents deviate from the content of the musical recording to the extent 
of making a personal reinterpretation. Instead, any deviations occur either due to a 
lack of technical proficiency or inaccurate recall of the original recording. In this 
respect, their approaches are akin to that of Phantom Planet, as through their lack of 
critique of the original they demonstrate their collective view of the recording as a 
standard, with every aspect of its musical, lyric and sonic content being seen as 
potentially significant. As such, the subject-position of the original recording has 
been successful: through lacking the skill or vision of the critical musical 
respondents to reinterpret, the subject-position and its dissuasion of the interpretative 
move sends them in the opposite direction, to that of (in)accurate replication.
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’Beautiful’ -  critical musical responses
As was the case for ‘Paranoid Android, before any conclusions can be drawn on the 
success of the subject-position of the original studio recording for ‘Beautiful’ (as 
presented in Chapter 5), it is necessary to remind ourselves of both the overall nature 
of the subject-position and the key elements of the musical recording that lead to its 
creation.
The musical recording
The key sonic features of ‘Beautiful’ with regard to its focus-based subject-position 
can be summarised as follows:
Section Sub-sections
A Introduction - Verse 1 - Refrain 1 - Break
B Verse 2 - Refrain 2
C Bridge
B Refrain 3
A Coda
• The main vocal as indisputable focal centre, and also the main point of focus for 
lyric interpretation
• The suppression of individual identity for all other sound sources
• Conflict between two groups of sound sources, one predominantly vocal, 
the other predominantly strings (natural and synthesised)
• Common purpose between sound sources shown by sharing of melodic material
•  Struggle between common purpose and individual identity for sound sources
The key factors affecting the formation of the subject-position are as follows:
• Three phases in main vocal: ‘A’ - breathy and vulnerable (IntroWerse 1/Refrain 1)
‘B’ - more confident, strident tone (Verse 2 -  Refrain 3)
‘C’ - slightly hesitant, rasping tone (Coda)
• Three phases in main vocal reflected in low dynamic level and absence of drums in 
Sections ‘A’ and ‘C’
• Piano + vocal + strings = piano ballad as confessional: a public expression of 
personal vulnerability
• Piano as signifying introspection, strings as signifying emotional expression
• Lyric as encapsulated within first refrain: “I am beautiful no matter what they say”
• Deliberate universality of lyric: “rV”You’7”We are beautiful’
• Use of vocal melismas and creaking works against notion of self-identification
• Lyric concerned with (a lack of) self-love
• Lyric presents the listener with a conflicting choice: empathy or self-reflection
In conclusion, the musical recording presents the listener with two different sets of 
information. On a macroscopic level, there exists the subject-position of
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identification with and acceptance within an group identity. Conversely, on a 
microscopic level there is confusion, conflict and uncertainty.
The Video
As was noted in Chapter 5, the video for ‘Beautiful’ can also be seen to present a 
subject-position to the viewer, and can be summarised as follows:
• There is no direct link between either musical and video or lyric and video content.
• Christina is both the spokesperson and emotional support for the other characters
• The three most noteworthy aspects of the video are the significance of mirrors, the use of eye 
contact, and the distinctions between the nine characters.
• The strong and unmistakable pro-alternative and pro-gay message put forward by the video 
will encourage a sense of either strong identification or alienation in the viewer.
In conclusion, the musical recording and the promotional video promote the same 
subject-position, one of identification with one or more of the protagonists. In both 
cases, the strength of the subject-position presented is such that the listener/viewer is 
offered a single choice: to either identify strongly with, or be actively repulsed by the 
recording in question. The following section will consider both the overall subject- 
position and its constituent elements in relation to the critical musical responses to 
‘Beautiful', as discussed in Chapter 9.
Bratz
As was the case for Phantom Planet’s cover of ‘Paranoid Android’, the near-identical 
replication of the original in the Bratz recording raises the issue of a possible 
replication of the subject-position through a complete lack of critical perspective. In 
this instance, the slight simplification of melodic interest for both the acoustic piano 
and various string sound sources will promote the overall subject-position of self- 
identification. Furthermore, the replacement of the pro-gay, pro-alternative context 
with the neutral, clean-cut Bratz image will further enhance the possible success of 
the subject-position with the intended audience of pre-adolescent girls. For those 
listeners who are neither young nor female, the only option available will be that of 
empathy.
Alex Parks
In comparison to the Bratz cover version, Alex Parks’ live and studio performances 
of ‘Beautiful’ provide an interesting study in non-identical replication. While the 
combination of piano, strings and vocal is present, there is no sense of distinct 
phrases in her vocal performance: indeed, her vocal tone is consistent throughout all 
three of the performances discussed. The removal of a number of melodic features 
for both the string and acoustic piano sound sources can be seen as further asserting 
the supremacy of the main vocal sound source. With her greatly simplified melodic
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line (featuring almost no melismas or creaking) the possibility of the listener 
identifying with Parks is increased significantly. With regard to the subject-position 
of self-identification through lyric content, the context of her performances (a TV 
talent competition) is more likely to encourage a listener/viewer to recognise Parks 
as the protagonist in Refrain 1 (“I am beautiful...”) than themselves.
Clem Snide [live]
The most noticeable change in their cover of ‘Beautiful’ is the translation of the 
piano/vocal/string sound source combination into that of electric guitar/vocal/electric 
lead guitar, placing their performance firmly in the category of rock music. With the 
band’s style being more precisely classified as ‘alternative rock’, it is plausible that 
the band’s decision to cover ‘Beautiful’ had as much to do with the video as with 
music or lyric content. In contrast with the original recording, the individual sound 
sources in the Clem Snide performance do not compete with each other for attention, 
primarily through their differing purposes (with one guitar predominantly melodic 
and the other providing harmonic support). Similarly, there is no discernable 
struggle for identity for the individual sound sources: from 2:39-3:21 both the 
electric rhythm guitar and the electric bass guitar have melodic interest, but with the 
bass guitar having the primary melodic material.
While the tone of the main vocal is constant throughout, the sense of 
vulnerability demonstrated in the original recording is replicated through the absence 
of drums and low dynamic level in Sections ‘A’ and ‘C’ (with ‘C’ now Refrain 3 and 
Coda). While the lack of conflict between sound sources may promote the effect of 
the subject-position, the increased importance of the other sound sources ensures that 
the relative importance of the main vocal is reduced. When combined with the shift 
in genre, the listener is more likely to identify with the group identity “We” than the 
singular “I”, with this situation made even more likely by the absence of instrumental 
rhythmic interest in Refrain 3.
Ed Barzelay [live]
With regard to a performance consisting solely of an acoustic guitar and main vocal, 
the intricacies of the relationships between sound sources on the original recording 
were always going to prove difficult to replicate: the use of a blues-style major/minor 
third alternation as melodic interest, and also the use of a bass-note melody (most 
notably at 1:40) in the acoustic guitar when the vocal is absent are the only indicators 
of a suppressed identity for that sound source. The three main phases in the main 
vocal sound source of the original recording are not replicated, there is no vocal 
creaking or use of melismas, and the vocal melody differs substantially from both the 
original recording and the cover made by Barzelay’s band Clem Snide.
The sense of vulnerability in Sections ‘A’ and ‘C’ is replicated, with the 
Introduction and Verse 1 featuring subdued strumming, and with Refrain 3 and the
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Coda being slower in tempo and featuring less rhythmic activity in the acoustic 
guitar than elsewhere. When combined with the one-man live performance context, 
the effect on the subject-position is similar to that of the Clem Snide version, being 
one of promotion of identification with Barzelay himself for the final “We are 
beautiful...”, especially with the final line of Refrain 3 being repeated several times.
Jet Lag
As was the case for Clem Snide’s live cover. Jet Lag’s studio version replaces the 
piano/vocal/string sound source combination with that of electric guitar/vocal/ 
electric lead guitar. By doubling the main vocal an octave lower in the second half 
of Verse 1 and by double-tracking the main vocal in Refrain 1, the main vocal sound 
source can be seen as the focal centre of the recording. With regard to lyric 
interpretation, the fact that the double-tracking of the main vocal only occurs on 
“Words can’t bring me/you/us down” and “so don’t you bring me down today” 
creates a shift in lyric significance for a listener. Similarly, the drop out of the 
electric guitars in the first half of Verse 2 creates an example of (perhaps 
unintentional) word painting; the guitars re-enter for the line “trying hard to fill the 
emptiness”, and in so doing place emphasis on that particular lyric.
In relation to the notion of individual suppression, the existence of an 
improvised solo for both electric guitars immediately after Verse 2, and also the 
increased melodic material for the electric bass guitar during the drop out of the 
electric guitar sound sources in Verse 2 (from 1:05-1:20) does suggest a hierarchic 
structure of sound sources exists on this recording. With the absence of both the 
Introduction and Coda sections, the almost uniform tone for the main vocal and use 
of neither vocal creaking nor melismas creates a uniformity of texture. When the 
texture does momentarily reduce in Refrain 3 for “Words won’t bring us down”, the 
effect is striking: with the electric guitars absent an acoustic piano is now audible, 
and when combined with the now fragile vocal tone a clear link is made to the 
original recording. With this in mind, the subject-position of identification with a 
group identity is clearly being promoted in this recording.
Brett Anderson [live]
By reducing the piano/vocal/string sound source combination of the original down to 
just acoustic piano and vocal, Brett Anderson makes his version of ‘Beautiful’ far 
more closely aligned to the sub-genre of ‘piano ballad as confessional’. However, 
the absence of any string sound sources does appear to have a noticeable impact on 
the recording, as when combined with Anderson’s simplistic piano style and lack of 
replication of Aguilera’s melismas or vocal creaking the sense of personal emotional 
expression is greatly reduced. Furthermore, the absence of the Introduction and 
Coda sections removes the sense of vulnerability, and of the protagonist having an 
emotional journey within the recording.
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While the stark instrumentation enhances the sense of introspection, the 
consistent vocal tone will encourage a sense of empathy as opposed to self- 
identification, with this situation increased by Anderson’s subtle changes in lyric 
content for Verses 1 and 2.
Elvis Costello
As was the case for the Jet Lag cover version, Elvis Costello’s recording of 
‘Beautiful’ features a relatively faithful rendition of the main vocal sound source 
over a completely altered sonic backdrop. Most prominently, the acoustic piano 
motif of the Introduction and Break sections is replaced with a xylophone. With the 
xylophone being the only sound source other than the main vocal to have any 
melodic interest, the main vocal is indisputably the main focal point for lyric 
interpretation. In spite of the lack of both melismas and vocal creaking in the main 
vocal sound source, and enhanced by the lack of both acoustic piano and string sound 
sources, the subject-position being promoted is one of identification with Costello as 
the protagonist.
Pocket Symphonies
This cover of ‘Beautiful’ can be seen to reflect the subject-position of the original in 
a number of ways. Through occasional double-tracking in both the Verse sections 
and in every Refrain section the main vocal sound source is clearly the focal centre. 
Furthermore, while the tone of the main vocal is consistent throughout, the other 
vocal sound source replicates the textures of the ‘A’ and ‘C’ sections of the main 
vocal performance on the original recording. The sense of conflict between sound 
sources is not replicated, however, with the clearest demonstration of this occurring 
with the sharing of melodic interest between acoustic piano and main vocal sound 
sources in the Bridge section (at 2:12-2:17 and also at 2:25-2:31).
. With no replication of Aguilera’s vocal melismas or creaking, the original 
subject-position is present, with the 1/You/We universality being presented as equally 
valid choices. As such, the Pocket Symphonies version presents the strongest 
representation of the subject-position of any of the critical musical responses being 
discussed.
Guns ‘n’ Roses [live]
Being the only critical musical response being discussed to not feature a vocal 
performance, discerning the impact of the subject-position of the original recording 
on the Finck/Fortus live version of ‘Beautiful’ is a difficult task. With both guitarists 
playing melodic and harmonic material at different points, any sense of conflict 
between sound sources is effectively removed. The melodic material of the main 
vocal sound source is replicated with a high level of accuracy, and while none of 
Christina’s melismas or vocal creaks are replicated it is clear that both guitarists view
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the main vocal as the key sound source in the original recording. The lack of lyric 
content makes it impossible to determine their performance’s stance with regard to 
the 1/You/We possibilities for listener identification.
‘Beautiful’ - unsolicited and critical written responses
The analysis conducted on the unsolicited and critical written listener responses to 
'Beautiful' can be found in Appendices 15 and 17 respectively. A summary of this 
analysis has been provided in Table 10.7.
fan responses 
(a lphabetical 
order)
critical responses 
(alphabetical order)
fan responses 
(frequ en cy  
order)
critical responses 
(frequency order)
X no. % no. % X no. % X no. %
A N 1 0.30 S/p 73 21.92 IR/l 12 27.27
CR/p 1 0.30 IR/p 31 9.31 M V/p 6 13.64
ER/p 19 5.71 PA/p 22 6.61 S/p 5 11.36
I/n 13 3.90 PC 20 6.01 W 4 9.09
I/p 15 4.50 ER/p 19 5.71 M/p 3 . 6 .82
IR/a 1 0.30 V/p 18 5.41 IR/s 2 4.55
IR/1 17 5.11 12 27.27 lR/1 17 5.11 M 2 4.55
IR/p 31 9.31 IR/s 17 5.11 PO 2 4.55
IR/s 17 5.11 2 4.55 l/p 15 4.50 Q 2 4.55
L/p 11 3.30 1 2.27 M V/p 15 4.50 L/p 1 2.27
M 2 4.55 1/n 13 3.90 PO/p 1 2 2 7
M /a 1 2.27 L/p 11 3.30 S/a 1 2.27
M/p 2 0.60 3 6.82 so/p 8 2.40 U/p 1 2.27
MR/p 1 0.30 U/p 8 2.40 M /a 1 2.27
M V/n 1 0.30 Q/p 7 2.10 PR 1 2.27
M V/p 15 4.50 6 13.64 RA/p 5 1.50
PA/p 22 6.61 PO/n 5 1.50
PC 20 6.01 PO/p 4 1.20
PC 2 4.55 S/n 3 0.90
PO/n 5 1.50 TP 3 0.90
PO/p 4 1.20 1 2.27 V/n 3 0.90
PR 1 2.27 M/p 2 0.60
PR/p 1 0.30 U /c 2 0.60
Q 2 4.55 A N 1 0.30
Q/p 7 2.10 CR/p 1 0.30
RA/p 5 IR/a 1 0.30
s/a 1 0.30 1 2.27 M R/p 1 0.30
S/n 3 0.90 M V/n 1 0.30
s/p 73 21.92 5 11.36 PR/p 1 0.30
s c 1 0.30 s/a 1 0.30
so/a 1 0.30 SC 1 0.30
so/p 8 2.40 so/a 0.30
SO/s 1 0.30 SO/s 1 0.30
TP 3 0.90 TW 1 0.30
TW 1 0.30 V/a 1 0.30 >
U /c 2 0.60
U/p 8 2.40 1 2.27
V/a 1 0.30
V/n 3 0.90
V/p 18 5.41
W 4 9.09
Total: 333 100 44 100 333 100 44 100
Table 10.7: A summary analysis of both critical and unsolicited written responses to ‘Beautiful’, 
made in reference to the categorisation outlined in Table 6.2 and presented in 
alphabetical and frequency order.
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As with the unsolicited written responses to 'Paranoid Android', what is most 
apparent with the responses to 'Beautiful' is their general lack of content: of the one 
hundred responses analysed seventy-eight make no reference to specific music, lyric 
or video content, whilst a further thirteen only refer to specific lyric content. As is 
noted in Appendix 21, not one of these written responses refers to a specific musical 
aspect of the recording.
With regard to the unsolicited responses, the majority of the responses 
provided are both positive about the recording and of a personal nature, with 
interpretative comments being a secondary consideration. It is of great significance 
that references to emotional responses of a personal nature (ER/p) are more common 
than interpretations of the lyric (IR/1), and that personal statements made by the 
respondents (PC) or personal interpretations of lyric content (PA/p) occur more 
frequently than both the aforementioned. In comparison, interpretations of lyric 
content are a primary concern for the critical respondents. There is no direct 
correlation between the unsolicited and critical written responses to 'Beautiful', as is 
clearly demonstrated by Table 10.8 :
Emotional responses Interpretative responses
Unsolicited ER/p = 19 
IR/p = 31 
PC = 20
Total = 70 (21.02%)
IR/a=l 
IR/1 = 17 
IR/s = 17
Total = 35 (10.51%)
Critical
Total: = 0 (0%)
IR/1 = 12 
IR/s = 2
Total: 14 (31.82%)
Table 10.8: The percentage of emotional and interpretative responses 
made by written respondents to ‘Beautiful’
With personal interpretative comments being the most common response for the 
unsolicited written respondents, it is important to note which aspects of 'Beautiful' 
they are referencing, as is shown in Table 10.9:
Music Lyric Video
Un­
solicited
MV/n = 1 
MV/p =15 
M/p = 2
Total: 18 (5.41%)
IR/1 =17 
L/p = 11
Total: 28 (8.41%)
V /a= l 
V/n = 1 
V/p =18
Total: 20 (6.01%)
Critical M = 2 
M/a= 1 
MV/p = 6 
M/p = 3
Total: 12 (27.27%)
IR/1 = 12 
L/p = 1 
Q = 2
Total: 15 (34.01%)
V/p = 1
Total: 1 (2.27%)
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Table 10.9: The percentage reference made to music, lyric and video content made in 
the critical and unsolicited written responses to ‘Beautiful’
It appears that while the critical respondents must discuss music and lyric 
detail within their reviews of 'Beautiful', the unsolicited respondents make almost no 
reference to specific content: indeed, the combined total of responses which refer to 
music, lyric or video content (66) is still smaller than the number of complementary 
but unspecific comments made by the respondents (73). As was shown in the Table 
10.8, emotional responses occur twice as many times within the unsolicited written 
responses as non-personalised interpretative moves. In spite of this, the relative lack 
of reference to either the video in general or specific video content (with none of the 
20 references made being of an interpretative nature) is worthy of note. With all this 
information in mind, the almost complete lack of reference to specific lyric content 
by either unsolicited or critical respondents to 'Beautiful' (as is demonstrated by 
Table 10.10) is perhaps unsurprising:
Specific lyric content unsolicited critical
("Don't look at me") 1
"Everyday is so wonderful"
"Then suddenly it's hard to breathe"
"Now and then I get insecure"
"From all the pain I'm so ashamed"
"I am beautiful... say" 2 1
"Words can't bring me down"
"I am beautiful in every single way" 1
"So don't you bring me down today"
"To all your friends your delirious"
"So consumed in all you doom"
"Trying hard to fill the emptiness"
"The pieces gone... is"
"You are beautiful... say" 2
"Words can't bring you down" 2
"You are beautiful... way" 1
"No matter what we do...say"
"We're the song... mistakes"
"And everywhere we go... shine"
"But tomorrow... side"
"We are beautiful... say" 1
"Words won't bring us down!" 1 1
"We are beautiful... way" 1
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Table 10.10: References made to specific lyric content in unsolicited and 
critical written responses to ‘Beautiful’
‘Beautiful’ - written responses and subject position
With regard to Table 10.9, while no reference was made by the written respondents 
to musical content, the fact that the lyric is referred to by thirteen respondents 
indicates that the main vocal timbre is the most significant sound source, even if only 
through its incorporation of lyric content. Of more crucial importance is the fact that 
emotional responses are twice as common as interpretative moves, as this can be 
seen as clear evidence that the overall subject-position of self-identification has been 
picked up on by the respondents.
The fact that more interpretative moves refer to video as opposed to musical 
content (as is demonstrated by Table 10.9) is highly significant, as not only does this 
reinforce the importance of lyric content but it also provides crucial support for the 
assertion made in Chapter 5, that of the video being of equal importance to the 
musical recording with regard to the promotion of the overall subject-position. 
Furthermore, the fact that the Refrain sections are the only ones referred to by the 
unsolicited respondents highlights the importance of the 1/You/We distinction.
’Beautiful’ - unsolicited musical responses
The analysis conducted on the unsolicited musical responses to 'Beautiful' can be 
found in Appendix 23. Of the twenty-five Youtube respondents, sixteen perform the 
song unaccompanied, with six of the responses involving a single harmony 
instrument and the remaining three being solo piano performances. This information 
correlates directly with the unsolicited written responses: as is confirmed in 
Appendix 21, no specific references are made to musical content. As Appendix 29 
shows, even for those fourteen respondents who do have a harmonic element within 
their recordings replicating the precise and constantly changing chord voicings used 
on the original recording is not a primary concern: the highest number for identical 
replication of a specific chord is nine, dropping to as low as three in the Outro 
section. One of the main reasons for this is the omission of whole sections of the 
song within a performance, as seven of these fourteen performances omit one of 
more whole sections of the song as performed on the original recording. As is 
clearly shown in Appendix 25, only Verse 1 and Refrain are replicated to a high level 
of accuracy, as for these respondents they contain the essence of the song.
With a vocal present on twenty-two of the twenty-five Youtube performances 
of 'Beautiful', it is important to note the level of accuracy of replication of the main 
vocal sound source:
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Identical
(I)
Altered (A) or 
Simplified (S)
Not performed 
(N)
Rhythm 313 160 9
Melody 37 103 100
MF 48 8 122
AMF 55 13 18
Timbre 101 0 241
Table 10.11: The number of identical, altered or unperformed key features 
of the main vocal sound source (see Appendix 7) in unsolicited 
musical responses to ‘Beautiful’.
The only element of the main vocal sound source that is replicated to a notable level 
of accuracy is the rhythm. The melodic elements of the main vocal sound source are 
altered by the majority of the respondents, and the first of the two melodic motifs 
used by Christina (indicated by ME) is largely ignored. With the string sound 
sources being replicated in only one recording, it is clear that the piano and electric 
bass guitar are the only two sound sources of significance to the respondents:
Identical
(I)
Altered (A) or 
Simplified (S)
Not performed 
(N)
Piano 78 27 20
Electric Bass 
Guitar
9 1 13
Table 10.12: The number of identical, altered or unperformed key features 
for the piano and Electric Bass Guitar sound sources (see 
Appendix 11) in unsolicited musical responses to ‘Beautiful’.
In comparison with the main vocal sound source, both the piano and electric bass 
guitar are more faithfully replicated, suggesting that the precise piano figuration and 
recurring four-note descending bass melody are considered as more important by the 
respondents than the chords they are used to outline.
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‘Beautiful’ - unsolicited musical responses and subject-position
Even more than was the case for the unsolicited written responses, it is apparent that 
the main vocal sound source is the focal centre for lyric interpretation in the 
unsolicited musical responses, with sixteen of the twenty-five performances 
comprised solely of a replication of the main vocal sound source. With only Verse 1 
and Refrain 1 appearing in the vast majority of the recordings, and with neither the 
melodic nor the timbrai features of Aguilera’s vocal performance being replicated, 
the implication is that the essential meaning of the song is encapsulated in the lyric, 
and more specifically the lyric content of the first two sections. With the melodic 
details of the electric bass guitar and acoustic piano sound sources being more 
faithfully recreated than either the main vocal sound source or the harmonic 
structure, it is clear that the respondents feel they can make a large number of 
personal decisions with regard to melodic and harmonic content without 
compromising the integrity of the song. As such, the overall subject-position for the 
respondents can be seen as one of personal identification and personal 
reinterpretation.
Chapter 11 
Locating the ‘song inside the tune’
Unsolicited musical responses: an attempt at the unachievable?
Through analysing the twenty five unsolicited listener responses to both 
‘Paranoid Android’ and ‘Beautiful’ it became apparent, if only due to the sheer 
level of inaccuracy displayed within the performances (and also due to the fact 
that none of the performances came even close to replicating the melodic and 
harmonic content of the original), that the performers were deliberately setting 
themselves an impossible goal. Taking their location as a Youtube video into 
account, this seemingly unachievable goal represents a vain attempt to attain 
authenticity through attaining the technical excellence and/or emotional gravitas 
displayed within the original recorded performance. This is certainly true of both 
‘Beautiful’ and ‘Paranoid Android’. With regard to ‘Beautiful’, Christina’s 
continual use of melismas and the 3-octave vocal range employed in her 
performance mean that only a select few Youtube posters attempt (and ultimately 
fail) to mimic her performance in its entirety. The most obvious emotional 
signifiers are the extremes in dynamic level used and her continual use of vocal 
creaking: the former is only a real possibility for a trained singer and is therefore 
ignored by all, whereas almost all the Youtube performers mimic the latter. With 
regard to ‘Paranoid Android’, the technical difficulties arise from Thom Yorke’s 
complicated rhythm guitar picking, Jonny Greenwood’s atonal guitar solos, 
unorthodox changes in metre and some complex chord voicings. As such, none 
of the ‘Paranoid Android’ covers posted on Youtube which feature acoustic 
guitar is entirely accurate, and indeed almost every video response posted 
contains an unintentional mistake or error. In relation to emotional content, the 
key sound source is again the main vocal, and Thom Yorke’s natural vibrato in 
particular. Such an attribute is, as with Christina’s use of extreme dynamics, 
only available to experienced singers, and as such is only mimicked by one 
poster on Youtube.
Regardless of the quality of the resultant performance, the fact that so 
many Youtube posters have singled out a particular technically challenging 
aspect of the original recordings (the vocal for ‘Beautiful’, the rhythm or lead 
guitar from ‘Paranoid Android’) suggests that they are actively seeking to 
achieve a similar level of technical excellence, even if this is limited inasmuch as 
they are only technically proficient with regards to specific musical examples, 
and as such their skills are likely to be limited to performing the song in question 
and perhaps a handful of others. For example, no one who chooses to cover
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‘Paranoid Android” on Youtube could reasonably expect to be recognised as 
possessing the same level of technical proficiency and melodic invention as is 
displayed by Jonny Greenwood. Even if they had managed to achieve their goal 
and mimic or better Jonny’s performance in ‘Paranoid Android’, the Youtube 
responses could never be considered as authentic due to the copyist nature of 
their creators. Indeed, if the respondents were the equal of the original artist they 
would have had no need to mimic them in the first place.
Whatever their motivation or the intended outcome of the creation of 
their listener-response, what is clear is that the nature of the responses to the two 
recordings is substantially different. As the majority of Youtube responses to 
‘Beautiful’ are either performed vocally over the original recording or a backing 
track approximating the original, the primary interest of these respondents is to 
replicate the original recording, but to ‘cover’ with their own voice that of 
Christina, making it all but inaudible. They don’t merely empathise with the 
protagonist/performer persona, they wish to be Christina... if only for three 
minutes and fifty nine seconds. With the responses to ‘Paranoid Android’, the 
fact that most either feature a solo acoustic guitar or a guitar and vocal performed 
by the same person could be interpreted as a desire to strip back the song to its 
core elements, revealing a mythical original demo version of the song, an ideal 
which was perhaps best realised by the song’s composer Thom Yorke at a solo 
acoustic performance at the yearly Bridge School Benefit concert in California 
on 27* October 2002.
Unsolicited responses: concluding remarks
The main difference between the unsolicited responses to ‘Paranoid Android’ 
and ‘Beautiful’ lies in the nature of the responses: for the latter, people offer up 
their own interpretations, and there is little debate on what the song signifies. 
For the former, there is no consensus on the song’s signification, which leads to 
the respondents offering their own personalised ‘take’ on the lyrical meaning and 
(in some cases) how this links in with key musical moments. This distinction 
could be defined as “what does the song mean?” (‘Paranoid Android’) versus 
“what does the song mean to me?” (‘Beautiful’).
In support of this assertion, it is worth noting that a significant number of the 
responses to ‘Paranoid Android’ provide either researched information or 
personal insights into the meaning of the song which are of use to even the most 
casual of readers, whereas for ‘Beautiful’ the responses are far less descriptive 
and depictive, being of a more personal-interpretative nature. It is also worth 
noting the extent to which the video for ‘Beautiful’ significantly shapes the 
responses to the song, both in terms of the respondent’s attitude to the song in
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general but also with regards to their specific interpretations of a rather 
generalised lyric. In contrast, for ‘Paranoid Android’ the video is all but ignored 
by the majority of respondents, who instead focus on the specific lyric content, 
possible references to Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, and also the song’s 
tripartite structure when forming their interpretations.
Bearing the above in mind, is it possible to prove from the analysis 
provided that ‘Paranoid Android’ solicited a deliberately non-personal, 
interpretative response from its listener-respondents, whereas ‘Beautiful’ 
solicited a personal and emotional response? If the focus-based analyses of 
'Paranoid Android' and 'Beautiful' suggest that this is the case, evidence that both 
subject-positions are not only evident but clearly influencing listener responses 
have been unquestionably established through the analytical enterprise 
undertaken.
With regard to 'Paranoid Android', the fact that the unsolicited musical 
responses are essentially faithful to the original suggests that removing a section 
of the song would adversely affect the subject-position of the recording; as is 
evidenced by the partial critical musical responses by Jason Mraz and Tenacious 
D, performing a single section of the song creates a very different subject- 
position from that of the original recording as a whole. Further evidence for this 
assertion can be found when the more divergent critical musical responses are 
considered: for instance, Sia's recording has a clearly altered subject-position, 
but crucially retains a number of key musical characteristics from the original. 
Similarly, the live performances of 'Paranoid Android' by Brad Mehldau can be 
found to incorporate elements from the original recording even during the most 
complex of improvised passages.
With regard to 'Beautiful', from the analysis provided it is apparent that 
the essence of the song is preserved even when only a small portion of the 
original recording is performed: the fact that many of the unsolicited musical 
responses (including many not analysed in this thesis) consist solely of a solo 
unaccompanied vocal performance of Verse 1 and Refrain 1 indicates that these 
two sections of combined melodic and lyric content constitute the song that is 
'Beautiful' to the same extent as a complete performance. The critical musical 
responses further support this assertion, as the song retains its essential character 
regardless of alterations to the chord structure (Clem Snide), gender of the 
performer (Brett Anderson, Elvis Costello) or generic context (Jet Lag, 
Guns'n'Roses). Even when the key section with regard to lyric interpretation is 
omitted (the Bridge, with its line "we're the song inside the tune"), the meaning 
of the song, and therefore also its subject-position, is retained.
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On subject-position and existing literature
In relation to the notion of musical codes as suggested by Middleton, Stefani and 
others, it is difficult at this stage to determine from the analytical results obtained 
whether or not the listeners whose responses have been discussed did perceive 
communication to be occurring on a number of separate levels simultaneously. 
While generic codes certainly did inform the deviations from the original 
recording in the unsolicited musical responses for both recordings, mention of 
specific sonic details was almost entirely absent from the critical and unsolicited 
written responses. As such, the task of discerning which specific features 
influenced their subsequent interpretative moves and how (and also to what 
extent) is not possible. One way this situation could be addressed would be to 
analyse any critical musical responses in the same level of analytic detail as the 
original recordings. Such an undertaking was not attempted here due to time and 
spatial constraints. In a similar way, the lack of reference to specific musical 
details in the written responses makes it difficult to discern whether or not 
Tagg’s concept of anaphones is helpful to an understanding of listener responses. 
What is apparent, however, is the accuracy of Stefani’s theory of ‘high’ and 
‘low’ competences, although not in the way that he intended: the majority of the 
unsolicited, unaccompanied musical responses to ‘Beautiful’ demonstrated that 
they were more concerned with producing an acceptable R’n’B-style vocal 
performance than with accurate replication of Christina Aguilera’s vocal 
performance. Conversely, the majority of the respondents to ‘Paranoid Android’ 
demonstrated a ‘high’ competence through their preoccupation with replicating 
the idiosyncrasies of both Jonny Greenwood’s guitar playing and Thom Yorke’s 
vocal melody.
Clear parallels can also be drawn between Lawrence Kramer’s view of 
musical subjectivity and the two recordings in question. If Kramer asserts that 
when a listener is faced with incoherent music the ‘call’ of the ‘big Other’ is not 
answered, such a view could be construed as the reasoning as to why so few of 
the written respondents to ‘Paranoid Android’ made personal emotional 
comments. Similarly, if as Kramer insists the ‘call’ must be transformed for it to 
be successfully heeded, then the move from “I” to “You” and eventually to “We” 
in “Beautiful” can be seen to fulfil this. Furthermore, if identification is only 
reached when both parties experience a loss of ‘self, the shared identity created 
by the use of “We” in the lyric offers this possibility.
With regard to Eric Clarke’s conception of ecological perception, which 
he uses as the basis of his notion of subject-position, the situation is more 
complex: Clarke (2005: 17-18) describes his approach as being concerned with 
‘what is being directly specified by environmental information -  not what a 
perceiving organism can interpret in, or construct from, a stimulus.’ But would
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an account of what is being directly specified by these two recordings be the 
most appropriate way to approach them? As was shown with ‘Beautiful’, while 
the microscopic details of the recording specified a sense of internal conflict and 
confusion of lyric significance, it was the macroscopic subject-position of self- 
identification with a group identity to which the respondents paid the most 
attention. Similarly, while the microscopic detail of the ‘Paranoid Android’ 
recording demonstrated the existence of a protagonist and a narrative structure, 
the vast majority of the unsolicited written respondents perceived neither of 
these, being instead influenced by the recording’s overall subject-position of the 
dissuasion of personal identification with the protagonist, and of a sense of 
confusion and disorientation.
In relation to the notion of subject-position as posited by Eric Clarke and 
Nicola Dibben, the analytical results from both the unsolicited written and 
musical responses do suggest support for their assertion that, for the vast 
majority of listeners, the musical details contained within a popular musical 
recording provide a commentary upon lyric content, with the former being very 
much subservient to the latter. It can be argued, however, that while none of the 
written unsolicited listener-responses analysed in this thesis discussed in any 
depth the effects of specific sonic content on them, it is undoubtedly the sonic 
content which is enabling the subject-position of the lyric to be so forceful and 
persuasive. It could therefore be argued that, while the subject-position existing 
between lyric and musical content engages a listener’s conscious mind, the 
subject-position that occurs between the different sound sources on a musical 
recording is engaging their subconscious mind.
In relation to cognitive theory, which Clarke perceived as existing in 
opposition to his use of ecological perception, it could be construed that the 
unsolicited respondents were actually employing a cognitive approach when 
making their interpretative moves: if the theory suggests that perceivers impose 
order on an unordered environment, the attempts made by the respondents of 
‘Paranoid Android’ to understand the recording in relation to external sources 
(including Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy and interviews given by Thom 
Yorke) suggest that a cognitive process was being undertaken by the listener. 
While it is conceivable that these listeners were employing both a cognitive and 
ecological approach simultaneously, further research would be required to see if 
such an assertion is, indeed, a reality for listeners.
Finally, while my analytical findings support Phillip Tagg’s model of 
‘emitter’, ‘channel’ and ‘receiver’, they also appear to dispute the significance he 
places on interobjective comparison material: if, as the results suggest, the 
overall subject-position of a musical recording has a greater effect on listener 
interpretation than specific musical features, the specification of meaning in
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individual musemes is therefore of lesser importance than the message being 
conveyed by an entire section of a recording. As such, a possible adaptation of 
his methodology would be to consider larger units as musemes, and consider the 
range of possible responses they afford rather than to seek the smallest 
recognisable musical unit size and attempt to locate a more universally 
recognised significance.
For future research
From the conclusions drawn in the previous section, it is apparent that while the 
methodology applied was successful in turning the unsolicited written responses 
into a data-rich analysis source, their lack of critical content could not be 
disguised. As such, while the analysis did indicate general trends it was unable 
to elucidate the specific aspects of the recording which had provoked the written 
responses provided. While the analytical technique for assessing the unsolicited 
written responses was designed to turn a data-poor source into an information- 
rich source, it would be of little use when assessing the content of the two most 
substantial responses to the recordings in question, a twelve-part play entitled 
'OK Computer' (with each section representing a different song on the album), 
and a short story based around the characters presented in 'Beautiful'. Details of 
these responses can be found in Appendices 12 and 13 respectively.
There are many areas in which work on both critical and unsolicited 
responses could be expanded, and by doing so the level of accuracy of the 
analytical results be improved. For instance, increasing the sample size for both 
sets of responses would be beneficial, while analysing all existing cover versions 
by the same recording artist would provide a more comprehensive context within 
which their deviations from the original recording could be understood. Such an 
undertaking would be extremely time-consuming, especially when the various 
live versions of 'Paranoid Android' are taken into account - discussing them alone 
could easily fill an entire new PhD thesis.
Another possible extension of the analysis also presents a further 
application of the methodology used: Christina Aguilera's solo vocal
performances of 'Beautiful' were discussed in Chapter 7, but there was 
insufficient space in which to discuss her re-invention of the song as a 1940s 
style torch song for her recent 'Back to Basics' tour, or indeed how her many live 
performances of the song since its release betray her own (changing) attitude 
towards her original studio performance. As eleven years have passed since 
Radiohead made their studio recording of 'Paranoid Android' there are literally 
hundreds of bootleg live recordings of the band performing the song which could 
be considered. With this in mind, by relegating written responses to a supporting 
level and instead considering the subsequent live versions produced by the artists
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themselves alongside all existing musical responses a three-stage analysis could 
be created, with all three sets being equally data-rich and also directly 
comparable.
Whilst the analytical method applied within this thesis takes into account 
every aspect of the unsolicited musical responses found on Youtube as musical 
responses, it does not take into account their nature as video responses. As a 
performer's attitude towards their own performance is often betrayed through 
their body language (for instance, a smirk of knowing irony or eyes-closed 
intense concentration), the inclusion of such information would be of great use 
were the subject-position of each individual performance to be sought.
Appendices
Appendix 1
Chronological table of authors
Chronological table showing the disciplinary background of those authors of 
writings on popular musical listening, and the writings of others on the subject of 
popular music listening cited by these authors.
A uthor D ate w rittei Status D iscipline A uthors referenced
A dom o 1941 academ ic philosophy
Reism an 1950 journalist cultural studies A dom o
Barthes 1977 academ ic cultural studies
Frith 1978 academ ic soc io logy A d om o, M ellers
H ebdige 1979 academ ic cultural studies
Shepherd 1982 academ ic m usicology Frith, H ebdige
T agg 1982 academ ic m usicology M ellers, Shepherd, W icke
Clarke, P. 1983 academ ic m usicology Frith, Laing, Shepherd
Laing 1985 journalist soc io logy Barthes, Frith,Tagg
Stefani 1987 academ ic m usicology
W icke 1987 journalist m usicology Clarke, Shepherd
Frith 1988 journalist soc io logy M ellers
M cCIary and W alser 1988 academ ic m usicology A d om o, Barthes, Frith, Shepherd, T agg
Frith 1989 journalist soc io logy A dom o,R eism an, M ellers
M iddleton 1990 academ ic m usicology A dom o, Frith, H ebdige, Laing, M ellers, 
Shepherd, Stefani, T agg
Shepherd 1991 academ ic m usicology
N egu s 1992 academ ic m usicology Barthes, Frith, M iddleton
T agg 1992 academ ic m usicology Frith, Laing, M iddleton
B loom field 1993 academ ic m usicology
Kramer 1993 academ ic m usicology
M iddleton 1993 academ ic m usicology Brackett, M oore
M oore 1993 academ ic m usicology A d om o, Frith, M ellers, M iddleton  
(1990), Shepherd, Stefani, T agg
Shuker 1994 academ ic cultural studies Frith, H ebdige, Laing, M cClary and 
W alser, M iddleton (1990), N egu s, 
Shepherd (1991),
T agg (1982)
Brackett 1995 academ ic m usicology M cClary and W alser, M iddleton, Stefani, 
T a g g (1982)
Chanan 1995 academ ic m usicology
Frith 1996 journalist soc io logy M iddleton, T agg (1982)
Gracyk 1996 academ ic philosophy A dom o, Frith, H ebdige, M oore, W icke
N egu s 1996 academ ic m usicology A d om o, R eism an, H ebdige,
C ovach 1997 academ ic m usicology Frith, M cClary and W alser, M ellers, 
M iddleton (1990), M oore, Shepherd
Gumming 1997 academ ic m usicology Kramer (1995), Schw arz (1993)
Gracyk 1997 academ ic philosophy
Berger, H.M . 1999 academ ic m usicology M oore
Clarke, E. 1999 academ ic p sychology A dom o, M oore, T agg (1982)
Covach 1999 academ ic m usicology M cC laiy  and W alser, M iddleton (1990), 
Shepherd (1991)
D ibben 1999 academ ic m usicology H ebdige, M cClary, M iddleton (1990), 
Tagg
Griffiths 1999 academ ic m usicology A dom o, Brackett, Frith, Gracyk, 
M ellers, M iddleton (1990), M oore, 
Shepherd (1982  and 1991), W ick
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Author Date Written Status Discipline Authors Referenced
Bennett, A 2000 academic sociology
Brown 2000 academic philosophy Gracyk
Clarke and Dibben 2000 academic m usicology Adom o, Bloom field, Tagg
Hubbs 2000 academic m usicology Covach, Frith, Moore
Jackson 2000 academic musicology Frith, Middleton, Moore, Tagg, Zak
Middleton 2000 academic musicology Adomo, Covach, Frith, Hebdige,
Laing,
Shepherd, Tagg
Clarke 2001 academic philosophy Clarke (1999)
Dibben 2001 academic musicology Clarke, E., Griffiths
Kramer 2001 academic m usicology Adom o
Zak 2001 academic musicology Brackett, Frith, Gracyk, Middleton, 
Moore, W icke
Moore 2002 academic m usicology Frith, Middleton (1990), Shuker
Gelbart 2003 academic m usicology Adom o, Brackett, Frith, Hebdige, Laing,
Middleton (1990), Moore (1993)
Kennett 2003 academic m usicology Brackett, Covach (1997), Middleton 
(1990), Tagg
Krims 2003 academic m usicology Brackett, Frith, Middleton (1990), Moore 
(1993), Shuker,
Appendix 2 
‘Paranoid Android’ - scene-by-scene analysis of promotional 
video
Scene 1:
Scene 2:
Scene 3:
Scene 4:
Scene 5:
Scene 6:
Scene 7:
Scene 8:
Scene 9:
0 -7 sec
7 -1 7  sec
17-24sec
2 4 -3 6  sec
3 6 -5 0 sec
50-53  sec
5 3 se c  - 
Im in  8 sec
Im in  8 sec  - 
Im in  18 sec
Im in  18 sec  
Im in  45 sec
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
L ocation:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
the
R ob in ’s lounge
R obin  is ly in g  on the floor. H e w akes up, gets up and  
takes h is jum per o ff, m aking sure h is hat rem ains on.
R ob in ’s bathroom
R obin  stands life le ss  in the show er, then rubs 
sham poo into h is eyes.
Underw ater (a v ision  /  im agined)
A  blurred f ish ’s tail, a sa w n -o ff  human leg  and a fat 
m ale drinker are seen.
R o b in ’s apartment (unspecified  room )
A  phone rings. R obin  answ ers, still dripping from  
the show er. It is  B enji calling. H e su ggests  
som ething, and R obin  nods to confirm .
A n  E U  conference (roundtable and audience)
The conference chairm an w ip es h is sw eaty  brow.
The other delegates participate in a vote, but the  
chairm an deliberately ignores the French delegate.
T he com m unal hallw ay to  R ob in ’s apartment
R obin  leaves h is flat, heading dow n the stairs w ith  
haste.
A  taxi
R obin  crosses the road, and gets into a  taxi already  
occu p ied  by B enji. The latter talks in an anim ated  
fash ion , but R obin  says little in response. T he taxi 
drives through tow n, passing  a drunken vagrant.
In the taxi
T he taxi drives out o f  tow n  and into a green area. 
R obin  and B enji leave the taxi and w alk  up to a tree.
A  tree in the countryside
R obin  and B enji coax  a you n g  w om an dow n from
tree. She is dressed in a w hite robe, w h ich  she opens  
in order to exp ose  herself. A s the tw o  characters go  
to leave she rants and raves. R obin  g iv es  her $ 1 0 0  
and she happily w aves them  off.
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Scene 10: Im in 4 5 sec - 
Im in 52 sec
Scene II:
Scene 12:
Scene 13:
Im in 52sec  
2m in 2 sec
2m in 2 sec  
2m in 6  sec
2m in 6 sec - 
2m in 21 sec
Location: In a taxi
Action: The taxi has returned to tow n. The taxi driver g iv es
R obin a sign o f  approval (internal shot). The taxi 
drives past a number o f  peop le, including a drunken 
vagrant and a w om an with large breasts.
Location: EU  conference
A ction: The delegates and audience have left, and a cleaner
present. The French delegate cries to h im se lf  w hilst 
w avin g  a sm all T ricolore flag.
Location: In a taxi
A ction: Benji and Robin leave the cab, narrowly m issin g  a
m otorcyclist. R obin pays the taxi driver $10.
Location: A  pet shop
A ction: The ‘cam era’ zoom s out on a h issing  snake. Three
anim al containers are show n, one with the snake, 
another w ith tw o rats having sex , and the other an 
in n ocuous-look ing tlsh. R obin and B enji look
intently at the fish, w hich has n ow  been placed  on
the counter.
Scene 14: 2m in 21 sec  
2m in 30 sec
Location:
Action:
In a bar (v iew  from  behind the bar)
The EU  conference chairm am  is standing at the bar 
drinking a pint o f  beer. A  pan-out shot reveals both  
R obin and Benji to be also drinking at the bar.
Scene 14
[Internet] available 
from WWW. 
followmearound. 
com/paranoid_ 
android.php 
[Accessed 30 June 
2008]
Scene 15: 2m in 30 sec  
2m in 37  sec
Location: In the bar
Action: A  short, fat in sane-look ing man is dancing alone. A
pan-out reveals him to be standing on a table, with  
m em bers o f  R adiohead sat around it. A  human head  
appears, protruding from the m an’s stom ach.
In the foreground Robin stares open-m outhed  at the  
unfold ing scene.
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Scene 16: 2m in  3 7  sec  - 
2m in  51 sec
Location:
A ction:
In the bar (at the bar, sid e-on  v iew )
The cam era angle reveals the chairm an to be  
extrem ely fat, and that R obin  and B enji are 
considerably shorter and are sitting on barstools. 
The barmaid flirts w ith  B enji, p lay in g  w ith  her hair 
and breasts.
Scene 17: 2m in  5 1 sec  
2m in  53 sec
Scene 18: 2m in  53 sec  
3m in  10 sec
Scene 19:
Scene 20:
3m in  10 sec  
3m in  13 sec
3m in 13 sec  
3m in  2 4  sec
R obin  fa lls o f f  h is barstool, sp illin g  h is drink on  
another custom er in the process. T he other custom er  
angrily p ick s up R obin, p laces h is head against the  
bar and pours his ow n  drink over it.
B enji is  o b liv iou s to h is friend’s situation, as he is 
both facing in the w rong d irection and is p laying  
w ith  the barm aid’s right breast.
Location: In the bar, at a table
A ction: The insane m ale dancer stares straight into the
‘cam era’ (w h ich  is above h im ), and sw ays from  side  
to  side. The Thom  Y orke character steals a g lance, 
but look s nonplussed.
Location: A t the bar
A ction: A  c lose-u p  o f  a drink being poured over R o b in ’s
head, fo llo w ed  by a closed-up  o f  the angry custom er  
laughing. The barmaid pours a drink, offers it to  
R obin  but then pours it upon h is head. A ll present at 
the bar laugh at th is excep t B enji, w h o  is still 
o b liv iou s and clearly inebriated.
Location: In the bar
A ction: T he m adm an dancer shakes h is secon d  head, f ix in g
h is gaze on one o f  the G reenw ood brothers.
Location: O utside the bar
A ction: It is  n ow  dusk. R obin  staggers out o f  the bar v ia  a
sid e  door, passing tw o gay  g u y s and a  drunken  
vagrant as he w alks through the a lley w a y  onto  the  
street.
Scene 21:
Scene 22:
Scene 23:
3m in 2 4  sec  
3m in 2 9  sec
3m in 2 9  sec  ■ 
3m in 35 sec
3m in 3 6  sec  
3m in 4 7  sec
Location:
Action:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
The con ference chairman then leaves b y  the sam e  
exit, and im m ediately ha ils a taxi.
In the cab
T he chairm an gets into the cab, and w ip es h is  
sw eaty  brow. The taxi stops on a bridge. T he taxi 
driver is paid then drives away.
On the road bridge
T he chairman crosses the road, and stares out as a 
boat bearing a D anish flag  travels dow nstream .
On the road bridge
R obin  appears on the other side o f  the road to the  
chairman, stops in the m iddle and sh im m ies up a 
lamp post. H e sits silen tly  upon the streetlight.
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Scene 24: 3m in  4 7  sec  ■ 
4m in  6  sec
Location:
A ction:
Scene 25:
Scene 26:
Scene 27:
Scene 28:
Scene 29:
Scene 30:
Scene 31:
Scene 32:
Scene 33:
4m in  6  sec  - 
4m in  2 0  sec
4m in  2 0  sec  ■ 
4m in  3 9  sec
4m in  3 9  sec  
4m in  52  sec
4m in  52  sec  ■ 
5m in 10 sec
5m in 10 sec  
5m in 13 sec
5m in 13 sec  
5m in 18 sec
5m in 19 sec  
(for 1/2 sec)
5m in 19 sec  
5m in 22  sec
5m in 22  sec  ■ 
5m in 35 sec
L ocation:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
L ocation:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
O n the road bridge (v iew ed  from  the right-hand side)
B enji appears, and shouts up to R obin. H e receives  
no response. The chairm an overhears, and w alks  
across. The chairman shouts at R obin  w ith som e  
force, but rece ives no response. H e then bashes the 
lamp p ost w ith  h is fist. R obin  is shaken but d oes not 
m ove or speak.
O n the bridge (v iew ed  from  the left-hand side)
The chairman strips dow n to reveal a studded  
leather thong. H e opens up h is briefcase, puts on  an 
eye m ask and takes out an axe. H e then proceeds to  
bash the lam ppost w ith  the axe.
B enji look s on nonchalantly, m ore concerned w ith  
drinking liquor fi-om a bottle.
A t the top o f  the lam p post
R obin  sits silen tly  w h ilst the lamp post continues to 
shake. A n  angel appears in a helicopter, grabs R obin  
and takes him  into the veh icle .
On the road bridge (v iew ed  from  the left-hand side)
T he h elieopter flie s  o f f  w ith  R obin  and the angel 
inside, but the chairman continues to axe the lamp  
post.
In the helicopter
T he angel sm iles sw eetly  at R ob in , then offers h im  
control o f  the helicopter. T he helieopter lands on top  
o f  a h lock  o f  flats, and both enter the building.
O n the road bridge
B enji is  slouched  against the railings, and look s aw ay  
shaking h is headw hilst the chairm an continues to  axe  
the lamp post.
In a room  inside the tow er b lock
The angel and the R obin p lay table tennis.
U nknow n (underwater)
A  blurred im age o f  a f ish ’s tail is  seen.
In the room  inside the tow er b loek
T he angel h o ld s R obin in the air to one sid e  o f  the  
table w h ilst tw o in v isib le  characters p lay table  
tennis.
On the road bridge
B enji looks on w h ilst the chairm an inadvertently  
axes his right leg, right arm, left leg  and fin a lly  his  
right arm. The lim b less chairm an then fa lls into the  
river.
B enji p ick s up the jack et b elon g in g  to th e  chairm an  
w ith h is detached arm, and drops both into the river.
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Scene 34:
Scene 35:
Scene 36:
Scene 37:
Scene 38:
Scene 39:
Scene 40:
5m in 35  sec  
5m in 4 6  sec
5m in 4 6  sec  
5m in 51 sec
5m in 51 sec  
5m in 53 sec
5m in 53 sec  ■ 
5m in 59 sec
5m in 59 sec  
6m in 3 sec
6m in 3 sec  - 
6m in 8 sec
6m in 8 sec  - 
6m in 2 0  sec
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Location:
A ction:
Scene 41: 6m in 2 0  sec  ■ 
6m in 3 0  sec
Location:
A ction:
The riverbed, underneath the road bridge
T he lim bless chairm an reaches the riverbed, and is  
instantly attended to by tw o m erm aids.
On the road bridge
T he helicopter returns, and R obin gets back onto the 
lam p post.
The riverbed, underneath the road bridge
The tw o m erm aids wrap up the chairman in w hite  
eloth , leaving on ly  h is face exposed .
On the road bridge
R obin  sh im m ies dow n the lam p post, and reee ives a 
‘h i-5 ’ from  B enji
Underw ater (unknow n)
The tw o m erm aids bring thr w rapped-up chairm an to  
the surface, and the b londe m erm aid’s large breasts 
fall onto h is face.
B y  the tree in the countryside
The tw o m erm aids leave the water, p laee  the  
chairm an in the tree, then d ive back into the water.
On the road bridge
The taxi driver look s surprised to see  R ob in  and 
B enji as he drives across the bridge. B enji ha ils the  
eab. T hey both get in w h ilst the taxi driver stares 
straight into the ‘cam era’.
T he taxi drives o f f  the bridge, head ing out o f  shot.
The tree in the countryside
A  bird attem pts to feed  the chairm an a fish . The  
cam era pans out and euts to  fade.
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‘Beautiful’ - scene-by-scene analysis of promotional video
Time
(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description o f scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description of scenes involving 
other characters or events
Intro­
duction
0:00-0:02 2 sec Fade in from a black screen. 
Christina’s face fills the screen. 
She looks directly into the 
camera, then turns her head away 
and looks downwards
0:02-0:04 2 sec Close up of head and naked 
upper torso of a young boy. He 
lies blinking but otherwise 
motionless on a carpeted floor
0:04-0:08 4 sec Christina’s face fills the screen. 
With eyes closed, she turns her 
head from left to right
0:08-0:11 4 sec A close-up of a wilted 
sunflower
0:12-0:14 2 sec An anorexic girl is visible 
though a reflection in a full- 
length mirror. She sits alone, 
motionless and semi-naked on a 
bed in a dark room
0:14-0:18 4 sec Christina’s face fills the screen. 
With her right hand held to her 
face, she sings with her eyes 
closed while her head moves from 
left to right
0:18-0:21 2.5 sec An androgynous, semi-naked 
body lies on a period-style bed 
in a dark room
0:21-0:24 3 sec A long shot - in an otherwise 
dark room a figure sits motionless 
in a lightened comer of an 
otherwise dark room. The only 
visible furniture is a dark brovm 
sofa chair
V erse  1
0:25-0:30 6 sec The figure is revealed as Christina 
at 0:25. With her head and 
shoulders filling the screen, she 
plays with her unkempt hair, then 
turns her face towards the camera. 
She sings “everyday” straight to 
camera, then whilst still singing 
“is so wonderful” closes her eyes 
and looks upwards and to the 
right
0:30-0:32 2 sec Shot from above - in front of an 
open fire in an otherwise unlit 
room a different androgynous 
figure lies semi-naked on a bed
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Time
(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description o f scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description o f scenes involving 
other characters or events
0:32-0:34 2 sec Shot mid-distance with 
Christina’s full body and a 
papered-up window in view. Her 
head moves slowly from left to 
right
0:34-0:36 2 sec A direct shot of Christina’s upper 
body -  she sings “it’s hard to” 
straight to camera, then closes her 
eyes and moves her head to the 
left for “breathe”
0:36-0:39 2.5 sec The first androgynous figure is 
revealed as a bald-headed man. 
He now stands motionless and 
alone beside the bed, hands on 
his hips, wearing only his 
underwear.
0:39-0:40 1 sec A direct shot of Christina’s head 
and shoulders -  she sings “now 
and” with her eyes closed, 
moving her head from left to 
centre. She sings “then” straight 
to camera.
0:41-0:43 2 sec A close-up of Christina’s face. 
Closing her eyes, she sings “I get 
insecure” whilst furrowing her 
brow and turning her head to the 
right
0:43-0:46 3 sec The semi-naked anorexic girl 
walks towards the mirror
0:46-0:48 2 sec Shot mid-distance with 
Christina’s ftill body and a 
papered-up window in view. She 
sings “I’m so ashamed” whilst 
holding her hair with her right 
arm and hanging her head to the 
left.
0:49-0:51 2 sec Two gay men in their late 20s -  
shot from behind, they are sat 
together on a bench on the 
pavement, and move as though 
to kiss
R efrain 1
0:51-0:54 2 sec A close-up of Christina’s face - 
turning her head from the left to 
face the camera, she sings “I am 
beautiful” then closes her eyes. 
She moves her head on 
“beautiful” in order to provide 
emphasis
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Time
(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description of scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description of scenes involving 
other characters or events
0:54-0:55 1 sec A  direct shot of Christina’s upper 
body -  with her eyes still closed 
she sings “no matter” whilst 
straightening her head, then sings 
“what” straight to camera whilst 
opening her eyes
0:55-0:56 1 sec A  close-up of Christina’s head 
and shoulders -  she sings “they 
say” straight to camera, with her 
left hand on her left cheek
0:56-0:57 1 sec A  scene of bullying: in a dark 
backyard a girl with shoulder- 
length frizzy hair is pushed to 
the ground by three longer and 
straighter-haired girls of a 
similar age.
0:57-0:59 1.5 sec In a close-up from the previous 
scene, the shorter-haired girl is 
shovm holding her head with 
both hands in obvious pain. Her 
‘train-track’ braces are now 
visible
0:59-1:00 1 sec A  close-up of Christina’s head 
and shoulders -  turning her head 
from the left to face the camera 
she sings “bring” with her eyes 
open, then closes her eyes and 
tilts her head to the right for “me”
1:00 <1 sec A  shot of Christina’s full body 
and the bottom comer of the 
papered-up window -  with her 
head now tilted to the left she 
continues to sing “me”
1:00-1:01 1 sec A  close-up of Christina’s face -  
with her eyes open she sings 
“down: straight to camera, and 
whilst maintaining eye contact 
moves her head downwards - 
slightly
1:01-1:03 1.5 sec The second androgynous figure 
is now sat on the floor in front 
of the open fire, and is shown 
flicking through a magazine
1:03-1:04 1.5 sec A  close up on the previous 
scene -  the figure is revealed to 
be a dark-skinned teenage girl. 
She stares forlornly into the 
middle distance.
1:04-1:06 2 sec A  shot of Christina’s full body 
and most of the papered-up 
window -  she sings “I am 
beautiful” straight to camera, 
moving her head to emphasise the 
word “beautiful”
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Time
(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description of scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description of scenes involving 
other characters or events
1:06-1:08 2.5 sec A static scene -  the three long­
haired girls stand motionless 
whilst staring disdainfully at the 
girl they have just pushed on the 
ground
1:08-1:10 1.5 sec A close up from the previous 
scene -  with her hair in her face 
the girl on the ground rolls her 
head in order to stare into the 
camera
1:11-1:13 2 sec A close-up of Christina’s head 
and shoulders -  whilst shaking 
her head she sings “words can’t 
bring me” with her eyes closed
1:13-1:14 1 sec A close up of Christina’s face -  
she sings “down” firstly with her 
eyes closed, then opens them and 
looks straight to camera
1:14-1:16 2.5 sec A teenage boy with a dyed 
black punk hairstyle and 
wearing entirely black slowly 
walks down the centre of a bus. 
It is clear that everyone else on 
the bus is staring at him
1:17-1:19 2.5 sec A close-up of Christina’s head 
and shoulders -  starting with her 
eyes closed, she opens them and 
looks straight to camera then 
sings “so don’t you bring me 
down”
Break
1:19-1:20 1 sec The semi-naked young boy is in 
full-view and is shown lifting a 
heavy weight
1:20-1:22 1.5 sec A close up from the previous 
scene -  the boy is shown to be 
in obvious pain whilst lifting the 
weight
1:22-1:23 1.5 sec A distant shot of Christina, who is 
shown to be crouching in the 
same comer as from 0:20-0:24. 
She begins to get up from the 
floor.
1:24-1:25 1 sec A close-up and continuation of 
the previous scene -  tuming her 
head from left to right, Christina 
stands up
1:25-1:26 1 sec The two gay men are shown 
from the front -  holding hands 
their mouths open as they start 
to kiss
1:26-1:27 A close-up on the previous 
scene -  the two gay men tightly 
clasp each other’s hand
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Time
(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description o f scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description o f scenes involving 
other characters or events
1:27-1:28 Christina, the papered-up window 
and brown chair are all in view -  
whilst staring out of the window 
Christina begins to climb into the 
chair
1:28-1:29 1 sec A close-up from the previous 
scene -  with her eyes closed 
Christina brings her feet off the 
floor
1:29-1:30 1 sec The bald-headed man, still 
standing by the bed, puts on a 
black bra.
1:30-1:32 1.5 sec A close up on the previous 
scene -  the bald-headed guy 
adjusts the black bra he is now 
wearing
V erse  2
1:32-1:34 2 sec A direct shot of Christina sat in 
the brown chair, with the papered- 
up window in the background -  
she sings “to all your friends” 
straight to camera
1:34-1:36 2.5 sec A close up on the previous scene 
-  a left profile view of Christina’s 
head and shoulders. Whilst 
singing “delirious” she closes her 
eyes and shakes her head.
1:37-1:38 1.5 sec A close-up of the lower torso 
girl in front of an open fire -  sat 
on the floor, she tears pages out 
of a magazine.
1:38-1:39 <1 sec An continuation of the previous 
scene -  a close up of the upper 
torso of the girl as she throws 
the tom pages across the room
1:39-1:40 1.5 sec A continuation of the previous 
scene -  close-up of the fire as 
the tom pages fall into it
1.40-1:41 1 sec A right profile of Christina in the 
brown chair -  whilst singing “in 
all your” her eyes are closed and 
her head moves from left to right
1:41-1:42 1 sec A close up of Christina’s face -  as 
she continues to sing “your” her 
head moves from right to left
1:42-1:43 1 sec A right profile of the anorexic 
girl, who now stands semi- 
naked in front of the mirror
1:43-1:44 1 sec A rear profile close up of the 
previous scene -  the anorexic 
girl moves her body whilst 
looking at herself in the mirror
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Time
(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description of scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description o f scenes involving 
other characters or events
1:45-1:47 2 sec A close up of Christina’s face -  
she sings “trying” whilst shaking 
her head with her eyes closed, 
then opens her eyes and looks 
straight to camera before singing 
“hard”
1:47-1:49 A close up of the head and 
shoulders of the bald-headed 
man, who is now wearing a 
necklace, earrings, mascara and 
false eyelashes and is examining 
himself in a vanity mirror
1:50-1:52 2 sec A close up of Christina’s head 
and shoulders -  whilst holding 
her head with her left hand and 
shaking her head with her eyes 
closed she sings “the piece is 
gone”
1:52 1 sec A direct shot of Christina’s upper 
body in the brown chair -  she 
continues to turn her head to the 
left with her eyes closed
1:53-1:55 2 sec The punk-haired teenage boy 
sits down on the back of the 
bus, immediately prompting a 
female fellow passenger to get 
up
1:55-1:56 1 sec A right profile of the punk­
haired teenage boy staring 
forwards whilst a different 
passenger changes seats.
1:57-1:58 1 sec A return to the camera angle of 
1:54-l :56 as the two fellow 
passengers sit down in seats 
further away fi-om the punk­
haired teenager
R efrain 2
1:58-2:00 2 sec A close up of Christina’s head 
and shoulders -  she sings “you 
are” looking upwards, 
momentarily closes her eyes, then 
turns to sing “beautiful” straight 
to camera whilst shaking her head
2:00-2:01 1 sec A distant rear view of the bald- 
headed man putting on an 
earring whilst sat in front o f the 
vanity mirror wearing only a bar 
and his underwear
2:01-2:03 2 sec A close up on the previous 
scene -  the man puts on the 
earring and then straightens his 
head
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Time
(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description o f scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description o f scenes involving 
other characters or events
2:03-2:04 1 sec A  direct shot of Christina sat in 
the brown chair -  she looks 
straight to camera then instantly 
looks away, turning her head to 
the right as she sings “words”
2:04-2:06 2 sec A  close up of Christina’s head 
and shoulders -  she sings “can’t 
with her eyes closed whilst 
shaking her head, then opens her 
eyes and looks straight to camera 
and nods her head for “bring you”
2:06-2:07 1 sec A  direct shot of Christina sat in 
the brown chair -  continuing to 
nod, she looks straight to camera 
for “down”
2:07-2:08 1 sec Shot from behind, the semi- 
naked young boy flexes his 
arms in front of a mirror
2:08-2:09 1 sec A  close up of the open fire as a 
copy o f ‘Chic’ magazine is 
thrown into it
2:09-2:10 1 sec A  close up of the upper body of 
the young boy as he flexes his 
muscle-less arms
2:10-2:12 2 sec A  direct shot of Christina sat in 
the brown chair, with the papered- 
up window in the background 
d u r in g  “you” she turns her head to 
face the camera, and sings “are 
beautiful” straight to camera 
whilst shaking her head
2:13-2:15 2 sec Shot from behind, the two gay 
men are shown kissing on the 
public bench
2:15-2:16 1 sec A  continuation of the previous 
scene -  a direct close up of the 
two gay men who continue to 
kiss
2:16-2:17 1 sec A  close up of Christina’s head 
and shoulders -  she sings “words 
can’t” with her eyes closed whilst 
slowly shaking her head
2:17-2:18 1 sec A  continuation of the previous 
scene -  a right profile view of 
Christina in the brown chair 
whilst she continues to shake her 
head during “bring”
2:19-2:20 2 sec The bullied girl is sat inside 
with her head on a shiny 
wooden table. She lifts her head 
as Christina sings the word 
“down”
2:20-2:22 1.5 sec Shot in full profile, the bald- 
headed man adjusts a beige 
dress he has already put on
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Time
(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description o f scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description of scenes involving 
other characters or events
2:22-2:23 1.5 sec Shot in full profile but from the 
mirror reflection, the anorexic 
girl continues to examine 
herself in the mirror
2:23-2:24 1 sec Shot from a distance, and with a 
papered-up window in the centre 
of the shot, Christina steps out of 
the brown chair
2:24-2:25 <1 sec A continuation of the previous 
scene -  shown through a mirror 
Christina walks away from the 
chair and into the centre of the 
room
B rid ge
2:25-2:26 1 sec Shot from a distance, and with the 
brown chair in the background, 
Christina walks from the centre of 
the room towards the mirror
2:26-2:28 1 sec Shot with a distant left profile 
and with the fire in the 
background, he dark-skinned 
girl throws a screwed up piece 
of paper into the fire
228 <1 sec Close shot with a left profile, 
Christina is now standing directly 
in front of the mirror, and with 
her eyes closed shakes her head 
whilst singing “no”
2:29 <1 sec Shot from behind, and with the 
mirror in the centre Christina 
sings “matter” whilst holding her 
head with her left hand
2:29 <1 sec A close up of Christina’s head 
and shoulders, now with both 
arms in the air at her sides, she 
sings “what”, then grabs her head 
with both hands before singing 
“we”
'
2:30 <1 sec A close up of Christina’s face as 
she sings “do” with her hands on 
her head which she is now 
shaking
2:30-2:31 <1 sec Shot from behind and with the 
fire clearly in shot, the dark- 
skinned girl falls backwards 
onto her bed
2:31-2:32 1 sec A continuation of the previous 
scene -  a close up of the girl’s 
head as it lands on the bed
222 <1 sec Close shot with a left profile, 
Christina is now standing directly 
in front of the mirror, and with 
her eyes closed sings “no matter” 
straight at the mirror
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Time
(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description of scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description of scenes involving 
other characters or events
2 2 2 <1 sec Shot from behind, and with the 
mirror in the centre Christina 
sings “what” whilst shaking her 
head and holding her hair with her 
left hand
2 2 3 - 2 2 4 1 sec Sat in front of the vanity mirror, 
and shown through the mirror, 
reflection the bald-headed guy 
raises his head whilst putting on 
a blonde female wig
224-225 1 sec Shot with only his head and 
shoulders in view, the semi- 
naked young boy feels his left 
arm to check the extent of its 
muscles
225 <1 sec Shot from behind, and with the 
mirror in the centre Christina 
looks into the mirror whilst 
holding her head with both hands
2 2 5 <1 sec A close up of Christina’s face -  
she begins to sing “yeah” with her 
eyes closed whilst shaking her 
head
2 2 6 <1 sec Shot from behind, and with the 
mirror in the centre Christina 
continues to sing “yeah” whilst 
facing the mirror, holding her 
head with both hands
Close shot with a left profile, and 
with her mirror reflection clearly 
visible Christina continues to sing 
“yeah” whilst facing the mirror, 
holding her head with both hands
2 2 6 - 2 2 7 1 sec A close up of the upper body of 
the punk-haired teenage boy, 
who continues to show no 
emotion whilst staring forwards
227 <1 sec Shot from behind, and with the 
mirror in the centre Christina 
continues to sing “yeah” whilst 
facing the mirror, holding her 
head with both hands
227-228 < 1 sec A close up of Christina’s face -  
she begins to sing “yeah” with her 
eyes closed and her head turned to 
the left whilst slowly raising her 
head
228-229 <1 sec A full profile shot of the semi- 
naked young boy as he does a 
push-up on the floor
2 2 9 <1 sec A close up of Christina’s face -  
she continues to sing “yeah” with 
her eyes closed whilst holding her 
head with both hands
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Time
(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description of scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description o f scenes involving 
other characters or events
229 <1 sec Shot from behind, and with the 
mirror in the centre Christina 
takes her hands from her head and 
places them by her sides
229-2:41 2 sec A  close up of the faces of the 
two gay men as they continue to 
kiss with their tongues touching
2:41 <1 sec Shot from behind, and with the 
mirror in full view Christina 
raises her arms
2:41 <1 sec A  close up of Christina’s face -  
she continues to sing 
“everywhere” with her eyes open 
(but with only one in view) whilst 
holding her head with both hands
2:41-2:42 <1 sec Close shot with a left profile, and 
with her mirror reflection clearly 
visible Christina continues to sing 
“everywhere” whilst facing the 
mirror, gently shaking her head 
whilst holding her hair back with 
both hands
2:42-2:43 1 sec The bullied girl’s hands are 
shown on the table -  she 
clenches her fingers, with her 
face partially displayed on the 
table’s shiny surface.
2:43-2:44 <1 sec Shot with a full left profile, and 
with her mirror reflection clearly 
visible Christina continues to sing 
“go” with her face to the ceiling 
whilst swinging her arms behind 
her back
2:44-2:45 1 sec A  close up of the face of the 
bullied girl - with her hair in her 
eyes she looks straight to 
camera and blinks
2:45-2:46 1 sec Shot from behind, and with his 
upper body visible in the mirror 
the semi-naked young man 
lowers his arms and looks 
deflated
2:46-2:47 1 sec A  close up of Christina’s face -  as 
she starts to sing “always” she 
opens her eyes and looks upwards
2:47-2:48 1 sec Close shot with a left profile, and 
with her mirror reflection clearly 
visible Christina sings a second 
“always” staring upwards, 
lowering her head and closing her 
eyes at the end of the word
2:48-2:49 <1 sec Shot with a more distant left 
profile, and with her mirror 
reflection clearly visible Christina 
raises her right hand as she starts 
to sing “shine”
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(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description o f scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description o f scenes involving 
other characters or events
2:49 <1 sec A close up of Christina’s face 
(with her eyes moving out of 
shot) -  as she continues to sing 
“shine” she shakes her head
2:50-2:51 1.5 sec Shot in full left profile, the 
anorexic girl goes to strike the 
full-length mirror in front of her
R efrain 3
2:51-2:52 1 sec A continuation of the previous 
scene - shot from behind, the 
girl strikes and smashes the 
mirror
2:52-2:53 1 sec A close up of Christina’s face -  as 
she starts to sing “beautiful” she 
looks straight to camera and 
shakes her head, maintaining eye- 
contact throughout
2:54-2:55 1 sec A close up of the bullied girl’s 
head and shoulders -  looking 
straight to camera she smiles
2:55-2:56 1 sec Close shot with a left profile, and 
with her mirror reflection clearly 
visible Christina sings “say” eyes 
closed, facing the mirror, left arm 
on her cheek
2:56-2:57 1 sec Shot fi-om behind, with her full 
mirror reflection in view and the 
papered-up window in the 
background, Christina starts to 
sing “yes” with her eyes closed 
and with her right arm in the air 
brings her left arm to her cheek
2:57 <1 sec A close up of Christina’s face -  
she sings “words” whilst shaking 
her head with her eyes closed
2:57-2:58 <1 sec Close shot with a left profile, and 
with her mirror reflection clearly 
visible Christina sings “won’t” 
whilst shaking her head
2:58 <1 sec Shot fi-om behind, with her full 
mirror reflection in view and the 
papered-up window in the 
background, Christina starts to 
sing “bring” with her arms spread 
by her sides
229 1 sec Close shot with a left profile, and 
with her mirror reflection clearly 
visible Christina sings “us” with 
her eyes closed, shaking her head 
and whilst holding her head with 
both hands
3:00-3:01 1.5 sec Direct shot with a close up on 
their heads, the two gay men 
look into each others eyes and 
smile
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Time
(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description of scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description o f scenes involving 
other characters or events
3:01-3:02 1 sec Shot from behind, with her full 
mirror reflection in view, 
Christina drops her hands to her 
sides as she starts to sing “no” 
with her eyes closed
3:02 <1 sec Close shot with a left profile, and 
with her mirror reflection clearly 
visible Christina continues to sing 
“no” facing the mirror with her 
eyes closed
3:03-3:04 1 sec A close up of the upper body of 
the dark-skinned girl -  still 
lying on the bed, she blinks and 
smiles
3:04 <1 sec Close shot with a left profile, and 
with her mirror reflection clearly 
visible Christina sings “we” with 
her eyes closed whilst raising her 
hands to her head
3:04-3:05 <1 sec With a slightly more distant shot 
to the previous scene, Christina 
sings “are” with her eyes closed, 
and touches her head with both 
hands for “beautiful”
3:05 < 1 sec Shot from behind, with her full 
mirror reflection in view Christina 
continues to sing “Beautiful” with 
her hands now suddenly held out 
to her sides
3:05-3:07 1.5 sec A close up of the bald-headed 
guy viewed through the vanity 
mirror -  with the wig now in 
place he smiles at his reflection
3:07 1 sec Close shot from behind her left 
shoulder -  with her eyes closed 
and with her upper body visible in 
the mirror Christina moves her 
arms in towards her body as she 
sings “single”
3:08-3:09 1 sec A close up of the upper body of 
the anorexic girl from the 
perspective of the (now 
shattered mirror) -  she looks 
straight to camera and half­
smiles
3:09-3:10 1 sec A close up of the head and 
shoulders of the punk-haired 
teenager -  with one eye covered 
by his fringe, he looks straight 
to camera and half-smiles
3:10-3:11 1 sec A close up of Christina’s face -  
whilst singing “can’t” she shakes 
her head with her eyes closed
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(seconds)
Duration
(seconds)
Description o f scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description o f scenes involving 
other characters or events
3:11-3:12 1 sec Shot from beside her left 
shoulder, with her body almost 
out of sight but clearly displayed 
within the mirror, Christina 
gestures with her hands whilst 
singing “bring us” with her eyes 
closed
3:12-3:14 2 sec Shot from behind his right 
shoulder, the semi-naked young 
boy stares at his reflection in the 
mirror and half-smiles
3:14-3:15 1 sec Close shot from behind her left 
shoulder -  with her eyes closed 
and with her upper body visible 
(and also reflected in the mirror) 
Christina sings “no” with her eyes 
closed
3:15 <1 sec Shot from beside her left 
shoulder, with her body almost 
out of sight but clearly displayed 
within the mirror, Christina 
continues to sing “no” shaking 
her head, and with her hands to 
her chest
3:16-3:17 1 sec Direct shot at close range, the 
two gay men open their eyes 
and look into each other’s eyes
3:17-3:19 A close up of Christina’s face -  as 
she sings “so” she opens her eyes, 
and then sings “don’t you bring 
me down” straight to camera.
She closes her eyes and looks 
away to the left after “down”
Coda
3:19-3:21 2 sec The semi-naked young man is 
shown in full profile sitting on 
the edge of a bed. He opens his 
eyes and looks unhappy
3:21-3:22 Shown in full profile from behind, 
with the mirror in full view and 
the papered-up window in the 
background, Christina turns and 
walks away from the mirror
3:22-3:23 1 sec A continuation of the previous 
scene -  in a close-up of the mirror 
Christina is shown to be walking 
towards the comer where the 
brown chair resides
3:23-3:24 1 sec A continuation of the previous 
scene -  in a distant shot Christina 
continues to walk towards the 
brown chair
3:24-3:25 1 sec A continuation of the previous 
scene -  in a closer shot Christina 
begins to sit down in the comer of 
the room |
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(seconds)
Description of scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description of scenes involving 
other characters or events
3:25-3:26 1 sec A continuation of the previous 
scene -  through the mirror 
reflection Christina continues to 
sit down on the floor
3:26-3:28 2 sec In a full left profile shot the 
anorexic girl lowers her left arm 
whilst staring sadly at the 
broken mirror
3:28-3:29 1 sec In a very distant shot (identical to 
that at 0:20-0:24) Christina is 
shown sat in the comer of the 
room
3:29-3:32 2.5 sec A direct close up of Christina’s 
head and shoulders -  she sings 
“don’t you” straight to camera, 
closes her eyes during “bring” 
and moves her head to the left 
during “me down”
3:32-3:33 1 sec In a direct shot, and with the left 
third of the screen in darkness 
Christina sings “today” shaking 
her head and with her eyes closed
3:33-3:35 3 sec In a full profile direct shot, the 
punk-haired teenager sits on the 
bus with no one sat close to 
him. He tums his head from 
right to left and looks unhappy
3:35-3:37 2 sec A direct close up of Christina’s 
head and shoulders -  she sings 
“yay” with her eyes closed whilst 
shaking her head, raising her right 
hand to her forehead
3:37-3:39 3 sec In a distant shot the bullied girl 
is shown sat at the table staring 
downwards. With her hands 
together she is motionless and 
appears miserable
3:39-3:42 3 sec In a direct shot, and with the right 
third of the screen in darkness 
Christina sings “oh” with her eyes 
closed whilst removing her right 
hand from her face
3:42-3:45 3 sec A close up of her upper body -  
Christina opens her eyes and 
sings “don’t you bring me down” 
straight to camera whilst holding 
her hair back with her right hand
3:45-3:47 2 sec A static close up of a healthy 
sunflower
3:47-3:51 4.5 sec A close up of Christina’s face -  
still holding her hair with her 
right hand she opens her eyes, 
looks straight to camera to sing 
“today”, but closes her eyes and 
looks to the left after a second
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Description of scenes involving 
Christina Aguilera
Description o f scenes involving 
other characters or events
3:51-3:53 2 sec A  close up of the mirror -  in a 
darkened shot Christina is shown 
bowing her head to the left whilst 
sat in the comer of the room
3:53-3:56 3 sec In a direct full profile shot 
Christina is shown with her head 
bowed to the right and with the 
comer now lightened
3:56-3:58 1.5 sec Fade to black
Appendix 4
Paranoid Android’ - lyric analysis
Introduction 
Verse 1:
[IJPlease [2]could [3]you [4]stop [5]the [6]noise [7]Fm [8]trying [9]to [10]get 
[lljsom e [12]rest?
[13]From [14]all [15]the [16]unbom [17]chicken [18]voices [19]in [20]my
[21]head
Bridge 1:
[22]what’s [23]that?? [24]what's [25]that??
Verse 2:
[26]When [27]I [28]am [29]king [30]you [31]will [32]be [33]first [34]against 
[35]the [36]wall
[37]With [38]your [39]opinion [40]which [41]is [42]of [43]no [44]consequence
[45]at [46]all
Bridge 2:
[47]What’s [48]that?? [49]what’s [50]that??
Break 1 
Interlude 1 
Break 2;
[51]Ambition [52]makes [53]you [54]look [55]pretty [56]ugly 
[57]Kicking [58]squealing [59]gucci [60]little [61]piggy 
Interlude 2 
Break 3:
“[62]You [63]don’t [64]remember, [65]you [66]don’t [67]remember,
[68]why [69]don’t [70]you [71]remember [72]my [73]name?
[74]Off [75]with [76]his [77]head [78]man, [79]off [80]with [81]his
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[82]head [83]man
[84]Why [85]don’t [86]you [87]remember [88]my [89]name?
[90]I [91]guess [92]he [93]does”
Interlude 3 
Break 4 
Interlude 4 
Refrain:
[94]Rain [95]down, [96]rain [97]down, [98]come [99]on 
[100]rain [101]down [102]on [103]me 
[104]From [105]a [106]great [107]height,
[108]from [109]a [110]great [lll]height, [112]height 
[113]Rain [114]down, [115]rain [116]down,
[117]come [118]on [119]rain [120]down [121]on [122]me
[123]From [124]a [125]great [126]height,
[127]from [128]a [129]great [130]height, [131]height 
“[132]That’s [133]it [134]sir, [135]you’re [136]leaving”
[137]The [138]crackle [139]of [140]pig [141]skin,
[142]The [143]dust [144]and [145]the [146]screaming 
[147]The [148]yuppies [149]networking 
[150]The [151]panic, [152]the [153]vomit,
[154]The [155]panic, [156]the [157]vomit
[158]God [159]loves [160]his [161]children,
[162]God [163]loves [164]his [165]children, [166]yeah!
Appendix 5
’Beautiful’ - lyric analysis
Introduction:
([l]Don't [2]look [3]at [4]me) [5]Um, [6]Umoa,
[7]Umoo, [8]la, [9]Um 
Verse 1:
[lOJEveryday [ll]is  [12]so [13]wonderful
[14]And [15]suddenly, [16]ifs [17]hard [18]to [19]breathe 
[20]Now [21]and [22]then, [23]I [24]get [25]insecure 
[26]From [27]all [28]the [29]pain,
[30]rm [31]so [32]ashamed 
Refrain 1:
[33]I [34]am [35]beautiful [36]no [37]matter [38]what [39]they [40]say 
[41]Words [42]can't [43]bring [44]me [45]down
[46]I [47]am [48]beautiful [49]in [50]every [51]single [52]way 
[53]Yes, [54]words [55]can't [56]bring [57]me [58]down, [59]oh [60]no 
[61]So [62]don't [63]you [64]bring [65]me [66]down [67]today 
Break 1:
[68]Um, [69]Um 
Verse 2:
[70]To [71]all [72]your [73]friends [74]you're [75]delirious
[76]So [77]consumed [78]in [79]all [80]your [81]doom [82]Um
[83]Trying [84]hard [85]to [86]fill [87]the [88]emptiness,
[89]The [90]pieces [91]gone,
[92]Left [93]the [94]puzzle [95]undone,
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[96]Ain't [97]that [98]the [99]way [100]it [101]is?
Refrain 2:
[102]You [103]are [104]beautiful [105]no [106]matter [107]what [108]they
[109] say
[110]Words [lll]can 't [112]bring [113]you [114]down, [115]no, [116]no 
[117]You [118]are [119]beautiful [120]in [121]every [122]single [123]way
[124]Yes [125]words [126]can't [127]bring [128]you [129]down,
[130]oh, [131]no
[132]So [133]don't [134]you [135]bring [136]me [137]down [138]today 
Bridge:
[139]No [140]matter [141]what [142]we [143]do 
(no matter what we do)
[144]No [145]matter [146]what [147]we [148]say 
(no matter what we say)
[149]We're [150]the [151]song [152]inside [153]the [154]tune 
(yeah, oh yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah)
[155]Full [156]of [157]beautiful [158]mistakes
[159]And [160]everywhere [161]we [162]go 
(and everywhere we go)
[163]The [164] sun [165]will [166]always [167]shine 
(sun will always, always shine)
[168]But [169]tomorrow [170]we [171]might [172]awake 
[173]On [174]the [175]other [176]side
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Refrain 3:
[177]'Cause [178]we [179]are [180]beautifiil,
[181]No [182]matter [183]what [184]they [185]say
[186]Yes, [187]words [188]won't [189]bring [190]us [191]down,
[192]oh[193]no
[194]We [195]are [196]beautiful [197]in [198]every [199]single [200]way 
[201]Yes, [202]words [203]can't [204]bring [205]us [206]down,
[207]oh [208]no
[209]So [210]don't [211]you [212]bring [213]me [214]down [215]today 
Coda:
[216]Oh, [217]yeah
[218]Don't [219]you [220]bring [221]me [222]down [223]today 
[224]yay, [225]ooh, [226]oh
[227]Don't [228]you [229]bring [230]me [231]down...
[232]Mmm, [233]today
Appendix 6
’Paranoid Android’ - key vocal features
Verse 1:
1. 0:18-0:28 “Please... rest” Sung in falsetto, almost entirely on the half-beat 
[R] [M] [T]
2. 0:23-0:24 “trying to” American pronunciation (‘tryin’ a’) [P]
3. 0:36-0:46 “From.. .head” A sfo r(l)[R ][M ][T ]
4. 0:39-0:40 “chicken” Very soft, almost silent ‘k’ [P]
5. 0:44-0:47 “head” Very soft, almost silent ‘d’ [P]
Bridge 1:
6. 0:49-0:57 “what’s that?” Long held notes. Almost silent second ‘t ’ on “that” 
- closer phonetically to “ “what’s there?”. Wide 
vibrato [R] [M] [T]
7. 0:58-1:04 “what’s that?” As for (6) [R] [M] [T]
Verse 2:
8. 1:07-1:17 “when I am ...” New melody, lower tessitura [R] [M]
9. 1:16-1:17 “wall” Vocal creaking at end of word [T]
10. 1:29 
[T]
“which” Breath taken after word -  clearly audible/for effect
11. 1:32-1:35 “consequence” Hard ‘k’ sound on “con”, rolled and hard ‘k ’ on 
“quen” [P]
12. 1:35-1:37 “at” Very soft, almost silent‘t ’ -  American 
pronunciation [P]
Bridge 2:
13. 1:39-1:47 “what’s that?” A sfor(6)[R ][M ][T ]
14. 1:48-1:55 “what’s that?” As for (6) [R] [M] [T]
Interlude 1:
15. 2:09-2:18 N/A Falsetto, pitched. Vocal creaking at end of phrase 
[T] [M] [T]
Break 2:
16. 2:18-2:30 “ambition...” New melody -  same as electric bass in this section 
[R] [M]
17. 2:18-2:20 “ambition” A prolonged creaking/rolled opening to the word [T]
18. 2:21-2:22 “pretty” Soft, almost silent‘t ’ -  American pronunciation 
(‘prilee’) [P]
19. 2:27 “little” Soft, almost silent ‘ft’ -  American pronunciation 
(‘lil” )[P]
20. 2:31 N/A wordless, non-pitched vocal growling [T]
Interlude 2:
21. 2:32-2:40 N/A As for (6) [T][M] [T]
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Break 3;
22. 2:42-2:48 “you... name” Semi-sung, semi-intoned, with an increased 
intensity [R] [T]
23. 2:48-2:52 “off... name” Semi-sung, but on the same tone [R] [M] [T]
24. 2:54-3:03 “does” Held note, flips up an octave at 2:59. Wide vibrato
Refrain 2:
[M] [T]
25. 4:04-5:31 “Rain down...” Mostly on the beat, with vibrato -  sung pathetically 
[R] [M] [T]
26. 4:11 “come” Hard consonant/rolled ‘c’ [P]
27. 4:15 “on” Phonetically ‘hon’ [P]
28. 4:22-4:23 “height” Syncopated, with a silent‘t ’ -  American 
pronunciation [P]
29. 4:27-4:30 “height” As for (28) [P]
30. 4:31-4:34 “height” As for (28) [P]
Refrain 3:
31. 4:34-4:58 “Rain down...” As for (25), except from 4:45-4:46 [R] [M] [T]
32. 4:41-4:42 “come” Hard consonant/rolled ‘c’ [P]
33. 4:45-4:46 “on” As for (27) [P]
34. 4:43-4:50 “down on me” Altered melody -  higher tessitura [M]
35. 4:53 “height” As for (28) [P]
36. 4:58-5:01 “height” As for (28) [P]
37. 5:01-5:05 “height” As for (28) [P]
Refrain 4:
38. 5:05-5:35 “Rain... down” As for (25) but with a decrease in volume 
[R] [M] [T] [V]
39. 5:05-5:36 “that’s it sir...” On the beat, with the same timbre as (25). Regular 
three-note phrases (expect for “networking” at 
5:19-5:20)
[R] [M] [T]
40. 5:08-5:09 “leaving” Sung in falsetto -  an unexpected high note [M] [T]
41. 5:36-5:37 “yeah” Prolonged vocal creaking at end of word [T]
Appendix 7
’Beautiful’ - key vocal features
In tro
1. 0:01-0:01 "D on't... me" W hispered at indeterm inate pitch, first sound heard on recording [T]
2. 0 :05-0:09 "Um" Two-part: (a) osc illatory around second  note o f  m ixo lyd ian  sca le
3. 0:12-0:13 "Umoa"
[M ], (b) 3 -note descending figure [M F]. Sung w ith  m outh c losed  [T] 
D escen d ing  triadic, based on pentatonic scale. Sung w ith  m outh h a lf
4. 0:15-0:18 "Um"
open  [M] [T]
O scillatory around ton ic note. S light voca l creaking at start [T] [M]
5. 0:19-0:21 “U m oa” Predom inantly conjunct descending. Sung w ith  m outh fu lly  open
6. 0:22-0:23 “U m o o ”
[M ] [T]
D elayed  continuation o f  (5 ) but an octave b e lo w  (tw o-note
V erse  1
7. 0:27 "Everyday"
descending). Sung w ith  m outh closed  [M ] [T]
O ff-beat rhythm (last sy llab le  occurs a half-beat earlier than
8. 0 :29-0:30 "wonderfiil"
expected) [R]
O ff-beat rhythm  (w ith  altered 3 -note descending figure [sem itone
9. 0:31-0:32 "suddenly”
instead
o f  tone at start]) [R] [AM F]
Last sy llab le occurs a half-beat earlier than expected  [R]
10. 0:35 "breathe" Last sy llab le occurs a half-beat earlier than expected  [R]
11. 0:39 “n ow ” V oca l creaking prior to and during note [T]
12. 0:40 “then” Sung a quarter-beat earlier than expected  [R]
13. 0:41 "I" L oud voca l creaking (caused  by c lo s in g  o f  the voca l fo ld s so that
14. 0:41-0:43 “insecure”
contact betw een  them  occurs) [T]
O ff-beat rhythm  (w ith  altered 3 -note descending figure) [R] [A M F]
15. 0:44 “from ” V oca l creaking during tone [T]
16. 0:45 "pain" Last sy llab le occurs a half-beat earlier than expected . Unnatural soft
17. 0:48 “asham ed”
onset for a ‘p ’ [R] [T]
Last sy llab le occurs a half-beat earlier than expected  [R]
R efra in  1:
18. 0:52 "I" L oud voca l creaking (caused  by c lo s in g  o f  the voca l fo ld s so  that
19. 0:52-0:54 "beautiful"
contact betw een  them  occurs) [T]
M elism atic em bellishm ent o f  final sy llab le w ith  descen din g  3 -note
20. 0:55-0:56 "say"
figure
(its first appearance in the m elod y  proper) [M F] 
O ccurs a w h o le  beat earlier than expected  [R]
21 . 0:57 “w ords” Slight voca l creak before w ord is sounded [T]
22. 1:00 "down" Occurs a half-beat earlier than expected  [R]
23. 1:04 L oud voca l creaking (caused  by c lo s in g  o f  the voca l fo lds so  that
24. 1:05-1:06 "beautiful"
contact betw een  them  occurs) [T]
M m elism atie em bellishm ent o f  final sy llab le w ith  descending 3 -note
25. 1:08 "way"
figure [M F]
Last sy llab le occurs a w h o le  beat earlier than expected  [R]
26. 1:13 "down" O ccurs a half-beat earlier than expected  [R]
27. 1:14-1:16 "oh no" - Two-part: (a) osc illatory around second  degree o f  sca le  [M ], (b) 3 -
28. 1:19 "today"
note descending figure [M F]
O ccurs a quarter-beat la te r  than expected  (and as such is first
In terlu d e:
29 . 1:24-1:26 "Um"
delayed  entry) [R]
Two-part: (a) voca l creaking at start [T]. O scillatory (spread over
30. 1"28-1:29 “U m ”
range o f  a perfect fifth  w ith  ton ic  at centre) [M ], sung w ith  m outh  
closed  [T]. (b) ends w ith  the rapid 3 -note descen din g  figure [M F]
V oca l creaking at start [T], w ith  a different secon d  three-note
descending figure [M ]. Sung w ith  m outh c lo sed  [T]
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V er se  2:
31. 1:33 "friends"
32 . 1 34 “y o u ’re”
33. 1 35-1:36 “delirious"
34. 1 38 “consum ed"
35. 1 41 “your”
36. 1 42 “doom ”
37. 1 44 “um ”
38. 1 47 "to fill the"
39. 1 48-1 :4 9 “em ptiness”
40 . 1:51-1:53 "gone"
4 L 1:56-1:57 "is"
R efra in  2;
42 . 1:59-2:00 "beautiful"
43 . 2:02 "say"
4 4 . 2 :03 -2 :04 “w ords”
45. 2:06 "down"
46. 2:08 -2 :10 "oh no"
47. 2:12 "beautiful"
48. 2:14 "single"
49. 2 :19 "down"
50. 2 :20-2:22 "oh no"
51. 2 :24 “don ’t”
52. 2:25 “today”
B r id g e  (m ain  v o c a l on ly):
53. 2 :29 "matter"
54. 2 :33-2:34 "say"
55. 2 :35-2:39 "yeah"
56. 2:41 "everywhere
57. 2:46 -2 :47 “alw ays”
58. 2:49-2:51 "shine"
R efra in  3:
59. 2:55 "what they"
60. 3:00 "down"
61. 3:01-3:03 "oh no"
62. 3:11 "can't"
63. 3:12-3:13 "down"
64. 3 :14-3:16 "oh no"
65. 3:17 “so ”
66. 3:19 "today"
O ff-beat rhythm  (last sy llab le  occurs a half-beat earlier than  
expected) [R]
Sligh t voca l creaking before w ord is  sounded [T]
O ff-beat rhythm  (w ith  altered 3 -note descending figure) [R] [A M F] 
Last sy llab le occurs a half-beat earlier than expected  [R]
V o ca l creaking after w ord is sounded [T]
O ccurs a half-beat la te r  than expected  [R]
T hree-note descending figure, w ith  loud voca l creaking [M F] [T] 
Triplet rhythm [R]
C onjunct descent marks a change from  earlier m elod y  at th is point in 
the verse [M ]
M elism atic, osc illatory  around second  degree o f  sca le  [M]
T hree-note descending figure [M F]
M elism atic  em bellishm ent o f  final sy llab le w ith  d escen d in g  three- 
note figure [MF]
A  w h o le  beat earlier than expected  [R]
V o ca l creaking prior to tone [T]
A  half-beat earlier than exp ected  [R]
M elism atic, two-part: (a) osc illatory around second  degree o f  sca le  
[M ], (b) 3 -note d escen d in g  figure [M F]
M elism atic em bellishm ent o f  final sy llab le w ith  d escen d in g  three- 
note figure [M F]
A scen d in g  m inor third, the second note sung in falsetto [M ] [T] 
O ccurs a half-beat earlier than expected  [R]
Two-part: (a) oscillatory (spread over a m inor third then a major 
third [M ], (b) 3 -note descending figure [M F]
V o ca l creaking throughout tone [T]
“day” is heard a quarter-beat earlier than expected  [R]
Slight voca l rasping (caused  by strain on the v o ice) [T]
M elism atic, osc illatory  around second  degree o f  sca le  [M ] 
M elism atic, oscillatory  but covering an octave then a m inor 10*  [M ]. 
V oca l creaking during secon d  h a lf  o f  m elism a [T]
E xtrem ely h igh  register (m inor third o f  scale) [M]
V oca l creaking after both occurrences o f  the w ord [T] [T]
E xtrem ely h igh  register, osc illatory (from  ton ic  to  m inor third) [M]
A scen d in g  m inor third, the second  note sung in fa lsetto  [M ] [T] 
A ltered 3 -note descending figure (its first appearance in a refrain) 
[AM F]
Two-part: (a) oscillatory, covering  a major sixth  [M ], em p loyin g  
falsetto on  the h ighest note [T]. (b) three-note descending figure  
[MF]
Leap into a h igher register, em p loyin g  the sixth  o f  the sca le  [M ] 
M elism atic, firstly  tw o note oscillatory then w ith  added trem olo on  
held tonic note [M ]
Two-part: (a) osc illatory around second degree o f  sca le  [M ], (b) 3 -  
note descending figure [MF]
Slight voca l creaking throughout tone [T]
A ppearance d elayed  a half-beat later than exp ected  [R]
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C oda:
67. 3 :24 -3 :26 "Oh" M elism atic, tw o-part (1 ) oscillatory around secon d  degree o f  scale  
[M ], voca l creak at start [T]. (b) three-note descen din g  figure [M F].
68. 3 :27 -3 :29 "yeah" M elism atic  (descen d in g , based on  three-note figure) [M ], open ing  
w ith  loud v oca l rasp (due to closure o f  voca l fo lds) [T],
69 . 3 :32 -3 :34 "today" Sung in fa lsetto  and an octave higher than expected . [T]
70. 3 :34-3:37 "yay" M elism atic, two-part: (a) oscillatory around secon d  degree o f  scale, 
voea l creaking at start [M ] [T]. (b) three-note descen din g  figure  
[M F]. Sung in falsetto [T]
71. 3 :37-3:39 "ooh" M ellism atie , voca l creak at start. B riefly  osc illa tory  then  
d escending. Sung in falsetto [T] [M ] [T]
72. 3:40-3:41 "oh" O pens w ith  voca l rasping (due to closure o f  voca l fo lds) on  three- 
note figure, then oseillatory. [T] [M F] [M ]
73. 3:44-3:45 "down" Suspension  o f  regular rhythm, held  for longer than expected  [R]
74. 3 :46 -3 :47 "Mmm” U nexpected  extra word, voca l rasping [T]
75. 3:47 “today" L oud voca l rasping at start [T]
B r id g e  (b a c k in g  v o c a ls  o n ly )
76.
77.
2:28 -2 :29 “do” O scillatory, m elism atic  em bellishm ent at end. Heard a w h o le  beat 
earlier than expected  [R] [M ]
78. 2:32 “say” Heard a h alf-beat earlier than expected  [R]
79. 2:35 “tune” H eard a w h o le  beat earlier than expected  [R]
80. 2:38 “m istakes” Ends w ith  the three-note descending m otif, u sed  as a m elism a [ME]
81. 2:39 “A n d ” V o ca l creaking prior and during tone [T]
82. 2:41 -2 :42 “g o ” O seillatory m elism a  at end, fin ish ing  w ith three-note descen din g  
figure.
Heard a beat earlier than expected  [R] [M ] [MF]
83. 2:44 “a lw ays” Heard a half-beat later than expected  [R]
84. 2:47 “m ight” H ears a half-beat later than expected  [R]
85. 2:49 “on” V o ca l creaking prior to tone [T]
N otes:
V ery fe w  voca l phrases are sung w ithout any kind o f  em bellishm ent occurring (w hether rhythm ic or 
m elism atic)
A  three-note descending figure occurs throughout, em p loy in g  the intervals o f  a tone fo llo w ed  b y  a 
m inor third, and has been  g iven  the designation  [M F] in the above anaylsis.
W hilst alm ost all the voea l em bellishm ents feature osc illa tion  and the three-note figure, there is a great 
deal o f  surface-level variation.
T he third appearance o f  any feature at the sam e p oin t in a recurring section  has been  considered  
redundant and therefore not a notew orthy feature.
Appendix 8
’Paranoid Android’ - chordal analysis
Introduction:
1 2 3 4  5 6  7 8
Cm / / 1 f 7  f 7a  F /^Bb I Gm / Gm/A Gm/Bb
9  10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Gm*/E / Gm*  ^Gm® I Gm / Gm/A Gm/Bb I Gm®/B / Gm®'^  Gm®l
Verse 1:
18 19 2 0  21 22  23 2 4  25
I  Cm / Bb®‘“*" / 1 f 7  f 7 a  F /^Bb | Gm / Gm/A Gm/Bb |
2 6  2 7  2 8  2 9  3 0  31 32  33 3 4
I Gm®/E / Gm®® Gm® | Gm / Gm/A Gm/Bb | Gm®/E / Gm®® Gm®|
35 3 6  3 7  38 3 9  4 0  41 42  43 44
I  Cm / Bb®"'*^ '* / 1 f 7  F® /a  F® /Bb| Gm / Gm/A Gm/Bb | Gm®/E / Gm®®
45
Gm®l
Bridge 1:
4 6  4 7  48  4 9  50  51
| G m ® / / / | D m ^ / F / / / | E 7 / / / | G m ® / / / | D m ^ / F / / / | E ’ / / /
52
| E U / / |
Verse 2:
53 54  55 56  57 58 59  60
I Cm / Bb®"®"" / 1 f 7  F®/A F’ /Bb I Gm / Gm/A Gm/Bb
61 62  63 64 65 66  67  68  69
Gm®/E / Gm®® Gm® I Gm / Gm/A Gm/Bb I Gm®/E / Gm®® Gm®l
70 71 72  73 74 75 76  77  78  79
I Cm / Bb®^ '*'* / 1 f 7  F® /a  F® /Bb | Gm / Gm/A Gm/Bb | Gm®/E / Gm®® 
80
Gm l^
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Bridge 2:
81 8 2  83 84 85 86
| G m ® / / / | D m ^ / F / / / | E 7 / / / | G m ® / / / | D m ® / F / / / | E U / /
87
|e ’ / / /
Break 1:
88
N/A
Interlude 1:
89  9 0
I C / C / Ab6 / Bb I C/ C / Ab6 / Bb I C/ C / Ab6 / Bb
101 102 103 104 105 106
IC/C*“ V C C b  BbAb
 91 9 2  93 94  95 96  97  98  99  100
sus4 / A -uz: / Tvi_ 1 / ^ / 0  sus4  / A i ^  / -r»i \ r M  sus4
Break 2:
107
N/A
Interlude 2:
108 109
I  C / C / Ab6 / Bb I  C/ / Ab6 / Bb I  C/ C / Ab6 / Bb
120 121 122 123 124 125
I C / c * “^ / C C b B b A b
 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119
sus4 / A i r  / T i l *  I / r^sus4 / A i r /  i r ^ / r ^ sus4
Break 3:
126
N/A
Interlude 3:
127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141
I C /C " " L  Ab6 Bb F I 0 /  C / Ab6 Bb F | C/ C / Ab6 Bb F |
142 143 143 145 146 147
I C / c = “^ / C C b B b A b l
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Break 4:
148
N/A
Interlude 4:
149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163
1 C / C / Ab6 Bb F 1 C/ C / Ab6 Bb F | C/ C / Ab6 Bb F [
164 165 166 167 168
I C / Cb Bb Ab I F I I
Refrain 1:
169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178
I  Cm / G/B / 1 Bb® / A / 1 Dm / A / 1 Dm / Dm7C / 1 Bb / F/A /
179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186
I Gm / F/1 E / E E I A / A""" A I
Refrain 2:
187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196
| C m / G / B / | B b ® / A / | D m / A / | D m / D m 7 C / | B b / F / A /
197 198 199 20 0  201 20 2  203 20 4
|Gm /  F / 1 E / E E I A / A'""' A |
Refrain 3:
205  2 0 6  20 7  20 8  20 9  2 1 0  211 2 1 2  213  2 1 4
I Cm / G/B / 1 Bb® / A / 1 Dm / A / 1 Dm / Dm’/C / 1 Bb / F/A /
2 15  2 1 6  2 1 7  218  21 9  2 2 0  221 22 2
| G m / F / | E / E " " " E |  A/A""''A|
Refrain 4:
223 2 2 4  22 5  2 2 6  22 7  22 8  2 2 9  2 3 0  231 23 2
I Cm / G/B / 1 Bb® / A / 1 Dm / A /1 Dm / Dm’/C / 1 Bb / F/A /
2 33  2 3 4  2 3 5  2 36  2 3 7  2 38  23 9  2 4 0
I G m / F / I E / E “^''E|E/E™"''E|
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Break 5:
241
N/A
Interlude 5:
2 4 2  243
I C/C"""/Ab6 BbF|C/C'" 'LAb6 Bb F | C / / Ab6 Bb F
2 5 7  25 8  2 5 9  2 6 0  261 2 6 2
I C / c * “^ / C C b B b A b
 2 4 4  2 45  2 4 6  2 4 7  24 8  2 4 9  2 5 0  251 2 5 2  253 2 5 4  2 5 5  2 5 6
sus4  / A i . r  T »i*  T? I o  /  /^  sus4  / A i / r  t v i .  t?  i sus4
Break 6:
263
N/A
Interlude 6:
26 4  265 26 6  2 6 7  268  2 6 9  27 0  271 2 7 2  273 2 74  275 2 7 6  2 7 7  27 8
I C / C / Ab6 Bb F I C/ C / Ab6 Bb F | C/ C / Ab6 Bb F |
2 7 9  2 80  281 282
IC / Cb BbAb II
Appendix 9
’Paranoid Android’ - key musical features
Introduction: 0:00-0:18
1 . XXX-XXX Blips
2. 0:00-0:18 Drum Kit
3. 0:00-0:18
4. 0:00-0:18
Rasp
Shaker
5. 0:00-0:12 Wood Blocks
6. 0:00-0:18 Acoustic Guitar
7. 0:09-0:11
8. 0:09-0:21
9. 0:12-0:18
10. 0:15-0:17
Acoustic Guitar 
Lead Guitar 1
Wood Blocks 
Acoustic Guitar
Sound of electric metronome. Four blips (one bar) 
heard over the closing seconds of the previous track on 
‘OK Computer’ (‘Airbag’) [R]
Placed centrally in the mix -  a regular one-bar pattern 
(fig la) [R]
Panned right of centre - struck on first three beats of bar, 
rasped on the fourth beat [R]
Panned left of centre -  shaken every quaver, with accents on 
every off-beat and an extra, more pronounced accent on the 
final semi-quaver of each bar. [R] [R]
Both panned extreme left of centre. One is struck on the 
second semiquaver of every beat, the other is struck 
unpredictably. [R] [R]
Placed centrally in the mix. First appears a half-second after 
the first rasp. Constituted of two melodies, one in the bass 
register (struck on every semiquaver, and occasionally more 
often), the other in the treble register (a two note melodic 
motif incorporating a descending third). [R] [M] [R] [M] 
Strummed -  bass, melodic and harmonic elements 
[R] [M] [T]
Panned mid-left of centre - a single-note melody, which 
doubles the melodic line of acoustic guitar in this section 
[R] [M]
One is struck using a regular syncopated pattern (fig. lb), the 
other continues to be struck unpredictably [R] [R]
As for (7)[R][M ] [T]
Verse 1: 0:18-0:46
11. 0:18-0:46
12. 0:18-0:46
Drum Kit 
Wood Blocks
13. 0:18-0:46 Rasp/Shaker
14. 0:27-0:29 Acoustic Guitar
15. 0:26-0:38 Lead Guitar 1
16. 0:32-0:35 Acoustic Guitar
17. 0:40-0:43 Lead Guitar 1
18. 0:43-0:46 Lead Guitar 1
19. 0:44-0:46 Acoustic Guitar
20. 0:46 Electric Bass
As for (2) [R]
For one the syncopated pattern continues but is no longer 
consistent. The other continues to be struck erratically
[R] [R]
As for (3) and (4) respectively [R] [R]
Strummed -  bass, melodic and harmonic elements 
[R] [M] [T]
As for (8) [R][M]
As for (7) [R][M] [T]
Melodic interest -  three-note melody with string bends 
[R] [M] [T]
As for (8) [R] [M]
As for (7), followed by a slow descending glissandi 
[R] [M] [T] [T]
Placed bottom centre of mix -  a three-note melodic figure 
[R] [M]
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Bridge 1: 0:47-1:07
21. 0:47-1:07
22. 0:47-1:07
24. 0:47-1:07
25. 0:47-1:08
Drum Kit 
Percussion
23. 0:47-1:07 Electric Bass
28. 0:55-0:56
29. 0:59-1:04
30. 1:07-1:08
31. 1:07-1:08
32. 1:07-1:08
Acoustic Guitar 
Lead Guitar 2
26. 0:47-1:07 Lead Guitar 1
27. 0:51-0:56 Android Voice
Electric Bass 
Android Voice
Lead Guitar 1
Electric Bass
Acoustic Guitar
As for (2) [R]
Wood blocks, rasp and shaker all as for (12), (3) and (4) 
respectively [R] [R] [R]
Bass note of chord played with rhythmic ostinato, but with 
some two-note melodic embellishments at the end of each bar 
[R] [M]
Split into separate bass and treble melodic lines 
[R] [M] [R] [M]
Extreme right of centre of mix. A four-note melodic motif, 
the same melodic material as Lead Guitar 1 in this section. A 
sharp, bell-like timbre [R] [M] [T]
Doubles Acoustic Guitar (with the exception of their 
differing three-note descending motifs at 1:07-l:08)
[R] [M] [R] [M]
Placed centrally -  non-pitched. “I am a Paranoid Android”. 
[R] [T]
Melodic interest -  five-note chromatic figure [R] [M] 
Non-pitched - “I may be paranoid, but not an android”
[R] [T]
Three-note melodic figure, descending from 3'^ '^  to tonic 
[R][M]
Melodic interest -  three-note, conjunct, rising to tonic. Same 
rhythm as (but in contrary motion to) Lead Guitar 1 [R] [M] 
Single note melody -  identical to (31) but an octave higher 
[R] [M]
Verse 2: 1:07-1:36
33. 1:07-1:36 Drum Kit As for (2) [R]
34. 1:07-1:36 Percussion Wood blocks, rasp and shaker all as in Verse 1 [R] [R] [R]
35. 1:07-1:36 Acoustic Guitar As in Verse 1 [R] [M] [T]
36. 1:07-l: 13 Lead Guitar 1 New melodic interest in bass register (conjunct movement)
[R] [M]
37. 1:26-l :30 Lead Guitar 1 New melodic material -  an altered version of (36) [R] [M]
38. 1:36-1:37 Electric Bass Melodic interest -  same as (20) [R] [M]
Bridge 2: 1:37-1:57
39. 1
40. 1
41. 1
42. 1
43. 1
37-1:57 Drum Kit As for (2) [R]
37-1:57 Percussion Wood blocks, rasp and shaker all as in Bridge 1 [R] [R] [R]
37-1:57 Acoustic Guitar As in Bridge 1 [R] [M] [R] [M]
37-1:52 Lead Guitar 1 A new, syncopated and melodic arpeggio figure [R] [M]
52-1:57 Lead Guitar 1 Syncopated three-note descending motif - heard five times
[R] [M]
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Break 1 : 1:57-2:09
44. 1:57-2:09 Drum Kit
45. 1:57-2:09 Percussion
46. 1:57-2:02 Lead Guitar 2
47. 1:57-2:09 Acoustic Guitar
48. 1:57-2:09 Electric Bass
49. 2:08-2:09 Electric Bass
Interlude 1: 2:09-2:20
50. 2:09-2:11 Drum Kit
51. 2:09-2:11 Percussion
52. 2:09-2:18 Electric Bass
53. 2:09-2:18 Acoustic Guitar
54. 2:10-2:17 Rhodes Keys
55. 2:18-2:20 Electric Bass
56. 2:18-2:20 Acoustic Guitar
Break 2: 2:20-2:31
57. 2:20-2:31 Drum Kit
58. 2:20-2:31 Acoustic Guitar
59. 222 “Ah-ha”
60. 2:23-2:25 Lead Guitar 1
61. 2:26-2:28 Lead Guitar 2
62. 2:28 “Ah-ha”
63. 2:29-2:31 Lead Guitar 1
Interlude 2; 2:32-2:42
64. 2:32-2:42 Drum Kit
65. 2:32-2:42 Acoustic Guitar
66. 2:32-2:40 Rhodes Keys
67. 2:32-2:41 Electric Bass
68. 2:41-2:42 Acoustic Guitar
69. 2:41-2:42 Electric Bass
As for (2) [R]
As for (12), (3) and (4) respectively [R] [R] [R]
Held tonic note, struck at start of section. Fades out by 2:02 
[M]
New material -  a single note melody in the bass register. A 
five-note motif with some variations [R] [M]
New material -  five-note motif, identical to (47) except 
during 2:08-2:09 [R] [M]
Melodic interest -  five-note chromatic ascending motif 
[R] [M]
Same material, but with rhythm to reflect the time signature 
7/8 [R]
Wood blocks, rasp and shaker all cease abruptly at 2:11 
(perhaps due to move into an irregular metre (7/8))
[R] [R] [R]
New material -  is now the main melodic interest. 
Rhythmically independent and with a primarily melodic (as 
opposed to chord-defining) role [R] [M]
Chord-defining -  repeated, strummed three-chord sequence 
[R] [T]
Same three-chord sequence as (53). Employs a regular 
rhythm [R]
Three-note chromatically descending figure -  returns to a 
chord-defining role [R] [M]
Three chord sequence, chromatically descending -  
homophonie with bass guitar [R] [M] [T]
As for Break 1 [R]
As in Break 1 (47) [R] [M]
Placed extreme right of centre - male vocal, non-pitched 
[R] [T]
Single notes played with a solo tremolo effect. Doubles bass 
guitar [R] [M] [T]
Placed top left of centre - a single held tonic note played with 
a bell-like tone [M] [T]
As for (59) [R] [T]
As for (60) [R][M] [T]
As for Interlude 1 [R]
As for Interlude 1 (53) [R] [T]
Almost identical to (54) - rhythm is altered slightly [R] 
Melodic role -  as for (52) [R] [M]
Three-note chromatically descending riff [R] [M] 
Three-note chromatically descending riff [R] [M]
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Break 3:
70. 2:42-2:54
71. 2:42
72. 2:42
73. 2:44-2:54
74. 2:45-2:48
75. 2:45-2:48
76. 2:48-2:51
77. 2:48-2:51
78. 2:49-2:51
79. 2:51-2:54
80. 2:51-2:54
Interlude 3:
81. 2:54-3:04
82. 2:54-3:04
83. 2:54-3:03
84. 2:54-3:04
85. 3:03-3:04
86. 3:03-3:04
87. 3:03-3:04
88. 3:03-3:04
Break 4:
89. 3:04-3:16
90. 3:04
91. 3:04-3:10
92. 3:04-3:16
93. 3:07-3:16
94. 3:10-3:14
95. 3:10-3:14
96. 3:14-3:15
97. 3:15-3:16
2:42-2:54
Acoustic Guitar As in Break 1 [R] [M]
Drum Kit Hi-hat clash, placed top centre in the mix [T]
Lead Guitar 1+2 Both guitars, now heavily distorted, play an indeterminate 
chord, followed by a rapid descending glissandi [R] [M] [T]
Drum Kit
Lead Guitar 1+2
Electric Bass
Lead Guitar 1
Lead Guitar 2 
Drum Kit 
Lead Guitar 1+2 
Electric Bass
2:54-3:04 
Drum Kit
Acoustic Guitar 
Lead Guitar 1 
Lead Guitar 2
Electric Bass
Lead Guitar 2
Acoustic Guitar
Lead Guitar 1
New rhythmic pattern. Cymbals used at 2:45 and 2:48-2:49 
[R] [T] [T]
Both guitars double the original melodic bass melody an 
octave higher [R] [M]
Variation on previous bass melody (more melodic interest) 
[R][M]
Combined string bend and slide up to indeterminate pitch 
[R] [M]
A single held chord [M]
Mini-fill [R]
As for (74) [R] [M]
As for (75) [R] [M]
As in Break 3 but with almost continual use of cymbals. 
Syncopated rhythm at 3:03-3:04 -  same as for acoustic 
guitar, electric guitar 2 and electric bass at this point [R] [T] 
As for Interlude 1 (53) [R] [T]
Held tonic note -  fades out by 3:03 [M]
Chordal role -  almost identical to Rhodes Keyboard material
[R]
Less melodic interest than in Interlude 2. Four-note 
descending riff at 3:03-3:04 [R] [M]
Four-note descending motif, same material/pitch as (85)
[R] [M]
Same melodic material as (86) but almost inaudible 
[R] [M] [V]
Tremolo picking from indeterminate up to a high ‘C’
[R] [M] [T]
3:04-3:16
Acoustic Guitar As for Break 1 but now played as a strummed chord
[R] [M] [T]
Drum Kit Hi-hat clash [T]
Lead Guitar 1 Tremolo picking of three notes [R] [M] [T]
Lead Guitar 2 As in Interlude 3 but replacing (72) and (74) with the original
melody at those points [R] [M] [T]
Electric Bass As for (75) [R] [M]
Lead Guitar 1 Repeated four-note riff involving string bends [R] [M] [T]
Drum Kit Cymbal-heavy playing, incorporating same rhythm as (92)
[R] [T]
Lead Guitar 1 Melodic interest -  repeated alternating semitone motif
[R] [M] [T]
Drum Kit Mini-fill [R]
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Interlude 4: 3:16-3:33
98. 3:16-3:33 Acoustic Guitar
99. 3:16-3:25 
100.3:16-3:25 
101.3:16-3:25 
102.3:25-3:26
103.3:25-3:26 
104. 3:25-3:36 
105.3:25-3:36 
106. 3:25-3:36 
107.3:26-3:33 
108. 3:27-3:33
Lead Guitar 2 
Electric Bass 
Lead Guitar 1 
Lead Guitar 1
Lead Guitar 2 
Electric Bass 
Acoustic Guitar 
Drum Kit 
Lead Guitar 1+2 
Drum Kit
As for Interlude 1 (53), but no longer clearly audible 
[R] [T] [V]
As for (84) [R]
As for (85) [R] [M]
New melodic material, based on whole tone scale [R] [M] [T] 
Transposition of four-note descending riff (6* above)
[R] [M] [T]
Four-note descending riff [R] [M] [T]
Four-note descending riff [R] [M]
Four-note descending riff [R] [M] [T]
Same rhythmic pattern as Acoustic Guitar in this section [R] 
Held harmonics (on an ‘F’ chord?). Fade out by 3:34 [R] [T] 
Prolonged cymbal clash [T]
Refrain 1: 3:33-4:04
109.3:33-4:04
110.3:33-4:04
111.3:40-4:04
W ordless voca l 1 
W ordless voca l 3 
W ordless voca l 2
112. 3:33-4:04 Drum Kit
113. 3:33-4:04 Acoustic Guitar
114.3:33-4:04 Synthesiser
Male bass voice. Primarily chord-defining role [R] [M]
Male tenor voice. Doubles (109) an octave higher [R] [M] 
Male alto voice (part-falsetto). Provides a Bach cantata-style 
counterpoint to (109). Continual use of suspensions [R] [M] 
A regular two-bar pattern played at a lower dynamic level 
[R] [T]
Chord change every two beats. Dual bass and chordal role. 
Strummed irregularly, accented on the third beat of the bar 
[R] [T]
Single held notes. Doubles (109) at pitch [R] [M]
Refrain 2: 4:04-4:34
115. 4:04-4:34 Acoustic Guitar As for Refrain 1 [R] [T]
116.4:04-4:34 W ordless voca l 1 As for Refrain 1 [R] [M]
117. 4:04-4:34 W ordless voca l 2 Absent [N/A]
118. 4:04-4:34 W ordless voca l 3 As for Refrain 1 [R] [M]
119.4:04-4:34 Drum Kit As for Refrain 1 [R] [T]
120.4:04-4:16 Synthesiser Doubles (116) at pitch [R] [M]
121.4:16-4:34 Synthesiser Splits in two: one line continues to double (114), the other
provides a simple countermelody [R] [M]
Refrain 3: 4:34-5:05
122.4:34-5:05 Acoustic Guitar As for Refrain 1 [R] [T]
123.4:34 Drum Kit Cymbal clash [T]
124.4:34-5:05 W ordless vocal 1 As for Refrain 1 [R] [M]
125. 4:34-5:05 W ordless voca l 2 A new, highly ornamented melody at a higher tessitura
[R] [M]
126.4:34-5:05 W ordless voca l 3 As for Refrain 1 [R] [M]
127.4:34-5:05 Drum Kit As for Refrain 1 [R] [T]
128.4:34-4:49 Synthesiser As for (120) [R] [M]
129.4:46-5:05 Synthesiser As for (121) [R] [M]
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Refrain 4: 5:05-5:35
130. 5:05-5:35 Drum Kit
131.5:05-5:35 Wordless vocal 1
132. 5:05-5:35 Wordless vocal 2
133. 5:05-5:35 Wordless vocal 3
134.5:05-5:31 Acoustic Guitar
135.5:31-5:34 Acoustic Guitar
136.5:05-5:17 Synthesiser
137.5:17-5:35 Synthesiser
Break 5: 5:36-5:47
138. 5:36+5:39 Drum Kit
139. 5:37-5:47 Drum Kit
140. 5:36-5:44 Acoustic Guitar
141. 5:38-5:47 Lead Guitar 1
142. 5:38-5:47 Lead Guitar 2
143. 5:38-5:42 Electric Bass
144. 5:44-5:47 Electric Bass
145. 5:38-5:47 Male vocal
146. 5:43-5:44 Drum Kit
147. 5:46-5:47 Male vocal
Interlude 5: 5:47-5:58
As for Refrain 1 but reduced in volume [R] [V]
As for Refrain 1 but reduced in volume [R] [M] [V]
As for Refrain 3 but reduced in volume [R] [M] [V]
As for Refrain 1 but reduced in volume [R] [M] [V]
As for Refrain 1 but increased in volume [R] [T] [V] 
Altered -  no chord change chord provides melody)
[M] [T]
As for (120) but reduced in volume [R] [M] [V]
As for (121) but reduced in volume. Absent from 5:35 
onwards [R] [M] [V]
Cymbal clash at 5:36, hi-hat clash at 5:39 [T] [T]
As in Break 3 [R]
As in Break 1 (47), but almost inaudible from 5:38 
[R] [M] [V]
As in Break 3 but an octave higher. Distorted timbre 
[R] [M] [T]
As in Break 3. Distorted timbre [R] [M] [T]
Doubles (141), but an octave below and with an additional 
rapid descending glissandi at 5:42 [R] [M] [T]
Two-note melodic interest, then doubles (141) [R] [M] 
Spoken word, placed centrally. Precise words not 
discernable [T]
Mini-fill [R]
Distorted and erratic heavy breathing. Clearly audible 
[R] [T]
148. 5:47-5:56 Acoustic Guitar As in Interlude 1 (53)(56), but almost inaudible [R] [T] [V]
149. 5:47-5:56 Male vocal Continuation of distorted and erratic heavy breathing [R] [T]
150. 5:47-5:58 Electric Bass As for Interlude 3 (85) [R] [M]
151. 5:47-5:58 Drum Kit As for Interlude 3 (81) [R] [T]
152. 5:47-5:58 Lead Guitar 2 As for Interlude 3 (84)(86) [R] [M]
153. 5:47-5:56 Lead Guitar 1 New melodic material -  six-note riff, repeated three times
[R][M][T]
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Break 6: 5:58-6:09
154. 3:38-6:09 Acoustic Guitar As in Break 1 but almost inaudible after 6:04 [R] [M] [T] [V]
155.5:58 Drum Kit Double hi-hat clash (panned extreme left and r i ^ t  of mix)
[T]
156. 5:58-6:09 Electric Bass As in Break 5, but with increased melodic interest fi’om 6:05-
6:07 [R] [M] [T]
157. 5:58-6:09 Lead Guitar 1 New melodic material, incorporating string bends and with
heavy use of an effects pedal [R] [M] [T]
158. 5:59-6:02 Male vocal quiet mumbling (spoken) [T]
159. 6:03-6:04 Male vocal A single held tone (unpitched). A sound of mild pain [T]
160. 6:06-6:07 Drum Kit Mini-fill [R]
161. 6:07-6:09 Male vocal Return to distorted and erratic heavy breathing [R] [T]
162. 6:08-6:09 Drum Kit Mini-fill [R]
163. 6:08-6:09 Lead Guitar 3 Plays a repeated note using a clean tone. Placed in the
bottom of the mix, extreme right of centre [R] [M] [T]
Interlude 6: 6:09-6:23
164. 6:09-6:23
165.6:10
166. 6:10-6:18
167. 6:10-6:18
168. 6:10-6:18
Acoustic Guitar 
Drum Kit 
Electric Bass 
Drum Kit 
Lead Guitar 1
169. 6:11-6:17 Lead Guitar 3
170. 6:19-6:21
171.6:19-6:21
172.6:19-6:21
Electric Bass 
Lead Guitar 2 
Lead Guitar 1
As in Interlude 5 (148) [R] [T] [V]
Cymbal clash [T]
As for Interlude 3 (85) [R] [M]
As for Interlude 3 (81) [R] [T]
New melodic material -  based on whole tone scale 
[R] [M] [T]
Now placed top left of centre. Plays a held string bend from 
6:11-6:13, 6:14-6:15 and 6:16-6:17. Akin to a male adult 
wailing [R] [M] [T]
Four-note descending riff [R] [M]
Four-note descending riff [R] [M] [T]
Transposed four-note descending riff (6* above) [R] [M] [T]
Appendix 10
’Beautiful* - chordal analysis
Introduction:
I Eb / / I Eb^d / /  EbV'^ | Cm / / |B//B'""* |
9 10 11 12 13 14
I Eb /  /  / 1 Eb^d / / EbV""* 1 Cm /  / Cm'"'" | B / / / 1
Verse I:
15 16 17 18 19 2 0  21 2 2
I Eb /  /  Eb'"'" I Eb’d / /  Eb’d'"'" | Cm / / Cm'"'" | B / / B'"'"
23 2 4  25  2 6  2 7  28 29  30  31
I Eb /  /  Eb'"'" I Eb’d / /  Eb^d'"'" | Cm / / Cm'"'" | B /  B"'^  |
Refrain 1:
32  33 3 4  35 36  3 7  38
1 A b / / / | F m / / F m ' " ' "  1 E b / Eb’d / 1 C m / / Cm'"'" 1
39  4 0  41 4 2  43 44  45
su s4I A b / / / 1 F m / / Fm'"'" | E b / E b ^ d / | C m / / C m
46  47
|FmV/Fm7'"'"|
Break 1:
48  4 9  50 51 52  53 54
I E b / / Eb'"'"I Eb’d / / EbV"'"| C m / / C m ' " ' " | B / / / |
Verse 2:
55 56  57  58 59  60  61 62
I Eb / / Eb'"'" I Eb^d /  / Eb’d'"'" | Cm / / Cm'"'" | B /  /  B'"'"
63 6 4  65 66  67  68  69 7 0  71
I Eb /  /  Eb'"'" I Eb’d / /  EbV"'" | Cm /  /  Cm'"'" | B / B"'^  |
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Refrain 2:
72  73 74  75 76  77 78
Ab / / / 1 Fm /  /  Fm'"'" | Eb /  Eb’d / 1 Cm /  /  Cm'"'"
79  80 81 82 83 84 85
Ab /  /  / 1 Fm /  /  Fm'"'" | Eb /  Eb’d / 1 Cm / / Cm'"'" |
8 6  87
F m V /F m ’'"'"l
Bridge:
88 89  90  91
E b / / / | E b ^ d / / / |  C m / / / | B / / /
92  93 9 4  95
E b / / / | E b ’d / / / | C m / / / | B / / /
Refrain 3:
96 97  98  99  100
A b / / / | F m / / / | E b / E b ’d / | C m / / / |
101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108
Ab / / / 1 Fm / / / 1 Eb /  Eb^d / i Cm /  /  Cm'"'" I Fm / / Fm’
Outro:
109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118
Eb /  /  Eb'"'" I Eb’d /  Eb’d'"'" Eb’d | Cm / / Cm'"'" | B / B'"'" B |
119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128
Eb / Eb'"'" Eb I Eb’d / / Eb’d'"'" | Cm / Cm'"'" Cm| B / / / 1 B / /  /
129 130
E b / / / | E b | |
Appendix 11
’Beautiful’ - key musical features
Introduction: 0:00-0:26
1. 0:00-0:01 Electric Bass
2. 0:01-0:26 Electric Bass
3. 0:01-0:23 Piano
4. 0:01-0:28 Cellos
5. 0:03-0:17
6. 0:05-0:09
Synth Strings 
Snare Drum
7. 0:12-0:13
8. 0:12-0:13
9. 0:13
10. 0:14-0:16 
11.0:15-0:28
Snare Drum 
Solo Cello 
Electric Bass 
Piano 
Strings
12. 0:23-0:24
13. 0:23-0:26
Snare Drum 
Piano
14. 0:24-0:29 
15.0:25-0:28 
16. 0:25-0:26
Synth Strings 
Cellos
Electric Bass
Verse 1: 0:26-0:51
17. 0:26-0:51 Piano
18. 0:35-0:37
19. 0:38
20. 0:41
Snare Drum 
Electric Bass 
Electric Bass
21. 0:48-0:49 Snare Drum
Refrain 1 : 0:51-1:19
22. 0:51-1:19
23. 0:51-1:18
Piano
Strings
24. 0:53-0:54 Electric Bass
25. 0:53-0:54
26. 1:03-1:04
27. 1:06-1:07
Piano
Electric Bass 
Electric Bass
Placed bottom-centre of mix. A glissando from the fourth up 
to tonic note [M]
Struck on the first beat, plus the last semiquaver of the bar -  
one note per bar. Plays the bass note of each chord [R] [M] 
Placed centrally, but covering a large proportion of the mix. 
On the beat, with a dotted figure on every fourth beat.
Chords played with a semi-quaver alternate, ‘rocking’ 
motion, split into a right-hand melody and a left-hand bass 
note [R] [M] [T]
Slow pan from top left to top right (by 0:13) then placed 
centrally. A four-note, conjunct descending melody - as for 
(2 )[R ][M ]_
A high-pitched tonic note. No vibrato. Fades out at 0:17 [M] 
Placed mid-top centre of the mix. A distant sounding snare 
drum, playing a military-style beat [R] [T]
A sfor(6)[R ][T ]
A three-note ascending melodic motif (tone-semitone) [AM] 
A mini-glissando from the flattened 6* up to tonic [M] 
Altered melody -  an ascending minor third [M]
Centre-right of mix - a held tonic, an octave below synth 
strings. Played with much vibrato [M] [T]
As for (6) [R][T]
Six-note melodic motif, ascending then descending. No 
chordal or bass aspects [R] [M]
As for (5) [M]
Three-note ascending melodic figure (tone-semitone) [AM] 
mini-glissando from flattened 6* to tonic [M]
As for (3) but with greatly reduced melodic interest 
[R] [M] [T]
As for (6) [R][T]
A fast ascending glissando (flattened 6* to the tonic) [M] 
Slower descending glissando (supertonic to the flattened 7*) 
[AM]
As for (6) [R][T]
28. 1:06-1:07 Piano
Same figuration as (17) [R] [M] [T]
Placed centre left and centre right of mix. Homophonie, 
doubling the main vocal at 0:59-1:00 and 1:12-1:13 [M] [T] 
Melodic interest -  three-note conjunct descending figure 
[DM]
As for (24) [DM]
A fast ascending glissando (supertonic to the fourth) [M]
As for (24) [DM]
As for (24) [DM]
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Break 1 : 1:19-1:32
29. 1:19-1:32 Piano
30. 1:19-1:32 Drum Kit
31. 1:19-1:34 Strings
32. 1:30-1:32 Electric Bass
33. 1:30-1:32 Drums
34. 1:30-1:33 Piano
35. 1:30-1:34 Strings
As in the Introduction (3) [R] [M] [T]
Spread across the mix -  a dotted figure on every fourth beat 
[R] [T]
As in the Introduction (5), but with a solo cello playing a 
simplified version of the verse main vocal melody fi-om 
1:22-1:34 [R] [M] [T]
Melodic interest -  four-note ascending figure [R] [M]. 
Mini-fill [T]
Six-note melodic motif - as for (13) [R] [M]
A four-note ascending figure (homophonie with but a 5* 
above the electric bass) [M]
Verse 2: 1:32-1:57
36. 1:32-1:57
37. 1:35-1:37
38. 1:40-1:41
39. 1:41-1:44
Piano
Backing vocal
Backing vocal 
Backing vocal
40. 1:44-1:58 Alto Flute
41. 1:45-1:57 Strings
42. 1:56-1:57 Drum Kit
As for Verse 1 (17) [M] [T]
Sung by Christina, homophonie with main vocal (a third 
above) [R] [M]
As for (37) [R][M]
Melodic interest -  conjunct ascending, same motif as (13) but 
with melismatic additional notes [M]
Placed top mid-left of mix. Doubles bass glissandi (1), then 
imitates descending bassline (2) with additional melodic 
interest, including an ascending glissandi at 1:55 [M]
Placed mid-right of mix. Homophonie, all playing staccato 
on every beat, with the exception of the violins which play a 
sustained dominant note (sliding down to a sub-dominant at 
1:54 [M][T]
Mini-fill [T]
Refrain 2: 1:57-2:25
43. 1:57-2:25 Piano As for Refrain 1 (22) but less clearly discernable [M] [T] [V]
44. 1:57 Drum Kit Panned % left of centre -  a cymbal clash [T]
45. 1:57-2:24 Strings As for Refrain 1. Doubling vocal melody at 2:04-2:09 and
2:16-2:21. Drop out at 2:24 [M] [T]
46. 1:59-2:01 Electric Bass Melodic interest -  three-note conjunct descending figure
[DM]
47. 1:59-2:01 Piano As for (46) [DM]
48. 2:03-2:07 Backing vocals Homophonie with main vocal -  a third below [M]
49. 2:12-2:13 Electric Bass As for (46) [DM]
50. 2:12-2:13 Piano As for (46) [DM]
51. 2:16-2:20 Backing vocals As for (48) [M]
52. 2:22 Drum Kit A cymbal clash, followed by a dropout [T]
53. 2:24 Drum Kit Mini-fill, at a louder dynamic level [T] [V]
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Bridge: 2:25-2:51
54. 2:25-2:51 Piano As in Verse 1(17) but almost inaudible in the mix 
[M] [T] [V]
55. 2:26-2:51 Electric Bass Staccato semi-quavers. Homophonie with strings [T]
56. 2:26-2:51 Strings Staccato semi-quavers. Homophonie with electric bass [T]
57. 2:26-2:51 Cellos Melodic interest on every 4* beat -  rising conjunct 3-note 
figure using quarter notes. With noticeably less vibrato 
[R][M ][T]
58. 2:27-2:50 Backing vocals Three voices, homophonie, one of which is sung by 
Christina. Providing a ‘call’ to Christina’s ‘response’ [M]
59. 2:35-2:37 Electric Bass Melodic interest - Three-note ascending, but not the motif 
(flattened 6th-fiattened7*-tonic) [R] [M]
60. 2:36-2:38 Drum Kit Mini-fill [T]
61. 2:37-2:38 Cellos Melodic interest -  three-note ascending motif [AM]
62. 2:48-2:50 Electric Bass As for (59) [R][M]
63. 2:50-2:51 Cellos As for (61) [AM]
64. 2:50-2:51 Drum Kit Mini-fill [T]
Refrain 3: 2:51-3:19
65. 2:51-3:19 Piano As Refi-ain 1 but buried in the mix until 3:17 [M] [T] [V]
66. 2:51 Drum Kit Cymbal clash [T]
67. 2:51-3:18 Strings (group 1) Alternating tonic and supertonic. Homophonie, but doubling 
original vocal melody at 2:57-3:01 and 3:10-3:14 [M]
68. 2:53-2:54 Electric Bass Melodic interest -  three-note conjunct descending figure 
[DM]
69. 2:53-2:54 Piano As for (68) [DM]
70. 2:53-2:54 Strings (group 2) As for (68) [DM]
71. 3:01-3:03 Drum Kit Mini-fill [T]
72. 3:06-3:07 Electric Bass As for (68) [DM]
73. 3:06-3:07 Piano As for (68) [DM]
74. 3:06-3:07 Strings (group 2) As for (68) [DM]
75. 3:15-3:16 Drum Kit Mini-fill [T]
76. 3:16 Drum Kit Cymbal clash, followed by drop out [T]
77. 3:17-3:19 Piano Right-hand only, ascending melodic figure [R] [M]
78. 3:18-3:19 Electric Bass Slow glissando firom supertonic up to tonic [M]
Coda: 3:19-3:58
79. 3:19
80. 3:19-3:41
81. 3:19-3:44
82. 3:19-3:30
83. 3:29-3:31
84. 3:30-3:32
85. 3:31-3:32
86. 3:32-3:44
87. 3:45-3:47
88. 3:48-3:49
89. 3:48-3:51
90. 3:48-3:58
91. 3:51
92. 3:56-3:57
Drum Kit 
Piano 
Cellos 
Strings
Electric Bass 
Strings
Drum Kit 
Strings 
Snare Drum
Drum Kit 
Piano 
Strings 
Drum Kit 
Electric Bass
Cymbal clash [T]
As in Introduction. Drops out at 3:41 [R] [M] [T]
Sustained bass notes. Drop out at 3:44 [R] [M]
New melodic material -  a four-note melodic idea with 
variations. Violins and violas in octaves, with much vibrato 
[R] [M] [T]
As for (59) but with an altered rhythm [R] [M]
A six-note melodic figure. Identical to piano figure in 
Introduction (13), but with much vibrato [R] [M] [T] 
Sustained clashing of cymbals [T]
Sustained notes, no rhythmic or melodic interest [R] [M] 
Distant/low dynamic. One-bar pattern played over pause in 
regular time. [R] [T] [V]
Sustained clashing of cymbals [T]
As for (80) [R] [M] [T]
A held tonic chord, no rhythmic or melodic interest [R] [M] 
Hitting of two cymbals (panned at extreme left and right) [T] 
Slow descending glissandi, ending on indeterminate low 
pitch [M]
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’Paranoid Android’ - list of known written listener responses
Lyric meaning
Various (36 people) 
Various (26 people) 
Various (80 people) 
Various (39 people) 
Various (32 people)
Forum discussions
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
Other
Listener/fan comments 
Listener responses 
Listener responses 
Listener responses 
Listener responses
Song that sums up Radiohead 
5 greatest Radiohead moments 
Top 25 Radiohead songs 
Top 5 Radiohead songs 
Top 5 OK Computer songs 
PA and oral sex
greenplastic.com
leoslyrics.com
songmeanings.com
sing365.com
letssingit.com
ateaseweb.com
ateaseweb.com
ateaseweb.com
ateaseweb.com
ateaseweb.com
ateaseweb.com
Joel Horwood, Chris Perkins, 
A1 Smith and Chris Thorpe
OK Computer - a radio play commissioned by BBC Radio 
Four, first broadcast 19.10.2007
Bearhunt
Colin Lebens
daysleeperlOO
Clappier
Claire Kleinelder
Notyourbroom
Djuna Fames
Dan Roehl
Damian Skinner
Christopher Stratton
Joseph Tate
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Various
Radiohead Videos - PA 
Interpretation o f Radiohead songs 
OK Computer Review 
Comment on Rodeohead 
Radiohead Unpackt 
PA lyric significance 
Oxford South Park '03 review 
PA - A Narrative Interpretation 
Comment on 'PA'
Ned Ludd's Radiohead 
Meaning o f a PA lyric 
Radiohead & the Roman Empire 
Hidden meaning o f PA 
Talk in Maths - Radiohead info 
Review of'Paranoid Android' single 
misheard lyrics - PA
home.student.uu.se
public.iastate.edu
murmurs.com Fitter
ateaseweb.com
sas.upenn.edu
everything2.com
thestudentzone.com
followmearound
4.tpg.com.au
explorefaith.org
josephtate.com/radiohead
clintflicks.com
weescotsmanl23
radioheadfaq.co.uk
dusk411 .joeuser.com
amiright.com
Appendix 13
‘Beautiful’ - list of known written listener responses 
Lyric meaning
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
(3 people)
(3 people)
(21 people)
(3 people)
(3 people)
(5 people)
(171 people)
(6 people)
(529 comments)
Comment on single 
Comment on single 
Comment on single 
Comment on single 
Comment on single 
Comment on single/video 
Comment on single/video 
Comment on single/video 
Discussion of Beautiful
Forum discussions
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
Other
Melissa Amos 
Gray Beard 
BillieXHeartsXJohnny
Jason Gelham 
Jodie Morris 
Amanda Petrusich
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Ian Watson
Discussion of ethos of Beautiful 
On penning your own songs 
‘I Am Beautiful’
‘Beautiful’
‘Beautiful Cover’ (Alex Parks) 
‘The song Beautiful discussion’ 
Which song from Stripped do you 
most relate to?
Your favourite Christina video? 
Your favourite Christina song? 
Christina Aguilera’s Beautiful vid
Review of Stripped 
Review of'Beautiful' single 
'Beautiful, No Matter What They Say' 
A short story based on 'Beautiful' 
GLAAD Media Awards 2003 
Review of'Beautiful' single 
Review of Clem Snide cover 
version of 'Beautiful'
Review of Stripped 
Questions/response to Beautiful 
Review of 'Beautiful' single 
Review of'Beautiful single 
Discussion of'Beautiful' video 
Which character from the video r u? 
Review of 'Beautiful' single 
Review of'Beautiful' single 
Review of'Beautiful' single 
Review of'Beautiful' single
djpeanuts.co.uk
shopathomebargins.com
songmenaings.com
alt-rock-hub.com
rapmusicville.com
clipland.com
tophitsonline.com
amazon.com
leoslyrics.com
church.co.uk
xtinaxposed.com
xtinaxposed.com
xtinaxposed.com
xtinaxposed.com
xtinaxposed.com
forums.fanforum.com
forums.fanforum.com
forums.fanforum.com
avalancheonline.com
splendidezine .com
bandhunt.com
www.quizilla.com
launch.yahoo.com/read
uk.launch.yahoo.com
pitchforkmedia.com
epinions.com
home.t-online.de
musicloversgroup.com
newyorker.com
nme.com/reviews
quizilla.com
stylusmagazine.com
ukmix.org
viewpoints.com
dotmusic.com
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’Paranoid Android’ - analysis of unsolicited written responses 
IeosIyrics.com
1. nick NR 2 TxO
s/p
V/p
i really liked this song
the video for this is really sweet!
2. Anonymous NR 0 TxO
3. Anonymous NR
S/p one of the best Radiohead songs ever, it’s a masterpiece in itself
4. Hedgecore NR 0 TxO
5. aquanerd MO 1 TxO
S/p
M/p
one of my favorite Radiohead songs.
I love all the different styles they use in it.
6. akasha violet NR 0 TxO
7. Solid Fox LG 2 TxO
PR/p
L/n
Definitely the Bohemian Rhapsody of our time 
nonsense lyrics but beautiful nonetheless
8. LancrDancrS? LG 1 TxO
L/a QUOTES ENTIRE LYRICS
9. Drewstah NR 2 TxO
M/p
S/p
about 4 different styles blended into one 
this masterpiece
10. RandomGirl NR 2 TxO
s/p
s/p
GREAT song
they did an awesome job
11. Fight The Foo NR 1 TxO
IR/s So does anyone have an idea what this song means? I have no idea.
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12. kimberlia LO 4 Tx3
IR/l+p Being an android (an atomaton with a human form) of today’s society, by 
conforming to social norms?
IR/l+p imitating whats on the media,how the media runs the world and us, how 
we’ve become robotic humans with systematicaly set schedules? 
IR/l+p-PA/a Paranoid, for thinking and obsessing that we are all androids in 
this world, but he’d rather be paranoid than be and android with 
no say or I guess free will?
S/p pretty good
13. livllaster NR 0 TxO
14. solidusl95 NR 2 TxO
PA/p I think this is today’s Stairway To Heaven. It’s that good 
S/p A true masterpiece
15. Lou-Lou MO 3 TxO
S/p This song is awesome!
M/p I love the different styles being used
M/p when there’s the climax at about the 3:30 mark the drumming is so cool!
16. gilbylS NR 1 TxO
PO/p The difference between OK Computer and Pablo Honey is amazing
17. markov LO 7 TxO
IR/l+p In my opinion, we should make associations with the feelings, which 
each line in this song provokes in us. in order to get the message.
IR/l+p + Q/a I think that Paranoid Android is about the inner fight between
social obligations and own personal wishes. Lines such as “stop 
the noise, i’m trying to get some rest”, “when I am king, you will 
be first against the wall” and “whay don’t you remember my 
name?!” make me think this way 
IR/m I don’t know wheather radiohead really had four songs in mind, but these 
changings in the moos represent for me the typical stress in modem 
society,
M-L/p and if i am right, i would call this song a great phychologiacal
masterpiece, both musically and lyrically, an anthem of modem and 
future social situation.
IR/1 perhaps we could divide this text in four phases”
1. introduction, 2. fight, 3. apathy and 4. fight.
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18. hotelsecrty LO 5 Txl
IR/s This song is laced with references to the novel the Hitchhikers Guide
to The Galaxy. Paranoid Android refers to Marvin the Paranoid Android 
a popular character of the series.
IR/l-PA/a His reference to being first against the wall is another reference to 
Marvin whom when we first meet is slumped against the wall. 
IR/l-PA/a Another reference is the words of no consequence bit. Which
Marvin says a lot since he\s terribly depressed and paranoid.
19. jtank NR 1 TxO
S/p this is perfection
20. twirl er NR 1 TxO
S/p wow. ............
21. ??? NR 1 TxO
S/p genius
22. Englandish_man NR 4 TxO
S/p-M/p Truly amazing! ! !The closest to perfection in musical form that I
think weTl ever see.
S/p Very few songs in the same league, a total masterpiece
PO/a even better than street spirit (fade out)
23. Missy_moo
S/p I LOVE this song
V/p the video is absolutely amazing too
24. jbarralO NR 1 TxO
S/p amazing how this song changes its tone, damn i love it
25. Common_ppI NR 3 TxO
V/n This song is let down by the video, they should re-do it
PO/p Street spirit, or high and dry, REAALY good [videos] 
S/p REAAALY great song
26. xantir MO 2 TxO
S/p This is the best Radiohead song
M/p That guitar solo @ 3:10 is the best ever! =D
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mortitempo.com
1. brettface NR 2 TxO
IR/s+p I’ve read Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy and I’ve read about the 
paranoid android and all that stuff.. .but I’m still wondering...
IR/s=P when I first heard the song , I thought of a meglomaniac and his ego 
influencing so many things...
2. The Thief NR 1 TxO
IR/s+p Paranoid Android.. .A king’s rise and fall
3. GrievingForGrace
IR/s-QA I’ve heard Thom explain that this song was about club-goers, the 
yuppies, people who think too highly of themselves 
IR/l-QA In an interview (I cannot place the source at the moment), Thom
said his inspiration for the line “kicking, screaming, Gucci little 
piggy” cam from an event he witnessed at a bar, when someone 
accidentally spilled a drink on a trendite’s dress, causing her to 
erupt into an anger-driven frenzy.
4. Awww Jeah NR 3 TxO
IR/s I honestly think this song is just a collection of thoughts.
IR/s-QA i found it on the greenplastic website. “After being asked if the
song was about the Fall of the Roman Empire, Thom adopted this
explanation”
5. warganisim NR 1 TxO
PR/a ive always looked at it in the same way as a lot of jim Morrison shit
6. Mule LO 5 TxO
IR/s thom has been known to say that Paranoid Android is the pulling together 
or
three songs -  but as we all now he does tend to regurgitate what the 
interviewer may suggest..
IR/1 Just looking at the lyrics I could pull out power, introspection,
clichés/stereotypes, consumerism, information, ambition, technology, 
moods/conscious, popularity, detachment, identity, corporation, 
religion/hope/the afterlife.
IR/p+l-ER/a It’s a fair excursion in emotion, and I think it just represents
Thom’s thinking about the world relating to him and people like 
him.
S/p It’s a f^^kin’ bitchin’ track
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7. RockNRolIMassacre NR 3 TxO
IR/p As much as I’d LOVE to adopt the fall of the Roman Empire as an
explanation, just cos it’s so different. I’m pretty sure it’s not gonna be 
that.
IR/p+l-Q I suspect with all the “ambition make you look pretty ugly/kicking 
squealing gucci little piggy” and “the yuppies networking”. It’s 
much the same paranoia, fear and brain crushing awfulness of 90s 
life as the rest of OK Computer comments on so perfectly.
8. Mule NR 1 TxO
IR/s .. .and isn’t there about fifteen songs which are meant to be about the fall
of the roman empire? People like that analogy, I guess, b/c its he most 
affluent, influential empire to fall in our history - and they see America 
and wonder if it will fall.
9. paranoid but not an android NC 4 TxO
IR/s [quotes above from Mule] for me paranoid android has meant
things like this maybe also...
IR/p+s-S/p it could also be about some guy (or girl for that matter) lost and
bit schizophrenic( thew whole song is so crazy and lovely!) in this 
modem day world who maybehas been treated wrong and wants a 
revenge upon maybe everyone...
IR/s and yet the modem world makes everyone’s joumey here so hard
that “God loves his children yeah..”
10. inhaunteddattics NR 1 TxO
IR/a all about communism
11. keir NR 2 TxO
QA-Q someone tell that nutty thom story about the woman in the bar and how 
he could see in her eyes she was a demon and she was gucci little piggy i 
can’t remember it
12. ventolin NR 1 TxO
QA From the old Radiohead site...
“paranoid android, in a bar in Hollywood* the centre of the westem 
universe, standing at the bar (social drinking) after doing the talk show 
bit, do you want to know this? this is what we aspire to is it? it is dark, 
there is a woman opposite me o is as socially anorexic as her poodle, she 
looks desolate I her make up and lost eyes, next to her husband boyfriend 
is persuading a younger fleshed half his age stewardess to come back to 
the hills to their mansion to sample his wine, she looks at him like he’s a
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character in a hammer house horror, one of our friends spills a glass of 
wine over vacuum packed gucci outfit complete with matching white 
hand bag. the witch goes crazy, we think it is funny, until we see the evil 
in her eyes, m friend is asked to leave, the gucci creature is the closest 
thing I have seen to the devil, the woman is possessed, i cannot sleep 
that night asking what we’ve got ourselves into, voices talking like fax 
machines, hissing and spitting like demons, this is the master race, and 
now im part of it. anyway you didn’t want to know that.”
13. TongueTied LO 5 TxO
IR/s I Think Most of the Ok Computer Songs (Including paranoid android)
talk about human beings and their attitude on Life.
IR/s Humans tend to believe that everything is “OK” They try to have a better 
life, (Fitter Happier), they try to be an ideal human being.
IR/l-PO I think Paranoid Android talks about club-goers as people try to
be fitter happier (not being disturbed, having control over things(. 
.when i am king, you will be fast against the w all...), and many 
of us try to reach other people on a more personal level, we don’t 
like that kind of fitter-happier people, it’s the opposite of what we 
are and do (Karma Police).
PO this is what you get, when you mess with us
14. The Thief NR 1 TxO
IR/a I think the song is very random like the video for it, :D
Songmeanings.com
1. OwnPersonalDemon NR 1 TxO
S/p A better song has not been made
2. imbrokn NR 1 TxO
V/p nor a better video
3. moOstah NR 2 TxO
IR/s+v The video and song both let people know the trauma of life
IR/s+p naturally, everyone knows by now that life isn’t some sort of game and 
should be taken seriously, but not many of us actually follow those 
guidelines. Sadly, this brings even more heartache and suffering because 
noone deals with things directly. I think this song gives people the 
courage enough to do just that, that particular meaning is evidenced by 
many, but it is surely felt by myself. Listen and Feel.
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4. seano MO 4 TxO
S/p This song is amazing
ER/p When I listen to it, every time I hear it, I have a certain feeling
inside which i can describe. The song has got so much felling and 
emotion, which i can’t describe!
ER/P+m When it gets to the slower part... WOW! I can’t explain! !
S/p But this is AMAZING! ! nO OTHER SONG COME EVEN
CLOSE
5. WileyOtis LO 4 Tx4
IR/m The song obviously can be split into three parts 
Q [quotes entire lyric]
IR/1 I believe the first one is the android. Also paranoid, this one feels the 
whole world is on it’s shoulders. Does Marvin ring a bell?
MR/a this song fills me with so much dread
6. Mishes NR 3 TxO
S/p I love this song.
V/p Awesome video
S/p One of the coolest songs I have ever heard
7. BlackEyed Angels LO 1 Tx2
IR/p+1 I’ve been thinking of the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy in relation to 
this song actually. Not only does the book have a character Marvin the 
Paranoid Android, but there is also a link where the Guide describe’s a 
company whose opinion is not at all accurate, saying that they will be 
“first against the wall when the revolution comes”
8. poolwax LO 2 TxO
IR/1 it definitely has something to do with the hitchhikers guide to the
galaxy and marvin.
IR/+MQ If you listen very closely in the chorus, someone is saying
“something something something Paranoid Android.” I think this 
could be a book on tape version of THGTTG.
9. greenplastic LM 6 Txl
PA/a firstly it is saying “i may be paranoid but am no android” or similar...
IR/a secondly, radiohead almost certainly like Douglas Adams books
IR/a thirdly, hitch hikers guide was released on radio before the book came 
along
IR/1 fourthly, i don’t think the part about the android is in there, but it is 
certainly inspired by Marvin 
S/p fifthly, what a great fucking song
M/p the last guitar solo., genius.
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10. Kookkie NR 4 TxO
IR/s The song doesn’t even has a meaning to radiohead themselves, it was put 
together of 3 songs
QA in an interview the song was asociated with the fall of the roman empire, 
and Radiohead thought that was a good explanation for the lyrics so 
chose that one
IR/p+S/p it is just a good song without a real meaning behind it
11. AND512 NR 2 TxO
IR/m WELL I READ AT SOME SITE THAT THIS SONG IS 3 SONGS IN
ONE
QA AND I ALSO READ THAT ALOT OF PEOPLE THINK THIS SONG
IS ABOUT THE FALL OF A ROMAN KING< SOMETHING LIKE 
THAT, AND THAT RADIOHEAD HEARD THIS AND TOOK IT ON 
AS THE MEANING OF THE SONG
12. BlackBolt LV 6 Tx3
IR/v+p Well from the music video and the title gives me a meaning how the 
world especially in Japan makes us work like an android.
IR/l+p In Japan, everyone works hard as hell like there is no other way to
survive and that’s why people living like an android becomes paranoid.
IR/v In the music video is part of the example of the politician guy who almost 
or already kill himself.
IR/l+MQ For the “Don’t you remember my name” part I guess is that
people in the city doesn’t really care about people’s name,
MQ even though they do it doesn;t matter “I guess you do”
13. NateDogg NR 0 TxO
14. heir2beulah NR 0 TxO
15. heir2beulah NR 0 TxO
16. heir2beulah NR 0 TxO
17. Blithewater NR 0 TxO
18. kaisute LO 2 TxO
Q I especially like the part
“The panic, the vomit 
The panic, the vomit 
God loves his children 
God loves his children, yeah”
IR/l+p To me (I’m not saying they meant it this way) this is a sarcastic statement 
about God by saying he loves us directly after talking about 
uncomfortable emotions and difficulties.
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19. dr.jacob LO 1 TxO
Q when I am king you will be first against the wall
my favourite line, loi
20. iheartradiohead NR 2 TxO
IR/s Maybe they wrote this song with all of those meanings in mind... or 
maybe they wrote it and didn’t have a meaning at all.
IR/s That’s what’s so great about Radiohead, their songs have many 
interpretations.
21. killerkangoroos LO 1 TxO
Q ambition makes u look pretty ugly, kicking screaming gucci little piggy!
hehehe i luv dat line
22. SatanSpIitoris LO 1 TxO
IR/l-Q Jove had a death dream waking up at impact of atom bombs, with “from a
great geight” playing in dream when looking upright missiles downing
23. CreamPuffDiablo LM 3 TxO
S/p I love this song
IR/s It is clearly made up of 3 parts and I definitely think there is on one 
interpretation to it.
M/p The third vocal part is my favorite.
24. morellsmells NR 1 TxO
S/p this is the best radiohead song and ok computer is the best album
25. Navigator LO 1 TxO
Q What exactly does “first against the wall” mean? I read it in
“Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy” and then I heard it in this song, but 
I’ve never heard it anywhere else. Is it a common expression in Britain?
26. deathbear LO 1 TxO
IR/l-Q “first against the wall”
you know how they used to line ppl up against a wall to be shot by the 
firing squad?
my guess
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27. , tcepser NR 2 TxO
IR/s+QA this song can be explained! as much as i love it, it has been
quoted by Radiohead that this song was not to be taken seriously!
S/p i still have to say that this is one of the greatest and radiohead are
the greatest! :)
28. sean7711 NR 1 TxO
QA i heard it was about like when thom was experiencing night life and he 
cam home and wrote this song or something
29. Equilan NR 1 TxO
S/p I haven’t studied the lyrics of this song yet but this song is just awesome
30. ruben NR 0 TxO
31. JulieMarlene NR 1 TxO
S/p GREAT make out song. Just the beat and junk.. .yeah. Good song
32. ruben NR 0 TxO
33. Fufu NR 0 TxO
34. ruben NR 0 TxO
35. rainbow8711 NR 1 TxO
S/p I can’t even come up with the words of how amazing this song is and 
what it means to me
36. rainbow8711 NR 3 TxO
S/p I can’t even come up with the words of how amazing this song is and 
what it means to me
PR It has always reminded me of Bohemian Rhapsody, because of the 
numerous parts of the song telling a story and each putting across a 
different opinion
Q/p My favourite line is “God loves his children”, simply because of, I think, 
the irony.
37. Jondudell LO 5 Tx2
IR/s this song is pure randomness
IR/s and of course, to a band like radiohead, it probably has an incredible
meaning that once figured out will all make our jaws drop -  but i dont 
know how close we are to finding that meaning.
IR/s we know that marvin was the paranoid android
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IR/l+MQ but even with the “kickin, screamin gucci little piggy”-like lines,
there is some meaning, besides its cryptic meaning
S/p it is one of the best not just radiohead songs, but best songs ever
to be created
38. rivercuomorocks LO TxO
S/p+Q this song is incredible, god loves his children, yeah.
39. ImanillO LO 33 TxO
IR/l+p I think in tying the lyrics together to mean one thing creates a
violent allegory where the victim finally exacts revenge on his 
tormentors while mocking their beliefs and their traits.
IR/l+p One interpretation I get from it is the outsider who watches the
upper-class born-again jocks with disgust and mocks them until 
the outsider decides to make them pay for their hypocrisy.
IR/l+p/Q The person fears for his safety daily, but still refuses to assimilate
and therefore will remain an outsider (I am paranoid, but not an 
android)
IR/l+p/Q So this person comes in with a gun and comes after his tormentor
and everyone does what he says because he’s got a gun (When I 
am king you will be first against the wall).
IR/l+p/PA The jock-type tells him, “I do really like you.”, but his opinion is
no longer of any consequence.
IR/l+p/Q So then the jock-type begs for his life, a kicking, squealing gucci
little piggie.
IR/l+p/Q Perhaps this jock-type has called the singer names and never
called him by his rightful name, and this angers the singer (You 
don’t remember, you don’t remember, why don’t you remember 
my name
Off with his head man, off with his head man 
Why don’t you remember me name?),
IR/l+p/Q but now that the tormentor has a gun pointed at him he is using
his name (I guess he does).
IR/m+l+p The rain down part would be where you would see in slow motion 
the victim pulling the trigger or making that final decision to go 
beyond the point of no return
IR/m+l+p and the second time you hear this is when the victim is actually
shooting the person and maybe these are the things that are 
playing in his head
IR/m+l+p or it could be all of those memories of being tormented flooding
back
into his mind while he is making that brutal decision:
IR/l+p/Q (That’s it sir, you’re leaving) the decision to go through with it
and take this person’s life
IR/l+p/Q (the crackle of pig skin) pigskin a reference to football, maybe
deflating a football (player)?
IR/l+p/Q (the dust and the screaming) the bullet passing through the person
and hitting the wall behind making some plaster fall and the
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screaming people when the see the murder 
IR/l+p/Q (The yuppies networking) the rest of the people fleeing
IR/I+p/Q (the panic, the vomit) People panicking, maybe being sick from
seeing the gore or the jock-type’s body losing its muscle control 
IR/l+p or the panic of the shot person causing him to become physically
ill
IR/l+p/Q (God loves his children) mocking this person’s religion by saying
“How will your beliefs save you now?”
IR/l+p or mocking his belief that he is a religious person and therefore
one of God’s children and now look at him 
IR/l+p -GR-
this shooter believes he is doing God’s work by eliminating this 
person 
IR/l+p -OR-
In God’s creation he also created ugly things like panic and vomit 
and so it mocks just how much God loves His children to give 
them such awful things.
Of course, I could be wrong
40. KidAmnesiac LO TxO
IR/s+p
IR/l+p/Q
IR/l+p
IR/l+p
IR/m+l+p
Q
IR/l+p/PA
I think this song is about the evil in people.
It starts out showing the evil in himself, “can you please stop the 
noise i’m trying to get some rest from all the unborn chicken 
voices in my head.”
and then him dreaming about being more htan he is and a power 
trip.
Then it’s like putting guilt on people for him not being known. 
Then it erupts in chaos.
“That’s it sir, you’re leaving the crackle of pigskin the dust and 
the screaming the yuppies networking the panic the vomit” 
and then it’s like yeah we are all pieces of shit but god loves him. 
that’s just what I think
41. partymidgets LO 11 Tx9
IR/l+p/Q Here it is through partmidgets colored glases, divided by the three
parts:
1.) The paranoid android is hearing voices. The voices his 
conscience and are the same computer voice as on Fitter Happier 
and aren’t included in the lyrics. They say “I may be paranoid, 
but I’m no android” and variations.
IR/l+p/Q Then he has a flashback, which seems like the moment that he
made a threat to someone of greater power, lets say a boss (when I 
am king...)
IR/l+p The computer voice plays again to show you that it’s still just this
man and the voices present.
IR/l+p Now assume from that point, this man became very powerful.
Because he was paranoid that he might not be th best, and that his
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whole life might go to hell. He therefore spent his whole life as 
this “paranoid android,” and has become pretty much soleless 
trying to deal with his fear of his perception of failure. That’s 
what his conscience is pointing out.
IR/l+p 2.) Death and the P.A.
The first little verse is death, the second is the man. If you follow 
me on the first part, this should make sense. Apparently 
something significant happens at the end of the scene when the 
man seems to think that death has submitted to his threats. What 
exactly that is does not matter, but it signifies the transition to the 
third part.
IR/l+p/Q 3.) Pearly gates
Hear the “choir of angels?” Lots of major religions describe 
salvation as something that “rains down.” He asks and is denied, 
as the last section says. “God loves his children” is a great little 
satirical end to the song.
S/p This song is amazing
IR/1 The message also keeps kind of the same theme as Fitter Happier
by hopefully making that person ask themself: what’s really 
important in life?
42. snoyarc LO 1 TxO
MQ are you all sure the lyrics aren’t “reign down, reign down, come on reign 
down on me”?
43. koka kola LO 2 TxO
IR/l+S/p i dont think its grammatically possible to “reighn down”, oh well,
great song anyway
44. slugsinthefields NR 1 TxO
S/p it’s so awesome because nobody else could pull off a song like this
45. username NR 1 TxO
IR/s WTioever said this song was about shooting up jocks needs to go back to
their nu-metal. I HIGHLY doubt that’s what this, or any song by 
Radiohead is about.
46. OwnPersonalDemon NR 0 TxO
47. UnemployedDaysIeepe LO 6 Txl
IR/s+p I THINK It’s a story told from the point of view of either a man-
made robot or a god fearing lower class service industry loser 
about how people often think they have figured out the world abd 
have the right answer of life’s problems, as if they have some
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handbook to life (the hitchhiker’s guide to the galaxy) that allows 
them to always put everything in its right place, and then force the 
world to agree with them
IR/s+p/Q And the public (mob) is all to eager, like baby birds in a nest
waiting for mama bird to come home with today’s answers (the 
panic, the vomit)
IR/s+p/Q As far as the writer of the song goes, it seems if nothing else very
self deprecating, criticizing the kicking squealing Gucci little 
piggy then the person who wants to revolutionize the world and 
destroy her in the process.
IR/s+p Also I can’t help but make a connection to the way the large lower
classes often treat and are treated by the upper classes/ 
governments and how close this is to many peoples idea of God 
the creator, but maybe I’m being paranoid, anyway that’s just my 
opinion I mean what do I know?
48. UnemployedDaysIeepe NR 0 TxO
49. craigus LO 4 Tx2
IR/s+p I believe a huge aspect of this song has to do with The Hitchhikers
Guide To The Galaxy character Marvin,
IR/s+p/MQ It also uses a few quoted from the book as mentioned earlier in
these messages (about yuppies been first against the war when the 
revolution comes}
IR/s+p but the thing everyone seems to missing is the point that Marvin
in the books (The original (Paranoid Android} and before that the 
radio plays, was sentient and had a personality. He was able to 
feel emotions and therefore became depressed because of his 
intelligence, and for almost knowing everything, that could 
would and will happen. That would drive anyone crazy.
That’s just my two cents
50. craigus LO 4 Tx2
IR/s+p I believe a huge aspect of this song has to do with The Hitchhikers
Guide To The Galaxy character Marvin,
IR/s+p/MQ It also uses a few quoted from the book as mentioned earlier in
these messages (about yuppies been first against the war when the 
revolution comes}
IR/s+p but the thing everyone seems to missing is the point that Marvin
in the books (The original (Paranoid Android} and before that the 
radio plays, was sentient and had a personality. He was able to 
feel emotions and therefore became depressed because of his 
intelligence, and for almost knowing everything, that could 
would and will happen. That would drive anyone crazy.
That’s just my two cents
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51. Lyra LO TxO
S/p that’s one cool song
IR/s+p As far as Marvin is concerned, he was the first thing I thought when I 
heard the title.
IR/s+p He gets depressed because he is too intelligent to deal with a routine as 
boring and undemanding as his everyday life.
IR/s+p Maybe it represents people nowadays and their lifestyle.
S/p Anyway it’s a great song and Hitch-hikers guide to the galaxy is the best 
book ever!
52. Id: NR Tx2
IR/s Marvin is the paranoid android in “the Hitch-Hiker’s guide to the galaxy’ 
and the first part especially brings him into my mind,because it is a bit 
depressing.
53. comatoast LO TxO
IR/s+p i think that this song can be easily brought down to a more
personal level, to me, this song sounded like an ode to the internal 
world of the introvert.
IR/p/PA sometimes it’s easy to get really bothered by people and their
insignificant opinions.
IR/p/PA you just ant everyone to be quiet and leave you alone... .umm. that
sounds dumb...
QA sooo.. .now i understand why radiohead just adopted the idea of
going along with the whole roman emperor idea
S/p I really like this song, it’s one of my favorites.
54. Trojan_Sponger LO 11 Tx4
IR/p/QA Somebody said something briefly about Thom writing this after a 
night on the town, and that makes perfect sense to me 
IR/l+p/QA/Q So many of the images seem straight out of superficial LA- 
nightlife: “Ambition makes you look pretty ugly/Kicking 
squealing gucci little piggy”
IR/l+p/Q and “That’s it sir, you’re leaving/the crackle of pig skin/ the dust
and the screaming/The yuppies networking/the panic, the vomit” 
(football on TV at the bar, the slick LA yuppies networking, the 
alcohol creating a sense of panic and vomit).
IR/l+p At the same time that this picture is being painted of the seedy
night scene, the so-called “paranoid android” of the song has 
things tormenting him in his head to the point where he cannot let 
go and enjoy the night because he sees the desperation of it. 
IR/l+p/Q Creating fantasies of warped reality wherein he puts people
“against the wall” and screams the refrain about the loss of true 
personal contact (and ultimately self-doubts even this with the line 
“I guess he does”) “You don’t remember...”
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IR/l+p As an introvert of sorts who doesn’t enjoy the nightlife scene, I
am probably projecting my own meaning onto the song, but I can 
see a disillusioned, somewhat insecure “paranoid android” having 
this cacophony echoing in his head while he puts on a face for the 
crowd. Just my two cents...
55. Lot 105 NC TxO
56.
QA
wannabepretty NC TxO
i remember an interview where Thom changed the meaning, just because 
a reporter asked if it was about the fall of the roman empire... but maybe 
he was just fucking around to prove her wrong?
57. sparkling_rage NR 1 TxO
ER/p+S/p this song gives me the biggest goosebumps.. .its so beautiful
58. Orgy Pordgy LO 12 TxO
QA If I can recall correctly, I remember an interview in which Thom
York stated that this song was about the tensions mounting in the 
cold war between the socialist nations and the “free world.”
IR/s+p After I saw the interview, I listened to the song carefully and fond
that what Thom had said made perfect sense.
IR/l+p I suppose the individual Mr. York alludes to in this song is tired
of the news of tension and fear between the communists and those 
who follow the free enterprise system.
IR/l+p/Q “When I am King, you will be first against the wall;” this line
states that the individual expressed in this song fabricates an ideal 
world in his mind in which he is a ruler and there is no longer any 
chaos.
IR/l+p/MQ In addition to this “And your opinion which is of no consequence” 
states that there will no longer be ay disagreements between his 
ideal country and the rest of the world.
IR/l+p/MQ However, “You Don’t Remember! You don’t remember my
name! Off with his head man! Off with his head man!” states that 
the individual denies his true lack of political power and lashes 
out at somebody violent for pointing it out.
IR/l+p However, the individual realizes that his dreams are flawed and
that he will never see this perfect world.
IR/l+p/PA However, in the grand scheme of things, he realizes that no matter
what breed of chaos humanity devises, God will always love them 
for they are his children.
59. losrivas NR 0 TxO
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60. voodooc LO 28 TxO
IR/s+p/PO We interpret it as a sequel to ‘Airbag’. Airbag, from what we can
tell, is an indroduction: the author has a near-fatal accident that 
causes a revelation. Taken in that context, interpret “Paranoid 
Android” as the details of that accident.
IR/l+p/MQ In the first third, the author (recently pulled from the car wreck) in
a semi-conscious state, being taken to the hospital. “Please could 
you stop the noises. I’m trying to get some rest”, as the 
emergency team is retrieving him and moving him to the hospital.
IR/l+p/PO This revalation outlined in ‘Airbag’ is fully realized in this song.
He was the driver of a ‘fast German car’ (Airbag) -  synonymous 
with money, status, power.
IR/l+p/Q In this first third of the song, he is reacting to the ‘annoyances’ of
the emergency team in the standard money/status/power way: 
“When I am king/you will be first against the wall”. See, he’s just 
sitting there dying, and when you’re dying, all those people 
making a commotion around you are really annoying. In the 
modus operandi of a money/status/power person, you threaten 
those who annoy you.
IR/l+p/Q The next bit, “Ambition makes you look pretty ugly/Kicking
squealing gucci little piggy” could be a reaction (in the newfound 
clarity of his near-death experience) to either a) the medical staff 
helping him, or b) more likely, himself. In that ‘moment of truth’, 
you reflect upon the self.
IR/l+p/Q/PA The driver of the ‘fast German car’ (airbag) would also be the guy
with the Gucci shoes, no? And in perfect self-reflection, he would 
see himself as a ‘kicking, screaming, gucci little piggy’ -  in car- 
accident-induced pain, kicking, screaming, like a pig, but wearing 
gucci shoes.
IR/l+p/Q With those two lines, the shock of the trauma turns into the panic
of near-death; it proceeds with “You don’t remember ... Why 
don’t you remember my name?”
Anyone who’s ever been in an ER knows the staff refers to you as 
“the patient”, not by your name.
IR/l+p/Q At “Rain d o w n . t h e  painkillers kick in. The dischordant panic
of the preceding segment are abruptly replaced by a detached 
expression of sensations. Anyone who has ever been on serious 
painkillers will recognize the “Rain down... From a great height” 
feeling.
IR/l+p/Q As that drifts off, the background vocals paint out the rest of the
scene:
“That’s it sir, you’re leaving 
Goodnight, the anasthesia is kicking in.
IR/l+p/Q “The crackle of pigskin”
Pig skin is used as a treatment in severe emergency bum 
treatment. It is applied to the injured area.
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IR/l+p/Q “the dust and the screaming
the yuppies networking”
As you fade away, flashbacks about your life hit you, part of the 
near-death revalation.
IR/l+p/Q “the panic, the vomit”
Victims of sever accidents can vomit from pain.
IR/l+p/Q “God loves his children”
Something medical staff say to a patient to calm them.
IR/s+p I dunno about y’all, but I’m convinced. I’ve listened to this song
for years. This revelation came tonight, with the added input of
my girlfriend.
Appendix 15
’Beautiful' - analysis of unsolicited written responses 
Leo’s Lyrics -  529 respondents
1. April NR 3 Txl
IR/s This song makes me think of everything that has ever been said to me 
MV/p Christina has a beautiful voice
U/p she speaks for everyone
2. Anonymous NR 1 TxO
S/p I luv this song
3. Music lover_2002 2003 VL 4 TxO
S/p I love this song
Q/p you are beautiful...
RA/p + U/p no matter what you look like, what race you are 
Q/p words won’t hurt you...
4. amila LO 1 TxO
PA/p no matter who you are... no words can ever hurt you deep inside
5. fary NR 2 TxO
S/p this song! ! ! Wow, really, amazing, i love it.
S/p it’s amazing
6. Radio DJ Chick NR/SC 3 TxO
S/p WOW
CR/p I literally cried when I heard this
L/p she’s an amazing lyricist
7. Mariam Meliksetian NR 2 TxO
S/p I love this song
MR/p mades me strong and proud of myself
8. Anonymous NR 3 TxO
IR/s she goes from whore to hopeful
I/n her ambiguous ways
S/p this is a beautiful song
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9. Canadian Diva LO 3 TxO
PO/p skanked out for ‘dirrty’... redeemed herself with ‘beautiful’
ER/p I also cried when I heard this for the first time 
Q/p words can’t bring me down
10. lauren NR 2 TxO
S/p this is a beautiful (song).
PA/p Everyone is beautiful, no matter what they way... and words 
SHOULDN’T bring us down!
11. Ellie VL 9 TxO
S/p Wow
V/p I love the video
IR/1 + Q/p No matter what you look like or your life style you are beautiful 
IR/p+1 + RA/p + Q/p + U/p Homo hetero goth, trans any of those you are
beautiful
PA/p DOnt let ppl bring you down b/c of what they say.
12. dodgeums NR 2 TxO
S/p This song is great
V/p the music video is really good
13. Phil VL 10 TxO
S/p This song is great
V/p the video for the song was also great
IR/p+1 + PA/p everyone is beautiful it just matters how you see them
PC + ER/p I am 21 and a gay man but this song expresses the way I feel
V/p + IR/p those guys sat there trenching in front of everyone
IR/p+s + S/p This song is very good and it shows that love conquers all
14. CIaire420 NR 3 Txl
S/p This song is a beautiful song
ER/p It makes me feel better about myself
PO/p I love how... DIRRTY... BEAUTIFUL
15. Kateyryn VO 3 TxO
S/p Great song!
I/n + I/n Christina gained a few pounds and her hair was poodely
16. Jnhbvihjfbd NR 0 TxO
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17. Mini-me VO 4 Txl
S/p The song was really good
ER/p made me feel beautiful inside.
V/p the video showed many true things
I/p Her piercing r really cool
18. Fallen angel, risen again NR/SC 2 TxO
IR/p+1 + PA/p no matter how bad things get, you should allways smile, because 
tomoro haves a chance
19. Kristen LO/SC 5 TxO
Q/p Quotes entire lyric of song
PO/p her song Dirrty is way better than any crap Britney has put out
IR/p+1 she was talking about not being afraid of who you are or what you
do
so/p + Q/p if you’re gay then don’t be afraid to show it because you are 
beautiful
20. Asnchic NR/SC 5 Txl
I/n walking around scantily clad with your breasts ALMOST hanging
out
IR/p+s Beautiful is different to everyone so there isn’t a set definition.
I/n + I/n She does dress to provacatively... She does dress pretty hoe-ish
S/p The song is great
21. Jenny NR/SC 6 TxO
PC I’m not into pop music at all
S/p I like this song
L/p + SC Her lyrics are great
MV/p she does have an incredible voice
S/p This song is wonderful
22. Suze NR 3 TxO
PA/p She is beautiful, too
I/n Some of her clothes are a little skimpy
PA/p support her fully in ALL of her videos, INCLUDING Dirrty
23. Sexy clo NR 2 TxO
S/p dis song is brill
ER/p it reminds me of my boyfriend who i love loadz
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24. Anonymous LO 3 Txl
PC I am what some people call ugly
IR/p+s This song reminds me that there’s always hope
IR/p+1 + PA/p I’m beautiful in my own way
25. Maggie NR 2 Txl
S/p i luv this song so much! ! !
MV/p she has an amazong voice
26. Hilda NR 6 TxO
S/p This is a wonderful song
IR/p+s + RA/p + SO/P + U/p You should never judge people by their race,
religion, sex or national background 
V/p It is a good music video
27. Jordan NR 2 TxO
PC I was recently separated from the boys who made my life so complete 
ER/p I listen to this song for comfort and it provides it.
28. lorri NR 2 TxO
V/p + S/p I thought it was pretty damn good
29. Kristen NR 2 TxO
S/p I think “BEAUTIFUL” by Christina Aguilera is awesome 
V/p weird but it sends out a good message (video).
30. slumberingfear LO 6 TxO
PC I don’t like pop
ER/p started crying when I saw it on TV.
V/p This is the most beautiful music video I’ve ever seen in my life.
I/p She’s not just some corporate whore, she is her own person
IR/p+1 + PA/p + U/p And it’s so true. Everyone is beautiful, whoever they are
31. Daya S. NR 2 TxO
S/p I think this is the most beautiful song in the world.
MV/p Christina did a wonderful job
32. Coya NR 4 Txl
S/p + S/p I love this song, its real good
PC + IR/p I am so damn cute, but on the inside I’m beautiful
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33. Xfileweezerfan NR 2 TxO
IR/p+1 + S/n good message terrible song
34. Aaron Taber VO 6 TxO
IR/s + S)/p I think Christina did a great thing for the gay and
transgendered communities with Beautiful.
V/p + S)/p + V/P It’s so great to see that an artist isn’t scared of having gay
people in her video or showing gay affection 
TP I thank her from the bottom of my heart
35. Anonymous NR 1 TxO
SO/s As a fag shouldn’t that be from the heart of your bottom?
36. karlijn NR 2 TxO
PC im karlijn im 16 years old and i had a lot of problems.
ER/p this song helped me through the times i felt upset and blue.
37. Tabitha Marie “Arguellez” NR 2 Tx2
S/p this song ricks !!!!!!!
S/p The song is truely Beautiful!
38. Anonymous VO 8 Txl
PO/p she can go one minute to having a sexual side(Dirrty)...
S/p to such a deep, wonderful song(beautiful).
IR/p+1 about being beautiful on the inside AS WELL as the outside 
I/p It’s okay to dress like a goth, but not in skimpy cloths?
I/p So she shows her stomach...
RA/p + so/p We are not supposed to judge people on their skin color(race), or 
Their sexual preference(gay)
I/p Yes, some of her clothes are really tiny. So what??
39. Becka NR 3 TxO
I/p I think Christina was slightly slutty
S/p all her songs are good in my mind
IR/p+s do not judge someone who does not judge you
40. Annie NR 1 Tx2
S/p x-tina boOtiful song! :)
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41. zanyk02 NR 2 TxO
S/n This song is stupid 
S/n It is just idiotic
42. Anonymous NR 1 TxO
IR/p+1 And it wouldn’t be great if everyone who hears the song & sees the video 
made sure he’s/she’s not part of “they” C. mentions?
43. Zombiekid NR 2 Txl
PC I hate Christina
S/p This is a beautiful song
44. Anonymous NR 2 TxO
PC + ER/p personnally this song has helped me feel better about being bi and 
dealing with eating disorders.
45. mhodgeS? NR/SC 3 TxO
S/p I love this song
ER/p this song has gave me hope and a lot of self-esteem.
TP I praise Christina for writing such a beautiful song
46. reality NR/SC 4 TxO
S/p This is an amazing song, beautiful in words
ER/p It really, really touches me deep inside
PC I’m not exactly a Christina fan
V/p The videoclip shows what she wants to express in the song even clearer
47. souleq LO 5 Txl
S/p This song is really beautiful
IR/p+1 + PA/p + U/c expressing that no matter who you are, especially the
people which current horrible society dissed, you are still 
beautiful in every way.
ER/p A touching song
PC I’m never a Christina fan
48. Kurumi NR 2 TxO
S/p This song is great
V/p It’s probably one of the best MVs pop music has to offer
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49. Anonymous NR 3 TxO
PC I don’t even like Christina nor pop music
S/a + IR/a this song has a good message... even tho she is bragging about 
her beauty
50. smile4me LO 5 TxO
S/p OMG this song is the bestest song she’s ever ever had
L/p The lyrics are soo good
IR/p+s + PA/p It like says that if someone puts you down just remeber your 
beautiful
S/p THIS SONG IS THE BEST! !!!!!!!
51. smile4me NR 1 TxO
IR/p+s anonymous... you obviously didn’t understand the song if you said she 
was bragging about her beauty
52. Lil Playgirl NR 2 TxO
S/p I think this is a really great song
I/p everyone who thinks she is a slut is wrong
53. Adrienne NR 3 TxO
S/p I love this song
L/p It makes such a good point
S/p ITS AWESOME!!!!
54. cint LO 4 TxO
I/p + PA/p Christina isn’t just some whore bag, like everybody thinks after
watching the video for dirrty 
IR/p+1 + PA/p sings abotu hpw everyone on this earth is beautiful no matter 
where thay come from or what they look like
55. Klara NR 0 TxO
56. Anonymous NR/SC 4 TxO
PC I am usually not a big fan of Christina
S/p A great song
L/p This song has a great message
V/a The video wasn’t the best
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57. Stephanie NR 1 TxO
IR/P+S How do you know that the meaning you found is the real
meaning.
58. luvbostonredsox LO 5 TxO
V/p + PA/p Christina’s video shows that you are beautiful no matter how you 
look
so/a gay people get made fun of because they are different
V/p + ER/p + so/p The video made me cry because my sister is gay
59. D.T NR 4 TxO
S/p this song rocks! !
PA/p Dirrty was good too but kinda nasty
M/p this song has a good tune
L/p the lyrics have a real meaning! ! !
60. Anonymous NR 0 TxO
61. Anonymous NR 3 TxO
S/p This is the best song omg! !
L/p its so deep
V/n The video kinda ruins it
62. Anonymous NR/SC 1 Txl
S/p I think this song is beautiful.
63. Anonymous NR 1 TxO
S/p + L/p dis’ song is sooo deep and meaningful
64. Lori Daigle NR 1 TxO
S/p This song is MS fkn awsome! ! !
65. Kionie NR 5 Txl
TW I’m so glad that someone was clever enough to come up with the 1
lyrics to this song.
S/p + PR/p There hasn’t been a good song like this since TLC sang 
“Unpretty”
S/p I love these two songs so much
IR/s they tell you to think nothing less than beautiful of yourself
66. bekki NR 0 TxO
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67. Anonymous NR 2 TxO
I/p Why do you diss Christina Because she likes to dress sexy?
I/p You should judge her awesome songs and not here fasion
sense!!!!!!!!!!!!!
68. Anonymous NR/SC 2 TxO
I/p Why do you diss Christina Because she likes to dress sexy?
I/p You should judge her awesome songs and not here fasion
sense!!!!!!!!!!!!!
69. Dawn NR 1 TxO
ER/p this song has gotten me through some really hard times
70. Anonymous NR . 2 TxO
I/n Please don’t tell me you want people to take her seriously after the whole 
“Dirty” thing?
MV/n I (personally) don’t believe her voice is nice to listen to
71. BrEaNnE NR 1 Txl
S/p This Song Is “Beautiful” ! !
72. Anonymous NR 3 TxO
S/p this song is a very good
PC + S/p im not a Christina fan but i do like this song! !
73. Anonymous VL 14 TxO
S/p This song is lovely
PC im not into pop a great deal
IR/p+1 + PA/p + U/c im glad that she is trying to put out the message that 
everyone is beautiftil in their own special way
so/p + RA/p + PA/p + U/p Goth, gay, straight, hetro, supre shoppers (! ! !)..
you’re all beautiful!
I/n + PO/n I thought she became a whore when dirty came out
PO/n The clip was bloody terrible! !
AN Anorexia Nervosa is such a big problem
IR/p+s Everyone can relate to this song at some point in they’re
lives
74. Asian NR 2 TxO
S/p This song is great
MV/p Christina’s voice is amazing
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75. Alexis NR 2 TxO
I/n Christina is a slut
ER/p This song came in handy about 2 weeks ago
76. Laurie NR 3 TxO
PC I am a 34 year old female who mainly listens to underground music
S/p I respect and admire the song “Beautiful” by Christina Aguilera
MV/p She IS amazingly talented
77. Laurie NR 3 TxO
PC I am a 34 year old female who mainly listens to underground music
S/p I respect and admire the song “Beautiful” by Christina Aguilera
MV/p She IS amazingly talented
78. Anonymous NR 0 TxO
79. Casi NR 3 TxO
S/p I love this song
IR/p+s it really makes you think of everything that’s ever happened in your past. 
ER/p Helps you get through the hard times!
80. cirkusfreak NR/NC 3 Txl
S/p this is a beautiful song
V/p the video was really well done too
MV/p Christina has a lovely voice
81. Anonymous NR/NC 1 TxO
I/n shes a whore
82. Chibi LO 2 Tx3
S/p I love this song
IR/p+1 And maybe the “they” the song talks bout will get it that beautiful on the 
inside doesn’t mean u have to be beautiful on the oldside
84. Georgia NR/SC 7 TxO
S/p This song is amazing
ER/p It made me burst out into tears.
IR/p+s This is exactly how everyone should feel about everyone else
L/p The lyrics are amazing
PO/n her best song yet, and a change from the last
L/p It tells a very good lesson
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TP good work Christina
85. Krista LO 5 Tx3
S/p lives true to its name... ‘Beautiful!
ERVp this song made me really think about loving myself for who I am.
PA/p No matter that peaple think Tam beautiful.
I/p The way she dresses just shows her beautifulness and she knows it. 
IR/p+s you should follow the message in her song and think about her 
beautifulness
on the inside instead of outside!
86. Anonymous NR 1 TxO
MV/p YOU SINGING IS WICKED
87. Elly NR 2 Txl
S/p I LOVE THAT SONG! ! !
S/p I LOVE IT I LOVE ITT
88. Anonymous NR 0 TxO
89. blackace33 VL/NC 11 Txl
S/p This is an incredible song.
MV/p She sings it with passion and inspiration
MV/p She sings it like she truly cares about what the song means and
represents.
V/p + so/p If you watch the video, there are other people shown (even a gay
couple) who aren’t the most attractive 
IR/p+1 + PA/p They are still beautiful in how they represent themselves and feel 
about who they are 
I/n Christina’s provocative outfits are a bit over the top
MV/p one of the most incredible voices since Mariah or Whitney.
PC + ER/p When I first heard this song it just lifted my spirits while driving
to work.
90. Mabna NR 3 TxO
S/p “Beautiful” is just., great! !
MV/p There’s no-body-else who can sing i t , like cristina...
I/p Her new look is WOW!!., the best
91. Stacy NR 2 TxO
PC + PA/p This song makes me think of when my parents fight and that my
mom won’t get brought down
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92. Anonymous LO 8 TxO
S/p “Beautiful” is by far her most empowering,
inspiring,
intimate, strongest song on her new album.
S/p + M/p + L/p + V/p I love the song, the lyrics, the beat, and the music
video
PO/n she shouldn’t have come out with Dirrty
IR/p+1 + PA/p + U/p if she can have the open-mindedness to say that we
are all beautiful if she doesn’t know us, then why 
can’t we?
93. cirkusfreak NR/NC 0 TxO
94. -shades- NR 1 TxO
PO/n This song is definitely an improvement from her last single.
95. Mel LO/NC 4 Txl
S/p I absolutely love this song
MV/p Christina has a great voice
S/p whoever wrote it is a very good song writer
IR/p+1 make sure ur not one of “they” the song mentions... beauty is only skin 
deep... most ppl who are they r ugly on the inside! !
96. cory NR 3 TxO
S/p I love the song to death
MV/p she did great
PC im a 14/m/sc,usa and looking so email me if  you want
97. torr NR 3 TxO
S/p OMG this song is so awesome!
IR/p+s + U/p It stands up for everything and everyone
98. kimmi NR 1 TxO
S/p i personally think this is an awesome song
99. ALYSHA NR 2 TxO
S/p + PA/p this song is cool but her dirty 1 is better
100. anonomous NR 1 TxO
I/n FUCK U CHRISTINA YA DIRTY SLUTTY WHORE
Appendix 16
’Paranoid Android’ - analysis of critical written responses
1. LO 4 TxO
Jonathan Hale (1999): Radiohead - From a Great Height, Toronto: ECW Press: 147
QA It really started out as three separate songs and we didn't know what to do 
with them,' explains Thom 
IR/l+PO After being asked if the song was about the Fall of the Roman
Empire, Thom adopted this explanation, but the other band members 
have likened the lyrics of the track to those of "The Bends"
IR/1 On one level, the lyrics are absurd; on another, they're quite serious
2. LM 15 TxO
Martin Clarke (2000): Radiohead - Hysterical and Useless, London: Plexus: 118
M Its symphonic structure
M and huge diversity of rhythm and sound
M Gentle acoustic arpeggios
M+ PC and assorted clickings and shufflings initially remind the listener of
The Bends
M but that soon changes when the clashing, menacing guitars drop in and the 
song goes mental.
M complicated temp changes,
M atonal touches and flashes of dissonance further muddy the waters
IR/s but the band never get lost in self-indulgence
IR/l+QA Thom's lyrics, which he said were "actually polaroids inside my head',
are vitriolic and neurotic - 
MQ 'the crackle of pig skin, the yuppies networking/the vomit, the vomit, god 
loves his children yeah!'
IR/s They somehow manage to draw the line between pomp and pop.
S/p and the result is daringly executed.
M/p The highlight is the chilling, other-worldly 'rain down' section.
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3. LM 10 TxO
Alex Ogg (2000): Radiohead - Standing on the Edge, London: Boxtree, 147-148
IR/1 The title was inspired by Douglas Adams' creation Marvin the Paranoid 
Android, from his Hitchhiker's Guide To The Galaxy
Q+QA The song's allusion to 'kicking squealing Gucci little piggy' was based on an 
incident witnessed by Thom in a bar, when a woman, part of a bevy of coked- 
up revellers, became enraged when she had a drink spilt on her. The look in 
her eyes, according to Thom, was demonic, and the incident kept him awake 
all night.
QA Thom: "'Paranoid Android" is full of images of people that I saw in a pub the
night before we went to the studio. Most lyrics on OK Computer are actually 
Polaroids inside my head.'
PA The critics honed in on one couplet suggesting that when Thom became king,
'they' would be first against the wall.
Q Thom: 'Again, that's just a joke. It's actually the other way around - it's
actually MY opinion that is of no consequence at all.'
M The music was drawn from three separate musical sketches the band had
developed but didn't know what to do with.
QA Ed: 'With "Paranoid Android" we got bogged down. It was a six-and-a-half
minute song with three parts. How do you record that?...'
W+QAJonny closed the song with a riff he'd been unable to place elsewhere: 'It was 
something I had floating around for a while and the song needed a certain 
bum...'
4. LM 41 TxO
Mac Randall (2000): Exit Music: The Radiohead Story, London: Omnibus Press:
150-152
QA Thom says, "in three different sections at different times in differerent states
of mind, and then put together.
QA/PROur working model for it was 'Happiness Is A Warm Gun'."
QA/PRColin explained that the band had become intensely interested in 'bmtal 
editing, where you just splice bits of music together, like the Beatles on 
Magical Mystery Tour of whatever...'
IR/s the title’s nod to the malaise-striken robot Marvin in Douglas Adam’s
Hitchikers
Guide To The Galaxy
IR/s Radiohead are playing this one at least partly for laughs
S/p Yet the very audaciousness of the song is thrilling
IR/s an emotional statement that covers the range from bittemess to yeaming and,
yes, even a little paranoia.
M The opening section features Thom finger-picking away through a tricky
chord progression on acoustic guitar
M While Ed demonstrates his skill on the clave.
M the delicate rise and fall melody, which makes excellent use of Thom’s
falsetto voice
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IR/1 the first of several lyric references on the album to an all-pervading
unstoppable noise 
Q (“all the unborn chicken voices in my head”)
IR/1 a caustic swipe at certain unnamed persons meeting with the singer’s
displeasure
M some spacey guitar interpolations from Jonny
M a deliciously busy Colin bassline
M some Fender Rhodes chord stabs
M the whole band abruptly crashing in at full volume
M the first section employs an odd number of measures
M the second is partly in 7/8 time
QA Jonny denies that this was the product of conscious thought. " I think our
ears are naturally bored with fours, "he says.
QA In a 1997 interview with Q, Thom revealed that the "kicking screaming Gucci
like piggy" mentioned in the second part of the song was a real person, a 
woman that he'd seen in an L.A. bar who erupted in fury when someone 
accidentally spilled a drink on her. "There was a look in this woman's eyes 
that I'd never seen before anywhere," he said.
M After the growing frenzy of the second section
M the noise subsides
M we’re transported to a slow, brooding, almost classical succession of
descending chords 
M backing wordless, cathedral-sized harmonies.
M Thom sings, in his most plaintive voice
IR/1 An wish for cleansing (or further humiliation) that’s repeated several times
M before a clever countermelody emerges
PA There are words to go along with that too, some twisted conflation of
yuppies, pigskin and vomit 
IR/1 concluding with a statement that drips sarcasm
Q “God loves his children, yeah!”
W+QA"To my ears," says Jonny, who wrote the music to this third part, "['Paranoid 
Android'] is a very tense song, until the slow section, which it needs to have. 
Otherwise it would just be unlistenable."
M The second section’s central metalloid riff
PR which, if slowed down, might have made it onto a Black Sabbath album
M Back at peak loudness, the band rips into the last few seconds
M coaxing some nasty, unhinged playing from Jonny
PC who’s very much in the ‘Just’ bag here
PC The song ends like ‘Just’ as well
IR/m All of a sudden, as if everyone’s plug had been maliciously yanked out of the 
wall
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5. LM 43 TxO
James Doherty (2002): Radiohead - Karma Police: the stories behind every song, 
London: Carlton Books: 62-3
IR/s it’s an emotionally volatile, musically supple, multi-part epic 
PR/p in the tradition of The Beatles’ “A Day In The Life”
PR/p Queen’s “Bohemian Rhapsody”
PR/p and Led Zeppelin’s “Stairway To Heaven”
PO/a The closest ancestors in Radiohead’s previous output are the also multi­
sectional “road diary” of “The Bends 
PO/a and the electric effervescence of “Just”
S/p neither has the “Paranoid Android” persuasive grandeur.
IR/s the genesis of "Paranoid Android" really lies in the band simply wanting to
have more fun with something they already enjoyed doing.
PR/a Thom walked into rehearsal one day and suggested the band write a song 
along the lines of the Beaties' "Happiness is a Warm Gun"
W+QAThom told Q magazine that he had an encounter in an LA bar which
determined the song's lyrical direction, and in particular spawned the "kicking 
screaming Gucci little piggy" line. He was somebody spill a drink over a 
woman: "She turned into this fiend. There was a look in her eyes that I'd 
never seen before..."
QA Thom was more direct to Time Out: " 'Paranoid Android' is about the dullest 
fucking people in earth."
IR/s In suitably cynical spirit, the title given to the song refers to "Marvin", the
tiresome, self-righteous and depressive robot from Douglas Adams' 
Hitchhiker's Guide To The Galaxy.
QA "If you think it's a long song now, you should have heard it then," Ed O'Brien
told Followmearound.com. "It was eight to ten minutes longer, and when we 
started playing it live, it was completely hilarious.
PR "Paranoid Android" is more complex than "Bohemian Rhapsody" or
" Stairway to Heaven"...
IR/m "Paranoid Android" starts and ends at the same tempo with similar material 
and has a slower chorale in the middle 
PR+IR/m "Paranoid Android" is in some ways more along the A-B-A model of
"A Day In The Life" or even more classical sonata form, in that the 
first A section further contains various "nested" subsections: real and 
transformed repetitions, developed bridge passages etc.
M/p+PO/a It's a very clever piece of work, reminiscent on a grand scale of the
way the band invigorate the deceptively simple "Lucky".
IR/l+p A The basic premise of the song is an alternately oblique and cruelly
specific condemnation of the loathsome, coke-snorting little 
piggy/yuppies mentioned in the song's mid-sections.
IR/l+p A Thom's pained reference at the start to the "unborn chicken voices in
my head" is very reminiscent of his general comments about OK 
Computer previously quoted in the "Airbag" section.
IR/m The Latin rhythmic feel of the opening and closing sections is also interesting 
as it's hardly a Radiohead staple.
M Thom's delicate acoustic intro
M Ed's virtuoso clave playing
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M+PR Jonny's space guitar and the Dark Side Of The Moon "Tm not frightened of 
dying"-style mumblings are also worth an aural photo.
M+Q Moving onto the pejorative "Gucci little piggy" sub-section we have a nifty 
and unsettling change of metre 
M ominous 50s guitar pickings 
M and tasteful Fender Rhodes
M+IR/m before the first strummed tremolo/Brian May guitar maelstrom 
heralds Thom picking up his executioner's axe 
M There's a lovely harmonic change from the major to minor here 
IR/l+Q Lyrically, it's not entirely clear what happens here but one gets the impression 
that after Thom's heartfelt, "Rain down" calls for cleansing, he sensibly 
decides to kick pork butt and the piggies 
PR (a reference perhaps to Lennon's "White" album swine) finally get their 
comeuppance
Q "That's it sir, you're leaving, the crackle of pig skin, the dust and the 
screaming... God loves his children".
M After the tension of the first section this "chorale" is a welcome relief 
M+PO The pressure cooker lid goes well and truly back on though for the wildly 
filtered (an aural link to "Airbag") closing guitar reprise which winds 
everything up nicely in more ways than one,
IR/m before pulling the plug.
6. LM 17 TxO
Mark Paytress (2005): Radiohead - the Complete Guide to their Music, London:
Ominbus Press: 38-39
M the song's constantly shifting structure
M quicksilver dynamics
M and intermittent eruptions of sound
M+PR while The Beaties' 'Happiness Is A Warm Gun' (from the White Album) is
widelt acknowledged as the inspiration for the song's labyrinthine, three-part 
format
PR 'Paranoid Android' could just as easily be regarded as a younger, more
compact cousin to VDGG's 20-minute epic, 'A Plague Of Lighthouse- 
Keepers'.
PR Many other names have been dropped into the inspirational mix at various
times, including Queen's 'Bohemian Rhapsody'
IR/s Remarkably the song, titled after Marvin The Paranoid Android, the boorish 
robot in Douglas Adams' Hitchhiker's Guide To The Galaxy
IR/l+Q "Basically it's just about chaos, chaos, utter fucking chaos," explained Yorke, 
playing down the barely concealed aggression and misanthropy in his lyric.
Q The most cited evidence of that, the reference to the "kicking, squealing
Gucci little piggy",
QA came to Yorke in a bar in Los Angeles, as he wryly observed a bunch of
coke-fuelled smart-asses going about their business... haunted by the what 
he'd witnessed, worst of all the look in one woman's eye after someone had 
spilled a drink on her.
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IR/I+Q The spectacle inspired some positively Robespierre-like fantasies ("When I 
am king you will be first against the wall"
Q "Off with his head").
IR/l+Q before his lone-wolf lyric veers off to invoke some natural catastrophe, 
closing with a deliciously ironic "God loves his children, yeah!"
7. LM 25 TxO
Available: http://dusk411.ioeuser.com/article/78012/Music Review Radiohead
Paranoid Android, [Accessed 01 February 2008]
IR/1 Thom Yorke resists becoming the bored, greedy surburbanite in the stinging 
"Paranoid Android."
IR/m A contemplative guitar opens the single.
IR/1 Yorke asks his neighbor to stop mowing the lawn. His mind has been buzzing
with fearful thoughts.
PA He thinks he hears something and inquires as to what it is.
PA A low voice says in the background that while he may be unsettled,
IR/l+Q he has not lost himself to capitalism. ("Please could you stop the noise. I'm
trying to get some rest/From all the unborn chicken voices in my head/What's 
that...? (I may be paranoid, but not an android)
What's that...? (I may be paranoid, but not an android.")
IR/1 He can't stand people who have left themselves become bean counters.
IR/l+Q It's those "androids" he will have destroyed if he ran the country. Their
opinions are like everybody else's which in the end, don't matter. ("When I 
am king, you will be first against the wall/With your opinion which is of no 
consequence at all/What's that...? (I may be paranoid, but no android/What's 
that...? (I may be paranoid, but no android.")
IR/m The guitar strums with some quiet rage for nearly a minute or so.
IR/1 He sees an old friend who is now rich and stepped on many toes to have 
money. He dresses in Gucci and overindulges in expensive possessions.
IR/l+p A The person pretends to not know him, causing Yorke to go into a rage.
The guitars seethe in response. ("Ambition makes you look pretty 
ugly/Kicking and squealing gucci little piggy/You don't 
remember/You don't remember/Why don't you remember my 
name?/Off with his head, man/Off with his head, man/Why don't you 
remember my name?/I guess he does.")
IR/m+Q A storming guitar solo follows. It then segues into a unsteady calm as
Yorke cries "ahhh."
IR/l+Q He collapses, pleading for his sanity. ("Rain down, rain down/Come
on rain down on me/
From a great height/From a great height... height/Rain down, rain 
down/Come on rain down on me/From a great height/From a great 
height... height/Rain down, rain down/Come on rain down on me...")
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IR/l+Q The low voice returns, telling Yorke he must become an android now.
He will play football like the other clean-cut neighborhood boys. He 
will attend lunches with young professionals to get an edge. He will 
deal with nothing but stress. Ifs all for his own good. ("That's it, sir 
You're leaving/The crackle of pigskin/The dust and the screaming/The 
yuppies networking/
The panic, the vomit/The panic, the vomit/God loves his children,
God loves his children, yeah! ")
IR/m The guitars come back but are frantic and scattered, as though they are
figuring out what to do.
IR/s The multi-faceted "Paranoid Android" has aspects of 1984 in it,
particulary as he is taken away at the end.
IR/1 It's as though for years he hid as a regular person, faking to be an
"android" to get through life.
IR/s The fear truly does set in until the end, though. However, Yorke has
been on edge since the beginning of the single.
IR/1 Accomplished and intelligent "Paranoid Android" effectively
addresses the issue people being complacent about their role as drones 
in the workplace and in society.
Appendix 17
’Beautiful’ - analysis of critical written responses
1. NC/LM 4 TxO
Available:
http://www.stylusmagazine.com/reviews/christinaaguilera/stripped.htm 
[sourced 01 February 2008]
IR/1 Mining the same sort of territory that many pop singers face (the crush of 
celebrity and the trials that go with it),
IR/s the song is a typical ballad that actually tastefully reins in Aguilera’s 
frequent vocal acrobatics.
IR/1 The song, lyrically, also explores the main theme of the record, being 
stripped bare in front of the public,
PO far better than “Dirrty”
2. SC/LO 5 TxO
Available: http://www.ukmix.org/reviews/release.php?release_id=1614 
[sourced 01 February 2008]
S/p Christina is one of the hottest girls in music at the moment, and when she 
keeps releasing songs as good as this, ifs easy to see why.
PO/p "Beautiful" could not be any more different to "Dirrty" if it tried.
S/p This ballad is quite simply beautiful,
IR/1 and sounds like a response to all the press who criticise her constantly.
MV/p Her vocals have matured since her debut album, and they excel in this
song.
3. NC/LM 3 TxO
Available: http://www.musicloversgroup.com/christina-aguilera-beautiful-video- 
and-lyrics/ [sourced 01 February 2008]
W+M/a “Beautiful” is a song written and produced by Linda Perry,
recorded for American pop singer Christina Aguilera’s second studio 
album. Stripped (2002). It is a cello-driven, classically-flavored ballad 
IR/1 in which its protagonist deals with hurtful statements made against her 
that cause her to feel insecure and have low self-esteem.
IR/1 She does not let other people’s negativity get the best of her.
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4. NC/VO 3 TxO
Available: http://www.nme.com/reviews/christina-aguilera/6997
[sourced 20 June 2008]
V/p In two videos, Christina Aguilera and Tatu have done more to combat the 
effects of Section 28 than an entire Labour government has managed in 
six years. Just as ‘All The Things She Said’ brought teenage lesbianism 
to daytime TV (on cable, at least), so the ‘Beautiful’ video gives us a 
melancholy drag queen and a pair of snogging boys.
S/a+W Unfortunately, ‘Beautiful’ is a somewhat whiffy power ballad written by
[a] [/a] cohort Linda Perry that bears a distinct resemblance to Elton 
John’s ‘Don’t Let The Sun Go Down On Me’.
L/p Nevertheless, good attitude.
5. SC/LM 13 TxO
Available: http://www.viewpoints.eom/Christina-Aguilera-Beautiful-Single-
Stripped-review-5al22 [sourced 01 February 2008]
S/p Bottom-Line: A  career defining song.
MV/p Whatever else can be said about Christina Aguilera, no one can dispute
the beauty of her remarkable voice and its power to transform. Such is 
the case with December 2002 record Beautiful, the second release from 
Aguilera's critically acclaimed sophomore album. Stripped (2002). 
Written by long-time Aguilera lyricists Linda Perry, Beautiful is a 
statement about the inner beauty in all of us, no matter our outward 
appearance and labels society seems determined to brand us with.
S/p Beautiful is a beautifully written and performed ballad,
PR and is a complete 180 degree turn from the aforementioned Dirrty, and
highlights the complexity of Christina Aguilera.
IR/1 The song is as much an anthem about her as it is about all of us and the 
popularity of the ballad was
U/p and is its universal message of acceptance and self-love.
M/p The song begins with an eloquent piano introduction
Q as Aguilera whispers ^'Don 7 look at me. "
MV/p From here on out Christina delivers a soul searing performance that time 
cannot diminish.
MV/p Her trademark voice makes love to each word daring you not to feel what 
she's feeling.
IR/s All of us not matter our station in life can relate because we are human, a 
bundle of emotions and outward facing connections.
IR/1 We all suffer from self-doubt, and word do hurt despite our best efforts to 
tune them out.
IR/1 What defines us as survivors is our ability to keep love of self above the
fray and persevere; that is the message of Beautiful, as sung with much
heart and soul by Ms. Aguilera.
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6. SC/LM 5 TxO
Available: http://www.newyorker.eom/archive/2006/09/04/060904crmu_music
[sourced 01 February 2008]
IR/l+W Perry’s most significant contribution was “Beautiful,” a bam
burner for everyone who has ever felt less than cute on a Friday 
night.
Q “I am beautiful, no matter what they say—words can’t bring me
down,” goes the choms.
M/p The way Aguilera hits the last five words—which Perry wrote as
a descending line, momentarily slowing the rhythm, in a motion 
that pulls against the lyric’s prideful claim—produced her 
“Rocky” moment.
IR/1 You know she’s going to raise her fists and jump when she
reaches the top of the steps, but you get goose bumps anyway.
7. NC/LM 10 TxO
Available: http://uk.launch.yahoo.eom/l reviews s/28410.html 
[sourced 07 April 2004]
PO She paraded around the charts in those 'Dirrrty' leather chaps. But
ifs all change in camp-Aguilera.
S/p For a singer who has based much of her career on a carefully
constmcted image, 'Beautiful' marks a massive, but successful 
change of direction.
W The track - written by Pink hitmaker Linda Perry
IR/1 Is an anthem for inner beauty
IR/1 Ifs about looking beyond appearance and celebrating what's
within.
M/p In keeping with the lyrics, the music is stripped of needless fiuss
MV/p Christina's voice more than capable of carrying the song
M next to the simple plod of the piano
M and a light splattering of strings
MV/p one thing's for sure - the girl can sing
Appendix 18
'Paranoid Android’ - list of critical musical responses 
Name of artist dd.mm.yy
Apathy:
Entry for ‘XFM School Bands’, UK 00.12.04
Benevento/Russo:
Paradise Rock Club, Boston MA, USA 09.04.03
The Patio, Indianapolis IN, USA 23.05.03
Adirondack Mountain Music Festival,
Lyonsdale, NY, USA 01.06.03
The Dame, Lexington KY, USA 17.06.03
HSMF Vaudeville Tent, Quincy CA, USA 03.07.03
Rocks Off Boat Cruise, NY, USA 29.08.03
Harper’s Ferry, Allston, MA, USA 11.09.03
Lincoln Theatre, Raleigh NC, USA 12.11.03
The Blind Pig, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA 12.02.04
Knitting Factory, Hollywood CA, USA 10.03.04
Fallstaff s, Skidmore College,
Saratoga Springs, NY, USA 29.10.04
Pepper Jacks Café. Hamilton ON, USA 03.12.04
Endless Summer Lounge, Jamcruise, USA 08.01.05
The Pour House, Raleigh NC, USA 12.01.05
Castaways, Ithaca, NY, USA 02.03.05
The Funkbox, Baltimore MD, USA 08.03.05
Fire Stage, Joshua Tree Music Festival, USA 15.05.05
Artvoice Street Festival (Main Stage), Buffalo, NY, USA 26.06.05
Shoreline Festival, Rollo Bay, P.E.I., USA 09.07.05
Mississippi Nights, Saint Louis MO, USA 28.07.05
Memorial Union Terrace, Madison, WI, USA 29.07.05
Tammany Hall, Worcester, MA, USA 31.08.05
The Orange Peel, Asheville NC, USA 11.11.05
The Neighborhood Theatre, Charlotte, NC 12.11.05
Mezzanotte Lounge, Syracuse NY, USA 30.11.05
Blue Cats, Knoxville, TN 19.10.06
Stone Church, Newmarket, NH, USA 07.12.06
School of Rock Festival, Asbury Park, NJ, USA 23.07.07
8X10, Baltimore MD, USA 15.02.08
High Noon Saloon, Madison, WI, USA 12.03.08
Mexicain Blues, Teaneck NJ, USA 27.03.08
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Brad Mehldau (solo):
North Sea Jazz Festival 14.07.99
Stravinski Auditorium, Montreux 20.07.00
Studio recording (with full band) - Largo 00.00.02
Sumida Triphony Hall, Tokyo (official live recording) 15.02.04
Historical Society, Chicago 26.10.04
Wigmore Hall, London, UK 17.11.04
Copenhagen Jazz Festival 10.07.05
Christopher O’Riley (solo):
unknown location 00.00.05
Studio recording -  hold me to this: Christopher O ’Riley
plays Radiohead 00.00.05
Easy Star All Stars:
Studio recording - Radiodread 00.00.06
Allgood Festival, Masontown WI, USA 13.07.06
The Fuzz:
Common Grounds Coffee House,
East Lansing, Michigan USA 25.10.02
Hydrophonic:
Bell’s Brewery, Kalamazoo, MI, USA 28.10.04
Liquid Jungle:
The Brandyhouse, Atlanta GA, USA 22.04.05
The Mantras:
Spring Fling, Moncure, NC, USA 17.05.08
Moe:
Thomas Wolfe Auditorium, Asheville, NC, USA 30.12.05
The Orpheum, Boston, MA, USA 19.01.06
Jillian’s, Louisville KY, USA 25.01.06
Michagan Theatre, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA 01.02.06
Ovens Auditorium, Charlotte, NC, USA 02.03.06
Highline Ballroom, NY, USA 06.05.06
Three Sisters Park, Chillicothe, IL, USA 26.05.06
Rumsey Playfield, Central Park, NY, USA 13.06.06
Town Ballroom, Buffolo, NY 12.10.06
Starland Ballroom, Sayreville NJ, USA 21.10.06
Taft Theatre, Cincinnati, OH, USA 03.02.07
10,000 Lakes Festival, Detroit Lakes, MN, USA 20.07.07
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Jason Mraz:
Twigs, University Heights, San Diego, CA, USA 08.10.06
Paradigm:
Bluegrass Brewing Company, Louisville, KY, USA 27.10.06
Phantom Planet:
The Roxy, Hollywood, CA USA 28.05.07
Revisor:
15 North, West Chester, PA, USA 29.10.02
Rock 4:
Studio demo 00.00.00
unknown venue, Europe -  Crazy English Summer 00.00.03
Rodeohead:
Studio recording -  The Bluegrass Tribute To Radiohead 00.00.04
The Section (string quartet):
Studio recording -  Strung out on OK Computer 00.00.01
Sia:
Studio recording -  Exit Music: songs with radio heads 00.00.06
Mitchell Sigman:
Studio recording -  plastic mutations: the electronic
tribute to radiohead 00.00.01
Tenacious D:
Brixton Academy, London, UK 03.11.02
UMass Marching Band:
Studio recording 00.00.06
Appendix 19
’Beautiful’ - list of critical musical responses
Name of artist dd.mm.yy
Brett Anderson:
Home recording, only available on Youtube 00.00.07
Ed Barzelay:
Indie Coffee, Madison, WI, USA (solo acoustic) 26.10.05
Bratz:
Studio recording - Forever Diamondz 00.00.06
Clem Snide:
Studio recording - A Beautiful EP 00.00.03
Elvis Costello:
Studio recording, only available on House' (FOX network) 00.00.07
Guns’n’Roses:
Rock'n'Rio, Lisbon, Portugal 24.04.06
Jet Lag:
Studio recording - 3 Singles 00.00.03
Alex Parks:
Fame Academy studios, London 27.09.03
Fame Academy studios, London 04.10.03
Studio recording - Introduction 00.00.03
Pocket Symphonies:
Studio recording - Echo Park 00.00.06
Appendix 20
’Paranoid Android’ - specific references from written responses
(a) from unsolicited listener responses
Specific lyric references/quotes: 
she was gucci little piggy
in car-accident-induced pain, kicking, screaming, like a pig, but wearing gucci 
shoes. /
[quotes entire lyric]
“stop the noise, i’m trying to get some rest”, “
“when I am king, you will be first against the wall”
“whay don’t you remember my name?!”
“ambition make you look pretty ugly/kicking squealing gucci little piggy”
“the yuppies networking”.
“God loves his children yeah..”
(. .when i am king, you will be fast against the w all...),
If you listen very closely in the chorus, someone is saying “something 
something something Paranoid Android.” 
firstly it is saying “i may be paranoid but am no android” or similar...
“The panic, the vomit 
The panic, the vomit 
God loves his children 
God loves his children, yeah”
ambition makes u look pretty ugly, kicking screaming gucci little piggy!
“first against the wall”
“first against the wall”
“kickin, screamin gucci little piggy”- 
(I am paranoid, but not an android) 
a kicking, squealing gucci little piggie.
(You don’t remember, you don’t remember, why don’t you remember my 
nameOff with his head man, off with his head man Why don’t you remember me 
name?),
(That’s it sir, you’re leaving)
(the crackle of pig skin)
(the dust and the screaming)
(The yuppies networking)
(the panic, the vomit)
(God loves his children)
“can you please stop the noise i’m trying to get some rest from all the unborn 
chicken voices in my head.”
“That’s it sir, you’re leaving the crackle of pigskin the dust and the screaming the 
yuppies networking the panic the vomit”
(when I am king...)
“God loves his children”
“reign down, reign down, come on reign down on me”?
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(the panic, the vomit)
kicking squealing Gucci little piggy
“Ambition makes you look pretty ugly/Kicking squealing gucci little piggy”
“That’s it sir, you’re leaving/the crackle of pig skin/ the dust and the 
screaming/The yuppies networking/the panic, the vomit”
“against the wall”
“I guess he does”) “You don’t remember...”
“When I am King, you will be first against the wall;”
“You Don’t Remember! You don’t remember my name! Off with his head man! 
Off with his head man !”
“Please could you stop the noises. I’m trying to get some rest”,
“When I am king/you will be first against the wall”.
“Ambition makes you look pretty ugly/Kicking squealing gucci little piggy” 
‘kicking, screaming, gucci little piggy’
“You don’t remember ... Why don’t you remember my name?”
“Rain down...”
“Rain down... From a great height”
“That’s it sir, you’re leaving 
“The crackle of pigskin”
“the dust and the screaming the yuppies networking”
“the panic, the vomit”
“God loves his children”
Specific musical references:
That guitar solo @ 3:10 is the best ever! =D
(b) from critical responses
Specific Ivric references:
'the crackle of pig skin, the yuppies networking/the vomit, the vomit, god loves 
his children yeah!'
'kicking squealing Gucci little piggy'
The critics honed in on one couplet suggesting that when Thom became king, 
'they' would be first against the wall.
(“all the unborn chicken voices in my head”)
There are words to go along with that too, some twisted conflation of yuppies,
pigskin and vomit
"God loves his children, yeah!”
"unborn chicken voices in my head"
"Gucci little piggy"
"Rain down"
"kicking, squealing Gucci little piggy",
"When I am king you will be first against the wall"
"Off with his head").
"God loves his children, yeah! "
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"Please could you stop the noise, I'm trying to get some rest/From all the unborn 
chicken voices in my head/What's that...? (I may be paranoid, but not an android) 
I may be paranoid, but not an android.")
When I am king, you will be first against the wall/With your opinion which is of 
no consequence at all/What's that...? (I may be paranoid, but no android/What's 
that...? (I may be paranoid, but no android.")
"Ambition makes you look pretty ugly/Kicking and squealing gucci little 
piggy/You don't remember/You don't remember/Why don't you remember my 
name?/Off with his head, man/Off with his head, man/Why don't you remember 
my name?/I guess he does.")
Rain down, rain down/Come on rain down on me/
From a great height/From a great height... height/Rain down, rain down/Come on 
rain down on me/From a great height/From a great height... height/Rain down, 
rain down/Come on rain down on me...")
That's it, sir
You're leaving/The crackle of pigskin/The dust and the screaming/The yuppies 
networking/
The panic, the vomit/The panic, the vomit/God loves his children, God loves his 
children, yeah!")
Specific music event-related references:
Gentle acoustic arpeggios [Introduction]
The opening section features Thom finger-picking away through a tricky chord 
progression on acoustic guitar
Jonny closed the song with a riff he'd been unable to place elsewhere: 'It was 
something I had floating around for a while and the song needed a certain 
bum...'
the delicate rise and fall melody, which makes excellent use of Thom’s falsetto 
voice
a deliciously busy Colin bassline [Interlude sections] 
some Fender Rhodes chord stabs [Interlude sections] 
the whole band abmptly crashing in at full volume 
the second is partly in 7/8 time
we’re transported to a slow, brooding, almost classical succession of descending 
chords
backing wordless, cathedral-sized harmonies.
Thom sings, in his most plaintive voice 
before a clever countermelody emerges 
The second section’s central metalloid riff [Break sections]
All of a sudden, as if everyone’s plug had been maliciously yanked out of the 
wall [at end of recording]
The Latin rhythmic feel of the opening and closing sections
Thom's delicate acoustic intro
Ed's virtuoso clave playing [Introduction]
Jonny's space guitar and the Dark Side Of The Moon "I'm not frightened of 
dying"-style mumblings are also worth an aural photo.
Moving onto the pejorative "Gucci little piggy" sub-section we have a nifty and
unsettling change of metre
and tastefiil Fender Rhodes [Interlude]
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There's a lovely harmonic change from the major to minor here [Refrain 
sections]
before pulling the plug, (end of recording) 
intermittent eruptions of sound [Break 3 and Break 4]
A contemplative guitar opens the single.
A storming guitar solo follows [break 4]
Appendix 21
’Beautiful’ - specific references from written responses
(a) from unsolicited listener responses
Specific lyric references:
you are beautiful... words won’t hurt you...
no matter who you are... no words can ever hurt you deep inside
I’m beautiful in my own way
I am so damn cute, but on the inside I’m beautiful
no matter who you are, especially the people which current horrible society 
dissed, you are still beautiful in every way.
It like says that if someone puts you down just remeber your beautiful 
Everyone is beautiful, no matter what they way... and words SHOULDN’T 
bring us down!
everyone is beautiful in their own special way
And maybe the “they” the song talks bout will get it that beautiful on the inside 
doesn’t mean u have to be beautiful on the oldside 
No matter that peaple think I am beautiful.
words can’t bring me down
Specific musical references:
none
(b) from critical written responses
Specific Ivric references:
as Aguilera whispers "Don't look at me"
"I am beautiful, no matter what they say-words can't bring us down"
Specific musical references:
The song begins with an eloquent piano introduction 
as Aguilera whispers "Don't look at me" 
next to the simple plod of the piano
Appendix 22
’Paranoid Android’ - analysis of unsolicited musical responses
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Youtube name: aamcaa
Introduction:
1.
2.
3.
4.
R-N
R-I
R
R R
5. R R
6. R-IT M-IT R-IT
7. R-IT M-IT T-IT
8. R-I M-I
9. R R
10. R-IT M-IT T-IT
V erse 1:
11.
12.
R-I
R R
13. R R
14. R-IT M-IT T-NT
15. R M
16. R-IT M-IT T-IT
17. R -N M -N T-N
18. R-I M -AM
19. R-IT M-IT T-IT
20. R-I M-I
B ridge 1: 
21.
22.
R-I
R R R
23. R-I M-I
24. R-IT M-IT R-IT
25. R M T
26. R-I M-I R-I
27. R T
28. R-I M-I
29. R T
30. R -N M -N
31. R-I M -SU (30)
32. R-N M -N
V erse 2:
33.
34.
R-I
R R R
35. R-IT M-IT R-IT
36. R-I M-I
37. R-AE M -AE
38. R-I M -A
B ridge 2:
39.
40.
R -I
R R R
41. R-IT M-IT R-IT
42. R-I M -A
43. R-I M -SU (26)
B reak  1:
44.
45.
R-I
R R R
46.
47.
M
R-IT M-IT
48. R-I M-I
49. R-I M-I
Interlude 1:
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
R-I
R
R-I
R-IM
R
R-I
R-IT
M-IT
T-NT
M-IT
M-I
M-IT
M-IT
R
M-S
T-IM
M-I
M-IT T-IT
B reak  2:
57. R-I
58. R M
59. R T .
60. R-I M-I
61. M T
62. R T
63. R-I M-I
Interlude 2:
64. R-I
65. R-IT T-NT
66. R
67. R-I M -S
68. R-I M-I
69. R-I M-I
B reak  3:
70. R-IT M-IT
71. T-I
72. R-A M-S
73. R-I T-I
74. R-I M-I
75. R-I M-I
76. R-I M-I
77. M
78. R-I
79. R-I M-I
80. R-I M-I
Interlude 3:
81. R-I T-I
82. R-IT T-IT
83. M -A
84. R
85. R-I M -AE
86. R-I M-I
87. R-IT M-IT
88. R M
B reak  4:
89. R-IT M-IT
90. T-I
91. R-I M-I
92. R M
93. R-I M-I
94. R-I M -AE
95. R-I T-I
96. R-AE M -AE
97. R-A
Interlude 4:
98. R-IT T-IT
99. R
100. R-A M-S
lOI. R-I M-I
102. R-I M-I
103. R-I M-I
104. R-I M-I
105. R-IT M-IT
106. R-I
107. R-I T-A
108. T-I
R efrain  1 ;
109. R M
no. R M
III. R-I M-A
112. R-A T-A
113. R-IT T-IT
114. R M
No: 1
T-N
T-N
T-I
T-I
V-IT
T
T-IT
T-I
T
T-I
V-IT
T-I
T-I
T-I
T-IT
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R efrain  2:
115. R-IT T-A
116. R M
117. N /A -I M ain  V ocal:
118. R M
119. R-A T-A V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R-I M-I T-I
121. R M 2. P-I
3. R-I M-I T-I
R efrain  3: 4. P-I
122. R-IT T-IT 5. P-I
123. T-I
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R-I M-I T-N
126. R M 7. R-I M-I T-N
127. R-A T-A
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R-I
9. T-N
M-I
R efrain  4: 10. T-I
130. R-A V -A 11. P-N
131. R M V 12. P-I
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2;
134. R-IT T-NT V-NT 13. R-I M-I T-N
135. M-IT T-IT 14. R-I M-I T-N
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1:
15. T-N M -N T-N
B reak  5:
138. T-I T-I B reak  2:
139. R-I 16. R-I M-I
140. R M V 17. T-N
141. R-I M-I T-I 18. P-I
142. R M T 19. P-N
143. R-I M-I T-N 20. T-N
144. R-I M -A
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R -A 21. T-N M -N T-N
147. R T
B reak  3:
In terlude 5: 22. R-N T-A
148. R-IT T-IT V-IT 23. R-I M-I T-I
149. R T 24. M -N T-N
150. R-I M-I
151. R-I T-I R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R-I M-I T-I
153. R-I M-I T-N 26. P-N
27. P-N
B reak  6: 28. P-I
154. R-IT M-IT T-NT V-IT 29. P-I
155. T-I 30. P-I
156. R-I M-I T-I
157. R-I M-I T-N R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R-I M-I T-I
159. T 32. P-N
160. R-N 33. P-N
161. R T 34. M -N
162. R-N 35. P-I
163. R M T 36. P-I
37, P-I
Interlude 6:
164. R-IT T-NT V-IT R efrain  4:
165. T-I 38. R-I M-I T-I
166. R-I M -S 39. R-I M-I T-I
167. R-I T-I 40. M-I T-I
168. R-I M-I T-I 41. T-N
169. R M T
170. R-I M-I T-I
171. R M
172. R-I M -A T-N
V-N
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Youtube name: abyface No: 2
B reak  2: O M ITTE D
Introduction: 57. R
1. R 58. R M
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R M T
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R-I M-I R-I M-I 63. R M T
7. R-I M-I T-I
8. R M Interlude 2: O M ITTE D
9. R R 64. R
10. R-I M-I T-I 65. R T
66. R
V erse 1: 67. R M
11. R 68. R M
12. R R 69. R M
13. R R
14. R-I M-I T-I B r e a k s :  O M ITTE D
15. R M 70. R M
16. R , M T 71. T
17. R M T 72. R M T
18. R M 73. R T T
19. R M T T 74. R M
20. R M 75. R M
76. R M
B ridge 1 77. M
21. R 78. R
22. R R R 79. R M
23. R M 80. R M
24. R-I M-I R-A M-I
25. R M T Interlude 3: O M ITTE D
26. R M R M 81. R T
27. R T 82. R T
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R
30. R M 85. R M
31. R M 86. R M
32. R-NT M -NT 87. R M V
88. R M T
V erse 2: O M IT T E D
33. R B reak  4: O M ITTE D
34. R R R 89. R . M T
35. R M R M 90. T
36. R M 91. R M T
37. R M 92. R M T
38. R M 93. R M
94. R M T
B ridge 2 : O M IT T E D 95. R T
39. R 96. R M
40. R R R 97. R
41. R M R M
42. R M Interlude 4:
43. R M 98. R T V
99. R
B reak  1: 100. R M101. R M T
44. R 102. R M T
45. R R R 103. R M T
46. M 104. R M
47. R-I M-I 105. R M T
48. R M 106. R
49. R M 107. R-IT T-NT
108. T
Interlude 1:
50. R R efrain  1:
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R M
53. R-A T-I 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R M 113. R-I T-1
56. R-I M-I T-1 114. R M
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R efrain  2: O M ITTE D
115. R T
116. R M M ain  V ocal: A L L  O M ITT E D
117. N /A
118. R M V erse 1:
119. R T I. R M  T
120. R M 2. P
121. R M 3. R M  T
4. P
R efrain  3: O M ITTE D 5. P
122. R T
123. T B ridge 1:
124. R M 6. R M  T
125. R M 7. R M  T
126. R M
127. R T V erse 2:
128. R M 8. R M
129. R M 9. T
10. T
R efrain  4: 11. P
130. R V 12. P
131. R M V
132. R M V B ridge 2:
133. R M V 13. R M  T
134. R T V 14. R M  T
135. M-I T-N
136. R-I M-I V-I Interlude 1:
137. R M V 15. T M  T
B reak  5 O M IT T E D B reak  2:
138. T T 16. R M
139. R 17. T
140. R M V 18. P
141. R M T 19. P
142. R M T 20. T
143. R M T
144. R M Interlude 2:
145. T 21. T M  T
146. R
147. R T B reak  3:
22. R T
Interlude 5: O M ITTE D 23. R M  T
148. R T V 24. M T
149. R T
150. R M R efrain  2:
151. R T 25. R M  T
152. . R M 26. P
153. R M T 27. P
28. P
B reak  6 O M ITTE D 29. P
154. R M T V 30. P
155. T
156. R M T R efrain  3:
157. R M T 31. R M  T
158. T 32. P
159. T 33. P
160. R 34. M
161. R T 35. P
162. R 36. P
163. R M T 37, P
Interlude 6: O M ITTE D R efrain  4:
164. R T V 38. R M T
165. T 39. R M T
166. R M 40. M T
167. R T 41. T
168. R M T
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
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Youtube name: AdeOvision No: 3
B reak  2:
Introduction: O M ITTE D 57. R
1. R 58. R-IT M -AT
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R-I M-I T-A
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R M R M 63. R-I M-I T-A
7. R M T
8. R M Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R
10. R M T 65.
66.
R
R
T
V erse 1: 67. R M
11. R 68. R-IT M-IT
12. R R 69. R M
13. R R
14. R-IT M -AM -T T-IT B reak  3:
15. R M 70. R M
16. R-IT M-IT T-AL-T 71. T
17. R M T 72. R M T
18. R M 73. R -N T-N T-N
19. R-IT M-IT T-AL-T T-NT 74. R-I M -I
20. R M 75.
76.
R
R-I
M
M -I
B ridge 1: 77. M
21. R 78. R
22. R R R 79. R-I M -I
23. R M 80. R M
24. R-IT M-IT R-AL-T M -AM -T
25. R M T Interlude 3:
26. R M R M 81. R T
27. R T 82. R T
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R-I
30. R M 85. R M
31. R M 86. R M
32. R-NT M -NT 87.
88.
R
R-A
M
M -I
V
T-I
V erse 2:
33. R B reak  4:
34. R R R 89. R M T
35. R M R M 90. T
36. R-I M -I 91. R-AM M-I T-I
37. R-I M-I 92. R M T
38. R M 93.
94.
R
R -AM
M
M -AE T-I
B ridge 2: 95. R T
39. R 96. R-N M -N
40. R R R 97. R
41. R M R M
42. R-A M -AM Interlude 4:
43. R-N M -N 98.
99.
R
R
T V
B reak  1: 100. R M
T-I
44. R 101. R-I M-AL
R R
102. R-1 M-1 T-I
45. R 103. R M T
46. M 104. R M
47. R-I M -AM 105. R M T
48. R M 106. R
49. R M 107.
108.
R-I
T
T-I
Interlude 1:
50. R R efrain  1:
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R M
53. R-IT T-IT 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R M 113. R-A T-A
56. R M T 114. R M
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R efrain  2:
115. R-A T-A
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  V ocal: A L L  O M IT T E D
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R M  T
121. R M 2. P
3. R M  T
R efrain  3: 4. P
122. R-A T-A 5. P
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R M  T
126. R M 7. R M  T
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R
9. T
M
R efrain  4: 10. T
130. R V 11. P
131. R M V 12. P
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R-A T-A V -N 13. R M  T
135. M T 14. R M  T
136. R M V
137. R M V  • In terlude 1:
15. T M  T
B reak  5:
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R M
140. R M V 17. T
141. R M T 18. P
142. R-AL M-I T-I 19. P
143. R M T 20. T
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T M  T
147. R T
B reak  3:
Interlude 5: 22. R T
148. R T V 23. R M T
149. R T 24. M T
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R M  T
153. R-AI M-I T-I 26. P
27. P
B reak  6: 28. P
154. R M T V 29. P
155. T 30. P
156. R M T
157. R-A M -SU T-I R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R M  T
159. T 32. P
160. R 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R 35. P
163. R M T 36. P
37, P
Interlude 6:
164. R T V R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R M T
166. R M 39. R M T
167. R T 40. M T
168. R-I M -AL T-I 4 L  T
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R-I M -SU T-I
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Y o u t u b e  n a m e :  a n y o n eca n p la y g u ita r No: 4
B reak  2: O M ITTE D
Introduetion: O M IT T E D 57. R
1. R 58. R  , M
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R M T
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R M R M 63. R M T
7. R M T
8. R M Interlude 2: O M ITTE D
9. R R 64. R
10. R M T 65. R T
66. R
V erse 1; 67. R M
11. R 68. R M
12. R R 69. R M
13. R R
14. R-I M-I T-I B r e a k s :  O M ITTE D
15. R M 70. R M
16. R-I M -I T-I 71. T
17. R M T 72. R M T
18. R M 73. R T T
19. R-I M -I T-I T-N 74. R M
20. R M 75. R M
76. R M
B ridge 1: 77. M
21. R 78. R
22. R R R 79. R M
23. R M 80. R M
24. R-I M-I R-I M-I
25. R M T Interlude13: O M ITTE D
26. R M R M 81. R T
27. R T 82. R T
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R
30. R M 85. R M
31. R M 86. R M
32. R-AL M-I 87. R M V
88. R M T
V erse 2:
33. R B reak  4: O M ITTE D
34. R R R 89. R  , M T
35. R-I M-I R-I M-I ' 90. T
36. R M 91. R M T
37. R M 92. R M T
38. R M 93. R M
94. R M T
B ridge 2: 95. R T
39. R 96. R M
40. R R R 97. R
41. R-I M-I R-I M-I
42. R M Interlude 4:
43. R M 98. R T V
99. R
B reak  1: 100. R M
44. R 101. R M T102. R M T
45. R R R 103. R M T
46. M 104. R M
47. R-I M -A 105. R M T
48. R M 106. R
49. R M 107. R-A T-1
108. T
Interlude 1:
50. R R efrain  1:
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R M
53. R-A T-1 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R ' M 113. R-A T-1
56. R M T 114. R M
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R efrain  2:
113. K -A i - i
116. R M
117. N /A M ain V ocal: A L L  O M IT T E D
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R M  T
121. R M 2. P
3. R M  T
R efrain  3: 4. P
122. R-A T-I 5. P
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R M  T
126. R M 7. R M  T
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R M
9. T
R efrain  4: 10. T
130. R V 11. P
131. R M V 12. P
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R-A T-I V -N 13. R M  T
135. M -AM T-I 14. R M  T
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1:
15. T M  T
B reak  5: O M IT T E D
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R M
140. R M V 17. T
141. R ' M T 18. P
142. R M T 19. P
143. R M T 20. T
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T M  T
147. R T
B reak  3:
In terlude 5: O M IT T E D 22. R T
148. R T V 23. R M  T
149. R T 24. M T
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R M  T
153. R M T 26. P
27. P
B reak  6 : O M ITTE D 28. P
154. R M T V 29. P
155. T 30. P
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R M  T
159. T 32. P
160. R 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R 35. P
163. R M T 36. P
37, P
Interlude 6: O M IT T E D
164. R T V R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R M T
166. R M 39. R M  T
167. R T . 40. M T
168. R M T 41. T
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
V
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Youtube name: aseiende No: 5
B reak  2:
Introduction: 57. R
1. R-A 58. R M
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R-I M-I T-N
4. R-IT R-IT 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R M R M 63. R-I M-I T-N
7. R-I M-I T-I
8. R M Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R
10. R-I M -N T-N 65.
66.
R
R
T
V erse 1: 67. R-I M -A
11. R 68. R-I M-I
12. R R 69. R-I M-I
13. R R-IT
14. R M T B reak  3:
15. R M 70. R M
16. R M T 71. T
17. R M T 72. R-N M -N T-N
18. R M 73. R T T
19. R M T T 74. R-N M -N
20. R-I M-I 75.
76.
R-I
R-I
M -A
M -A
B ridge 1: 77. M
21. R 78. R
22. R R R 79. R M
23. R-I M-I 80. R-I M-I
24. R M R M
25. R-I M-I T-I In terlude 3:
26. R-I M-I R-I M-I 81. R T
27. R T 82. R T
28. R-N M -N 83. M
29. R T 84. R-I
30. R M 85. R-A M -A
31. R M 86. R M
32. R-I M -SU (30) 87. R M V
88. R-N M -N T-N
V erse 2:
33. R B reak  4:
34. R R R-ST 89. R M T
35. R-I M -AM R-I M -I 90. T
36. R M 91. R M T
37. R M 92. R M T
38. R M 93.
94.
R
R
M
M T
B ridge 2: 95. R T
39. R 96. R M
40. R R R-ST 97. R
41. R-I M-I R-I M-I
42. R M Interlude 4:
43. R M 98.
99.
R
R
T V
B reak  1: 100. R-1 M-1
T44. R 101. R M
R R
102. R-I M-A T-I
45. R 103. R M T
46. M 104. R-I M-A
47. R-I M-I 105. R M T
48. R-I M-I 106. R
49. R-I M-I 107.
108.
R-N
T
T-N
Interlude 1:
50. R R efrain  1 :
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R-I M-I 110. R-1 M-A
53. R-I T-I 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R-1 M-1 113. R-1 T-I
56. R-1 M-I T-I 114. R M
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R efrain  2:
115. R-I T-I
116. R-I M -A
117. N /A M ain  Vocal:
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M I. R-I M-I
121. R M 2. P-N
3. R-I M-I
R efrain  3: 4. P-N
122. R-I T-I 5. P-N
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R-A MI
126. R M 7. R-A M-I
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R-I
9. T-N
M-I
R efrain  4: 10. T-N
130. R V II . P-N
131. R M V 12. P-I
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R-I T-N V -N 13. R-A M-I
135. M-I T-I 14. R-A M-I
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1: 
15. T-A M -A
B reak  5:
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R-I M-I
140. R-I M-I V -N 17. T-N
141. R M T 18. P-N
142. R M T 19. P-N
143. R-I M -A T-N 20. T-A
144. R-A M -A
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T-A M -A
147. R T
B reak  3:
Interlude 5: 22. R-I T-I
148. R T V 23. R-I M-I
149. R T 24. M-I T-I
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R-I M-I
153. R-A M -A T-I 26. P-N
27. P-N
B reak  6: 28. P-I
154. R M T V 29. P-I
155. T 30. P-I
156. R-I M-I T-I
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R-I M-I
159. T 32. P-N
160. R 33. P-N
161. R T 34. M -N
162. R 35. P-I
163. R M T 36. P-I
37, P-I
In terlude 6;
164. R T V R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R-I M-I
166. R-I M -A 39. R-I M -AL
167. R T 40. M -AL T-N
168. R-N  ^ M -N T-N 4 L  T-N
169. R-I M-I T-I
170. R-I M-I T-I
171. R M
172. R-I M-I T-I
T-I
T-I
T-N
T-N
T-N
T-I
T-N
T-N
T-I
T-N
V-I
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Youtube name: ats5 No: 6
B reak  2;
Introduction: O M IT T E D 57. R
1. R 58. R-IT M-IT
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R-I M-I T-N
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R M R M 63. R-I M-I T-N
7. R M T
8. R M Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R
10. R M T 65. R-IT T-IT
66. R
V erse 1: O M IT T E D 67. R M
11. R 68. R-IT M-IT
12. R R 69. R M
13. R R
14. R M T B reak  3:
15. R M 70. R M
16. R M T 71. T-I
17. R M T 72. R-N M -N T-N
18. R M 73. R-I T-I T-I
19. R M T T 74. R-I M-I
20. R M 75. R M
76. R M
B ridge 1: O M IT TE D 77. M
21. R 78. R-I
22. R R R 79. R-I M -I
23. R M 80. R M
24. R M R M
25. R M T Interlude 3:
26. R M R M 81. R-I T-I
27. R T 82. R T
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R-I
30. R M 85. R M
31. R M 86. R M
32. R M 87. R M V
88. R M T
V erse 2: O M IT T E D
33. R B reak  4:
34. R R R 89. R M T
35. R M R M 90. T-I
36. R M 91. R-I M -N T-I
37. R M 92. R-I M-I T-I
38. R M 93. R M
94. R-I M -S T-I
B ridge 2: 95. R-I T-I
39. R-I 96. R-I M -AE
40. R R R 97. R-I
41. R M R M
42. R M Interlude 4:
43. R-I M-I 98. R T V
99. R
B reak  1: 100. R M
44. R-I 101. R-1 M-A T-I102. R-1 M-A T-I
45. R R R 103. R M T
46. M -N 104. R M
47. R-IT M -ST 105. R M T
48. R-I M-I 106. R-1
49. R-N M -N 107. R-1 T-A
108. T-1
Interlude 1:
50. R-I R efrain  1 ;
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R-1 M-S 110. R-I M-A
53. R-IT T-IT 111. R M
54. R 112. R-I T-I
55. R-I M-I 113. R-IT T-IT
56. R-IT M-IT T-IT 114. R M
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R efrain  2: O M ITTE D
115. R T
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  Vocal:
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1: O M ITTED
120. R M 1. R M
121. R M 2. P
3. R M
R efrain  3: O M ITTE D 4. P
122. R T 5. P
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1: O M ITTE D
125. R M 6. R M
126. R M 7. R M
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2: O M IT T E D
129. R M 8. R M
9. T
R efrain  4: O M ITTE D 10. T
130. R V 11. P
131. R M V 12. P
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R T V 13. R -0 M -0
135. M T 14. R-I M -A
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1:
15. T-I M -A
B r e a k s:  O M ITT E D
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R-I M-I
140. R M V 17. T-N
141. R M T 18. P-I
142. R M T 19. P-I
143. R M T 20. T-I
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T-I M -A
147. R T
B reak  3:
Interlude 5: O M ITTE D 22. R-I T-I
148. R T V 23. R-I M -AE
149. R T 24. M-I T-N
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2: O M ITTE D
152. R M 25. R M
153. R M T 26. P
27. P
B reak  6: O M ITT E D 28. P
154. R M T V 29. P
155. T 30. P
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3: O M ITTE D
158. T 31. R M
159. T 32. P
160. R 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R 35. P
163. R M T 36. P
37, P
Interlude 6: O M ITTE D
164. R T V R efrain  4: O M ITTE D
165. T 38. R M
166. R M 39. R M
167. R T 40. M T
168. R M T 41. T
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
T -0
T-N
T-N
T-N
T-I
V
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Youtube name: AzimuthSl No: 7
B reak  2:
Introduction: O M IT T E D 57. R
1. R 58. R-I M -S
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R M T
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R M R M 63. R M T
7. R M T
8. R M Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R
10. R M T 65. R-I T-I
66. R
V erse 1: 67. R M
11. R 68 R M
12. R R 69. R M
13. R R
14. R-I M -A T-N B reak  3: O M ITTE D
15. R M 70. R M
16. R-I M -A T-N 71. T
17. R M T 72. R M T
18. R M 73. R T T
19. R-I M -A T-N T-N 74. R M
20. R M 75. R M
76. R M
B ridge 1: 77. M
21. R 78. R
22. R R R 79. R M
23. R M 80. R M
24. R-A M -A R-A M -N
25. R M T Interlude 3: O M ITTE D
26. R M R M 81. R T
27. R T 82. R T
28. R M 8 1 M
29. R T 84. R
30. R M 85. R M
31. R M 86. R M
32. R M 87. R M V
88. R M T
V erse 2:
33. R B reak  4: O M ITT E D
34. R R R 89. R M T
35. R-I M-I R-I M -A 90. T
3& R M 91. R M T
37. R M 92. R M T
38. R M 93. R M
94. R M T
B ridge 2: 95. R T
39. R 96. R M
40. R R R 97. R
41. R-A M -A R-A M -N
42. R M Interlude 4:
43. R M 98. R T V
99. R
B reak  1: 100. R M
44. R 101. R M T102. R M T
45. R R R 103. R M T
46. M 104. R M
47. R-I M -S 105. R M T
48. R M 106. R
49. R M 107. R-I T-I
108. T
Interlude 1:
50. R R efrain  1:
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R M
53. R-I T-I 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R M 113. R-1 T-I
56. R-I M-A(4) T-1 114. R M
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R efrain  2: O M IT T E D
115. R T
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  V ocal: A L L  O M IT TE D
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R M  T
121. R M 2. P
3. R M  T
R efrain  3: O M ITTE D 4. P
122. R T 5. P
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R M  T
126. R M 7. R M  T
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R
9. T
M
R efrain  4: 10. T
130. R V 11. P
131. R M V 12. P
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R-I T-I V -N 13. R M  T
135. M -A T-I 14. R M  T
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1: 
15. T M  T
B reak  5:
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R M
140. R-I M-S V -N 17. T
141. R M T 18. P
142. R M T 19. P
143. R M T 20. T
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T M  T
147. R T
B reak  3:
In terlude 5: 22. R T
148. R-A T-I V -N 23. R M  T
149. R T 24. M T
150. R M
151. R T R efra in  2:
152. R M 25. R M  T
153. R M T 26. P
27. P
B reak  6: 28. P
154. R-I M -S T-I V -N 29. P
155. T 30. P
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R M T
159. T 32. P
160. R 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R 35. P
163. R M T 36. P
37, P
Interlude 6:
164. R-A T-I V -N R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R M T
166. R M 39. R M T
167. R T 40. M T
168. R M T 41. T
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
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Youtube name: bboudewijn No: 8
B reak  2:
Introduction: 57. R-I
1. R-I 58. R-IT M-IT
2. R-I 59. R-I T-I
3. R 60. R-I M -I T-I
4. R-I R-I 61. M T
5. R R 62. R-N T-N
6. R-IT M-IT R-AT M -ST 63. R-I M-I T-I
7. R-IT M-IT T-IT
8. R-A M-I Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R-I
10. R-IT M-IT T-IT 65.
66.
R-IT
R
T-IT
V erse 1: 67. R-A M -S
11. R-I 68. R-I M -A (4)
12. R R 69. R-I M -A (4)
13. R R-I
14. R-IT M-IT T-IT B reak  3:
15. R-I M -I 70. R M
16. R-IT M-IT T-IT 71. T-N
17. R M T 72. R-N M -N T-N
18. R-I M-I 73. R-I T-I T-I
19. R-IT M-IT T-IT T-NT 74. R-I M-I
20. R-N M -N 75.
76.
R-A
R-I
M -A
M -A
B ridge 1: 77. M
21. R-I 78. R -A
22. R R R-I 79. R-I M -I
23. R M 80. R-A M -A
24. R-IT M-IT R-IT M-IT
25. R-I M-I T-I In terlude 3:
26. R M R M 81. R-I T-I
27. R T 8 1 R T
28. R-I M-I 83. M
29. R T 84. R
30. R M 85. R-I M-I
31. R-I M-I 86. R M
32. R M 87.
88.
R
R-I
M
M-I
V
T-I
V erse 2:
33. R-I B reak  4:
34. R R R-I 89. R M T
35. R-IT M-IT R-IT M-IT 90. T-N
36. R-I M -I 91. R-I M-I T-I
37. R-N M -N 92. R-I M-I T-I
38. R-I M-I 9 1
94.
R-I
R-I
M-I
M -A T-I
B ridge 2: 95. R-I T-I
39. R-I 96. R-I M-I
40. R R I 97. R-A
41. R-IT M-IT R-IT M-IT
42. R-A M -SU (26) In terlude 4:
43. R-N M -N 98.
99.
R
R-I
T V
B reak  1: 100. R-1 M-I
44. R-I 101. R-I M-I T-I
45. R R R-I
102.
103.
R-1
R-I
M-I
M-I
T-I
T-I
46. M-I 104. R-I M-I
47. R-IT M-IT 105. R M T
48. R-I M-I 106. R-I
49. R-I M-I 107.
108.
R-I
T-I
T-I
Interlude 1:
50. R-I R efrain  1:
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R-A M-S 110. R-A M-I
53. R-IT T-IT 111. R M
54. R 112. R-I T-I
55. R-1 M-A(4) 113. R-IT T-IT
56. R-IT M-A(4) T-IT 114. R-1 M-A
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R efrain  2 
115. R-IT T-IT
116. R M
117.
118.
N /A
R M
119. R-I T-I
120. R-I M -A
121. R-N M -N
R efrain  3:
122. R-IT T-IT
123.
124.
T-N
R M
125. R M
126. R M
127. R-I T-I
128. R-I M -A
129. R-N M -N
R efrain  4: 
130. R-I V -N
131. R M V
132. R M V
133. R M V
134. R-I T V -N
135. M -I T-N
136. R-I M -A V -N
137. R-I M -A V -N
B reak  5:
138. T-I T-I
139.
140.
R-I
R M V
141. R-I M-I T-I
142. R M T
143. R-I M -A T-N
144. R-N M -N
145.
146.
147.
T
R-I
R-I T-I
Interlude 5:
148. R T V
149. R T
150. R-I M-I
151. R-I T-I
152. R-I M-I
153. R-I M -AE T-I
B reak  6:
154. R M T
155.
156.
T-I
R-I M -A T-I
157. R-I M -AE T-I
158.
159.
160. 
161.
T
T
R-I
R T
162.
163.
R-I
R M T
Interlude 6: 
164. R T V
165.
166.
T-N
R-I M -A
167. R-I T-I
168. R-I M-I T-I
169. R M T
170. R-I M-I T-I
171. R M
172. R-I M-I T-I
M ain  V ocal:
V erse 1: 
1.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
R-I
P-I
R-I
P-I
P-I
B ridge 1:
6. R-I
7. R-I
V erse 2: 
8 .
9.
10.
11.
12 .
R-I
T-I
T-I
P-A
P-I
B ridge 2:
13. R-I
14. R-I
In terlude 1:
15. T-N
B reak  2: 
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
R-I
T-N
P-I
P-N
T-N
Interlude 2:
21. T-N
B reak  3:
22. R-I
23. R-I
24. M-I
R efrain  2:
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
R efrain  3
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
R-I
P-I
P-I
P-N
P-I
P-I
R-I
P-I
P-I
M-I
P-N
P-I
P-I
R efrain  4:
38. R-I
39. R-I
40. M -N
41. T-N
M-I
M -I
M-I
M-I
M-I
T-I
T-I
T-N
T-N
M-I
M-I
M -N
M-I
T-N
T-N
T-N
M -N
T-I
M -A
T-I
M-I
T-N
-IT
T-N
M-I T-N
M-I
M-I
T-N
T-N
T-N
V-N
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Youtube name: boogoolool No: 9
B reak  2:
Introduction: 57. R
1. R 58. R-IT M-IT
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R-IT M-IT T-NT
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R-I M-I R-AET M -AET 63. R-IT M-IT T-NT
7. R-AET M-IT T-AT
8. R M Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R
10. R-AET M-IT T-IT 65.
66.
R
R-IT
T
V erse 1: 67. R M
11. R 68. R-IT M-IT
12. R R 69. R-IT M-IT
13. R R
14. R-IT M-IT T-IT B reak  3:
15. R M 70. R M
16. R-IT M-IT T-IT 71. T
17. R M T 72. R M T
18. R M 73. R T T
19. R-IT M-IT T-IT T-NT 74. R-AET M -ST
20. R M 75.
76.
R-AET
R-AET
M -NT
M -AT
B ridge 1: 77. M
21. R 78. R
22. R R R 79. R-AT M-IT
23. R M 80. R-AT M-IT
24. R-IT M-IT R-IT M-IT
25. R M T Interlude 3:
26. R M R M 81. R T
27. R T 8 1 R T
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R-IT
30. R M 85. R-AT M -AT
31. R M 86. R M
32. R-NT M -NT 87.
88.
R
R
M
M
V
T
V erse 2:
33. R B reak  4:
34. R R R 8& R-IT M-IT T-IT
35. R-IT M-IT R-NT M -NT 90. T
36. R M 91. R M T
37. R M 92. R M T
38. R M 93.
94.
R
R
M
M T
B ridge 2: 95. R T
39. R 96. R M
40. R R R 97. R
41. R-IT M-IT R-IT M-IT
42. R M Interlude 4:
43. R M 98.
99.
R
R
T V
B reak  1: 100. R M
44. R 101. R M T
45. R R R
102.
103.
R
R
M
M
T
T
46. M
M -ST
104. R-IT M-IT
47. R-AT 105. R-IT M-IT T-IT
48. R-AT M -ST 106. R
49. R-IT M-IT 107.
108.
R-IT
T
T-IT
Interlude 1:
50. R R efrain  1:
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R-1 M-A
53. R T 111. R M
54. R-IT 112. R T
55. R-IT M-IT 113. R-IT T-IT
56. R-IT M-IT T-IT 114. R M
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R efrain  2:
115. R-IT T-IT
116. R M
117.
118.
N /A
R M
119. R T
120. R M
121. R M
R efrain  3:
122. R-IT T-IT
123.
124.
T
R M
125. R M
126. R M
127. R T
128. R M
129. R M
R efrain  4 
130. R V
131. R M V
132. R M V
133. R M V
134. R-IT T-NT V
135. M-IT T-IT
136. R M V
137. R M V
B reak  5:
138. T T
139.
140.
R
R-IT M-IT V-NT
141. R M T
142. R M T
143. R M T
144. R M
145.
146.
147.
T
R
R T
Interlude 5: 
148. R T V
149. R T
150. R M
151. R T
152. R-AT M-IT
153. R M T
B reak  6:
154. R-AT M-IT T-IT
155.
156.
T
R M T
157. R M T
158.
159.
160. 
161.
T
T
R
R T
162.
163.
R
R M T
Interlude
164.
6:
R-AT T-IT V-NT
165.
166.
T
R M
167. R T
168. R M T
169. R M T
170. R-IT M-IT T-IT
171. R-IT M -AT
172. R-IT M -AT T-IT
M ain  V ocal:
V erse 1:
V-NT
1. R-I
2. P-I
M-I T-I
3. R-I
4. P-N
5. P-I
M-I T-I
Bridge 1:
6. R-I M-I T-I
7. R-I M-I T-I
Verse 2:
8. R-A
9. T-I
10. T-N
11. P-N
12. P-N
M-I
Bridge 2:
13. R-I M-I T-I
14. R-I M-I T-I
Interlude 1:
15. T-N M-N T-N
Break 2:
16. R-A
17. T-N
18. P-A
19. P-I
20. T-N
M-I
Interlude 2:
21. T-N M-N T-N
Break 3:
22. R-I T-I
23. R-I M-I -NT
24. M-I T-I
Refrain 2:
25. R-I
26. P-N
27. P-N
M-I T-I
28. P-I
29. P-I
30. P-I
Refrain 3:
31. R-A
32. P-N
33. P-N
34. M-I
35. P-I
36. P-I
37. P-I
M-AE T-I
Refrain 4:
38. R-N M-N T-N
39. R-I M-I T-I
40. M-I
41. T-N
T-I
V-N
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Youtube name: cain2003nirvana No: 10
Introduction:
1. R-1
2. R
3. R
4. R R
5. R R
6. R -A M -A R-I
7. R-AL M-I T-I
8. R -A M-I
9. R R
10. R-AL M-I T-I
V erse 1:
11. R
12. R R
13. R R
14. R-AL M-I T-I
15. R-AT M-IT
16. R-AL M-I T-I
17. R-NT M -NT T-NT
18. R-AT M-IT
19. R-AL M-I T-I
20. R M
B ridge 1:
21. R
22. R R R
23. R M
24. R-I M-I R-I
25. R M T
26. R-N M -N R-IT
27. R T
28. R M
29. R T
30. R-N M -N
31. R M
32. R -N M -N
V erse 2:
33. R
34. R R R
35. R-A M -A R-I
36. R M
37. R M  .
38. R M
B ridge 2:
39. R
40. R R R
41. R-I M-I R-I
42. R -A M -SU (26)
43. R-N M -N
B reak  1:
44. R
45. R R R
46. M
47. R-I M -S
48. R M
49. R M
Interlude 1:
50. R
51. R R R
52. R M
53. R-AL T-I
54. R
55. R M
56. R M T
M-I
T-N
M-I
M-IT
M-I
M-I
B reak  2:
57. R
58. R-1 M -S
59. R , T
60. R M
61. M T
62. R T
63. R M
Interlude 2:
64. R
65. R-AL T-I
66. R
67. R M
68. R  . M
69. R M
B reak  3:
70. R-I M -S
71. T
72. R M
73. R T
74. R M
75. R M
76. R M
77. M
78. R
79. R M
80. R ,M
Interlude 3:
81. R T
82. R-AL T-I
83. M
84. R
85. R M
86. R M
87. R M
88. R M
B reak  4: O M ITT E D
89. R M T
90. T
91. R M T
92. R M T
93. R M
94. R M T
95. R T
96. R M
97. R
Interlude 4: O VBT TED
98. R T V
99. R
100. R M
101. R M T
102. R M T
103. R M T
104. R M
105. R M T
106. R
107. R T
108. T
R efrain  1 .
109. R M
110. R-1 M-A
111. R M
112. R I
113. R-1 T-1
114. R M
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R efrain 2:
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  Vocal:
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R-I M-I T-I
121. R M 2. P-I
3. R-I M-I T-I
R efrain  3: 4. P-N
122. R-I T-I 5. P-I
123. T
124. R M B rid ge 1;
125. R M 6. R-I M-I T-I
126. R M 7. R-I M-I T-I
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R ' M 8. R-AE
9. T-N
M-I
R efrain 4: 10. T-N
130. R V 11. P-I
131. R M V 12. P-1
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R-I T-I V-I 13. R-1 M-I T-I
135. M -N T-N 14. R-I M-I T-I
136. R M V
137. R M  ' V Interlude 1:
.15. T-N M -N T-N
B reak  5
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R-S M-I
140. R-A M -S V -N 17. T-N
141. R M T 18. P-I
142. R M T 19. P-I
143. R M T 20. T-N
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T-N M -N T-N
147. R T
B reak  3:
Interlude 5: 22. R-I T-I
148. R T V 23. R -0 M -AE T-I
149. R T 24. M-I T-I
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2:
152. R-I M -A 25. R-I M-I T-I
153. R-A M-I T-I 26. P-I
27. P-N
B reak  6 : O M IT T E D 28. P-I
154. R M T V 29. P-I
155. T 30. P-I
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R-I M-I T-I
159. T 32. P-N
160. R 33. P-I
161. R T 34. M-I
162. R 35. P-I
163. R M T 36. P-I
37, P-I
Interlude 6: O M ITTE D
164. R T V R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R-I M-I T-I
166. R M 39. R-I M-I T-I
167. R T 40. M-I T-I
168. R M T 41. T-N
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
V-I
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Youtube name: carloimola No: 11
B reak  2:
Introduction: 57. R
1. R 58. R-I M-I
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R-IT M-IT T-IT
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R-I M-I R-I M-I 63. R-IT M-IT T-NT
7. R-I M -A T-I
8. R M Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R
10. R-I M-I T-I 65. R-I T-I
66. R
V erse 1: 67. R M
11. R 68. R M
12. R R 69. R M
13. R R
14. R-I M -A T-I B reak  3:
15. R M 70. R-I M-I
16. R-I M -A T-I 71. T
17. R M T 72. R M T
18. R M 73. R T T
19. R-I M -A T-I T-N 74. R M
20. R M 75. R M
76. R-IT M-IT
B rid ge 1: 77. M
21. R 78. R
22. R R R 79. R M
23. R M 80. R M
24. R-I M-I R-I M-I
25. R M T Interlude 3:
26. R M R M 81. R T
27. R T 82. R-I T-I
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R
30. R M 85. R M
31. R M 86. R M
32. R-I M-I 87. R M V
88. R M T
V erse 2:
33. R B reak  4:
34. R R R 89. R-I M-I T-I
35. R-I M-I R-I M-I 90. T
36. R M 91. R-AT M -AT T-AT
37. R M 92. R M T
38. R M 93. R M
94. R M T
B rid ge 2: 95. R T
39. R 96. R M
40. R R R 97. R
41. R-I M-I R-I M-I
42. R M Interlude 4:
43. R M 98. R-I T-I V-N
99. R
B reak  1: 100. R M101. R M T
44. R 102. R M T
45. R R R 103. R M T
46. M 104. R M
47. R-I M-I 105. R M T
48. R M 106. R
49. R M 107. R T
108. T
Interlude 1:
50. R R efrain  1:
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R M
53. R-I T-I 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R M 113. R-I T-I
56. R M T 114. R M
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R efrain  2:
115. R-I T-I
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  V ocal:
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R-I M-I
121. R M 2. P-I
3. R-I M-I
R efrain  3: 4. P-N
122. R-I T-I 5. P-I
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R-I M-I
126. R M 7. R-I M-I
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R-I M-I
9. T-N
R efrain  4: 10. T-I
130. R V 11. P-I
131. R M V 12. P-I
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R-I T-I V -N 13. R-I M-I
135. M -N T-N 14. R-I M-I
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1:
15. T-N M -N
B reak  5: 1
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R-I M-I
140. R-I M-I V-I 17. T-N
141. R M T 18. P-I
142. R M T 19. P-I
143. R M T 20. T-N
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T-N M -A
147. R T
B reak  3:
Interlude 5: 22. R-I T-I
148. R-I T-I V -N 23. R-I M-I
149. R T 24. M-I T-I
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R-I M-I
153. R M T 26. P-N
27. P-I
B reak  6: O M ITT E D 28. P-I
154. R M T V 29. P-I
155. T 30. P-I
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R-I M-I
159. T 32. P-N
160. R 33. P-I
161. R T 34. M -N
162. R 35. P-I
163. R M T 36. P-I
37, P-I
Interlude 6: O M IT T E D
164. R T V R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R-N M -N
166. R M 39. R-I M-I
167. R T 40. M-I T-I
168. R M T 41. T-N
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
T-I
T-I
T-N
T-N
T-N
T-N
T-N
T-N
T-I
T-N
T-N
T-I
V-N
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Youtube name: carlooshco No: 12
B reak  2:
Introduction: 57. R-A
1. R-A 58. R M
2. R-I 59. R T
3. R 60. R M T
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R-IT M-IT R-IT M-IT 63. R M T
7. R-IT M-IT T-IT
8. R-N M -N Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R-AL
10. R-IT M-IT T-IT 65.
66.
R-IT
R
T-IT
V erse 1: 67. R M
11. R-I 68. R M
12. R R 69. R M
13. R R
14. R-IT M-IT T-IT B reak  3: O M IT T E D
15. R -N M -N 70. R M
16. R-IT M-IT T-IT 71. T
17. R-N M -N T-N 72. R M T
18. R M 73. R T T
19. R-IT M-IT T-IT T-N 74. R M
20. R M 75.
76.
R
R
M
M
B rid ge 1: 77. M
21. R-I 78. R
22. R R R 79. R M
23. R M 80. R M
24. R-I M-I R-AT M -N
25. R M T Interlude: 3: O M ITTE D
26. R-N M -N R-N M -N 81. R T
27. R T 82. R T
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R
30. R M 85. R M
31. R M 86. R M
32. R-IT M-IT 87.
88.
R
R
M
M
V
T
V erse 2:
33. R-I B reak  4: O M IT T E D
34. R R R 89. R M T
35. R-IT M-IT R-IT M-IT 90. T
36. R-N M -N 91. R M T
37. R-N M -N 92. R M T
38. R M 93.
94.
R
R
M
M T
B ridge 2: 95. R T
39. R-I 96. R M
40. R R R 97. R
41. R-I M-I R-AT M -N
42. R-A M -SU (26) In terlude 4:
V43. R-N M -N 98.
99.
R
R
T
B reak  1:
R-I
100.
101.
R
R
M
M T
44.
R R
102. R M T
45. R 103. R M T
46. M 104. R M
47. R-ST M -ST 105. R M T
48. R M 106. R-A
49. R M 107.
108.
R-1
T-I
T-I
Interlude 1:
50. R R efrain  1:
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M no. R-I M-A
53. R-IT T-IT 111. R-I M-A
54. R 112. R-A T-I
55. R M 113. R-I T-I
56. R-I M-A(4) T-I 114. R-I M-A
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R efrain  2:
115. R-I T-I
116. R M
117. N /A
118. R M
119. R-A T-I
120. R-I M -I
121. R-N M -N
R efrain  3:
122. R-I T-I
123. T-N
124. R M
125. R M
126. R M
127. R-A T-I
128. R-I M-I
129. R-I M -A
R efrain  4:
130. R-I V -N
131. R M V
132. R M V
133. R M V
134. R-I T-I V -N
135. M-I T-I
136. R-I M -A V -N
137. R-I M -A V -N
B reak  5: O M ITT E D
Interlude 5: O M ITTE D
M ain  V ocal:
V erse 1:
1. R-I M-I T-I
2. P-I
3. R-I M-I T-I
4. P-I
5. P-I
B ridge 1:
6. R-I
7. R-I
V erse 2: 
8 .
9.
10.
11.
12 .
R-I
T-N
T-I
P-N
P-N
M -S
M-I
M -AL
T-N
T-N
B rid ge 2:
13. R-I
14. R-1
Interlude 1:
15. T-I
M -S
M-I
T-N
T-N
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R-I
140. R M V 17. T-N
141. R M T 18. P-I
142. R M T 19. P-N
143. R M T 20. T-N
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T-I
147. R T
M -AE T-N
M-I
M -AE T-N
B reak  3: O M IT T E D
22. R
148. R T V 23. R M T
149. R T 24. M T
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R-I M-I T-N
153. R M T 26. P-N
27. P-N
B reak  6: 28. P-I
154. R-IT M-IT T-IT V -N T 29. P-I
155. T-N 30. P-I
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R-I M-I T-I
159. T 32. P-N
160. R-N 33. P-I
161. R T 34. M-I
162. R-N 35. P-I
163. R M T 36. P-I
37, P-I
Interlude 6:
164. R-IT T-IT V-NT R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R-I M-I T-I
166. R M 39. R-I M-I T-I
167. R-A T-I 40. M-I T-N
168. R M T 41. T-N
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R-I M-I
172. R M T
V-I
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Youtube name: cgregz No: 13
Break 2:
Introduction: 57. R
1. R 58. R-I M-S
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R M T
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R-N M-N R-N M-N 63. R M T
7. R-I M-AL T-I
8. R M Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R
10. R-I M-AL T-I 65. R-I T-I
66. R
Verse 1: 67. R M
11. R 68. R M
12. R R 69. R M
13. R R
14. R-I M-AL T-I Break 3:
15. R M 70. R-I M-S
16. R-I M-AL T-I 71. T
17. R M T 72. R M T
18. R M 73. R T T
19. R-I M-I T-I T-N 74. R M
20. R M 75. R M
76. R M
Bridge 1: 77. M
21. R 78. R
22. R R R 79. R M
23. R M 80. R M
24. R M R M
25. R-I M-I T-I Interlude 3:
26. R M R M 81. R T
27. R T 82. R-I T-I
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R
30. R M 85. R M
31. R M 86. R M
32. R-N M-N 87. R M V
88. R M T
Verse 2:
33. R Break 4:
34. R R R 89. R-I M-I T-I
35. R-I M-I R-I M-AL 90. T
36. R M 91. R M T
37. R M 92. R M T
38. R M 93. R M
94. R M T
Bridge 2: 95. R T
39. R 96. R M
40. R R R 97. R
41. R M R M
42. R-IT M-IT Interlude 4:
43. R-N M-N 98. R-I T-1 V-N
99. R
Break 1: 100. R M101. R M T44. R 102. R M T
45. R R R 103. R M T
46. M 104. R M
47. R-I M-S 105. R M T
48. R M 106. R
49. R M 107. R . T
108. T
Interlude 1:
50. R Refrain 1;
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R M
53. R-I T-I 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R M 113. R-1 T-1
56. R M T 114. R M
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Refrain 2:
1 i j . IV-l
116. R M
117. N/A M ain Vocal: ALL OMITTED
118. R M
119. R T Verse 1:
120. R M I. R M T
121. R M 2. P
3. R M T
Refrain 3: 4. P
122. R-I T-I 5. P
123. T
124. R M Bridge 1:
125. R M 6. R M T
126. R M 7. R M T
127. R T
128. R M Verse 2:
129. R M 8. R
9. T
M
Refrain 4: 10. I
130. R V 11. P
131. R M V 12. P
132. R M V
133. R M V Bridge 2:
134. R-I T-I V-N 13. R M T
135. M-I T-I 14. R M T
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1: 
15. T M T
Break 5:
138. T T Break 2:
139. R 16. R M
140. R-I M-I V-N 17. T
141. R M T 18. P
142. R M T 19. P
143. R M T 20. T
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T M T
147. R T
Break 3:
Interlude 5: 22. R T
148. R-I T-I V-N 23. R M T
149. R T 24. M T
150. R M
151. R T Refrain 2:
152. R M 25. R M T
153. R M T 26. P
27. P
Break 6; 28. P
154. R-I M-I T-I V-N 29. P
155. T 30. P
156. R M T
157. R M T Refrain 3:
158. T 31. R M T
159. T 32. P
160. R 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R 35. P
163. R M T 36. P
37, P
Interlude 6:
164. R-I T-I V-N Refrain 4:
165. T 38. R M T
166. R M 39. R M T
167. R T 40. M T
168. R M T 41. T
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
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Youtube name: choleola
Introduction: OMITTED
No: 14
1. R
2. R
3. R
4. R R
5. R R
6. R M
7. R M
8. R M
9. R R
10. R M
Verse 1: OMITTED
11. R
12. R R
13. R R
14. R M
15. R M
16. R M
17. R M
18. R M
19. R M
20. R M
Bridge 1: OMITTED
21. R
22. R R
23. R M
24. R M
25. R M
26. R M
27. R T
28. R M
29. R T
30. R M
31. R M
32. R M
Verse 2: OMITTED
33. R
34. R R
35. R M
36. R M
37. R M
38. R M
Bridge 2 : OMITTED
39. R
40. R R
41. R M
42. R M
43. R M
Break 1: OMITTED
44. R
45. R R
46. M
47. R M
48. R M
49. R M
Interlude 1: OMITTED
M
M
M
M
M
R
Break 2: OMITTED
57. R
58. R M
59. R T
60. R M T
61. M T
62. R T
63. R M T
Interlude 2: OMITTED
64. R
65. R T
66. R
67. R M
68. R M
69. R M
B reak s: OMITTED
70. R
71. T
M
72. R M T
73. R T T
74. R M
75. R M
76. R
77. M
78. R
M
79. R M
80. R M
Interlude 3: O M ITTE D
81. R T
82. R
83. M
84. R
T
85. R M
86. R M
87. R M V
88. R M T
B reak  4: O M ITTE D
89. R
90. T
M T
91. R M T
92. R M T
93. R M
94. R M T
95. R T
96. R
97. R
M
Interlude 4: O M ITTE D
98. R
99. R
T V
100. R M
101. R M T
102. R M T
103. R M T
104. R M
105. R
106. R
M T
107. R
108. T
T
50. R Refrain 1: OMITTED
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R M
53. R T 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R M 113. R I
56. R M I 114. R M
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Refrain 2: OMITTED
115. R T
116. R M M ain Vocal: ALL OMITTED
117. N/A
118. R M Verse 1:
119. R T 1. R M T
120. R M 2. P
121. R M 3. R
4. P
M T
Refrain 3: OMITTED 5. P
122. R T
123. T Bridge 1:
124. R M 6. R M T
125. R M 7. R M T
126. R M
127. R T Verse 2:
128. R M 8. R M
129. R M 9. T
10. T
Refrain 4: OMITTED 11. P
130. R V 12. P
131. R M V
132. R M V Bridge 2:
133. R M V 13. R M T
134. R T V 14. R M T
135. M T
136. R M V Interlude 1:
137. R M , V 15. T M T
B reak s: OMITTED Break 2:
138. T T 16. R
139. R 17. T
140. R M V 18. P
141. R M T 19. P
142. R M T 20. T
143. R M T
144. R M Interlude 2:
145. T 21. T
146. R
147. R T Break 3:
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
Break 6: OMITTED
154. R M T
155. T
156. R M T
157. R M T
158. T
159. T
160. R
161. R T
162. R
163. R M T
V
22. R
28.
29.
30.
Refrain 3:
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
R
P
P
M
P
P
P
M
M
S: OMITTED 23. R . M T
R T V 24. M T
R T
R M Refrain 2:
R T 25. R M T
R M 26. P
R M T 27. P
M
Interlude 6: OMITTED
164.
165.
R
T
T V
166. R M
167. R T
168. R M T
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
Refrain 4:
38.
39.
40.
41.
R
R
M
T
M
M
T
V
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Youtube name: DavideTulimiero No: 15
Introduction:
I. R
2. R
3. R
4. R R
5. R R
6. R M R
7. R M T
8. R M
9. R R
10. R M T
Verse 1:
11. R
12. R R
13. R R
14. R-IT M-AET T-NT
15. R M
16. R-IT M-AET T-NT
17. R M T
18. R M
19. R-IT M-AET T-IT
20. R M
Bridge 1:
21. R
22. R R R
23. R M
24. R-IT M-IT R-IT
25. R M T
26. R M R
27. R T
28. R M
29. R T
30. R M
31. R-IT M-IT
32. R-IT M-IT
Verse 2:
33. R
34. R R R
35. R-IT M-IT R-IT
36. R M
37. R M
38. R M
Bridge 2:
39. R
40. R R R
41. R-IT M-IT R-IT
42. R M
43. R M
Break 1:
44. R
45. R R R
46. M
47. R-IT M-ST
48. R M
49. R M
Interlude 1:
50. R
51. R R R
52. R M
53. R-AET T-AET
54. R
55. R-IT M-AT(4)
56. R-IT M-AT(4) T-IT
M
T-NT
M-IT
M
M-AET
M-IT
Break 2:
57. R
58. R-IT M-ST
59. R T
60. R M T
61. M T
62. R T
63. R-IT M-AT(4) T-IT
Interlude 2:
64. R
65. R-AE T-AE
66. R
67. R M
68. R M
69. R . M
B reak s: OMITTED
70. R M
71. T
72. R M T
73. R T T
74. R M
75. R M
76. R M
77. M
78. R
79. R M
80. R M
Interlude 3: OMITTED
81. R T
82. R T
83. M
84. R
85. R M
86. R M
87. R M V
88. R M T
Break 4: OMITTED
89. R M T
90. T
91. R M T
92. R M T
93. R M
94. R M T
95. R T
96. R M
97. R
Interlude 4: OMITTED
98. R T V
99. R
100. R M
101. R M T
102. R M T
103. R M T
104. R M
105. R M T
106. R
107. R T
108. T
Refrain 1:
109. R-AT M-AT
110. R-AT M-AT
111. R M
112. R T
113. R-AET T-AET
114. R M
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R efrain  2:
115. R-AET T-AET
116. R M  ,
117. N /A M ain  V ocal:
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M I. R
121. R M 2. P
3. R
R efrain  3: 4. P
122. R-AET T-AET 5. P
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R
126. R M 7. R
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R
9. T
R efrain  4: 10. T
130. R V 11. P
131. R M V 12. P
132. R M V
133. R M V B rid ge 2:
134. R-AET T-AET V-NT 13. R
135. M -AET T-AET 14. R
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1: 
15. T
B reak  5: O M IT T E D
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R
140. R M V 17. T
141. R M T 18. P
142. R M T 19. P
143. R M T 20. T
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T
147. R T
B reak  3:
Interlude 5: O M ITTE D 22. R
148. R T V 23. R
149. R T 24. M
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R
153. R M T 26. P
27. P
B r e a k 6 28. P
154. R-IT M -ST T-IT V-NT 29. P
155. T 30. P
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R
159. T 32. P
160. R 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R 35. P
163. R M T 36. P
37, P
Interlude 6:
164. R-AET T-NT V -N T R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R
166. R M 39. R
167. R T 40. M
168. R M T 41. T
169. R M T
170. R-IT M-IT T-NT
171. R M
172. R-IT M-IT T-NT
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
T
M
T
M
M
•M
M
T
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Youtube name: DesmoCremo No: 16
B reak  2:
Introduction: 57. R
1. R 58. R-I M -S
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R-IT M-IT T-NT
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R-I M-I R-I M-I 63. R-IT M-IT T-NT
7. ■ R-I M-I T-A
8. R M Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R
10. R-I M-I T-A 65. R-I
66. R
T-I
V erse 1: 67. R M
11. R 68. • R M
12. R R 69. R M
13. R R
14. R-I M-I T-A B reak  3:
15. R M 70. R-I M -S
16. R-I M-I T-A 71. T
17. R M T 72. R M T
18. R M 73. R T T
19. R-I M-I T-A T-N 74. R M
20. R M 75. R
76. R
. M  
M
B ridge 1: 77. M
21. R 78. R
22. R R R 79. R M  .
23. R M 80. R M
24 .. R-I M-I R-I M-I
25. R M T Interlude 3:
26. R M R M 81. R T
27. R T 82. R-I T-I
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R
30. R M 85. R M
31. R M 86. R M
32. R M 87. R
88. R
M
M
V
T
V erse 2:
33. R B reak  4:
34. R R R 89. R-I M -S T-N
35. R-I M-I R-I M-I 90. T
36. R M 91. R M T
37. R M 92. R M T
38. R M 93. R
94. R
M
M T
B ridge 2: 95. R T
39. R 96. R M
40. R R R 97. R
41. R-I M-I R-I M-I
42. R M Interlude 4:
43. R M 98. R-I
99. R
T-1 V-N
B reak  1: 100. R M
44. R 101. R M T
45. R R R 102. R M T
46. M 103. R M T
M -S
104. R M
47. R-I 105. R-I M-1 T-1
48. R M 106. R
49. R M 107. R-IT
108. T
T-IT
Interlude 1:
50. R R efrain  1:
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R , M
53. R-1 T-I 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R M 113. R-1 T-1
56. R M T 114. R M
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R efrain  2: O M IT T E D
115. R T
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  V ocal: A L L  O M IT T E D
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M I. R M  T
121. R M 2. P
3. R M  T
R efrain  3: O M ITTE D 4. P
122. R T 5. P
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R M  T
126. R M 7. R M  T
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R
9. T
M
R efrain  4: 10. T
130. R V 11. P
131. R M V 12. P
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R-I T-I V-N 13. R M  T
135. M-I T-I 14. R M  T
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1: 
15. T M  T
B reak  5:
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R M
140. R-I M-S V -N 17. T
141. R M T 18. P
142. R M T 19. P
143. R M T 20. T
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T M T
147. R T
B reak  3:
Interlude 5: 22. R T
148. R T V 23. R M T
149. R T 24. M T
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2:
152. R-I M-I 25. R M T
153. R M T 26. P
27. P
B reak  6: 28. P
154. R-I M -S T-I V -N 29. P
155. T 30. P
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R M T
159. T 32. P
160. R 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R 35. P
163. R M T 36. P
37, P
Interlude 6:
164. R-I T-I V -N R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R M T
166. R M 39. R M T
167. R T 40. M T
168. R M T 41. T
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
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Youtube name: DKNUCKLES No: 17
B reak  2:
Introduction: 57. R-A
1. R 58. R M
2. R-A 59. R T
3. R 60. R M T
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R M R M 63. R M T
7. R M T
8. R M Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R-A
10. R M T 65. R
66. R
T
V erse 1: 67. R M
11. R -A 68. R M
12. R R 69. R M
13. R R
14. R M T B reak  3:
15. R M 70. R M
16. R M T 71. T-I
17. R M T 72. R M T
18. R M 73. R-I T-I T-I
19. R M T T 74. R M
20. R M 75. R
76. R
M
M
B ridge 1: 77. M
21. R -A 78. R-I
22. R R R 79. R M
23. R M 80. R M
24. R M R M
25. R M T Interlude 3:
26. R M R M 81. R-I T-I
27. R T 82. R T
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R
30. R M 85. R M
31. R M 86. R M
32. R M 87. R
88. R
M
M
V
T
V erse 2:
33. R-A B reak  4:
34. R R R 89. R M T
35. R M R M 90. T-I
36. R M 91. R M T
37. R M 92. R M T
38. R M 93. R
94. R
M
M T
B ridge 2: 95. R-I T-I
39. R-A 96. R M
40. R R R 97. R-I
41. R M R M
42. R M Interlude 4:
43. R M 98. R
99. R
T V
B reak  1: 100. R M
44. R-A 101. R M T
R R
102. R M T
45. R 103. R M T
46. M 104. R M
47. R M 105. R M T
48. R M 106. R-1
49. R M 107. R
108. T-1
T
Interlude 1:
50. R-A R efrain  1:
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R M
53. R T 111. R M
54. R 112. R-1 T-1
55. R M 113. R T
56. R M T 114. R M
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R efrain  2:
115. R T
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  V ocal: A L L  O M IT TE D
118. R M
119. R-I T-I V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R M  T
121. R M 2. P
3. R M  T
R efrain  3: 4. P
122. R T 5. P
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R M  T
126. R M 7. R M  T
127. R-I T-I
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R
9. T
M
R efrain  4: 10. T
130. R-I V-I 11. P
131. R M V 12. P
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R T V 13. R M  T
135. M T 14. R M  T
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1:
15. T M T
B reak  5:
138. T-I T-I B reak  2:
139. R-I 16. R M
140. R M V 17. T
141. R M T 18. P
142. R M T 19. P
143. R M T 20. T
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R-I 21. T M  T
147. R T
B reak  3:
In terlude 5: 22. R T
148. R T V 23. R M  T
149. R T 24. M T
150. R M
151. R-I T-I R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R M  T
153. R M T 26. P
27. P
B reak  6: 28. P
154. R M T V 29. P
155. T-I 30. . P
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R M T
159. T 32. P
160. R-A 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R-A • 35. P
163. R M T 36. P
37, P
Interlude 6:
164. R T V R efrain  4:
165. T-I 38. R M T
166. R M 39. R M T
167. R-I T-I 40. M T
168. R M T 41. T
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
V
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Youtube name: elboon
Introduction:
1. R-I
2. R-AL
3. R
4. R R
5. R R
6. R-I M -AL
7. R-I M -SL
8. R M
9. R R
10. R-I M-I
V erse 1:
R-I
T-I
T-I
M-I
11. R-AL
12. R R
13. R R
14. R-I M -S T-I
15. R-I M -SL
16. R-I M-I T-I
17. R-N M -N T-N
18. R-I M -S
19. R-I M-I T-I
20. R-N M -N
B ridge 1: 
21. R-AL
22. R R R
23. R-AL M -N
24. R-I M-I R-N
25. R-I M-I T-N
26. R M R
27. R T
28. R M
29. R T
30. R -N M -N
31. R-N M -N
32. R-N M -N
V erse 2:
33. R-AL
34. R R R
35. R M R
36. R -N M -N
37. R -N M -N
38. R-N M -N
B ridge 2:
39. R-AL
40. R R R
41. R-I M-I R-N
42.
43.
R-A
R-N
M -SU (25)
M -N
B reak  1:
44. R-AL
45. R R R
46. M-I
47. R-I M-I
48. R-I M-I
49. R-N M -N
Interlude 1;
50. R-AL
51. R R R
52. R-N M-N
53. R-I T-I
54. R
55. R-I M-I
56. R-I M-I T-I
T-N
M -N
M
M
M -N
B reak  2:
57. R-AL
58. R-1 M-I
59. R T
60. R-I M-I
61. M-I T-I
62. R T
63. R-I M-I
Interlude 2:
64. R-AL
65. R-I T-I
66. R-IT
67. R -N M -N
68. R-I M -I
69. R-I M -I
B reak  3:
70. R M
71. T-I
72. R-I M-I
73. R-I T-I
74. R-I M-I
75. R-N M -N
76. R-I M-I
77. M
78. R-I
79. R-I M-I
80. R-N M -N
Interlude 3:
81. R T
82. R T
83. M
84. R-I
85. R-I M -AL
86. R M
87. R M
88. R-I M -AL
B reak  4:
89. R-I M-I
90. T-I
91. R-I M -AL
92. R-I M-I
93. R-N M -N
94. R-AL M -AL
95. R-I T-I
96. R-I M -AL
97. R-I
In terlude 4:
98. R-I T-I
99. R-I
100. R M
101. R-A M-I
102. R-I M-AL
103. R-I M-I
104. R-I M-I
105. R-I M-I
106. R-I
107. R-I T-N
108. T-I
R efrain  1:
109. R M
n o . R-I M-A
III. R M
112. R-I T-I
113. R-I T-I
114. R M
No: 18
T-N
T-N
T-I
T-I
V
T-I
T-I
T-I
T-I
T-I
V-I
T-I
T-I
T-I
T-I
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R efrain  2:
115. R-I T-I
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  V ocal:
118. R M
119. R-AL T-I V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R-I M-I T-I
121. R M 2. P-N
3. R-I M-I T-I
R efrain  3: 4. P-N
122. R-I T-I 5. P-I
123. T-I
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R-I M-I T-N
126. R M 7. R-I M-I T-N
127. R-AL T-I
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R-I
9. T-N
M-I
R efrain  4: 10. T-I
130. R-AL V -N 11. P-N
131. R M V 12. P-I
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R-I T-I V -N 13. R-I M-I T-N
135. M-I T-I 14. R-I M-I T-N
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1: 
15. T-N M -N T-N
B reak  5:
138. T-I T-I B reak  2:
139. R-I 16. R -A M-I
140. R-I M-I V-I 17. T-N
141. R-I M-I T-I 18. P-I
142. R-I M-I T-I 19. P-N
143. R-I M -S T-N 20. T-N
144. R -N M -N
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R-I 21. T-N M -N T-N
147. R T
B reak  3:
Interlude 5: 22. R-I T-A
148. R-I T-I V-I 23. R-I M -A -IT
149. R T 24. M-I T-I
150. R-AL M -AL
151. R-I T-I R efrain  2:
152. R-I M-I 25. R-I M-I T-N
153. R-I M -I T-I 26. P-N
27. P-N
B reak  6: 28. P-I
154. R-I M-I T-I V-I 29. P-I
155. T-I 30. P-I
156. R-AL M -AL T-I
157. R-AL M -AL T-N R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R-I M-I T-I
159. T 32. P-A
160. R-N 33. P-N
161. R T 34. M -N
162. R 35. P-I
163. R M T 36. P-I
37, P-I
In terlude 6;
164. R-I T-I V-I R efrain  4:
165. T-I 38. R-I M-I T-I
166. R-AL M -AL 39. R-I M-I T-N
167. R-I T-I 40. M-I T-I
168. R-I M-I T-I 4 L  T-N
169. R M T
170. R-I M-I T-I
171. R-I M-I
172. R-I M -A T-I
V-I
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Youtube name: elfuropeaton No: 19
B reak  2:
Introduction: 57. R
1. R 58. R-I M-I
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R M T
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T •
6. R-I M-I R-I M -S 63. R M T
7. R-I M-I T-A
8. R-IT M-IT Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R
10. R-I M-1 T-A 65.
66.
R-A
R
T-I
V erse 1: 67. R M
11. R 68. R-I M-I
12. R R 69. R-IT M-IT
13. R R
14. R-1 M-I T-A B reak  3:
15. R-IT M-IT 70. R-I M-I
16. R-I M-I T-A 71. T
17. R-NT M -NT T-NT 72. R M T
18. R-IT M-IT 73. R T T
19. R-I M-I T-A T-N 74. R M
20. R M 75.
76.
R-I
R
M -A
M
B rid ge 1: 77. M
21. R 78. R
22. R R R 79. R M
23. R M 80. R-I M -A
24. R-I M-I R-I M-I
25. R M T Interlude 3:
26. R M R M 81. R T
27. R T 82. R-A T-I
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R-A
30. R M 85. R-A M -S
31. R M 86. R M
32. R-I M-I 87.
8&
R
R
M
M
V
T
V erse 2:
33. R B reak  4:
34. R R R 8& R-A M-I T-I
35. R-I M-I R-I M-I 90. T
36. R M 91. R-I M -A T-A
37. R M 92. R M T
38. R M 93.
94.
R
R-N
M
M -N T-N
B ridge 2: 95. R T
39. R 96. R-N M -N
40. R R R 97. R
41. R-I M-I R-I M-I
42. R M Interlude 4:
43. R M 98. R-A T-I V-N
99. R-A
B reak  1: 100. R-A M-S
44. R 101. R M T
R R
102. R M T
45. R 103. R M T
46. M 104. R M
47. R-I M-I 105. R-1 M-I T-1
48. R-IT M -ST 106. R
49. R-N M -N 107.
108.
R-1
T
T-N
Interlude 1:
50. R R efra in  1 :
51. R R R 109. R-1 M-A
52. R M 110. R-IT M-IT
53. R-A T-I 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R-IT M-IT 113. R T
56. R-I M-I T-I 114. R M
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R efrain 2:
115. R-1 T-A
116. R-IT M-IT
117. N /A M ain  V ocal:
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R-1 M-I T-I
121. R M 2. P-I
3. R-I M-I T-I
R efrain  3: 4. P-N
122. R-I T-A 5. P-I
123. T
124. R-IT M-IT B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R-I M-I T-I
126. R M 7. R-I M-I T-I
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2;
129. R M 8. R-I M-I
9. T-N
R efrain  4: 10. T-I
130. R V 11. P-N
131. R-IT M-IT V-IT 12. P-I
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R-I T-I V -N 13. R-I M-I T-I
135. M -N T-N 14. R-I M-I T-I
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1:
15. T-N M -N T-N
B reak  5:
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R-I M-I
140. R-I M-I V -N 17. T-N
141. R M T 18. P-I
142. R M T 19. P-N
143. R 4 M -S T-N 20. T-N
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T-N M -N T-N
147. R T
B reak  3:
In terlude 5: 22. R-I T-I
148. R-I T-I V -N 23. R-I M-I T-I
149. R T 24. M-I T-I
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R-I M-I T-I
153. R M T 26. P-N
27. P-I
B reak  6 : O M IT T E D 28. P-I
154. R M T V 29. P-I
155. T 30. P-I
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R-AE M-I T-I
159. T 32. P-I
160. R 33. P-I
161. R T 34. M -N
162. R 35. P-I
163. R M T 36. P-I
37, P-1
Interlude 6: O M ITTE D
164. R T V R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R-N M -N T-N
166. R M 39. R-I M-I T-N
167. R T 40. M-I T-N
168. R M T 41. T-N
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
V-N
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Youtube name: faviolo No: 20
B reak  2:
Introduction: 57. R
1. R 58. R-A M -SL
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R M T
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R-AL M -AL R-AL M -AL 63. R M T
7. R M T
8. R M Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R
10. R M T 65.
66.
R-AM
R
T-I
V erse 1: 67. R M
11. R 68. R-AL M -A
12. R R 69. R M
13. R R
14. R-AL M -AL T-I B r e a k s :  O M ITTED
15. R M 70. R M
16. R-AL M -AL T-I 71. T
17. R M T 72. R M T
18. R M 73. R T T
19. R-AL M -AL T-I T-N 74. R M
20. R M 75.
76.
R
R
M
M
B ridge 1: 77. M
21. R 78. R
22. R R R 79. R M
23. R M 80. R M
24. R-I M-I R-N M -N
25. R M T Interlude 3: O M ITTE D
26. R M R M 81. R T
27. R T 82. R T
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R
30. R M 85. R M
31. R M 86. R M
32. R M 87.
88.
R
R
M
M
V
T
V erse 2: O M ITTE D
33. R B reak  4: O M IT T E D
34. R R R 89. R M T
35. R M R M 90. T
36. R M 91. R M T
37. R M 92. R M T
38. R M 93.
94.
R
R
M
M T
B ridge 2:: O M IT TE D 95. R T
39. R 96. R M
40. R R R 97. R
41. R M R M
42. R M Interlude 4:
43. R M 98.
99.
R
R
T V
B reak  1: 100. R M
44. R 101. R M T
R R
102. R M T
45. R 103. R M T
46. M 104. R M
47. R-A M -SL 105. R M T
48. R M 106. R
49. R M 107.
108.
R
T
T
Interlude 1;
50. R R efrain  1:
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R-I M-A
53. R-AM T-I 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R M 113. R-A T-1
56. R M T 114. R M
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R efrain  2:
115. R-A T-I
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  V ocal:
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R-I M-I
121. R M 2. - P-I
3. R-I M-I
R efrain  3: O M IT T E D 4. P-N
122. R T 5. P-N
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R-I M-I
126. R M 7. R-I M-I
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2: O M ITTE D
129. R M . 8. R M
9. T
R efrain  4: O M IT T E D 10. T
130. R V 11. P
131. R M V 12. P
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2: O M ITT E D
134. R T V 13. R M
135. M T 14. R M
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1:
15. T-N M -N
B r e a k s :  O M IT T E D
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R-A M-I
140. R M V 17. T-N
141. R M T 18. P-N
142. R M T 19. P-N
143. R M T 20. T-N
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T-I M -A
147. R T
B reak  3: O M IT T E D
Interlude 5: O M ITTE D 22. R T
148. R T V 23. R M
149. R T 24. M T
150. R M .
151. R T R efrain  2
152. R M 25. R-I M-I
153. R M T 26. P-N
27. P-N
B reak  6 : O M ITTED 28. P-N
154. R M T V 29. P-I
155. T 30. P-I
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3: O M IT T E D
158. T 31. R M
159. T 32. P
160. R 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R 35. P
163. R M T 36. P
37, P
Interlude 6: O M ITTED
164. R T V R efrain  4: O M ITTE D
165. T 38. R M
166. R M 39. R M
167. R T 40. M T
168. R M T 41. T
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
T-I
T-I
T-N
T-N
T-N
T-N
T-N
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Youtube name: fenderfreak25 No: 21
B reak  2: O M IT T E D
Introduction: O M IT T E D 57. R
1. R 58. R M
2. R 59. R T
3. R 60. R M T
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R M R M 63. R M T
7. R M T
8. R M Interlude 2: O M ITTE D
9. R R 64. R
10. R M T 65. R T
66. R
V erse 1: 67. R M
11. R 68. R M
12. R R 69. R M
13. R R
14. R-AT M -AT T-AT B reak  3: O M ITTE D
15. R M 70. R M
16. R-AT M -AT T-AT 71. T
17. R M T 72. R M T
18. R M 73. R T T
19. R-IT M-IT T-AT T-NT 74. R M
20. R M 75. R M
76. R M
B ridge 1: 77. M
21. R 78. R
22. R R R 79. R M
23. R M 80. R M
24. R-IT M -AT R-AT M-IT
25. R M T Interlude 3: O M ITTE D
26. R M R M 81. R T
27. R T 82. R T
28. R M 83. M
29. R T 84. R
30. R M 85. R , M
31. R M 86. R M
32. R M 87. R M V
88. R M T
V erse 2:
33. R B reak  4:
34. R R R 89. R-ST M -ST T-NT
35. R-A M -S R-A M-I 90. T
36. R M 91. R M T
37. R M 92. R M T
38. R M 93. R M
94. R M T
B ridge 2: 95. R T
39. R 96. R M
40. R R R 97. R
41. R-IT M -AT R-AT M-IT
42. R M Interlude 4:
43. R M 98. R-AT T-IT V-NT
99. R
B reak  1: 100. R M101. R M T
44. R 102. R M T
45. R R R 103. R M T
46. M 104. R M
47. R-ST M -ST 105. R M T
48. R M 106. R
49. R M 107. R-IT T-NT
108. T
Interlude 1:
50. R R efrain  1 ;
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R M
53. R-AT T-IT 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R M 113. R-IT T-IT
56. R M T 114. R M
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R efrain  2:
115.
116.
R-IT
R
T-IT
M
117. N /A M ain  V ocal: A L L  O M IT T E D
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R M  T
121. R M 2. P
3. R M  T
R efrain  3 : 4. P
122. R-IT T-IT 5. P
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R M  T
126. R M 7. R M  T
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R
9. T
M
R efrain  4: 10. T
130. R V 11. P
131. R M V 12. P
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R-IT T-IT V-NT 13. R M  T
135. M -NT T-IT 14. R M  T
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1: 
15. T M  T
B reak  5:
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R M
140. R-ST M -ST V -N 17. T
141. R M T 18. P
142. R M T 19. P
143. R M T 20. T
144. R M
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R 21. T M  T
147. R T
B reak  3:
In terlude 5: 22. R T
148. R-AT T-IT V -NT 23. R M  T
149. R T 24. M T
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R M  T
153. R M T 26. P
27. P
B reak  6: 28. P
154. R-AT M -AT T-IT V-NT 29. P
155. T 30. P
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R M T
159. T 32. P
160. R 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R 35. P
163. R M T 36. P
37, P
Interlude 6:
164. R-AT T-IT V-NT R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R M T
166. R M 39. R M T
167. R T 40. M T
168. R M T 41. T
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
V
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Youtube name: franky867 No: 22
Introduction: O M IT T E D
1. R
2. R
3. R
4. R R
5. R R
6. R M R
7. R M T
8. R M
9. R R
10. R M T
V erse 1:
11. R
12. R R
13. R R
14. R M T
15. R M
16. R M T
17. R M I
18. R M
19. R M I
20. R-I M -I
B ridge 1:
21. R
22. R R R
23. R-I M-I
24. R M R
25. R M T
26. R M R
27. R I
28. R-I M-I
29. R I
30. R M
31. R-I M -SU (30)
32. R M
V erse 2:
33. R
34. R R R
35. R M R
3& R M
37. R M
38. R M
B ridge 2:
39. R
40. R R R
41. R M R
42. R M
43. R-I M -I
B reak  1:
44. R
45. R R R
46. M
47. R M
48. R-I M-I
49. R-I M-I
Interlude 1:
50. R
51. R R R
52. R-1 M-I
53. R T
54. R
55. R-I M-I
56. R M T
M
M
M
M
M
B reak  2:
57. R
58. R M
59. R T
60. R M
61. M T
62. R T
63. R M
Interlude 2:
64. R
65. R T
66. R
67. R-I M-I
68. R M
69. R-I M-I
B reak  3:
70. R M
71. T
72. R M
73. R I
74. R M
75. R-I M -S
76. R M
77. M
78. R
79. R M
80. R M
Interlude 3:
81. R T
82. R T
83. M
84. R
85. R-I M-I
86. R M
87. R M
88. R M
B reak  4:
89. R M
90. I
91. R M
92. R M
93. R-I M-I
94. R M
95. R T
96. R M
97. R
Interlude 4:
9& R T
99. R
100. R-1 M-I
101. R M
102. R M
103. R M
104. R-I M-I
105. R M
106. R
107. R T
108. T
R efrain  1: O M ITTE D
109. R M
110. R M
111. R M
112. R T
113. R T
114. R M
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R efrain  2: O M ITTE D
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  V ocal: A L L  O M IT T E D
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R M T
121. R M 2. P
3. R M  T
R efrain  3: O M ITTE D 4. P
122. R I 5. P
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R M  T
126. R M 7. R M  T
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R
9. T
M
R efrain  4: O M ITTE D 10. T
130. R V 11. P
131. R M V 12. P
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R T V 13. R M  T
135. M T 14. R M  T
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1:
15. T M  T
B reak  5 : O M ITTED
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R M
140. R M V 17. T
141. R M T 18. P
142. R M T 19. P
143. R M T 20. T
144. R M
145. I In terlude 2:
146. R 21. T M  T
147. R T
B reak  3:
In terlude 5: O M ITTE D 22. R T
148. R T V 23. R M  T
149. R T 24. M I
150. R M
151. R I R efrain  2:
152. R ■ , M 25. R M  T
153. R . M T 26. P
27. P
B reak  6: O M IT T E D 28. P
154. R M T V 29. P
155. T 30. P
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. I 31. R M T
159. I 32. P
160. R 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R 35. P
163. R M T 36. P
37, P
Interlude 6: O M ITTE D
164. R T V R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R M T
166. R M 39. R M T
167. R I 40. M T
168. R M T 41. T
169. R M T
170. R M I
171. R M
172. R M T
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Youtube name: fuusiel
Introduction: O M IT T E D
No: 23
B reak  2: O M ITTE D
1. R
2. R
3. R
4. R R
5. R R
6. R M R
7. R M T
8. R M
9. R R
10. R M T
V erse 1:
11. R
12. R R
13. R R
14. R-IT M-IT T-NT
15. R M
16. R-IT M-IT T-NT
17. R M T
18. R M
19. R-IT M-IT T-NT
20. R M
B ridge 1:
21. R
22. R R R
23. R M
24. R-IT M -AT R-IT
25. R M T
26. R M R
27. R T
28. R M
29. R T
30. R M
31. R M
32. R-IT M-IT
V erse 2:
33. R
34. R R R
35. R-IT M -AT R-IT
36. R M
37. R M
38. R M
B ridge 2:
39. R
40. R R R
41. R-IT M -AT R-IT
42. R M
43. R M
B reak  1: O M ITT E D
44. R
45. R R R
46. M
47. R M
48. R M
49. R M
M
T-NT
M -AT
M
M -AT
M -AT
Interlude 1: O M ITTE D
57. R
58. R M
59. R T
60. R M
61. M T
62. R T
63. R M
Interlude 2: O M ITTE l
64. R
65. R T
66. R
67. R M
68. R M
69. R M
B reak  3: O M ITTE D
70. R
71. T
M
72. R M T
73. R T T
74. R M
75. R M
76. R
77. M
78. R
M
79. R M
80. R M
Interlude 3: OMITTED
81. R T
82. R
83. M
84. R
T
85. R M
86. R M
87. R M V
88. R M T
Break 4: OMITTED
89. R
90. T
M T
91. R M T
92. R M T
93. R M
94. R M T
95. R T
96. R
97. R
M
Interlude 4: OMITTED
98. R
99. ' R
T V
100. R M
101. R M T
102. R M T
103. R M T
104. R M
105. R
106. R
M T
107. R
108. T
T
50. R R efrain 1: O M IT T E D
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R M 110. R M
53. R T 111. R M
54. R 112. R T
55. R M 113. R T
56. R M T 114. R M
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R efrain  2: O M ITTE D
115. R T
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  Vocal:
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1: A L L  O M ITTE D
120. R M 1. R M T
121. R M 2.
3.
P
R M T
R efrain  3 : O M IT T E D 4. P
122. R T 5. P
123. T
124. R M B rid ge 1:
125. R M 6. R M I
126. R M 7. R M T
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8.
9.
R
T
M
R efrain  4: O M ITTE D 10. T
130. R V 11. P
131. R M V 12. P
132. R M V
133. R M V B rid ge 2:
134. R I V 13. R M T
135. M T 14. R M T
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1:
15. T M T
B r e a k s:  O M IT TE D
138. I T B reak  2;
139. R 16. R M
140. R M V 17. T
141. R M T 18. P
142. R M T 19. P
143. R M T 20. T
144. R M
145. I In terlude 2:
146. R 21. T M T
147. R T
B reak  3:
In terlude S: O M ITTE D 22. R T
148. R T V 23. R M T
149. R T 24. M T
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R M T
153. R M T 26.
27.
P
P
B reak  6: O M IT T E D 28. P
154. R M T V 29. P
155. I 30. P
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R M T
159. I 32. P
160. R 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R 35. P
163. R M I 36.
37,
P
P
Interlude 6: O M ITTE D
164. R T V R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R M T
166. R M 39. R M T
167. R I 40. M T
168. R M T 41. T
169. R M T
170. R M I
171. R M
172. R M I
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Youtube name: gaozai No: 24
B reak  2:
Introduction:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8 .
9.
10.
V erse 1:
R
R
R
R
R
R-A
R
R
R
R-A
B ridge 1:
In terlude 1:
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
R
R
R
R-AM
R
R
R-I
R
R
M -A M  R-I 
M  T 
M  
R
M -AM  T-I
M-I
11. R
12. R R
13. R R
14. R-A M-I T-I
15. R M
16. R -A M-I T-I
17. R M T
18. R M
19. R -A M-I T-I
20. R M
T-N
21. R
22. R R
23. R M
24. R -A M-I
25. R M
26. R M
27. R T
28. R M
29. R T
30. R M
31. R M
32. R-N M -N
V erse 2:
33. R
34. R R
35. R-A M -AM
36. R M
37. R M
38. R M
B ridge 2:
39. R
40. R R
41. R-A M-I
42. R M
43. R M
B reak  1:
44. R
45. R R
46. M
47. R-IS M -S
48. R M
49. R M
R
R-N
T
R
M -N
M
R
R-I M-I
R
R -N M -N
R
R R
M
T-1
M
M-A(4) -IT
57. R
58. R-S M -S
59. R T
60. R M
61. M T
62. R T
63. R M
Interlude 2:
64. R
65. R-AM T-I
66. R
67. R M
68. R M
69. R M
B r e a k s:  O M ITTE D
70. R M
71. T
72. R M
73. R T
74. R M
75. R M
76. R M
77. M
78. R
79. R M
80. R M
Interlude 3: O M ITTE D
81. R T
82. R T
83. M
84. R
85. R M
86. R M
87. R M
88. R M
B reak  4: O M IT T E D
89. R M
90. T
91. R M
92. R M
93. R M
94. R M
95. R T
96. R M
97. R
Interlude 4:
98. R T
99. R
100. R M
101. R M
102. R M
103. R M
104. R M
105. R M
106. R
107. R-1 T-N
108. T
R efrain  1:
109. R M
110. R-A M-A
111. R M
112. R T
113. R-1 T-1
114. R M
V
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R efrain  2:
115. R-I T-I
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  Vocal:
118. R M
119. R T V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R-I M-I T-N
121. R M 2.
3.
P-I
R-I M-I T-N
R efrain  3 : O M ITTE D 4. P-I
122. R T 5. P-I
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R-I M-I T-N
126. R M 7. R-I M-I T-N
127. R T
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8.
9.
R-I
T-N
M-I
R efrain  4: 10. T-N
130. R V 11. P-N
131. R M V 12. P-N
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R-I T-I V -N 13. R-I M-I T-N
135. M -N T-I 14. R-I M-I T-N
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1:
15. T-N M -N T-N
B reak  5:
138. T T B reak  2:
139. R 16. R-I M-I
140. R-S M -S V -N 17. T-N
141. R M T 18. P-N
142. R M T 19. P-I
143. R M T 20. T-N
144. R M
145. I In terlude 2:
146. R 21. T-N M -N T-N
147. R T
B r e a k s :  O M IT T E D
Interlude 5: 22. R T
148. R-AM T-I V -N 23. R M T
149. R T 24. M T
150. R M
151. R T R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R-I M-I T -N
153. R M T 26.
27.
P-N
P-N
B reak  6: O M IT T E D 2& P-I
154. R M T V 29. P-I
155. T 30. P-I
156. R M T
157. R M T R efrain  3 : O M IT T E D
158. I 31. R M T
159. T 32. P
160. R 33. P
161. R T 34. M
162. R 35. P
163. R M T 36.
37,
P
P
Interlude 6: O M ITTE D
164. R T V R efrain  4:
165. T 38. R-I M-I T-I
166. R M 39. R-1 M-I T-N
167. R T 40. M-1 T-N
168. R M T 41. T-N
169. R M T
170. R M T
171. R M
172. R M T
V-N
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Youtube name: GirlRanch No: 25
B reak  2:
Introduction: 57. R-A
1. R-A 58. R-IT M-IT
2. R-I 59. R T
3. R 60. R-I M-I T-N
4. R R 61. M T
5. R R 62. R T
6. R-IT M-IT R-IT M-IT 63. R-I M-I T-N
7. R-IT M-IT T-IT
8. R-I M-I Interlude 2:
9. R R 64. R-A
10. R-IT M-IT T-IT 65.
66.
R
R
T
V erse 1: ' ■ 67. R-I M-I
11. R-A 68. R-IT M -AT
12. R R 69. R-I M -A
13. R R
14. R-IT M-IT T-IT B reak  3:
15. R M 70. R M
16. R-IT M-IT T-IT 71. T-A
17. R M T 72. R-I M -A T-N
18. R M 73. R-A T-A T-A
19. R-IT M-IT T-IT T-NT 74. R-I M-I
20. R M 75.
76.
R-I
R-I
M-S
M -A
B ridge 1: 77. M
21. R-A 78. R-A
22. R R R 79. R-I M-I
23. ■ R-A M -N 80. R-I M-S
24. R-IT M-IT R-IT M-IT
25. R M T , In terlude 3:
26. R-I M-I R-I M-I 81. R-A T-I
27. R-I T-N 82. R-IT T-IT
28. R-A M -N 83. M
2& R-I T-N 84. R-A
30. R-N M -N 85. R-I M-I
31. R-I M -N 86. R-N M -N
32. R-NT M -NT 87.
88.
R
R-I
M
M-I
V
T-A
V erse 2:
33. R-A B reak  4:
34. R R R 89. R M T
35. R-IT M-IT R-IT M-IT 90. T-A
36. R-N M -N 91. R-I M-I T-I
37. R-N M -N 92. R-N M -N T-N
38. R-N M -N 93.
94.
R-I
R-A
M -S
M -A T-N
B ridge 2: 95. R-I T-I
39. R-A 96. R-N M -N
40. R R R 97. R-A
41. R-IT M-IT R-IT M-IT
42. R-A M -SU (26) In terlude 4:
43. R-N M -N 98.
99.
R
R-A
T V
B reak  1: 100. R-I M-I
T-N44. R-A 101. R-I M-1
R R
102. R-I M-1 T-N
45. R . 103. R M T
46. M -N 104. R-1 M-I
47. R-I M-I 105. R M T
48. R-I M-I 106. RI
49. R-I M-I 107.
108.
R-1
T-N
T-N
Interlude 1:
50. R-A R efrain  1:
51. R R R 109. R M
52. R-I M-I 110. R-A M-A
53. R-AT T-IT 111. R M
54. R 112. R-S T-I
55. R-1 M-A 113. R-I T-I
56. R-IT M-AT T-IT 114. R M
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R efrain  2:
115. R-I T-I
116. R M
117. N /A M ain  Vocal:
118. R M
119. R-S T-I V erse 1:
120. R M 1. R-A M-I
121. R M 2. P-I
3. R-A M -A
R efrain  3: 4. P-N
122. R-I T-I 5. P-I
123. T
124. R M B ridge 1:
125. R M 6. R-I M-I
126. R M 7. R-I M-I
127. R-S T-I
128. R M V erse 2:
129. R M 8. R-I M-I
9. T-A
R efrain  4: 10. T-N
130. R-S V -N 11. P-N
131. R M V 12. P-N
132. R M V
133. R M V B ridge 2:
134. R-I T-I V -N 13. R-I M-I
135. M -N T-I 14. R-I M-I
136. R M V
137. R M V Interlude 1:
15. T-I M -A
B reak  5:
138. T-A T-A B reak  2:
139. R-A 16. R-I M-I
140. R M V 17. T-A
141. R-I M-I T-N 18. P-N
142. R M T 19. P-N
143. R M T 20. T-N
144. R-I M-I
145. T Interlude 2:
146. R-A 21. T-N M -N
147. R T
B reak  3:
Interlude 5: 22. R-I T-I
148. R-IT T-IT V-IT 23. R -A M-I
149. R T 24. M-I T-I
150. R-I M -S
151. R-A T-I R efrain  2:
152. R M 25. R-A M -A
153. R-I M-I T-N 26. P-I
27. P-N
B reak  6: 2& P-I
154. R-IT M-IT T-IT V-IT 29. P-N
155. T-A 30. P-I
156. R-S M -S T-I
157. R-I M -A T-I R efrain  3:
158. T 31. R -A M -A
159. T 32. P-N
160. R-A 33. P-N
161. R T 34. M -A
162. R-A 35. P-I
163. R M T 36. P-I
37, P-I
Interlude 6:
164. R-IT T-IT V-IT R efrain  4:
165. T-A 38. R-1 M-I
166. R-I M -A 39. R-I M-1
167. R-A T-I 40. M-I T-1
168. R-I M-I T-N 41. T-A
169. R M T
170. R-I M-I T-I
171. R-I M-I
172. R-I M -A T-N
T-I
T-I
T-I
T-I
T-N
T-N
T-I
T-I
T-I
T-I
V-I
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Notes
No. 1 -  aamcaa
- Turkish amateur band ‘Kontrol’. Male vocal, two electric guitars, electric 
bass guitar, drum kit
- Incomplete -  cuts in during chord 2 in Introduction.
- Acoustic guitar part played by clean electric guitar
- First electric guitar; bass note not struck on every semiquaver -  alteration of 
timbre
- First electric guitar semi-strummed in Bridge 1 -  alteration of timbre
- Second electric guitar plays Lead Guitar 1 material in the Verse sections, and 
Lead
Guitar 2 material in the Bridge sections
- Electric Bass plays Lead Guitar 1 material at 1:07-1:08 (30)
- Second electric guitar plays a string bend in third bar of Break 2 -  alteration of 
melody
- First electric guitar plays four-note descending figure at the end of Interlude 2 
-  alteration of melody
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chord 168 altered to F"^ ’^
- Chords 176, 194,212 and 230 changed to C
- Chords 178,196, 214 and 232 changed to Bb/A
- Chords 182, 185, 200, 203, 218, 221, 236 and 239 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 246, 251, 256, 268, 273 and 278 omitted
No. 2 - abyface
- Solo acoustic guitar (no vocal)
- Incomplete performance: Introduction, Verse 2, Bridge 2, Break 2,
Interlude 2, Break 3, Interlude 3, Break 4, Refrain 2 and Refrain 3 omitted
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 176 and 230 altered to Dm7
- Chords 178 and 232 changed to Bb/F
- Chords 246, 251, 256, 268, 273 and 278 omitted
No.3 - AdeOvision
- Solo electric guitar: no replication of main vocal
- Plays the acoustic guitar material throughout
- Chords 90, 94, 98,102,109,117,121,128,133,138 and 143 omitted 
(suspended chords)
- Chords 153,158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 171, 189, 207 and 225 simplified to Bb
- Chords 178, 196, 214 and 232 changed to A
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- Chords 246, 251, 256, 268, 273 and 278 omitted 
No. 4 - anyonecanplayguitar
- Solo acoustic guitar: no replication of main vocal
- Played at a slower tempo than original
- Incomplete performance: Introduction, Break 2, Interlude 2, Break 3,
Interlude 3,
Break 4, Break5, Interlude 5, Break 6 and Interlude 6 omitted
- Chords 90, 94, 98 and 102 omitted (suspecded chords)
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 170, 188, 206 and 224 altered to G
- Chords 171, 189, 207 and 225 changed to Gm
- Chords 178, 196, 214 and 232 changed to F
- Chords 181-183, 199-201, 217-219 and 235-237 changed to E7
- Chords 182, 185, 200, 203, 218, 22land 236 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 238 and 239 changed to Esus4
No. 5 - asciende
- Amateur group: acoustic guitar/main vocal, electric guitar, electric bass, 
keyboards/percussion
- Chords 90,94,98,102,109,117,121,128,133,138, 143, 150, 155 andl60 omitted 
(suspended chords)
- Chords 91,95,99,110,114,118,129,134,139,151,156 andl61 simplified to Ab
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 171, 189, 207 and 225 simplified to Bb
- Chords 178,196, 214 and 232 changed to F
- Chords 182, 185, 200, 203,218, 221, 236 and 239 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 246, 251, 256, 268,273 and 278 omitted
No. 6 - ats5
- Amateur group: main vocal, two electric guitars, drum kit
- Incomplete performance: cuts in during chord 84, cuts out after chord 176
- Chords 91, 95, 99,110,114,118,129,134 and 139 simplified to Ab
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chord 176 changed to F
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No. 7 - AzimuthSl
- Solo acoustic guitar: no replication of main vocal
- Incomplete performance: Introduction, Break 3, Interlude 3, Break 4,
Refrain 2 and Refrain 3 omitted
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 171, 189, 207 and 225 simplified to Bb
- Chords 176, 194,212 and 230 changed to C
- Chords 246, 251, 256, 268, 273 and 278 omitted
No. 8 - bboudewijn
- Amateur band: Electric guitar, electric bass guitar, drum kit, programmed 
keyboard
- Main vocal slightly sharp in places, and the sense of metre is not held constant, 
but otherwise a faithful replication of the original
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 246, 251, 256, 268, 273 and 278 omitted '
No. 9 - boogoolool
- Solo male vocal and piano (self-accompanied)
- Chords 3, 5, 20, 37, 55 and 72 altered to F7
- Chord 4 altered to F7sus4
- Chords 21,22,38, 39, 56, 57, 73 and 74 altered to F7/A
- Chords 90, 94, 98,102,109, 113, 117, 121, 128, 133, 138,143, 150,155 and 
160 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 171, 189, 207 and 225 simplified to Bb
- Chords 172,174, 190, 192, 208, 210, 226 and 228 altered to A7
- Chords 176, 194,212 and 230 changed to C
- Chords 177, 195,213 and 231 altered to Bbsus2
- Chords 180, 198,216 and 234 altered to F6
- Chords 184, 202 and 220 altered to Asus4
- Chords 185-6, 203-4 and 221-2 changed to A7
- Break 5 is played twice
- Interlude 5 is played twice
- Chords 243, 248, 253, 258, 265, 270 and 275 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 246, 251, 256, 268, 273 and 278 omitted
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No. 10 - Cam2003nirvana
- Two acoustic guitars, main vocal (self-accompanied)
- Incomplete performance: Break 4, Interlude 4, Break 6 and Interlude 6 
omitted
- Introduction is played twice
- Lyric: word 37 changed to "and"
- Chords 90, 94, 98, 102, 109, 117, 121, 128, 133, 138, 143, 243, 248, 253 and 
258 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 91, 95, 99,110,114,118,129,134,139, 244, 249 and 254 all 
simplified to Ab
- Chords 92, 96, 100, 111, 115, 119, 130-1, 135-6, 140-1, 245-6, 250-1 and 
255-6 changed to Ab
- Chords 171, 189, 207 and 225 simplified to Bb
- Chords 176, 194,212 and 230 changed to C
- Chords 178, 196, 214 and 232 changed to F
- Chords 179, 197,215 and 233 changed to Bb
- Chords 182,185, 200,203, 218, 221, 236 and 239 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 246, 251 and 256 omitted
No. 11 - carloimola
- Acoustic guitar and solo male voeal (self-accompanied)
- Incomplete performance: Break 6 and Interlude 6 omitted
- Chords 46, 49, 81 and 84 altered to G6
- Lyric: words 23, 25, 48 and 50 changed to "there"
- Chords 90, 94, 98,102, 109, 113,117,121, 128, 133,138,143, 150,155 and 
160 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 169,187, 205 and 223 changed to C
- Chords 171, 189, 207 and 225 simplified to Bb
- Chords 176, 194,212 and 230 changed to C
- Chords 182, 185,200, 203, 218, 221, 236 and 239 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 243, 248, 253 and 258 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 246, 251 and 256 omitted
No. 12 - carlooshco
- Amateur group: electric guitar/main vocal, electric guitar/backing vocal, 
keyboards, drum kit
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 178, 196, 214 and 232 altered to F
- Chords 246, 251, 256, 268, 273 and 278 omitted
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No. 13 - cgregz
- Acoustic guitar: no replication of main vocal
- Incomplete performance: cuts in at chord 6
- performed with the original recording playing in background
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 171, 189, 207 and 225 simplified to Bb
- Chords 178, 196,214 and 232 changed to Am
- Chords 179,197,215 and 233 altered to G
- Chords 246, 251, 256, 268, 273 and 278 omitted
No. 14 - cholcola
- solo male vocal: no replication of vocal melody
- A spoken rap is performed over a loop of the Introduction taken from the 
original recording
No. 15 - DavideT ulimiero
- Solo piano: no replication of vocal melody
- Incomplete performance: Break 3, Interlude 3, Break 4, Interlude 4, Break 5 
and Interlude 5 omitted
- Chords 9-11, 15-17, 26-28, 32-34, 43-45, 61-63, 67-69, 78-80 changed to Bb
- Chords 90, 94, 98, 102, 109, 113, 117 and 121 omitted (suspended chords) 
-Chords 92, 96, 100, 111, 115, 119, 245-6, 250-1 and 255-6 omitted
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 171, 189, 207 and 225 simplified to Bb
- Chords 176,194,212 and 230 changed to C
- Chords 178, 196, 214 and 232 changed to F
- Chords 182, 185, 200, 203, 218,221,236 and 239 omitted (suspended chords)
- Refrain 4 played at a faster tempo
- Chords 265, 270 and 275 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 246, 251, 256, 268, 273 and 278 omitted
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No. 16 - DesmoCremo
- Acoustic guitar: no replication of main vocal
- Incomplete performance: Refrain 2 and Refrain 3 omitted
- Chord 106 omitted
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 171, 189, 207 and 225 simplified to Bb
- Chords 174, 192,210 and 228 changed to A/D
- Chords 176,194, 212 and 230 simplified to Dm
- Chords 178, 196,214 and 232 changed to A
- Chords 246, 251, 256, 268, 273 and 278 omitted
No. 17 - DKNUCKLES
- Drum Kit: no replication of main vocal
No. 18 - elboon
- Amateur group: acoustic guitar/main vocal, electric guitar/backing vocal, 
electric bass guitar, drum kit
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 176, 178, 196, 214 and 232 changed to A
- Chords 182,185, 200, 203, 218,221, 236 and 239 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chord 193 altered to Dm7
- Chords 246, 251, 256, 268, 273 and 278 omitted
No. 19 - elfuturopeaton
- Amateur group: solo female vocal, acoustic guitar, cello
- Incomplete performance: Break 6 and Interlude 6 omitted
- Chords 9-11, 15-17, 26-28, 32-34, 43-45, 61-63, 67-69, 78-80 changed to Bb
- Chords 90, 94, 98, 102, 109, 113, 117 and 121 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 106, 125, 147 and 167 omitted
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 172, 174, 190, 192, 208, 210, 226 and 228 altered to A7
- Chords 178, 196,214 and 232 changed to Bb/A
- Chords 184, 186, 202, 204, 220 and 222 altered to A7
- Chords 185, 203, 221 and 236 altered to A7sus4
- Chords 246, 251 and 256 omitted
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No. 20 - faviolo
- Solo male vocal and acoustic guitar (self-accompanied)
-Incomplete performance: Verse 2, Bridge 2, Break 3, Interlude 3, Break 4, 
Refrain 3, Refrain 4, Break 5, Interlude 5, Break 6 and Interlude 6 omitted
- Chords 7,13,24,30 and 41 altered to Gm/F
- Chords 90, 94, 98, 102, 109, 113, 117, 121, 150, 155 and 160 omitted 
(suspended chords)
- Chords 153, 158, 163 and 166 omitted
- Chords 170 and 188 altered to G
- Chords 171 and 189 changed to Gm
- Chords 176 and 194 simplified to Dm7
- Chords 178 and 196 changed to Dm7
- Chords 182, 185,200 and 203 omitted (suspended chords)
No. 21 - fenderfreak25
- Electric guitar: no replication of main vocal
- Incomplete performance: Introduction, Break 2, Interlude 2, Break 3 and 
Interlude 3 omitted
- Plays the acoustic guitar material throughout
- Chords 25,31,42, 60, 66 and 77 omitted
- Chords 9-11,15-17, 26-28, 32-34, 43-45, 61-63, 67-69 and 78-80 changed to 
Bb
- Chords 90, 94, 98, 102, 150, 155 and 160 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 170, 188, 206 and 224 altered to G
- Chords 171,189,207 and 225 simplified to Bb
- Chords 176, 194,212 and 230 changed to C
- Chords 178, 196,214 and 232 changed to F
- Chords 182, 185, 200, 203, 218, 221, 236 and 239 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 181, 183, 199, 201, 217, 219, 235 and 237 altered to E7
- Chords 246, 251, 256,268, 273 and 278 omitted
No. 22 - franky867
- Electric bass guitar: no replication of main vocal
- Incomplete performance: cuts in during Verse 1, and cuts out after Interlude 4
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No. 23 - Fuusiel
- Solo xylophone: no replication of main vocal
- Incomplete performance: Introduction, Break 1, Interlude 1, Break 2,
Interlude 2, Break 3, Interlude 3, Break 4, Interlude 4, Refrain 1, Refrain 2, 
Refrain 3, Refrain 4, Break 5, Interlude 5, Break 6 and Interlude 6 omitted
No. 24 - gaozai
- Acoustic guitar/main vocal and acoustic guitar/backing vocal
- Incomplete performance: Break 3, Interlude 3, Break 4, Reffain3, Break 6 
and Interlude 6 omitted
- Introduction is played twice
- Chords 5, 21, 38, 56 and 73 omitted
- Chords 9, 15, 26, 32,43,61, 67 and 78 changed to C
- Chords 90, 94, 98, 102,109, 117, 121,128,133, 138 and 143 omitted 
(suspended chords)
- Chords 171, 189 and 225 simplified to Bb
- Chords 176, 194 and 230 simplified to Dm7
- Chords 178, 196 and 232 changed to Am
- Chords 243, 248, 253 and 258 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 246, 251 and 256 omitted
No. 25 - GirlRanch
- Amateur group: solo female vocal, electric guitar/backing vocals, electric 
guitar, electric bass guitar, drum kit
- Chords 153, 158 and 163 omitted
- Chords 178, 196,214 and 232 changed to F
- Chords 182,185,200, 203, 218,221,236 and 239 omitted (suspended chords)
- Chords 268, 273 and 278 omitted
Appendix 23
’Beautiful - analysis of unsolicited musical responses
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Youtube name: 78wise (E) No: 1
Refrain 2:
VO CA L: 42. MF-I
43. R-I
Intro: OMITTED 44. T-I
1. T 45. R-I
2. M MF T 46. M-I MF-I
3. M T 47. MF-I
4. M T 48. M-N T-N
5. M T 49. R-I
6. M T 50. M-SE MF-I
51. T-N
Verse 1: 52. R-I
7. R-I
8. R-I AMF-I Bridge
9. R-I 53. T-N
10. R-I 54. M-N
11. T-I 55. M-N T-N
12. R-I 56. M-N
13. T-I 57. T-N T-I
14. R-I AMF-I 58. M-AL
15. T-I
16. R-I T-I Refrain 3:
17. R-I 59. M-N T-N
60. AMF-I
Refrain 1: 61. M-AE T-N MF-N
18. T-I 62. M-N
19. MF-I 63. M-AE
20. R-I 64. M-S MF-I
21. T-I 65. T-I
22. R-I 66. R-N
23. T-I
24. MF-I Outro:
25. R-I 67. M-S T-I MF-N
26. R-I 68. M-SU(6) T-I
27. M-I MF-I 69. T-NL
28. R-AE 70. M-AL T-N MF-N
71. T-N M-N T-N
Interlude: 72. T-N MF-N M-NL
29. T-I M-I T-I MF-I 73. R-I
30. T-I M-I T-I 74. T-I
75. "T-N
Verse 2:
31. R-I Bridge (backing vocals):
32. T-I
33. R-I AMF-I 76. R-I M-AE
34. R-I 77. R-AE
35. T-N 78. R-I
36. R-I 79. MF-I
37. MF-N T-N 80. T-I
38. R-I 81. R-I M-AE MF-I
39. M-I 82. R-AE
40. M-I 83. R-N
41. MF-I 84. T-N
T-N
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
44. T
Intro: 45. M T
1. M 46. DM
2. R M 47. DM
3. R M T 48. M
4. R M 49. DM
5. M 50. DM
6. R T 51. M
7. R T 52. T
8. AM 53. T V
9. M
10. M Bridge:
11. M T 54. R M T
12. R T 55. T
13. R M 56. T
14. M 57. R M T
15. AM 58. M
16. M 59. R M
60. T
Verse 1: 61. AM
17. R M T 62. R M
18. R T 63. AM
19. M 64. T
20. AM
21. R T Refrain 3:
65. R M T
Refrain 1: 66. T
22. R M T 67. M
23. M T 68. DM
24. DM 69. DM
25. DM 70. DM
26. M 71. T
27. DM 72. DM
28. DM 73. DM
74. DM
Break: 75. T
29. R M T 76. T
30. R T 77. R M
31. R M T 78. M ■
32. R M
33. T Outro:
34. R M 79. T
35. M 80. R M T
81. R M
Verse 2: 82. R M T
36. R M T 83. R M
37. R M 84. R M T
38. R M 85. T
39. M 86. R M
40. M 87. R T V
41. M T 88. T
42. T 89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: adenmott (E) 
VOCAL:
No: 2
Refrain 2: OMITTED
42. MF
Intro: 43. R
1. T-N 44. T
2. M-N MF-N T-N 45. R
3. M-N T-N 46. M MF
4. M-N T-N 47. MF
5. M-N T-N 48. M T
6. M-N T-N 49.
50.
R
M MF
Verse 1: 51. T
7. R-1 52. R
8. R-1 ÀMF-1
9. R-1 Bridge: OMITTED
10. R-1 53. T
11. T-N 54. M
12. R-1 55. M T
13. T-1 56. M
14. R-1 AMF-1 57. T T
15. T-N 58. M
16. R-1 T-N
17. R-1 Refrain 3: OMITTED
59. M T
Refrain 1: 60. AMF
18. T-N 61. M T MF
19. MF-N 62. M
20. R-1 63. M
21. T-N 64. M MF
22. R-1 65. T
23. T-1 66. R
24. MF-N
25. R-1 Outre: OMITTED
26. R-1 67. M T MF
27. M-N MF-N 68. M T
28. R-AE 69.
70.
T
M T MF T
Interlude: 71. T M T
29. T-N M-N T-N MF-N 72. T MF M
30. T-N M-N T-N 73.
74.
R
T
Verse 2: 75. T
31. R-1
32. T-1 Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
33. R-1 AMF-1
34. R-I 76. R M
35. T-N 77. R
36. R-AL 78. R
37. MF-N T-1 79. MF
38. R-AE 80. T
39. M-SU(8) 81. R M MF
40. M-SU(9) 82. R
41. M F-0 83.
84.
R
T
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RECORDING: Refrain 2: OMITTED
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M ' 46. DM
3. R-1 M-AE T-1 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge: OMITTED
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R-N M-N 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R-1 M-1 T-1 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3: OMITTED
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R-1 M-1 T-AE 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R-S M-1 T-1 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R-A M-AM Outro: OMITTED
35. M-A 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R-1 M-1 T-1 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: annecat No: 3
Refrain 2:
VO CA L: 42. MF-N
43. R-AE
Intro: 44. T-N
1. T-N 45. R-I
2. M-N MF-N T-N 46. M-N MF-N
3. M-N T-N 47. MF-N
4. M-N T-N 48. M-N T-N
5. M-N T-N 49. R-I
6. M-N T-N 50. M-S MF-N
51. T-I
Verse 1: 52. R-AE
7. R-AE
8. R-I AMF-I Bridge: OMITTED (see below)
9. R-I
10. R-I 53. T
11. T-I 54. M
12. R-AE 55. M T
13. T-I 56. M
14. R-I AMF-I 57. T T
15. T-I 58. M
16. R-I T-I
17. R-I Refrain 3:
59. M-N T-N
Refrain 1: 60. AMF-N
18. T-N 61. M-S T-I MF-N
19. MF-N 62. M-N
20. R-AE 63. M-N
21. T-N 64. M-N MF-N
22. R-I 65. T-N
23. T-I 66. R-AE
24. MF-N
25. R-I Outro:
26_ R-I 67. M-N T-N MF-N
27. M-N MF-N 68. M-N T-N
28. R-I 69. T-NL
70. M-N T-N MF-N T-
Interlude: 71. T-N M-N T-N
29. T-N M-N T-N MF-N 72. T-I MF-N M-AE
30. T-N M-N T-N 73. R-N
74. T-N
Verse 2: 75. TN-
31. R-AE
32. T-N Bridge (backing vocals)
33. R-I AMF-I
34. R-I 76. R-AE M-N
35. T-N 77. R-AE
36. R-AL 78. R-AE
37. MF-N T-I 79. MF-N
38. R-AE 80. T-I
39. M-SU(8) 81. R-AE M-N MF-N
40. M-S 82. R-AE
41. MF-N 83. R-AE
84. T-N
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R E C O R D IN G : A L L  O M IT T E D Refrain 2:
43. R M T
44. T
Intro: 45. M T
1. M 46. DM
2. R M 47. DM
3. R M T 48. M
4. R M 49. DM
5. M 50. DM
6. R T 51. M
7. R T 52. T
8. AM 53. T V
9. M
10. M Bridge:
11. M T 54. R M T
12. R T 55. T
13. R M 56. T
14. M 57. R M T
15. AM 58. M
16. M 59.
60.
R
T
M
Verse 1: 61. AM
17. R M T 62. R M
18. R T 63. AM
19. M 64. T
20. AM
21. R T Refrain 3:
65. R M T
Refrain 1: 66. T
22. R M T 67. M
23. M T 68. DM
24. DM 69. DM
25. DM 70. DM
26. M 71. T
27. DM 72. DM
28. DM 73.
74.
DM
DM
Break: 75. T
29. R M T 76. T
30. R T 77. R M
31. R M T 78. M
32. R M
33. T Outro:
34. R M 79. T
35. M 80.
81.
R
R
M
M
T
Verse 2: 82. R M T
36. R M T 83. R M
37. R M 84. R M T
38. R M 8& T
39. M 86. R M
40. M 87. R T ' V
41. M T 88. T
42. T 89.
90.
91.
92.
R
R
T
M
M
M
T
V
V
V
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Youtube name: bbojan (I) No: 4
V erse 2: O M IT T E D
31. R
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
T
R
R
T
R
MF
R
M
M
MF
AM F
T
R efra in  2:
V O C A L : 42. M F
43. R
In tro : O M IT T E D 44. T
1. T 45. R
2. M M F T 46. M MF
3. M T 47. MF
4. M T 48. M T
5. M T 49. R
6. M T 50. M M F
51. T
V erse 1: O M IT T E D 52. R-I
7. R
8. R AM F B ridge :
9. R 53. T-I
10. R 54. M
11. T 55. M T
12. R 56. M
13. T 57. ' T T
14. R AM F 58. M
15. T
16. R T R efra in  3: O M IT T E D
17. R 59. M T
60. AMF
R efra in  1: 61. M T MF
18. T 62. M
19. MF 63. M
20. R 64. M MF
21. T 65. T
22. R 66. R
23. T
24. M F-N O u tro : O M IT T E D
25. R-I 67. M T MF
26. R-I 68. M T
27. M-S MF-N 69. T
28. R 70. M T MF
71. T M  T
In te rlu d e : O M IT T E D 72. T M F M
29. T M  T MF 73. R
30. T M  T 74. T
75. T
B ridge (backing  vocals): O M IT T E D
76.
77.
78.
79.
80. 
81. 
82.
83.
84.
R
R
R
MF
T
R
R
R
T
M
M MF
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED R efrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro : 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
R efrain 3:
R efrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M O utro:
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: bbnickycole (E) No: 5
Refrain 2:
VOCAL: 42. MF-I
43. R-AL
Intro: OMITTED 44. T-N
1. T 45. R-I
2. M M F T 46. M -N M F-N
3. M T 47. M F-I
4. M T 48. M-S T-N
5. M T 49. R-I
6. M T 50. M-AL MF-I
51. T-N
Verse 1: 52. R-I
7. R -0
8. R-I AM F-I Bridge: SEE BELOW
9. R-AL 53. T
10. R-AL 54. M
11. T-N 55. M T
12. R-I 56. M
13. T-I 57. T T
14. R-I AM F-I 58. M
15. T-N
16. R-I T-I Refrain 3:
17. R-AL 59. M -0 T-O
60. A M F-0
Refrain 1: 61. M-O T -0 MF
18. T-I 62. M -0
19. MF-I 63. M-O
20. R-AL 64. M-O M F -0
21. T-N 6^ T-O
22. R-I 66. R-O
23. T-I
24. MF-I Outro: OMITTED
25. R-AL 67. T M MF
26. R-I 68. T M
27. M-I MF-I 6& T
28. R-AL 70. T M MF
71. T M T
Interlude: OMITTED 72. T MF M
29. T M  T MF 73. R
30. T M  T 74. T
75. T
Verse 2:
31. R-AL Bridge (backing vocals)
32. T-I
33. R-I AM F-I 76. R-AE M-N
34. R-AL 77. R-AE
35. T-N 78. R-AE
36. R-I 79. MF-N
37. MF-N T-N 80. T-N
38. R-AL 81. R-AE M -N MF
39. M-I 82. R-I
40. M -AL 83. R-AE
41. MF-I 84. , T-N
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: b o o tin k erb a ll (E) 
VOCAL:
No: 6
Refrain 2:
Intro: OMITTED
MF
T
M
T
T
1. T
2. M
3. M
4. T
5. M
6. M
Verse 1:
7. R-I
8. R-I
9. R-I
10. R-I
11. T-N
12. R-I
13. T-I
14. R-I
15. T-N
16. R-I
17. R-I
Refrain 1:
18. T-N
19. M F-I
20. R-I
21. T-N
22. R-I
23. T-N
24. M F-I
25. R-I
26. R-AE
27. M -AE
28. R-AE
Interlude:
29. T-O
30. T-O
Verse 2:
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
T
AM F-I
AM F-I
T-N
M F-N
M-O
M-O
T-O MF-O 
T-O
R-I
T-N
R-I
R-AE
T-N
R-AE
MF-A
R-I
M -AE
M-I
MF-I
AMF-AE
T-N
42. ME--AE
43. R
44. T
45. R
46. M MF
47. MF
48. M T
49. R
50. M MF
51. T
52. R
Bridge: OMITTED
53. T
54. M
55. M
56. M
57. T
58. M
Refrain 3: OMITTED
59. M T
60. AM F
61. M T MF
62. M
63. M
64. M MF
65. T
66. R
Outro: OMITTED
67. M T M F
68. M T
69. T
70. M T M F T
71. T M T
72. T MF M
73. R
74. T
75. T
Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
76. R M
77. R
78. R
79. MF
80. T
81. R M MF
82. R
83. R
84. T
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM ,57. R M T
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: boricuapacristo (E) No: 7
Refrain 2:
VO CAL: 42. MF-I
43. R-I
Intro: OMITTED 44. T-N
1. T 45. R-I
2. M MF T 46. M-N MF-N
3. M T 47. MF-I
4. T M • 48. M-SU T-N
5. M T 49. R-I
6. M T 50. M-N MF-N
51. T-I
Verse 1: 52. R-I
7. R-I
8. R-I AMF-I Bridge: OMITTED
9. R-I 53. T
10. R-I 54. M
11. T-N 55. M T
12. R-I 56. M
13. T-N 57. T T
14. R-I AMF-I 58. M
15. T-N
16. R-I T-N Refrain 3: OMITTED
17. R-I 59. M T
60. AMF
Refrain 1: 61. M T MF
18. T-N 62. M
19. MF-I 63. M
20. R-I 64. M MF
21. T-N 65. T
22. R-I 66. R
23. T-N
24. MF-I Outro: OMITTED
25. R-I 67. M T MF
26. R-I 68. M T
27. M-I MF-I 69. T
28. R-I 70. M T MF T
71. T M T
Interlude: OMITTED 72. T MF M
29. T M T MF 73. R
30. T M T 74. T
75. T
Verse 2:
31. R-I Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
32. T-I
33. R-I AMF-I 76. R M
34. R-I 77. R
35. T-N 78. R
36. R-I 79. MF
37. MF-N T-N 80. T
38. R-AE 81. R M MF
39. M-AE 82. R
40. M-AE 83. R
41. MF-N 84. T
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RECORDING: Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
I. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
2& M 70. ■ DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
9Z M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: Brontejane (E) 
VOCAL:
Intro: OMITTED
MF
T
M
T
T
No: 8
1. T
2. M
3. M
4. T
5. M
6. M
Verse 1:
7. R-I
8. R-I
9. R-I
10. R-I
11. T-I
12. R-I
13. T-N
14. R-I
15. T-N
16. R-I
17. R-I
AMF-I
AMF-I
T-N
Refrain 1:
18.
19.
20 . 
21 . 
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
T-N
MF-N
R-AE
T-I
R-I
T-N
MF-N
R-AE
R-I
M-SE
R-AE
MF-N
Interlude: OMITTED
29. T M . T
30. T M T
MF
Verse 2:
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
R-AE
T-N
R-AE
R-I
T-N
R-I
MF-N
R-I
M-I
M-AE
MF-N
AMF-I
T-N
Refrain 2:
42. MF-N
43. R-AE
44. T-N
45. R-I
46. M-AE MF-N
47. MF-N
48. M-N T-N
49. R-N
50. M-N MF-N
51. T-N
52. R-O
Bridge: OMITTED
53. T
54. M
55. M
56. M
57. T
58. M
Refrain 3: OMITTED
59. M T
60. AMF
61. M T
62. M
63. M
64. M MF
65. T
66. R
Outro: OMITTED
67. M T
68. M T
69. T
70. M T
71. T M
72. T MF
73. R
74. T
75. T
MF
MF
MF
T
M
T
Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
M76. R
77. R
78. R
79. MF
80. T
81. R
82. R
83. R
84. T
M MF
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 6& DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35: M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: camoxb (T) 
VOCAL: ALL OMITTED
No: 9
Refrain 2:
42. MF
43. R
Intro: 44. T
I. T 45. R
2. M MF T 46. M MF
3. M T 47. MF
4. T M 48. , M T
5. M T 49. R
6. M T ■ 50. M MF
51. T
Verse 1: 52. R
7. R
8. R AMF Bridge;
9. R 53. T
10. R 54. M
11. T 55. M T
12. R 56. M
13. T 57. T T
14. R AMF 5& M
15. T
16. R T Refrain 3:
17. R 59. M T
60. AMF
Refrain 1: 61. M T MF
18. T 62. M
19. MF 6L M
20. R 64. M MF
21. T 65. T
22. R 66. R
23. T
24. MF Outro:
25. R 67. M T MF
26. R 68. M T
27. M MF 69. T
28. R 70. T M MF
71. T M T
Interlude: 72. T MF M
29. T M T MF 73. R
30. T M T 74. T
75. T
Verse 2:
31. R Bridge (backing vocals)
32. T
33. R AMF 76. R M
34. R 77. R
35. T 78. R
36. R 79. MF
37. MF T 80. T
38. R 81. R M MF
39. M 82. R
40. M 83. R
41. MF 84. T
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RECORDING: Refrain 2:
43. R-I M-I T-I
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R-I M-I T-I 47. DM-I
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM-I
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R-AE M-I T-^
13. R-I M-I 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58.
59.
M
R M
Verse 1; 60. T
17. R-I M-AE T-I 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 6L AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R-I M-I T-I
22. R-I M-I T-I 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM-I 69. DM-I
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM-I 72.
73.
DM
DM-I
Break: 74. DM
29. R-I M-I T-I 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R-N M-N
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R-I M-I Outro:
35. M 79.
80.
T
R-I M-I T-I
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R-I M-AE T-I 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R ' M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
T
R-I
R
T
M
M-I
M
T-I
 V-N
AE V-N
V-N
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Youtube name: cleverana (E) No: 10
Verse 2:
31.
32.
R-AL
T-N
Refrain 2:
VOCAL: 42. MF-N
43. R-I
Intro: OMITTED 44. T-N
1. T 45. R-I
2. M ME T 46. M-SL MF-I
3. M T 47. MF-N
4. T M 48. M-I T-N
5. M T 49. R-I
6. M T 50. M-SL MF-I
51. T-N
Verse 1: 52. R-I
7. R-AL
8. R-AL AMF-I Bridge: SEE BELOW
9. R-I 53. T
10. R-I 54. M
11. T-N 55. M T
12. R-AL 56. M
13. T-N 57. T T
14. R-AL AMF-I 58. M
15. T-I
16. R-AE T-I Refrain 3:
17. R-AE 59. M-I T-N
60. AMF-I
Refrain 1: 61. M-SL T-N MF-N
18. T-N 62 M-N
19. MF-N 63. M-N
20. R-AE 64. M-SL MF-I
21. T-N 65. T-N
22. R-I 66. R-AE
23. T-N
24. MF-N Outro:
25. R-I 67. M-SL T-SL MF-N
26. R-I 68. M-N T-N
27. M-SL MF-I 69. T-I
28. R-AE 70. T-N M-SL MF-N T-I
71. M-AL T-N T-I
Interlude: OMITTED 72. T-I MF-I M-AL
29. T M T MF 73. R-I
30. T M T 74. T-N
75. T-N
Bridge (backing vocals)
33. R-I AMF-I 76. R-AE M-AL
34. R-AL 77. R-AL
35. T-N 78. R-I
36. R-I 79. MF-N
37. MF-N T-N 80. T-I
38. R-I 81. R-AL M-N
39. M-AL 82. R-AL
40. M-N 83. R-AE
41. MF-I 84. T-I
MF-N
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 5& M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 6 2 R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. , DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: Contemplate: (E) No: 11
Refrain 2:
VOCAL: 42. MF-N
43. R-AE
Intro: OMITTED 44. T-N
1. T 45. R-I
2. M MF T 46. M-SL MF-N
3. M T 47. MF-N
4. T M 48. M-SU(8) T-N
5. M T 49. R-I
6. M T 50. M-SL MF-N
51. T-I
Verse 1: 52. R-AE
7. R-I
8. R-I AMF-I Bridge: OMITTED
9. R-AE 53. , T
10. R-I 54. M
11. T-N 55. M T
12. R-I 56. M
13. T-I 57. T T
14. R-I AMF-I 5& M
15. T-N
16. R-I T-N Refrain 3: OMITTED
17. R-I 59. M T
60. AMF
Refrain 1: 61. M T MF
18. T-I 62. M
19. MF-N 63. M
20. R-AE 64. M MF
21. T-I 65. T
22. R-I 66. R
23. T-I
24. MF-N Outro: OMITTED
25. R-AE 67. M T MF
26. R-I 68. M T
27. M-SL MF-N 69. T
28. R-I 70. M T MF T
71. T M T
Interlude: OMITTED 72. T MF M
29. T M T M 73. R
30. T M T 74. T
75. T
Verse 2:
31. R-I Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
32. T-N
33. R-I AMF-I 76. R M
34. R-I 77. R
35. T-N 78. R
36. R-AE 79. MF
37. MF-N T-N 80. T
38. R-SU(8) 81. R M MF
39. M-N 82. R
40. M-N 83. R
41. MF-N 84. T
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R
16. M ■ 58. M
59. R
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T ' 61. AM
18. R T 62. R
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R
Verse 2: 81. R
36. R M T 82. R
37. R M 83. R
38. R M 84. R
39. M 85. T
40. M 86 / R
41. M T 87. R
42. T 88. T
89. R
90. R
91. T
M
T
V
V
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
T
M
M
V
V
T
T
T
V
T
92.
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Youtube name: creeingles (E) No: 12
Refrain 2: OMITTED
VO CAL: 42. MF
43. R
Intro: OMITTED 44. T
1. T 45. R
2. M MF T 46. M MF
3. M T 47. MF
4. T M 48. M T
5. M T 49. R
6. M T 50. M MF
51. T
Verse 1: 52. R
7. R-I
8. R-I AMF-I Bridge: OMITTED
9. R-I 53. T
10. R-I 54. M
11. T-N 55. M T
12. R-I 56. M
13. T-N 57. T T
14. R-I AMF-I 58. M
15. T-N
16. R-I T-N Refrain 3: OMITTED
17. R-I 59. M T
60. AMF
Refrain 1: 61. M T MF
18. T-I 62. M
19. MF-N 63. M
20. R-AL 64. M MF
21. T-N 65. T
22. R-I 66. R
23. T-I
24. MF-N Outro: OMITTED
25. R-AL 67. M T MF
26. R-I 68. M T
27. M-AL MF-N 69. T
28. R-AL 70. M T MF T
71. T M T
Interlude: OMITTED 72. T MF M
29. T M T MF 73. R
30. T M T 74. T
75. T
Verse 2: OMITTED
31. R Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
32. T
33. R AMF 76. R M
34. R 77. R
35. T 78. R
36. R 79. MF
37. MF T 80. T
38. R 81. R M MF
39. M 82. R
40. M 83. R
41. MF 84. T
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
442
Refrain 1:
22. R
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
Break:
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
M
DM
DM
M
DM
DM
R
R
R
R
T
R
M
Verse 2:
36. R
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
R
R
M
M
M
T
M
T
M
T
M
M
M
M
M
M
T
T
Refrain 3:
65. R
66 .
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
T
M
DM
DM
DM
T
DM
DM
DM
T
T
R
M
Outro:
79. T
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86 .
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
R
R
R
R
R
T
R
R
T
R
R
T
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
T
M
M
V
T
T
V
T V
T
T
T
V
T
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Youtube name: crm l2345 (E) 
VOCAL:
No: 13
Intro: OMITTED
1. T
2. M MF
3. M T
4. T M
5. M T
6. M T
T
Verse 1: 
7.
9.
10. 
11. 
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16. 
17.
R-I
R-I
R-AL
R-I
T-N
R-I
T-N
R-I
T-N
R-I
R-I
AMF-I
AMF-I
T-N
Refrain 1:
18.
19.
20. 
21 . 
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
T-N
MF-N
R-AE
T-N
R-I
T-N
MF-N
R-AE
R-I
M-I MF-I
R-SU(52)
Interlude: OMITTED
29. T M
30. T M
Verse 2: OMITTED
31. R
32. T
33. R AMF
34. R
35. T
36. R
37. MF T
38. R
39. M
40. M
41. MF
T
T
MF
Refrain 2: OMITTED
42. MF
43. R
44. T
45. R
46. M MF
47. MF
48. M T
49. R
50. M MF
51. T
52. R
Bridge: OMITTED
53. T
54. M
55. M T
56. M
57. T T
58. M
Refrain 3: OMITTED
59. M T
60. AMF
61. M T
62. M
63. M
64. M MF
65. T
66. R
Outro: OMITTED
67. M T
68. M T
69. T
70. M T
71. T M
72. T MF
73. R
74. T
75. T
MF
MF
MF
T
M
Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
76.
77.
78.
79.
80. 
81. 
82.
83.
84.
R
R
R
MF
T
R
R
R
T
M
M MF
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: DyluGyL (E) 
VOCAL:
No: 14
Refrain 2: OMITTED
42. MF
Intro: OMITTED 43. R
1. T 44. T
2. M MF T 45. R
3. M T 46. M MF
4. T M 47. MF
5. M T 48. M T
6. M T 49.
50.
R
M MF
Verse 1: 51. T
7. R-I 52. R
8. R-I AMF-I
9. R-I Bridge: OMITTED
10. R-AE 53. T
11. T-N 54. M
12. R-I 55. M T
13. T-N 56. M
14. R-I AMF-I 57. T T
15. T-I 58 / M
16. R-I T-N
17. R-I Refrain 3:
59. M-N T-N
Refrain 1: 60. AMF-N
18. T-I 61. M-N T-N MF-N
19. MF-N 62. M-N
20. R-AE 63. M-SU(60)
21. T-N 64. M-SL MF-I
22. R-I 65. T-I
23. T-I 66. R-AE
24. MF-N
25. R-AE Outro: OMITTED
26. R-I 67. M T MF
27. M-AE MF-N 68. M T
28. R-I 69. T
70. M T MF T
Interlude: OMITTED 71. T M T
29. T M T MF 72. T MF M
30. T M T 73.
74.
R
T
Verse 2: 75. T
31. R-I
32. T-N Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
33. R-I AMF-AE
34. R-I 76. R M
35. T-N 77. R
36. R-I 78. R
37. MF-N T-N 79. MF
38. R-I 80. T
39. M-AE 81. R M MF
40. M-AE 82. R
41. MF-I 83.
84.
R
T
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58.
59.
M
R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72.
73.
DM
DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outre:
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: ealfarol9 (T)
VOCAL:
Intro: OMITTED
No: 15
Refrain 2:
1. T
2. M MF
3. M T
4. T M
5. M T
6. M T
Verse 1:
7. R-I
8. R-AE AMF-
9. R-I
10. R-AE
11. T-I
12. R-I
13. T-I
14. R-AE AMF
15. T-I
16. R-AE T-N
17. R-AE
Refrain 1:
18. T-I
19. MF-N
20. R-I
21. T-I
22. R-I
23. T-N
24. MF-N
25. R-I
26. R-I
27. M-I MF-I
28. R-AE
Interlude:
29. T-N M-AI
AE
30. T-N M-I
Verse 2:
31. R-AE
32. T-N
33. R-I AMF
34. R-I
35. T-N
36. R-I
37. MF-N T-N
38. R-I
39. M-I
40. M-I
41. MF-I
T
42. MF-N
43. R-I
44. T-I
45. R-I
46. M-AE MF-N
47. MF-N
48. M-AE T-N
49. R-I
50. M-AE MF-N
51. T-N
52. R-I
Bridge:
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
T-N
M-AE
M-N
M-N
T-N
M-N
T-N
T-N
Refrain 3:
59. M-N T-N
60. AMF-I
61. M-AE T-N
62. M-N
63. M-N
64. M-N MF-N
65. T-N
66. R-AE
Outro: OMITTED
MF-I
67. M T MF
68. M T
69. T
70. M T MF
71. T M T
72. T MF M
73. R
74. T
75. T
Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
M76. R
77. R
78. R
79. MF
80. T
81. R
82. R
83. R
84. T
M ME
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58.
59.
M
R M
Verse 1; 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: - 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72.
73.
DM
DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79.
80.
T
R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
T
R
R
T
M
M
M
T
V
V
V
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Youtube name: edsondrega (E) 
VOCAL:
No: 16
Refrain 2: OMITTED
42. MF
Intro: OMITTED 43. R
1. T 44. T
2. M MF T 45. R
3. M T 46. M MF
4. T M 47. MF
5. M T 48. M T
6. M T 49. R
50. M MF
Verse 1: 51. T
7. R-AE 52. R
8. R-I AMF-I
9. R-I Bridge : OMITTED
10. R-I 53. T
11. T-N 54. M
12. R-AE 55. M T
13. T-N 56. M
14. R -0 AMF-0 57. T T
15. T-0 58. M
16. R -0 T-0
17. R -0 Refrain 3: OMITTED
59. M T
Refrain 1: OMITTED 60. AMF
18. T 61. M T MF
19. ME 62. M
20. R 63. M
21. T 64. M MF
22. R 65. T
23. T 66. R
24. MF
25. R Outro: OMITTED
26. R 67. M T MF
27. M MF 68. M T
28. R 6& T
70. M T MF T
Interlude: OMITTED 71. T M T
29. T M T MF 72. T MF M
30. T M T 73. R
74. T
Verse 2: OMITTED 75. T
31. R
32. T Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
33. R AMF
34. R 76. R M
35. T 77. R
36. R 78. R
37. MF T 79. MF
38. R 80. T
39. M 81. R M MF
40. M 82. R
41. MF 83. R
84. T
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RECORDING: Refrain 2: OMITTED
43. R M
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M ' T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R-I M-I T-I 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge: OMITTED
12. R T 54. R M
13. R M 55. T
14. M-I 56. T
15. AM 57. R M
16. M 5& M
V
Verse 1:
17. R-AE M-AE T-AE
18. R T
19. M
20. AM
21. R T
V
59.
60. 
61. 
62.
63.
64.
R
T
AM
R
AM
T
M
M
Refrain 3: OMITTED
Refrain 1: OMITTED 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: OMITTED 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro: OMITTED
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: OMITTED 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
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Youtube name: embobower (T) 
VOCAL:
Intro: OMITTED
MF
T
M
T
T
AMF-I
No: 17
1. T
2. M
3. M
4. T
5. M
6. M
Verse 1:
7. R-AL
8. R-I
9. R-I
10. R-I
11. T-N
12. R-AL
13. T-I
14. R-I
15. T-N
16. R-I
17. R-I
Refrain 1:
18. T-I
19. MF-I
20. R-I
21. T-N
22. R-I
23. T-I
24. MF-I
25. R-I
26. R-I
27. M-I
28. R-AE
AMF-I
T-I
MF-I
Interlude: OMITTED
29. T M T
30. T M T
Verse 2: OMITTED
MF
Refrain 2: OMITTED
42. ME
43. R
44. T
45. R
46. M MF
47. MF
48. M T
49. R
50. M MF
51. T
52. R
Bridge: OMITTED
53. T
54. M
55. M T
56. M
57. T T
58. M
Refrain 3: OMITTED
59.
60. 
61. 
62.
63.
64.
65.
66 .
M
AMF
M
M
M
M
T
R
MF
MF
Outro: OMITTED
67.
68 .
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
M T MF
M T
T
M T MF
T M T
T MF M
R
T
T
T
31. R
32. T Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
33. R AMF
34. R 76. R M
35. T 77. R
36. R 78. R
37. MF T 79. MF
38. R 80. T
39. M 81. R M MF
40. M 82. R
41. MF 83. R
84.
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58.
59.
M
R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72.
73.
DM
DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: exceem (T) No: 18
Refrain 2:
VOCAL: 42. MF-N
43. R-I
Intro: OMITTED 44. T-N
1. T 45. R-I
2. M MF T 46. M-N MF-N
3. M T 47. MF-N
4. T M 48. M-N T-N
5. M T 49. R-AE
6. M T 50. M-AE MF-I
51. T-N
Verse 1: 52. R-I
7. R-AE
8. R-I AMF-I Bridge: OMITTED
9. R-I 53. T
10. R-I 54. M
11. T-N 55. M T
12. R-AE 56. M
13. T-N 57. T T
14. R-I AMF-I 58. M
15. T-N
16. R-I T-N Refrain 3: OMITTED
17. R-I 59. M T
60. AMF
Refrain 1: 61. M T MF
18. T-I 62. M
19. MF-N 63. M
20. R-I 64. M MF
21. T-N 65. T
22. R-I 66. R
23. T-I
24. MF-N Outro: OMITTED
25. R-I 67. M T MF
26. R-I 68. M T
27. M-I MF-N 69. T
28. R-AE 70. M T MF T
71. T M T
Interlude: 72. T MF M
29. T-N M-I T-N MF-I 73. R
30. T-I M-AE T-I 74. T
75. T
Verse 2:
31. R-AE Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
32. T-N
33. R-I AMF-I 76. R M
34. R-I 77. R
35. T-N 78. R
36. R-I 79. MF
37. MF-N T-N 80. T
38. R-I 81. R M MF
39. M-I 82. R
40. M-I 83. R
41. MF-N 84. T
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RECORDING: Refrain 2:
43. R-I M-N T-
Intro: 44. T-I
1. M 45. M-A T-I
2. R M 46. DM-N
3. R-N M-N T-A 47. DM-N
4. R M 48. ■M-N
5. M-A 49. DM-N
6. R T 50. DM-N
7. R T 51. M-N
8. AM 52. T-N
9. M-N 53. T-A V-N
10. M-N
11. M T Bridge: OMITTED
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R-N M-N 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58.
59.
M
R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R-I M-N T-A 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M-N 63. AM
20. AM-N 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3: OMITTED
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R-I M-N T-A 66. T
23. M-A T-I 67. M
24. DM-N 68. DM
25. DM-N 69. DM
26. M-N 70. DM
27. DM-N 71. T
28. DM-N 72.
73.
DM
DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R-I M-N T-A 75. T
30. R-I T-I 76. T
31. R-I M-A T-I 77. R M
32. R-N M-N 78. M
33. T-AL
34. R-N M-N Outro: OMITTED
35. M-N 79.
80.
T
R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R-I M-N T-A 82. R M T
37. R-N M-N 83. R M
38. R-N M-N 84. R M T
39. M-N 85. T
40. M-O 86. R M
41. M-N T-A 87. R T V
42. T-A 88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
T
R
R
T
M
M
M
T
V-N
V
V
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Youtube name: failen4raiheaven 40. M-AE
(E) 41. MF-N
N o: 19
VOCAL: Refrain 2:
42. MF-N
Intro: 43. R-SU(59)
1. T-N 44. T-N
2. M-AE MF-I T-I 45. R-I
3. M-N T-N 46. M-AE MF-I
4. T-N M-AE 47. MF-N
5. M-N T-N 48. M-I T-I
6. M-N T-N 49.
50.
R-AE
M-N MF-N
Verse 1: 51. T-N
7. R-I 52. R-SU(69)
8. R-AE AMF-AE
9. R-AE Bridge
10. R-AE 53. T-N
11. T-N 54. M-AE
12. R-I 55. M-N T-N
13. T-N 56. M-N
14. R-AE AMF-AE 57. T-N. T-N
15. T-N 58. M-AL
16. R-I T-N
17. R-AE Refrain 3:
59. M-I T-I
Refrain 1: 60. AMF-AE
18. T-I 61. M-AE T-N MF-N
19. MF-N 62. M-N
20. R-AE 63. M-AE
21. T-N 64. M-N MF-N
22. R-I 65. T-N
23. T-I 66. R-AE
24. MF-N
25. R-N Outro:
26. R-AE 67. M-AE T-N MF-N
27. M-N MF-N 68. M-N T-N
28. R-SU(66) 69. T-0
70. M -0 T-0 M F-0 '
Interlude: 71. T-O M-O T-O
29. T-N M-AE T-N MF- 72. T-0 MF-O M-O
AE 73. R -0
30. T-N M-N T-N 74.
75.
T-0
T-0
Verse 2:
31. R-I Bridge (backing vocals):
32. T-N 76. R-N M-N
33. R-I AMF-I 77. R-N
34. R-I 78. R-AE
35. T-N 79. MF-N
36. R-I 80. T-N
37. MF-N T-N 81. R-N M-N MF-N
38. R-AE 82. R-AE
39. M-AE 83.
84.
R-N
T-N
455
T-O
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RECORDING: Refrain 2:
43. R-AE M-AE T-I
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R-I M-I T-I 47. DM-I
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM-I
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R-AE M-AE T-A
13. R-I M-I 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R-AE M-AE T-AE 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R-AE M-AE T-A
22. R-AE M-AE T-AE 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM-N 69. DM-I
26. • M 70. DM
27. DM-I 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM-I
Break: 74. DM
29. R-I M-AE T-I 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R-I M-I T-I
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R-AE M-AE T-AE 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R-O
90. R
91. T
92. M
M-O
M
T-O
V-N
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Youtube name: fallen4rmheaven (E) 
VOCAL:
No: 20
Refrain 2: OMITTED
42. MF
Intro: OMITTED 43. R
1. T 44. T
2. M MF T 45. R
3. M T 46. M MF
4. T M 47. MF
5. M T 48. M T
6. M T 49.
50.
R
M MF
Verse 1: 51. T
7. R-I 52. R
8. R-I AMF-AE
9. R-I Bridge: OMITTED
10. R-AE 53. T
11. T-N 54. M
12. R-AE 55. M T
13. T-I 56. M
14. R-I AMF-AE 57. T T
15. T-N 5& M
16. R-I T-N
17. R-AE Refrain 3: OMITTED
59. M T
Refrain 1: 60. AMF
18. T-I 61. M T MF
19. MF-I 62. M
20. R-AE 63. M
21. T-N 64. M MF
22. R-AE 65. T
23. T-N 66. R
24. MF-I
25. R-AE Outro: OMITTED
26. R-AE 67. M T MF
27. M-N . MF-N 68. M T
28. R-AE 69. T
70. M T MF T
Interlude: OMITTED 71. T M T
29. T M T MF 72. T MF M
30. T M T 73.
74.
R
T
Verse 2: OMITTED 75. T
31. R
32. T Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
33. R AMF
34. R 76. R M
35. T 77. R
36. R 78. R
37. ME T 79. MF
38. R 80. T
39. M 81. R M MF
40. M 82. R
41. MF 83.
84.
R
T
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58.
59.
M
R M
Verse 1; 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72.
73.
DM
DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: fenderOstrat (E) No: 21
Refrain 2: OMITTED
VO CAL: 42. MF
43. R
Intro: 44. T
1. T-N 45. R
2. M-N MF-N T-N 46. M MF
3. M-N T-N 47. MF
4. T-N M-N 48. M T
5. M-N T-N 49. R
6. M-N T-N 50.
51.
M
T
MF
Verse 1:  ^ 52. R
7. R-I
8. R-AE AMF-I Bridge: OMITTED
9. R-I 53. T
10. R-I 54. M
11. T-N 55. M T
12. R-I 56. M
13. T-N 57. T T
14. R-AE AMF-I 58. M
15. T-N
16. R-I T-I Refrain 3: OMITTED
17. R-I 59.
60.
M
AMF
T
Refrain 1: 61. M T MF
18. T-N 62. M
19. MF-N 63. M
20. R-I 64. M MF
21. T-N 65. T
22. R-I 66. R
23. T-N
24. MF-N Outro: OMITTED
25. R-I 67. M T MF
26. R-I 68. M T
27. M-N MF-N 69. T
28. R-I 70. M T MF T
71. T M T
Interlude: OMITTED 72. T MF M
29. T M T MF 73. R
30. T M  T 74.
75.
T
T
Verse 2: OMITTED
31. R Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
32. T
33. R AMF 76. R M
34. R 77. R
35. T 78. R
36. R 79. MF
37. MF T 80. T
38. R 81. R M MF
39. M 82. R
40. M 83. R
41. MF 84. T
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: frenchkitty2007 (T) 
VOCAL:
Intro: OMITTED
ME
T
M
T
T
No: 22
Refrain 2:
1. T
2. M
3. M
4. T
5. M
6. M
Verse 1:
7. R-I
8. R-I
9. R-I
10. R-I
11. T-N
12. R-I
13. T-I
14. R-I
15. T-N
16. R-I
17. R-AE
Refrain 1:
18. T-N
19. MF-N
20. R-I
21. T-I
22. R-I
23. T-N
24. MF-N
25. R-I
26. R-I
27. M-I
28. R-I
Interlude: OV
29. T
30. T
Verse 2:
31. R-I
32. T-I
33. R-I
34. R-I
35. T-N
36. R-I
37. MF-N
38. R-I
39. M-I
40. M-I
41. MF-N
AMF-I
AMF-I
T-N
MF-I
M
M
T
T
MF
AMF-I
T-N
42. MF-N
43. R-I
44. T-I
45. R-I
46. M-N MF-N
47. MF-N
48. M-N T-N
49. R-I
50. M-I MF-I
51. T-N
52. R-SU(17)
Bridge: OMITTED
53. T
54. M
55. M T
56. M
57. T T
58. M
Refrain 3: OMITTED
59. M T
60. AMF
61. M T
62. M
63. M
64. M MF
65. T
66. R
Outro: OMITTED
67. M T
68. M T
69. T
70. M T
71. T M
72. T MF
73. R
74. T
75. T
MF
MF
MF
T
M
Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
M76. R
77. R
78. R
79. MF
80. T
81. R
82. R
83. R
84. T
M MF
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. 'm 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22 R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M . T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: fslmasukat (T) No: 23
Refrain 2:
VOCAL: 42. MF-N
43. R-AL
Intro: OMITTED 44. T-I
1. T 45. R-I
2. M . MF T 46. M-S MF-N
3. M T 47. MF-N
4. M T 48. M-AL T-N
5. M T 49. R-I
6. M T 50. M-S MF-N
51. T-N
Verse 1: 52. R-N
7. R-AL
8. R-I AMF-I Bridge:
9. R-I 53. T-O
10. R-I 54. M-O
11. T-N 55. M-S T-N
12. R-I 56. M-N
13. T-N 57. T-N T-N
14. R-I AMF-I 58. M-AL
15. T-N
16. R-I T-N Refrain 3:
17. R-I 59. M-N T-N
60. AMF-N
Refrain 1: 61. M-S T-N MF-N
18. T-I 62. M-N
19. MF-N 63. M-N
20. R-AL 64. M-S MF-N
21. T-N 65. T-0
22. R-I 66. R-O
23. T-N
24. MF-N Outro:
25. R-AL 67. M-O T-O MF-O
26. R-I 68. M-O T-0
27. M-AL MF-N 69. T-0
28. R-AL 70. M-S T-N MF-N
71. T-N M-S T-N
Interlude: 72. T-O MF-O M-O
29. T-N M-AL T-N MF-N 73. R-O
30. T-N M-I T-N 74. T-0
75. T-0
Verse 2:
31. R-I Bridge (backing vocals)
32. T-N
33. R-I AMF-I 76. R-I M-AL
34. R-I 77. R-I
35. T-N 78. R-O
36. R-I 79. MF-O
37. MF-N T-N 80. T-0
38. R-I 81. R-0 M-O MF-O
39. M-I 82. R-0
40. M-AL 83. R-0
41. MF-N 84. T-O
T-I
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M T
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M T
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1• 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62. R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M T
22. R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R M T
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R M T
90. R M
91. T
92. M
V
V
V
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Youtube name: fuzzypick le69 (E) No: 24
VOCAL: Refrain 2:
42. MF-N
Intro: 43. R-AE
1. T-I 44. T-N
2. M-O MF-O T -0 45. R-I
3. M-O T -0 46. M-SE MF-AE
4. T-O M-O 47. MF-N
5. M-O T -0 48. M-I T-N
6. M-O T-O 49. R-I
50. M-SE MF-AE
Verse 1: 51. T-N
7. R-I 52. R-AE
8. R-I AMF-I
9. R-I Bridge:
10. R-I 53. T-O
11. T-N 54. M-SE
12. R-I 55. M-AL T-N
13. T-I 56. M-O
14. R-I AMF-N 57. T-O T-O
15. T-I 58. M-AI
16. R-I T-N
17. R-I Refrain 3:
59. M-O T-O
Refrain 1: 60. AM F-0
18. T -0 61. M-O T-O MF-O
19. MF-O 62. M-O
20. R-O 63. M-O
21. T -0 64. M-SE MF-AE
22. R -0 65. T-N
23. T-N 66. R-AE
24. MF-N
25. R-I Outro: OMITTED
26. R-I 67. T M MF
27. M-I MF-AE 68. T M
28. R-AE 69. T
70. T M MF T
Interlude: 71. T M T
29. T-N M-SE T-I MF-N 72. T MF M
30. T-O M-O T -0 73. R
74. T
Verse 2: 75. T
31. R-I
32. T-I Bridge (backing vocals): OMITTED
33. R-I AMF-SU(39)
34. R-I 76. R M
35. T-I 77. R
36. R-I 78. R
37. MF-N T-N 79. ■ MF
38. R-I 80. T
39. M-I 81. R M MF
40. M-N 82. R
41. MF-I 83. R
84. T
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RECORDING: ALL OMITTED Refrain 2:
43. R M
Intro: 44. T
1. M 45. M T
2. R M 46. DM
3. R M T 47. DM
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM
6. R T 50. DM
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M 53. T V
10. M
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R M
13. R M 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M
16. M 58. M
59. R M
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R M T 61. AM
18. R T 62 R M
19. M 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R M
22 R M T 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM 68. DM
25. DM 69. DM
26. M 70. DM
27. DM 71. T
28. DM 72. DM
73. DM
Break: 74. DM
29. R M T 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R M
32. R M 78. M
33. T
34. R M Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R M
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R M T 82. R M
37. R M 83. R M
38. R M 84. R M
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T
42. T 88. T
89. R M
90. R M
91. T
466
V
V
T
V
T
T
T
V
T
92. M
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Youtube name: GattoFatto No: 25
Refrain 2:
VOCAL: 42. MF-I
43. R-AE
Intro: 44. T-N
1. T-0 45. R-I
2. M-I MF-N T-N 46. M-AE MF-AE
3. M-AE T-N 47. MF-I
4. M-N T-N 48. M-N T-N
5. M-N T-N 49. R-AE
6. M-AE T-N 50. M-AE MF-N
51. T-N
Verse 1: 52. R-AE
7. R-I
8. R-I AMF-I Bridge: OMITTED (see below)
9. R-AE 53. T
10. R-AE 54. M
11. T-N 55. M T
12. R-AE 56. M
13. T-N 57. T T
14. R-AE AMF-I 58. M
15. T-N
16. R-AE T-N Refrain 3:
17. R-AE 59. M-AE T-N
60. AMF-I
Refrain 1: 61. M-AE T-N MF-I
18. T-I 62. M-N
19. MF-I 63. M-N
20. R-AE 64. M-N MF-N
21. T-N 65. T-N
22. R-AE 66. R-AE
23. T-N
24. MF-I Outro:
25. R-AE 67. M-AE T-N MF-AE
26. R-AE 68. M-AE T-N
27. M-AE MF-N 69. T-N
28. R-AE 70. M-AE T-N MF-N T-N
71. T-N M-AE T-N
Interlude: 72. T-N MF-N M-AE
29. T-N M-AE T-N MF-N 73. R-I
30. T-N M-AE T-N 74. T-N
75. T-N
Verse 2:
31. R-AE Bridge (backing vocals)
32. T-N
33. R-I AMF-AE 76. R-AE M-AE
34. R-AE 77. R-AE
35. T-N 78. R-N
36. R-I 79. MF-N
37. MF-AE T-N 80. T-N
38. R-AE 81. R-AE M-AE MF-AE
39. M-I 82. R-AE
40. M-I 83. R-AE
41. MF-N 84. T-N
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RECORDING: Refrain 2:
43. R-I M-I T-I
Intro: 44. T
1. M-AL 45. M T
2. R-I M-I 46. DM-I
3. R-I M-S T-I 47. DM-I
4. R M 48. M
5. M 49. DM-I
6. R T 50. DM-I
7. R T 51. M
8. AM 52. T
9. M-N 53. T V
10. M-I
11. M T Bridge:
12. R T 54. R-I M-I T-I
13. R-I M-I 55. T
14. M 56. T
15. AM 57. R M T
16. M-N 58. M
59. R-I M-A
Verse 1: 60. T
17. R-I M-I T-I 61. AM
18. R T 62. R-I M^ -A
19. M-I 63. AM
20. AM 64. T
21. R T
Refrain 3:
Refrain 1: 65. R-I M-I T-I
22. R-I M-I T-I 66. T
23. M T 67. M
24. DM-I 68. DM-I
25. DM-I 69. DM-I
26. M-N 70. DM
27. DM-I 71. T
2& DM-I 72. DM-I
73. DM-I
Break: 74. DM
29. R-I M-I T-I 75. T
30. R T 76. T
31. R M T 77. R-I M-I
32. R-I M-I 78. M-I
33. T
34. R-I M-I Outro:
35. M 79. T
80. R-I M^ -A T-I
Verse 2: 81. R M
36. R-I M-I T-I 82. R M T
37. R M 83. R-N M-N
38. R M 84. R M T
39. M 85. T
40. M 86. R M
41. M T 87. R T V
42. T 88. T
89. R-I M-I -T-I
90. R M
91. T
V-N
V-N
V-N
92. M
Appendix 24
Taranoid Android’ - analysis of unsolicited musical responses 
(instrumental)
Intro­
duction
A A
(4)
A
E
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I I
M
IT N N
T
O S SL ST S
u
IR 3 2 1 19
2R 1 1 4 19
3R 25
4R 1 1 23
4R 1 1 23
5R 25
5R 25
6R 2 1 5 4 1 12
6M 1 2 1 4 4 1 12
6R 1 1 1 7 3 1 11
6M 1 1 6 3 1 11 1 1
7R 1 1 7 4 12
7M 1 1 5 5 12 1
7T 2 1 6 4 12
8R 2 2 1 1 19
8M 4 1 1 19
9R 25
9R 25
lOR 1 1 1 7 4 11
lOM 1 1 6 5 1 11
lOT 2 6 5 1 11
Verse
1:
A A
(4)
A
E
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I I
M
IT N N
T
0 S SL ST s
u
H R 2 1 3 19
12R 25
12R 25
13R 25
13R 1 1 23
14R 1 1 8 8 7
14M 2 1 2 1 1 6 6 5 1
14T 2 1 8 5 1 3 5
15R 1 2 1 1 20
15M 1 2 1 20 1
16R 1 2 1 6 8 7
16M 1 1 2 6 8 7
16T 2 1 1 6 5 1 2 7
17R 3 2 20
17M 3 2 20
17T 3 2 20
18R 1 3 1 20
18M 1 1 2 20 1
19R 2 2 7 9 5
19M 2 1 1 7 8 1 5
19T 2 1 1 7 6 1 1 5
19T 10 10 5
20R 3 2 20
20M 3 2 20
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Bridge
1:
A A
(4)
A
E
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I I
M
IT N N
T
0 S SL ST S
u
21R 2 1 3 19
22R 25
22R 25
22R 1 24
23R 1 1 3 20
23M 3 2 20
24R 2 10 8 5
24M 2 10 6 5
24R 2 1 3 5 5 3 6
24M 1 1 6 6 5 6
25R 4 21
25M 4 21
25T 3 1 21
26R 3 2 20
26M 3 2 20
26R 3 1 1 20
26M 3 1 1 20
27R 1 24
27T 1 24
28R 1 3 1 20
28M 3 2 20
29R 1 24
29T 1 24
30R 4 21
30M 4 21
31R 4 1 1 19
31M 1 1 2 19 2
32R 1 2 3 6 4 9
32M 3 3 5 4 9 1
Verse
2:
A A
(4)
A
E-
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I I
M
IT N N
T
0 S SL ST S
u
33R 2 1 3 20
34R 25
34R 24 1
34R 1 24
35R 3 7 7 8
35M 1 2 1 6 6 8 1
35R 1 9 6 1 8
35M 1 1 1 1 8 4 1 8
36R 3 3 19
36M 3 3 19
37R 1 1 4 19
37M 1 1 4 19
38R 3 2 20
38M 1 2 2 20
Bridge
2:
39R 2 1 4 18
40R 25
40R 25
40R 1 23 1
41R 2 7 7 9
41M 1 2 8 5 9
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41R 1 2 6 6 1 9
41M 1 6 6 3 9
42R 5 1 19
42M 1 19 5
43R 2 6 17
43M 1 6 17 1
Break A A A A A A A A A I I IT N N O S SL ST S
1: (4) E E L L M M T M T u
T T T
44R 2 1 4 18
45R 25
45R 25.
45R 1 24
46M 2 2 21
47R 1 1 12 4 4 1 2
47M 1 1 7 2 4 4 1 5
48R 1 7 1 15 1
48M 7 15 1 2
49R 5 1 3 16
49M 5 1 3 16
Inter­ A A A A A • A A A A I I IT N N O S SL ST s
lude (4) E E L L M M T M T u
1: T T T
50R 2 1 3 19
51R 25
51R 25
51R 25
52R 1 5 1 18
52M 3 1 18 3
53R 3 1 1 2 2 5 1 4 6
53T 1 11 1 6 6
54R 1 24
55R 7 3 15
55M 1 2 5 2 15
56R 7 6 12
56M 5 1 4 3 12
56T 7 6 12
Break A A A A A A A A A I I IT N N 0 S SL ST s
2: (4) E E L L M M T M T u
T T T
57R 3 1 2 19
58R 1 7 6 10 1
58M 1 3 4 10 5 1 1
59R 1 24
59T 1 24
60R 7 3 15
60M 7 3 15
60T 1 1 5 3 15
61M 25
61T 25
62R 1 24
62T 1 24
63R 7 4 14
63M 1 7 3 14
63T 1 1 1 5 3 14
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Inter­ A A A A A A A A A I I IT N N O S SL ST S
lude 2 (4) E E L L M M T M T u
I I I
64R 2 2 2 19
65R 1 1 1 2 5 4 11
65T 1 9 3 1 11
66R 2 23
67R 1 4 1 19
67M 1 2 1 19 2
68R 1 5 4 15
68M 1 1 1 4 3 15
69R 6 2 17
69M 1 1 4 2 17
Break A A A A A A A A A I I IT N N 0 S SL ST s
3: (4) E E L L M M T M T u
T T T
70R 5 1 19
70M 2 1 19 3
71T 1 4 1 19
72R 1 2 3 19
72M 1 1 3 19 1
72T 2 4 19
73R 1 5 1 18
73T 1 5 1 18
73T 1 5 1 18
74R 1 6 1 17
74M 6 1 17 1
75R 1 1 5 1 17
75M 3 1 1 1 17 2
76R 1 4 1 19
76M 2 1 2 1 19
77M 25
78R 1 5 19
79R 1 6 18
79M 6 1 18
80R 1 1 4 1 18
80M 2 2 1 1 18 1
Inter­ A A A A A A A A A I I IT N N o S SL ST s
lude 3: (4) E E L L M M T M T u
T T T
81R 1 4 20
81T 5 20
82R 1 1 3 2 18
82T 5 2 18
83M 1 24
84R 2 4 1 18
85R 2 1 5 1 16
85M 1 1 1 1 3 17 1
86R 1 1 23
86M 1 1 23
87R 1 24
87M 1 24
87V 1 24
88R 1 4 I 19
88M 1 4 1 19
88T 1 4 1 19
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Break
4:
A A
(4)
A
E
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I I
M
IT N N
T
0 S SL ST S
u
89R 1 4 2 17 1
89M 4 2 17 1 1
89T 3 2 1 1 18
90T 1 4 1 19
91R 1 1 6 17
91M 1 1 1 4 1 17
91T 2 6 17
92R 3 1 21
92M 3 1 21
92T 3 1 21
93R 4 1 20
93M 3 1 20 1
94R 1 1 1 3 1 18
94M 2 2 1 1 18 1
94T 2 5 , 18
95R 6 19
95T 6 19
96R 3 3 19
97M 2 1 1 3 18
97R 2 3 2
Inter­ A A A A A A A A A I I IT N N O s SL ST s
lude 4: (4) E E L L M M T M T u
T T T
98R 1 1 4 1 18
98T 5 1 1 18
98V 1 1 4 1 18
99R 2 2 21
lOOR 2 4 19
lOOM 4 19 2
lOlR 1 5 19
lOlM 1 1 4 19
lOlT 5 1 19
102R 7 18
102M 2 1 4 18
102T - 6 1 18
103R 3 22
103M 3 22
103T 3 22
104R 6 1 18
104M 1 5 1 18
105R 3 2 20
105M 3 2 20
105T 3 2 20
106R 2 6 17
107R 1 10 4 1 9
107T 2 5 2 5 2 9
108T 6 1 18
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Refr­
ain 1:
A A
(4)
A
E
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I I
M
IT N N
T
O S SL ST S
u
109R 1 1 23
109M 1 1 23
llOR 3 1 7 1 13
llOM 9 1 1 1 13
l l lR 2 23
HIM 2 23
112R 2 4 1 17 1
112T 1 6 1 17
113R 3 1 11 4 6
113T 1 1 13 4 6
114R 2 23
114M 2 23
Refr­ A A A A A A A A A I I IT N N O S SL ST s
ain 2: (4) E E L L M M T M T u
T T T
115R 3 1 10 4 7
115T 3 1 11 3 7
116R 1 1 23
116M 1 1 23
117N/A 1 24
118R 25
118M 25
119R 2 1 2 19 1
119T 1 5 19
120R 2 23
120M 1 1 23
121R 2 23
121M 2 23
Refr­ A A A A A A A A A I I IT N N O S SL ST s
ain 3: (4) E E L L M M T M T u
T T T
122R 2 1 9 4 9
122T 2 1 9 4 9
123T 2 2 21
124R 1 24
124M 1 24
125R 25
125M 25
126R 25
126M 25
127R 1 1 2 20 1
127T 1 4 20
128R 2 23
128M 1 1 23
129R 1 1 23
129M 1 1 23
Refr­ A A A A A A A A A I I IT N N 0 s SL ST s
ain 4: (4) E E L L M M T M T u
T T T
130R 1 1 3 19 1
130V 1 5 19
131R 1 24
131M 1 24
131V 1 24
132R 25
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132M 25
132V 25
133R 25
133M 25
133V 25
134R 2 1 12 3 7
134T 1 1 12 1 1 2 7
134V 14 4 7
135M 1 1 1 7 2 5 1 7
135T 1 9 3 5 7
136R 2 23
136M 2 23
136V 2 23
137R 2 23
137M 2 23
137V 2 23
B reak
5:
A A
(4)
A
E
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I I
M
IT N N
T
0 S SL ST S
u
138T 1 4 20
138T 1 4 20
139R 1 3 21
140R 1 7 1 14 1 1
140M 5 1 14 4 1
140T 2 8 1 14
14111 4 21
141M 4 21
141T 3 1 21
142R 1 1 23
142M 1 23 1
142T 1 1 23
143R 4 1 20
143M 2 1 1 20 1
143T 4 21
144R 1 2 1 21
144M 2 1 1 21
145T 25
146R 1 3 21
147R 1 24
147T 1 24
Inter­
lude 5:
A A
(4)
A
E
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I I
M
IT N N
T
0 S SL ST s
u
148R 1 1 1 4 2 16
148T 6 3 16
148V 1 2 5 1 16
149R 25
149M 25
150R 1 3 21
150M 1 2 21 1
151R 1 4 20
151T 5 20
152R 1 4 20
152M 1 3 1 20
15311 3 4 18
153M 1 1 5 18
153T 5 2 18
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Break A A A A A A A A A I I IT N N 0 S SL ST S
6: (4) E E L L M M T M T u
T T T
154R 2 4 4 15
154M 1 2 4 15 2 1
154T 4 5 1 15
154 V 1 2 3 4 15
155T 1 4 20
156R 1 3 20 1
156M 1 1 2 20 1
156T 4 1 20
157R 1 3 21
157M 1 1 1 21 1
157T 3 1 21
158T 1 24
159T 25
160R 2 1 2 20
161R 25
161T 25
162R 2 2 2 19
163R 25
163M 25
163T 25
Inter­ A A A A A A A A A I I IT N N O S SL ST s
lude 6: (4) E E L L M M T M T u
T T T
164R 1 1 2 3 3 15
164T 4 5 1 15
164 V 1 1 3 5 15
165T 1 3 1 20
166R 1 4 20
166M 3 1 20 1
167R 2 1 19
167T 6 19
168R 5 1 19
168M 1 4 1 19
168T 4 2 19
169R 1 24
169M 1 24
169T 1 24
170R 5 2 18
170M 5 2 18
170T 5 1 1 18
171R 3 1 21
171M 1 3 21
172R 6 2 17
172M 3 1 2 1 17 1
172T 4 1 2 1 17
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Taranoid Android’: analysis of unsolicited musical responses 
(main vocal)
Verse
1:
A A
(4)
A
E
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I IT N N
T
o S SL S
T
SU
IR 1 11 13
IM 12 13
IT 11 1 13
2P 9 3 13
3R 1 11 13
3M 1 11 13
3T 11 1 13
4P 4 8 13
5P 10 2 13
Bridge A A A A A A A A A I IT N N o s SL S SU
1: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
6R 1 11 13
6M 11 13 1
6T 4 8 13
7R 1 11 13
7M 12 13
7T 4 8 13
Verse A A A A A A A A A I IT N N 0 s SL S su
2: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
8R 1 1 9 14
8M 1 10 14
9T 1 2 8 14
lOT 6 5 14
IIP 1 2 8 14
12P 8 3 14
Bridge A A A A A A A A A I IT N N 0 s SL S su
2: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
13R 1 10 14
13M 10 14 1
13T 4 7 14
14R 1 11 13
14M 1 11 13
14T 4 8 13
Inter­ A A A A A A A A A I IT N N o s SL S su
lude 1: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
15T 1 3 9 12
15M 3 1 9 12
15T 13 12
Break A A A A A A A A A I IT N N 0 s SL S su
2: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
16R 3 9 12 1
16M 13 12
17T 1 12 12
18? 1 8 4 12
19P 5 8 12
20T 1 1 11 12
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Inter­ A A A A A A A A A I IT N N 0 S SL S SU
lude 2: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
21T 1 3 9 12
21M 4 1 8 12
21T 4 1 8 12
Break A A A A A A A A A I IT N N 0 S SL S SU
3: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
22R 9 1 15
22T 2 8 15
23R 1 9 15
23M 2 2 6 15
23T 9 1 15
24M 9 1 15
24T 8 2 15
Refrain A A A A A A A A A I IT N N 0 S SL S su
2: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
25R 1 11 13
25M 1 11 13
25T 5 7 13
26P 3 9 13
27P 4 8 13
28P 10 2 13
29P 11 1 13
30P 12 13
Refrain A A A A A A A A A I IT N N 0 S SL S su
3: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
31R 2 1 7 15
31M 1 1 8 15
31T 6 4 15
32P 1 2 7 15
33P 5 5 15
34M 1 4 5 15
35P 9 1 15
36? 10 15
37? 10 15
Refrain A A A A A A A A A I IT N N 0 S SL S su
4: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
38R 8 3 14
38M 8 3 14
38T 7 • 4 14
38V 5 6 14
39R 11 14
39M 11 14
39T 6 5 14
40M 6 5 14
40T 6 5 14
41T 1 1 9 14
Appendix 25
’Beautiful’ - analysis of unsolicited musical responses 
(instrumental)
In trod ­ A A A A A A A A A I IT N N o S SL S SU
uction: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
IM 1 24
2R 1 24
2M 1 24
3R 5 1 19
3M 1 3 1 19 1
3T 1 5 19
4R 25
4M 25
5M 25
6R 25
6T 25
7R 25
7T 25
8AM 25
9M 2 23
lOM 1 1 23
IIM 25
IIT 25
12R 25
12T 25
13R 2 3 20
13M 2 3 20
14M 25
15 AM 25
16M 1 24
V erse A A A A A A A A A I IT N N 0 S SL S SU
1; (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
17R 2 4 19
17M 3 2 1 19
17T 1 2 3 19
18R 25
18T 25
19M 1 1 23
20AM 1 24
21R 25
21T 25
R efra in A A A A A A A A A I IT N N O S SL S su
1: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
22R 1 4 20
22M 1 3 1 20
22T 1 2 2 20
23M 1 24
23T 1 24
24DM 1 1 23
25DM 1 2 22
26M 2 22
27DM 2 1 22
28DM 1 1 23
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B reak: A A
(4)
A
E
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I IT N N
T
O S SL S
T
SU
29R 4 20 1
29M 1 3 1 20
29T 1 4 20
30R 1 24
30T 1 24
31R 1 24
31M 1 24
31T 1 24
32R 1 1 23
32M 1 1 23
33T 1 24
34R 1 1 1 22
34M 1 1 1 22
35M 1 24
V erse A A A A A A A A A I IT N N 0 s SL S SU
2: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
36R 1 4 20
36M 2 2 1 20
36T 1 1 3 20
37R 1 24
37M 1 24
38R 1 24
38M 1 24
39M 1 24
40M 25
41M 1 24
41T 1 ' 24
42T 1 24
R efra in A A A A A A A A A I IT N N 0 s SL S su
2: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
43R 1 3 21
43M 1 2 1 21
43T 1 3 21
43V 4 21
44T 1 24
45M 1 24
45T 1 24
46DM 1 1 23
47DM 1 1 23
48M 1 24
49DM 1 1 23
50DM 2 1 22
51M 1 24
52T 1 24
53T 1 24
53V 1 24
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B ridge: A A A A A A A A A I IT N N O S SL S SU
(4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
54R 2 1 22
54M 1 2 22
54T 2 1 22
54V 3 22
55T 25
56T 25
57R 25
57M 25
57T 25
58M 25
59R 1 24
59M 1 24
60T 25
61AM 25
62R 1 24
62M 1 24
63AM 25
64T 25
R efra in A A A A A A A A A I IT N N O s SL S SU
3: (4) E E L L M M T T T
T T T
65R 1 2 22
65M 1 2 22
65T 1 2 22
65V 3 22
66T 25
67M 25
68DM 1 24
69DM 1 24
70DM 25
71T 25
72DM 1 24
73DM 1 24
74DM 25
75T 25
76T 25
77R 1 24
77M 1 24
78M 1 24
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Outro: A A
(4)
A
E
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I IT N N
T
0 S SL S
T
SU
79T 25
BOR 3 22
SOM 1 2 22
SOT 3 22
SIR 25
SIM 25
82R 25
82M 25
82T 25
83R 1 24
83M 1 24
84R 25
84M 25
84T 25
85T 25
86R 25
86M 25
87R 25
87T 25
87V 25
88T 25
89R 1 23
89M 1 23
89T 1 23
90R 25
90M 25
91T 25
92M 25
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’Beautiful’ - analysis of unsolicited musical responses (main 
vocal)
Intro­
duction:
A A
(4)
A
E
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I IT N N
T
o S s
E
SL ST S
u
IT 1 4 20
2M 1 1 3 20
2MF 1 4 20
2T 1 4 20
3M 1 4 20
3T 5 20
4M 1 4 20
4T 5 20
5M 5 20
5T 5 20
6M 1 4 20
6T 5 20
V erse A A A A A A A A A I IT N N 0 S s SL ST s
1: (4) E E L L M M T T E u
T T T
7R 3 3 16 3
8R 3 1 19 2
8AMF 2 21 2
9R 3 2 18 2
lOR 5 1 17 2
IIT 4 19 2
12R 5 2 16 2
13T 11 12 2
14R 4 1 17 3
14AMF 3 18 1 3
15T 6 16 3
16R 3 19 3
16T 7 15 3
17R 6 1 15 3
R efra in A A A A A A A A A I IT N N O s S SL ST s
1: (4) E E L L M M T T E u
T T T
18T 12 9 4
19MF 6 14 4
20R 9 2 9 4
21T 5 16 4
22R 2 19 4
23T 10 12 3
24MF 7 16 2
25R 6 2 15 1
26R 4 18 1 2
27M 3 2 9 4 2 1 1 2
27MF 1 8 14 2
28R 11 3 6 3 2
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In ter­
lude:
A A
(4)
A
E
A
E
T
A
L
A
L
T
A
M
A
M
T
A
T
I IT N N
T
O S S
E
SL ST S
U
29T 1 8 16
29M 2 2 4 16 1
29T 2 7 16
29MF 2 2 5 16
30T 2 6 17
30M 1 2 5 17
30T 2 6 17
V erse 2: A A A AI A A A A A I IT N N O S SL ST s
(4) E L L M M T T u
T T
31R 5 2 10 8
32T 6 11 8
33R 1 16 8
33AMF 4 12 8 1
34R 2 2 13 8
35T 1 16 8
36R 2 2 13 8
37AMF 1 1 15 8
37T 2 15 8
38R 5 1 10 8 1
39M 4 1 9 1 8 2
40M 4 2 6 3 8 1 1
41MF 7 9 9
R efra in A A A AI A A A A A I IT N N 0 s S SL ST S
2: (4) E L L M M T T E u
T T
42MF 1 4 10 10
43R 5 2 6 11 1
44T 4 10 11
45R 14 11
46M 4 1 5 11 1 1 2
46MF 2 3 9 11
47MF 4 11 11
48M 1 1 3 6 11 1 2
48T 2 12 11
49R 3 10 1 11
50M 3 1 1 3 2 2 2
50MF 1 5 8 11
51T 3 11 11
52R 4 7 1 11 2
B ridge: A A A AI A A A A A I IT N N 0 S S SL ST S
(4) E L L M M T T E U
T T
53T 1 3 21
54M 2 1 21 1
55M 1 3 20 1
55T 5 20
56M 4 21
57T 4 21
57T 1 3 21
58M 1 3 1 20
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Refrain A A A AI A A A A A I IT N N O S S SL ST S
3: (4) E L L M M T T E U
T T
59M 1 2 5 17
59T 1 7 17
60AMF 1 4 3 17
61M 4 1 17 2 1
61T 1 7 17
61MF 2 5 17 1
62M 8 17
63M 2 5 17 1
64M 3 17 2 1 2
64MF 1 3 5 16
65T 2 6 17
66R 7 1 17
Outro: A A A AI A A A A A I IT N N O S S SL ST s
(4) E L L M M T L E u
T T
67M 2 1 20 1 1
67T 1 3 20 1
67MF 1 4 20
68M 1 3 20 1
68T 1 4 20
69T 1 2 2 20
70M 1 1 1 20 1 1
70T 1 4 20
70MF 5 20
70T 1 4 20
71T 1 4 20
71M 1 1 1 2 21 1
71T 1 4 21
72T 1 3 21
72MF 1 3 21
72M 2 1 1 21
73R 3 1 21
74T 1 3 21
75T 4 21
Bridge A A A AI A A A A A I IT N N O S S SL ST s
(backing (4) E L L M M T L E u
vocals): T I
76R 4 2 1 18
76M 2 2 3 18
77R 4 1 1 1 18
78R 3 2 1 19
79MF 1 5 19
80T 3 3 19
81R 3 1 1 1 19
81M 2 4 19
8 IMF 1 1 4 19
82R 4 1 1 19
83R 4 2 19
84T 1 5 19
Appendix 26
Taranoid Android’ - lyric analysis of unsolicited musical 
responses
No. Lyric Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted lyric
Verse 1:
1 Please 12 13
2 could 12 13
3 you 12 13
4 stop 12 13
5 the 12 13
6 noise 12 13
7 I'm 12 13
8 trying 12 13
9 to 12 13
10 get 12 13
11 some 12 13
12 rest? 12 13
13 From 12 13
14 all 12 13
15 the 12 13
16 unborn 12 13
17 chicken 12 13
18 voices 12 13
19 in 12 13
20 my 12 13
21 head 12 13
Bridge 1:
22 What's 12 13
23 that?? 11 1 13 there = 1
24 what’s 12 13
25 that?? 11 1 13
Verse 2:
26 When 11 14
27 I 11 14
28 am 11 14
29 king 11 14
30 you 11 14
31 will 11 14
32 be 11 14
33 first 11 14
34 against 11 14
35 the 11 14
36 wall 11 14
37 with 10 1 14 and = 1
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No. Lyric Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted lyric
38 your 11 14
39 opinion 11 14
40 which 11 14
41 is 11 14
42 of 11 14
43 no 11 14
44 consequence 11 14
45 at 11 14
46 all 11 14 ,
Bridge 2:
47 Whafs 12 13
48 that?? 11 1 13 there = 1
49 what's 13 12
50 that?? 12 1 12 there = 1
Break 2:
51 Ambition 13 12
52 makes 13 12
53 you 13 12
54 look 13 12
55 pretty 13 12
56 ugly 13 12
57 Kicking 13 12
58 squealing 13 12
59 gucci 13 12
60 little 13 12
61 piggy 13 12
Break 3:
62 You 11 14
63 don't 11 14
64 remember 11 14
65 you 11 14
66 don't 11 14
67 remember 11 14
68 why 11 14
69 don't 11 14
70 you 11 14
71 remember 11 14
72 my 11 14
73 name? 11 14
74 off 11 14
75 with 11 14
76 his 11 14
77 head 11 14
78 man 11 14
79 off 11 14
80 with 11 14
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No. Lyric Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted lyric
81 his 11 14
82 head 11 14
83 man 11 14
84 Why 11 14
85 don't 11 14
86 you 11 14
87 remember 11 14
88 my 11 14
89 name ? 11 14
90 I 11 14
91 guess 11 14
92 he 11 14
93 does 11 14
Refrain 2:
94 Rain 12 13
95 down 12 13
96 rain 12 13
97 down 12 13
98 come 12 13
99 on 12 13
100 rain 12 13
101 down 12 13
102 on 12 13
103 me 12 13
104 From 12 13
105 a 12 13
106 great 12 13
107 height 12 13
108 from 12 13
109 a 12 13
110 great 12 13
111 height 12 13
112 height 12 13
Refrain 3:
113 Rain 11 14
114 down 11 14
115 rain 10 15
116 down 10 15
117 come 10 15
118 on 10 15
119 rain 10 15
120 down 10 15
121 on 10 15
122 me 10 15
123 From 10 15
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No. Lyric Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted lyric
124 a 10 15
125 great 10 15
126 height 10 15
127 From 10 15
128 a 10 15
129 great 10 15
130 height 10 15
131 height 10 15
Refrain 4:
132 That's 11 14
133 it 11 14
134 sir 11 14
135 you're 11 14
136 leaving 11 14
137 The 11 14
138 crackle 11 14
139 of 11 14
140 pig 11 14
141 skin 14
142 The 11 14
143 dust 11 14
144 and 11 14
145 the 11 14
146 screaming 11 14
147 the 11 14
148 yuppies 11 14
149 networking 11 14
150 The 11 14
151 panic 11 14
152 the 11 14
153 vomit 11 14
154 The 11 14
155 panic 11 14
156 the 11 14
157 vomit 11 14
158 God 14
159 loves 11 14
160 his 11 14
161 children 11 14
162 God 11 14
163 loves 14
164 his 11 14
165 children 11 14
166 yeah! 11 14
Appendix 27
’Beautiful’ - lyric analysis of unsolicited musical responses
No. Lyric Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted lyric
Introduction:
1 Don't 1 24
2 look 1 24
3 at 1 24
4 me 1 24
5 UM 4 21
6 Umoa 4 21
7 Umoo 4 21
8 la 4 21
9 Um 4 21
Verse 1:
10 Everyday 22 3
11 is 22 3
12 so 22 3
13 wonderful 22 3
14 And 20 2 3 But = 2
15 suddenly 22 3
16 it's 19 3 3 1=1 
a =  1 
so = 1
17 hard 20 2 3 saw= 1 
subtle = 1
18 to 20 1 4 de = 1
19 breathe 20 2 3 praise = 1 
breeze = 1
20 Now 22 3
21 and 22 3
22 then 22 3
23 I 22 3
24 get 22 3
25 insecure 22 3
26 From 22 3
27 all 22 3
28 the 22 3
29 pain 21 1 3 fame = 1
30 I'm 22 3
31 so 22 3
32 ashamed 22 3
Refrain 1:
33 I 21 4
34 am 21 4
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No. Lyric Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted lyric
35 beautiful 21 4
36 bo 20 1 4 in = 1
37 matter 20 1 4 every = 1
38 what 20 1 4 single = 1
39 they 20 1 4 you= 1 
way = 1
40 say 21 4
41 words 21 4
42 can't 21 4
43 bring 21 4
44 me 21 4
45 down 20 5
46 I 21 4
47 am 21 4
48 beautiful 21 4
49 in 20 1 4 no = 1
50 every 20 1 4 matter = 1
51 single 20 1 4 what they = 1
52 way 20 1 4 say = 1
53 Yes 21 4
54 words 21 4
55 can't 21 4
56 bring 21 4
57 me 21 4
58 down 21 4
59 oh 21 4
60 no 21 4
61 So 21 4
62 don't 21 4
63 you 21 4
64 bring 21 4
65 me 21 4
66 down 21 4
67 today 21 4
Break 1:
68 Um 12 13
69 Um 12 13
Verse 2:
70 To 16 9
71 all 16 9
72 your 16 1 8
73 friends 15 10 friend = 1
74 you're 16 9
75 delirious 16 9
76 So 16 9
77 consumed 16 9
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No. Lyric Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted lyric
78 in 14 2 9 and = 1 
of = 1
79 all 15 1 9 all = 1
80 your 15 1 9 alone = 1
81 doom 15 10
82 Um 15 9
83 Trying 16 9
84 hard 16 9
85 to 16 9
86 fill 16 9
87 the 16 9
88 emptiness 16 9
89 The 16 9
90 pieces 16 9
91 gone 16 9
92 Left 16 9
93 the 16 9
94 puzzle 16 9
95 undone 16 9
96 Ain't 13 1 11 no = 1
97 that 13 2 10 that's = 1 
no = 1
98 the 14 1 10 no = 1
99 way 14 11
100 it 13 12
101 is 13 12
Refrain 2:
102 You 13 1 11 1=1
103 are 13 1 11 am = 1
104 beautiful 13 12
105 no 13 1 11 in = 1
106 matter 13 1 11 every = 1
107 what 13 1 11 single = 1
108 they 14 11
109 say 12 1 12 way = 1
110 Words 14 11
111 can't 14 11
112 bring 14 11
113 you 14 11
114 down 14 11
115 no 15 10
116 no 15 10
117 You 14 11
118 are 14 11
119 beautiful 14 11
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No. Lyric Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted lyric
120 in 14 11
121 every 14 11
122 single 14 11
123 way 14 11
124 Yes 13 1 11 no their = 1
125 words 14 11
126 can't 14 11
127 bring 14 11
128 you 14 11
129 down 14 11
130 oh 14 11
131 no 14 11
132 So 15 10
133 don't 14 11
134 you 15 10
135 bring 15 10
136 me 15 10
137 down 15 10
138 today 15 10
Bridge:
139 No 11 14
140 matter 11 14
141 what 11 14
142 we 10 1 15 they = 1
143 do 10 15
144 No 11 14
145 matter 11 14
146 what 11 14
147 we 10 1 14 they = 1
148 say 11 14
149 We're 8 1 16 when = 1
150 the 8 17
151 song 6 2 17 sun = 2
152 inside 6 2 17 is = 1 . 
will = 1
153 the 6 2 17 shining = 1 
always = 1
154 tune 6 2 17 through = 1 
shine = 1
155 Full 7 1 17 the = 1
156 of 7 1 17 clouds = 1
157 beautiful 7 1 17 won't = 1
158 mistakes 7 1 17 stay = 1
159 And 11 14
160 everywhere 11 14
161 we 11 14
162 go 11 14
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No. Lyric Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted lyric
163 the 11 14
164 sun 11 14
165 will 11 14
166 always 11 14
167 shine 11 14
168 But 5 20
169 tomorrow 5 20
170 we 4 1 20 will = 1
171 might 4 1 20 find = 1
172 awake 4 1 20 a way = 1
173 On 5 1 19 of = 1
174 the 6 19
175 other 6 19
176 side 5 1 19 times = 1
Refrain 3:
177 'Cause 12 13
178 we 12 13
179 are 12 13
180 beautiful 12 13
181 No 12 13
182 matter 12 13
183 what 12 13
184 they 12 13
185 ' say 12 13
186 Yes 12 13
187 words 12 13
188 can't 12 13
189 bring 12 13
190 us 12 13
191 down 12 13
192 oh 12 j 13
193 no 12 13
194 We 10 14 so = 1
195 are 10 1 14 don't = 1
196 beautiful 10 1 14 you= 1
197 in 10 14 bring = 1
198 every 10 1 14 me = 1
199 single 10 1 14 down = 1
200 way 10 1 14 today =1
201 Yes 9 1 15 no their = 1
202 words 10 15
203 can't 10 15
204 bring 10 15
205 us 10 15
206 down 10 15
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No. Lyric Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted lyric
207 oh 9 16
208 no 9 16
209 So 10 15
210 don't 10 15
211 you 10 15
212 bring 10 15
213 me 10 15
214 down 10 15
215 today 10 15
Coda:
216 Oh 8 17
217 yeah 8 17
218 Don't 7 18
219 you 7 18
220 bring 7 18
221 me 7 18
222 down 7 18
223 today 7 18
224 yay 8 17
225 ooh 8 17
226 oh 7 18
227 Don't 7 18
228 you 7 18
229 bring 7 18
230 me 7 18
231 down 7 18
232 Mmm 7 18
233 today 7 18
Appendix 28
Taranoid Android’ - chordal analysis of unsolicited listener 
responses
No. Chord Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted chord
Introduction:
1 Cm 15 10
2 Bb6add4 15 10
3 F9 14 1 10 F 7 = l
4 F9/A 14 1 10 F7sus4 = 1
5 F9/Bb 13 1 11 F7 = l
6 Gm 16 9
7 Gm/A 15 1 9 Gm/F = 1
8 Gm/Bb 16 9
9 Gm6/E 12 4 9 B b = l 
C = 1
10 Gm6/9 13 3 9 B b = l
11 Gm6 13 3 9 Bb = 3
12 Gm 16 9
13 Gm/A 15 1 9 Gm/F = 1
14 G/Bb 16 9
15 Gm6/E 11 4 10 Bb = 3 
C = 1
16 Gm6/9 13 3 9 Bb = 3
17 Gm6 13 3 9 Bb = 3
Verse 1:
18 Cm 21 4
19 Bb6add4 21 4
20 F9 20 1 4 F 7 = l
21 F9/A 20 1 4 F 7 /A = l
22 F9/Bb 20 1 4 F7/A = 1
23 Gm 21 4
24 Gm/A 20 1 4 Gm/F = l
25 Gm/Bb 21 4
26 Gm6/E 17 4 4 Bb = 3
C = 1
27 Gm6/9 18 3 4 Bb = 3
28 Gm6 18 3 4 Bb = 3
29 Gm 21 4
30 Gm/A 20 1 4 Gm/F = 1
31 G/Bb 21 4
32 Gm6/E 17 3 4 Bb = 3 
C = 1
33 Gm6/9 18 3 4 Bb = 3
34 Gm6 18 3 4 Bb = 3
35 Cm 21 4
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No. Chord Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted chord
36 Bb6add4 21 4
37 F9 20 1 4 F 7 = l
38 F9/A 19 1 5 F 7 /A = l
39 F9/Bb 20 1 4 F7/A = 1
40 Gm 21 ' 4
41 Gm/A 20 1 4 Gm/F = 1
42 Gm/Bb 20 5
43 Gm6/E 17 4 4 Bb = 3
44 Gm6/9 18 3 4 Bb = 3
45 Gm6 18 3 4 Bb = 3
Bridge 1:
46 Gm6 20 1 4 G6 = 1
47 Dm9/F 21 4
48 E7 21 4
49 Gm6 20 1 4 G 6 = l
50 Dm9/F 21 4
51 E7 21 4
52 E7 21 4
Verse 2:
53 Cm 19 6
54 Bb6add4 19 6
55 F9 18 1 6 F7 = 1
56 F9/A 17 1 7 F7/A = 1
57 F9/Bb 18 1 6 F7/A = 1
58 Gm 19 6
59 Gm/A 19 6
60 Gm/Bb 18 7
61 Gm6/E 15 4 6 Bb = 3 
C = 1
62 Gm6/9 16 3 6 Bb = 3
63 Gm6 16 3 6 . Bb = 3
64 Gm 19 6
65 Gm/A 19 6
66 G/Bb 18 7
67 Gni6/E 15 4 6 Bb =3 
C = 1
68 Gm6/9 16 3 6 Bb = 3
69 Gm6 16 3 6 Bb = 3
70 Cm 19 6
71 Bb6add4 19 6
72 F9 18 1 6 F7= 1
73 F9/A 17 1 7 F7/A= 1
74 F9/Bb 18 1 6 F7/A = 1
75 Gm 19 6
76 Gm/A 19 6
77 Gm/Bb 18 7
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No. Chord Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted chord
78 Gm6/E 15 4 6 Bb = 3 
C = 1
79 Gm6/9 16 3 6 Bb = 3
80 Gm6 16 3 6 Bb = 3
Bridge 2:
81 Gm6 18 1 6 G6 = l
82 Dm9/F 19 6
83 E7 19 6
84 Gm6 19 1 5 G6 = l
85 Dm9/F 20 5
86 E7 20 5
87 E7 20 5
Break 1:
88 N/A 21 4
Interlude 1:
89 C 20 4
90 Csus4 10 15
91 Ab6 17 3 4 Ab = 3
92 Bb 19 1 5 Ab = 1
93 C 21 4
94 Csus4 10 15
95 Ab6 18 3 4 Ab = 3
96 Bb 19 1 5 Ab = 1
97 C 21 4
98 Csus4 10 15
99 Ab6 18 3 4 Ab = 3
100 Bb 19 1 5 A b = l
101 C 21 4
102 Csus4 10 15
103 C 21 4
104 Cb 21 4
105 Bb 21 4
106 Ab 19 6
Break 2:
107 N/A 19 6
Interlude 2:
108 C 18 7
109 Csus4 9 16
110 Ab6 14 3 8 A b= 1
111 Bb 16 1 8 A b = l
112 C 18 7
113 Csus4 11 14
114 Ab6 15 3 7 Ab = 3
115 Bb 16 1 8 Ab = 1
116 C 18 7
117 Csus4 9 16
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No. Chord Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted chord
118 Ab6 15 3 7 Ab = 3
119 Bb 16 1 8 Ab = 1
120 C 18 7
121 Csus4 9 16
122 C 17 8
123 Cb 17 8
124 Bb 17 8
125 Ab 16 9
Break 3:
126 N/A 14 11
Interlude 3:
127 C 14 11
128 Csus4 8 17
129 Ab6 11 3 11 Ab = 3
130 Bb 13 1 .11 Ab = 1
131 F 1 24
132 C 14 11
133 Csus4 8 17
134 Ab6 11 3 11 Ab = 3
135 Bb 13 1 11 Ab = 1
136 F 1 24
137 C 14 11
138 Csus4 8 17
139 Ab6 11 3 11 Ab = 3
140 Bb 13 1 11 Ab = 1
141 F 1 24
142 C 14 11
143 Csus4 8 17
144 C 14 11
145 Cb 14 11
146 Bb 14 11
147 Ab 14 11
Break 4:
148 N/A 15 10
Interlude 4:
149 C 18
150 Csus4 13 12
151 Ab6 17 7 Ab = 1
152 Bb 18 7
153 F 1 24
154 C 18 7
155 Csus4 11 14
156 Ab6 17 7 Ab = 1
157 Bb 18 7
158 F 1 24
159 C 18 7
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No. Chord Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted chord
160 Csus4 12 13
161 Ab6 17 7 A b = l
162 Bb 18 7
163 F 1 24
164 C 18 7
165 Cb 18 7
166 Bb 17 8
167 Ab 17 8
168 F 17 1 8 F4-3 = 1
Refrain 1:
169 Cm 20 1 4 C = 1
170 G/B 18 3 4 G = 3
171 Bb6 8 13 4 Bb = l l  
Gm = 2
172 A 19 2 4 A7 = 2
173 Dm 21 4
174 A 18 3 4 A7 = 2 
A/D = l
175 Dm 21 4
176 Dm7/C 8 3 4 A7 = 2 
A/D= 1
177 Bb 19 1 5 Bbsus2 = 1
178 F/A 4 16 5 F = 7 
A = 3 
Bb/A = 2 
Am = 2 
B b /F = l 
Dm7 = 1
179 Gm 18 2 5 G = 1
B b = l
180 F 19 1 5 F6 = 1
181 E 18 2 5 E7 = 1
182 Esus4 9 1 15 E 7 = l
183 E 18 2 5 E7 = 2
184 A 18 2 5 Asus4 -  1 
A 7 = l
185 Asus4 8 2 15 A7 = l
186 A 18 2 5 A7 = 2
Refrain 2:
187 Cm 16 1 8 C = 1
188 G/B 14 3 8 G = 3
189 Bb6 4 13 8 B b= 11 
Gm = 2
190 A 15 2 8 A7 = 2
191 Dm 17 8
192 A 14 3 8 A7 = 2 
A/D = l
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No. Chord Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted chord
193 Dm 16 1 8 Dm7 = 1
194 Dm7/C 7 10 8 C = 7 
Dm = 2 
Dm7 = 1
195 Bb 16 1 8 Bbsus2 = 1
196 F/A 1 15 9 F = 7 
A = 3 
Bb/A = 2 
Am = 2 
Dm7 = 1
197 Gm 15 2 8 G = 1
B b = l
198 F 16 1 8 F6 = l
199 E 15 2 8 E7 = 2
200 Esus4 6 1 18 E7 = l
201 E 15 2 8 E7 = 2
202 A 15 2 8 Asus4 = 1 
A 7= 1
203 Asus4 5 2 18 AAsus4 = 1 
A 7 = l
204 A 15 2 8 A7 = 2
Refrain 3:
205 Cm 14 1 10 C = 1
206 G/B 13 2 10 G = 2
207 Bb6 4 11 10 B b= 10 
Gm = 1
208 A 13 2 10 A7 = 2
209 Dm 15 10
210 A 12 3 10 A7 = 2 
A/D = l
211 Dm 15 10
212 Dm7/C 7 8 10 C = 7 
Dm = 1
213 Bb 14 1 10 Bbsus2 = 1
214 F/A 2 13 10 F = 7 
A = 3 
Bb/A = 2 
Am = 1
215 Gm 13 2 10 G = 1
B b = l
216 F 14 1 10 F 6 = l
217 E 13 2 10 E7 = 2
218 Esus4 5 1 19 E7= 1
219 E 13 2 10 E7 = 2
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No. Chord Identical Substituted Omitted L Substituted chord
220 A 13 2 10 Asus4 = 1 
A7 = l
221 Asus4 4 2 19 Asus4 = 1 
A 7 = l
222 A 13 2 10 A7 = 2
Refrain 4:
223 Cm 18 1 6 C = 1
224 G/B 17 2 6 G = 2
225 " Bb6 7 12 6 B b = l l  
Gm = 1
226 A 17 2 6 A7 = 2
227 Dm 19 6
228 A 16 3 6 A7 = 2 
A/D = 2
229 Dm 19 6
230 Dm7/C 9 10 6 C = 7 
Dm7 = 2 
Dm = 1
231 Bb 18 1 6 Bbsus2 = 1
232 F/A 4 15 6 F = 7 
A = 3 
Bb/A = 2 
Am = 2 
B b /F = l
233 Gm 17 2 6 G = 1
B b = l
234 F 18 1 6 F 6 = l
235 E 17 2 6 E7 = 2
236 Esus4 8 2 15 E7sus4 = 1 
E7 = l
237 E 17 2 6 E7 = 2
238 E 18 1 6 Esus4 = 1
239 Esus4 11 14
240 E 19 6
Break 5:
241 N/A 16 9
Interlude 5;
242 C 18 7
243 Csus4 14 11
244 Ab6 17 1 7 Ab = 1
245 Bb 16 1 8 Ab = 1
246 F 1 24
247 C 18 7
248 Csus4 14 11
249 Ab6 17 1 7 A b = l
250 Bb 16 1 7 Ab = 1
251 F 1 24
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No. Chord Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted chord
252 C 18 7
253 Csus4 14 11
254 Ab6 17 1 7 Ab = 1
255 Bb 17 1 7 Ab = 1
256 F 1 24
257 C 18 7
258 Csus4 14 11
259 C 18 7
260 Cb 18 7
261 Bb 18 7
262 Ab 18 7
Break 6:
263 N/A 15 10
Interlude 6:
264 C 15 10
265 Csus4 13 12
266 Ab6 15 10
267 Bb 15 10
268 F 1 24
269 C 15 10
270 Csus4 13 12
271 Ab6 15 10
272 Bb 15 10
273 F 1 24
274 C 15 10
275 Csus4 13 12
276 Ab6 15 10
277 Bb 15 10
278 F 1 24
279 C 15 10
280 Cb 15 10
281 Bb 15 10
282 Ab 15 10
Appendix 29
’Beautiful’ - chordal analysis of unsolicited listener responses
No. Chord Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted chord
Introduction:
1 Eb 8 17
2 Eb4-3 7 18
3 Eb7d 8 17
4 Eb7d4-3 7 18
5 Cm 7 1 17 Cm#4 = 1
6 Cm4-3 7 18
7 B 8 1 16 Fm/A = 1
8 Bsus4 5 2 18 Fm/A = 1 
B = 1
9 Eb 7 18
10 Eb7d 6 1 18 D b = l
11 Eb7dsus4 6 1 18 Dbsus4 = 1 
Fm/A = 1
12 Cm 7 18
13 Cmsus4 6 18
14 B 6 1 18 Fm/A = 1
Verse 1:
15 E 9 16
16 Ebsus4 6 19
17 Eb7d 9 16
18 Eb7dsus4 6 19
19 Cm 9 16
20 Cmsus4 6 19
21 B 7 2 16 B#4 = l 
Fm/A = 1
22 Bsus4 4 1 20 Fm/A = 1
23 Eb 9 16
24 Ebsus4 6 19
25 Eb7d 9 16
26 Eb7dsus4 5 20
27 Cm 8. 17
28 Cmsus4 5 20
29 B 6 2 17 B # 4 = l 
Abm = 1
30 B4- 5 1 19 Abm = 1
31 B3 5 1 19 Abm = 1
Refrain 1:
32 Ab 8 17
33 Fm 8 17
34 Fmsus4 7 18
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No. Chord Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted chord
35 Eb 8 17
36 Eb7d 7 1 18 D b = l
37 Cm 6 1 19 Ab = 1
38 Cmsus4 6 19
39 Ab 8 17
40 Fm 8 17
41 Fmsus4 6 19
42 Eb 8 17
43 Eb7d 7 1 17 D b = l
44 Cm 7 1 17 A b = l
45 Cmsus4 6 1 18 Ab = 1
46 Fm7 4 2 19 Dbsus4 = 1 
B = 1
47 Fm7sus4 3 1 21 B = 1
Bridge 1:
48 Eb 7 18
49 Ebsus4 5 1 19 E b = l
50 Eb7d 6 1 18 D b = l
51 Eb7dsus4 6 19
52 Cm 7 18
53 Cmsus4 4 1 20 Cm#4 =1
54 B 5 1 19 B # 4 = l
Verse 2:
55 Eb 7 18
56 Ebsus4 4 21
57 Eb7d 6 1 18 D b = l
58 Eb7dsus4 4 21
59 Cm 7 18
60 Cmsus4 4 21
61 B 6 1 18 Fm/A = 1
62 Bsus4 4 1 20 Fm/A = 1
63 Eb 7 18
64 Ebsus4 4 21
65 Eb7d 6 1 18 D b = l
66 Eb7dsus4 4 21
67 Cm 7 18
68 Cmsus4 4 21
69 B 5 1 19 Abm = 1
70 B4- 3 1 21 Abm = 1
71 B3 3 1 21 Abm = 1
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No. Chord Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted chord
Refrain 2:
72 Ab 7 18
73 Fm 7 18
74 Fmsus4 5 20
75 Eb 7 18
76 Eb7d 6 1 18 D b = l
77 Cm 8 17
78 Cmsus4 6 19
79 Ab 8 17
80 Fm 8 17
81 Fmsus4 6 19
82 Eb 8 17
83 Eb7d 7 1 17 D b = l
84 Cm 8 17
85 Cmsus4 5 20
86 Fm7 7 1 18 A b= 1
87 Fm7sus
4
6 19
Bridge:
88 Eb 8 17
89 Eb7d 7 1 17 D b = l
90 Cm 7 18
91 B 6 1 18 Bm7b5 = 1
92 Eb 7 18
93 Eb7d 6 1 18 D b = l
94 Cm 7 18
95 B 6 1 18 Bm7b5 = 1
Refrain 3:
96 Ab 5 1 19 Abm = 1
97 Fm 6 19
98 Eb 6 19
99 Eb7d 6 19
100 Cm 5 1 19 A b = l
101 Ab 6 19
102 Fm 6 19
103 Eb 6 19
104 Eb7d 5 1 19 D b = l
105 Cm 5 1 19 Ab = 1
106 Cmsus4 5 1 19 Abadd6 =1
107 Fm 4 2 19 A b = l
Fm7 = 1
108 Fm7 5 1 19 Fm = 1
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No. Chord Identical Substituted Omitted Substituted chord
Outro:
109 Eb 5 20
110 Ebsus4 5 20
111 Eb7d 4 1 20 Eb = 1
112 Eb7dsus4 3 1 21 E b 7 d = l
113 Eb7d 3 2 20 Eb7dsus4 = 1
114 Cm 6 19
115 Cmsus4 4 1 20 Cm = 1
116 B 4 1 20 Fm/A = 1
117 Bsus4 4 1 20 Fm/A = 1
118 B 4 1 20 Fm/A = 1
119 Eb 6 19
120 Ebsus4 6 19
121 Eb 6 19
122 Ebsus4 6 19
123 Eb 5 1 19 Eb7d = 1
124 Eb7d 6 19
125 Eb7dsus4 6 19
126 Cm 6 19
127 B 5 1 19 Bm7b5 = 1
128 B 5 1 19 Bm7b5 = 1
129 Eb 6 19
130 Eb 5 20
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